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NOTE: We are delighted to welcome first time HiFi buyers to our
showrooms. We will offer simple advice and help.

PIONEER DISCOUNTS
Turntable PL12D
Amp SA5300..
Tuner TX5300
Cassette 4141
5151 ..
6161 ..
Receiver SX306
SX535

£50 95
£57.95
£67 95
£126 50
£145 50
£155 50
£85 50
£152.50

For other Pioneer prices ring in

CELESTION DISCOUNTS
Per Pair.
COUNTY
DITTON II
DITTON 15
DITTON 33
DITTON 44
DITTON 66

£63.55
£58.95
£.95.75
£141.75
£171.75
£259.50

The above prices reflect
February 1st increases

UP TO

50% OFF
BLANK TAPES
AGFA

MEMOREX

Ring for prices.

• Leads • Plugs
• Bib •Calculators

Also Koss
Garrard

4

TDK

MAXELL etc.

YOU CAN STOP LOOKING FOR THE FINEST
CASSETTE DECKS IN THE WORLD.
THEY'RE HERE AT

REW

Nakamichi are the finest: They designed the world's first 3-head cassette system
and put it into the first cassette deck ever to offer performance up to 20,000 Hz.
And no-one's ever been able to touch them.
Come and experience Nakamichi. We have the full range of machines and accessories at
RE\XT Audio Visual, 20-21 St Giles High Street, London WC2 Tel: 240 3066/7
Top left: Nakenecln Tri-Tracer 700.
The ultimate domestic cassette deck £499.50 including VAT

Right Nakemichi Tri-Tracer10 ,10.
The professional standard cassettedeck £ 789.77 including VAT

rk
NAKAMICHI

Lower left: Nekamichi Dual- Tracer 550.
The most sensitive portable cassette deck in the world £295.00 including VAT

HUGE DISCOUNTS . MAIL ORDER . ADVICE
DEMONSTRATIONS . FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE
ELECTRONICS

Audio
R.R.P. Spectra
AMPLIFIERS
inc.
inc.
Accuphase E202
VAT
VAT
Akai AA5210 £ 133.50 £91.50
AA5210D8 £ 175.50 £ 119 95
AA5510 .. £ 175-50 £ 119 95
AA5810 £219.50 £ 149-95
Alpha FA600 £ 11 1-25 £89 95
AX500 ..
£74.37 £59.95
Amstrad 2000 M1(111 £60.00 £42 ,50
4000 Mk II .. £50-62 £35 50
8000 Mk Ill .. £39-58 £27-50
Atron KA2015 £70.00 £6195
Eagle 2004 .. £81-25 £56 50
2006 ..
C10615 £73 75
JVC Range
Leak 2200 .. £ 173.32 £ 127 50
Marantz 1040 .. £ 171.25 £ 142 50
1070 ..
L19150 £ 160 00
1120 ..
L396.25 £295-00
N.A.D. Range ..
Pioneer SA5300 £85.59 £ 56-50
SA6300 •
El 1+12 £78 75
SA7300 .. £ 163.90 £ 112.95
SA7500 £240-02 £ 165 00
SA8500 .. £30+40 £210.00
Rotel RA2I2 £72.50 £49•75
RA3I2
L86.50 £ 59 50
RA4I2
f107.50 £73 75
RA6I2
[ 145.50 £9915
RA8I2
cleeso £ 129 50
RAI212 .. £237-50 £ 16195
RAI412 £395-00 £270 00
Sansui AU2200 £85-56 £68 50
AU4400 [ 120-I I £95 95
AU5500 £ 19340 £ 154.75
AU7700 £240-99 £ 192 75
AU6S00 .. Sp. price £ 138-50
Sharp SM5I I - £83.95 £64 75
Teleton SAQ307D £50.56 £ 36.50
GA203 .. £80.63 £57.95
Toshiba SB300 £90-86 £76.50
Trio KAI200 •. £76.00 £63 95
KAI600 •. £ 120-00 £97-95
KA404 . • [ 148-00 £ 107 95
KA6004 • • £200-00 £ 167 95
Voxson H305 • • £ 149/7 £ 125.00
TUNERS
Akai AT550 • • £ 133.50 £91•50
AT580 .. • •
L185-50 £ 12150
Alpha TX500 • • £79.37 £64.25
.
L123.75 £99 95
Amstrad 3000 Mk11 £60-00 £42-50
Eagle 2008 .. £93/5 £64 95
JVC Range
Leak 2300
£ 138-60 El 10 00
Marantz Range
•
Pioneer TX5300.. £ 100.50 £69 50
TX7500 .. £ 191-25 £ 131 95
Rotel
RT224
E77.50 £52.95
RT324
[99-90 £68 50
RT624
[ 143.50 £98.50
RT824
[ 179.90 £ 123 50
Sansui TU4400 .. £ 121.85 £97.50
TU5500 £ 158•21 £ 126.50
Sharp ST5I 1 .. £99.50 £76-95
Teleton GT202 .. £68.13 £48 95
GT203
L74.38
f53-50
Trio KT1300 £9100 £83-95
KT4005 .. £ 14100 £97.95
Voxson R303 . £ 124.37 £ 104.50
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA8I0 £ 149.50 £ 102.50
AAI020 .. £ 19150 £ 131-95
AAI030 .. £209.50 £ 143-75
AAI050 .. £284.50 £ 195.00
AS1080DB £630.00 E430'00
'Alpha FR5000 .. £ 123/5 £88 SO
•FR6000 .. £ 143/5 £ 102.50
*FR8000 .. £211.25 £ 149-95
Amstrad 5000 .. £ 108.59 £77 50
Atron KR215
II•25 £99 95
KR220
[ 136-25 £ 122.50
Goodmans Mod 90 £ 180-46 £ 123.75
Mod 110 .. £204/ I El 39 95
Mod 120 .. £20+7 I £ 139.95
Mod 150 .. £299.00 £204-95
Harman Kardon Range
JVC Range
•
*KLH Mod. 55 .. £ 161.46 £ 125.00
•KF Soundseeker
(30w 4-30w) £ 15750 £ 115-00
Leak 2000 .. £223.96 £ 178-95
1800 .. [ 189.95 £ 151.95
Marantz 2015 .. £ 170.25 £ 140.00
22208
[285.62 £23500

Audio
R.R.P. Spectra
inc.
inc.
VAT
VAT
2230 .. • •
L268-75 £220 00
2245 .. • • [43315 £360 00
N.A.D. Range
•
Pioneer SX300 • • £ 129-50 £85 75
SX434 .. • .
C168-50 £ 110 95
SX535 .. • •
L230-97 £ 159.50
SX636 . • [269-34 £ 185•95
SX737 . • [333-47 £229.95
Rotel RX102 . • £ 10550 £72-50
RXI52• • £ I16-50 £79.95
RX254
£299-90 £205-75
RX202 • • £ 129.90 £88-95
RX402 • •
L177-50 £ 121-75
RX602 • • £23150 £ 159.50
RX802 • • £299-90 £205•75
RX7707• • [252-50 £ 172.95
Sansui 441£ I30-57 £ 104.50
551 .. • • [ 16118 £ 129.95
661 .. • • £209.17 £ 167.50
771
[259-67 £207-50
Teleton TA3000 £79-49 £57.25
Trio KR2400 £ 150-00 £ 11195
KR3400 .. £ 18+00 £ 155•95
KR4400 .. £224-00 £ 187.95
KR5400 .. £266.00 £223.95
Wharfedale SXP [229-85 £ 154.50
TURNTABLES
Akai AP003 with cart. £ 137-50 £94 ,50
AO 001
£95-00 £64.95
Acoustic Research
XAU
£57-50 £ 51.50
XB1
£70-00 £62.95
Bic Range
BSR MP610/Shure
cart. ..
Sp. price £24.95
Connoisseur BDI Kit £ 18.62 £ 15•50
BD2/SAU2 PC £57.75 £47.95
Eagle D2005 .. [60-00 £44-50
D2006
LI10.00 £81-50
ERA Mk 6X PC .. £ 11.25 £69.95
G
d SP25 IV PC £45-62 £32.50
635P/M75C PC £48.44 £ 34.50
8658 Mk 2 PC £ 3+94 £59.95
125SB PC .. £6144 £44.50
ZIOOSB PC .. £ 33.12 £56.25
401 Chassis .. £ 6•25 £6I - 50
•Goldring GL75P Sp. price
E47-50
Lid 75 .. Sp. price £4.40
GL78PC .. Sp. price £61.95
JVC Range ..
Leak 2001 .. £ 167-82 £ 133.95
McDonald BD580/ADC cart. £35.95
Micro Range
..
•
Philips GA212/GP400 Sp. price £72.95
Pioneer PLI2D £ 5/1 £47.95
PL 125
[ 130.16 £89.95
PL5IA
C227.25 £ 156.75
PLI5R
[89.35 £61-50
Rega ( White) .. £9150 £78.00
Planar .. Sp. price £75-00
Rotel RPI000 £9+50 £64.95
RPI500 with arm £87-50 £59.95
RPI500 less arm £7150 £52.95
RP2500 .. £ 105.50 £72.50
RP3000 less arm
L122-50 £83.95
RP3000 with arm £ 149-90 £ 102.95
Sansui SR2I2P ( less
cart.) .. £78.50 £62-75
SR212 ( with cart.) £ 33-06
E66-50
SR525
[ 170.34 £ 136-50
SR7I7
L227-95 £ 18150
Teleton SIOOW .. Sp. price £51-75
Thorens TDI45 £ 131•25 £99-95
TD16013 ( less arm) £84.69 £67.50
TDI60C £ 103.12 £76.95
TDI66
[90.00 £71-95
TDI25 Chassis £ I21.25 £96.95
TDI25ABC £ 187.50 £ 142-95
Trio KPI022 £64.00 £55•95
KD2033 .. £9100 £77.95
KP3022 £ I24.00 £ 105-95
COMBINATIONS TO ORDER
Direct Design DRS I
(401) fitted SME
£ 150.00
DRS2 fitted SME ..
E150-00
DRS3 fitted SME
£ 145.00
Rotel RPI500 fitted SME3009/S2
£100.00
RP3000 fitted SME3009/52 £ 130.00
Thorens TDI25/11 in plinth and cover,
fitted SME3009/52 .. £ 180-00
Thorens TDI60B, fitted SME3009/S2
£120-00

Audio
R.R.P. Spectra
inc.
inc.
VAT
VAT
PICK-UP ARMS
Colton MCIO I £31 . 50
Connoisseur SAU2 [20-00
SME 3009 fixed £57.26
SME 3009 det. £6178
SME 52 shell .. £480
CARTRIDGES
JVC Range
•Pickering VIS Mk IV
£21•25
[7-50
Shure M30
£9.37
M44/7 _
£10.12
M44E
£11.25
M55E
£1012
M756-5
£I5/5
M75B
£18-37
M75E1/11
£21.37
M75ED/11
£19-12
M9SEJ
£27.75
M95ED
£55-87
V15/III
£9-00
*Sonotone V 100
£6-131
Tenorel T20001 ..
T200IED .. Sp. price
REEL-TO-REEL DECKS
Akai 4000DS Mk II £17/50
£245-50
4000DB
[189-90
I722L
£397-50
GX265D
GX630DB
£549-50
f675-00
GX630DSS
[310-00
Ferrograph 713 ..
7502/4
[405-00
£448-75
7522/4
£48175
7502/40 ..
L527-50
7522/40 ..
Sharp RD708 Re£147.50
corder
£281.25
Teat A1230 ..
£347.50
12505
£551.25
A234OR
f747.50
A33405
£367-50
Toshiba PT862D £ 14101
CASSETTE DECKS
Akai C534D
145-50
£25+50
GXCSIOD
£I9+50
GXC39D
£7+50
GXC75D
£235.50
GXC310D
£26+50
GXC710D
£304-50
GXC325D
GXC740D
£359.50
[449-50
Alpha CDI000 £55.62
CD2000
£.25
Decca DCI100 £75-22
DC2000 ( Dolby) £ 109.95
Amstrad 7000 .. £99-58
BASF Range
Dokorder MK40
Sp. Price
Dokorder Mk 50
Sp. price
Goodmans SCD100 £ 195.70
Harman Kardon HKI000
JVC Range ..

••
••
•.
•.
••
••
•.
••

£13.75
£4.75
£5.75
£6.15
£6.75
£6.15
£8.95
£10-70
£1120
£11.05
£15.50
£37.50
£3-95
£4.75
£9.50
£117 95
£16195
£129.95
£270-00
£375•00
£460.00
£270.00
£350.00
£375.00
£435-00
E475.00
£119.50
£250.00
£304 00
E465-00
£625'00
E320-00
£124.50
£99.95
£174.50
£133-50
£188-00
£161-50
£180.00
£208'95
£245•00
£308-50
£44-95
[69.95
£61.50
£89.95
£69.95
£96.50
£117.50
£136.95
•

MAIL ORDER
Postal Charges
Cartridges 15p
Headphones 40p
Pickup Arms 30p
Cassettes 30p per order
(20 or more post free)
Securicor 48-hour delivery
0-50 per item
(If sending cheque, please allow for
clearance)
PLEASE ADDRESS ALL MAIL
ORDERS TO HORNCHURCH
BRANCH
Neal 102 .. £243/5 £218-95
103
£301-25 calm
Pioneer CT313IA £ 141.35 £97.50
CT414IA • • £ 19/69 [ 127 50
CT5151• • £ 218-90 £ 150 95
CTF2121 . • [ 181.22 £ 119 95
CTF6I61 • • £232-21 £ 159 95
CTF7171 • • £261.46 E179-95
CTF9191 • • £36+27 £250.00
Rotel RD20 . • £ 19150 £ 135 50
Sansui SC636 • • £ 169-54 £ 135 50
SC737• • £ 196.45 £ 156.95
SC3000 [204.26 £ 163 50

202 HIGH ST., HORNCHURCH,
ESSEX
Tel. HORNCHURCH 50221
20 NORTH ST., BARKING. ESSEX
Tel. 01-594 8855

6

£25.95
£15•95
[42-50
E46.50
E4-50

HI-FI REPAIR SHOP
NOW OPEN AT BARKING

Audio
R.R.P. Spectra
inc.
inc.
VAT
VAT
Sharp RT442
f82-95 £68.95
RTI200 £ 3+95 £68.95
RT2000 £ 105-00 £84 95
RT3500 £ 144-95 £ 117 50
Teac A160
£ 171-25 [ 153'95
A260 .. £230-130 £206-95
A360 .. [275.00 £247'50
A450 .. £3I
175 £280 00
A170 .. [ 166-25 [ 149-50
A400 .. [200-00 £ 179-95
Teleton CD50
E78.23 £56-50
Trio KX620 £ 168-00 £ 141-95
Trio KX7I0 £ 19100 £ 155.95
.. [232-00 £ 195.95
Wollensak 4766E
Sp.price E226-95
ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AT 25%
(Cassettes and Tapes 8%)
CREDIT TERMS
Examples:
8 Monthly
Amount
Deposit payments of
100 ( min)
1133
1133
150
leso
18.50
200 ( max)
24.67
2+67
Larger amounts may be paid by
12, 18 or 24 monthly instalments
if a deposit of one-third is paid.
Send for quotation of credit terms
stating items required
CASSETTES AT KNOCKOUT
PRICES (
Minimum order 10 cassettes
BASF Super SM
C60
CI • I9
£. 75
C90
[1-51 £0.92
C120 ..
£2-05 £ 1.25
BASF Chrome
£1.73 £ 1.04
C60
.. [2-16
El 30
C90 .
CI20 _
L2.81 £ 1.62
SPEAKERS (
all prices per pair)
Alpha HT17
£37.50 £29 95
HT20
£7150 £S8 50
Acoustic Research Range
Brahms Sandringham £66•25 £4800
Bose Range
Bowers & Wilkins Range •
Celestion County £8+88 £59.95
Dicton 10 .. £71.37 [51-50
Dicton I
08-75 £56 75
..
L127-82 £87 95
Dicton 15
.. £270.05 £ 18595
Dicton 25
..
L188-88 £ 130 00
Dicton 33
.. £229 35 £ 157 95
Dicton 44
.. [368-36 ¿254-00
Dicton 66
.. [84-88 ¿59 95
Dicton 120
•
UL Range
E66-95
Goodmans Havant SL £89.67
09-50
Mezzo SL
£ 13182
JVC Range ..
•
•
KLH Range
Leak 2030 .. [ 122-38 £97.95
2060 .. £ 198-30 £ 15195
2075
E50100 £ 395-00
Marantz IMP 4G ..
L100-00 £89 95
IMP SG.. ..
L135-00 £ 119 95
IMP 5G.. ..
f135-00 £ 119-95
IMP 6G.. .. [ 185-00 £ 165.00
IMP 7G.. [230-00 £ 199 50
Marsden Hall XLIO [55.00 £42.50
XLI5
[64-00
E49-50
XL20
L79-00 ¿61-25
XL30
[ 15150 £ 11195
Symphony 3522 £ 176-00 £ 136 25
*Martin Maxi-Max
L112-50
E79-95
Mirsch Range ..
Pioneer Range ..
Sansui Range ..
Scandyna A30
E77 50
Teleton LS203 .. Sp. price £44 SO
Wharfedale Denton
2XP
E58.56 £ 39 50
Chevin XP
£41.50 [27-95
Linton 3XP
[83-65
f56 SO
Airedale SP .. £300.30 £ 199.95
Glendale 3XP [ 109-07 £73 50
Glendale 3XP Kit £75.57 £50.95
Dovedale SP .. [ 192-79 E129-50
Linton Kit .. 33.45
£
£25.95
Glendale Kit ..
L56-24 ¿43-75
Dovedale Kit .. [95.49 £74-50
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE. E. & 0.E.
PLEASE NOTE
Audio Spectra do not operate on a
warehouse basis. All our customers
receive the best possible service
from salesmen who are as keen on
HiFi as the customer

speaks for itself
Monitor Audio is ayoung
company and has established
a reputation within ashort
space of time —
Why?
Because we take pains to
ensure that the customers

get what they pay for —
Good sound quality.
All five models have
been acclaimed by
critics as of the
highest standard.

.-*.

/.?

Monitor Audio Ltd

the symbol of Quality /

/

.••

347F Cherry Hinton Road Cambridge CI31 4DJ
Telephone ( 0223) 42898
7
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MUTING

command
A Command Performance especially for
you, on our superb Comparater
demonstration unit. Listen to all the
leading HiFi equipment at your
leisure in our showroom. At
Cleartone you'll not find
salesmen rushing to sell
you that 'latest new
unproved unit that
just arrived'. What you
will find however is
sound advice!- and the
chance to let your ears
decide the HiFi
equipment you require.
Of course we'll give you
the best possible discounts.
But that's not all! Our after
-sales service, we believe is
second-to-none. We've our
own fully trained engineers
to attend any problem that
may occur. So all we ask is
that you visit our showroom.
We'll treat you like royalty.

performance
The following equipment is in stock and
available at tremendous discount prices —
AMPLIFIERS Amstrad 8000, 4000, IC 2000.
Leak 2200. Pioneer 5300, 6300, 7300, 7500, 8500,
9500, 9900. Yamaha CA 400, CA 600, CA 800,
CA 1000. Technic SE 9600, SE 9200, Su 3500,
SU 3200, SU 3150, SU 3050. Sugden A21, A48.
Rotel RA312, RA421, RA612, RA812, RA1412.
Eagle A2004. NAD 60.
TURNTABLES Garrard AP86, SP25, Zero 100,
SPI 25. AR Turntable. Yamaha YP800, YP701,
YP450, YP400. Leak 2001. Pioneer PL12D.
Thorens TD1608C, TD125AB. Strathern 5184.
CASSETTE DECKS AIWA 1300, 1600, 1800,
6500. Technic RS 676, RS 671, RS 263, RS 273,
RS 271. Sansui SE 637, SE 737.
Pioneer range in stock. Yamaha TC800 GL.
AKAI range in stock.
RECEIVERS
We have arange of receivers in stock by the
following manufacturers.
Technic, Yamaha, Pioneer, AIWA, Wharfedale,
Rotel, Sansui NAD Amstrad Goodma.ns, Leak.
SPEAKERS
A full range of speakers in stock including
B & W, Castle, Celestion, Goodmans, Leak,
Videotone, Wharfedale, Marsden Hall,
Keith Monks.
Full Range of HiFi accessories in stock.

hi•fi specialist

cleartone limited

166 Blackburn Rd • Bolton 22636

OPEN: MONDAY TO WEDNESDAY 9am to 5.30pm THURSDAY, FRIDAY till 8pm SATURDAY 9am to 5pm
8

AMSTRAD
MC20 MUSIC CENTRE
MAJOR PRICE
£189.00
£.3.00 corr.

AMSTRAD 2000 SYSTEM
Consisting of the Amstrad 2000 Mk Ill amplifier, apair of Amstrad 2500 Loudspeakers and
aG
d SP25 Mk IV fitted with Goldring
G8C0 magnetic cartridge, mounted in plinth
and cover. All leads included. Ready to play.
On permanent demonstration.
MAJOR PRICE

£99.95

Choice of Deck or
Speakers may be
changed on application

£

corr. & ins.

AMSTRAD 5000 SYSTEM
Consisting of the Amstrad 5000 tuner amplifier, plus a pair of
Amstrad 2500 loudspeaker, and
Garrard SP25 Mk IV turntable fitted with aGoldring G800 magnetic cartridge mounted
in plinth and cover. All leads included. Ready to play. On
permanent demonstration.
Choice of Deck orPRICE
MAJOR
Speakers may be
changed on application

£138.00
£.3 car, & ens

Consisting of the Amstrad 8000 Mk Ill amplifier, a
pair of Amstrad 10 loudspeakers and a Garrard
SPIS Mk IV turntable fitted with Goldring G800
magnetic cartridge, mounted in plinth and cover.
All leads included. Ready to play. On permanent
demonstration.
Choice of Deck or
Speakers may be
changed on application

ios.
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tuner and a pair of Acoustra 2500 loud•
speakers.

PERSONAL CALLERS VERY WELCOME
-see for yourself what good value you get!
AMPLIFIERS
Celestion Hadleigh £45.00
Carr. & Ins. LI-10
Sinclair QI6 .. £ 17•50
Akai AA5210 ..
P.O.A. CARTRIDGES/PICKUPS
Akai AA5210DB ..
P.O.A. Carr. & ln. 30p
Amstrad 2000 Mk Ill £42•95 Shure M55E
£
6-00
Amstrad 4000 Mk 11 £3600 Shure M7565
£400
Amstrad 8000 Mk Ill £2800 Shure M75E1/11 £9.10
Leak 2200 .. • •
P.O.A. Shure M75ED/11 £ 10.20
Pioneer SA5300 • •
P.O.A. Shure V15/111 £ 39.95
Pioneer SA6300 . •
P.O.'', Goldring G800 £3.60
Sansui 2200• • £ 68-45 SME 3009 Arm
£39.95
Sansui 4400• • £9609 SME S2 Shell .. £3.50
Sinclair 805• .
arc* Acos Lustre Arm .. £28.00
Sinclair 4000 •. £5600 CASSETTE DECKS
TUNERS
Carr. & Ins. £ I•50
Carr. & Ins. ( HO
Akai CS34D
Akai AT580
P.O.A. Akai GXC39D
P 0 A.
Amstrad 3000 Mk 11
Amstrad 6000 .. £54-95
AM/FM
£42-95 Amstrad 7000 Dolby £67.95
Eagle T5152 ..
Dieu Pioneer CT414IA
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX5300
P.O.A. Pioneer CT5151
P.O.A.
Rotel RT224
P.O.A. Sansui SC737 .. £ 157.16
Sansui 4400
£
96-ost TAPE DECKS
Sinclair 4000 ..
me° Carr. & Ins. LISO
TUNER/AMPS.
Akai 400005 Mk 11
P.O.A.
Carr. & Ins. £ I•50

Akai AA8I0
Akai AAI020 ..
P.O.A.
Amstrad 5000 £7500
ALL
Pioneer SX300
P.O.A.
PRICES
Pioneer SX434 P.O.A.
INCLUDE
Rotel RX152
P.O.A.
Rotel RX202
P.O.A.
Sansui 441 .. £ 104-46
Sansui 551 .. £ 130.55
VAT
Sansui 661 .. £ 167.34
Sansui 771 .. £207.66
LOUDSPEAKERS
Carr. & Ins. £ 00
Per pair
Amstrad 1500 .. £32.00
Amstrad 2500 .. £3800
Celestion County .. £5800
Celestion Ditton 15 £83.00
Celestion Ditton 25 £ 17800
Celestion Ditton 33 £
12500
Celestion Ditton 44 £
155.00
Celestion Ditton 66 £245.00

25.

AMSTRAD 8000 SYSTEM
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A complete Hi -Fi Complex consisting of
G
d SP25 Mk IV turntable, a stereo
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TURNTABLES
Carr. & Ins. LI..50
Amstrad TP I2D
£41 50
G
d 86SB
£30 00
G
d Zero 100..
£50 00
GoldringGIO2MkIIP/C£35 00
Goldring GL72/P £40 50
Goldring GL75/P
£48 00
Goldring GL78P/C
£67 50
Goldring GL8SP/C
£88 50
Pioneer PL I2D
P0 A
Sansui SR2I2P
£62 80
Thorerts TD125AB/II £ 150 00
Thorens TDI60C .. £77.00
Thorens TD165C .. £66.00
COMPACTS Carr. & Ins. £3.00
Amstrad MC20 .. £ 189.00
Goodmans Module 80 £ 15500
Goodmans Module 90 £211.00
Gimans Module 110 £220.00
Goldring ST8000 .. £200.00

MOST ITEMS LISTED ON FREE DEMONSTRATION
TERMS - All prices include V.A.T. at 25% and are correct
at the time of going to press. Mail order:Cheques. Giro, M.O., P.O. Cash only by registered mail.
Allow 7 days for cheque clearance.

AMSTRAD 9000 Car/
Cassette AM/FP4 MP X
Now HiFi in the car on
stereo radio and tape
AM/FM stereo, cassette
and radio complete with two
speakers, auto stop, stereo beacon
MAJOR PRICE
I.00 corr. & ins.

+

£51.95

CASSETTE TAPES
WE ARE STOCKISTS OF ALL THE
LEADING MAKES: MEMOREX : TDK:
BASF: ETC.
TELEPHONE FOR BEST PRICES

AMSTRAD
CASSETTE
DECKS
Model 7000 with DOLBY SYS
TEM, features CrO2, pause, auto
stop, input for 2 mikes, noise
reduction switch
suitable for
all types of tapes and Hi Fi
units. £67.95 -I- LI-25 carr. & ins.
Model 6000 as 7000 without
Dolby £54•95 £ 1 .25 carr. & ins.

(Mall Order and Calle rs) (Dept. H FN2)

57 Ilford Lane, Ilford, Essex. Tel. 01-553 5720

(Callers only)

12 South End, Croydon, Surrey.

Tel: 01-680 2050

AMSTRAD
TPI2D DECK
Contemporary styled
with tri lateral tangential platter giving
minimal wow and
flutter. Fitted with a
low mass tone arm.
MAJOR PRICE

+ LI .50 corr. & ens
Mail Order and callers welcome
All art( es include V.A.T. at 25%
Access/Barclaycards welcome.
ALL Goods Guaranteed for
12 months parts and labour.
New items exchanged if faulty
within 14 days of purchase.
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Dansk

Hi-Fi's most confident newcomer
The new Dansk range of hi-fi equipment
is designed and made by Scan-dyna in
Denmark, and is distributed in Britain by
Plustronics who, as members of the
Photopia International group of
companies, have 25 years' experience of
marketing high-quality consumer goods.
Not abad start, is it?
The equipment includes the 2100 tuneramplifier with a2 x30W sinus/4 ohm
output ( 45W music), 1702-1 turntable
with 32-pole synchronous motor and
strobe speed control and the A25
aperiodic valve loudspeaker with 30
—25,000Hz response, one of eleven
Dansk speakers.

And the entire 22-item range is
beautifully styled and meticulously made.
That's enough for any of the dealers
we've appointed to feel confident that
Dansk will earn itself ahigh reputation.
Call in on your dealer, or send us the
coupon below.
Darsk hi-fi nade by Scan-dyna
from Plurtroncs amember of the Phatopia International Group.
u.
u.
u.
u.
•
u.

u.
•

BLUM

MOMIO
▪
M

CIM

Dept. No.4302
Plustronics Limited
Hempstalls Lane
Newcastle
Staffs ST5 OSW

Suggested retail prices: 2100, £ 175.56: 1702-1, £ 125.23: A25, £48.89

Danskm-Fi from Plustronics

10

An ADC cartridge from the ' P Series could be your start
to areal hi-fi system.
With its exclusive Induced Magnet system and elliptical
diamond stylus it will guarantee you improved groove
tracing, precise and consistent damping, and
lower distortion. For all the finer details
DC
write to: BSR Limited, Powke Lane, Cradley
Heath, Warley, West Midlands B64 5QH.

PSeries,
CASH DISCOUNTS AT LIVERPOOL
AMPLIFIERS
Alpha AX500 «.
59-95
Cambridge P60 ( blackor silver) 129.95
Cambridge Classic One
194.95
Pioneer- New models
P.O.A.
Rotel 312
59.95
Rotel 412 ..
74.95
Rotel 612 ..
102.50
Rogers Panthera A75
104.95
Sugden A48 ..
P.O.A.
Sugden C5I, PSI
P.O.A.
Leak 2200 ..
119.95
Akai 5810 ..
139.95
Akai 5510 ..
119.95
Akai 5210DB
119.95
STEREO TUNERS
Akai 580 ......
119.95
Cambridge T56 ( black or silver) 109.95
Leak 2300 ..
115.00
Pioneer TX5300
67.95
Pioneer TX7500
128.95
Pioneer TX9500
169.95
Rotel RT224
52-95
Rotel RT324
67.95
Rotel RT624
99.95
Rogers Panthera T75
89.95
Sugden R21, R5I
P.O.A.
STEREO TUNER- AMPLIFIERS
Rotel RXI52
..
79.95
Rotel RX202
..
92.95
Rotel RX402
125.95
Rotel RX602
159.95
Rotel RX802
210.00
Pioneer SX434
109-95
Pioneer SX535
..
154.95
Pioneer SX636
..
173.95
Pioneer SX737
215-95
Leak 2000 teak or walnut ..
179.95
N.A.D. 160A
..
204.95
Harman Kardon
P.O.A.
Leak 1800 New Model ..
149.95
Leak 2000 ..
169-95

SPEAKER SYSTEMS- PAIRS
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
89.95
Celestion Ditton 33 . ,
129.95
Leak 2030 ..
84.95
Leak 2060 ..
150.00
Goodmans Achromat 4,0 ..
159.95
Altec, J. B. Lansing
P O.A.
SMC Monitors
P 0.A.
Richard Allan RA8 ..
64-95
Richard Allan RA82
104-95
Richard Allan RA82L
124-95
Videotone Saphire 1
55.95
Videotone Minemax ..
44.95
Wharfedale Denton XP
41.50
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
59.95
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
79.95
Wharfedale Dovedale SP .
139.95
Mordaunt Short Pageant ..
120.00
We stock full range of Acoustic Research, Rogers B.B.C. MonitorsCelef
Audio,
Cambridge
Audio,
Castle
Acoustics. Monitor Audio Phone for
superb systems.
TURNTABLES
incl. plinth & cover
Ariston RD 11 for SME ..
79-95
Linn Sondek LPI2 for SME..
103.50
Fergus Fons CQ30 for SME..
84.95
Denon 3500 D/D for SME..
189.95
Rotel RP3000 DID for SME
79.95
Leak 2001 complete ..
119.95
Pioneer PL I2D
49.95
Garrard 86SB/2 Shure 75/6S.. 64.95
Garrard SP25 Mk IV cart...
33-95
Rega Planet & Acos Luszre arm 79.95
Rega Planet & SME arm ..
99.95
Thorens TD165 & urn , ..
65-95
Thorens TDI60 fitted SME
122.95
Thorens TDI45 auto lift ..
99.95
Connoisseur BD2
49-95
Rotel RP 1500
E.59.95
Tape decks by Akai, Aiwa, Neal,
Harman Kardon. Pioneer. Teat F.O.A.

W. A. BRADY

& SON

401 Smithdown Road, Liverpool IS. Tel: 051-733 6859
Suppliers of high quality optical, photographic, and hi- fl equipment. Complete
systems installed. Part exchange by arrangement. Open until 6.30. Closed all
day Wednesday. Carriage £ 1.60 per item. Prices correct 5/1:76 incl. VAT at
25%. MAIL ORDER- send your cheque or telephone your BARC...LAvCARD
or ACCESS number.
Unsatisfactory Loudspeakers can be exchanged after Purchase

NOW YOU KNOW
WHY THEY CALL IT
HOUSEBREAKING.
Most intruders intentions are to find something worth stealing.
And find it, they will.
If they have to scatter the contents of your drawers across the
room. If they have to break open your cupboards. If they have to
tear up your floor boards, even.
However, there are also those who break in for the sole
purpose of breaking the place up.
And either way, you have to clean up after them.
Fortunately, you can easily make them avoid you. By installing
aChubb alarm system.
The least it will do is scare scmeone off. At best it can get
them caught.
Post the coupon below for further information.
And spare yourself the heartbreaking experience of a

C

housebreaking.

CHUBB PROTECTS

r

IBM NM MIMI ma

I

CHF1

Please send me details of Chubb Alarm systems.
Name
Address

POST TO: Chubb Alarms Limited
29 Enford Street London W1H 2AE
Telephone: 01-262 3250

L

The new Lenco L90

Where it's made tells you how it's made.
In Switzerland.
With that uncanny precision so customary of
the Swiss. And indeed, Lenco.
The superb new L90 is the natural successor
to the highly regarded L85.
Briefly, it features fully electronic circuitry,
with the automatic shut off and tone arm lifting
functions operated through acontactless
electronic system.
Naturally, the L90 is belt driven, and offers
remarkably low wow and flutter (± 0.08), and
rumble (-63dB), together with stroboscopic speed
adjustment.
The tone arm, with its simplified counter
balance arrangement, is of anew, extremely
lightweight design, and capable of accepting true
'micro-mass' cartridges such as the G900 Super E.
(Tracking weight is from 0.5gms).
Additionally, the arm is viscously damped;
there's an anti skate mechanism; and via separate
scale adjustments, bias compensation for elliptical
or spherical stylii.

The L90 has arecommended retail price of
£128.00 excluding VAT
If you'd like to know more, send the coupon
below. Or ask to see it at any good Hi Fi dealer.
Either way, if you want the ultimate precision
engineered deck, you're bound to conclude that
the Swiss have got it made.
To Goldring Limited, 10 Bayford Street, London E8 3S
Please tell me more about the Lenco L90.
Name
Address

NEW 2 76

Goldring

1

D.

Itt aloud Allan introduce anew
generation in loucspeaker cesign
The tit 8
rance

II ustrated is the RA82L labyrinth type floor
standing loudspeaker system, beautifully finished in
either teak or walnut which incorporates the
following outstanding features:Mid range control covering 1dB below to 4dB above
the flat anechoic condition. ( 6 steps).

o

o

Size: 724 x 345e 292mm ( 28r x131" x11?)
Frequency response: 40Hz - 20kHz t3dB.
Power handling capacity: 70 watts programme.
45 watts rms.
Impedance: Variation limits 5 ohms ( min) - 20 ohms
(max)
Sensitivity: 45 watts Pink noise for 96dB at 1 metre.

Write now, for full details of this and our complete range of
quality Hi Fi equipment.
RICHARD ALLAN RADIO LTD., Bradford Road, Gomersal,
Cleckheaton BD19 4AZ Yorkshire, England.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2442/3. Cables Acoustics, Bradford.

SONY

HITACHI *
MUSIC CENTRES

Sony HMK20 & 30
Sony HMK40 & 70
Hitachi SDT2480 & 2660
Hitachi SDT2680
Hitachi SDT2690
National 1020 & 1070L
National 2070L
Toshiba SM3000
Sanyo G2615N & 2611KL

SANYO *

COLOUR TELEVISIONS
12'
14"
14"
16"
18"
18"
20"
20"
20"

* NATIONAL

Sony KV1330 & 1340
National TC48G
Toshiba C400B
Hitachi CAP160
Sony KV181OUB Mk. II
National TC86G
Hitachi CTP200
National TC261
Mitsubishi CT203

TOSHIBA *

CASSETTE PLAYERS/RADIOS
Sony TC66 & 68
Sony TC65 & 67A
Sony TC95L
Sony CFI70L
Sony CF320 & 420
Sony CF550A & 620
National RQ4435 & DS
National RQ5310LB
Etc.

HITACHI
IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT
TURNTABLES

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony

Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony

PS5011
PS1350
PS2350
P54750

STR7015
STR7025
STR6046A
STR7055A
STR7065A

WE ARE ALSO STOCKIST OF

NI Technics
EQUIPMENT

Car
Car
Car
Car
Car

Radio WM7I3R
Radio WM850E & KM 1710
Cassette/player CS2 I
4
Cassette/radios CS Will
Cassette/radios CSK2300

AMPLIFIERS
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony

TA70
TA88
TAI066
TAI055
TA 1150
TAI I30
TA3 I
4OF
TA5650
TA8650

SPEAKERS
Sony SS70 & 5088
Sony SS5I77 & 5300
Sony SS7200

MITSUBISHI
OTHERS
Radios
Headphones
Hi-fi & T/V Accessories
Etc.

[VW PORTABLE TELEVISIONS
5"" National TR505G
II" Sony 110UK
12" Sanyo 12T224
12' Hitachi P20
12" National TR562G
14" Hitachi FS4G
14" National TR7I4GN

CASSETTE DECKS

Sony TCII7 & 129
Sony TCI35SD
Sony TC I
36SD
Sony TC16ISD
Sony TCI38SD
Sony TCI53SD
Sony TCI77SD
National RS269US
National RS262AUS
Sony TC377 ( Reel/reel)

BLANK CASSETTES
Price of each
Sony

12 Off

24 Off

C9OK

£.65

£0.61

C9OHF

£3.88

£0.136

Postage-30p per order
Prices include VAT

EALING TV& Hi -Fi01.579
Ltd3718

1, 3&4 THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, EALING, LONDON W5 4PA
14

RE- 260

RE 237

You've no need to be!
There's one eut out just for you in the
new Ross Electronics range

RE- 237. Extended range
Reflex ( 15-22000 Hz).
RAP £ 10.60 + VAT.
RE- 252. Interchangeable
remote volume control and
stereo/mono switch.
RAP £ 12.30 + VAT.
RE- 260. Two-way stereo
headphone. Mylar cone
tweeter and woofer
RAP £ 15.47 + VAT.

RE- 270. Electret Condenser,
direct connection type
£25.32 + VAT.
These are just four of the
thirteen stereo headphones
in the complete Ross
Electronics range. See them
at your dealer or write for
information.

ROSS
ELECTRONICS
Quality HiFi from beginning to end.

32 Rathbone Place. London W1P 1AD. Tel: 01-580 7112/3

252

GRAND

SALE
Hampstead High Fidelity have for immediate
clearance the following items of new and
ex-dem. stock at greatly reduced prices. All
items sold as seen, tried and approved.

1Marantz 4100
1Marantz SQA1
1Sony STR 6046A
1 Rogers Panthera
1 Rogers Tuner
1Sony PS 5520
Pair AR3 Speakers
1Sony SIR 6036A
1Sony PS 5550
1 Empire Troubadour
1Sony TC 129
1 B & O Beolab 1700
1Marantz 2015
1 Advent 201

£200.00
£.16•80
£100.00
£75.00
£70.00
£60.00
£75.00

£85.00
£100.00
£60.00
£60.00
£55.00
£115.00
£185.00
1Servosound Cybernetic System £115.00
1 Harrison 5200
£150.00
1 Luxman 700X
£85.00
1Siemens Clangmeiser
£15.00
2 Dayline Speakers
£150.00
1 Lux 500 Tuner
£150.00
1 Lux 507 Amp.
£155.00
1Thorens 224 Turntable
£15.00
1Jordan Watts Module
£5.00
1MaranU WC10 Case
£10.15
1Tandberg Carrying Case
£10.13
2 Fane Crossovers
£1.00
10x Peerless K010DT
£3.50 each
1Sony TC 146A
£52.00
1 Rotel RA 610
£49.00
1 Rogers SQ Decoder
£14.00
1Thorens TD 125 B+C/SME
£83.60
1 Neal 103
£193.20
Garrard Zero 100 SB Base/7SEJ
£59.40
2 Hamps[ead Columns with Spkrs £120.00 pr.
4 Antique Commodes
£100.00 each
Several Modern Cabinets
£25.00 each

CASSETTE AND
TAPE BARGAINS

BRAND NEW, FULLY GUARANTEED and in
manufacturer's pack. ALL P- C
IN Lu

C.60
C.90
C.I20

C.60
C.90
C.120

Agfa
One Ten
0-42 4-00
0.57 5 50
0.81
7.90

Agfa
One
0.58
0.75
1-04

SFD
Ten
5.70
7.40
10.20

EMI S/Hog EMI X1000
One Ten
One Ten
0-39 3.80
0-60 5-80
0-49 4-80
0.85 8.10
0.59 5-80
-

Mem Cr02
One Ten
C.60
0.85 8.40
C.90 - 22 12-00
C.I20 - -

Philips
One Ten
043 4-20
0-59 5.80
0-80 7.90

Agfa Cr02
One Ten
0-74 7-20
0-97 9-50
1-37 13.50
Maxell
One Ten
0-54 5-30
0-69 6.70
0.95 9.30

Basf
One
0-50
0-69
0-93

Agfa LN

UDXL
One Ten
0.99 9-70
1-29 12-50
-

Memorex
One Ten
0.63 6-20
0-88 8-70
1.22 12.00

TDK
One
0.54
0-77
0-99

TDK SD
One Ten
0-69 6-80
0-95 9-40
1-35 13-30

TDK ED
One Ten
0.95 9-40
1.35 13.30
-

TAPES
Basf LH

One
l-35
l-55
224
544
6.25

One
2.04
248
325

Double play
5' 1200'
51" 1800'
7' 2400' ..

I - 59
2-24
2-79

2.48
3.40
4-17

Triple play
7 3600' ..

3-49

5-49

Bast Super Basf Cr02
One Ten
One Ten
0-74 7-25
1-07 10-50
0-93 9.10
1-35 13-00
1-27 12.50
1.75 17-20

Maxell UD
One Ten
0.82 8-20
1.08 10-50
1.39 13-50

Phil, Super
One Ten
056 5.50
070 6 90
094 9 30

Long play
5"
900' ..
5
200' ..
7" 1800'.
104" 4200' CINE
104" 4200 NAB

LH
Ten
4.90
6-80
9-10

Dyn.
Ten
5-30
7-60
9.80

MISCELLANEOUS
Agfa
One
7" L/P Matt Black . 2.95
104" LIP Matt Black
695
7' DIP Matt Black .
3-60
Basf 7" L/P Super ..
373
Maxell
7" L/P UD
295
104" L/P UD
650
Memorex 7" L/P
211
7" D/P
2-78
Philips 7"
L/P ---3-30
7" DIP
412
TDK
7" L/P AUDUA
295
104" L/P AUDUA
795

SEND BY MAIL adding any re evant post and packing charges and enclosing cash
with order or simply quote your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD number. Post to
DEPT HNT, BRIDLE PATH, WATFORD, HERTS WD2 4BZ. TELEPHONE
ORDERS using ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD are welcome and you should ring
our order desk on WATFORD 45248.
POST AND PACKING 45p per order.

HARROW AUDIO(Dept.HNT)
. HARROW-- 27, SPRINGFIELD ROAD ( 01 ,863 8E80)
UXBRIDGE- 278, HIGH STREET ( UXBRIDGE 33474)
WATFORD-- 33, BRIDLE PATH ( WATFORD 45361,
MAIL- ORDERS•- TO WATFORD PLEASE ISEE ' SEND BY MAIL' ABOVE)
OPENING HOURS -9.30-5.30 MONDAY SATURDAY
LATE NIGHT THURSDAY UNTIL 8pm.

A.D.
PERIOD STYLE
CABINETS
AS ILLUSTRATED
IN MAHOGANY
5' 6" LONG x20" DEEP
x30" HIGH

Price £ 152.
All Cabinets are made to order. Telephone No. Please.

A. DAVIES 8£ CO.

(Cabinet Makers)

56 WELLESLEY ROAD, LONDON N.W.5
Entrance from Malden Road ( by The Gypsy Queen)
01-485 5775
Open till 5.30 Saturday

We care for our Revoxes-why not let us care for yours?
We can do anything you can dream up for the A77 within reason, and without
detriment to the normal performance of the A77, such as:
I. Any speed from 30 i.p.s. down to
problems.

15/16 i.p.s. without any of the usual

2. Improving specifications to the most amazing standards for the professional
user.
3. Pause control.
4. Balanced line mic inputs with or without phantom speed up to 21 volts.

Hampstead High Fidelity Ltd
63 Hampstead High Street
London N.W.3.
Tel.: 01-435 0999/435 6377
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5. Cannon input and output.
6. RAPID SERVICE.
WE PROVIDE IMMEDIATE SERVICE TO THOSE WHO URGENTLY
REQUIRE THEIR REVOXES.

RADIO RECORDINGS

Telephone.. 586 0064.

ALL MACHINES WE REPAIR OR MODIFY LEAVE US WITH A SPECIFICATION
SHEET.

There's no place like home.
To get it together, and down on tape. Recording at home, working
out ideas in private, at your own pace, gives you the freedom and
control to help you get the music right. Your way.
With TEAC multitrack recording equipment...the proven
performer 4-track recorder with Simul-sync, the new super
flexible 6-in, 4-out companion mixer with pan and multiple patch
points, half-track mastering recorders, the ME-Series of electret
condenser mies, plus associated accessories.., you have all the
essential gear you need, at our affordable prices, to set up your
own multitrack recording rig.
It's more than asystem... it's your access to the technology of
music...it's the vehicle to make your inner musical perceptions
audible reality. It works. And you can make it work for you.

TEAC 3340S...
TEAC Model 2...
TEAC 3300S...

TEAC

The leader.-Always has been.

[ease send me literature on TEAC
Tape Recording Equipment.

HFN

Name
IAddress

W

TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
High Street, Houghton Regis.
Dunstable, Bedfonashire LU5 5QJ
TeFephona Cunstabie (0582) 603151

Introducing two new superb
products from Audiomaster

IMAGE 1

JECKLIN FLOAT

We at KJ are proud to announce the
arrival of areally exciting new high
quality Bookshelf speaker. Retailing
at amodest £ 79.90 per pair (inc.
VAT), our sales team were amazed at
the performance of aloudspeaker costing
so little and consider that one would have to
spend well in excess of £100 to find its equal
On close examination of the Image 1our engineers
found the construction to be of the highest order, top
quality drive units from Kef and Peerless being used
with acomplex 12 element equalisation and crossover
network employing expensive polyester capacitors to
ensure long service and reliability. The cabinet is extremely
attractive and incorporates carefully chosen Q damping
materials to keep colouration to aminimum.
SPECIFICATIONS
Recommended drive requirement 15 watts minimum. Impedance
8ohms. Dimensions 18 1
/ "x11 1
4
/ "x9". Teak and Walnut finish.
4
available to choice.
Call in at Wigmore Street or Watford for ademonstration of the
Image 1. We think its performance will really surprise you.

This really is Audiomaster's month!
Now and then aproduct comes on
to the market that we get really
excited about and this is just the case
with the Jecklin Float.
The Jecklin Float looks and is alot
different from aconventional headphone. In fact
it is more accurate to call them 'ear speakers' as the
capsules deliver sound to the ears in much the same way as a
pair of loudspeakers. This means that the 'sound stage'
appears to be in front of you as it would normally be, unlike
ordinary headphones where the sound appears to be located
in the middle of the head — amost unnatural effect.
The Power supply box has facilities for connecting two headsets
and an amplifier of at least 20 watts rating is recommended.
The Jecklin Float retails at £99.90 including the power supply
unit, spare headsets £66.00, very reasonable when one considers
the high cost of apair of Monitor Loudspeakers of similar quality
and performance.
A visit to either Wigmore Street or Watford will reveal amindbending experience when listening to ademonstration of these
remarkable ear speakers — you'll likely discard your conventional
headphones after just one listen!

Customers unable to visit us can have either of these products on our special 10 day paid approval scheme.

WIKJ LEISURESOUND
Ma

at\
Soy a* Pox»
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48 Wigmore Street, London W.I. Tel: 01-486 8263

=

En

101 St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts. Tel: Watford 45250

2 year Parts & Labour guarantee available on most equipment.
Low deposit instalment credit facilities easily arranged.

Showroom hours - Monday- Saturday 930am-5.30pm.Thursday late night until 8pm.

THORke
We are offering acombination of
this famous Thorens turntable
with afixed head SME arm at an
attractive combined price. Personal
shoppers can also have the arm
fitted at no extra cost. Fully covered
by makers guarantee.
List Price £141.92

MONITOR AUDIO
A special exclusive purchase of the
MA5 Mk 1enables us to offer this highly popular
speaker at the incredible price of £99.90 List Price £135.12
KJ SPECIAL PRICE £99.90
Carriage & Insurance £3.75
OVER £35 )

SAVE
_ £42 ) KJ SPECIAL PRICE £99.90
Carriage & Insurance £1.95

[SAVE

PHILIPS

For those of you who want aquality 3speed
turntable and have acollection of 78's, this could bo
your last chance to purchase areally good machine
to pPay them on. Last few remaining. Highly
recommended. Offered complete with plinth. cover and
SAVE £53
Shure DM103 cartridge. List Price £173.24
KJ SPECIAL PRICE £119.95
Carriage & Insurance £1.95 Without cartridge £ 109.95

Dual

GA 212

Top of the Philips range of turntables this servo controlled belt drive
turntable represents excellent value for money. Offered with or without cartridge.
List Price £107.00
KJ SPECIAL PRICES less cartridge £59.95 LSAVE Up TO £47
fitted GP400 £64.95
fitted Shure M75ED £69.95

DENON

The DP3500 direct drive turntable is currently "state
of art" to judge by the recent excellent review
(Gramophone- November 1975). We offer it with SME 3009 Mk 11 fixed
headshell arm for only £227.95
FREE SME ARM
Carriage & Insurance £1.95

Carriage & Insurance £1.95

AIWA

LDOLBY MUSIC CENTRES-)

At fast agenuine hi-fi Dolby '
13' cassette recorder/20 watt AM/FM receiver
all in one unit. We are offering the AF3060 in apackage system complete with 2
Audiomaster Image 1speakers and aPioneer PL12D turntable with
Shure M75ED cartridge. (Total List Price £413.)
KJ SPECIAL PRICE £345 Carriage & Insurance £5
Amongst the super new 1976 models is acomplete hi-fi music centre
(Model AF 5080) incorporating turntable as well as the Dolby cassette/
receiver section of the model AF 3060. We are making aspecial introductory
offer with apair of Audiomaster Image] speakers. (Total List Price £392)
.
KJ

harman

[ SAVE OVER £56

SPECIAL PRICE £335 Carriaue & Insurance £5.

ICJ
AMPLIFIERS
AMCRON1C150/D150A
ARMSTRONG 621
PIONEER SA5300
PIONEER SA6300
PIONEER SA7300
PIONEER SA9500
PHASE LINEAR 400
QUAD all models
RADFORD all models
SONY all models
TECHNICS all models
TELETON GA203
TRIO KA1200
TRIO KA1600
YAMAHA all models

£569 00
P.O.A.
£5400
£7200
£103.50
£261.95
RDA.
PEA.
P.OA.
P.O.A.
P.OA.
£55.95
£64.00
£90.00
POA

TUNERS
PIONEER TX5300
PIONEER TX7500
PIONEER TX9500
OUAD FM3

£63 50
£121.00
£167.00
FDA

DISCOUNT

SONY all models
TECHNICS all models
TELETON GT203
TRIO KT1300
YAMAHA all models

PUA.
P.DA
£ 51.95
f84.00
P.OA.

RECEIVERS
AIWA all models
ARMSTRONG 625/626
PIONEER SX434
PIONEERSX535
PIONEER SX636
PIONEER SX737
PIONEER SX1010
ROTEL RX202
EOTEL RX402
ROTEL RX602
SONY all models
TECHNICS all models
TRIO KR 2400
TRIO KR 3400
YAMAHA all models

PDA.
P.OA.
£105.00
£146.00
£169.50
£210.00
£369.95
f88.95
£122.00
£157.95
PO.A.
P.O.A.
£118.00
£156.00
P.O.A.

kardon

The HK 1000 continues to be one of the best cassette decks around and
at the special price offers incredible value for money. There is for example,
abuilt-in Dolby calibration oscillator and peak reading meters- a
combination of desirable features surprisingly difficult to find on competitors
machines. Only afew left so hurry. List Price £236.25
•KJ SPECIAL PRICE £179.90
Carriage & Insurance £ 2.75

MONEY SAVERS

TURNTABLES
DUAL all models
POA.
ERA Mk 6/SME 3009 £ 105.00
HARMON KARDON RABCO ST7
POA.
PIONEER P1120/11475ED £61.95
PIONEER PL15R
£ 56.00
SONY all models
PGA.
TECHNICS S1.2CVM75EJ £64.95
TECHNICS other models
P.O.A.
YAMAHA TP45C
NA.
SPEAKERS
AR all models
AUDIOMASTER IMAGE1
CELESTION DITTQN 11
CELESTION DITTON 15
CELESTION DITTGN 33
CELESTION DITTON 44
IMF all models
.1131. L26/1100
MF all models
MONITOR AUDIO all models
QUAD ELECTROSTATIC

POA.
£79.90
f57.90
f92.90
£137.90
£167.90
RDA
RDA
P.OA.
RDA
P.OA

SPENOOR all models
CASSETTE DECKS
AIWA all models
AXAI CS340
AKAI GXC39D
AKAI GXC3100
A1(111 GXC71013
AXAI GXC7913
AXAI 65C32511
NAKAMICHI all modeLs
PIONEER CTF2121
PIONEER CI4141A
PIONEER C15151
PIONEER CTF7 ,71
PIONEER Cl F9191
SONY all models
TANOBERG TCO310
TECHNICS all models
YAMAHA IC 811061.
TAPE DECKS
AXAI 400005 Mk 11
AKA1400013.13

POA.
£99.50
£132.95
£159.50
£179.95
£187.95
£207.95
RDA
£117.50
£122.00
£138.50
£164.95
f231.00
RDA
RDA
P.OA.
FDA
£117.50
£167.50

RE VOX all models
SONY all models
TANDBERG all models
HEADPHONES
JECKLIN FLOAT
PIONEER SE305
PWB MOVING COIL
SENNHE1SER 60414
SENNHE1SER 60424
STAR SR5/SRD6
STAX SRX3/SRD7
YAMAHA HP1
YAMAHA HP2

RDA
NA •
POA.
£99.90
£14.75
£19.95
£15.95
£22.95
£63.95
£149.95
f30.95
f24.90

CARRIAGE Fs INSURANCE CHARGES
AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS. RECEIVERS.
CASSETTE DECKS
f2.75
TURNTABLES £ 1.95
SPEAKERS Or)
£ 3.75
TAPE DECKS
£ 3.75
HEADPHONES £0.65

AR.AIWA.AMCRON. AXAI. ARMSTRONG. CELESTION. DUAL FERROGRAPH. GALS GOODMANS.HARMON•KARDON. IMF. JEIL KEE. MARANTZ. MONITOR AUDIO. NAD. NAKAMICHI,
RU)NEER, QUAD. RADFORD, REVOX. ROGERS. ROTEL. SONY. SANSUL SME. SOUNDCRAFTSMAN, SPENDOR. TANDBERG, TEAC, TECHNICS. TELETON, TRIO UHER. YAMAHA.
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AllSAIL
and Clearanc
of brand new, shop soiled, ex- exhibition, used items etc.

Big reductions and special offers
Hi -Fi equipment - tape and cassette recorders, calculators etc.

Save up to 55% on the original prices
Equipment by: AR- SONY- PIONEER- DOIKORDER
PHILIPS-TECHNICS-TEAC-6840-ALTEC-MARANTZ
CAMBRIDGE-ARMSTRONG-NATIONAL-SINCLAIR
CBM- ROCKWELL- KMAL-TEL AMCRON etc

Here are a few examples:

hOFF

DOKORDER

qSeuality
m i- prto
af
pe
esd
sieocrika
sl

DOKORDER MK- 50
Stereo cassette deck with DOLBY. Many
special features. *
Molybdenum Head *
Chrome dioxide tape switch * Cue+ review functions * Automatic shut-off * Tape run indicator *
Headphone socket.

LIST
PRICE
£147.00

REW price £84.95
You Save £ 62•05

DOKORDER MK-50/A
Spec, as above,
Power Amplifier
LIST
PRICE
£173 13

but

with

2x5

watts

REW price £94.95
You Save £ 78•18

DOKORDER MK-40
Stereo cassette deck. As MK- 50 but without Dolby.
LIST
PRICE
£124 38

REW price £68.50
You Save £55118

* I yr pts & labour warranty. * Free replacement if fault develops within
7 days of purchase.

RE

All prices
include VAT

Audio Visual

•

Centrepoint, 20-21 St. Giles High Street, London
WC2. Tel.: 01-240 3066/7

•

126 Charing Cross Road and 17 Denmark Street,
London WC2. Tel.:4;11-836 2372/7851

• Professional Audio & Video; 146 Charing Cross Road.
London WC2. Tel.: 01-240 3064/5.
•

Mail order & Video & Over- the- Counter- Sales: REW
House, 10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London
SW19 2BE. Tel.: 01-540 9684/5/6

MARANTZ Model 1030 amplifier
SONY HMK 30 music centre .
SONY TC66 portable cassette/radio ..
TECHNICS RS 76US stereo cassette with
Dolby .
TECHNICS SL20 turntable ( get a Shure

R.R.
Sale
Price
Price
£137.50 £ 80.95
£249.95 £ 175.00
£40.45 £29.25
£279.95 £209.95

£86.33 £64.95
£101.25 £81.00
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR5 spkrs. ( pr.) .. £188.75 £ 150.00
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH MST Imp. spkrs. ( pr.) £162.50 £ 130.00
£747.50 £ 523.00
ALTEC LANSING 846B Valencia ( pr.)
£187.50 £ 131.00
ALTEC LANSING 3840 Corona ( pr.) ..
£447.50 £313.00
ALTEC LANSING 897A Santana ( pr.)
£997.50 £698.00
ALTEC LANSING 3577A Stonehenge ( pr.)
£212.50 £ 149.00
ALTEC LANSING 3841 Bookshelf ( pr.)
£212.00 £ 148.40
ALTEC LANSING 891 Mini Monitors ( pr.)
£101.87 £86.00
RICHARD ALLEN Pavane spkrs. ( pr.)
TEL-AVANTI quality spkrs. consisting:
KEF base
KEF passive radiator,
£225.00 £109.90
Celestion mid- range, KEF Tweeter ( pr.)
£66.87 £46 80
KEF kit 1spkrs. ( pr.) ..
£118.75 £83.12
KEF kit 3 spkrs. ( pr.)
£50.00 £40.00
VIDEOTONE Minimax ll spkrs. ( pr.)
£495.00 £297.00
INFINITY 2000 AXT spkrs. ( pr.)
£184.50 £ 129.00
B & O Beovox P50 spkrs. ( pr.) ..
£70.00 £49.00
B & O Beovox 1001 spkrs. ( pr.) ..
£76.25 £53.40
B & O Beovox 1802 spkrs. ( pr.) ..
£161.50 £129.50
B & 0 Tuner Amplifier 901
B & O Beocentre 1400 Stereo tuner/amp. with
£259.50 £ 181.65
cassette ..
£260.23 £ 156.00
PIONEER Stereo amp SA8100
£324.12 £ 194.50
PIONEER Stereo amp SA9100
£159.82 £95.90
PIONEER Stereo tuner TX 7100
£135.00 £94.50
SONY STR 6036
£157.00 £109.90
SONY STR 6046
£213.00 £ 149.10
SONY STR 6055
£385.00 £269.50
SONY STR 6200 ..
£21.54 £16.95
CBM Calculators 987 ..
ACOUSTIC
M75ED II pu.
RESEARCH
free) AR4XA
. spkrs. ( pr.)

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD. HP TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

te/tz)eteeeer
PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY SILICONE DAMPED PICK—UP ARM
„

PLS4/D

If

"Only Viscous Pivot Damping with low effective mass can
ensure natural sound without ' listening fatigue' enabling all
cartridges to reach their ' Linear Region' of best performance,
absolutely essential for perfect Stereo and Quadraphonic
transcription due to the suppression of instantaneous

Jewelled Unipivot. Friction below 0.005 gm. VTF 0-3 gm.
Effective mass 4-50 gm. Bias Control. Stylus/pivot 224 mm.

tracking-force extremes which reduce record wear and high

Optimum performance with ultra high or low compliance
cartridges weighing 2-10 gm.

frequency playback distortion. Viscous silicone damping
means better tracking even of warped records, the sound

-eaRet

having exceptionally good definition rich full and clean bass
plus atape- like consistency with dramatically improved stereo

on Request

image and near pin- point localisation."
MAYWARE LTD. ( Dept. HFN 2) 15 Heather Wa k, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9TS, England.

F
I '' BVALUE
.1.111111«.t.t ¡n
CASSETTES &TAPE

L

with UFETIME GUARANTEE!

NOW! CALLERS ONLY AT 626
RO
MFORD ROAD E12 TEL: 01478 2317
'-' ---'

10111

''
Interlocking
storage
' s
ADD
N STAC
system. Holds 8Cassettes.
2for fl.00 tun. VAT)

EXECUTIVE CASSETTE CASE Black
simulated leather brief case Moulded
interior to hold 30
cassettes with library
cases
I99 line VAT)

BASF LH

BASF SSM

BASF CrO,

Memorex

Mem. CrO,
1
Mema 7- 1800
7" 2400'
BASF LH 5"
LP
r

2.20
2-64
1-85
2-25
2-95
BASF LH 5"
2-25
DP
2-95
7"
3.73
BASF LH 5"
2-95
sr
3-73
4-85
BASF
5"
1-98
Super LH 5f" 2.38
LP
3.19

sr

10

20

21.50
25.40
18-00
22.00
28-00
22-00
28-00
37-00
28.00
37-00
48-00
19.50
23-50
31.50

42.70
50-00
35-00
43.00
57-00
43-00
57-00
73-00
57-00
73-00
95-00
37-00
46-00
62-00

ALL ORDERS 30p P & P inc. VAT
at 8%
CALLERS WELCOME

TDK DY N.

TDK Super

TDK ED

TDK CrO,
TDK Super
Avilyn

BUDGET HIC ..

J.1111bIt.3
BARTLETTS TV Et RADIO SERVICE
(Dept HFN2 175 177 HOLLOWAY RD
LONDON N7 8.18

TEL

60
90
120
60
90
120
60
90
120
45
60
90
120
45
60
90
45
60
90
120
180
45
60
90
120
45
60
90
60
90
60
90

01-607 2296

0.45
0-65
0-85
0-65
0-89
1-24
0-93
1-20
1-60
0-54
0-62
0-88
1-17
0-69
0-84
1-13
0-49
0-54
0-75
0.99
2-60
0-59
0-75
0-95
1-38
0-81
0.95
I-49
1-05
1-49
1-05
1-49

10

20

4-45
6.35
8-35
6-25
8.70
12.00
9-25
11-90
15-70
5.20
6-10
8-10
11-25
6-75
8-30
11-00
4-80
5-30
7-35
9-70
25-00
5-75
7-35
9-20
13-50
8-00
9-40
14-80
10-40
14-80
10-40
14-80

8.80
12-50
16-50
12-30
17-00
23-50
18-25
23-60
31-00
10.00
12-00
16-00
22-00
13-40
16-50
21.80
9-50
10-50
14-50
19.20
47-00
15 30
14-50
18-20
26-30
15-80
18-60
29-40
20.60
29.40
20-60
29.40

36p each.

Top
magazines draw the same conclusions about
the ADC low mass (LM) series cartridges:
'Our outstanding impressions in one word would be
clarity' Seekers for the "best" cartridge in the respective
price bracket should not fail to consider these new
ADCs: (Hi Fi News & Record Review.)
Verify this with full details from: BSR Ltd.,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath. Warley,
West Midlands B64 501-1.

71111111
Just aselection from our wide
range. Ask for full listing.
Prices are subject to
change without notice.
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ow, no need to go to
adiscount warehouse
to get discount prices

• Expert advice before you buy.
• Free 2year parts and labour guarantee.
• Systems tested and assembled
before you buy.
• Achance to exchange any item
within two weeks of purchase.
• Service Department on the premises.

and do you get Hardmans advantages
FREE
SCOTTISH
HOLIDAYS
Buy from a selected range of
hi-fi fat discount prices) in
February and Hardmans will
give you afree weekend or a
free week's holiday in Scotland. Call in for full details.

TU N ER/ AMPS.
Armstrong 625 ..
626 ..
B & O Beomaster
1100 ..
Goodmans Module
150
Leak 2000
1800
Pioneer SX434
SX535
SX636
Rotel RX202
RX402
RX602
Tandberg TR200
TR220
TR2075
Trio KR2400
KR3400
KR4400
Yamaha CR400 ..
CR600
CR800..

R.R.P.

OUR
PRICE

£170-77
[204.93

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£149.50
£298.50
£558-50

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£180 .46
£299-00
£223-96
£189.95

£ 139 -00
£229-00
£ 179-50
£ 156.90
£116 50
£230.98 £ 159 90
£269.34 £ 189 00
£124.23 £94 90
£169.93 £ 124.90
£22150 £ 169.90
£156-25 £ 109 90
£162-50
P.O.A.
£450-00
P.O.A.
£150.00 £ 119.90
£184-00 £ 149-90
£224.00 £ 179.90
£187.44
P.O.A.
£249.94
P.O.A.
£324.94
P.O.A.

£1613.50

R.R.P.
CASSETTE RECORDERS
Akai GXC34D £ 137.50
GXC39D £ 186.50
B & O Beocord
1100 .. [ 137.50
2200 .. £212•50
Goodmans SCD100 £ 199.70
Hitachi 02360 .. £ 115.90
D2330
£89-00
Nakamichi Tri
Tracer 700 .. £ 499.50
DT550
[ 195.00
Tandberg TCD3I0 £226.25

0U
PRICE
£99.50
£134-50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£14450
£97 90
£75 50
£449-50
£254.50
£198.50

TURNTABLES
Dual CS701 £251.90 £236.50
CS601
£166.so
CS510
£108.90
Pioneer PLI2D .. £75-71 £52 50
PLISR
£89.35 £64 90
Thorens TDI60C £ 103.13 £79 90
TDI66C .. £90.00 £69.90
Technics SL20 £69.95
P.O.A.
SLI300 .. £ 178.95
P.O.A.
SLI500 .. £ 119.95
P.O.A.
SLI20 . £ 144.95
P.O.A.
REEL TO REEL DECKS
Aka, 4000DS,'11 .. £169 50 £124.50
4000D B .. £222.50 £ 159 50
I722L
£ 182.50 £ 139 90
Ferrograph
7504H.W. £405.00 £368-50
7524D.H.W. £527.50 £479 50
Tandberg 354IX £225.00 £ 199-50
104IXD .. £695.00 £599 00

ti 16.14

£
154-50

OUR
R.R.P.
PRICE
LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Research
AR6
L11813
P.O.A.
AR7
[76.88
P.O.A.
AR3A
£258/5
P.O.A.
ARIO/II .. £41150
P 0.A.
B & W DM4
£ 139.20
P.O.A.
DM2A
[ 145.70
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 15 £ 116-13 £79-90
44
..
[208.50 £ 143.90
33
..
[ 171.88 £ 119-50
UL6
[ 107.50
P.O.A.
Celestion UL8 £ 135.50
P.O.A.
Goodmans Minister
SL
[7164 £ 52.90
Mezzo SL
£ 12116 £84.50
Achromat 100 .. £ 102.66 £74.50
400 .. £ 198.66 £ 139.50
I.M.F. Super Compact .. £ 129.95
P.O.A.
TLS80
£44175
P.O.A.
KEF Chorales .. £93/6
P.O.A.
Cadenza .. £ 150.00
P.O.A.
KLH Model 31 .. £79-95 £68-90
Model 101 .. £99.50 £87.50
Model 17 .. £ 149.50 £ 129.50
Wharfedale Linton
3XP
[79.69 £59-90
Denton 2XP £57.29 £41-90
Glendale 3XP £ 110 ,17 £79.90
Dovedale SP .. £ 182/1 £ 149.00
FULL RANGE OF SONY
EQUIPMENT-ALL AT
DISCOUNT PRICES
All

prices correct at time of
going to press.

Personal exports welcome.
All prices include V.A.T.

MAIL

ORDER

SNIPS

SONY
TAPES
&CASSETTES

PRICES PER SET
C6OK
L. Noise
C9OK
L. Noise
C120K L. Noise
C60
H. Frequency ..
C90
H. Frequency ..
CI20
H. Frequency ..
C60
Chrome
C90
Chrome
C60
Ferrochrome ..
REEL TO REEL
S.L.H. 7" 1200 It..
S.L.H. 7" 1800 ft..
S.L.H. 7" 2400 ft..
ACCESSORIES
DR9 Headphones
DR15 Headphones
F99B Microphone ..
ECM 99A Microphone ..
ECM 220 Microphone ..
ECM 170 Microphone ..

LIST
12
24
£0.75
£5.90 £ 10-90
£I -05 £8.40 £ 15.90
£1.36 £ 10.90 £ 19-90
£1.10 £8.90 £ 16.40
£1.45 £ 11.90 £21-90
£1.70 £ 13.40 £24.90
£1.65 £ 12.90 £24.40
£2.25 £ 17-90 £33.90
LI .85 £ 14-90 £27.90
LIST
5
12
£3.35 £ 12.40 £26-90
£4-75 £ 17-40 £ 37.90
£7.25 £25-90 £59.90
LIST
OUR PRICE
£1160 £ 10-90
£18.46 £ 14.90
£9.66 £7.90
£18.46 £ 15-90
£23.50 £20.50
£27.20
£23.50

FULL RANGE

OF SONY ACCESSORIES
IN STOCK
PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND P. & P.

Orders to our Liverpool Store
Dept. HN I .
Phone your order with Access or
Barclaycard no. to 051-236 2828.
Callers welcome.

LIVERPOOL 33 Dale Street,

Liverpool L2 2HE Tel- 051.236 2828

MANCHESTER 12 StMaryS Gate,
Manchester M1 1PX Te1.061•832 6087

PRESTON Guild Hall Arcade,
Preston PR1 1HR Tel- 59264

R & D Anechoic Chamber with DM6 under test

I'S

Bass unit BW250 as used in DM6

NI>

4140.
4404>

451fie

lib

14

lb>

"
41e.
Matrix material of cone of MW150
(midrange unit in DM6) after treatment

Final test of DM6

System assembly shop

It took athree year development programme
and abreakthrough in phase/impulse measurement
to produce aspeaker with the transient accuracy
of 138EW's DM6.
B & W Loudspeakers proudly announce the
DM6— Britain's first linear phase dynamic
speaker system. This system which will
reproduce sound with transient accuracy
usually achieved by only the best electrostatic
designs, is the result of an intensive three year
development programme. And it brought about
a breakthrough in the measurement of two
vital aspects of loudspeaker performance that
have not been previously assessed: phase
response and impulse response.
It is well known that impulse waves are
made up of afundamental sine wave plus a
harmonic series and that the amplitude of
these harmonics must not only be correct but
must also arrive in the correct phase or time if
the desired wave shape is to be reproduced. It

is this correction for phase or time in the
design of the units, the crossover network and
the physical placement of the units which
enables the DM6 to dramatically improve the
square or impulse waveform performance.
DM6 incorporates three entirely new drive
units developed at the B & W factory.
The bass unit achieves a level of
performance that would normally be
associated with acabinet of much larger
capacity than DM6's 51 litres.
The midrange unit employs totally new
technology and materials and shows
significant improvements in transient and
conventional measurements.
A new high frequency transducer also

B8tW Loudspeakers
I9 71

shows improvements equivalent to those
achieved in the midrange unit and linearly
extends frequency response to 40 kHz.
All three units are integrated into a linear
phase system by mounting in astepped
arrangement, after skilful shaping of the front
baffle to allow for the different arrival times of
the various components. And when aseries
of linear impedence first order filter
configurations are introduced, new levels of
linear phase and amplitude characteristics
are achieved.
If you want to see and hear the new DM6,
contact your B & W authorised dealer. Or drop
a line to us and we'll send you detailed
literature.

B & W Loudspeakers Ltd (Room 2 IMeadow Road Worthing
West Sussex BN13 10A
Tel. ( 0903) 205611
B & W DM is the registered trademark of B & W Loudspeakers Ltd
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Marantz are now at your dealers for around these prices:
Marantz 112 AM/FM Stereo Tuner £ 150.00
Marantz 1030 2x15 watts*
Stereo Amplifier £93.13
Marantz 1040 2x20 watts*
Stereo Amplifier £ 142.50
Marantz 1060 2x30 watts*
Stereo Amplifier £ 142.50
Marantz 1070 2x35 watts*
Stereo Amplifier £160.00
Marantz 2015 2x15 watts*
AM/FM Stereo Receiver £ 141.88
Marantz 2220B 2x20 watts*
AM/FM Stereo Receiver £236.88

Marantz 2230 2x30 watts*
AM/FM Stereo Receiver £223.44
Marantz 2245 2x45 watts*
AM/FM Stereo Receiver £3b1.25
Marantz 2325 2x125 watts*
AM/FM Stereo Receiver with Dolby £557.50
Marantz 4G Speaker
£45.00
Marantz 5G Speaker
£61.25
Marantz 6G Speaker
£83.75
Marantz 7G Speaker
£ 103.75
Marantz SD- 5Headphones £16.88
Marantz 4230 2x30 watts* 2/4 Channel
AM/FM Receiver with Dolby £266.25

*Continuous RMS power, both channels driven
simultaneously, from 20Hz-20kHz at or below rated distortion.
All prices include VAT.

reason
Marantz.
Most people agree, they would like
to own aMarantz. If they bought
something else, it's probably because
it was cheaper.
Now, due to unprecedented world
demand, Marantz production has
reached its highest ever level. This
has resulted in greater efficiency
and price reductions of around 25%.
Marantz quality of course remains
Marantz quality. Still backed by
our 3-year guarantee.
Now you can buy extraordinary Hi -Fi
at ordinary prices.
much
We soundÁbetter
Sole U.K. Distributor: Pyser Ltd., Electronics Division, Fircroft Way,
Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6HA. Tel: Edenbridge ( 073 271) 4111 ( 8lines).

If you're budget-minded,
read this advertisement before
you choose your turntable.
First of all, add the new Sansui SR212 to your list of
turntable possibles. You'll need to know all that's around
to make asensible decision. Then check if the other
standard packages, complete
with quality cartridge and
stylus, offer these additional features within your
medium-price budget;
•
S-shaped tubular tonearm
with skating force canceller.
•
Automatic arm return which
doesn't sacrifice performance.
•
International norm arm socket
so you can interchange cartridges.
•
Manual arm lift that's independent of the automatic mechanism
•
Multiple suspension/insulation system that eliminates
howling.
•
Free-stop dust
cover so you don't
have to juggle with
your precious records.
Now if you want
proof that all these extras mea
•
more for your money in playing
convenience and listening pleasure, drop
in at your local Sansui dealer.
If you're in the London area, visit our showroom
next to the GPO tower. Or if you wish to take your time
To : Sansui London Showroom,
to analyse the facts, send in this coupon for all the
/
39/41 Maple Street, London WIP
details.
51'll Telephone : 01-580 5353
Send me full technical information .nid price
«— o [1,D L:
At Sansui, sound is our business. It
det.kik on the new Sansui SR 212 turntable.
711D
Li Le - could be good business for you to verify / My name .
the price/performance features of the
My address:
SR 212 turntable.
'

-

:

OCIVICOM

Postal code:

Vernitron Ltd., Thornhill, Southampton 509 QF England
Sansui Audio Europe S.A., Itiacem Building, Vestingstraat 53/55 - 2000 Antwerp Belgium
Sa1111.1i Electronics Corporation 55-11 Queens Boulevard, Woodside, N.Y. 11377, U.S.A.
Sansui Electric CO., Ltd. 14-1, 2choute, Iztimi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168, Japan.

Satus-ui_

Sansui equipment is distributed in the
United Kingdom by Vernitron Ltd.,
Thornhill, Southampton.

Analog
Audio

2 YEARS

ALL GOODS AVAILABLE
C.O.D.

FREE SERVICE
PARTS & LABOUR
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ALL GOODS AVAILABLE
AT OUR ASSOCIATED
COMPANY: ELECTRONIC
SERVICES. IIA WELLINGTON
ST. ( nr City Hall), BELFAST.
TEL.: BELFAST 21517 ( AT
SLIGHTLY ADJUSTED
PRICES)
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ODE LTA CHOUNSLOW3 LT MD
Huge stocks•Huge discounts
BELL ROAD, HOUNSLOW, MIDDX.(
TELEPHONE 01-572
3 Lines)

MAIL ORDER INFORMATION
50
AND PRICES

STEREO SYSTEMS
P & P £3•00
Aiwa Al 5080 ..
Hitachi SDT 2370
Hitachi STD 2660
Hitachi STD2480
Hitachi STD2680
Hitachi SDT2690
Goodmans Compact 90
JVC MFI845L
National SG 1010
National SGI020
National SG2050
National 5G2070
Pioneer 4500 ..
Sanyo G2615/23Il
Sanyo GXT454C1/2511
Sanyo GXT2611
Sanyo G24Il
Sanyo G2611 Super ..
Sharp SGI55/108
Sharp SG309/130
Sony HMW20
Sony HMK20
Sony HMP40
Sony HMK40
Sony HMP70
Sony HMK70
Sony HMK30
Sony SQP20
Toshiba SM3000
Toshiba SM390
Toshiba SM5200/S
Toshiba SM3200/S
Toshiba SM3500/S
Yamaha MS2B/410
Yamaha MC40/410

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£90
£89
£165
£175
£109
£199
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£139
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
P & P £2.00
Akai AA5210
£88
Akai AA5210DB
£114
£169
Akai AA5800
Aka, AASSIO .. • •
£114
Akai AA5810
£I45
Armstrong 621
P.O.A.
Cambridge P60
P.O.A.
Cambridge PI I0
P.O.A.
Denon .. . •
P.O.A.
Ferrograph .. • •
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
JVC JAS310 • • • •
P.O.A.
JVC JAS5 • •
JVC JAS8
P.O.A.
JVC 4VN550 . • . •
P.O.A.
JVC 4VN880 • • ..
P.O.A.
JVC 4VN900 • .
P.O.A.
JVC JAX9 • •
P.O.A.
Marantz 1040
P.O.A.
Marantz 1030
Marantz 1060
..L119 S.P.
Marantz 1070
P.O.A.
Marantz 1120 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 1200B ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 140 ..
•.
P.O.A.
Marantz 240 ..
••
P.O.A.
Marantz 250 ..
••
P.O.A.
.•
P.O.A.
Marantz 510 ..
Marantz 4070 ..
••
P.O.A.
••
P.O.A.
Marantz 4140 ..
Pioneer SA5300
ESS
£73
Pioneer SA6300
Pioneer SA7300
EMS
Pioneer SA8500
£195
£155
Pioneer SA7500
Pioneer SA9500
£259
Pioneer SA9900
£75
Pioneer QA800..
£225
Pioneer QC600..
£125
Pioneer QM800
£179
£67
Pionner SR202
Pioneer EXEL C3 ..
£695
Pioneer EXEL M3 ..
£745
Quad 33.. • •
P.O.A.
Quad 303
P.O.A.
Revoz A78
P O.A.

28

Renos A722 . •
Rote RA6I I
Rote RA8I0 • •
Rote RAI210 • .
Rote RA2I2 • .
Rote RA3I2 • •
Rote RA4I2 . •
Rote RA6I2
Rote RA8I2 . •
Rote RAI212 .•
Rote
Sansui AU2200
Sansui AU4400
Sansui AU5S00
Sansui AU7700
Sansui AU9500
Sanyo DCA I
400
Sanyo DCA 1700
Sanyo DCA200
Sharp SM510 • •
Sharp SM5I I
Sony TA70
Sony TA88
Sony TAI066 • • • •
Sony TAI055 • •
Sony TA I150 • •
Sony TAI 130 • •
Sony TA3 teF .•
Sony TA5450 . •
Sony TA8650
Tandberg TA300H
Teat ATIO0
Toshiba SB300
Toshiba SB500
Toshiba SB404S
Toshiba 58514 ..
Trio KAI200
Trio KAI600
Trio KA4004
Trio KA6004 . •
Trio KA8004
Yamaha CA400 ..
Yamaha CA600 ..
Yamaha CA800 ..
Yamaha CA1000

P.O.A.
£99
£125
£160
LSO
£63
£68
£99
£125
£160
£265
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£50
£S9
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O A
P.O.A
P 0 A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNERS
P & P £100
Akai AT550
Akai AT580
Armstrong 623 ..
Armstrong 624 ..
Cambridge T55..
Ferrograph SFM I
Harman Kardon
WC VT500 ..
JVC VT700 ..
JVC JTV3I0
JVC JTV6
Marantz 105B ..
Maranta 125 ..
Marantz 112 ..
Marantz 150 ..
Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX9100
Pioneer TX9500
Quad FM3
Renos A76
Renos A720
Rotel RT224
Rotel RT324
Rotel RT624
Rotel RT824
Rotel RTI220
Sansui TU4400 ..
Sansui TU5500 ..
Sansui TU7500 ..
Sansui TU7700 ..
Sansui TU9500 ..
Sharp ST511
Sony 5170
Sony ST88
Sony ST5066
Sony ST5055L
Sony STS ISO
Sony STS 130
Sony ST4950

£89
£124
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P0 A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£65
£120
E165
£169
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
LSO
£65
£98
£120
£135
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Teat
Toshiba ST4I0
Toshiba ST500 ..
Toshiba ST9I0
Trio KTI300
Trio KT4005
Trio KT8005
Yamaha CT400
Yamaha CT600
Yamaha CT800
Yamaha CT7000

••
.•
... •
••
.•
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
P & P £2•00
Aiwa 7500 ..
Akai 1030
Akai 1020 ..
Akai AS1080DB
Armstrong 625 ..
Armstrong 626 ..
Goodmans 90 ..
Goodmans 110..
Goodmans ISO ..
Goodmans 150 ..
Harman Kardon 330
Harman Kardon 630
Harman Kardon 930
JVC VR5505 • .
JVC VR55I5 • •
JVC VR5525 •
JVC VR5535 . •
JVC 4VR5426 • •
JVC 4VR5436 • •
JVC 4VR5446
JVC 4VR5456 • •
Marantz 2015 • •
Marantz 2220 ..
Marantz 2220E ..
Marantz 2230 • .
Marantz 2245 • .
Marantz 2270 • •
Marantz 4220 . •
Marantz 4230 • •
Marantz 4240 • •
Marantz 4270 • •
Marantz 4300 . •
Marantz 4400 ..
Pioneer LX424
Pioneer LX626
Pioneer SX300
Pioneer SX434
Pioneer SX535
Pioneer SX636
Pioneer SX737
Pioneer SX838
Pioneer SX939
Pioneer SX1010
Pioneer QX646
Pioneer QX747
Pioneer QX949
Rote RX102
Rote RX I
50A
Rote RX152
Rote RX202
Rote RX254
Rote RX402
Rote RX602
Rote RX802
Rote RX4S4
Rote RX7707
Sansui 210
Sansui 441
Sansui 551 ..
Sansui 661 ..
Sansui 771 ..
Sansui 881 ..
Sansui QRX3000
Sansui QRX3500
Sansui QRX7500
Sanyo DCX2000
Sanyo DCX4000
Sanyo DCX6000
Sanyo DCX8000
Scan Dyna 2000/2
Scan Dyna 2100
Scan Dyna 2400
Scan Dyna 3000
Scan Dyna 4000

••
.•
••
••

P.O.A.
[145
£129
£480
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£129
£149
£149
£239
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£159
£199
£8S
£109
£149
£169
£212
£265
£295
£370
£7.75
£359
£459
£69
£65
£78
£87
£201
£109
£155
£201
£202
£169
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£90
EMS
£130
£149
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sharp SA606 .. • •
Sony STR6036/A • •
Sony STR6046/A . •
Sony STR6055 . •
Sony STR6200 .. • •
Sony STR7035 .. • .
Sony STR7015 .. • •
Sony STR7025 .. • •
Sony STR7055A
Sony STR7065A
Sony HST I
39(Cassette)
Tandberg TR200 .
Tand berg TRI000
Tandberg TR1010
Tandberg TR I
0S5
Tandberg HULDRA10..
Tandberg TR2075
Tandberg TRIO4OP
Tandberg 502V SUPER
Teac
Toshiba SA300L
Toshiba SASOO .
Toshiba SA304
Toshiba SA504
Toshiba SA5I4
Trio KR2400
Trio KR3400
Trio KR4400
Trio KR7200
Trio KR5400
Trio KR6400
Trio KR7400
Trio KR9400
Yamaha CR400 ..
Yamaha CR600 ..
Yamaha CRI000

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKER SYSTEMS ( PAIR)
P & P £.3•00
Acoustic Research AR7
P.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR6
P.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR5
P.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR4AXP.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR3A
IMP ..
P.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR2AXP.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR
MST ..
P.O.A.
Acoustic Research ARLST P.O.A.
Acoustic Research ARIO P.O.A.
Acoustic Research AR II
P.O.A.
owers & Wilkins D5
P.O.A.
& W D6..• •
P.O.A.
& W DM4•
•
P.O.A.
& W DM2A
P.O.A.
& W DM70• •
P.O.A.
rahms
E25
Cambridge R40• .
P.O.A.
Cambridge R50• •
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 10• •
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton IS• •
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 33• .
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 44. •
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 25 • •
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 66 ..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 120 ..
P.O.A.
Celestion UL6 .. • •
P.O.A.
Celestion UL8
P.O.A.
Celestion ULIO• •
P.O.A.
Celef Micro .. • .
P.O.A.
Celef Mini .. • •
P.O.A.
Celef Monitor .. . •
P.O.A.
Celef Mini Pro ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans Acromat 100 £57
Goodmans Acromat 400
£110
Goodmans De
£120
Goodmans Goodwood
£84
Goodmans Havant SL
£46
Goodmans Magnum ..
Goodmans Mezzo ..
£68
Goodmans Minister ..
£37
IMF Super Compact
P0 A
IMF ALS40
P0 A
IMF TLS50
P.O.A.
IMF TLS80
P0 A
IMF ProMonitor
P.O.A.
.113L L16
P.O.A.
JBL L26 ..
P.O.A.

2285

JBL L36 ..
JBL L65 ..
JBL L100
JBL L200
JBL S109
JBL 5507
JBL 5508
JBL D4400
BL D431 1
JBL D4325
JVC SX5
JVC SX7
JVC SX3
JVC GBIED
JVC 5323
JVC JSP310
Marantz IMP4G
Maranta IMP5G
Marantz IMP6G
Marantz IMP7G
Marantz IMP8G
Marantz IMP9G
Quad Electrostatic
Richard Allen RAE
Richard Allen 82
Richard Allen 82L
Richard Allen Academy
Rogers L83/SA
Rogers L53/6
Rogers Export Monitor
Monitor Audio MAI
Monitor Audio MA3
Monitor Audio MA4
Monitor Audio MAS
Monitor Audio MA7
Sansui ES3OW . •
Sansui ES507/W
Sansui ES I
007/W . .
Sansui ES2007/W • •
Sansui SP1200A
Sansui SP3000A
Sansui SP250A
Scan Dyna .. • .
Sony SS70 .. • •
Sony SS5177 .. • •
Sony SS5300 .. • •
Sony SS7100 .. • .
Sony SS7200 .. • .
Sony 5S7300 . •
Sony SS5050 .. • •
Sony SS8150
Tandberg TANI6 • •
Tandberg TLI520 • .
Tandberg TL1610 .•
Tand berg TL2520 . •
Tandberg TL3250 . •
Tandberg TL5020A . •
Tandberg Fasett
Videotone Minimax 2 ..
Videotone Sapphire I ..
Wharfedale Denton2XP
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Yamaha NS410
Yamaha NS625
Yamaha NS645
Yamaha NS670
Yamaha NS690
Kef & Richard Allen Kits

P.O.A•
P.O.A
P.O.A•
P.O.A•
P.O.A.
P.O.A•
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O A
P 0.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
£45
£55
£45
£62
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A.

ECORD DECKS & PACKAGE
P & P £ 1.50
Aiwa AP2060
Acoustic Research
Connoisseur BD1
Connoisseur BDI/SAU2

P.O.A
P.O.A.
£16

£0
P.O.A.
Denon DF3500
P.O.A.
Denon DF3700
P.O.A.
Dual 1229 ..
P.O.A
Dual CS/60 I / V15-3 ..
Dual CS/701/V15-3
P.O.A.
£l9
Garrard SPIS IV Chassis
d SP2S IV Module £ 36
G
d 86SB
£35
G
d Module 865875/6 £ 59
G
d 401
..
£43
G

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
25% VAT.

To:

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT, HFND2, DELTA ( HOUNSLOW) LTD., 50 ,52 BELL ROAD, HOUNSLOW,

MIDDLESEX.

Please send me more delails'literatureiprices of:

ADDRESS•

NAME•

MAIL ORDER, TAX FREE EXPORT SPECIALISTS

G
d 2100S8
£49
G
d Module 2100S.
B493
£69
Goldring GL72
Goldring GL75
£40
£45
Goldring GL78
£50
Goldring GL75/P
£132
Goldring IO2/PC • •
£88
Goldring GL85/PC • •
JVC JLAI
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
VC JLA3 .. • •
JVC .ILB44 .. • •
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL12D II
£19
£79
Pioneer PL12S
£139
Pioneer PL5 IA ..
£159
•Pioneer PL7I
Pioneer PLA45
£103
Pioneer PL55X
£149
£57
Pioneer PLISR
Sansui SR2I2
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sansui SRI050
Sansui SR313 • •
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sansui SR7I7 • •
P.O.A.
Sansui SR525 . •
P.O.A.
Sony P52350 • •
Sony P51350 • .
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sony P55520 • •
P.O.A.
Sony PS5011 • .
Sony PS4750 • .
P.O.A.
Sony P56750
P.O.A.
£95
Thorens TDI25/11
Thorens TD125AD/II
£145
£78
Thorens TDI60C
£70
Thorens TDI65C
Thorens TD145C
£99
Thorens TD I66C
£69
Transcriptors References P.O.A.
Trio KPI022
P.O.A.
Trio KP2033
P.O.A.
P.O.*.
Trio KP3I22
P.O.A.
Trio KP5033
Yamaha TP701
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Yamaha YP800
P.O A.
Yamaha CSSOP
CASSETTE DECKS
P & P £ 1-50
A wa 6500
Aiwa 1300
kwa 1600
Ai wa 1800
Akai CS34D
Akai GXC39D
Akai GXC75D
Akai GXC310D
Akai GXC325D
Akai GXC740D
Akai GXC760D
Dokorder
Dual C901 .
Goodmans SCD1 .
00
JVC I656ANRS
JVC 1667ANRS
JVC I669ANRS
JVC 1950ANRS
JVC 1668ANRS
JVC CDI740 Dolby ..
Harman Kardon HK1000
Hitachi ..
National RS260.. ..
Neal 102
Neal 103
Nakamichi 550 .. • .
Nakamichi 700 .
Nakamichi 1006
Pioneer CT2121
Pioneer CT3131

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£95
£130
£180
£155
£199
£235
£289
£115
P.O.*.
£138
P.O.A.
P.O.*.
P.O.A.
P.O.*.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£115
£89

Pioneer CT414IA
Pioneer CT5151
Pioneer CT6I61
Pioneer CT7I71
Pioneer CT9191
Sansui SC636 ..
Sansui SC737 ..
Sansui SC300 • .
Sanyo RD2460 • •
Sanyo RD4300 • •
Sanyo RD4600 • .
Sanyo RD4055
Sanyo RD4250
Sharp RT442
Sharp RT480
Sharp RT2500
Sony TCI 17 • .
Sony TC129 • •
Sony TC135SD • •
Sony TC136SD • .
Sony TC204SD . •
Sony TC153SD • •
Sony TC177SD . •
Sony TC138SD . •
Sony TC209SD • •
Teac A140
Teac A160
Teac A360
Teak A450 ..
Teac A170 ..
Teac A260 ..
Teac A400 ..
Tandberg TCD310
Toshiba PT4I5
Toshiba PT470
Toshiba PT490
Trio KX710
Tzio KX620
Trio KX9I0 •
Yamaha SC800 ..

.•
••
••
••
•.
••

:1

£119
£143
£149
£165
£229
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£95
£110
£199
£75
£109
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.*.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.*.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TAPE RECORDERS
P & P EI•50
Akai 1722 .,
Revox 1I
22/1124
Sony TC270
Teac

£ 127

RADIO CASSETTE
Mono and Stereo P & P 81.00
£119
£155
£260
£360
£440
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£80
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

••
••
•
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SME N/D arm ...
Sharp Car Radios

MAIN
AGENTS
AND
TOCKIS
OF

—Selection from—
Aiwa TP202 ..
Aiwa TP2210 ..
Aiwa TP220
P.O.A.
Aiwa TPR930
P.O.A.
Aiwa TPR900
Hitachi TR01220
Hitachi 1225 • •
Hitachi 1121 • •
Hitachi 1220 . •
JVC 9403
P.O.A.
WC 9310
JVC 9407
JVC 9408
JVC 9470/5
JVC 1820/S
Nations RQ235
Nations RQ444
P.O.A.
Nationa RQ445
Nationa RS4515
Nations RS4600
Nationa RF5210
Sanyo M2527 ..
£54
Sanyo M2526 ..
£42
Sanyo M2424FG¡W
£42
Sanyo M244OLG
£75
Sanyo M440OLG
£42
Sanyo M4I41 .
£51
Sanyo M24I9 .
£47
Sanyo M2422 .
Sanyo M2420 ..
Sharp RD438
£45
Sharp RD200
P.O.A.

RADIOS
—Selection from—
Hitachi KH932 .
Hitachi KH1005.
Hitachi KH986
Hitachi KC783
JVC 8220
JVC8240..
National R45I
National RFI150
National R2058..
National RC600113
Sanyo RP5310
Sanyo RP74I2
Sanyo RP5210
Sanyo 10HA670
Sanyo RM4530 . •
Sharp FX209
Sharp B2450 ..
Sharp FY26 ..
Sony CRF5090
Sony CRF160
Sony CRF220
Sony ICFI IIL ..
Sony ICF5500
Sony TFM6I00
Sony TFM6300L
Sony TFM7210L
Sony TFM660
Sony TFM770
Sony 1CF8900
Sony TFMC4805
Sony TFMC580X
Sony ICF5450
Sony TFM7040
Toshiba IC70 ..
Toshiba IC700 ..
Toshiba IC777 ..
Toshiba RC803
Toshiba RC693F

£14.32
£19.60
£23.12

aeoo

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£14.00
£20.25
£10.50
£33 00
£26 00
P.O.A.
P.O.*.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P0 A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AIWA
ARMSTRONG
AKAI
B & W
CAMBRIDGE
CELESTION
CELEF
CONNOISSEUR
DUAL
DENON
HARMAN KARDON
HITACHI
IMF
JBL
JVC
MARANTZ
NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL
NEAL
PIONEER
QUAD
RICHARD ALLEN
REVOX
ROTEL
SANSUI
SANYO
SCAN
DYNA
SHARP
SHURE
S.M.E.
SONY
TAN DBERG
TEAC
T.D.K.
TOSHIBA TRIO
TRANSCRIPTORS
YAHAMA
etc
AR

SPECIAL OFFER
Limited Quantity
TEAC AN180 Noise
Reduction Unit
£145

EIGHT TRACK UNITS
Aiwa TPR4001
Akai GXR82D
Hitachi TRQ124D
JVC 1240
JVC 1230
National 80405
National 8061.15
Sharp RT811
Sharp RT814
Sharp RT8I6 • .

OTHERS
Sony 18" Colour TV ..
P.O.A.
Sanyo 12" TV B&W
£59
Wharfedale Headphone £ 14.81
Pioneer 5E205 Headphone £9.25
Shure M7SEDIlcartridge £ 13.50
Shure V15111
£41•75

£39 80

ALL PRICES
INCLUDING 25% VAT

CASSETTE RECORDERS
Mono and Stereo P & P 7Sp
—Selection from—
Aiwa TP760 ..
P.O.A.
Aiwa TP747 ..
P.O.A.
Aiwa TP770 ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Hitachi TRQ235
£40
Hitachi TRQ340
Hitachi TRQ233
£69
P.O.A.
JVC 1646
JVC 1635
P.O.A.
£26
National RQ309
National RQ413
£41
P.O.A.
National RQ264
Sanyo M2523 . •
£32
£32
Sanyo M2525 • •
£39
Sanyo M4010 • .
£59
Sanyo M4505 • •
Sony TC55
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sony TC85
P.O.A.
Sony TC66
P.O.A.
Sony TC68
P.O.A.
Sony TC92
P.O.A.
Sony TC95
P.O.A.
Sony TCI53SD
P.O.A.
Sony TC65
P.O.A.
Sony TC67

TAPE DECKS
P & P £ 1-50
Akai 4000DS
Akai 4000DB
Akai 265D ..
Akai GX630DB..
Akai GX630DDS
Ferrograph 75041-1
Ferrograph 7524H
Ferrograph 7504DH
Ferrograph 7524DH
Revox 1102/1104
Revox 1302/1304
Revox A700/1372
Revox *700/1374
Revox 1322/1324
Revox DLI322/1134
Revox All models
Sharp RT727 . •
Sony TC280
Sony TC377
Sony TC645
Sony TC755
Sony TC756/2
Sony TC880/2
Tandberg 3341X
Tandberg 3641 X
Tandberg 912IX
Tandberg 9141 X
Tandberg 1021 XD
Tandberg 104IXD
Tandberg 3511 ..
Teac 1250S ..
Teac 3300S ..
Teac 3300/10 ..
Teac All models

..

Toshiba 294F ..
Toshiba 296F ..
Toshiba 333FL ..
Sony CFI70 . •
Sony CF 150 • •
Sony CF3I0 . •
Sony CF320 • •
Sony CF420 . •
Sony CF550 • •
Sony CF620 • •

Export: Tax Free
Specialists
•Price on application quote by
telephone or letter welcome. •
Barclay and Access welcome.
HP to callers only.
• No cheques without bankers
card for callers.
Sony and Trio products only
from Hounslow.
All equipment carries one year
guarantee. Service available.
All prices correct at 31/10/75 inc.
25% VAT all prices subject to
change without notice.

ID ME LTA (HOUNSLOW) ETU
50 BELL RD., HOUNSLOW,
MIDDLESEX.
Ihn it. âh Arcess

TEL: 01-572 2285

HOUNSLOW CLOSED WED. HALF DAY.

OPEN

MON -SAT.
9-6

350 EDGWARE RD.,

LONDON W2. TEL: 01 402 6790

BARCLAYCARD
...come nett.
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HARROW AUDIO eel
TOP HI-fl DISCOUNTS
BRAND NEW WITH FULL GUARANTEE

AMPLIFIERS (
P & P £2-75)
Armstrong
Cambridge P60 .. £ 126.95
Cambridge P110 .. £ 146.95
Eagle AA4
£44•95
Metro ST2OE Mk 11 £27.50
NAD ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA5300 . • £54-00
Pioneer SA6300 • • £72.00
Pioneer SA7300 • • £ 103•50
Pioneer SA750 • . £ 154•95
Pioneer 5A8500 •. £ 195•95
Pioneer SA9500 • • £261-95
Pioneer SA9900 • • £389-95
Rotel RA3I2 • • £58-95
Rotel RA4I2 . • £72 95
Rotel RA6I2 • • £98 95
Sansui AU2200 • • £62•95
Sansui AU4400 • • £94 95
Teleton GA203 .. £55•95
Teleton GA3070 .. £33•50
TUNERS (
P & P £ 2.75)
P.O.A.
Armstrong
Cambridge T55
£103 95
Celestion Telefi
£25 40
Eagle AA8
£48.95
Pioneer TX5300
£63 SO
Pioneer TX7500
£121 00
£167 00
Pioneer TX9500
Rotel RT224
£52.95
Rotel RT324
£67 95
Rotel RT624
£97 95
Sansui TU4400
£95.95
Teleton GT203
£51-95

TURNTABLES (
P & P £ 195
ERA
Mk 6/SME 3009/P & C £ 105 00
G
d
SP25 Mk IV Chassis £20 95
SP25 Mk 1V/M75-65
Mod. .. £36.50
865B/2/M75-6S Mod. £63 50
SP25 P & C/G1300H £32 95
Zero 100513/M93E Mod £69.95
125SB/M75-65 Mod. £47 95
Philips
GA2I2 ( less Cart.) £66.95
GA2I2/G P400 .. £69.95
GA2 I
2/Shure M7SED £77 95
Pioneer
PL I
2D P & C
£49 95
PLI2D/Shure M7SED £61 95
PL I5R
£56.00
Rotel
RP I
500 P & C
£ 59 95
RP3000 P & C/Arm £ 102 50
RP3000 P&C / less Arm £83 95
Sansui
SR2I2P P & C
£58.95
SR212P/M75ED £69.95
SR7I7 P & C
£ 179.90
SR525 P & C
£ 134 95
Thorens
TDI25 Mk 11 Chassis £89.95
TDI60C
£75 95
TD I
60BC ( no Arm) £62 95
TD160BC/SME 3009 £ 107 SO
TD145C
£99 95
TD 166 .. £67-95

RECEIVERS (
P & P £2-75)
Aiwa AF3060
P.O.A.
Aiwa AX7050
P.O.A.
Armstrong
Goodmans Mod. 90 £ 129-50
Goodmans 1-10 .. £ 148.80
Goodmans 1-20 .. £ 148.80
Goodmans 150 .. £209-00
NAD
National SA5110
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX434
£105-00
Pioneer SX535 £ 14610
Pioneer 5)(636 £ 169 50
Pioneer SX737 £210 00
Pioneer SX838 £259 00
Pioneer SX939 £298.95
Pioneer SX1010 ¿369-95
Rote RX I
52
£ 79 50
Rote RX202 £88 95
Rote RX402 £ 122 00
Rote RX602 £ 157 95
Rote RX802 £201 95
Rote RX7707 £ 171 95
Sansui 441 .. £99.90
Sansui 551 .. £ 128 90
Sansui 661 .. £ 165.00

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
(Price in pairs P & P E3-75)
Acoustic R
h
AR7
AR4XA From
P.O.A.
AR6
I Stock
AR3A
Audiomaster
Samba .. £ 19•90
Solent de luxe £29•90
Sonata .. £39•90
Image 1
..
£79.90
Celestion
County .. £59-90
Ditton 15 .. £81.90
Ditton 44 .. £ 145-90
Ditton 33 .. £ 129•90
Ditton 25 .. £ 177•50
Ditton 66 .. £247.00
Goodmans
Minister SL
£ 47.90
Havant SL .. • . £60.90
Mezzo SL .. • • £87.90
Magnum SL•. £ 113•80
Achromat 100 . • £73.90
Achromat 400 • . £ 144.90

HARROW BRANCH

Achromat 250 .. £ 109•90
KEF-All Models
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio
All models
P.O.A.
MAS Mk. 1 .. £99.90
Philips
RH426
£89.90
RH427
£ 119.90
CHASSIS SPEAKERS
(P & P E1.75 per order or
as below)
KEF
P&P each
BI39
95p
£16•90
B200
65p £8•70
BI10
65p £7-50
T27
45p £5•75
DN8 X/over 30p £2•55
DNI2 X/over 30p £5•95
SPI015 X/over 30p £440
SP1017 X/over 30p £ 3•95
SPEAKER KITS
(Price in pairs P & P £2.75)
Good mans Din 20 .. £28.80
Goodmans Mezzo .. £50•50
KEF Kit 1
£49•95
KEF Kit 3 .. £89-00
Wharfedale Linton 2 £24•95
CASSETTE DECKS
(P & P £275)
Aiwa-All models
P.O.A.
Akai CS34D • • £99.50
Akai GXC39D • • £ 132.95
Akai GXC310D . • £ 159.50
Akai GXC710D £ 179•95
Akai GXC325D • . £207.95
Akai GXC740D • • £245.00
Akai GXC760D • • £ 306.00
Akai GXC75D • . £ 187.95
BASF 8200
P.O.A.
Goodmans SCD100 £ 139-95
National RS269US
P.O.A.
Philips N2507 .. £61-95
Pioneer CT414IA £ 122.00
Pioneer CT5I51 £ 138•50
Pioneer CTF7I71 £ 164•95
Pioneer CTF2I21 £ 117•50
Pioneer CTF6I61 £ 146.50
Pioneer CTF9I91 £231.00
Rotel RD20 .. £ 134.95
Sansui SC636 .. £ 129-95
Sansui SC737 .. £ 149•95
Tandberg TCD310
P.O.A.
Teac-All models ..
P.O.A.
TAPE RECORDERS AND
DECKS (
P & P £3.75)
Akai I722L.. .. £ 132.95
Akai 4000DS Mk £ 117-50

WATFORD BRANCH

GOODMANS MODULE 80 s
i
des
ALL BRITISH' SYSTEM
-"
System comprises Goodmans Module
80 25 + 25 watt FM Receiver, Garrard
SP25 Mk IV turntable, plinth, cover and
cartridge, plus a pair of Audiomaster
Sonata speakers and all leads.

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE
VAT

List Price
£203.93

HA PRICE £ 158.90

Carriage Et Insurance f4.75.

Akai 4000DB
167-50
Ferrograph-All
Models ..
P.O.A.
Revox-All models
P.O.A.
Tandberg-All
models ..
P.O.A.
Teac-All models ..
P.O.A.
Uher 40001C . • £279.90
Uher 42001C • . £333.00
Uher 4400IC . • £ 337.00
HEADPHONES (
P& P65p
Aka, ASE II .. £ 10.50
Aka) ASE20
£ 12.75
Akai ASE22
£ 14-95
AKG KI40
£ 12.40
AKG KI60
£ 18.50
Eagle 5E5 .. £4.50
Eagle SE30
£ 10•50
Jecklin Float £99 90

Koss 711 ..
Koss K6 ..
Koss HVIA
Koss HVILC
Koss PRO4AA
Koss Phase 2
Philips N6310
Philips N630I
Philips N6302
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer 5E700
PWB M/Coil
Rotel RH430
Rotel RH630
Rotel RH700 .
Sennheiser HD4I4
Sennheiser HD424
Stan SRS/SRD6
Wharfedale Iso-Dyn.

£12-50
£13.75
£25•95
£29-50
£30.95
£41.60
£9-95
£12-50
£22.30
£9-95
£14.75
£37-75
£19-65
£5.95
£8•50
£12.95
£15.95
E22-95
£63•95
£21'75

TWO SUPER VALUE SYSTEMS!
Metrosound ST2OE M kII 10+10 Watt amplifier. Garrard SP25
Mk IV plinth/cover and Goldring G800H cartridge, plus a pair of
Audiomaster Solent de luxe speakers and all leads. A great all
British system. List price £ 130-00. HA price 09-95-1-C4-75 CBI
Pi
SX434 12+12 Watt AM/FM Receiver. Pioneer PL12D
and Shure M7SED cartridge, plus a pair of Celestion Ditton 15
speakers and all leads. List price 081-70. HA price only
£249.90+ £4-75 C & I.

CARTRIDGES Et REPLACEMENT DIAMOND STYLUS
Post and Packing 25p. per order
ADC XLM Mk. IL
Goldring
G850
Goldring
G800
Goldring
GE100H
Goldring
G800E
Micro- Acoustics QDC le
Orrofon
MISE Super
Philips
GP400
Shure
M44-7
Shure
M44E
Shure
M5SE
Shure
M75-65
Shure
M75B
Shure
M75ED
Shure
M75E1
Shure
M9SED
Shure
M95E.1
Shure
VI5/111

Cartridge
£29 95
£3 25
£4 25
£4 60
£7 35
£44 00
£33 50
£11 SO
£5•60
£5.95
£6•80
£5.95
£9.35
£12.50
£10•75
£16-50
£11-25
£38.95

Stylus
£ 15•75
£2-55
£2-55
£2•55
£635
£19•50
£19-95
£5-75
£4.35
£4•75
£510
£4-95
£5-50
E8-95
£6•95
£13.25
£7.95
£14-95

Shure N44-3 and N75-3 (78 Styli), £5.60; Shure N3D,
£3.45; Shure VN I5E (for V15/11), £ 13-95; Shure N91ED
(for M9IED), E10•95; Shure N93E ( for M93E), £8.50;
Shure VN78E (78 Styli for VI5/3), £ 14 95.

UXBRIDGE BRANCH

Send by Mail adding any relevant post and
packing charges, and enclosing cash with order,
or
simply
quote
your
ACCESS
or
BARCLAYCARD number. Post to DEPT. H N
Bridle Path, Wetford. Herts., WD2 4E1Z -

BAR CLAYC AR D
welcome Pete

Btry it w.thAccess

PAYMENT BY ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD
ACCEPTED SIMPLY QUOTE YOUR NUMBER
OR TELEPHONE OUR ORDER DESK ON
•WATFORD 45248.

HARROW AUDIO (Dept H.)

HARROW -27, SPRINGFIELD ROAD (01-863 8690)
UXBRIDGE- 278, HIGH STREET ( UXBRIDGE 33474)
WATFORD- 33, BRIDLE PATH (WATFORD 45361)
MAIL- ORDERS- TO WATFORD PLEASE ( SEE ' SEND BY MAIL' ABOVE)
OPENING HOURS- 9.30-5.30 MONDAY- SATURDAY LATE NIGHT THURSDAY UNTIL 8pm.
PRICES- INCLUDE VAT AND WERE CORRECT AT THE TIME OF GOING TO PRESS}
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MRS. BEAN'S
DIARY
When it comes to really top class audio equipment it is
almost as difficult for the would-be buyer to indulge his
patriotic instincts and Buy British as it is for the dealer to
sell British.

Such difficulties are, we believe, made to

overcome and so we present our British as opposed to
Japanese oriented ( ouch) hi-fi shortlist.
CARTRIDGES:
None
TURNTABLE UNITS:
FONS CQ30/SME
STRATHEARN
AMPLIFIERS:
SUGDEN A48, C51/P51

Complete with speakers

QUAD 405/33
CAMBRIDGE P60

O

BALANCE

TUNERS:
None
TUNER- AMPLIFIERS:
None
CASSETTE- DECKS:
None
•0

LOUDSPEAKERS:
Hundreds— including:

e.i

mstrad, the really big name
in quality hi-fi equipment, and
makers of some of the finest
living-room stereo units
available, bring you the model
9000 In-Dash Car Stereo Radio and Cassette
Player. Amstrad commissioned their design team to bring new
depths to in- car' entertainment, by employing the same
technological processes that are used in their sophisticated hi-fi
for the home. The end product is amasterpiece of electronic
engineering, the Amstrad 9000, corn lactly constructed to allow
fitment to any car. For around £57.00 this is real stereophonic
luxury at aprice you cannot afford te ignore, offering 16 watts
Total Music Power, and Stereo FM reception.
Dual AM/FM wavebands
Multiplex Stereo on FM band
• Independent Stereo balance and tone controls
Precision manual
tuning control
Cassette fast forward wind 411, Auto-stop

MONITOR AUDIO ( MA3, MA5)
CELEF ( Monitors)
CELESTION ( UL6, UL8, Ditton 66)
QUAD ( ELS) CAMBRIDGE ( R50)

••

TANNOY CASTLE etc. etc.
If you notice a few gaps in the above, or any glaring omissions, we're very sorry, but come and talk to us about it
anyway—even if to complete your system it turns out that

•

you need an item or two by a nasty Foreign outfit like:
••

AR • TRIO • BOSE • DUAL • TEAC • REVOX • YAMAHA
SHURE • CERWIN VEGA •
MARANTZ • MICRO •

FISHER •

KLM •

An - Co
BARTLETT RADIO
• 0.
SERVICES Camtndo.-. CAVENDISH SALES
ELECTROSURE
Fxet. •
ELENA
MAE
o -',

EMPIRE

HI-FI

STEREO

CENTRE

There's a whole better world of hi-fi at

AUDIO

SEXTONS

ca,• of J'hcultv, •

CO Bradford LASNYS

WI. WC.,

Telephone: 76178.

Ad. WC1

'›

. 1, 1 1i',•

H9 RIDEY ROAD

DA

,

ti lorJ

OtiJDOtJ

L

.[

To A.M.S. TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD. IC RIDLEY ROAD, DALSTON, LONDON El

STATION LANE PRECINCT, FEATHERSTONE

herself entirely British throughout.

Gra,«.

11,

(Dept. HFN 2) A.M.S. TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD.,

MRS. BEAN SOUND SYSTEMS

is

KOHLI A

EC , Bamford, So...Iherd. Tu^1. ,,r... Ws. z, 1,...,4-, N.
CrortApl. K•ru1Slor, Ro loor 1, 8 rrnuf, ,, ,- LINAVALE
rharnstoe.
II LINDAIR
London, VV1, MacOONALD STORES Oxla , 1 St, WI MAJOR AUDIO Ilto, R & B
SYSTEMS dal..,heatt,.
Per,
- 1..•
Nee., • 1RUSH

••

PONTEFRACT, W. YORKS.

Belfast

CAMBRIDGE
TRANSISTOR
11 DUO- SOUND 1
HADLEIGH AUDIO

n

1
.52,

SENNHEISER • JVC • etc, etc.

Note: Mrs. Bean

•

•

TANDBERG

SANSUI •

•

« I
n

Please send detalls of the AMSTRAD 9000

I

Name
Addres•
HFN2

I

••

II

Humus AU alms
OUR SUPER
NEW YEAR

SOUND SALE

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
AMPLIFIERS

TUNERS

Carriage and Insurance £2.50
Akai 5210DB ( Dolby) £ 109.95
Alpha AX500 .. £58.95
Lux L30
P.O.A.
Lux L8OV
P.O.A.
Lux SQ707
own
Lux SQ700X £ 121•95
Lux CL350 ( pre-amp)
P.O.A.
Lux MI50 (power-amp) P.O.A.
Nikko TRM2I0 £63.95
Nikko TRM230 .. £75.50
Nikko TRM500 .. £ 108.50
Nippon Sound 4FA70
(quadraphonic) .. £ 115•50
Nippon Sound SA8200 £95.50
Teat AS100 .. £ 155.95
Onkyo 733 .. £ 144.50
Era ST50
£79 95

Carriage and Insurance £ 250
Alpha TX500 .. £52.25
Lux T33
P.O.A.
Lux WL717
£90.50
Nikko FAM220 £75.50
Nikko FAM500 .. £97.95
Nippon Sound ST606 £55.95
Teac ATIO0 . . £ 115.95
Major TSDI515 .. £ 152.00
Pioneer TX7 100 . £ 115.00
Sanyo FMT2OOK .. £64.50

RECEIVERS
Carriage and Insurance £3.00
Harman Kardon 430 £ 195 .00
Harman Kardon 630 £ 182.50
Harman Kardon 930 £271.95
Howland West RICO £ 102.95
Lux R800
£247.50
Nikko STA7070 .. £ 175.50
Scandyna 2000 .. £ 109.95

Scandyna 2100 ..
Aiwa AX7500
Telefunken Quadro
1000
5050
Nippon Sound SR770
Rotel RX202
Major 1352021_
Major RS8020

£132.50
£181.99

•

National Panasonic
RS260US
£53-95
National Panasonic
RS269US Dolby £87.50
Dual C90 .. £ 197 50
Dual MK50A
£ 129.95
Harman Kardon
HK2000 . . £238.95
Pioneer CTF2121
Sankyo FTP1510 . • £ 108.95

£237-50
£189-00
£118-95
£88.95
£97.50
£238.95

CASSETTE DECKS

Pioneer PLI513
Scandyna SD1400
Telefunken 258 ..

SPEAKERS

TAPE DECKS

Carriage and Insurance £3-00
Aiwa AD131,3 ( Dolby) £ 139-95
Aiwa ADI600 ( Dolby) £ 187 95
Aiwa AD 1800 ( Dolby)
DNL
£216.95
Aiwa AD6500 ( Dolby) £ 199.95
BASF 8200 ( Dolby)
DNL£
159.95
• • • •
Dokorder Mk 50
(Dolby) .. . . £ 110.95

£59.95
£75•95
£109.95

Carriage and Insurance £.3.50
Akai 4000DV Dolby.. £ 159.95
Dokorder 1120 .. £372-95

TURNTABLES
Carriage and Insurance £2•50
AEL LAB 200M ( SME)
DD
,£219•95
Dual 1229 ..
tI19.95
Pioneer PLI2D Mk 11 £ I5

ices per pair
arriage and Insurance P.O.A.
ose 301 .. • • £ 139.95
ose 901 .. £362.95
& W BM2A .. £ 164.95
& W BM4• • £ 122.95
& W D5
£73.95
elestion 044 .. £ 142.95
elestion UL8. • £ 113.50
EF Coda .. £49-50
EF Cantor .. £59.95
EF Chorale £78.95
EF REF 103
£ 158.95
EF REF 104
£ 164-95
rsch 0M2-21 £ 124.95
rsch 0M3-28 £ 167.95

Three Fabulous Showrooms:
54 ST. ANN'S ROAD, HARROW

( MIDDX.).

01-863 3400.

488 LADY MARGARET ROAD, SOUTHALL ( MIDDX.).
New Branch Open: 276 PRESTON ROAD, HARROW

01-578 2258.

( MIDDX.).

01-904 8549.

"THE DOYEN OF HI-FI MUSIC"
In the autumn. Penguin Books published their LONDON SHOPPING
GUIDE by Elsie Burch Donald ( 75p), described as ' the most comprehensive guide to shopping in London ever written'. We have been
assigned two entries. The first, in the section headed ' Records and Tapes',
makes special reference to Live Record Review, our weekly recital of
new releases which takes place from 2p.m. to 4.30 each Saturday'
afternoon ( and is now in its twentieth year!) and which the I.SG hails
as " the best deal in town for listening to newly-recorded classical
music for free".
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The second entry, giving us top billing
under ' Stereo, Radio and TV', reads as
follows: "Thomas Heinitz, 35 Moscow
Road, W2 ( 229-2077), is the doyen of
hi fi music. His is an owner-operated
company and Mr. Heinitz stresses that it
is not geared to ' hi fi for hi fi's sake', but
seeks to provide the best equipment to
produce the sound of music in whatever
price
range customers can
afford.
Heinitz is not snobby about lavish equipment and recommends units from £ 100.
Heinitz services and installs all equipment
and if your room is very large or presents
special acoustic problems, Mr. Heinitz
will visit you and recommend a solution.
The firm has a big stock of classical
recordings, and customers who buy
equipment get 20 per cent off all record
purchases up to the cost of the equipment
they buy."
We need hardly stress that we are
delighted by such a testimonial in a
serious work of reference and shall
naturally endeavour to live up to the
distinguished image here conferred upon
us. We will do this by continuing to
offer the best advice and service which

our unique combination of musical
understanding and technical know-how
and experience allows us to place at our
customers' disposal. Whether you are
looking for a complete new audio
system or simply wish to buy the finest
recording of a favourite opera or symphony, we invite you to consult us
because it is our aim to provide the kind
of satisfaction which will persuade you
to trust our judgment in the future
and to convey such a trust to others
who have never before visited us.
Send for our Budget Stereo leaflet and
price-list ( if you want advice on a more
personal basis, and cannot visit our
studio, please tell us as much as you can
about your requirements) or, better still,
join our friendly Saturday afternoon
throng for Live Record Review as a
simple, pleasurable and wholly informal
way of 'getting to know us' and to listen
to the finest domestic audio equipment
available today-equipment based on a
selection of superb. British-made loudspeakers, from the diminutive yet truly
astonishing CHARTWELL/BBC LS3/
5A Monitor to the mighty Spendor BC3.

Thomas Ileinilz Lid.
MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 MOSCOW RO siD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

I : 01-229 2077

Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30; Thurs. 9.30-1; Fri. 9.30-7
32

A.T. Labs

Monday-Saturday 10.00-18.00

(Dept.IM)
Tel.
191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 OQZ 01-363 7981

AMPLIFIERS
Accuphase
Armstrong 621
Cambridge Audio P60
Cambridge Audio P110
Lux L30
Lux L80
Lux L507
Marantz 1030
Marantz 1070
Marantz 1120
N.A.D. 60/90 ..
Nikko TRM2I0
Nikko TRM230
Nikko TRM500
Nikko TRM600
Rogers Ravensbrook Ill
Rotel FlA212
Rotel RA3I2
Rotel RA4I2
Rotel RA6I2
Trio KA1200
Trio KAI600
Yamaha CA400
Yamaha CA600
Yamaha CA800
Yamaha CA1000

(Carr. £2.50)
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£5000
ao•oo
me°
cam
£10000
£6400
moo
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Cambridge Audio T55
Celestion Telefl
Lux T33
Lux T88
Lux TI10
Marantz.
Nikko FAM220
Nikko FAM500
Rogers Panthera T75 ..
Rotel RT224
Rotel RT324
Rotel RT624
Trio KTI300
Yamaha CT400..
Yamaha CT600..
Yamaha CT800..
Yamaha CT7000

(Carr. C2-00)

••
.•
••
••
••

.•
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
.•
••
••

.. £2500

.. £7500
atoo
£6900
£10o•oo
new
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

•.
••
•.
••
••
••
•.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS (Carr. C3•00)
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
Goodmans Module 90 .. £ 13100
Goodmans Module 110 .. ate»
Goodmans 120 .. .. attoo
Goodmans Module 90 Comp. £23100
Lux R600 .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Lux R800 ..
P.O.A.
Lux RI500 ... •
P.O.A.
Marantz 2230 ..• •
P.O.A.
Marantz 2245 ..• •
P.O.A.
N.A.D. 140/160• •
P.O.A.
Nikko 4030 ..• .
P.O.A.
Nikko 5050 ..• •
P.O.A.
Nikko 7070 ..• •
P.O.A.
Nikko 8080 ..• •
P.O.A.

Rote 1RX I
52
Rotel RX202
Rotel RX402
Rotel RX602
Rotel RX802
Tandberg TRI000
Tandberg TRI010
Tandberg Huldra 10
Tandberg TRI055
Trio KR2400
Trio KR3400
Trio KR4400
Yamaha CR200
Yamaha CR400
YamahaCR600
Yamaha CR800
Yamaha CR1000
Yamaha MS28 Music Centre

£81 50
£90.00
£124-00
£162.00
£209.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£118.00
£156-00
El 88-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES (Carr. E2•50)
Ariston RDII/SME 3009 ..
P.O.A.
Connoisseur BDI Kit
£ 15.00
Connoisseur BD2 chassis .. £34.50

(Carr. 25p)
.. £28.00
•
f22-50
•
£27.25
•
£7.00
£8.00
£11.25
.. £ 16.00
.. £ 14-25
• • £ 36.25
£6.50
• • £ 12.25
• • £ 10.75
£9•50
£16.00
•.
El 1•50
E9.30
£37.00

CARTRIDGES
ADC XLM II .
ADC VLM 11 ..
Decca London ..
Grado FTR
Goldring G820.. ..
Goldring G820E
Goldring G1320SE
Ortofon FISE
Ortofon MISE Super ..
Shure M75-65
Shure M7SED/II
Shure M75E1/11..
Shure M93E
Shure M95ED
Shure M95E1 ..
Shure M758/11
Shure V15111 ..
TAPE DECKS
Akai I722L
Akai 4000DB
Akai 400005 II

(Carr. £3.00)
£132.00
£169.00
.. £ 119.00

All prices listed include VAT at 25%
Connoisseur BD2 complete £42.50
Fons CQ30
P.O.A.
Garrard SP25/IV chassis .. £20.00
G
d 5P25/IV module .. £30.00
Garrard SP25/1V mod. M75-6 £35.00
G
d 125513 module .. £41.00
G
d 125SB mod/cart .. £46.00
Garrard 8651311 module £ 56 00
G
d 86SB II mod/cart £61 00
Garrard 1005B module £ 62 00
G
d 100SB mod. -kM93E £69 00
G
d 401
.
£ 57 SO
Linn Sondek PLIi/SME 8009
P0 A
Pioneer PL 12D . £ 50 00
Pioneer PL12D/Shu re i175ED 11 £61 50
Pioneer PLISR
£ 60 00
Regs Research
Po A
Thorens I25AB 11 .. £ 142 50
Thorens TD125/II £ 92 00
Thorens TX25 cover
Ell 25
Thorens TDI45C
£ 100 00
Thorens TDI60B/C £65 00
Thorens TDI60C • £78-50
Thorens TD 1
66C
£68.50
Transcriptor Reference ..
P.O.A.
Transcriptor Ref./Fluid Arm
P.O.A.
Transcriptor Stylus Brush .. £3•50
Transcriptor Sweep Arm .. £5-25
Yamaha YP400
PLINTHS/COVERS (Carr. £2.00)
G
d 815
mesa
G
d 1320
£ 17.50
Howland West HWI .. £2200
TRANSCRIPT' ON ARMS (Carr.75p)
Acos Lustre .. £26.50
Colton MC101
£20.00
SME 3009 improved . « £45.00
SME 3009/S2 improved £49.00
Transcriptor Fluid .. £26-50

Akai 265D .. .. •
Revox 1102/4 ..
Revox 1122/4 . . . .
Revox 1222/4 ..
Revox Dolby & High Speed
Tandberg 3400X ..
Tandberg 3500X
Tandberg 3600X ..
Tandberg 9100X
Teat
HEADPHONES
AKG KI40
AKG KI60
Koss PRO5LC
Koss HV1A
Koss K6LC
Koss HVILC
Koss PRO4AA
Koss 711
Micro MXI
Sennheiser HD4I4
Sennheiser HD424
PWB Moving Coil
Yamaha 1-1P1
Yamaha HP2 ..

•
.
..
••
••
••

£27800
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

(Carr. 75p)
. £ 13.00
£l8 00
£34.50
•
£26 50
£16 00
£30 00
£31 50
£12.50
P.O.A.

meso
£23-50
£18.50

meos

£19.95

8 TRACK/CASSETTES (Carr. £2.00)
£100.00
Akai CS34D
£135 00
Altai GXC39D
£192.00
Akai GXC75D
£164 00
Akai GXC310D
£178.00
Akai GXC5 I
OD
£185.00
Akai GXC710D
£212.00
Akai GXC325D
£250.00
Akai GXC740D
£312 SO
Akai GXC 760D
£141.00
Goodmans SCD100
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 550

.•
••
••
.•

Nakamichi 700
Nakamichi 1000
Neal 103
Rotel RD20
Tandberg TCD3I0
Teac • • • •
Trio KX620 .
Yamaha TC800Gi

. . £ 137.50
£142.00

SPEAKERS ( pairs) ( Carr. £3•00 pair)
AR Range .. . . .
Cambridge Audio R40 & R50
P.O.A.
Celestion Hadleigh . •
P.O.A.
Celestion County ..
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 120 .. • .
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 11 .. • •
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 15 . •
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 33 .. • .
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 44 .. • •
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 25 .. • •
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 66 .. • •
P.O.A.
Celestion UL6•
•
P.O.A.
Celestion UL8
P.O.A.
Goodmans Havant SL• • £ 6700
Goodmans Mezzo SL .. £9900
Goodmans Magnum SL
£ 12500
Hi Fi Aids Orbital Brackets
P.O.A.
IMF Compact 11.
•
P.O.A.
IMF Super Compact•.
P.O.A.
.113L Range ..• •
P.O.A.
KEF Coda ... •
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor ..• .
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale ..• .
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..• •
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto• .
P.O.A.
KEF 104•
•
P.O.A.
KEF 103
P.O.A.
Leak 2030
....
£ 9800
Monitor Audio MAI ..• •
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA3 ..
..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA4 ..• .
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MAS II• •
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA7 .. • .
P.O.A.
Marantz... •
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax II..• .
P.O.A.
Videotone Saphir 1 ..• .
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Chevin XP
Low
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
prices
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
on
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
application
Wharfedale Dovedale 3SP
Yamaha NS625..
Yamaha NS645..
SPEAKER

KITS AND CHASSIS
(Carr. kits £ 1.50 each)
(Sp. Chassis £ I•25 each)
KEF ka I ( Price per pair) £50-00
KEF kit 3 ( Price per pair) £89.00
KEF T27
£ 6.00
KEF B110
£8-50
KEF 13200
E9.90
KEF B139
..
£ 18-50
KEF DNI2
f6.75
KEF DNI3-SP1015 £500
W'dale Glendale 3XP kit ( pair) £57.50

We have tried to ensure that all prices are correct at time of going to press-however prices are liable to alteration without notice

Terms of Business
Callers:
By Bus: 231 from Turnpike Lane Tube. 107 from Oakwood.
By Train: Liverpool Street to Enfield Station. Kings Cross to Gordon Hill.
Cheques for counter sales accepted only when backed by abank card.

By Post
Send Cheque/Postal Orders with written order and correct carriage for prompt
service. Make cheques payable to: A. T. Labs.

Credit
For Personal callers only. Phone for details. Export Facilities for reclaiming VAT
available.

Service
Repairs and maintenance of Hi -Fi equipment by qualified engineers.
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We only stock ONE discount line ... but look at the prices!

eD PIONEER
All equipment prices include VAT u 23%
RRP
£75.71
£89.35

Record Decks
(excl. cart.)

PL12D
PL15R

Receivers

SX434
SX535.
SX636.
SX737

£168.50
£230.97
£269.33
£333.47

Amplifiers

SA5300
SA6300

£85.58
£114.12

HA
£50 90
£59 50
£112
£155
£181
£225

50
50
50
50

£57 90
£76 90

Tuners

TX5300
TX7500

RRP
HA
£100.50 £68 90
£191.25 £ 129 50

Cassette Decks

CT- F2121
CT5151
CT- F9191

£181.22 £ 124 50
£218.90 £ 146 50
£364.27 £ 249 00

Loudspeakers

CSE 420

£130.37 £ 97 90

Quadraphonic

QX646

£419.68 £ 283 50

Headphones

SE505

£46.18

The above is a selection from the Pioneer range— models not listed are also at similar attractive prices.
price of a particular model.
Also on offer 10x TDK SD 90 cassettes for £12.00 incl. VAT.

£35-00

Phone or send s.a.e. for

Stockists of TDK, Maxell, EMI, BASF and Memorex Cassettes

• No carriage or insurance costs for customers ordering by mail
al All equipment supplied, including Pioneer, checked before sale.... No sealed boxes supplied
• All equipment supplied, including Pioneer, covered by our minimum 2- year labour and parts guarantee
• Comparator Demonstrations

• Easy Parking Outside

I Open Thursday until 8pm

• Approved Agents for:— Aiwa, AR, Armstrong, B & W, Celestion UL, Harman Kardon, IMF, JMR, KEF, Linn-Sondek, Marantz,
NAD, Pioneer, Quad, SMC, Spendor, Sonab, Sony, J. E. Sugden, Stanton, Teac, Technics, Trio, Yamaha
and others.

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 Hursley Road, Chandler's Ford, Hants.

Tel.: Chandler's Ford (04215) 2827/5232

SHER'S ELECTRONICS
OF KILBURN
FOR BEST DISCOUNTS

SONY— NATIONAL
HITACHI, GRUNDIG, AIWA
When selecting acartridge for atop-quality tonearm
remember what the Hi Fi magazines have said:
'Transient response is outstandingly good, and so also is
the analysis of complex sounds: (HiFi News & Record
Review) 'The XLM was kind to known distortions in
some of the record material: (Popular Hi Fi)
For full details write to: BSR Limited,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5QH.

mamma
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HI -FI — AUDIO— TVs
* ALL ITEMS ON DEMONSTRATION
* AFTER SALES SERVICE
(Tax free for overseas visitors)
Check our prices before you buy
Telephone: 624 4865
SHER'S ELECTRONICS
287 KILBURN HIGH ROAD
LONDON N.W.6

The pick-up arm without parallel. SMA2 turntable.
St rathearn is anew company that belieœs the
imperfections of machines and electronics should not
impair the pleasures and excitement of music. We have
set out to improve upon the performanc.e available from
the very best component arms and turntables.We
achieved this with SMA2 at avery r,easonable price,
mad('
tv - -Aigh advanced technology.
Low Mass Arm
SMA2's pick-up arm is probably superior in
performance to any available component arm. It has a
very low effective mass- 5gm compared too good
component arm's 84 gm ( some arm manufacturers
are proud of their figure of 16 gm).TheSMA2 arm is
compatible with the finest cartridges. And its low
effective mass means there's less acoustic feedback,
cleaner bass notes and better stereo se.parationThe arm
is designed with optimum geometry so that distortion
due to tracking error is negligible.
Direct Drive
We also designed an electronic servo, direct drive motor
that would do justice to aour arm.There is only one

moving part-the platter itself. There are lc separat
motors to vibrate. no belts or idlers : owear . Wow. Cutter
and . urnble figures are so low th 3t further improvements
would be of griestionable va!ue.

Fcr more inforirdtlur,,n SMA2
equipment use gie coupon.

Electronic Strobe
EIectronics preisely monitor and control platter speed.
An electronic strobe, independent cif AC: linesuppty
frequency, allows you to set speeds exactly.

Addr ,ss

Touch Button Control
To protect your record, raise and lower arm movement
ana speed change are contrclled by touch buttons. You
dot :tpush th am.You touch :hen. So there'slittlechance
of damage tcyour records or stylus through jolts cr.jars.

Strathearn Audio Ltd
Kennedy Way.
Belfast, BTU 9AP
Nolhern Ireland.

other Stratirearrl

Name

HFNS

Ow advances through technology have enabled te to
ryoduce asuperb pivot arm turntable at avery
reasonable price,

41.9 strathearn

advance in audio
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Cottnoiwur
Mund
Dee.n

New from Connoisseur - BD3 Transcription Unit
With a studio style rising turntable giving accurate cueing. Run up time is only a fraction
of a second.
Other important features include an external power source and consequently no hum field.
A belt driven turntable with neon illuminated stroboscopic disc with 3 speeds. 33, 45
and 78 - all featuring variable control.
The 1303 arm is lightweight and incorporates a unique method of magnetic stabalisation
with an interchangeable head shell tracking
cartridges down to 0.6 grams.
The unit features brushed aluminium trim and is
mounted on a matched wooden plinth complete
with acrylic dust cover.
BD2 Turntable Assembly
The famous 802 belt drive turntable features push
button speed change, an SAU2 pick up arm with
damped lowering device, brushed aluminium trim,
and specially designed turntable mat.
It is available in chassis form, or as illustrated
mounted on aslimline wooden plinth, with acrylic
cover which features an easy hinged on hinged off
movement.
BD1 Turntable Kit
The BD1, well known for its excellent performance
and superb quality is available in kit form, which
allows greater freedom of choice for the practical enthusiast with regard to mounting,
selection of arrn etc. Construction is simplicity itself with no soldering required. Now it's
easy to own the best.
SAU2 Pick Up Arm
Recognised as one of todays most advanced pick up arms. Among its star features is an
Auto Bias compensator, hydraulic lowering device, precision balance and an adjustable
head shell which can be matched to a wide variety of decks and pick up cartridges, ideal
for the demanding practical audiophile.
For further details of all Connoisseur products, the BD3 or 802, the 801 kit or SAU2 arm,
to the still popular SCUl cartridge and our precision stylus balance, please contact your
dealer or send a stamp for brochure.

Coma'ssear

Top left: The 801 Turntable Kit.
Top: The SAU 2pick up arm.
Top right: The 802 Turntable Assembly.
Right: The 803 Transcription Unit.

Manufactured by:'

A. R. Sugden ft CO. ( Engineers) Ltd. Atlas Mill Road, Brighouse, Yorks, F1D6
Tel: Brighouse ( 04847) 2142. Telegrams Et Cables: Connoiseur, Brighouse.

TODAY, more than ever, it has to be

JORDAN IVIS
LOUDSPEAKERS
With VAT adding 25% to the real cost of all High Fidelity stereo
equipment, there remains but one item where you can make big
savings—the loudspeaker enclosure.
Make your own from our easy- to- follow instructions, put in one
JORDAN- WATTS full range unit and for about £ 20 you have a
World Class top quality Hi -Fi loudspeaker. There's no VAT on
effort!
Send 8/P stamps for constructor's guide and descriptive brochure of
our galaxy of beautifully made complete loudspeaker systems.
Jordan- Watts Ltd.,
Benlow Works,
Silverdale Road,
Hayes, Middx.
01-573 6928

Boosey & Hawkes
(Musical Instruments) Ltd.,
Deansbrook Road,
Edgware, Middlesex
01-952 7711

JORDAN frA FT'S.
LOUDSPEAKERS
the voice of high fidelity
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r
NAME
ADDRESS

lES.

Strathearn STA4, Direct Drive at aBelt Drive price.
Strathearn is anew company that believes the
imperfections of machines and electromcs should
not impair the oieastres and excitement ot music.
So we set out to , mprove the performance of lower
priced hi-fi equipment through advanced techriology.
Direct Drive
We developed an inexpensive method to produce an
electronic servo direct drive motor comparab'e to
the best available expensive models. .t has o-w one
moving part - the platter itself. There are
separate
motors to vibrate, no iolers or belts to wear. So
rumble, wow and flutter are reduced to levels
difficult to measure using existing tests. Speed is
precisely monitorec and controlled by solid state
electronics.
Pickup Arm
To match the advances of the motor we deNAoped a
low mass pickup arm, compatible with the very best

cartridges. Quality mis-mat&I isimpossibte. The atm
wil tracI. at 1grain. It probably nas lower inertia than
any integrated tu -ntable arm ot any price Lower even
than all but afew of the best component arms.
Pre- loaded controls
Automatic and manualdeck c:mltrols are pre- loaded
fer smooth operation. No exteisdal gauges arc
needed for settutg up.
The h.gls performance motor ,asid low mass arm
make STA4 compatible with the finest anplif ers and
loudspeakers. So STAA can form the basis of a
superb sYstem. Quite simply there is no comparable
turntable available at this price.

mnatuul on STA4and other Strathearn
e,iu.pcnce it use the coupon
Name
Address

H!-N5

Strathearn Audio Ltd
Kennedy Way.
Beifast.BT11 OAP
Northern Ireland.

111 strathearn
advance in audio
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AMPLIFIERS

TUNERS

Akai AA5210
P 0.A»
Akai AA5210D8
P.O.A.
Akai AA5510
Akai AA5810
P.O.A.
Armstrong 621
P.O.A.
Cambridge P60/PI 10
P.O.A.
Hitachi (all models)
P.O.A.
Leak ..
P.O.A.
Marantz (all models)
P.O.A.
Nikko ( all models)
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA5300
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA6300
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA7300
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA8500
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA9I00
P.O.A
Quad 33/303 .. . .
Rotel ( new models, keen prices)
Sansui AU2200 ..
P.O A.
Sansui AU4400 ..
P.0 A.
Sansui (other models) ..
P.O.A.
Sony (all models) ..
P.O A.
Sound (special low prices)
Technics ( full range available)
Toshiba (all models) .
P.O.A.
Trio (full range available)

Akai ( new models)
Armstrong 623/624
Cambridge T55..
Hitachi ..
Leak ..
Marantz

••
•.
••
•.
••
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Pioneer TX5300. •
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX9500
Quad FM3 ..
P.O.A.
Rotel ( new models—keen prices)
Sansui TU4400
P.O.A.
Sansui TU5500
P.O.A.
Sansui (other models) ..
P.O.A.
Sony (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Sound ST606 (special low price)
Technics ( full range available)
Toshiba (all models) ..
P.O.A.
full range available)
Trio (
RECEIVERS
Akai AA8I0 .
P.O.A.
Aka, ( new models— low prIces1

Aiwa TPR3020 (with Cass) P.O.A.
Aiwa TPR4001 ( with 8X) P.O.A.
Armstrong 625/626 ..
P.O.A.
Hitachi (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Leak 1800
P.O.A.
Leak 2000 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Nikko (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX434
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX535
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX636
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX737
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX838
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX939
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX1010
P.O.A.
Rotel RX202
P.O.A.
Rotel RX402
P.O.A.
Rotel RX602
P.O.A.
Rotel RX1302
P.O.A.
Sansui 441 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui 551P.
O.A.
Sansui 661 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui ( other models)
P.O.A.
Sonab 3000/4000/11
P.O.A.
Sony (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Sound SR660
P.O.A.
Sound SR770
P.O.A.
Technics (full range in stock)

Toshiba SA300L
Toshiba SA500
Trio KR3400 (from
Trio KR4400 (from
Trio KR5400 (from
Trio KR6400 (from

BERKSHIRE

AA 810 & AA 1030

(.Sound Systems Only)

8 The Headway Precinct,
Honey End Lane,
Reading.Tel: 582988

P.O.A.

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa AF5080
P.O.A.
Hitachi SDT2660
P.O.A.
Hitachi SDT2690
P.O.A.
National Panasonic 1020L P.O.A.
National Panasonic 1070L P.O.A.
National Panasonic2070L P.O.A.
National Panasonic 2500L P.O.A.
Sanyo 2611 KL
P.O.A.
Sony (all models from stock)
Toshiba SM3000
Toshiba SM390
We apologise for every item being
"Price on application", unfortunately it was impossible for us to
commit ourselves at time of going
to press.
Please telephone us for up-todate competitive prices.

rinnnnn .

B & 0 6000

stock)
stock)
stock)
stock)

e‘`

KA 1600G

SOUND SYSTEMS,

HI-FI
1••••1•11
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49-51 Kings Street,
Maidenhead.
Tel: 32796

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Research, Maidenhead/
Aldershot.
Bowers & Wilkins ..
P.O.A.
Bose (Aldershot only) ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge R40/R50
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pair) P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 44 ( pair) P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pair) P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 66 ( pair) P.O.A.
Cerwin Vega ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans Minister SL
P.O.A.
Goodmans Havant. SL
P.O.A.
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( each)P.O.A.
Goodmans Magnum SI
(each)
Hitachi (all models)
P.O.A.
J.B.L. L16
P.O.A.
J.B.L. L26
P.O.A.
J.B.L. L100
P.O.A.
K.E.F. ( all models from stock)
Leak 2020 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2030 .
P.O.A.

FREE
at least 12 month part and labour
guarantee on all new produc-.s. '

Leak 2060 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Mirsch (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Sonab (all models from stock)
Sony (all models) ..
P.O.A.
Technics ( full range available)
Wharfedale Denton I
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton 2XP P.O.A.
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP P.O.A.
Speaker kits— low prices
REEL TO REEL
Akai 4000DS Mk II ..
Akai 4000DB
Akai 600D ( Sp. price) ..
Revox (all models) ..
Sony (all models in stock)
Toshiba PT862
Teat A1230
Teat A33005
Teat A33405

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa
Aiwa
Aiwa
Aiwa

HEE

AD1300
AD I
600 ..
AD 1800
AD6500

Akai new models—low prices)
Goocfrnans TCD 100
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Hitachl TRQ2020D
Hitachi TRQ2030D
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Hitachi TRQ2040D
P.O.A.
National Pan. RS269
Pioneer CT4I41
P.O.A.
Pioneer CT5151
P.O.A.
Planter CT6I61
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sanyo (all models)
P.O.A.
Sansui SC636 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui SC737 ..
P.O.A.
Sonab C500 ..
Sony ( all models)
P.O.A.
Teat A160 ..
P.O.A.
Teat A260 ..
P.O.A.
Teat A360 ..
P.O.A.
Teat A450 ..
Techrics (full range available)
Trio KX7I0 ( from stock)
Trio KX8I0 ( from stock)
Trio KX9I0 ( from stock)

Hitachi ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2001
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL 12D
P.O.A.
Pioneer Pi_5IA
P.O.A.
Pioneer Pi_71
P.O.A.
Rotel RPI500
P.O.A.
Rotel 2500 ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RP3000 ( w/o arm) P.O.A.
Rotel R13000
P.O.A.
Sansui SR2I2 ( w/o cart.) P.O.A.
Sansui SR717
P.O.A.
Sony (all models available)
Sonab 85';
P.O.A.
Thorens TD165
Thorens TDI60C
P.O.A.
Thorens ro125AB
P.O.A.
Technics SL20
Technics SLI20
AVAILABLE
Technics SL 1200 FROM
TechnicsSLI300 STOCK
Technics SL1500
Technics SL 110

TURNTABLES
Garrard SP25 Module ..
Garrard 86SB Module ..
Garrard ZIOOSB Module
Garrard 401 chassis ..
Connoisseur BD2

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P 0.A.

TV
B & 0 ( Maidenhead only)
Hitachi
National Panasonic
Sony

125 Bridge Road,
Maidenhead. Tel: 27760
HI- F1 EQUIPMENTS,
179-181 Victoria Road,
Aldershot.
Tel: 0252 314856
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An entirely new
experience in Hi-Fi sound

THE CHINON 1976 RANGE
NOW AT DOWNS!
Even today it's rare to find hi-fi equipment with
Even rarer is it found at a price he can afford.
those qualities that the most discerning listener desires—
Dixons new Chinon range of Hi -Fi separates has
first-class engineering, reliability second- to- none,
been designed to meet all these exacting standards and
good design and above all, except i
Dnal performance.
at a price giving outstanding value for money.

SAVING\

AR 6000 with
12 watts RMS per

£28

channel output

AR 7000 with
25 watts RMS per
channel output

INTRODUCTORY

SAVING

—AR 8000 with
40 watts RMS per

£40
CHINON
AR 6000
RECEIVER

Fantastic value receiver with
built-in AM/FM stereo tuner and with
12 watts RMS per channel output. The
AR 6000 offers top specification and
superb styling with inputs for two
separate turntables ( one magnetic, one
ceramic) atape deck and an auxiliary input
which could be used for asecond tape
deck. It has outputs for two pairs of speakers
with independent switching, atuning meter,
stereo indicator beacon and aheadphone socket.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION Power output: both
channels driven 12
12 watts RMS (8ohms). Harmonic
distortion: (at rated output) 0.8%. Frequency response:
20-40,000 Hz. Power bandwidth: 25-35,000 Hz ( IHF).
FM TUNER SECTION ( 3gang field effect transistor
tuner) Sensitivity: 2.5 micro volts ( 11-/F). Frequency
response: 20-15,000 Hz. FM stereo separation: more
than 30dB
1000 Hz.
AM TUNER SECTION (2gang tuning capacitor)
Sensitivity: 25 micro volts (IHF). Image rejection:
more than 40 dB.

Dixons Introductory Offer Price
List Price
£127.64

40

channel output

CHINON AR 8000
RECEIVER
The most powerful receiver in the range,
the AR 8000 brings together a40 watts RMS per
channel amplifier, asensitive FM/AM tuner
with all the facilities one would expect from the
top of the Chinon range.
They include, High and Low filters, inputs
for two tape decks ( with tape- to- tape dubbing
The AR 7000 has afull 25 watts RMS per channel. facilities).
Its many features include both signal strength
The power and pre- amplifiers can be used
and centre tuning meters for quick, accurate tuning, independently. Special circuit breakers protect
two tape input/output sockets for tape- to- tape
the speakers and power transistors, plus aspecial
dubbing, an FM muting switch, ahigh filter and
design feature, in that, the selected function is
output connections for two pairs of speakers.
shown on an illuminated display.

CHINON
AR 7000
RECEIVER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION Power output:both
channels driven 25
25 watts RMS (8ohms). Harmonic
distortion: (at rated output) less than 0.5%. Frequency
response: 20-40,000 Hz. Power bandwidth:20-40,000
Hz ( IHF).

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION Power output: both
channels driven 40
40 watts RMS. (8ohms) Harmonic
distortion: (at rated output) 0.3%. Frequency response:
20-40,000 Hz . Power bandwidth:20-40,000 Hz (IHF).

FM TUN ERSECTION Sensitivity: 1.8 micro volts ( IHF).
Frequency response: 20-15,000 Hz. FM stereo
separation:more than 35 dE
1000 Hz. FM harmonic

FM TUNER SECTION Sensitivity: 1.6 micro volts
(IHF). Frequency response:20-15,000 Hz FM stereo
separation: more than 35 dB
1000 Hz. FM harmonic
distortion less than 0.3%.

distortion less than 0.5%.
AM TUNER SECTION Sensitivity: 15 microvolts
(IHF). Image rejection: more than 40 dB.

Orisons Introductory Offer Price
L
iist7 r3cill

E.50

AM TUNER SECTION Sensitivity:15 micro volts
(IHF). Image rejection:more than 70 dB.

Dixons Introductory Offer Price
List Price'
L
-199.85

E.50

The exciting new range of Chinon
audio brings you top quality stereo hi-fi
at Dixons value-for-rnone prices
CHINON PL 25 TURNTABLE
CHINON TC 4000
CASSETTE DECK
An invaluable addition to any hi-fi system, the TC 4000 combines
top performance with superb styling.
Its many features include switching for normal or chrome tape, twin VU
record/playback level meters, sliding record level controls, digital tape
counter and headphone monitoring socket.
NOMINAL TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
Dixons Price
Wow and flutter:0.2% RMS.
Motor: Electronic Governor
System. Frequency response:
.50-10,000 Hz normal,
50-12,000 Hz chrome.
Signal to noise ratio: 48 dB.

To complete the range we introduce the superb PL 25 turntable.
The turntable platter is driven by asynchronous motor via aflexible
belt drive to reduce wow, flutter and rumble to an absolute minimum.
The statically balanced ' S' shaped arm has acalibrated stylus
pressure weight and is fitted with afactory balanced anti- skate' device.
The damped cueing system
Dixons Price
features an automatic arm return
/switch off system,and the
whole turntable is housed in a
teak finish plinth with a
hinged, tinted dust
cover.

E

9.95

Ask for ademonstration
at your local Dixons

CHINON
TC 5000D
CASSETTE DECK
Featuring the famous Dolby noise reduction
system, the superb TC 5000D has an impressive list
of facilities and features including:
Switching for normal or chrome tape, memory
rewind, VU meters AND peak level LEbeacons,
digital tape counter, separate microphone and auxiliary
input controls which allow full Mic/Line mixing plus
headphone socket for tape monitoring.
NOMINAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS Wow and
flutter: 0.17% RMS. Motor: Electronic Governor System.
Frequency response:50-10,000 Hz Normal, 50-12,000 Hz
Chrome. Signal to noise ratio: 45 dB.

Dixons Price

£99.95

.95

CENTRAL
LONDON
88 Oxford St
27 Oxford St
60 New Bond St
93 Fleet Street
49 Cheapside
116 London Wall
33 Moorfields
33 Villiers House,
Strand

AROUND
LONDON
Barking
Bromley
Clapham Junction
Croydon
Dartford
Ealing
East Ham
Edgware
Edmonton
Hounslow
Ilford
Kilburn

Kingston
Lewisham
Peckham
Putney
Romford
Slough
Stratford
Sutton
Uxbridge
Watford
Wembley
Wimbledon
Woking
Wood Green
Woolwich

AROUND
BRITAIN
Aberdeen
Barnsley
Basildon
Basingstoke
Beth
Birmingham
Blackburn
Blackpool
Bolton
Bootle

Bournemouth
Bracknell
Bradford
Brighton
Brietol
Burnley
Burton-on-Trent
Camberley
Cambridge
Canterbury
Cardiff
Chathem
Chester
Chesterfield
Coventry
Crawley
Darlington
Derby
Doncaster
Dudley
Dundee
East K Ibride
Edinburgh
Erdington
Exeter
Folkestone
Glasgow
Gloucester

Gr,n,sby
Guildford
Hanley
Harlow
High Wycombe
Huddersfield
Hull
Ipswich
Keighley
Kings Lynn
Kirkcaldy
Leeds
Leicester
Liverpool
Loughborough
Luton
Macclesfield
Manchester
Mansfield
Middlesborough
Newcastle
Newport
Northampton
Norwich
Nottingham
Oxford
Plymouth
Portamouth

Preston
Reading
Runcorn
Salford
Salisbury
Scunthorpe
Sheffield
Shrewsbury
Skelmersdale
Solihull
Southampton
Southend
Southport
Stevenage
Stockport
Stockton
Sunderland
Swarms
Swindon
Taunton
Torquay
Wallasey
West Bromwich
Wigan
Wolverhampton
Worcester
Wrexham
York

CREDIT FACILITIES
Creel on orifene 01[30 areas.
Only B. down and Elmordhly payments
...down and up
Yoe.. PO,

ORDER BY POST
II you can't get to a shop send
cash price or deposit to
Disons
Cartwright Road, St eeeee ge,
Herts. (Mainland only)
Money back it not delighted.

(
HFN

CREDIT CARDS
Elsons accept Barclaycard or
Access for rho lull purchase
al shop. or by posl.

Introducing
the
HD 1000,000
from
Sennheiser
414 414 4
4
14

RECORD
CABINET
•
MAGAZINE
RACK
•
BOOK CASE

•
AUDIO UNIT
SHELVES

GIVE YOUR FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
THE PROMINENCE IT DESERVES
INTRODUCING THE NEW
Leisure Time range— direct from
the factory—to you
complete unit comprises
*MAIN BASE UNIT—with record
storage— book
case—
magazine
rack—audio
unit
shelves.
*MATCHING SPEAKER
PLINTHS and extension surface incorporating adjustable
record tape deck recess.

*Modern white and teak- style
finish to blend with any decor.
*Heavily constructed with rubber
mounted speaker plinths.
*Durable, easy clean melamine
surfaces.
*Adjustable length to fit any
room layout- bay or recess.
*Height 214 - ,Depth 15"; Length
48-, extending up to 82".

WHITE as illustrated.
£34.50 plus £2.30 p & p.
Teak- style also available.
UNITS FROM £
8.85.
leaflet on request.

This elegant and versatile unit has
been specially designed for the discerning HiFi enthusiast.

LEISURE TIME LTD.,
Colour

CROZIER ROAD, Dept. N3,
MUTLEY, PLYMOUTH.

Sennheiser have always called it the HD 414.
However as over 1,000,000 have now been sold—
perhaps the type number should be changed.
We could go on and on about the virtues of
this headphone— but instead we suggest you
write for a brochure or contact your nearest
Sennheiser stockist, when we are confident you
will join the Million+ other owners of this
remarkable stereo headphone.
Please send me the brochure on the HD 414 and
other Sennheiser headphones.

NAME
ADDRESS

SENNHEISER

HAYDEN
Hayden Laboratories Limited,
Hayden House, Churchfield Rd., Chalfont St. Peter,
SL9 9EW.
HN2

They must be selling well,
someone keeps coming in and pinching
the one we're trying to photograph!
Since the Zerostat was
first marketed during the
early part of last year, the
demand for this unique record
care product has leapt
upwards. Highly praised by
the technical press and now
'proven in the field', the
Zerostat anti- static pistol is
available through dealers or

direct. Send for details and a
dealer list to
Zerostat Ltd., Dept. N
9 Station Road,
St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs.
Tel. St Ives ( 0480) 62225
Perhaps when you go and
get one, our photographer
could borrow it ?!

The ZEROSTAT anti-static pistol
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If you're ready to take a bold
new step into the world of music
listening, here it is. Because the
new Koss Phase 2 + 2is the culmination of years and years of
research and design experience into the way we hear and
perceive music. That makes it
the first real breakthrough in the
psycho-acoustical aspects of
both 2- channel and 4- channel
stereo.
From the moment you slip on
a pair of Koss Phase/2+2
Quadrafones and hold the
unique Programmer in your
hands, you'll become your own
recording engineer. Not just in
control of the 2- channels or
4- channels of music you're
used to hearing from your
music source, but in control of a
whole panorama of musical
perspectives you never even
knew existed in your tapes or
records.
The intricacies of the new

one sound than another.

New Koss Phase/2 + 2Quadiatone

Koss Phase/2+2 are really too
vast to cover here. You really
have to hear them and try them
at your Audio Specialist's. But
there are a number of things
about Phase 2+2 that we can
discuss to introduce you to a
new phase in music listening
First, if you're into 2- channel
stereo, simply insert the black
plug into your equipment. Or if
you're into 4- channel, insert
both plugs. In either mode, the

eight controls on the Programmer will lead you into an exciting journey through the world of psycho- acoustics.
Second, as you flip each of
the four Ambience Expander
switches to the " E" position,
you'll alter the ambience of
each channel relative to the
other channels. Thus each
switch will dramatically change
your position within the sound
sphere, drawing you closer to

Third, by flipping the unique
Koss BinauralatorsTH to the "On"
position, you'll find yourself
totally surrounded by the performing group. Indeed, with
either 2- channel or 4-channel
source material, you'll feel •
completely immersed in a new
experience of musical presence. and intimacy.
Fourth, with the Koss Quad
Field le switch in the "47r" position, you'll recreate the full
spherical environment of a live
performance. And even with
the switch in the "27r" position,
the sounds will seem to spread
out in front of you in a hemispherical perspective.
Fifth, the Quad Comparator
switch lets you make an instant
comparison between ordinary
4- channel sound and the
psycho-acoustic experience of
Phase/2+2 sound.

Introducing the new Phase/2+2mQuadrafone
that's so advanced it multiplies your
listening perspectives 127 ways.

m the people who invented Stereophones.
Please send me full details of the Phase/2+2
and all other Koss stereophones & accessories
Post to: Tape- Music Distributors Ltd.,
114 Ashley Rd., St. Albans, Herts.
AL1 5JR. Tel: St. Albans 64337.

NAME
ADDRESS

HFN 2

Current Dumping
Strom Ablade
Asservissement des étages générateurs de courant
Stroorntoelevering

Whatever
the language,
"Current Dumping"
is aterm that is
rapidly becoming familiar
to audio engineers and hi-fi
enthusiasts.
To the engineer it means an end
to such problems as crossover, crossover distortion, quiescent current
adjustment, thermal tracking and
transistor matching.
To the hi-fi enthusiast it means an

absolutely predictable and
impeccable performance which
cannot change with time.
Current dumping is another QUAD
development.
Details from your nearest QUAD
retailer or write directly to Dept. HN
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE1 87DB.

QUAD

for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is aRegistered Trade Mark

If you've been saving up
for JBL, stop.
(The people who make those
superb, expensive loudspeakers
announce The Decades: three new,
superb, not- quite- so- expensive
loudspeakers.)
We took some of the price out and
left all the JBL in, and we couldn't be
happier. Listen:

Decade 26.
Two-way bookshelf. Natural oak
finish. Orange. blue or brown
grille.

Decade 36. Three-way bookshelf. Natural oak frnisri.
Orange. blue or brown grille.

"Definition." That's a loudspeaker's
ability to deliver each part, every part
of a whole sound. The Decades have
almost perfect definition.
"High efficiency." Most
loudspeakers are low efficiency
loudspeakers. They need a big

Decade 16.
Twp-way compact. Natural oak.
fin.sh. Brown fabric grille.

amplifier to give you a big sound. Not
The Decades. The big sound is built
in, and a little amplifier goes a long
way.
"Pedigree." Would timpress you to
know that top recording studios
around the world — the people who
listen to music for a fiving — use JBL
loudspeakers to record, play back,
mix down and master their music?
We think we know the reason: In an
age of mass production, JBL makes
its own loudspeakers, its own
cabinets, its own dividing networks.
We make them with the best materials
we can find or invent.
One of these days you're going to
own JBL, right? Wel! friend, this is one
of those days.

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc., 3249 Casitas Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90039, U.S.A.
C. E. Hammond & Co., Ltd.
Lamb House, Church Street, London W4 2PB
Tel: 01-995-4551, Tlx: 934047

UBL
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EXPRESS MAIL ORDER
lines) 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
01-802 4131 (4 Monday-Saturday

DONO cENTR

Phone in your order with Barclaycard or
Access card number.
Or just write in to:

105 LAWRENCE ROAD, LONDON, N15 4ES

HI-FI ( Equipment) LTD.

HOLBORN
115 Kingsway, WC2
01-405 0446

WATFORD
94 The Parade
Watford 26602

WOOD GREEN
8Turnpike Parade, N I
S
Turnpike Lane LIdg.) 01-888 4373

HOLLOWAY
61 Seven Sisters Road, N17
01-272 7901

PECKHAM
Fl NCH LEY
MOORGATE
152 Rye Lane, Peckham, SE I
857 High Road, Finchley, N12
48 London Wall, EC2
01-639 2205
01-445 3319
01-628 0537
ALSO MARBLE ARCH CAMERA & HI-FI DISCOUNT CENTRE, 38 Edgware Road W2
DISCOUNT PRICES INCLUDING VAT. These are the prices you pay. Carnage
and insurance by post or B.R.S. ( mainland only) is shown at the end of each group.
AMPLIFIERS
JVC JAS 8SEA • •
JAS 5SEA • .
JAS 310
Leak 2200
Nikko TRM 210 . •
TRM 230 . •
TRM 500 . •
TRM 600 • •
Pioneer 55300
SA9100
SA7100
Rotel RA4I2
RA612
RA8I2
Sansui AU 2200 ..
AU 4400 ..
Trio KAI200
KA 1600
KA4002A
KA4004
KA6004
Yamaha CA400 ..

£211.25
£183.75
£86.25
£142.50
£59.75
£70.38
£101.19
£120.50
£55.63
£243.75
£135.00
£72.50
£103.75
£133.75
£63-80
£96.10
£64.00
£102.00
£90.31
£124.00
£168.00

•••

CA800
CAI000
P.O.A.
Carriage & Insurance LISO.
TU NER/AMPLIFIERS
Goodmans 1-10 .. £ 147.19
£147.19
Module 90 . • £ 129.69
JVC VR5525 .. £212.50
VR5505 .. £ 122.50
Leak 2000 .. £ 183 75
Nikko STA5050
(5010) .. £ 139.81
STA7070 £ 163 75
STA8080 .. £ 188 00
Pioneer SX 434 .. £ 109 69
SX 636.. .. £ 175-00
SX 737.. . • £216 87
Rotel RX 202 • • £92 50
RX 402• • £ 126 25
RX 602 • • £ 165 00
RX 802• • £ 213.75
Sansui 441• • £ 104.50
551 .. • • £ 130 50
661 .. • • £ 167 50
Trio KR 2300 . • £ 107 50
KR 2400 • • £ 126 00
KR 3400 . • £ 156 00
KR 4400 . • £ 188-00
KR 5400 • • £224 00
KR 6400 . • £274.00
KR 7400 .. £312.00
Yamaha CR 400 ..
P.O.A.
. . A.
CR 800
CR 1000 ..
P.O.A.
Carriage & Insurance LISO.
TUNERS
Cambridge T55 .. £ 115.63
JVC VT 700 . £ 136.25
VT 500.. .. £92 50
JTV 310 .. £ 92 50
Leak 2300 .. £ 113 75
Nikko FAM 220 .. £70.38
FAM 500 .. £91.56
Pioneer TX 500 .. £77 19
Rotel RT 221 • . £53 75
RT 324.. • . £68.75
RT 624.. . • £ 102.50
RT 824.. • • £ 128.75
Trio KT 1300 •. £78.00
KT 200IA £83.13
KT 4005 .. £ 120-00
KT 8005 .. £210.00
Yamaha CT 600..
P.O.A.
CT 800
CT 7000 ..
P.O.A.
Carriage & Insurance C1•50.
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PICK-UP ARMS
Colton MC 101 .. £27.19
Connoisseur SAU-2 £ 16 69
Lento GL 75 . • £ 16 20
SME 3009
£47 81
3009/S2 • • £ 52 SO
Accessories:
SME S2
£4.50
Pl
£2.13
Thorens TP50 & 60 £S.25
Lenco PH 7 .. £6.00
PH 9 ..
ES 63
Alignment Protractor SOp
Stylus X50 Magnifier £ 1.38
Scales: Shure £369
Colton .. £ 1.56
Bib .. £ 1-56
Test Records:
HFS 75
£2-38
Shure TTR IIO .. £3-20
Zerostat ( post free) £6-90
Post & Insurance: Arms, 50p;
Others, 20p each.

CARTRIDGES IN
MAKERS' BOXES
Goldring G850 .. £4.13
G 800H
£5.38
G 800E
£13-25
G 800SE £ 13.12
G 820 .. £9.50
G 820E
£ 13.63
G 820SE .. £ 19.06
Empire 999 X/EX £ 10 94
999 Q/EX .. £7.00
999 R/EX
£ 532
Ortofon SL 15E .. £37.50
SL 15 1
Q .. £52.50
STN 72 . • £ 15-00
MISE Super .. £36.75
VMS 20E .. £21.25
VMS 20S .. £ 18-13
Shure M3D
£4-75
M44-7
£ 5.88
M44-E
..
£633
M55-E
..
£7.04
M75-13(75-6) .. £9-85
M75- E1 .. £ 11-49
M75-ED .. £ 13.36
V15-E3 .. £40.33
Stanton 681 EEE.. £45•00
500 EE .. £22.00
Post & Insurance 20p.

STYLI IN MAKERS'
BOXES
Goldring D120SR £3.13
DI20 Std. (78) £ 3.13
DI IOSR& D I10H £3.75
D110 Std. (78) £3.75
0110E
£7.88
DI IOSE
£ 13.25
0130
£3.81
D130E
£7- 94
D I30SE .• £ 12.19
Ortofon MISE .. £21.25
VMS20E £ 16-25
VMS205 .. £ 12.50
Shure N3D
£3.50
N44-7
£4.40
N44-E
£5-00
N55-E
.
£575
N75- B (75-6) .. £ 5.75
N75-EJ .. £7.00
N75-ED
£9.50
VN35-E .. £ 15 25
VN 1
5-E .. £ 14 50
.. £ 14.13
N44-3 (78) .. £ 5.25
N75-3 (78) .. £525
Post & Insurance 15p.

4- CHANNEL
CARTRIDGES AND
STYLI
JVC 4MD 10X ..
£36.56
4MD 20X ..
£39.37
4DT 10X & 20X £20-00
Post & Insurance 20p.
QUADRAPHONICS
JVC
JAX 9loc. CD-4 £305.00
4VN 990 SEA .. £ 305.00
4VN 880 .. £196.25
4VN 550 .. £108-75
4VR 5456 SEA
£462-50
CD-4
4VR 5446 SEA
CD-4 .. £350 00
4VR 5426 CD-4 £228 75
Trio KR 6340 .. £247 50
KR 8140 .. £362.19
*KCD 2CD-4
Demod. £55•56
JVC *5911 Remote
Control .. £21.25
*4DD 5CD-4
Demod. £63.75
Post & Insurance: E2•00;
"C1.00.
SH URE
MICROPHONES
515 SA
£21.75
515 SB
£21.75
545 Unidyne III .. £46-88
588 SA Unisphere B £ 31-50
588 SB .. £ 31.50
Desk Stand .. £4.00
Post Free.
SPEAKERS ( pairs)
Cambridge R 40.. £ 184.38
R 50 .. £268.75
Celestion Hadleigh £46-88
County .. £ 59.38
Dicton 15
£81.25
Dicton 33 • • £ 130 31
*Dicton 44 . • £ 145•94
*Dicton 25 • . £ 171.88
*Ditton 66 • • £234.38
Goodmans
• • £ 50 87
Minister SL
• . £ 62.50
Havant SL
Mezzo SL
£93.63
*Magnum SL £ 117.13
*Goodwood .. £ 115.94
*Achromat 400 £ 152.19
Leak 2020
2030 .. £90.00
*2060
£ 159.38
non
£345.00
Richard Allen
Minette .. £ 32.50
Chaconne .. £42-10
Flamenco .. £60-63
Pavane.. .. £86-88
Sardana
£ 105-31
*Academy £ 159-69
RA 8
..
£56.88
*RA 82 .. £90 94
*RA 82L .. £ 111 56
Sinclair 016 .. £ 18 56
Tannoy Chevening £201.25
Chatsworth £220 00
*Mansfield 12" £235-00
*Mansfield 15* £278.75
*Amesbury £331.25
Wharfedale New Models:
Denton 2 XP £42 81
Linton 3 XP .. £60.31
Glendale 3 XP £81-19
Carriage & Insurance: L2•50;
• [3.50.

BARN ET
4 Hadley Parade, Barnet
01-449 8278
01-723 3071

We endeavour to keep our list up to date but due to the lapse of time between preparation and publication of the advertisement we reserve the right to amend our
prices without notice. E. & 0.E.
SPEAKER KITS ( pairs)
Richard Allan
£21.88
*Twin
£32.81
*Triple 8 ..
£47.50
Triple 12 ..
£57-50
Super Triple 12
£40.63
RA 8 Kit ..
£60.94
RA 82 Kit ..
£70.94
RA 82L Kit ..
£150.00
Tannoy HPD 10"
£153.13
£195.00
Wharfedale
*Linton 2 .. £24.31
Glendale 3 .. £45-94
Dovedale 3 .. £68.44
Goodmans ODIN 20 £29.38
MezzoTwin £51.56
Carriage & Insurance:
"C1.25; £2.25; Tannoy
HPD L3-00.
TURNTABLES
Garrard Chassis SP
25 Mk IV• .. £22.06
86 SB .. . £ 38.00
Zero 100SB £ 56.00
Modules with Cartridge:
SP 25 Mk IV .. £38-13
86 SB .. £57.00
Zero 100SBTeak £74.38
B.S.R. MP 60 Module
K8 .. [29-50
BDS 80 Module
K7E
£37.95
Connoisseur * BD I
Kit ..
t14-75
BD2/SAU-2 Chass.£38.13
BD2/SAU-2 BC £48.13
Connoisseur BD 3 P.O.A.
Era Mk 6x with
Base & Cover £7315
+SME 3009 .. £ 118.00
+SME 3009/S2 . • £ 123-00
Goldring * GL 102
PC
£42.00
GL 75P .. £ 54.06
GL 78PC .. £72-19
JVC JLB 44 .. £ 180.00
JLA 3 .. • • £ 125.00
JLA 1
£63.75
Leak Delta complete £66.25
Pioneer PL I
2D .. £52.65
PL 15D .. £77.81
PL 45D .. £ 106 25
Sansui SR 212P .. £ 59-35
SR 717 .. £ 182.50
Thorens TD 160BC £65•63
TD 160C .. £79/5
TO 125 .. £94.38
TO 125AB .. £ 145.00
TD I66C £70-00
TD 145
£ 101-25
*TX 25 Cover £ 10.63
•I25 Base & Cover
(Metro) .. £ 15.63
Transcriptors
Hydraulic Ref. £ 110.94
Hydraulic+Arm £ 134.06
Trio KP 2022A .. £65.63
KP 3022 .. £ 106.00
KP 5022A ..
KP 1022 ..
L56.00
Carriage & 1nsurance: I .75 ;
•Ll.25.

mu«,

HEADPHONES
Akai ASE II ..
ASE 20.. ..
ASE 22.. ..
Howland West
CIS 250
CIS 300

£10.00
£13.00
£15.00
£9-24
£10.84

CIS 600
£ 10.01
CIS 800
£784
£9.24
CIS 800V
C15900 £9.31
C1S 1100 £ 15.62
CIS 4000 £ 15.17
CIS 7000
£ 13-90
Koss K6 .. £ 14.69
K6 LC .. £ 16.88
KO 727B £ 1
, 06
PRO 4AA
£33-13
K711 .. £ 13.13
KO 747
£24.69
ESP 6 .. £61.88
ESP 9 .. £ 107.00
HV I .. £26.25
HV IA
£27.81
HV ILC
£ 31-50
PRO 5LC
£36.19
PRO 6LCQ £30.44
K 2+2
£51.57
PRO SQ
£46.87
KO 747
£44-06
Phase 2
£44-06
T 5D
..
£6-56
T 10A .. £ 12.19
Pioneer 5E205 .. £9.38
SE 305
£ 14-38
Stax SR/5 SRD6 £75-00
Sennheisser HD 414 £ 18 13
HD 424 .. £26.25
Yamaha HP I .. £27 50
HP 2
..
£22.50
Post & Insurance 50p.
PORTABLE CASSETTE
RECORDERS& RADIOCASSETTE
BASF C9110 .. £34.69
C9202
[6015
C9302 ( Radio) £86.81
JVC 1610.. .. £51-25
1646 .. £3815
Act 61 for 1646 .. £5.56

9407 ( Radio) .. £86.63
9403 ( Radio) .. £77.50
9408S ( Rad io) . £73 75
9310 ( Radio) .. £70.00
National RQ309S £27.18
RQ4165 .. £22.44
RQ4435 ( Radio) £50.63
Carriage & Insurance CI .
00.
CASSETTE DECKS
Akai CS 340
£101.25
GXC39D £ 138.75
GXC39 • • £ 152 50
GXC310D • • £ 162.50
GXCSIOD • . £ 177-50
GXC710D • • £ 186.25
GXC75D • • £ 191.25
GXC325D . • £211.25
GXC740D • • £247.50
BASF 8100 . • £ 135.00
8200
£202-50
Goodmans SCD 100[154.06
JVC CD 1669 RC £297 SO
CD 1669 ANRS £250.00
CD 1667 .. £ 147.50
CD 1656 .. £ 108.75
CD 1950 .. £ 167.50
National RS 2601.15 £SS- 3I
RS 263US £ 100.31
RS 269US £89.69
Trio KX 710 .. £ 162-00
Yamaha TC BOOGL P.O.A.
Carriage & Insurance £ I50.
TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS Mk Il £ 125.00
4000DB .. £ 165.00
1722L £ 135.00
GX265D £276.25
GX630DB £387-50
Carriage & Insurance £2-00.
GXR 82D ( Cart.) £ 120.00

We are appointed stockists for:
ARMSTRONG, ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH,
BOWERS & WILKINS, K.E.F., MARANTZ,
NAKAMICHI, NEAL, QUAD,
REVOX,
SONY, TRIO, TEAC, TANDBERG, TECHNICS, NEAL, YAMAHA
Many items are in short supply. Prices and
delivery on request. Telephone: 01-802 4131
TAPES C45 C60 C90 CI20
Scotch:
Dynarange 0.50
Cr02 0.75 0.90
New HE 0.67 0.70
Classic 1-10 1.35

0.65 0.95
1.20
0.98
1.85

Maxell:
LN
0.55 0.76 1.02
UD
0.75 0.83 1.09 142
UDXL
1.09 1.35
Super LN
0.65 0.85 1.15
TDK D 0.56 0-65 0.90 1.15
SD
0.82 1-15 1-60
ED
0.88 1-10 1-60
KR
1.20 1-70
BASF LH
0-56 0.76 1.04
Super
0.74 0.98 1.32
CrO2
1.10 1.39 1-85
Post: 10p per Cass; 30p per
5Cass.; 45p per IO Cass.

REELS
Scotch Hi -Fi:
222
223
224
225 ..
BASF LP
DP
Super LP

sr
212
2-42
316
3.99
2-48
3-25
2-60
372

7"

292
3.16
399
578
3-25
4-10
340
460
LPR35 LH
5.50
TDK Audua
325
Maxell LN 35/
2-89
5UD-351 • •
3.10
Post: 1 reel 35p; 3 reels
75p; 5reels 95p; 10 reels
£1•20.
lOr NAB Centre Matt Back
BASF
LPR35LH 3600'
11.00
DPR26LH 4200'
12.95
Post: per reel 60p; 5 reels
£1.25.

Afree introduction to
building your own hi-fi.
curtecum
If you've often thought about
building your own hi-fi system,but
didn't know where to start, just clip
the coupon.
And we'll send you the latest
Heathkit catalogue.
Browse through it and you
should find dozens of kits you'd
love to build.
(With the world's largest range of electronic kits to
choose from, it'd be difficult not to.)
You shouldn't find any of them difficult to build either.
Because, with each kit, you'll get avery easy to
understand instruction manual that takes you step by step
through the assembly. You'll also get a 'Kit Builders Guide'
that explains all the basic techniques, like soldering,
in detail
So, even if you've never handled asoldering iron in your
life, you should easily be able to build aHeathkit.
Stereo cassette deck with built-in Dolby

FREE

£3.50
with aII orders over £30

—

AM/FM 60 watt r.m.s. stereo receiver

Atypical Heathkit stereo system

The new Heathkit catalogue.Out now FREE

SOLDERING IRON
WORTH

And with asuperb range of
hi-fi kits to choose from,we re
sure you'll find it atemptation very
difficult to resist.
There are stereo receivers,
amplifiers, tuners, awide range of
speakers and many, many other kits
of every description. Including
general interest kits like digital
alarm clocks, test instruments, amateur radio equipment—
even atelevision.
Send us the coupon (enclosing a10p stamp for
postage) for your catalogue. Or, if you're in London
or Gloucester, call in and see us.
The London Heathkit Centre is at 233 Tottenham
Court Road. The Gloucester showroom is next to our
factory in Bristol Road.
Heath ( Gloucester) Limited, Dept.HFN- 26,
Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 6EE. Tel: (0452) 29451.

To: Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Dept.HFN-26, Gloucester, GL2 6EE.
Please send me my Heathkit catalogue. Ienclose a10p stamp for postage.
Name

HEM,

Schiumberger

Address
Postcode
lomiiimum-

Full details in the catalogue. Offer available for limited period only.
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JVC introduces
the SENALLOY
head.
It lasts as long us ferrite,
it sounds better than permalloy.
and linearity is improved.
The new Sen Alloy head was such along time
It lasts as long as aferrite head, but, unlike
coming that we're calling it the " third
ferrite, the Sen Alloy head is not subject to
generation" tape head.
chipping and cracking.
There's truly never been atape head like it.
It reduces noise, especially Balkhausen
The Sen Alloy head is made from an alloy
noise, one of the principal disadvantages of ferrite
called " Sendust", which is avacuum-smelted
heads.
blend of iron, silicone
Wear of head gap after 2,000 hours of use.
And its high Curie
and aluminium.
temperature means
This alloy has
stable performance
unusual physical
characteristics when
a
properties. Like a
fluctuations occur in
very high magnetic
temperature due to
permeability - as high
bias current and tape
as that of permalloy. A
friction.
very low coercivity so
Our point here is
the head is extremely
PERMALLOY HEAD
SEN ALLOY H1:.\ )
FERRITE HEAD
that JVC cassette tape
Original gap can still
No trace of original
Gap accuracy is still
resistant to permanent
gap, and head is no
be seen, but accuraey
and sound
decks are now the most
magnetization. A higher maintained,
has been lost.
longer usable.
is clean and stable.
advanced on the market,
flux density than ferrite
providing sound of an exceptional quality. One of
or permalloy. And tremendous hardness,
them is available now in Britain: the CD- 1635, a
comparable to ferrite.
portable stereo cassette deck that offers true hi-fi
All of this leads to improved tape performance
recording capability indoors or outdoors.
-and then some.
The Third Generation tape head material.
JVC's exhaustive tests have indicated that
The Third Generation tape decks.
the SenAlloy head improves overall sound quality,
From Hi-Fi's most innovative company, JVC.
because distortion of high level signals is reduced

JVC
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VICTOR COMPANY OF JAPAN, LIMITED, 1, 4-chome, Nihonbashi-Honcho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103, Japan
JVC ( U.K.) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF. Tel: 01-450 2621

The only way to get the best amplifier
is to look around.

Look left. Pioneer output terminals are on
the left side for simple connecting.

Look righ

t. Pioneer input terminals are on the
right side. In/Out separation adds to high performance.

•
el11111111•111MIMMUIMIIIIIMIllal

Look in front. The Pioneer face has a

Look behind. The Pioneer back has

Our new SA 9900 amplifier is the only one you'll
.find that separates input and output terminals either
side of the chassis.
This actually does away with excess shielded wire
connections so that any loss of high frequency
signals is finally eliminated.
In front we offer aunique twin control system.
That means MAIN and SUB controls on bass.
And the same on treble.
Behind is alarge heat sink so we can promise
lower playing temperatures over long periods.
There are at least 10 other important features to
the SA 9900.

Your Pioneer dealer will tell you about them if
you tear out and show him this ad.

unique twin-tone control system.

bigger heat sinks for cooler running.

Please send me the 24-page full colour brochure of specifications
and technical data about Pioneer HiFi.
Name__
Address__
4AA12

PIONEER'

To: Shriro ( UK) Ltd, Shriro House,
The Ridgeway, Iver, Bucks SLO 91_ Telephone: Iver (0753) 652222.
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ATREMENDOUS
BREAKTHROUGH
IN LOUDSPEAKER
DESIGN

DYNASTAIIC
Incorporates the world famous Shackman Electrostatic Unit that has reached
virtual perfection after 20 long years of research and development. Also incorporates the latest
development in moving coil woofers — The Bextrene Cone.
WE GUARANTEE that for realism and sheer
purity of reproduction the Dynastatic will
outperform every other make of loudspeaker,
whether moving coil or electrostatic regardless of
price. We make this claim in full awareness of the
Trade Descriptions Act.
WE ISSUE THE CHALLENGE knowing that
the above claims cannot possibly be disproved by
anyone no matter how authorative because the
moving coil tweeter has finally reached the end of
its development and must be regarded obsolete as
against the takeover by the Electrostatic. This is a
fact and not amatter for argument.
Adelicious stew cannot be made with bad meat
and by the same token aloudspeaker is spoilt by the
presence of moving coil units operating at middle
and high frequencies. The Dynastatic does not
suffer from this major handicap.
(- Also

on Demonstration:

DYNASTATIC AS1. Afloor model. icorporates a
Bextrene coned moving coil woofer of i tpower and
smoothness : athe Bas';.

WE URGE MUSIC LOVERS to attend
demonstrations in their own interest as a
precaution against buying loudspeakers that are
now completely out of date.
You may bring your own records for quality
assessment purposes.
Literature will be sent on receipt of astamped
audressed envelope. Credit facilities available.
Now in production :—
DYNASTATIC COMPACT. Incorporates a
powerful Bextrene coned moving coil unit to provide
the woof. This replaces the model
This is now on demonstration
the Quad Electrostatic Speaker is
AS
available for direct comparison. a nd
Dimensions. of Compact - Height 21' .
£
2
Width 15", Depth 9— , Price £59 each.

9

5e

(ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT)

HEAR THE DYNASTATIC
FOR YOURSELF AT

Moderately priced at £ 75 each with plinth.
Without plinth £68 each.
NEW DYNASTATIC AS200. A loudspeaker
suitable for auditoriums, recording studios and
large salons. ALL LEADING MAKES OF AUDIO
EQUIPMENT. Available at COST PRICE to
Dynastatic Customers!

SERVICES LIMITED
82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel : 01-449 6605.
Shop hours 09.30 18.00 Monday to Saturday Closed all day Thursday.

\•,
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AUDIO ENGINEERS, CONSULTANTS. COMPLETE SYSTEMS AT EXTREMELY GENEROUS DISCOUNTS.

TRUST

AZAT

for top quality Hiei,camerasTV
and electrical appliances

Goldring GL72/P
Goldring GL75P .
Goldring GL78P/C
Goldring GL85P/C
Garrard 100SB

AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA5210
£7045
Akai AA5510
£9145
Akai AA5810
£ 115.95
JVC Nivico JAS8
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico JAX9 ..
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico 4VN990 P.O.A.
JVC Nivico 4VN880
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico 4VN550
P.O.A.
Mamma 1030
P.O.A.
Marantz 1060
P.O.A.
Marancz 1120
P.O.A.
Marantz 1200B ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 1040
P.O.A.
Marantz 1070
P.O.A.
Pioneer—aImodels
P.O.A.
Rank Roce RA2I2
£3915
Rank Rote RA3I2
£44 95
Rank Rote RA4I2
£54 95
Rank Roce RA6I2
£78 95
Rank Roce RA8I2
£100 95
Rank Roce RA1212
£127 95
Rank Roce RA1412 £210 00
Sansui AU2200
P O.A.
Sansui AU4400
P.O.A.
Sansui AU5500
P.O.A.
Sansui AU7700
PIDA.
Sansui AU9500
P.O.A.
Sony TA70
P.O.A.
Sony TAN ..
P.O.A.
Sony TA I
055
P.O.A.
Sony TA 1066
P.O.A.
Sony TAII30
P.O.A.
Sony TAII50
P.O.A.
Sony TA3140F
P.O.A.
Sony TA5650
P.O.A.
Sony TA8650
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Akai AT550
£ 5.95
Akai AT580
..
£9815
JVC VT6 ..
P.O.A.
JVC VT3I0• . • •
P.O.A.
JVC VT700 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 1058
P.O.A.
Marantz 1158
P.O.A.
Marantz 12013 • • • •
P.O.A.
Rotel RT224.. • • £ 4015
Rotel RT324 .. £5115
Rotel RT624 .. £7715
Rotel RT824
..
nests
Rote IRTI220 . • £99-95
Pioneer—all models• .
P.O.A.
Sansui TU4400
P.O.A.
Sansui TU5500
P.O.A.
Sansui TU7700• •
P.O.A.
Sansui TU9500
P.O.A.
Scott T33F
P.O.A.

Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony

S170 ..
ST88 ..
ST50551.
ST5066
ST5150
ST4950

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNER AMPLiFIERS
Akai AA8I0
.
£8315
Akai AAI020.
£ 10315
Akai AAI030
£ 115-95
Goodmans Module 90
£94-95
Goodmans Module 120
£106.95
Leak 2000
..
£ 13215
Marantz 2015
P.O.A.
Marantz 2220
P.O.A.
Maranta 22208
P.O.A.
Marantz 2230
P.O.A.
Marantz 2240
P.O.A.
Marantz 2245
P.O.A.
Marantz 2270
P.O.A.
Marantz 2275
P.O.A.
Marantz 4220
P.O.A.
Pioneer—all models . . .
Rote RX I
54A ( Spatial offer) P.O.A.
Rote
£5495
Rote RXI52
.. £61.95
Rote RX202
.. £6945
Rote RX402
.. £95-95
Rote RX602
.. £ 12445
Rote RX802
£161-95
Sansui 210 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui 441 ..
Sansui 551 ..
Sansui 661 ..
Sansui 771 ..
Sansui 881
JVC Nivico VR550.5L
JVC Nivico VR55251_
JVC Nivico 4VR5456X
JVC Nivico 4VR5446X
JVC Nivico 4VR5426X
Sony HSTI39
Sony STR7015
Sony STR7025
Sony STR7035
Sony STR7055A
Sony STR7065A .

MUSIC CENTRES

Sanyo 2611 Super incl. Spkrs.
£15515
Sanyo 2511 KL
E135-00
Sanyo 261 IKL
E137•95
Sanyo 241IKL
a5-00
Cassette deck for 2411KL £ 13.95
Sanyo 26I5N
E72•95
Our Prices will suit you

£12+95

Akai 4000DB
Akai I722L
Akai 4000DS.

.. £ 10215
£94.95

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT.
Carriage and insurance under £ 50, £1-50.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Akai CS34D
Akai GXC39D
Akai GXC39..
Akai GXC3 IOD
Akai GXC75D
Akai GXCSIOD
Akai GXC325D
Akai GXC740D
Akai GXC760D
Akai GXR82D
JVC Nivico 1667 Mk. 2
JVC Nivico CD 1656
JVC Nivico CD1950
Pioneer—all models
Sansui SC636
Sansui SC3000
Sansui SC737
Sanyo 4300 ..
Sanyo 4600 ..
Sony TCII7
Sony TCI29
Sony TCI35SD
Sony TCI36SD
Sony TC13850
Sony TC204SD
Sony TCI53SD
Sony TC177SD
Sony TCI46A
National RS269US
Techn cs RS263US

£77.95
£10515
£11515
£12215
£14315
£13415
£15940
£18615
£22915
£9115
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£97 00
£165.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS
TURNTABLES
BIC. 960 .. .. • •
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico JLAI .. • •
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico JLA3 .. • .
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico JLAB44.. • •
P.O.A.
Pioneer—all models
P.O.A.
Sansui SR212
P.O.A.
Sansui SR3 13•
•
P.O.A.
Sansui SR525• • • •
P.O.A.
Sansui SR717
P.O.A.
Sony PSI350
P.O.A.
Sony PS2350
P.O.A.
Sony P54750
P.O.A.
Sony PS5011
P.O.A.
Thorens TD125/II .. • • £6915
Thorens TD125/11A13 • • £ 10745
Thorens TDI60C . • £5915
Thorens TDI65 .. • • £5145
•

•

Leak 2020 ( par)
Leak 2030 (
pair) ..
Leak 2060 ( pair) ..
Celestion Hadleigh
Celestion County ..
Celestion Ditton 120 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pair) ..
Celestion Ditton 33
Celestion Ditton 44 ( pair) ..
Celestion Ditton 25 ( pair) ..
Celestion Ditton 66 ( pair) ..
Marantz Imperial 4G ..
Maranta Imperial 5G ..
Marantz Imperial 6G ..
Marantz Imperial IG
Sansui—all models ..
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Wharfedale Dovedale
Wharfedale Glendale ..

£45 95
£64 95
£107 95
£39 95
£50 95
£50 95
£68 95
£10515
£12215
£14115
£21915
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£3215
£4515
£7215
£6115

POSTAGE, PACKING & SHIPPING EXTRA

Over £ 50, £2-00.

Prices are correct at the time of going t the press.

AzArr

Prices are subject to change witnout prior notice.

VISIT

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony TC377
Sony TC280
Sony TC270

•

REEL-TO-REEL TAPE
RECORDERS

STEREO CASSETTE DECKS

Our Speciality

Hitachi ST2660
Hitachi ST2650
Hitachi ST34I2
JVC MFI845L ( without
speakers) ..
National 205OLD
National 1070L
National 1020L
National 2070L
Sony HMK20 • •
Sony HMK40 •
Sony HMK70 • .
Sony HMP70 •
Sony HMP40 • •
Sony HMK30

£3295
£ 3995
£51 95
.. £ 6995
£5895
•

Please allow 10 to 14 days for delivery of merchandise.

(LONDON) LIMITED
3TOTTENHAM ST. LONDON VV1P 9PB
Tel: 01-580 4632 3

cam,

UMW

UMW

I

To Azat ( London) Ltd., 3, Tottenham Street
London W1P 9PB. Tel: 01-580 4632/3

I

Please send me your latest Price List and/or
the price of the following make & model No.

I

Name

3

Address

Nearest Underground Station, GOODGE STREET
Opposite Heals, Tottenham Court Road
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BRIGGS once remarked that ' the wider you
GILI3ERT
open the window, the more muck blows in'. He was

reftwws
ALSO INCORPORATES: TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS, AUDIO NEWS, STEREO NEWS,
RECORD NEWS, AUDIO RECORD REVIEW, THE GRAMOPHONE RECORD
EDITOR

JOHN CRABBE
MUSIC EDITOR

PETER GAMMOND
TECHNICAL EDITOR

DONALD ALDOUS
FEATURES EDITOR

RAY CARTER
RECORD REVIEWS EDITOR

GEOFF JEANES
NEWS EDITOR

GARY BELLAMY
ART EDITOR

MARK STEVENS
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STANLEY KELLY, REX BALDOCK,
JAMES MOIR, RALPH WEST
MUSICAL ADVISERS

ARTHUR JACOBS &
CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG (Classical)
PETER CLAYTON (Jazz)
EXECUTIVE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER

DOUGLAS G. SHUARD

COVER PICTURE
A cold stream of winter air puts alfresco musicians on their guard,
so the Coldstream Guards were in greatcoats when our photographer
went to shoot a military band recently at Wellington Barracks, just
across the road from Buckingham Palace. However, even without
scarlet tunics we trust that their flashing brass sets the tone for a
survey of military music printed in this issue, and for a brief history
of the Regiment's musical life ( see page 88).

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual U.K. subscription rate for HFN RR is £7.10 ( overseas, £81 0).
The rate for our associated journal Studio Sound is £5•80(overseas £ 6.00).
All obtainable from Link House Publications Ltd., Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
HiFi News J Record Review is normally published on the last day of the
preceding month, unless that date falls on a Sunday, when it appears
on the Saturday.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR are available from:
Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. The years
1971 to 1976 are each covered by two binders ( January-June and
July-December), costing £ 1-25 each ( post paid).
For earlier years, please ask for aquotation.
CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES
Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given on this page,
those for publication in our correspondence sections being addressed
to the Editor, and those carrying technical or musical queries, or
asking for advice on installation matters, marked for the attention of
'Crossover', and enclosing, please, a stamped addressed envelope.
'Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published in our
Readers' Problems feature at alater date.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about
manufacturers' products when these details are available from the
makers, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences of any
advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters
should be as clear and concise as possible, with queries on separate
subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and should on no
account contain matter for the attention of other departments.
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality
sound and recorded music will be received sympathetically.
Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate.
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referring to HF distortion and unwanted noise which become
more apparent as the reproduced frequency range is extended,
but it occurs to us that the same might be said of new
technical design problems which arise as equipment becomes
more complex or standards rise.
It has been thought for a long time—probably quite
correctly—that amplifiers comprise the strongest link in a
good hi-fi chain, any significant audible variations in
performance being attributable to loudspeakers, pickups, tape
recorders or tuners, descending in that order of likelihood.
But while careful control of test conditions usually
eliminates most supposed differences between the sounds of
the better power amplifiers (an odd decibel error of pickup
circuit response in the associated preamp can be shattering on
an A/B comparison), there remain a few oddities which only
become audible with some loudspeakers and/or certain types
of music. The esoteric trinity of time-domain parameters
discussed by Gordon King in this issue as rise-time,
settling-time and slening-rate is acase in point.
Systematic consideration of these features reveals possible
causes for certain types of distortion at one time never
imagined—and underlines the need to be wary in what
Gordon rightly calls ' aspec-dominated environment'.
But there is a lighter side to such byways in the
search for perfection—a temptation to poke fun at
terminology and technical obsessions. Rise-time and
slewing-rate reminded us of J. R. Ellison's spasm of hi-fi
poetry published last January, and a Christmas mood
prevailing as we prepare this issue inspired a few verses
which, time being precious and subject-matter short, we
offer here as a not- too-serious comment on amplifier trends.
Rise, settle, and slew in ordered quickness
Thou waveforms amplified to powers on high,
And forget you not to cross with gentle flow
The stream whose class-B current trickles by
This brook doth glide twixt peaks whose watts then pierce
To sonic heights where decibels ring fierce,
With sine-waves long or music-power for moments
And current dumped like oil in hi-fi Solents
A system free from sounds with IM stressed
(All transient rings are strictly disallowed)
Harmonics odd and even all suppressed
For music—pop or classic—extra loud
Hiss and hum we banish to the depths,
Minute the noise with S/N very high,
Permitting undisturbéd ppp
or quietness in the gaps when players sigh
The perfect amp will surely soon emerge
From constant search in many labs obscure,
For hi-fi bugs do bite and ever urge
The search for sound distortionless and pure
And now four times perfection gives new hope
That sound all round will offer endless thrills:
To shatter nerves and scatter broken glass
Upon our quadraphonic window sills
(Profuse apologies to hi-fi purists who prefer blank verse or
believe in the importance of being earnest.)
Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA
Telephone: 01-686 2599
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot
be answered by telephone.
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House Publications Ltd., 1976. All rights reserved
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SUPEREX
SUPEREX

25 years of sound research and product perfection

Now for a change, you don't just hear music but you feel it. Even
the finest loudspeakers can't match the physical sensation produced
by Superex. Decades of uncompromising research and development
have perfected this range of headphones to apoint that no other nonspecialised manufacturer can aspire to. So smooth, accurate and free of
distortion are these Superex that the only valid comparison would be
with the highest quality loudspeakers.
PEP — 81 We hesitate to tell you just how spectacular you will
find the performance of this electrostatic isolation type stereophone, since it might spoil your enjoyment of any other
headphone. The highest quality reproducer of sound designed exclusively for the most critical listèner. This system comes
complete with deluxe walnut energizer which is AC and self energized, providing two phone jacks and volume control.
CL- 1
Classic - A lightweight isolating
type professional stereophone.
A newly designed wide range
Mylar element gives the Classic
outstanding smoothness and
clarity. Finished in cordovan
and gold design.

PEP- 79E

Our less
expensive
PF F• 70t
electrostatic
stereophone, undoubtedly one of the most successful
of its type throughout the world - offering accurate
musical reproduction rather than experimental novelties.
Complete with fully protected energizer.

PRO - VII The ultimate expression of the
woofer/tweeter stereophone originated by
Superex more than 10 years ago. The incredibly
smooth frequency response of 15-23,000 Hz
speaks for itself.

Specification

Frequency
Response

PEP- 81

10Hz-18,000Hzi 2c18

PEP- 79E

15Hz-18,000Hzt 2dB

PRO- VII

15Hz - 23.CKKIHz

80 Ohms IHF

CL- 1

10Hz-20,000Hz

35 Ohms IHF

<0.3% @ 400Hz
110 dB SPL

TL - 3

25Hz - 20,000Hz

70 Ohms IHF

<0.6% @ 400Hz
110 dB SPL

ST- N

30Hz-15,000Hz

8Ohms IHF

<0.9% @ 400Hz
110 dB SPL

Transducer

Impedance

Distortion '

Matched Console
4 - 16 Ohms
Matched Console
4 - 16 Ohms

<0.2%

Electrostatic

Negligible, all
2nd harmonic
distortions
cancelled
<0.5% @ 400Hz
110 dB SPL

Electrostatic

WEBLAND ELECTRONICS LIMITED

— i
-

b

MIRABEL HOUSE,

Sensitivity

10 milliwatts for
110 dB SPL @
400 Hz
10 milliwatts for
110 dB SPL
@400 Hz
15 milliwatts for
110 dB SPL
@400 Hz
5mili watts for
110 dB SPL
@400 Hz
117-121

2.75"Mylar
Woofer Dynamic,
Ceramic Tweeter
2.75" Mylar
Diaphragm
Dynamic
2.75" Mylar
Diaphragm
Dynamic
3" Cone
Dynamic

I

TL-3
Translinear - for
those who want
superior performance
without shutting out
the world, Superex
engineers have
'perfected the
ST r.
trans-air principle,
ST- N
achieving unrivalled
A lightweight conventional
smoothness with a
dynamic stereophone. The least
response of
expensive of the range still main25-20,000 Hz.
taining the superb engineering of
Finished in black
the leading American manufactwith brushed
urer of headphones.
chrome trim.

Price
(Ex VAT)

Cable

Headband

Cushions

8.5 oz

15 Coil Cord

Padded Aluminium

Isolation type

8.6 oz

15' Coil Cord

Padded Aluminium

Trans Air Type

18 oz

15' extended

Padded Steel

Foam filled vinyl £ 37.60

10.6 oz

15' extended

Padded Steel/
Aluminium

Foam filled vinyl £30.00

10 oz

15'

Covered Aluminium

Foam

13 oz

.15'

Vinyl Covered

Padded Vinyl

Weight

WANDSWORTH BRIDGE ROAD •

LONDON

SW6 2NA.

TELEPHONE

j £87.60
£47.60

£21.60 —

STEX-15 VC
This optional accessory
gives chairside control of
any headphone. 15' Coil
Cord doubles available
distance from amplifier.
Smooth acting slide
controls provide separate
volume control for left &
right channels.
Stereo/Mono Switch.
Standard . 25" Stereo plug.
Dimensions:
J. 75" x 1.5" x 1. 75 -.
Weight 3 oz. £4.40.

£ 11.00

01-736 0987/8/9/0

TELEX

25570

News

&Views

From the World of Sound
Audio Fair News
last few years pundits
have been saying that every
Audio Fair must surely be the
last: a statement resulting from a
succession of rather poor shows
and a lot of wishful thinking.
However, IPC, backers of the
show have recently announced
plans to pump new life into their
ailing investment. A new management team has been announced
with specialist expertise in the
field, and the show will in future
cover all aspects of sound,
including video and musical
instruments.
Looking down the list of new
management we see some familiar
names
including
Cyril
RexHassan,
Don
Quillen,
and
Geoffrey Tomkins. Rex-Hassan
is the founder of the Audio Fair,
and Don Quillen ran a very
successful Hi -Fi ' 75 at Heathrow
—which he hopes to repeat this
year. Iliffe state that this year's
show will see improved trade
facilities and the largest ever
publicity
campaign—we
wish
them luck.
FOR

IFIE

Heda
people are scurrying
around trying to find ways of
saving the Audio Fair, Heda, the
Home Electronics and Design
show planned for the new
National Exhibition centre in
Birmingham, goes ahead steadily
collecting support from hi-fi
manufacturers. Held over the
Spring Bank holiday period, the
show is expected to attract over
100,000 visitors, and though at
first hi-fi firms showed a reluctance to support, it many have now
decided to do so. Those supporting Heda include: Goodmans,
Amstrad, Connoisseur, Tandberg,
WHILST
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Yamaha,
JVC,
Metrosound,
Johnsons of Hendon, Goldring
and of course, most of the
Japanese giants plus Rank. The
show will run from May 28-31
and will be the public's first
opportunity to see a large-scale
international exhibition at the
National Exhibition centre.

On Time
queries on
the subject of programmable
timers has led to some suggestions
from readers. One such suggestion is for the Sealectro Drum
timer. This is capable of permitting 120 on/off functions in every
24 hour program to an accuracy
of about one minute. Price is
£11.50 plus VAT. Further details
from: Sealectro Ltd, Walton Rd,
Farlington, Portsmouth, Hants.
Two other products have been
brought to our attention, and
these are the UHER A 403 time
switch, which has a24 hour clock,
and the Timercord ;manufactured
by THD Manufacturing Ltd,
THD House, Peacehaven, Sussex.
RECENT ' CROSSOVER'

Sound Sale
Jon Baddley recently
permitted Donald Aldous (assisted
by
Robert
Harcastle,
Disc
Courses Ltd., and phonograph
collector Joe Pengelly, on right)
to tape the sounds of various
early recording machines in one
of their Belgravia salerooms.
Prices obtained reached over
£2,000 for a rare tinfoil phonograph and £1,100 for a cabinet
Amberola IA phonograph, seen
in picture. This last model was
bought by the Royal Scottish
Museum in Edinburgh.

Hacker Cassette Deck
well known for their
unit audio and excellent portable
radios have lately moved into the
tape world with their HCD1000,
a high quality Dolby cassette
deck. The new unit will accept
HACKER,

both
Ferric and ChromiumDioxide tapes, and has switchable
equalisation both on record and
playback. Styling, as can be seen
from the photograph is original,
but unobtrusive. Price is £ 198.00
including VAT.

SOTHERBY'S
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New Goldring
Cartridge
HE G900SE is a new moving
magnet cartridge from Goldring
which takes the company into the
top quality league. The pickup is
an entirely new design, and utilises
sophisticated new techniques to
achieve low mass—the key, so the
manufacturers state, to its high
performance.
The advantages

claimed to result from this
philosophy include extremely low
intermodulation distortion, and
good tracking performance at
high frequencies. Goldring also
claim they have achieved a very
flat frequency response due to
new
chemical
engineering
processes in the laminating of the
coil and pole shoe assemblies.
Price of the G900SE is £ 15430
plus VAT.
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Audio T
As FROM January 1st ' 76, Audio T
London wish it to be known that
the concerns previously trading as
Audio T Bucks, and A.T.O.M.,
will no longer be associated in any
way with Audio T London. The
only firm trading under the name
of Audio T from that date will be
Audio T, 190 West End Lane,
London, NW6.

Down with Prices
,
vr A TIME when prices generally
are going up like the proverbial
skyrocket, it comes as a very
pleasant surprise to see one firm
actually lowering their prices and
by up to 20% at that. Pyser
Ltd, importers of the Marantz
range of electronics have just
announced this very surprising
move in their marketing policy,
which they say is the result of
increased volume of sales of
Marantz gear world-wide, leading
to reduced manufacturing and
component costs, a new import
deal with Marantz's factories in
Japan and the introduction of the
very latest production techniques.
Obviously the results of such a
move will be beneficial to the
consumer and will, no doubt, lead
to increased sales of Marantz
gear. We have, in recent months
drawn
readers'
attention
to
certain aspects of Marantz's
marketing policy which we disagreed with (remember spiffing?),
hut this is one of those 'sales
incentives' we would like to see
many more companies operating.

Bill Livy
AT A retirement party on Novem-

ber 28, Bill Livy, formerly chief
engineer at EMI's Abbey Road
studios, was given a three year
old walnut tree by the studio
manager, Ken Townsend. Ken
had grown the tree from a
walnut he had taken from adying
plant that had been removed
from the front of the studios.
In a letter Ken received the
following week Bill, a keen
gardener, thanked his friends at
I:MI for the gift, and said he
hoped he would be around to
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enjoy its fruits. He died suddenly
a few days later.
Bill was a familiar figure
around AES meetings and conventions, largely because he was
completely bald. He had more
than a passing resemblance to
one Telly Savalas, and at his
farewell party he quipped: ' 1
regret that EMI has been boosting this American-Greek fellow
who has been impersonating
me. . .
Bill Livy, who was born in
1909, joined EMI in January 1935
at the Hayes HMV factory. He
went to Abbey Road in November
the same year, maintaining the
Blumlein EMI recording equipment used there and on mobile
work. During the war he helped
record ENSA programmes by
landline from the Fortune Theatre
Drury Lane, and to record seaborne noises, such as Depth
charges, torpedoes and the sounds
of convoy engineers, for the
Royal Navy, all in addition to
dealing with the normal recording
schedule at Abbey Road. In
Rome after the war he recorded
opera stars Tito Gobbi, Lauri
Volpi, Beniamino Gigli and di
Sabota. He was always anxious
to maintain the highest standards,
and his knowledge of disc-cutting
in particular was formidable. His
own account of some of the early
difficulties the LP gave rise to
demonstrate this: ' Tape machines
were not yet available, so the LP
master had to be reconstructed
by synchronising the end of each
78 original disc with the start of
the next one. Since one side
could be a movement of a
symphony, up to six 78 sides had
to be joined up with undetectable
musical continuity.' He gives us
no clue as to how it was done
except to say: ' This was not an
easy matter.'
Unlike many of his EMI
colleagues, he patented any idea
he thought might help recording.
He held the master patent for
carrier frequency modulation of
the record groove, a system
which is now the basis of discrete
quadraphony. Unfortunately it
expired before it could make him
rich. Another patent was to use
a digital delay instead of two
tape replay heads for groove
spacing control in disc-cutting.
He had worked extensively
abroad and, at the time of his
death, was working at Hayes for
part of the week on overseas
technical liason. He leaves a
widow, Eileen.

Chinon Hi-Fi
FOLLOWING Prinz, Dixons Photo-

graphic are now importing a
completely new range of hi-fi
equipment from Chinon in Japan.
The range will consist of three
receivers, two cassette decks, and
aturntable, and though obviously
up-market from Prinz gear it is
still moderately priced; the TC500D Dolby cassette deck for

example retailing for £99.95.
Receivers range from around
£.100.00 for the AR600 AM/FM
model with 12 watts per channel,
to £ 159.50 for the top-of-therange ARNO° with 40 watts a
channel. The belt-drive record
deck with semi-automatic arm
will retail for £ 157-95.

Philips Phones

REW Professional

NEW FROM Philips come the N6310

Audio Visual have announced the opening of what they
claim to be Europe's first completely professional audio store at
146 Charing Cross Rd. The new
store features two floors of
equipment
including:
microphones, reverb units, noise reduction units, amplifiers, head demagnetisers, bulk erasers and
monitor loudspeakers, in fact
everything the professional could
want.
REW hope to attract
custom
from
the
recording
studios situated in that part of
London.

stereo headphones: these are an
open air design, and are consequently very light in weight. Frequency range is 20-20,000 Hz,
impedance is 600 ohms. The
Phones can be driven from the
loudspeaker terminals, and accordingly can be purchased with
either a stereo jack plug, DIN
plug, or loudspeaker plug. Price
for the phones is around £ 13.00,
and from abrier listen they appear
to have quite alot to offer for the
price, which, by the way, includes
the dreaded 25 %.

REW

Last Month's Crossword Winners

P. Goodwin,
14 Talbot Avenue,
High Wycombe, Bucks.
H. C. W. lronside,
54 Cadogan Place,
London SW1.
J. R. Mills,
5 Priory Court, Mountfield Road,
Lewes, E. Sussex.
D. H. Stabbins,
6 Newland Road,
Weston- super- Mare, Avon.
C. M. Tatham,
Grove Farm House,
Chesham, Bucks.
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PS-38
Platter: Aluminum alloy w/ 0305mm outer diameter; weight 1.6 kg
Motor: 8- Pole DC Servo motor, direct drive type
Speeds: 33 1/3 and 45 rpm wielectronic speed control Wow & Flutter 0.04% WRMS
Tonearm: Static balance type, tubular; tracking range 0 — 3 grams

Signal-to-noise ratio 60.ffli

HITACHI

Hitachi Sales ( UK) Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 4DR. Telephone 01-848 8787.
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James Crabbe
(University of Manchester)
describes some experiments
to capture surrounding
ambience with two
channels
+0

1

N August 1970, David Hafler put
forward the suggestion in HiFi News
of using a rear loudspeaker to reproduce
signals of opposite phase, in addition to the two
front loudspeakers used for the reproduction of
conventional 2-channel stereo. This was at
the time when the big companies were pushing
forward with so-called quadraphonics, and
fighting over which method of coding would
become viable commercially. In all the confusion, Hafler's method was somewhat neglected
by the 'Big Boys' who were all jumping on the
Quadraphonic bandwagon, and it was not
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE AUTHOR'S ( 7- SPEAKER) SURROUND- SOUND SYSTEM

until ayear or so later that we saw the
appearance of ' pseudo-quad' outlets on
amplifiers, probably because the quadraphonic
market had become so confused that the
amplifier manufacturers were hedging their
bets until order emerged from chaos.
In the meantime, many enthusiasts,
myself included, were experimenting with
various methods for decoding simply the
material present on 2-channel records or tapes
for realistic two or three dimensional playback
in the domestic situation. This has achieved
a measure of success, probably more than that
from quadraphonics, and the techniques
for such surround sound reproduction range
from the simple single loudspeaker described
by Hafler (fig. 1) to the rather more complex
7loudspeaker system described by myself
(fig. 2). There are, of course, systems using
from one to six loudspeakers (see Gerzon,
HEN/RR, Aug. 1971, and Crabbe, HFN/RR
Oct. 1973, for details). One must be careful
that the 'surround sound' outlets on current
amplifiers do in fact provide a 'difference'
signal, and are not simply the loudspeaker outputs wired in parallel, as one is horrified to
see on some occasions!
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Comparisons between surround sound
layouts and conventional SQ or QS decoded
material have always been favourable to the
former when special effects are not desired,
and with suitable recorded material. ( It is
unfortunate that the NRDC 'Ambisonic'
system is not yet available commercially, as this
offers the best hope of achieving true pantophonic reproduction of sound throughout
the 360° span.) On consideration, it
may appear remarkable that surround sound
systems, using material recorded for playback
via two front loudspeakers, appear so good
even compared with material recorded
specifically with quadraphonic playback in
mind.
This raises the question about how a
surround sound system would perform if it were
reproducing material recorded specifically
for playback via asurround sound system,
rather than aconventional two-loudspeaker
layout, or aquadraphonic system. It was
therefore decided to conduct some experiments
in recording, with playback over a surround
sound system being the end in view, and
the author was fortunate enough to record
several of the concerts in the 1974 Harrogate
Festival, by kind permission of the Festival
Director Clive Wilson, and of course the
artists concerned. Four concerts were
chosen, each in different acoustics and
illustrating different forms of classical music.
They were;
1. The Heller String Quartet, playing Schubert,
Dvorak and Debussy in St. Mark's Church,
Harrogate.
2. The Yorkshire Baroque Soloists, playing
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MIC LAYOUT FOR STRING QUARTET RECORDING

18th century trumpet and cello concerti,
and afirst performance of asong cycle by
Wilfrid Mellers, in the Lounge Hall,
Harrogate.
3. Anne-Marie Conners (soprano) and Stephen
Rose ( piano) in asong recital in the
Festival Club lounge at the Swan Hotel.
4. Recital by King Edward VI school choir
in St Wilfrid's Church, Harrogate, including
Mozart's Missa Breris.
Such a wide diversity of repertoire and
acoustics needed alot of individual consideration concerning microphone placement,
equalisation, etc, and before each session the
recording assignment was ' put into perspective'.
It will, Ithink, be useful to mention something
about this, as it is very important in any
recording.
1. Purpose of the recording: In this case
the recordings were experimental, to try to
record avariety of classical music specifically
for playback over asurround sound system.
2. Nature of the performance: In the
recording of the string quartet, for example,
each instrument must be clear in its own
perspective, and yet form part of the whole
quartet. The four-part choir must appear
as asingle entity, and yet each part must
appear as an entity in itself, with no single
voice obtruding.
3. Nature of the music: What sort of
atmosphere is demanded by the music?
Considerations of musical period and style
are important here; for example, the
Schubert quartet demands a more intimate
atmosphere than the Mozart Missa Breris,
and yet both will be recorded in achurch
acoustic.
4. Nature of the acoustic. For the recording
engineer, perhaps the most important consideration, particularly in this case where one
wanted to capture and utilise the acoustic
in the recording to produce an atmosphere
not theoretically possible using conventional
2-channel stereo.
One of the most important factors governing
perspective in recordings is the amount of
reverberation associated with each instrument or part; this has been shown repeatedly
to influence the stability of stereo images ( see
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Gerzon, Studio Sound, Dec. 1974). With a
correctly set-up surround system, perspective
and image sensation appear enhanced
subjectively, a phenomenon one hoped to
capture on the 2-channel recording. When
thinking of amicrophone array to use in the
recording sessions, the first thought was the
Blumlein pair, acrossed coincident pair of
figure-of-eight microphones angled 90 0 apart,
which has been reproduced too many times to
need repetition here. It was therefore decided
to use aspecially made coincident pair of
ribbon microphones as the main pair, and to
use omnidirectional and hypercardioid
microphones where necessary. In fact, the
other microphones proved necessary on all
occasions, as will be seen later.
The microphones were fed via balanced lines
into an Allen and Heath 6/2 mixer and thence
to a 2-track Revox HS. Scotch '206' tape
was used throughout. It will, Ithink, be most
useful to describe the sessions in areasonable
amount of detail, and then draw some
conclusions about recording for surround
sound in general.

The diagram for the string quartet recording
is shown in fig. 3. The Blumlein microphone
was placed 2.5 m in front of the performers
to ensure that they were inside the field covered
by the mie, and so would reproduce naturally
across the front of the sound stage, with
some reverberation at the sides, which would be
effectively ' removed' in the front loudspeakers
of fig. 2, and yet contribute to the sound
energy from the other loudspeakers. The
acoustic sounded very natural when monitoring
the rehearsal, but the quartet itself lacked
'bite' and the individuality of the instruments
was rather subdued. To counteract this,
a pair of hypercardioid mies angled at 110°
were placed 1-5 m in front of the quartet,
and this made all the difference, when mixed
in with the main pair. Heard over the 7loudspeaker system, the quartet is spread
evenly across the front of the sound stage,
with the fine acoustic of the church adding
much to the ' roundness' and effortless sound of
the recording. The first experiment was,
therefore, asuccess. The performance was very
natural over headphones (AKG and Sennheiser) and was improved markedly by
surround sound listening when compared with
conventional two-loudspeaker stereo.
The second assignment proved more
difficult. Ideally, one would have preferred
amore open acoustic than that provided by
the rather wooden-sounding Lounge Hall
for the Baroque trumpet concerti. The final
layout adopted is shown in fig. 4. The main
Blumlein pair was placed 2.5 m from the
performers to ensure coverage as before. The
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What areception.
It seems every time we at Goodmans launch a
new tuner/amplifier model the painstaking research
and engineering that goes into it is amply rewarded.
To date we've heard nothing but praise.
Unsolicited testimonials from not easily
satisfied hi-fi enthusiasts have followed enthusiastic press reviews in magazines like this. With
scarcely abrickbat among them.
The slim, functional and reliable Module 90
offers outstanding value for money- even at todayS
prices. The really impressive and sophisticated One
Ten and latest 120 version are among the very highest
quality high power 4-waveband receivers to be found.
But don't listen to us.
Listen to the reception they got ... and are still
getting. Then go and listen to them.
Module 90

"... The very low
distortion factor yield of the One Ten
is again reflected in this new design and the S/N
ratio of the test sample ( tested unweighted) was
better at all inputs than the weighted parameters
of the specification would seem to imply...the
parameters being some of the most honest and
conservatively-rated that Ihave tested. . The audio
section performed to top hi-fi standards; ... In summary, then, atuner-amplifier of the very latest design
happily reflecting the good old British hi-fi tradition of
top quality workmanship, design, styling, performance
and, above all, honest-to-goodness value for money ..."
Gordonf King HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW.
Module 90 Brief Specification:
Pourr output: 45 Watts RMS per
channel into 4Ohms.
Total harmonic distortion: Less than
0.1% at 35 Watts per channel.
Frequency response: 25-30,000 Hz
at + 0.- 3dB.
Radio frequency coverage: MW 5251630 kHz. FM 87.5-108 MHz.
Tuning: Rotary flywheel for FM
and MW Four FM pre-set buttons.
Finishes: Teak, walnut or white.
Size: 614 x 318 x 100mm.
Model One Ten Brief Specification:
Power output: 50 Watts RMS per
channel into 4Ohms.
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Total harmonic dirtortion: 0.01% at
30 Watts per channel.
Frequency response: 15-45,000 Hz
at± 3dB.
Radio frequeney coverage: LW 150265 kHz. MW 525-1605 kHz. SW
5.9-6.25 MHz. VHF/FM 87.5-108 MHz.
Finisher: Teak or walnut with
brushed aluminium fascia. White with
black and white fascia.
Size: 584 x 305 x 115mm.
Model 120 Brief Specification:
As Model One Ten with the following
exception Finifher: Walnut with brushed
metal fascia. All black.

Model One Ten

"... Working with apair
of Radford Tri-Star 50 speaker
systems, extremely pleasant sounds were
obtained from good quality radio and disc signals, and
the power was adequate for aroom of some 2,000 cu. ft.
when working into loudspeaker systems of low sensitivity ... The FM section was sufficiently sensitive for
mono reception from the Isle of Wight (about 100
miles away from my site) and stereo reception under
better signal conditions ... Anyway, from the
hi-fi audio and FM performance aspects alone
the new Goodmans One Ten is most
commendable..."
GordonfKing HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW.

"... Sound quality and
separation on stereo weregood-in
fact the whole tuner section performed so well it was
adelight to use... The quality of sound from the 120
was extremely good all round though, whether from
the tuner or through the amplifier from another . source.
The receiver is packed with advanced and novel circuitry
and shows no annoying traits at all. It was areal delight
to use... it really does offer amass of facilities and a
fine performance by the latest standards- all for an
unusually competitive price... Well worth having."
`Recommended System' HI-FI ANSWERS.
Full details and specifications for Goodmans
Module 90, Model One Ten and 120— or any of our wide
range of high fidelity loudspeaker systems- may be
obtained by writing to Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd.,
Downley Road, Havant,
Hants. P09 2NL.

Goodmans

sound at rehearsal was rather thick and illdefined, however, so the hypercardioid pair
was placed 1m from the front. Definition and
asuitable ' round' acoustic were still lacking,
however, and so apair of studio omni-mics
were mixed in, one placed between the
hypercardioid pair, and one at the rear to
cover any additional reverberation, and also
the violins, placed behind the harpsichord lid!
Unfortunately, the instrumental balance in
the performance was perhaps not ideal,
particularly in the song cycle for baritone,
soprano and the notorious baroque trumpet!
The result can best be considered acompromise,
and the addition of the surround sound
loudspeakers to the front pair on listening in
the 'cold light of day' did not add alot to the
performance, any additional feeling of
acoustic 'presence' being marred to some
extent by the 'wooden' Hall.
The third recording faired alittle better,
thanks to the fine performers rather than the
acoustics of the Festival Club Lounge,
although this did provide the required intimacy
for the song recital. The recording layout is
illustrated in fig. 5; the main pair was placed
1.5 m in front of the singer, with the omni at
the same distance to add definition to the voice.
The piano was covered with aseparate
omni, mixed in and pan-potted to balance
the fine piano tone; this mic also added
some of the room reverberation to the
recording. Although the room was alittle
small for the singer's fine voice, the songs were
reproduced naturally in an intimate acoustic,
and the surround sound loudspeakers added
to the naturalness of the resultant recording.
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The final recording was probably the most
successful of all, thanks in part to the superb
acoustics of St. Wilfrid's church. The choir
and their director, who have considerable
'recording experience', were most impressed
that the choral balance in the fine ecclesiastical
acoustic had been captured with such success,
using the layout in fig. 6. Here, the single
Blumlein pair had proved sufficient for the
choir, with the added pair used to cover the
organ, and also the soloists for Gibbons'
This is the Record of John and Purcell's
Rejoice in the Lord alway. Indeed, these
soloists proved somewhat of ashock, as they
did not ascend to the organ loft during
rehearsal, only in the public performance,
with the result that their hrst few bars are
inaudible on the recording. C'est la vie!
Undoubtedly, the surround sound loudspeakers
add considerably to the 'audience involvement'
during playback of this recording.
As acorollary, afurther recording was
undertaken with surround sound playback
in mind. This was amarriage service in a
Cathedral which also had to be processed into
astereo record, and had therefore to be
compatible to mono (as the record traversed
relations, etc) stereo and surround sound.
The layout adopted is illustrated in fig. 7.
The hypercardioid pair had to be used for the
choir, partly because the distances involved
were so immense! The figure-of-eight pair
was further from the choir, and so picked up
proportionally more reflected sound, and also
the congregation in the hymns. In many
ways, this was perhaps the finest of all the
surround sound recordings, as the choir and
the congregation appear in fairly well defined
areas on playback (fig. 8). In no other
recording made on 2-channels have tever
heard such preservation of ambience, of a
three-dimensional naturalness to the sound
quality.
Also, incidentally, the mono and stereo
compatibility were good, although one was
concious of considerable 'compression' of the
acoustic.
One may summarise recordings for surround
sound as follows:
1. Only two discrete channels of audio
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2.
3.

4.

5.

information are required, thus providing
advantages over the more expensive coding
methods requiring three, four or more
discrete channels.
Except in special cases, one cannot locate
images over the entire 360° sound sphere.
The reproduction of natural ambience is
improved when using asurround sound
loudspeaker layout as opposed to a
conventional two loudspeaker system.
The microphone technique used for
`surround sound' recordings may not be
ideal for conventional 2-channel stereo,
although tests using crossed figure-of-eight
microphones suggest that this is not the
case.
Recordings for surround sound are no more
complex to set up than for 2-channel
stereo, once the principles are grasped, and
certainly less so than for properly balanced
quadraphonic recordings.
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FIG .8 LOUDSPEAKER LAYOUT ADOPTED FOR
PLAYBACK OF THE RECORDINGS
With regard to point 3, one may note that
preservation of natural ambience is not
always adesirable commodity!
Ihave already described possible methods of
'synthesising' N-channel or surround sound
from conventional mono or 2-channel stereo
recordings (
Studio Sound, July 1974), and
this article goes some way toward describing
recordings made specifically with multiloudspeaker reproduction in mind.
One could say that the record industry was
perpetrating one of the largest commercial
con-tricks of all time. The deception given to
our senses of trying to re-create three dimensional images from sound coded onto two
discrete channels is truly remarkable; yet what
is even more remarkable is that we are able
to make so many allowances and go along
way to creating athree dimensional illusion of
sound.
`La grande illusion' was fostered by
Blumlein in the first half of this century, and
although various technological advances have
been made since then, no one has advanced
our knowledge concerning spatial acoustics
much in the intervening period. What the
recording industry ultimately needs at the
present time is a much greater understanding
of the listening process at areally basic
level. Only then can we proceed from a
molecular level to an organic level, and
ultimately to an understanding of how we
really hear sounds. What is required is
detailed and rigorous scientific research into
the hearing processes, not the expenditure of
millions of pounds on a listening system that
no one properly understands.
It is in this light that this article has been
written, in an attempt to use our primitive
understanding to simply and effectively utilise
the techniques we have to create a ' grander'
illusion than that provided by 2-channel stereo.
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If you want perfection in a small
speaker you"Il like the Ditton 11
We've built Ditton perfection into this
'perfect little " package"... 14 1x81x101
It takes alittle more experience,
technological know-how, ingenuity and
sheer skill to put agreat sound into such
asmall cabinet. And it takes acompany
'like Celestion to supply these necessary
ingredients.
The Ditton 11 gives the Celestion high
quality reproduction that is expected of,
and found in, the famous Ditton range.
But this speaker has been designed for
those who either do not require the power

of the larger models or who, due to
space limitations, are looking for a
really small speaker that doesn't
'Please send me lull details of
the Ditton 11.

compromise on
sound values.
Whatever you're
looking for, you'll find it in aDitton
.
the sound that says it all!

Designed for the perfectionist

Name.
Address -

Celestion
Rola Cclest

1101

1,olutud. Dillon Works, Foshan Road,

Ipswich,Surfolk IP3 8JP. Tel. Ipswich ( 0473) 73131.
Cables: Voicecoil Ipswich.Telex: 98365.
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Soundings
of my audio
M ANY
small retailers to

trade friends, from
big manufacturers.
have been brooding on the results of their 1975
efforts. My old friend Geoffrey Horn, an
Oxford hi-fi dealer of long experience and high
reputation, has analysed his past year's
business, and the results to me seem to reflect
a pattern in British hi-fi consumer spending
today.
In April 1975
business was booming,
followed by a downturn to about half the
previous year's figures for May to July. Still
well down through the summer up to October,
then a stable period in November, but not
equal to the 1974 sales, with December more
than 50% down on previous year. These
trends refer to turnover value, and not numbers
of products sold. Inflation and the dreaded
25% VAT were making their mark.
Even the discount houses have felt the
effects of the recession, and several dealers
have told me that potential customers come
into their stores clutching a sheet of paper
with prices of selected hi-fi items ticked off,
and then ask ' Can you better these prices?'
If the paying customer lives within reach of
one of the Comet branches, he certainly has a
reasonable choice of hi-fi products to choose
from. The philosophy of Comet's merchandising has been summarised by Gerry Mason,
the company's Marketing Director, as ' offering
readily available branded reliable audio
merchandise at competitive prices'.
The
importance of a good mail order business has
not been ignored by Comet and other hi-fi
outlets, as scrutiny of our advertisement pages
will confirm.
The demonstration facilities (either in store
or at the customer's home), after-sales service,
and the know-how of the best specialist
dealers are important factors in the overall
pattern of hi-fi marketing in the UK. All
these points have been brought home to me in
my recent study of the audio scene, and can
hardly be considered as original thoughts. But
one approach to audio marketing today is a
little different.
Any enthusiast who has visited Lasky's
main Oxford Street, London, store will
probably know that a multi-lingual adviser is
available to assist non-English speaking
customers to purchase the right hi-fi lines, and
put them in the picture regarding import
regulations to their own country. Remember
that French VAT is 331 per cent, and German
VAT is 11 per cent. I know that French
visitors can take back goods to the value of
about £70 through Customs without charge,
but there are some legal requirements and
restrictions. For instance, Japanese equipment
cannot be imported without avisa, and as some
French hi-fi dealers are getting rather unhappy
about this loss of business to UK firms (even
VAT is refunded to the foreign customer by
post on his return home I understand), the
personal export requirements and documentation are getting a little more complicated.
One young and enterprising Plymouth
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of Audio Fair was a dead duck, went on to
suggest, nay, demand, that we tell readers
quadraphony is likewise dead, but won't lie
down!
Quiescent, or in suspended animation, it
may be, but there is alot of activity behind the
scenes of the record companies, equipment
manufacturers, and the BBC's Research
Department engineers. For now, I'd like to
refrain from once again examining the software
systems ( SQ. QS, CD-4, UD-4, and others) or
the available hardware from such companies
as Sony, Marantz, Sansui, Denon, JVC,
Pioneer, Dynaco, Koss ( for headphones),
National Panasonic, Sonab, Dynaco, B & 0,
Toshiba, Amstrad, and not forgetting the
dealer has penetrated the French hi-fi market
NRDC technique of ambisonics, spearheaded
by setting up a hi-fi store in Morlaix ( a small
by Prof. Peter Fellgett.
town in the NW tip of France), which is
Let's direct our attention to the work of the
registered as a branch of his Plymouth comBBC engineers. Various systems have been
pany, Wanstall Hi Fi, and not as a French
tested and the results tabulated, but that
Societe or Company, which suffer from many
affable and ever- helpful Head of Engineering
regulations and capital requirements. Peter
Information, Mr. C. B. B. Wood, tells me
Wanstall has found that communications ( by
that more system tests are in hand, and they
ferry or air) are good between his Plymouth
are not yet satisfied that the best answer has
shop and Morlaix, and he acts as his own
been found to all their requirements. The
importer, wholesaler and distributor.
Mr.
BBC, rightly, will not promote or in any way
Wanstall keeps his profits in France, and hopes
support a system (commercial or, indeed,
later to expand into aseries of shops. Perhaps
their own designs) that is not totally comone day a British company will buy him out,
as they recognise the French potential! After .patible, which means that listeners in mono or
stereo do not have to accept a degraded
all, Laskys have bought a big stake in a Dutch
signal in modes other than quadraphonic.
hi-fi chain, and are looking into a Belgian
This is a reasonable requirement, when I
outlet, Igather. (See December, page 101.)
learn that BBC Listener Research teams have
found that only 7 per cent of their audience
AS I prepared these notes Chancellor Denis
listen regularly in stereo!
Healey announced a selective relaxation of
The more inside knowledge one has of this
hire purchase restrictions. Among the conquadraphonic area, so far as broadcasting is
sumer goods affected are hi-fi products, on
concerned, a facile and immediate answer is
which the HP deposit is reduced from a third
less easy to come by, despite the wishes of
to 20 per cent, and the repayment period
many individuals and firms in the audio
extended from 24 to 30 months.
industry that the record moguls and the BBC
would promulgate a standard system.
IT'S always sad to record the passing of a
The European Broadcasting Union and the
friend, and so the liquidation of Rogers
NQRC organisation in America are investiDevelopments ( Electronics) Ltd. last October
gating quadraphonic systems, and their
removed one of the pioneer ' cottage hi-fi'
findings must be taken into account before
companies in the UK. After several managerial
irrevocable decisions are made. Ideally, as I
changes last June, Mr. J. D. Rogers, founder,
interpret the situation, the BBC would like
was made Chairman and Managing Director,
to be able to adopt a system (always prebut resigned in August after conflicts with his
suming that it met their stringent and other
associate directors. Happily, this is not the
technical requirements) of encoding, and if it
end of the story for that much liked and
happened to be a BBC design, they would
respected engineer James Dale Rogers. Jim—
offer the audio/radio industries a circuit for a
to his many friends in the audio industry—has
suitable quadraphonic decoder. This would
been working on some original designs of
enable no one commercial company to have
loudspeaker, and other audio items, and hopes
sole exclusive rights for the system, and all
to enter the hi-fi field again in due course.
the British firms could produce and market the
Because of contractual problems it may not be
replay units under their own name.
possible for him to market these products
In closing, let me say that—without any
under the Rogers' name or banner, but we
leaks from either the BBC or Sansui—it is now
know that they will certainly be worth waiting
common knowledge in the audio trade that
for. After all, Jim has collected a lot of audio
the Sansui QS system came out well in the
know-how since he started his company in
BBC tests; but that doesn't mean that this
1946/47. Well keep you posted.
commercial technique will be adopted, modified
or not. You have been warned. However, see
ONE of our forthright and cynical readers who
our paper's issue for October 1972 for a
chatted at the last Olympia audio show, after
report by John Mosely.
offering the comment that he thought that sort
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Donald Aldous
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uality A vailability &jervice
Quality?

Availability?

We've been renowned for making
fine leads for years and every single
one is tested before it leaves our
factory. In fact we're so confident about
our quality control that we are prepared
to guarantee them.
Yes — if for any reason you are
dissatisfied with any of our products we
guarantee replacement or your
money back.

QAS leads are made in the heart of
Britain, by British craftsmen. We've got
our finger on the pulse all the time
constantly modifying and introducing
new leads tc meet the ever increasing
demand. There's a QAS lead that is right
for the job!

Service?
Our sales representatives cover the
country. That's why you see so many of
our famous green packs around. In cities,
towns or villages QAS cover the country
so insist on making the best connections—
choose QAS every time.

Quality Audio Supplies, Wollaton Road, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 2PB.
A member of ESB Industrials Ltd.

A High Quality
Pickup Arm
Part 2

By B. MacJannette

H some of them two or three times over as
AVING made all the bits and pieces—

result of those infuriating machining errors
which always seem to happen just as the last
cut is being taken—Ifound myself
confronted by an array of aluminium and
steel goodies gleaming in their plastic bags
waiting for the moment of truth. Even more
daunting were the tiny bearings in their
hermetically sealed capsules just waiting to
slip from a trembling hand and roll into some
dusty corner. This was the moment critique
one bungie in the delicate assembly process
could write off many hours of toil and many
gallons of midnight oil.
The first requirement is a suitable work
surface. This should be clean, white and well
lit. A collection of small boxes is useful for
keeping the various components in and
preventing them rolling around and getting
lost. A couple of old egg cartons are useful for
this. Two or three clean, lint- free (not wool
or synthetic) rags should be to hand, and an
aerosol solvent cleaner such as Spray-Clene.
The standard of cleanliness required, and
lightness of touch when handling miniature
instrument ball races cannot be emphasised
too much. Even moderate thumb-pressure on
fitting them into their housings can cause
brinelling and ruin the bearing, so the fit of the
bearings should be avery light sliding fit.
It is better to err on the side of too much
clearance than risk an interference fit.
Before starting assembly all the parts should
a

[Please send P.O. for 50p and a note headed
PICKUP DRAWINGS, giving name and address—
Ed].
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be thoroughly cleaned, except the bearings
which should be left in their hermetically
sealed capsules until required. Immediately
before assembly each bearing should be
lubricated with one drop of clean instrument
oil. Assembly follows the obvious sequence,
complicated only by the need to thread
the signal leads. On no account use
ordinary wire for this, not even so-called
miniature co-ax as it is far too stiff. Ibegged
some extremely fine insulated wire from
Garrard, intended specifically for this, but
otherwise fine (40 to 50 swg) enamelled copper
wire will do. The purists will say use aseparate wire for the earth return for each channel
plus a separate wire for the arm earth, making
five wires in all, but in the interests of minimum
lead drag Iused three, the common earth
connecting both channels and the arm tube.

Imight add that this has not given rise to any
problems such as hum or crosstalk. If you
imagine that the lead torque is greater the
further the two fixed points of the lead have to
move relative to each other, and diminishes with
increasing length of wire between these two
points then you can appreciate that the
general aim is towards a lead which
emerges from the arm tube as near to the pivot
centre as possible with as much spare wire
as possible between that point and the fixing
point on the motorboard, though too much
unshielded wire is asking for hum problems.
With a gimbal bearing design such as this it is
not possible to pass the leads down the pivot
centre, so particular care must be taken
in routing them to minimise drag. Ihave
led out the wires in two stages as shown in
fig. 4, first from the arm to the gimbal block,
then from this to the mounting frame, both
stages involving a reasonable loop of wire.
The leads can be held in place with ablob
of Silastic air-curing silicone rubber
(any electronic potting compound will do).
Finally, they should be soldered to atag board
or apiece of Veroboard as near the arm as
possible to keep them short. Connect the tag
board to the amplifier using the normal
coax cable. The complete assembly of the arm
is shown in fig. 8.
Ihave not yet mentioned two important
accessories, namely an arm rest and an arm
lowering device. Iwas fortunate in that my
Thorens deck has an excellent lowering device
which Ican use with this arm without any
modification at all. With tracking weight set
to one gram the lowering time is about eight
seconds—very conveniently the time it takes me
to walk from the deck and settle into a
comfortable chair. The original arm rest was
also used after repositioning it. For those
without these items Isuggest you take alook at
models available on the market which you will
come across looking through the ads in
HFN/RR.
You may at this point be asking about
adjusting the bias compensator weight—
having noticed that no obvious adjustment
exists. The adjustment, which is simple but
quite adequate, consists of squashing
Plasticine into the hollow base of the compensator weight until the correct weight is found.
The weight of the ' unfilled' compensator
weight is about the minimum that would ever
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We used an electron microscope
to prove to you aShibata Stylus
is the finest you can own.
UtvInlayed
CO ref

groove

Toce after
no ;
plays
,
e(icticat
s-f-yltAS

(' -17-ace aÇievloo plays
with
Spherica
Stylt45
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loo pinys

6h• fr-fa
styiu5.

Unretouched photographs show how the Shibata plays
with less wear, ensures longer record life,truer sound.
And because the stylus is shaped more like the
groove itself, the pressure is reduced to one quarter
of that with any other stylus.
The grooves on your record get less distorted than
with conventional styli and your records last at least
four times longet
The increased high frequency tracing ability of
the Shibata stylus is essential with discrete 4-channel
records.
The delicate modulations on these are wiped off
by aconventional stylus.
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The AT 15S is one cartridge that will make every
record in your collection sound better, whether SQ,
QS, CD4, stereo or mono.
There are 4other cartridges in our range with a
Shibata stylus.
Ask your HiFi dealer for more details or write to us.

audio-technica.
Shriro (UK) Ltd., Shriro House,
The Ridgeway, Ive4 Bucks, SLO 9JL. Tel: Iver (0753)652222.

Audio Patents
Adrian Hope
publication of the NRDC patent
THE
covering the Ambisonic system ( BP 1369

813) was reported last year, and the longawaited patents on a similar idea by Duane
Cooper have now been published ( BP 1411 994
and 1411 995). The Cooper patents describe
and claim an encode-decode matrix which is
claimed to be both directionally symmetrical,
and mono and stereo compatible, and thus
suitable for conventional stereo recording and
transmission.
In many respects, and as
expected, the Cooper invention resembles
Ambisonics. Source signals representative of
sounds from different bearing angles, measured
with respect to a reference direction, are
matrixed according to coefficients corresponding to functions of these angles. A ' universal'
encoding matrix for forming two transmission
signals, TL and TR ,from any number, n, of
sources is given as:
TL=

• Sk(11-enek+n/ 2))
k=1

=

• Sk(1 — sin

Ok +i cos Ok)

k =1
Tit =

• Sk(1—eiiek+ni 2i)
k =1

=

where

Sk

• Sk(l+sin
k=

Ok

cos

is the kth source signal,

Ok)

Ok

is

the

bearing angle between the sound location and a
reference location, and jis the square root of
— I. Signals from the full left are reproduced
in full amplitude and original phase in the TL
signal but are zero in the TR signal, and rice
versa. The signals from other bearing angles
appear in both transmission signals but always
in quadrature phase relation, one leading and
one lagging the reference phase, which is
preserved in the L and R signals. The magnitude of each component is diminished with
increase of its relative phase angle (positive or
negative), reaching zero at each 90° phase
angle, which is equivalent to 180° difference in
source location. The system can be used for
instance with a fixed four-microphone set-up,
with or without spot mikes for soloists.
On the important question of who got in
first with a patent on the common ground
between Ambisonics and Cooper's ideas—
incorporated as BMX in UD-4, the following
appear to be the facts. The public records of
the British Patent Office reveal that the theory
behind the circuitry shown in the first ten
schematic drawings of Cooper patent 1411 994
(figs. 1-10 inclusive) carries a legal date of
October 1971. The remaining three schematics
(figs. 11, 12 and 13) carry a date of September
1972. The public records also show how the
NRDC invention is dated. A February 1971,
date obtains to the basic idea of a signal pair,
with a signal parameter (such as phase)
differing between the pair by an amount

dependent on the direction of incidence of the
source signal. This gives rise to the Ambisonics
concept of an omnidirectional signal channel
and an azimuth signal channel. In November
1971, i.e. after Cooper, this basic, rather
sketchy concept was filled out with further
details and circuitry schematics. It is interesting to note in passing that, whereas the original
NRDC patent papers referred to the use of
amplitude and phase modulation of a subcarrier, this was later dropped.
As previously hinted, it would take ajudge
with an extraordinary knowledge of electronics
to sort out this legal-matrixing tangle. In the
meantime, lesser mortals may conclude that
probably the NRDC patent was the first to
claim the basic concept of matrixing with
phase angle defining incident sound source
direction; but Cooper, in the USA, was the
first to file apatent thinking the theory through
to an appreciable level of sophistication. If the
theory disclosed in the two patents is ever
found in practice to conflict, for instance so
that practical use of Ambisonics infringes the
Cooper patents and UD-4 infringes the
NRDC patent, it will probably be cheaper and
easier for all concerned if they simply swap
free licences and stay out of court. After all,
as alearned judge at the end of the last century
is recorded as saying, ' A man had better . . .
have anything happen to him in this world,
short of losing all his family by influenza, than
have a dispute about a patent'.

A High Quality P.U. Arm
be wanted, and a completely filled in weight
would be about as heavy as would ever be
required. Arriving at the correct bias weight is
to acertain extent trial and error unless
you can lay hands on oscilloscopes and such
like. A method which Iuse is to adjust the
weight until the arm ceases to skate inwards
over a blank (ungrooved) portion of test
record, then add another 25% to this weight.
This is only a starting point, remembering
that effective stylus-to-groove friction increases
with increasing modulation, which implies
that more bias compensating force is in fact
needed under extreme conditions, namely
heavily modulated passages, than would be
indicated by the blank record test.
Having finally reached the stage where I
could actually use the arm—which Ioften
thought would never happen with the
various setbacks and back-to- the-drawing
board episodes—Iwas in two minds whether
to put the whole thing in aglass case and
treat it as abit of abstract sculpture or to face
the moment of truth and actually play arecord
with it. Fortunately Itook the latter
course. Ifitted an M75 ED cartridge, not
being able to reach the rarified atmosphere of
aV15 Mk III at the time, and Iset the
tracking weight to one gram. Switching on
the amp revealed no hum pickup whatsoever,
something Ihad worried about when wiring
up the arm, so Ilowered it onto my
favourite record and settled back, all my
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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critical faculties working overtime. First
reaction was one of immense relief, so Ithen
set about adjusting the bias more accurately,
and selected achoice bent disc and lowered
away. The result was impressive. Whereas
with my old cartridge and Thorens arm quite
large very low frequency excursions of the bass
speaker diaphragms could be seen as aresult
of inertia loading of the stylus over the
warps, not atrace of this was seen with the new
arm. This confirmed the low inertia of the
arm which now resulted in a natural frequency
above warp frequency.
In one experiment, Ireduced tracking
weight to aquarter of a gram, not seriously
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expecting any results, but Iwas quite
astounded when it actually tracked. However,
since the slightest draught sent it skittering
all over the place Ithought it best to keep to
more conventional tracking weights, finally
settling on one gram.
Ihave subsequently measured, with great
difficulty, pivot friction at about two milligrams vertical (measured at stylus) and five
milligrams lateral. Coupled with an
extremely low inertia, equivalent to an effective
mass (at stylus) of only seven grams, the
design is clearly capable of handling the very
best ultra-high compliance low tracking-weight
cartridges available.
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The Empire 598 III Turntable
Created

by

concentrating

THE MOTOR
A self- cooling hysteresis synchronous type
with an inside- out rotor, drives the platter
with enough torque to reach full speed in one
third of a revolution. It contributes to the
almost immeasurable 0.01% wow and flutter
in our specifications.
THE DRIVE BELT
Every turntable is packaged only when zero
error is achieved in its speed accuracy. To
prevent any variations of speed we grind each
belt to + 0.0001 inch.
THE PLATTER
Every two piece 7 lb., 3 inch thick, diecast
aluminium platter is dynamically balanced.
Once in motion, it acts as a massive fly- wheel
to assure specified wow and flutter value.
THE MAIN BEARING
The stainless steel shaft extending from the
platter is aged, by alternate exposures to
extreme changes in temperature, preventing
it from ever warping. The tip is then precision
ground and polished before lapping into two
oilite, self-lubricating bearings, reducing friction and reducing rumble to one of the lowest
figures ever measured in a professional turntable.
THE SUSPENSION
Piston damped, 16 gauge steel coil springs
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Empire Scientific Corporation of New York
also manufacture an extensive range of cartridges. Send for the leaflets by filling in the
coupon and posting to:—
Hayden Laboratories Ltd
Hayden House
Churchfield Road
Chalfont St Peter
Bucks. SL9 9EW
Telephone: (
STD 02813) 88447

THE CONTROLS
The co-ordinated anti- skating adjustment provides the necessary force for the horizontal
plane. It is micrometer calibrated to eliminate
channel imbalance or unnecessary record
wear.
Stylus force is dialled with a calibrated clock
mainspring thereby eliminating the need to
use aseparate pressure gauge.
A true- vertical cueing control floats the tonearm up or down from a record surface bathed
in light.
At Empire we make only one model turntable,
the 598111, but with proper care, the chances
are very good it will be the only one you'll
ever need.

model.

EIVPIFE

cradle the arm and platter. You can dance
without your stylus joining in.
THE TONEARM
The aluminium tubular design boasts one of
the lowest fundamental frequencies of any
arm, an inaudible 6 Hz. Acoustic feedback is
unheard of, even with gain and bass turned all
the way up. The vertical and horizontal bearing friction is Imilligram. This allows the
arm to move effortlessly, imposing only the
calibrated anti- skating and tracking force you
select.

superb

HAYDEN
Turntables
Cartridges
NAME
ADDRESS

..e*a
BRAH MS by Peter Latham. 230 pages. Price
£2.95; paperback £1.60. Published by J. M. Dent &
Sons Ltd. (
The Master Musicians Series), Aldine
House, 26 Albemarle Street, London W1 X 4QY.
HANDEL by Percy M. Young. 244 pages. Price
£3•95: paperback £2.25. Published by J. M. Dent
& Sons Ltd. (
The Master Musicians Series),
address as above.
MONTEVERDI by Denis Arnold. 212 pages.
Price £3.95; paperback £2.25. Published by J. M.
Dent & Sons Ltd. (
The Master Musicians Series)
address as above.
THE

MASTER MUSICIANS' Series is busily renew-

ing itself with new volumes being added, old
discarded, and some of the established items
being reissued in revised editions.
These
three are all reissues: Brahms was first published in 1948 and the 1975 edition was revised
by Sir Jack Westrup; Handel was first published in 1947 and Monteverdi in 1963 and
both of these have been revised by the authors.
Imust say that Ihave found few of the books
in this series enticing enough from a literary
standpoint to make good reading. They seem
to have been moulded to a worthy indistinguishable style by some stern editorial hand.
But they have always been invaluable as
reference material, reliable and concise sources
of biography and assessments of musical
works (with generous musical quotations) and
useful appendices which include comprehensive
lists of works, personalia, bibliography and
other specialised items. Not their least attraction: even at today's prices they are good
value and, of course, they are now available
in paperback form. The series is too well
known for me to need to say more.

Peter Gammond

HI-FI CHOICE: CASSETTE DECKS. Written
by Angus McKenzie, and edited by Richard Howell.
Pp. 194, including index. Price: Et Published by
Aquarius Publications Ltd, 1 Wardour Mews,
London W1.
THE PROLIFIC Angus McKenzie, assisted by his

team at Angus McKenzie Facilities Ltd, undertook the prodigious task last year of measuring
the complete performance characteristics of
about 70 cassette tape recorders in three months.
The compilation of the facts and figures, supported by an explanatory text for 52 models,
was then written by Angus McKenzie, edited
by Richard Howell, resulting in this remarkable
value-for-money booklet for £ 1.
Introductory chapters cover simple explanations of how a cassette machine works, input
and playback circuits, wow/flutter, and spooling/
tape position indicators, noise reduction systems, distortion, overall S/N ratios, azimuth
and phase jitter, and interconnecting equipment problems.
All these sections are really subsidiary, of
course, to the main content of the book—the
in-depth survey of the cassette units. With his
experience, linked to excellent laboratory facilities and informed assistants, Angus McKenzie
has produced a handbook that any recordist
seriously considering the purchase of arecorder
(costing £ 100 upwards) should acquire and
study. Best Buys are listed.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Angus spares no product, manufacturer or
distributor in his criticisms; for example, the
Dokorder Mk 50 is not recommended, and the
comment is made 'It is very difficult to understand how this review sample could possibly
have left the factory in such a state of adjustment, despite the fact that many of the faults
are probably design ones . .
Makes represented in this study include Aiwa,
Akai, BASF, Beltek, Beocord, Dual, HarmanKardon, Hitachi, JVC, Nakamichi, NEAL,
Philips, Pioneer, Sansui, Sanyo, Sonab, Sony,
Tandberg, Teac, Technics, Trio, Uher, Wollensak, and Yamaha.
The strength of this publication is in its consistency of test procedure and the display of
results, making comparisons easy and meaningful. Its weakness resides in the fact that the
latest machine acceptable for review dates back
to mid- 1975, and so the material cannot remain
current without a new edition. Nevertheless,
an admirable project and we look forward to
the next Aquarius consumers' guide which, we
understand, will review receivers.
Donald Aldous

THE DRAMATIC GENIUS OF VERDI by Vincent
Godefroy. Foreword by Charles Osborne. 287
pages.
Numerous musical quotations.
Price
£6.00.
Published by Victor Gollancz Ltd., 14
Henrietta Street, London WC2E 8QJ.
AS THE AUTHOR Vincent Godefroy points out,

the early works of Verdi have too often been
dismissed as unworthy of serious critical
consideration, and this excellent book certainly
helps to redress matters.
From Nabucco
onwards Verdi wrote with an originality and a
dramatic force that has no parallel in the
works of his Italian contemporaries, and
although his genius may not have come to
full fruition before the works of his middle
period like Rigoletto, Trovatore and Traviata,
yet it is already apparent in Ernani, Macbeth
and Luisa Miller.
In this scholarly but eminently readable
survey, each work of Verdi's earlier period is
given a separate chapter and the literary
sources are examined in some detail. It is
fascinating to note how Verdi almost unfailingly
increased the dramatic impact with his music.
The critical analyses of Vincent Godefroy will
prove invaluable to the greater understanding
of these rather uneven but fascinating works of
the genius who dominated the world of
Italian Opera for over half a century.
I understand that Mr. Godefroy will deal
with the later operas in a second volume, and
having read the first Ilook forward eagerly to
its successor. Icannot do better than conclude
with the words of Charles Osborne, who
writes in his foreword: ' How valuable it is to
have a number of Verdi's earlier musical
characterisations examined in detail with such
insight, freshness of mind and freedom from
preconceptions'.
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John Freestone

RECORD CHOICE: A GUIDE TO A BASIC
CLASSICAL RECORD
COLLECTION
by
Martyn Goil. 145 pages, including index. Price
£1.40 paperback; £.3.00 hardback. Published by
Cassell and Company Ltd., 35 Red Lion Square,
London WC1R 4SG.
MODERN JAZZ: THE ESSENTIAL RECORDS
by Max Harrison, Alum Morgan, Ronald Atkins,
Michael James & Jack Cooke. 131 pages plus
index. Paperback, Price £2.90. Published by
Aquarius Books, 73-75 Goswell Road, London EC1.
TWO SIMILAR ROOKS on very different areas of

musical endeavour. They come rather as
echoes of the past, for the effort of providing
up-to-date record guides tends to become more
of a hopeless task as new issues come swiftly
upon us and deletions go equally swiftly. The
classical ' Record Guide' gave up long ago and
our own ' Music on Record' has only managed
to survive within the pages of this magazine.
Both these books get round the problem by
concentrating on a circumscribed area of
record collecting and, by narrowing the field to
very best recordings, may to some extent
avoid some of the embarrassment of deletion.
Martyn Goff's fatherly volume is aimed at
the novice buyer whom, I'm sure he rightly
assumes, is baffled by the choice before him.
If you want to shine as the owner of a representative but tasteful collection of classical
LPs you simply follow Goff's guiding path
starting with Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto
No. 1 and ending with Bartok's Music for
strings, percussion and celesta. On the way
you will acquire most of the Beethoven
symphonies ( not 1, 2, 4 or 8), Spohr's Nonet
and three Bellini arias. Isingle out such items
to make the obvious point that Mr. Goff's
choice is very personal and any so-called
expert might compile the book differently. In
any case, few people aim at really generalised
collections because most people who like
Bach don't like Rachmaninov, or the Offenbach
fan is not necessarily a potential Wagnerian.
Still, it's a good start and many wise and
warm-hearted things are said on the way. A
friendly and discerning book whose choices
are, as amatter of interest, approximately 50%
the same as ours (
Annual '
Basic Classical
Library'). It will help beginners and annoy the
experienced collector by not being in alphabetical order—though an index is provided.
The jazz book, as one would expect from
the area covered, jazz 1945-70, is very much
more serious and not at all fatherly. More
school-teacherly—it refers to ' alert readers'
in a ' wake-up-at-the- back' sort of way. The
choice is neatly and instructively split into
eight periods—' transition from swing' to
`thirdstream' and covers 200 LPs. With the
discography in the capable hands of Alun
Morgan and the whole supervised by the
discerning Max Harrison, the task is thoroughly
accomplished and the ' modern' jazz novice
and connoisseur will benefit equally from its
instruction. They would even be able to pass
an exam at the end of it. In conjunction with
'Jazz on Record' an essential book for the
jazz collector.

Peter Gammond
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Examples- Pioneer PL I2D £48 95 - Akai CS34D £98 49
Rotel RA4I2 E72.49-TDK Chrome C60 £ 1.1 I, C90 £ 1.55-VISI Il £39.50
Headphones by Pioneer, Sennheiser, Sony. Music Systems by Bang & Olufsen, National, Sony. Blank Cassettes by Sony, T.D.K. Cartridges
and Styli by Goldring. Shure. Colour Television by Bang & Olufsen. National, Skantic, Sony, Tandberg.
Bang & Olufsen equipment at Amersham and Bedford. Bowers & Wilkins at Bedford and Hitchin. Equipment guaranteed up to 3 years.
Specialised after-sales service. Barclaycard :: Access :: Personal loans.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. Wide selection of gramophone records and tapes all at discount prices.
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BROMLEY - J Payne. 44 Station App . Hayes ( 462 1293)
CHISWICK Sim. TV. 38 Chisw.. High Fld ( 995 2180)
CROUCH END - Sherbourne. 50 Topsheld P. ( 340 1987)
CROYDON - Just Tapes. East Croydon Stat ion (681 3062)
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BRISTOL S - Coddles. 3Eno, Rd (36691)
BRISTOL R - Revolver Records. The Tnangle 1299105)
CAMBORNE - Western Service. 70 Trelowarren Sr ( 7120 ,o
CARDIFF Words 8 Music.49
Fld.Roath Pk (3714 •.

we)r.14

CHEPSTOW - IBeauforl Square ( 3403)
CHESHAM - Record House. 9Markel Square ( 74549)
CIRENCESTER - Sound of Music. 6 Silver Strem ( 4283)
CLACTON - Moody's. 130 Old Road C2931)
COLCHESTER - R 8 Bacon. 174 Bull Rd ( 73295)
COLCHESTER Marks ley Radio. 93 London Road. ( 210285)

GREENWICH - Mane s. 127 Greenwich S111 St 1692 3590)
GUILDFORD - God/Nord Hi Fr. 270 High St 171534)
HARROW - A D Gross. 6 Kenton Park Parade 1901 1152)

CONWAY - Paul A Roberls. 12 Castle SI ( 2453)
COVENTRY - R W Leigh. 245 Welsgrave Rd ( 4 58252)
CRAWLEY - Loughran's, 4 Eal.ng Pl. Broadheld ( 35000)

HOLBORN - 56 Theobalds Rd W C.1 (405 1535)
HORNCHURCH - Waver., 26 Roneo Corner 148182

DARWEN - Stree's.2131 Blackburn Rd. ( 71440)
EASTBOURNE - HHi.90fls. 8Albeo Pdo. Green SI (21806)

ILFORD - Molsons. 347 High Fld CM 1247 )
ISLEWORTI1- Aloof.. 548 London Rd ( 560 57 55)
LEY TONSTONE - Gem TV. 337 High Rd 539 5866)
LOUGHTON - Paul Party. 15211 281 High Rd ( 508 4838)

GILLINGHAM - Smolh's 320 Canterbury St ( Mod 51852)
HARLOW - Paul Parry. 2Westgate. The High (26155)
HARTLEPOOL - PathsonS. 81 York Rd ( 72690)

EDINBURGH S.- 36 Blackford Avenue ( 667 1644)

HEREFORD - Buzz Mos.c. 65 Widernarsh St ( 55961)
HERTFORD - Bach-Tracks. 14 Railway St ( 59294)

MILL HILL - H Normari•Davis, 91 The Broadway (959 2049)
LANCASTER - Ear.Ere Records. 14 Markel Ent. (61400)
MUSWELL HILL Sherbourne. 256 Muswell Hill 08 y108333501 LEICESTER - D tact. 40 Hinckley Rd. ( 224161
PONDERS END - Pounds. 266 High St (804 3000)
LINCOLN - Lincoln H. Fr. 2719 High St (20269)
REGENT STREET Typewricrs. 275 Regent St 1629 3627)
LOWESTOFT - 8 J Locke. 142 London Rd Sth. (64837)
MAIDSTONE - Beldocks. 8St Fa.th's St ( 54658)
RICHMOND - 0 Rad.o. 4 Station App Hew 1940 37581
SOUTHALL - Ocean Elec . 15 Waltham Rd ( 571 1837)
MANCHESTER - " Disc Slop".
SOUDIFIELDS Eslovision. 387 Durnsford Rd C46 0632)
10 King Edward BuIldulpa. Cheatham H.II Rd ( 740 0891)
STROUD GREEN - SnerbOurne. 150 Torhnglon Pe (
272 4327) MANCHESTER - ' OTO Stop Records
VICTORIA - Recordsville. 86 Willon Rd (828 4 825)
13 Gateway House, Piccadilly Stn App ( 2368314)
S.4 DRAYTON - Rainbow Rec.. 15 High St Tiewsley 4464781
MARLBOROUGH - Sound of Music.
The Parade ( 2305
WEMBLEY PARK - Harry Hayes. 203 North End Rd ( 385 1481) NORTHAMPTON - Spin-a Dmso 9 Abington Sq (31144)
vitk1BLEOON Ron1rnM.S. 150 Merton Hall Rd ( 542 3202)
NORTHAMPTON
. 174 Kettering Rd C3578)
NOTTINGHAM - Eddy s. 116 Alfrelon Rd ( 74015)
AROUND BRITAIN
OXFORD - Belsyre. 59 Woodslock Rd (55 226)
ACOMB - R S Cuckston, 67 Front SI ( York 791502)
PRESTON - George Seymour. 13 Leneldle Rd
AMERSHAIA - Radio House. 84 Sycamore Rd ( 3311)
READING - Gecld Hughes IX Cross Skeet (51975
ASNTON.U-LYNE - omsc.Slop outsmde Market
REDNILL Rirnrnerda. 55 Nuffield Rd ( Merstharn 2587)
BASINGSTOKE - Hughes, 31N.nklebury Centre 128328)
SCARBOROUGH - Dement 5Columbus Ravine 165996)
BATH . F41,Iock 63a West Avenue. Oldfield Pk ( 27718)
SCUNTHORPE - McCoy's Radm. 19 Dunslall St (67698)
BEXHILL.ON-SEA - Dray
21 Western Road 12 126521
SELLy OAK - Top Ten Shop. 594 Broslol Rd (472 2463)
BIGGLESWADE - H 5 H Domestic, 87 H.51151 ( 312960)
SLOUGH - Arlan Electronics. 60 HIgh St ( 31877)
BIRKENHEAD - Disc Slop". Cover. Markel (647 9600)
SOUTHAMPTON- Squibb. 52 Bedford Place (23787)
BIRMINGHAM 11 - Wanis TV . 169 Anderlon Rd . ( 77 25429)
SCALDING - VFM %COWS. 15 Hall Place
BIRMINGHAM al - Spacer. 1324 Sea.. Rd
STOCKTON - C D LIMO. 70 ,gflSt.Norlon ( 553970)
BLACKPOOL - Chan...nee. 107 Central Drive
)
SWINDON - Peter Gilbert Camerae. 31 Havelock SI (5396)
FILATEION - Music Boa. 34 The Precinct (425 2612)
WELLINGBORO . - Swap.a-Disc. 1Harried, Lane ( 79687)
BOGNOR REGIS - 5 E. Smith. 47 AkIwick Rd ( 23188)
WESTGATE - Coastal Elec . 5Station Rd ( Thanet 32253)
BOURNEMOUTH - Blacklocks. the Square (210031
WEYMOUTH - Dorset Radio, 29 Walpole St (5729)
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Three
Amplifier
Obscurities
Gordon King illuminates the problems of rise-time, settling time & slewing rate
several years the author has been
OVER
seeking out and researching test

procedures likely to yield correlation between
meters and ears' ,2, 3, 4 and a number of
interesting results have been obtained.
Indeed, most people in the business would
now agree that we lack a direct link between
the ( inadequate) expression of certain
amplifier parameters and the associated
sound. For example, asimple measure of
distortion factor is one of the biggest traps
for the unwary. One amplifier may measure
as low as 0.02% yet will audition less
acceptably than acounterpart whose
distortion factor is a magnitude or more
higher under exactly the same test conditions.
There are hosts of associated facets, some
connected with the amplifier/loudspeaker
interface, which will be fully investigated in a
later set of articles, to follow a series dealing
with the parameter/performance aspects of
FM tuners.
Design and test engineers are for ever
seeking new ways of expressing the
performance of hi-fi amplifiers, either by
devising completely new measurements or
adapting old ones to suit contemporary
requirements. During recent months detailed
reviews of hi-fi equipment have started to
include some parameters which are not
r
Fk..›.
.

4

I

always given by the manufacturers in their
specifications, but which have been
encouraged by the desire to achieve a
reasonably scientific correlation between
overall test results ( objective) and the
reproduced sound (subjective).
Three such parameters of hi-fi amplifiers,
now common features of the author's
reviews and test reports, are rise-time,
settling- time and slewing-rate, and from both
readership and editorial appeal it has been
decided to write this single article to focus
essentially on these three parameters and to
detect, if appropriate, any relationship.
The rise-time parameter is not new. It was
in use in the early valve days of audio and
it is believed that D. T. N. Williamson, the
designer of one of the first real hi-fi valve
amplifiers, gave a value of 5µsec for the
parameter when his design incorporated a
highly developed ( for those days) output
transformer. A recent measurement of the
parameter on one of Donald Chave's
(Lowther) 25 W valve amplifiers ( used at the
1975 Torbay Gramophone Society's
weekend) also gave afigure of 5µsec.
Rise-time appeared to go out of fashion
with the advent of the transistor amplifier
until it was rediscovered by American
manufacturers, some of whom are currently
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For example, if T„ measured 5x 10 -Nsec
an.' the source (T1)was known to be
2x 10 6 sec, the accurate rise-time of the
amplifier ( T2)would be:

IO
3

‘'( 1
22+ T, 2+etc.)

51
(T 1,
2— T1
2)

(
2)

Putting in the above values, T, thus works
out to 4.58 x 10_6 sec.
Under practical conditions of
measurement account has to be taken of the
rise- times of both the source and the
amplifier channel of the measuring instrument
(usually a highly calibrated oscilloscope). It
is not difficult to achieve asource step of no

5

15

T„ =

T2 -=

...

10

making a big point of small rise- times.
Rise-time is merely a measure of the time it
takes a very fast-start transient applied to
the input of an amplifier to rise from 10%
to 90% of its final value across the output
load. Owing to time-constants in the
amplifier, the rate-of-rise of a transient at
the output is always less than a theoretical
infinite rate-of- rise at the input. Clearly, as
no step-function can have an infinite rate-ofrise, the measurement is conducted with an
input step of the smallest practical rise- time
relative to the expected rise-time of the
amplifier.
Since the smallest rise-time that could
possibly be expected from a hi-fi amplifier
is, say, 1x 10 -6 sec ( Iµsec), the rise-time
of the input transient should be, at least, a
magnitude smaller than this at 1x l0 - sec
(100 nsec) to avoid error. However, if the
rise- time of the input step (source) is known,
this can be easily calculated out of the result
because the net rise-time ( T„) corresponds
to the vector sum of the various rise-times
(T 1,T2,etc.) thus:

...... _..
Fig. 2 ( see text)

more than 1x 10 -7 sec rise- time and an
oscilloscope Ychannel of 3-5 x 10 -, sec
rise- time, so with such tools and an
amplifier rise-time of, say, 2x 10 -6 sec
the error would be barely significant
without correction, meaning that T1,would
still be indicated at 2x 10 -6 sec ( 2µsec) on
the oscilloscope. It is, however, important
to have these relationships in mind when
considering how the rise-time of an
amplifier can affect the start transients and
formats of music signal.
The response of an amplifier can be
expressed in terms of both impulse and
frequency. In our reviews we use both
expressions— the graphical frequency response
measurements and impulse responses using
transients and square-waves. It can easily be
shown mathematically that a relationship
exists between frequency and impulse
responses such that the frequency is inversely
proportional to the rise-time and vice versa.
This relationship makes it possible to
determine the upper frequency limit of an
amplifier or network from the rise- time and,
conversely, the rise-time from the upperfrequency response. The relationship is thus
)(
,(
ir,== —
or f -r

FIG.3
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where Tr is the rise-time in seconds, f_ mg
the upper frequency in Hz where the
response is 3dB below the mid-frequency
response, and X is aconstant determined by
the nature of the high-frequency roll-off
characteristics. The value of X can range
over 0.3 and 0.5, and for aso-called
gaussian upper-frequency roll-off it is close
to 0.35. It is not all that much different
when the roll-off is characteristic of a
single-pole 6dB/octave filter.
What is a gaussian upper- frequency
roll-off? Students of filters will realise that
certain types are unrealisable, and a filter
yielding agaussian response is one of them.
The concept is useful, however, since it
visualises the ultimate limit;ng frequency
response profile for zero overshoot from a
zero rise-time step input, and hence a rate of
roll-off which increases without limit as the
frequency is increased. The implication,
therefore, is that there is infinite time delay—
which is a fair sign of the impossible and
hence an unrealisable filter! Nevertheless,
the gaussian response can be approached
(though never reached) by the cascading of a
large number of shunt compensated
DC-coupled amplifier stages.
In fig. 1are compared the gaussian roll-off
with a single- pole RC filter roll-off. Here
will be seen the 6dB/octave ( 20 dB/decade)
ultimate rate of roll-off of the latter and the
forever increasing rate of roll-off of the
former. It is sometimes intimated that a
filter is tending towards the gaussian when
the — 12 dB point falls at double the
frequency of the — 3dB point, as on the
gaussian curve here.
Since our reviews give both the — 3dB
upper- frequency and the rise- time, it is
instructive to calculate X for different
amplifiers and thus determine the nature of
roll-offs. Using 0.35 for X, then, an
amplifier with, say, 2x 10 -6 sec rise-time will
have an upper-frequency — 3dB point at
72

175 kHz. Conversely, an amplifier whose
—3 dB point falls at 30 kHz would have a
rise- time of 11-6 x 10 -6 sec. Since the
upper- frequency roll-off rate of hi-fi
amplifiers is determined by both RC filters
and the transistors, the 0.35 value for X is
not all that unrealistic.
From the foregoing it might be assumed
that the smaller the rise-time the better, and
it is upon this basis that some amplifiers are
designed. However, this overlooks two
important facts. One is that the start
transient rise-time of even the very best
quality music signal is many microseconds
longer than can be achieved by the amplifier;
and, two, a very small amplifier rise-time
requires the upper-frequency response to be
extended well into the radio-frequency
spectrum, with the attendant higher total
noise power and the real risk of radio
breakthrough and in-hand distortion
products resulting from the intermodulation

UNDERSHOOT

k,

SETTLING
1,1 TIME

.

of high-order harmonics which, although
well above the audio range, are generated by
the extended HF response of the amplifier.
On the other hand, the music signal would
be impaired if the amplifier's rise-time were
so long as to make the net rise-time greater
than that of the music transients. The effect
is then that the ` attack' quality of the music
is diminished. The effect can easily be
demonstrated by playing a piece of music
rich in transients and then switching on the
high-end filter of the amplifier. A typical HF
filter increases the rise- time to around
40x 10 -6 sec, possibly from 3x 10 6 sec
(filter out).
What is really required is a rise- time not
as small as 3x 10 -6 sec and certainly not as
great as 40 x 10 -6 sec.
Programme signals start from a microphone
channel and are then recorded and/or
caused to modulate a radio-frequency
carrier wave. The original microphone signal
thus passes through a number of amplifier
channels and possibly two electromechanical transducers ( the cutting head and
pickup cartridge) before it is seen by the
replay amplifier as programme signal; each
channel, network and transducer
contributes its own limitations to the net
rise- time.
Clearly, even the best of programme
signals fed to domestic hi-fi amplifiers could
never have a rise-time as small as 3x 10_6 sec.
If it is assumed that the response characteristic
of the whole chain up to the replay amplifier
input corresponds to — 3dB at 18 kHz
(which might tend to be a little optimistic!),
then the net rise-time on the signal
transients could be no smaller than
19.4 x 10 -6 sec. If the amplifier has a rise-

time of, say, 3x 10 -6 sec, then the net
rise-time of the signal across the load would
not be significantly affected, yet the amplifier
is still wide-open to noise, interference and
distortion.
If the response of the amplifier were
reduced to — 3dB at 35 kHz (corresponding
to a rise-time of 10 x 10 -6 sec), the net
rise- time would only be increased to
21.8 x 10 -6 or by about 2µsec, and it is very
unlikely whether anyone would notice a
change in transient performance. However,
owing to the response reduction the total
noise power would be that much less and the
possibility of radio breakthrough and in- band
intermodulation distortion would be
diminished. In other words, there is a good
chance that the amplifier would audition
more favourably.
A small preamplifier rise-time can also
encourage transient intermodulation
distortion (TM), as referred to later. To
summarise on rise- time: there is no evidence
to suggest that programme signal transients
or other formats require the incredibly small
rise- times engineered into some amplifiers;
indeed, there is more evidence to suggest
that by restricting the rise- time a better
amplifier performance is achieved.
Unfortunately, rise-time is one of those
parameters which appears to have got
caught up in the wave of contemporary
hi-fi advertising, and in this way has been
perpetuated in a somewhat distorted manner.
There are some designers who are fully
cognisant of all the technical pros and cons,
yet are compelled to design for extended HF
response in order to sell their wares in a
spec-dominated environment!

Fig. 4 (see text)

The parameter is given in our reviews to
reveal how undesirably small some designers
make it—not in the sense of the smaller the
better! A rise- time no smaller than 7to
13 µsec would appear to correlate with
reality, depending on the slewing-rate of the
power amplifier (see later).
The situation is neatly verified by fig. 2
oscillogram, which shows astep response
through an amplifier of 6µsec rise- time
with the HF filter off and on (the latter
increasing the time to 30 µsec). The graticule
is calibrated to correspond to a sweep of
10 µsec/div, and at exactly the same sweep
velocity are superimposed time exposures of
the transients produced by a well recorded
gramophone record played with a Shure
VIS/hl cartridge. These indicate that the
equivalent smallest rise- time is not much less
than 70 µsec, but on some programme
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The phenomenal newliamaha CR450
produces 25 watts s
er channel.

All you need to produce is DIU
With the addition of the new
CR450, we now have areceiver that's
right for everyone. One with exactly the
power you want. But the CR450 does
much, much more than simply fill agap
in our range.
At only £210 including VAT, it has
the kind of features you associate with
some of the most expensive receivers
around, like the 25 watts per channel
RMS continuous power, both channels
driven from 20 Hz to 20 KHz. Extras too,
like continuous loudness control; low
and high filters, and two headphone
jacks, so you can both listen at the same
time without waking up the neighbours.

CR 200 £ 124 95 15 + 15 watts

CR 400 £ 173.75 20+20 watts

And don't forget this.
Everything is made with Yamaha's
legendary care for accuracy. And by the
same Yamaha craftsmen who made our
other receivers famous.
Have alook at the CR450 soon.
At £210, it's much the same price as
several other 25 watt receivers.
The difference is, it's aYamaha.

YAMAHA

MAKERS OF FINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1887

Natural Sound Systems Ltd,
Strathcona Road, North Wembley,
Middx. HA9 8QL. 01-904 0141

CR 600 £249.94 30+30 watts

CR 800 £ 324.94 45+45 watts

Why not send for our free 32- page full colour book?

CR1000 £474 94 70+70 watts
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M95ED: A Significant
Technological Innovation
Shure now introduces a superb, moderately priced pick-up cartridge with a performance second only to the renowned V-15 Type Ill. The technologically advanced
electromagnetic structure with a newly designed pole- piece virtually eliminates
hysteresis loss. The frequency response from 20 to 20,000 Hz remains essentially
flat. Operating at extremely light tracking forces of between 3/
4 and 11/2 grams, the
exceptional trackability of the M95ED enables it to trace the very high recorded
velocities encountered on many modern recordings with the result that in addition
to providing faithful reproduction of the recorded sound, stylus and record wear
are reduced to minimum proportions. The M95ED: A notable addition to the Shure
range with a performance never before available at such a competitive price.
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Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881
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material smaller rise- time transients
are produced.
A very fast transient tends to unsettle an
amplifier of poor or mediocre design; that is,
it takes the amplifier afinite time after the
passing of the transient to settle down again.
During the settling down period ringing or a
damped oscillation may be produced, and
the longer this lasts and the greater its
amplitude, the greater will be the effect on
the tonal quality of the reproduction through
the amplifier. Hence avery valid parameter
is settling-time, which is also given in our
reviews.
It is noteworthy that the settling- time is
influenced by the nature of the load that the
amplifier is driving. When the load is purely
resistive only very poor amplifiers suffer
prolonged settling- time. Sadly, loudspeakers
generally correspond to aresistive load at
only two points over the frequency spectrum.'
At most other frequencies the load is
reactive. Capacitive reactance has atendency
to increase the settling-time more than
inductive reactance and, of course, pure
resistance.
This is why settling- time is often measured
with capacitance in parallel with pure
resistance. Unfortunately this fails to tell
just how the amplifier will behave when the
load is areal loudspeaker. As different
loudspeakers have different electrical load
analogues, it is obviously impossible to
assess the performance of amplifiers with a
whole range of real loudspeakers.
Capacitive reactance corresponds more to the
type of load presented by an electrostatic
loudspeaker; but of recent months the author
has been investigating settling-times both
with real loudspeakers and analogues of
dynamic loudspeakers with LCR frequencydividers. Because the subjective performance
of an amplifier can be influenced by the
nature of the load and hence by the
electrical nature of the loudspeaker, future
reviews will contain measurements with at
least one loudspeaker load and the normal
capacitive reactance load.
Our measurement of settling-time has been
detailed.' Briefly, it is the time that it takes
an amplifier to enter and remain within an
error band corresponding to + 5% of the
final output voltage across the load when the
input is avery fast step-function, as shown in
fig. 3.
Fig. 4oscillogram shows settling-times of a
high quality amplifier under three conditions
of loading. The smallest time indicated
(20 µsec) obtained from apure resistive
8-ohm load. A real loudspeaker load
increased the time to about 30µsec, but
without overshoot or undershoot. The
biggest reaction from this particular
amplifier resulted from aload consisting of
1µF of capacitance in parallel with an
8-ohm non-inductive resistor, the settlingtime within the prescribed error band then
being about 38 µsec, with significant
overshoot and damped undershoot. The
graticule for all the traces was calibrated at
10 usec/div.
So far we have investigated the smallsignal frequency and impulse characteristics
of the amplifier, and these hold true provided
the maximum slewing-rate of the amplifier is
not exceeded. In brief, slewing-rate is the
1-11-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

fastest rate of change of output voltage that
the amplifier can provide before it runs
heavily into high- frequency distortion.
Owing to the relatively low-level signals in
the preamplifier section and the high speed
of the transistors (and integrated circuits)
therein, slewing-rate limiting applies essentially
to the power amplifier section, and this
occurs when the power amplifier is called
upon to provide ahigh voltage across the
output load at HF. Moreover, power
transistors are less fast in general than smallsignal preamplifier transistors.
Slewing-rate is defined as deldt and
commonly expressed in V/sec or V/usec.
When apower amplifier is driven by a
sine-wave signal of ei = E sin wt (
where w is
27rf, E the peak voltage of the sine-wave and
fthe upper frequency in Hz), maximum
deldt obviously occurs at values of wt
corresponding to 0, 77 and 27r radians, as
shown in fig. 5, allowing us to write
de ildt = cuE cos wt. By evaluating at w = 0,
we obtain the following useful relationships
for slewing-rate (Sr):
S, = E27rf or f —

Sr
E27r

(4)

One way of measuring the slewing-rate of
an amplifier, therefore, is to drive it with
sine- wave signal at the maximum rated

frequency and then increase the amplitude of
the signal gradually until there is arapid
increase in waveform distortion as displayed
by an oscilloscope. Knowing the upper
frequency (f), and measuring on the
oscilloscope the peak voltage of the waveform
at the distortion threshold, we can use
expression (4) to obtain the slewing-rate.
Slewing-rate is thus alimiting factor on
the ultimate swing of output voltage at HF.
It will, of course, be appreciated that a
sine-wave of given high- frequency will
increase in rate of change with increasing
amplitude, and vice versa. Hence slewing-rate
limiting occurs when the amplifier is unable
to accommodate any increased rate of change
at the given high-frequency. So-called
'triangulation' then occurs. The effect
results from the amplifier's inability to yield
sufficient current to charge the load
capacitance (which can be afunction of the
load itself) and stray or transistor
capacitances.
Slewing-rate limiting is not affected by
negative feedback, it being essentially a
function of the inherent ' speed' (hence
capacitance) characteristics of the output
transistors. It is well known, of course, that
the open-loop (without negative feedback)
gain of an amplifier is made larger than
required under operating conditions because
this then allows asuitable degree of negative
feedback to be applied to enhance the bandwidth and reduce the distortion, but at the
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lower closed-loop gain. Some amplifiers are
made deliberately to possess avery high
open-loop gain so that alot of negative
feedback can be applied, hopefully to reduce
the distortion to avery low level and to
provide an ultra-wide small-signal bandwidth within the closed-loop gain
requirement.
Although this sort of design may result in a
very small distortion factor, the amplifier
may be judged less acceptable in the listening
room than acounterpart with less feedback
and hence greater distortion factor. One
aspect of this is transient intermodulation
distortion (
TID). If an amplifier has alow
slewing-rate but avery small rise- time and
the input signal contains swiftly-rising
transients, the delay on the feedback signal
will cause the power amplifier input stages
to ' block' if the transient is of sufficient
amplitude, so that information following the
transient will be severely distorted until the
feedback loop regains control. The higher
the slewing-rate and hence the faster the
output transistors, the smaller the delay on
the feedback signal, and the less the chance of
TID.
In other words, an amplifier with avery
small rise-time and arelatively low slewingrate is more likely to produce TID, always
assuming that very fast, high-amplitude
transients are present in the signal ( which by
looking at fig. 2seems debatable), than an
amplifier of moderate rise-time ( 10 to
12 µsec) and relatively high slewing-rate.
Looked at in another way, the smallsignal frequency response of the preamplifier
section should be no greater than the
open-loop frequency response of the power
amplifier section. For example, an amplifier
rated at 20 W into 8ohms has close to
17.9 V peak across its load at the rated
power. Using the second expression at (4),
fmaximum works out to 26.68 kHz when
the slewing-rate is 3V/µsec, so to be on the
safe side the rise- time of the preamplifier
section should not be much smaller than
13 zsec.
With afaster slewing-rate, of course, the
preamplifier section rise-time could be
reduced and the bandwidth increased. The
same amplifier parameters but with a
6V/µsec slewing-rate puts fmaximum at
53.37 kHz, so the preamplifier section
small-signal rise- time could safely be reduced
to 6.5 ,usec from the aspect of reducing the
possibility of TID.
There is alimit and, indeed, desirability,
above which the slewing-rate can be increased.
Very high stewing- rates, obtained with very
fast output transistors, can often prolong the
amplifier's settling- time; moreover, the faster
the transistors, the lower the secondary
breakdown curve. Can we never win?
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Television Sound
at its very best

If preferred, quality installations in London area, Surrey,
North Kent, etc. both FM/TV

With our Unique 4- Year Written Guarantee on Fuba
Installations
Sole Distributors of Fuba Aerials in London, Kent & Surrey
We specialise in Rotator
and Distant Transmitter
work
Stockists of:
Fuba TV/FM aerials
1- Beam TV/FM aerials
Antiference TV/FM aerials
Aerialite TV/FM aerials
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distribution equipment
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UKA Stereo
One of the
FABULOUS FUBA
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FUBA AERIALS ARE ANODISED AGAINST
CORROSION, SUPERBLY ENGINEERED:
QUITE FABULOUS ARRAYS

Written instructions
illustrations and
after-sales advice.

ASTRA (D.
I
.
Y.) AERIALS
(Our 21st Year)
London and South East Counties Own Aerial Centre
Easy parking adjacent

THE FRIENDLY, FAIR DEAL PEOPLE

NOW, OVER 2,500 AERIALS ( FM & TV) & ACCESSORIES STOCKED
FM AERIALS
and } Range from simple loft to the very latest designs
625 AERIALS
All U.K. Transmitters covered
Stolle Rotators, Poles, Lashings, Clamps, Boosters, Baluns, Coax etc.
All Arrays and Parts Exchangeable
BRING THIS ADVERT AND WE WILL PAY HALF YOUR V.A.T.
ON GOODS RATED 25.
WE GIVE 10% DISCOUNT ON ALL AERIALS AND PARTS OVER E2

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
The Television Sound Monitor is acomplete F.M. tuner capable
of reproducing high quality sound from television broadcasts.
OPERATING INDEPENDENTLY OF A T.V. RECEIVER, its only
requirements are a simple aerial and mains supply. The audio
outputs can be fed directly into any high fidelity amplifier or
tape recorder. V.H.F. radio with stereo facilities can be incorporated as an option.
Designed and manufactured in England, the Television Sound
Monitor will operate in any country regardless of frequency or
type of modulation -- A.M. or F.M. Utilising the latest electronic
tuning it has proved its reliability in television studios, relay
networks, schools and Hi Fi homes throughout the world.

• Instant press button station selection.
• Capable of reproducing high quality sound from any television
system in the world.
e Available in four versions :— UHF only; VHF only; UHF/VHF
and UHF/VHF radio/stereo.

Near Gloster Pub and Garage
01-684 4300/5262
Open Mon.-Sat. 9.30-5.30. Open Lunch Time
24 hr. answering
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOMED
service
FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

MONITOR AUDIO • FERROGRAPH
=
THE PERFECT HI- Fl COMBINATION
Last month we announced our appointment
for the

N YTECH

Tu AMP

At last we have a truly domestic piece of equipment
which has been designed to work satisfactorily in the
home and yet still maintain laboratory performance.

• In Teak veneered cabinet or chassis only.
• Unconditional two year guarantee.

Each machine
is individually
tested and
carries its own

MOTION ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Addlestead Farm,Tonbridge Road, East Peckham, Kent.
Telephone: 0622-871354

CTA252

test report.
PLUS a two-

INC.
VAT

year parts and

Please send details of the Television Sound Monitor to

£131 . 00

tee.

NAME

Contact Mr. PETER ELLIS or MR. CHITTY at:

A postage stamp for your reply would be gratefully received.

ADDRESS

.... .......... ............ ........... ......

labour guaran-

HAMMONDS OF WATFORD
60 QUEENS ROAD, WATFORD.
Telephone: 39733, Extension 25.

Telephone number
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QUAD ARMSTRONG • TRIO. AIWA

1 DO not of course have time to listen to
every live relay of orchestral concerts
transmitted on Radio 3. and from time to time
comments made on specific broadcasts may
well not reflect a general state of affairs.
However, in the RFH concert broadcast on
Wednesday 3rd December ( including works by
Lutoslawski and William Walton's 1st symphony conducted by Boult) I thought the
Lutoslawski reproduced well, but was more
disappointed in the Walton balance than I
have been over almost any BBC balance for
many months.
Sir Adrian makes a point of splitting the
violins, so that the firsts are on the left and the
seconds on the right. This technique should
considerably clarify much of the orchestral
writing as well as giving afascinating antiphonal
effect. At first hearing, the basic sound quality
was very good, but after a few seconds it was

clear that something was seriously wrong with
the balance between the strings and the rest of
the orchestra. The brass seemed utterly overpowering, whereas important string passages
were obviously in the background as if the
string players were at the back sides of the
orchestra. When the mono key was depressed
on my control desk, matters became even
worse, for in loud passages Walton's remarkable string writing became almost inaudible.
Iknow the hall's acoustics well and also the
techniques that are likely to have been
employed, and it seems almost certain that the
main stereo microphone pair must have been
too high up. If the microphone had been
lowered by approximately 2m the sound
balance would have been very different and
would have favoured the strings rather more.
The conductor could not have been to blame,
since members of the audience present claimed
the sound to be magnificent. It might be
claimed by the engineers concerned that the
microphones were optimised for the Lutoslawski works, but one must consider the fact
that probably most listeners favoured Walton's
music over Lutoslawski's—without my wishing
to be condescending about the latter, which was
obviously of considerable interest. If this type
of situation re-occurs, Ideem it advisable for
extra mikes to be slung over and in front of the
string sections to assist in special circumstances.
It is now very evident that BBC sound radio
is desperately short of finances, and I hear
that capital investment has had to be cut very
severely in addition to the cancellation of
programmes after midnight on Radio 2 and
the continued combination of various networks to save costs. Obviously there will have

to be staff redundancies and possibly ' natural
wastage' is not going to be sufficient. 1have
therefore investigated charges made by the
Home Office and Post Office for the collection
of licence fees. Of the total gross income
received by post offices for licence fees for the
year ending March 31st 1975, £ 16 million was
withheld from the BBC allegedly to pay for
the costs of collecting the fees, costs of operating detector vans, etc, and the provision of a
radio interference department of the Home Office
to assist the public to receive broadcasts without
interference, the latter service costing just
under £2million ayear. In the previous year
approximately £ 12 million was retained for
the same purposes and it is anticipated that a
retention of £20 million or over is likely for
the year ending March 31st 1976.
Ifeel very strongly that the collection and
evasion of fees etc. are out of all proportion
to the charges that an efficient organisation
should make; bear in mind that you are paying
the Post Office/Home Office £ 1 in your
licence fee for what must amount to a degree
of inefficiency.
Incidentally, the £ 16 million is split up as
£10 million for coping with licence evasion,
£4 million for licence collection and the
remainder for radio interference work, which
in my opinion should be paid for by the State
and not the BBC. Much higher fines and less
expenditure on evasion vans could give BBC
sound radio a tremendous boost, and allow
at least one network to run 24 hours a day.
You, the reader, should exert as much pressure
as possible to allow the BBC more finances,
even if this means astill higher licence fee, for
after all TV, even at £ 18 per year for colour, is a
very good entertainment bargain.

•
most
THE
enthusiast

remarkable tape recording
I have ever met, without any
doubt, is Mrs. Muriel Braddick. Ifirst heard
her name when she submitted an entry in the
1970 British Amateur Tape Recording Contest.
A few years before that she had been disabled
by multiple sclerosis, and her tape was asimple
narrative of how she had adjusted to the life
of a ` shut-in', as she described those in her
predicament.
That tape gained her considerable publicity
and caused her to ponder about how she might
use her tape recorder to help others who were
handicapped. She began to put more material
onto tape and to organise a distribution
system. Soon an organisation known as the
Exeter Tapes for the Handicapped Association
was operating from her home.
Though Muriel Braddick's illness progressively limited her physical powers, her
mental energy, her will-power, and the very
special gift of humanity which she has, steadily
increased—and so did the scope and scale of
the organisation she had founded. Soon there
were a score of branches around the country,
and a regular magazine which, until the last
issue, Muriel edited herself.
A national organisation called for a new
name and, after much discussion, her friends
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persuaded her that it must be the Muriel
Braddick Foundation. In January the BBC
allotted the Foundation a radio spot for an
appeal for funds. Again, Muriel's friends had
to persuade her that she was herself the best
possible person to broadcast the appeal. Any
readers who heard it will understand some of
the reasons for the success of her work for the
handicapped.
Muriel Braddick recently made the most
memorable of all her recordings. In the last
Birthday Honours List she was awarded the
MBE. Though she now has only the most
limited bodily movement, is blind and can
move about only in a wheelchair, Mrs. Braddick made the journey to London and received
the decoration from the Queen.
Throughout the train journey from Exeter to
London her recorder was running and she
maintained a steady stream of impressions
into the microphone. Protocol prevented the
recorder running inside Buckingham Palace,
but the ceremony was not long over before
she was talking into the microphone again!
Many of her fellow handicapped have now
heard the remarkable recordings which resulted.
oFTEN I HAVE heard discussed the probable
effective life of atape recording-25 years—and
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the rapid advances in technology have given
insufficient opportunity to reach conclusions
yet.
But the most optimistic view I have ever
heard advanced came the other day from
Chris Ramsden, of Radio Humberside. As a
sealed canister was buried inside 14,000 tons of
concrete in the foundations of the new
Humber Bridge, it was announced that it
contained currency, local newspapers and a
recording on cassette of a radio programme
about the bridge.
Mr. Ramsden observed that there was no
reason why the programme should not be
heard again should the cassette be unearthed
in 2,000 years' time!
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At Unilet Hi -Fi Centre, New Malden, you can save pounds! We've knocked afurther 15%* off our already
low prices on all the best equipment.
Come and listen to Rosie.
That's the name we give to our Remote Operation Switching Equipment.
We believe that the only way you can decide exactly which equipment suits your listening needs best, is
by being able to compare the sound of alternative combinations. Rosie enables you to do this. By pressing
afew buttons, you can hear what acertain amp sounds like through any of 55 pairs of speakers wired up
in our showroom. Another button will connect the speakers to any of the 20 turntables or tape decks.
You can listen and compare, recheck and listen again. You can make really sure you've found the best
combination.
Our fully trained staff are there to give you all the advice you need and answer any problems you may have,
but we believe that when you buy Hi -Fi, you should hear more from the equipment than from the
salesman.
If you're too far away from us to call in, give us aring for expert advice and acopy of our price catalogue
and this month's special and sale items.
*1 5% cash/cheque.

12% credit cards.

GUARANTEED MONEY SAVERS
We stock all the better makes and you will be surprised how much you
can save when you buy from us. In addition all the following equipment is fully guaranteed by us for aminimum of 12 months.
Aiwa, Akai, Altec. Armstrong, BIC., B Er 0, B Et W. Bose, Cambridge,
Celestion, connoisseur. Dual, Era, E.S.S., Ferrograph, Gale, Harman
Kardon, Harrison Chapman, I.M.F., J.B.L., J.V.C., Keesonic, K.E.F.,
K.L.H., Kensbnic, Koss, Larson, Linn, Lux, Marantz, Maxell, McIntosh,
Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short N A.D., Nakamichi National Technics, Neal, Ortofon, Pioneer, Quad, Revox, Rotel, SA E. Sansui,
Shure, S.M.E., Sonab, Sony, Soundscraftmen, Spendor, Stanton,
Stax, Tandberg, Tannoy, Teac, T.D.K. Thorens, Toshiba, Trio,
Videolone, Yamaha.
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. . . about rumbled rumble
From: Peter Turner, Pike Cottage, Frampton
Mansell, Stroud, Gloucestershire GL6 8JB.
Writing in your associated journal
Studio Sound (
Vol. 17: xii, p. 61) Raymond
Cooke says:
'A common feature of almost all so-called
high-level monitoring speakers is that mid
range efficiency is obtained at the expense of
low frequency extension. Such speakers are
generally over-damped and the bass rolls off
from as high up as 80 Hz. In this condition it
is impossible to reveal rumble and other low
frequency faults and the use of such speakers
probably accounts for the considerable number
of records which are faulty in these respects.'
Iam finding that too many of the records
which come to me for review show rumble. It
is true that the speakers 1 use have extended
bass response; but although atruly uncoloured
loudspeaker does not yet exist, none can
create rumble which is not present on either
record or turntable. That the majority of
recordings are rumble-free shows that it is not
my turntable which is at fault.
This low-frequency noise often suggests
noise external to the studio, such as traffic.
Certain locations form part of the recording
(Magdalen
College
chapel,
Westminster
Cathedral) and one may have to pay a price in
traffic- noise: Ihave myself suffered from this
when trying to record the organ of Cheltenham
College. Other locations ( Kingsway Hall) are
notorious for underground trains; while the
superb acoustic of Smith Square is sadly
marred by ambient motor- traffic. However,
most of this rumble—especially the underground—is of a very low-frequency nature,
and I should have thought that it could be
filtered out at the time of recording and
without any significant loss to the musical
result.
Be that as it may, rumble really should not
be there, and the recording companies should
do something about it. If Mr. Cooke has
pointed to one reason for its being there, Ihope
the companies will take note.
Yours faithfully
DEAR SIR,

Note: Jr is important to distinguish recorded
rumble from pressing-rumble, the latter often
being very audible but arising mainly from
cooling distortions in the vinyl even when the
stamper is 'silent'—Ed.

.about switching transients
From: A. Smith, 22 Brook Drive, Mary mead,
Stevenage, Herts SG2 8TS.
Referring to a reader's problem with
switching transient interference raised in your
November issue, Ihad this same difficulty way
back in 1960 following delivery of a refrigerator. The problem was eventually solved after a
lot of experimenting with different filter
circuits; the one shown in the diagram completely cured the problem and is still in use
today. This home-made filter will effect acure
even if the amplifier and interfering appliance
are connected to the same socket.
DEAR SIR,
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Everyone who has subsequently used this
filter has had 100% success when used in
conjunction with refrigerator, deepfreeze or
central heating. The inductors in my case
were wound on 2-watt resistors that were
available some 20 years ago, but in recent
years friends have used 14 in. of pin. hardwood dowelling or SRBF rod. The wire used
was 22 SWG enamelled copper, and the filter
was made up on SRBF sheet and enclosed in a
2oz. tobacco tin. The filter must be fitted as
close as practicable to the thermostat, in series
with the mains supply.

If the refrigerator has a door-operated light,
its unwanted effects can be successfully cured
by using the potted suppressor manufactured
by Dubilier, which connects across the switch
and is used by many manufacturers to suppress
the on-off transient. Ihave also used one of
these suppressors in the back of a wall socket
across the switch to effect a complete cure
from the transients caused when switching off
an extractor fan fitted in a kitchen window.
Dubilier suppressors are also successful if one
is troubled with transients when switching on
and off the house lights.
Yours faithfully

.about balance between extremes
From: Philip McDermott, 7 Oaklands, 113
Haling Park Road, South Croydon, Surrey.
The allegorical nightmares in your
December and January issues, recounted by
Thomas Noel and Geoff Jeanes, were thoughtprovoking indeed. Naturally one assumes that
the latter responded with appropriate flippancy
to the former's seasonal frivolity, and that each
author took a consciously extreme viewpoint
for satirical purposes. Serious points were
nevertheless conveyed—and relate in an
interesting way to the whole vexed question of
evaluative criticism.
'Standard concert fodder' seems—perhaps
due to general rejection, rightly or not, of the
plink plonkers—to be more entrenched than
ever. And while the popularity of the standard
repertoire is no very terrible thing in itself ( the
music not being actually bad), the possible
resulting assumption that nothing of worth has
been written since the ' warhorses' might well
be. We have now been warned, by appropriate
exaggeration, of the dangers of each extreme.
Assuming traditional tonal structure to be
essential to adefinition of music, a lover of the
older classics could on defensible grounds
reject those pieces that represent a break
(whether by aleatory/accidental construction or
DEAR SIR,
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by dogmatic application of an unnatural
artificial principle) with the tradition of the
aforementioned classics. At the same time, if
an enquiring music-lover of any persuasion—
or, perhaps preferable, of none—actually likes
the results of whatever non-traditional method
is applied . . . great.
In any event, let us not either damn all 20th
Century music, throwing the Bartok out with
the Bergwater, or become overly eager to
embrace it all. The only useful question for
the listener is do you like it?
The bombardment of modern composers'
names at the end of Mr. Jeanes' piece suggests
in its catholicity a range of tolerance which
might be suspected to be somewhat tongue-incheek. But the noteworthy effect is, nevertheless, of a plea for the preservation of that
valuable institution, the open mind.
Yours faithfully
G. J. replies: First, the flippancy. Yes indeed.
And Iconfess that the names at the end were
chosen more for alliterative than for associative
reasons. Next, the plea for the open mind. Yes
indeed, indeed: enjoy what you like, leaving others
(if they wish) to enjoy what you don't like. The
approach may be valuable—at the very least, it
has scarcity value!

... about apensioner's pickup arm
From: William J. MacLean, 6 Craigmount
Grove North, Edinburgh, EHI2 8EX.
SIR, The best audio equipment being
rather pricey, it has been my practice for 50
years or so to construct much of my own gear.
My most recent pickup arm design may interest
others who would like something cheaper than
£40 or so, but still good.
A back-end ( ball bearings, pivots, etc) was
inherited from an old Ferranti arm which, as it
happens, cost me nothing. The arm itself, and
the head-shell, Imade from polystyrene, as I
considered this material the lightest and stiffest
readily available. Two discarded ball-point
pens of the cheapest sort provided the length
of tube necessary when joined end to end with
polystyrene cement, and one corner of an old
polystyrene box which once contained a safety
razor made an elegant shell. The tube and
shell weigh about 7gms deadweight. The arm
is spring-counterbalanced, so there is no
counterweight to add to the inertia. The whole
seems adequately strong for its purpose.
I do not claim golden ears—silver-plated,
perhaps—but the sound with a Shure M75ED
cartridge seems to me quite magnificent.
My previous arm was of light alloy tube
from a war-surplus tank aerial—several
telescoping sections provided a selection of
diameters sufficient for several arms. It must
have knocked me back ashilling or so in 1947.
That arm was good, but the polystyrene version
still further cleans up the sound. It is interesting
and gratifying that mechanical improvements
always seem to enhance string-tone particularly.
With apologies to makers of expensive arms,
and best wishes to HEN/RR.
Yours faithfully
DEAR
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...a man
who understands
about transient feedback
and the surface ripple effect
of an energised mass
If you're looking for a new turntable — you want a hi-fi specialist who knows
what he's talking about. You want one that knows about mecnanical vibration and
turntable rumbles. You want one that knows about, " belt-drive, and direct drive".
You want an expert that knows which are the best turntables in the world, which
turntables to avoid and which turntables offer the best value for money.
If you want to find out the names of hi-fi centres which are prepared to
demonstrate the difference between turntables, which include the Linn Sondek
LP12 ... please write to -

LINN PRODUCTS

LIMITED Sondek Division, 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SZ, Tel: 041-634 3860

Cables: EURODECK

Personal and provocative thoughts on audience
appreciation by Richard Carter
Tristan is moving slowly to
W AGNER'S
its close. The Liebestod has threaded
its relentless path in pursuit of its final
resolution. At last the persistent pedal F
sharp, superimposed by ever-climbing
chromaticisms, has resolved onto the tonic B
natural at the commencement of the coda.
The strings fall slowly from the dizzy heights
as Isolde sinks lifeless on the body of her
dead lover, and the descending curtain,
anticipating the final exquisite E major chord
on the woodwind, releases the tumultuous
applause of the breathless audience.
That, be it a little flowery, is a
representation of an occasion Iwitnessed at
the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, in
1971. Perhaps you are expecting me to hold
it up as an example of the fitting expression
of an audience's appreciation. Or do you,
on the basis of bitter experience, see the
point Iam really making? The fact is that
Ileft the Opera House that night seething
with anger. In the first place, as Ishall
attempt to outline later, Ibelieve that some
musical and dramatic performances are best
received at their close in total silence, as a
more fitting mark of appreciation. Tristan
seems to me to be one such occasion when
silence is better. But that matter did not in
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

itself occasion my anger. Iknew how it
would be: at Covent Garden the merest
twitch of the curtain is sufficient to set a
certain section of the audience clapping,
counter to the most basic dictates of common
sense. Some in that audience, who for hours
had listened to some of the world's finest
singers and one of the world's best Opera
orchestras unfolding one of Wagner's most
magical scores, were able without any sense
of the sheer obscenity of it to drown with
premature applause the final moments of the
work, the resolution in that case of the sum
total of the musical conflicts of hundreds of
pages of musical score, simply, it seems,
because the curtain was starting to descend.
'It must be the end; let's cheer and clap',
they must have thought, when any ounce of
musical sensibility in them would have told
them that it wasn't the end until the final
cadence was resolved.
Ihave picked on that one occasion because
it seemed to me to represent the most
despicable example of the matter.
Nevertheless, examples are so frequent now
that Ialmost hesitate to go to Covent
Garden because my on-going enjoyment of
an opera runs the risk of being spoilt by the
anticipated agony of aruined close. Irecall
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the close of Act H of Die Meistersinger
where the pianissimo motifs on the woodwind
which magically accompany the watchman's
exit have been totally lost under the
Pavlovian response to that twitch of the
curtain. Earlier this year Iwas even
astonished to find that the clappers managed
to drown the fortissimo C major chords at
the close of Elektra.
However, let me be more specific, and point
the finger in no uncertain terms. As a
regular attender for agood many years at
Covent Garden, Rosebery Avenue, and the
Coliseum, Ihave to say that almost
invariably it is at Covent Garden that these
unfortunate instances occur, and scarcely
ever at the other two places. And to give the
knife its final twist, the perpetrators of the
scandal at the Garden seem clearly to be
located in the stalls and boxes, and not in
the amphitheatre. No doubt my observation
will infuriate many people, though Idoubt
they will be readers of HFKIIR, but there is
little doubt in my mind that at Covent Garden
the largest part of the musical appreciation
and understanding is located in the amphitheatre. Ifreely admit that purely on
economic grounds Ihave never sat anywhere
else, and readily await the cry of ' sour
grapes'. Nevertheless, Ibelieve that while it
cannot be doubted that there are many
stall patrons who fully subscribe to my
thesis there are an awful lot of people for
whom ' a night at the opera' is as much, if
not more, asocial occasion as any real
attendance to the values of the music and the
performance.
Over the years Ihave observed that the
amphitheatre audiences at Covent Garden
are to a very large degree composed of
young and not-so-young people whose
knowledge and appreciation of music is
often amazingly extensive. They bravely
queue for their seats in all weathers, they
come with their sandwiches and flasks ready
for the Wagner marathons, they fall silent
immediately the conductor arrives, and
when the applause is due their enthusiasm is
unrestrained. (Not so the burghers of my
own home town. Every year Iplay doublebass in aG & S production put on by the
two local Grammar Schools. Regularly the
overture is accompanied by the unrestrained
chatter of many a local worthy!)
So there it is. Ihave vented my spleen.
Après nous etc.... But why only Covent
Garden? What about the stalls at the
Coliseum? They are scarcely much less
expensive. Ihave never sat there either
except for one occasion when Iwas the
guest of some friends. Well, this is my
theory: people do not, on the whole, I
reckon, go to the Coliseum for a night at the
opera. After all, it is a bit infra dig, compared
with the Garden, what? So perhaps only
real music lovers occupy the stalls there.
Again, there are all the company seats at
Covent Garden, often occupied by visiting
business- men, some of whom, no doubt, are
truly appreciative, but many of whom must
attend with little sense of the aesthetic, and
who would probably be happier in Soho.
Even so, let me immediately say that there
must be many among such who have started
the long road of musical appreciation with
such an impromptu visit, and for such 1am
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Tumultuous Applause
ready to tolerate many a burst of mistimed
applause, born of misdirected enthusiasm,
rather than plain social philistinism.
Having aired my prejudices and flown my
flag, let me move onto the less emotive area
of the question of applause in general. Who
can deny the appropriateness of the cheers
and clapping at the close of a dramatic and
exciting romantic piano concerto, a passionate
driving symphonic finale, the final curtain
of Die Meistersinger and Siegfried or (yes,
Ido go to other operas as well as Wagner)
Fidelio and Figaro. Ican remember a
promenade concert when James Loughran
and the LSO were performing Beethoven's
Seventh and from the opening everything
had clicked; it seemed that no-one could put
a foot (or bow) wrong. As the finale surged
along to its crashing climax everyone was
caught up in a frenzy of excitement that
grew tauter and tauter till almost in a
scream of anguish it broke with the final
chord into aroar of excitement that threatened
to deposit the Albert Hall and its contents in
the Serpentine. Equally Ican recall a
Mastersingers at the Coliseum with Reginald
Goodall that had stretched in such heavenly
length late into the evening that one felt that
time had stood still, and as the final C
major chords, given just the right
allargando to cap the previous six hours,
echoed round the huge auditorium, one
didn't know whether to cheer or cry.
But in contrast Ican remember aPeter
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equal vehemence. Let me limit myself to
saying that Iam offended by applause for an
aria in the middle of an act, unless it be in
an opera where the music clearly ceases in
order to provide such an occasion. Much
middle and late Verdi is too often spoilt by
hasty interruptions of this kind when the
composer had written aconsecutive musical
line. Iam even more offended by applause
at the entrance of a famous artist; Iprefer to
feel myself so involved in the drama that it is
the character Iidentify with, not the artist.
For similar reasons Ifind it extremely
difficult to appreciate ballet in the theatre
itself. We may have a marvellous musical
score, yet how much is lost by continual
applause for the artists; 1cannot feel that
they wish it so. How many people, for
example, realise that the Sleeping Beauty,
which ends happily, closes ironically on a
minor chord? The only time Ihave actually
been able to hear it was on a recording.
Enough. No doubt Ihave written much
that is hastily judged. Ihope especially that
any stall patrons at Covent Garden will at
least try to think through what Ihave said
before they take up the poison pen.
Nevertheless, Ibelieve that provocative
articles are in their place in a liberal society,
and if nothing else Imay perhaps free the
correspondence columns for a brief while
from the dreary monotonies of the
quadraphonic lobby! Provocative, did I
say? ... To drown the simian howls Ithink
Ishall listen on the ' phones tonight.
Tristan, perhaps? No, the memory is still a
little too vivid. ...

Grimes at Covent Garden which ended with
such perfect, such cathartic stillness that even
the professional clappers were silenced; a
moment of eternity seemed poised as the
curtain fell. Surely there is much in the
musical and operatic repertoire that ends in
repose and stillness, and for which wild
applause seems totally inappropriate. I
have never felt able to clap at the end of the
Pathétique symphony, nor at the end of
Das Lied von der Erde; far better, to my
mind, a silent, thoughtful audience who might
perhaps stand as a mark of their appreciation,
then retire quietly homeward.
Of course, this is something that cannot be
legislated for. The convention of no
applause after Parsifal is objectionable to me
purely on the grounds that it is the rule.
There is something that goes above
conventions and rules when an audience is so
moved and held by a really great musical
work that either silence or tumultuous
applause is compelled by the music itself.
But equally no-one should feel forced to
applaud dutifully with everyone else if he or
she would prefer to sit silent or leave
quietly. Conversely, one might argue that on
the same grounds someone should be
allowed to applaud even if everyone else is
silent. But silence does not offend the others,
unless they be those that are uncomfortable
in the presence of anyone who does not
conform, however unobtrusively, whereas
out-of- place applause can ruin an evening.
And so one could continue. Icould
perhaps explore the question of audience
appreciation during the performance with
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Gramo
Record & Music Scene
Paul Crossley
month sees the release of the
first recording of the Stravinsky
piano sonata performed by the
young pianist Paul Crossley.
When we met him at his London
flat, Crossley talked with ease
and impressive lucidity, and like
many young performers today he
has catholic taste and a remarkably open mind towards music
in general. We asked him about
the Stravinsky sonata: ' Well,
the sonata is totally unlike any
other Stravinsky, at no point
throughout the work would you
know it was by him. It is very
obviously Russian—in the tradition of the Russian romantic
sonata, and sounds more like
Tchaikovsky than any other composer—the
scherzo
is
pure
Tchaikovsky. It's a marvellous
piece by any standard. A lot of
the sonata is clearly the work of a
very young man—probably rather
badly put together in places, the
only thing is that the tunes are so
memorable. It makes one laugh
when one thinks of his later
statements about music being
completely inexpressive, the antiemotional response, if anything
the sonata is excessively over-ripe.
Stravinsky called it an " inept
imitation of late Beethoven", but
really it's nothing like Beethoven.
The sonata is very demanding to
play, some of it is very unpianistic, but the tunes are
smashing'.
Crossley has become known,
perhaps unfairly, as primarily
an exponent of 20th century
music and has been closely
associated with both Tippet and
Messiaen. His recording of the
third Tippet Sonata was made in
close conjunction with Tippet;
did he find it a strain working so
closely with the composer? ' Not
really no, you see, I've known
him for nearly eight years and
I've played all his piano music,
and he must have heard me
many times so I have got over
any nervousness by now. The
thing that makes me most
nervous is the recording itself,
the thought of it being there for
ever. Actually, it was very useful
having Tippet there to give
advice.'
Crossley has obviously become
deeply involved in Tippet's music,
what, for him, is the fascination?
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'Difficult to say, Ithink if Ihad
been a composer rather than a
pianist—which I would much
rather have been— his is the sort
of music I would have liked to
have written.
His work
is
nearest to my own aspirations,
which is why Ihave an instinctive
sympathy for it.' The third piano
sonata was written for Paul
Crossley. ' I didn't have any
part in the actual composition,
though Tippet did tell me that
as I have small hands there
wouldn't be any chords of more
than a ninth—of course, when it
was finished there were chords
of a thirteenth! It was probably
better that way, if I had been
asked beforehand I would have
said that some passages were
unplayable, and sck they were at
first, but eventually one overcame
them with practise. He's not a
pianist himself, so he is not
inhibited as some pianist composers are.'
Crossley's own background is
not a conventional musical one.
At university he studied English,
and still has a considerable
interest in literature. He conFEBRUARY 1976

siders it a very important aspect
of a musicians training to have
an interest in fields outside the
narrow confines of music. ' In
many respects I am happy to
have avoided the pressures of a
conventional musical education.
Ihave a very odd history as far
as the profession is concerned.
I came from a non-musical
family, and Iwent to one of those
boarding schools where there
was no real interest in music at
all—I didn't
hear my
first
orchestral concert till I was 17!
At school I learnt the organ as
the music teacher was an organist,
so until Iwent to Oxford Iwas
virtually self-taught as regards
the piano.' During his time at
Oxford he took
lessons to
develop his technique, and then,
purely by chance, was heard
practising a Mozart concerto by
Yvonne Loriod, who was so
impressed she immediately in%ited him to come and study
with her in Paris.
Following
study with her he won a prize in
the Messiaen competition, and
his career developed from there.
Messiaen is another of Crossley's

interests, and he regards him as
one of the few truly great composers of this century.
Contemporary music does not
fill his entire musical horizon, and
the future will see a marked
decline in his involvement with it.
'In the last year I've played over
80% contemporary music, and
now I'm very tired and simply
need a rest. Ihaven't a natural
flair for contemporary music, it
is simply the product of very
hard work. The effect of playing
something like the Henze sonata
is simply overwhelming, apart
from the technical difficulties it
is such an uncompromising piece.
While I was learning the Henze,
Iwas practising the Mozart and
Beethoven G major concertos,
and really, that was the only
thing that kept me sane. Mind
you, I consider the Henze a
masterpiece and shall continue to
play it.' His involvement with
modern music was a natural,
rather than calculated thing.
'I don't make a distinction,
it's all just
music to me.
I do feel close to contemporary
music, after all it is the music of
our time and it does say something about it.' On the other
hand Crossley obviously delights in both classical and
Romantic
music — especially
opera. ' I go to the opera
whenever Ican, far more than to
piano recitals and concerts. You
know, if Ihad to take one piece
with me to a desert island it
would have to be Cosi Fan
Tani, it has everything in it.'
The coming year will see the
start of a new phase in his
development, and he hopes to
devote it largely to playing 19th
century music, especially Liszt.
From being an artist based
mainly in the UK Paul Crossley
has suddenly become an international performer. He is travelling to Germany, Canada, Holland, France and Russia in the
near future. He suspects that
this sudden international popularity is largely due to the
gramophone record. ' 1 firmly
believe that anything that happens
to one internationally today
happens because of records. The
moment you make a record you
have an international career of
sorts; so people get to hear you.
Though I hate the idea of the
to page 85
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Gramophile
concert dying out, Ifeel that records are the most important
thing one does today. Not the
most rewarding, but definitely the
most important.'

NFGS Weekend
National
Federation
of
Gramophone Societies' annual
High Leigh Musical Weekend
will be held this year from
April 9th to 12th at the regular
Hoddesdon venue. Full details
are not yet available, but the
appetite can be whetted by mention of such names as André
Previn, interviewed by Christopher Bishop ( EMI), Jerrold
Northrop Moore discussing all
recorded versions of Elgar's
Gerontius, and closing the Saturday night an unusual singing
group called Counterpoint. John
Whittle ( recently retired from
EMI) is also appearing, and
Peter Gammond, HRN/RR MUSIC
Editor, has been invited to
Costs
present a programme.
range from £8 to £ 13-50, including all accommodation, and meals
right up to breakfast on Monday
morning. Details of programme
from: Mr. G. H. Parfitt, 31
Lynwood
Grove,
Orpington,
Kent, BR6 OBD.
THE

Richard Hickox
HICKOX is organist at
St Margeret's church Westminster, and we conducted our
interview in a rather austere
practise room at the top of adim
winding staircase. The room was
full of piano, hard benches and
hymn books. Richard Hickox
however is not in the typical
choir master mould, he is, in
fact, a busy young musician on
the verge of a successful career,
both in-concert and on record.
The immediate reason for our
meeting is the release, on Argo,
of a record of two of the four
Bach Masses, those in G major
and G minor—not the most
obvious choice of repertoire for a
young conductor making his
first record with a major record
company. Ifelt that this was a
gap in the recorded repertoire
that needed to be filled—fortunately Argo agreed with me.
All the masses, apart from one
movement are derived from other
cantatas and are fascinating
pieces. I'd done a couple of the
cantatas before, and so, even
though I hadn't played these
works before, I knew much of
the music very well before I
started.
Obviously
one
approaches them as entirely new

RICHARD
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works as the words are entirely
different—not that the words are
always of the utmost importance
in baroque music, both soloists
and choir tended to be used in a
very instrumental fashion during
that period.'
Though this first disc could be
seen as a rather specialist recording, Richard Hickox has no
intention of becoming type-cast.
From discussion it transpired
that he had made an earlier
record of medieval Christmas
music in New York which has
recently been released in the
UK, and has lately made a
record of Rubbra for RCA. We
commented on the wide spread.
•
Yes, that's the % hole point. I
am very pleased that my first
three records should have gone
from
medieval,
to
baroque,
through to 20th century—though
Iregard the Bach as my real debut
on record.
There really isn't
any music that I can't see any
virtue in: obviously there is
some that Idon't like, but there
is no period that Idon't like. So
many young conductors get
labelled with a particular period
or composer far too quickly and
I was anxious to avoid this.
Last year Iwas conducting Aida
for the Royal Northern College.
and at the same time recording
baroque music for the BBC. I
suppose if I had any particular
favourite period then it would be
baroque music—it is certainly the
period 1 have had most opportunities in, though not necessarily
the one in which Iwish to stay.'
He had mentioned Aida, was
opera a particular interest? ' It's
very challenging, and sometimes
very disheartening. When you
first put the production on stage
you have to solve and marry- up
FEBRUARY 1976

the musical and dramatic problems. Also, it is very hard to get
consistently good results with
opera, because often the performances are so widely spread
over aperiod of time.'
A young musician in one of the
most traditional of musical positions—did he not feel somewhat
anachronistic at times? ' Yes in
a way, once conductor organists
where all die thing, however,
these days they have rather fallen
out of fashion. Iadore all sides
of it, it is definitely part of me, I
love having a choir to train and
maintain over the years, and
fortunately the rector here has a
very informed attitude.'
His own musical career began
in a typical way for an organist,
as an organ scholar at one of the
Cambridge colleges, in his case
Queens'. At the college Ibecame
conductor of the Purcell society
which was a chamber choir, and
that was what really got me off
the ground. I did a Messiah
there with Ian Partridge, Paul
Esswood and Chris Keyte and
this was well received. Actually,
Messiah has always been something of a lucky work for me, it
was my first prom, and I shall
shortly be deputising for Sir
Charles Groves in another performance of it.' What led him to
becoming a conductor rather
than a soloist? ' Ialways wanted
to conduct, why I don't really
know. I love playing the organ
and harpsichord, but Ijust feel
that my talents really lie in
directing people.' He does however perform as a soloist, and
will be making a tour as a
harpsichordist to Rome, Naples,
Milan, Athens and Salonika.
'With a tour like that I just
couldn't refuse.'

His approach to music is
obviously painstaking, and the
search for authenticity carried
through to all periods. ' Itry and
ensure that all my performances
are authentic, for example, when
Irecorded the Rubbra, Iwent and
spent aday with him before Igot
any fixed notions about it and
really learnt how he felt it
should go. We disagreed over
some small
points, but we
eventually reached compromises
over those. Also, he was present
at all the sessions—Idon't think
Icould get more authentic than
that.'
1976 sees concerts with the
Richard Hickox choir and orchestra both here and abroad.
The orchestra is formed of some
of the top freelance players in
London, as is the choir, and
unlike some similar units the
personnel is fairly stable—something he feels essential for good
artistic results. With the possibility of more records to come,
it looks like being a busy year for
Richard Hickox.

Harriet Cohen
Verney, the sister of
Harriet Cohen, is anxious to trace
any recordings of her sister that
may exist in private collections.
She tells us that many works
with which her sister was specifically identified were either not
recorded, or no longer exist in
either the BBC archives or the
BIRS, but may possibly have
been recorded privately. Anyone
who has any information, or a
recording, please write to Miss
Myra Verney, 24 Gurney Drive,
London N2.
MISS MYRA

T. S. Eliot on disc
Argo ' British Poets'
production is of Sir Alec Guinness
reading Eliot's Waste Land, Four
Quartets and eight shorter items
which include Prufrock and The
Journey of the Magi. A doubleLP set, PLPI206/7 is mono and
costs £3.98.
Sir Alec gives
throughout a distinguished, calm
and utterly clear rendering of the
words, as was heard by listeners
to The Waste Land from this set
last December on Radio 3.
£2•50 buys
Eliot's
Collected
Poems (
Faber, hard cover).
THE LATEST

At Decca
Decca's senior
Classical producer has recently
been appointed as Director for
Decca Classical Recordings. At
the same time, Peter Goodchild,
previously Marketing manager
for Decca Classical section, is
appointed as Director of Marketing of Decca Group Records.
RAY

MINSHULL,
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The Critics'
Choice
"Carmina Burana, this magnificent
scenic cantata based on acollection
of poetic pieces compiled in the 13th
Century was composed by Carl Orff
and first performed at the Frankfurt
Opera in 1937. It made atremendous
impression on the public and the
worldwide acclaim it has since
received proves that it has lost
nothing of its hypnotic effect.
This unique work, by its very
nature, presents achallenge to the
imagination of the conductor and
orchestra. Here, Michael Tilson
Thomas and the Cleveland Orchestra
capture the full dimension and
magnitude of Carl Orff's masterpiece.
Again, by its very nature, Carmina
Burana becomes aformidable task
to recreate on disc; the music spans
awide dynamic range from the most
powerful choral crescendos to the
most delicate nuance of asolitary
triangle. Here, the producer and the
recording engineers, employing the
most advanced technology available
today, have created their own
masterpiece.
KLH loudspeakers were used
throughout the recording of this
work, as indeed they often are, when
only the best will do. KLI1 consider
this agreat tribute to arange of
loudspeakers primarily designed and
produced for your Hi Fi system."
CBS 76372

VVEBLAND INTERNATIONAL
MIRABEL HOUSE

117-121 WANDSWORTH BRIDGE ROAD

S.W.6. TEL 01-736 0987 TELEX

25570

HERE is obviously a need for a searching
I and sensible article on the criteria of performance of Elgar's music. There is a root
trouble in present judgments arising from the
accepted insularity of Elgar's genre, with
a tendency to lean toward a performance
which is English in an old-fashioned sort of
way, Edwardian, safe, sound and pure. Iam
tempted to add: such as Sir Adrian Boult has
long provided us with. But, put in those
terms, this is an unworthy devaluation of
Boult's great musicianship. Nevertheless, the
way he has long served Elgar is by playing his
music with obvious affection yet without
undue fuss or overt romanticism, with great
attention to detail yet with a balanced and
tightly controlled attention to the whole. The
results have been so admirable as to become a
yardstick.
Ibelieve that Elgar should be performed in
other ways, and yet I find myself recoiling
when a younger conductor, like Barenboim,
begins to take un-English liberties with

U the

NOBTRUSIVELY, just as when he left
Soviet Union for a ' temporary'
sojourn abroad, Rostropovich has made it
known that he will not be returning there.
It is the Russians' loss, and one which may be
justifiably interpreted—in view of Rostropovich's known sympathies—as a protest, at
least in part, against Soviet repression in the
artistic field, from which not even the revered
Shostakovich escaped.
About Rostropovich's ' new' career as chief
conductor of the Washington ( D.C.) Symphony
Orchestra, however, I am filled with no
rapturous optimism. The appointment plainly
stems from a desire on the management's part
to bring a ' name' to the rostrum rather than
someone who really knows the orchestral
conductor's bread-and-butter works.
But
maybe the baton will not long seduce him
from the cello. I seem to have heard little
recently of Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau in the
conductor's role, though much was mooted
a year or two ago.
Rostropovich, a great inspirer of new cello
works as well as a magnificent interpreter of
older ones, was the original soloist in the Cello
Concerto by Lutoslawski— as noted in our review ( December p. 153) of his recent recording.
At the Festival Hall I was reminded of the
Russian's intense, nerve-tingling style when the
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Elgar's measured themes and pulls them out of
traditional shape. We also, remember, have
Elgar's own performances on record to go by.
Ifeel that he too would have found Del Mar's
readings of the Enigma variations exciting but
perhaps over-emotional. But Ithink he would
have enjoyed Solti's firm, yet not terribly
English, view of the symphonies— a revealing
experience. Idon't like using this column for
airing domestic differences of opinion and
rarely do, but now I find myself wondering
why our very expert reviewer took such asour
view of the latest Enigma by Eugen Jochum and
the LSO ( DG2530 586).
I found myself
greatly enjoying what seemed to be a wellbalanced and deeply involved ( yet distinctly
un-Boultian) performance, and a perfectly
adequate recording. I thought it a beautiful
reading. A different Elgarian tradition might
well have been started by Thomas Beecham
had he been more interested in his great
contemporary. His readings of the Enigma
variations, Serenade and Cockaigne (
CBS
61660) are absolutely fascinating, bringing
Elgar much closer to Delius, or is it the other
way round? There is much of interest to be
aired in that future article.
After a time you cease to marvel at what
Mozart achieved; but it seems incredible, all
over again, that a twelve-year-old boy could
have written the Missa solemnis, K139'‘Philips
6500 866). How could he have known how to
write so well for orchestra, choir and solo
voice; quite apart from the astonishing
maturity of the musical thought? A glorious
work and a fine recording. Seven concert
arias, written in his maturity, are performed
with distinction by Margaret Price ( RCA
LRLI 5077) and I particularly like the calm,
cool, balanced sound achieved conjointly by
performers and recording engineer—so right
for these lovely works. There are another

fifty awaiting attention. For any Mozartian,
the munificent Divertimento, K334, with its
two minuets, one of them the quintessential
minuet of all time, is sheer unadulterated joy.
I've been waiting for Boskovsky to come along
with the ideal performance and now, praise be,
he has ( Decca SXL6724). The Amadeus
Quartet plus Cecil Aronowitz recorded their
versions of the String Quintets between 1967
and 1975 and each one has received a high
rating as it appeared. This is a set of works
ideally suited to collective treatment and it is
good to have them neatly enboxed, particularly
as there is only imported opposition ( DG
2740 122).
I've been waiting a good many years for an
ideal Barber of Seville. The new HMV(SLS
985-3 records) is not 100% perfect but it gets
very close; and certainly the all important
flavour is right even though there's a good
sprinkling of Americans around. You can
tell from the overture whether things are likely
to turn out well and this one has just the right
degree of carefreeness about it. Sherrill Milnes
is a likeable Figaro and Nicolai Gedda a
splendid Count. Most enjoyable. You would
have thought that there were plenty of Nutcracker ballets about, but no—apart from the
oldish Ansermet (excellent) and Previn (very
good), Bonynge comes into no other competition ( Decca SXL6688/9) and should become
first choice for he has aclear understanding of
ballet requirements. There was certainly no
pressing need for another Rodrigo Guitar
Concerto except for a really superb one-30
that is what Julian Bream has provided ( RCA
ARL1-1181) beating all opposition including
himself. Not to mention a coupling of a fine
new concerto by Lennox Berkeley only written
in 1974. So however many Rodrigos you
already possess, you've simply got to get this
one.

same work was recently given by a young
Austrian cellist, Heinrich Schiff. The variatic n
of intensity and tone-quality which he brought
even to a repetition of single notes was
astonishing. Here, it seemed to me, is the
likeliest successor yet to Rostropovich himself.
The composer conducted, with the BBC
Symphony Orchestra.
manager of the London
Symphony Orchestra, gave a tape-recorded
interview in which he alleged unprofessional
laxity of conduct on the part of some of the
players, did he not know he would provoke
dismissal? That is what Istill want to know.
Meanwhile, how amusing that this shamefully
sex- prejudiced orchestra ( it has no female
members, save in sanctified harp territory)
should be reduced in its managerial crisis to
putting the administrative reins in the hands
of Mrs. June Hall! Only temporarily so far
(she formerly held the more lowly position of
concerts manager)— but we shall see.

WHEN JOHN BOYDEN,

respectable, but the musical is not.
Or so you would gather from reading, month
in and month out, the columns of most of my
serious-minded colleagues among music critics.
But, seeing Stephen Sondheim's A Little Night
Music (
Adelphi Theatre) in the same week as
Offenbach's La Belle Ifélène at the Coliseum,

OPERETTA is
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I found the modern show more musically
sophisticated and more subtle in its comedy.
A pity that the English National Opera had
devalued its currency for Christmas by putting
in Sandra Browne and Ian Caley instead of the
delicious Anne Howells and the delightful
John Brecknock.
Ihave to add that A Little Night Music is not
set in Salzburg and is not, as you might
alarmingly suppose, a Mozartian equivalent
of Lilac Time. It is set in Sweden, based on
Ingmar Bergman's film Smiles of a Summer
Night, and certainly made me smile on a
winter evening.
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I\ my experience collectors of military
by Captain F. R. Fitch perform a programme
I music records tend to fall into three main
of Light Infantry and Rifle Regiment bugle
categories: those interested in marches as such
calls and marches played at the cracking 140
(and possibly calls and soundings), those who
paces to the minute of these regiments. Actulike brass bands whatever they are playing, and
ally presented in the form of a Retreat cerethose who follow particular regimental bands
mony, we have all the regimental marches of
and/or their music. Because of these devotions
the regiments now amalgamated in this Divithere is atendency for recorded sound quality
sion plus many well-known bugle and band
to take second or third place—which is apity,
marches—Jellalabad, David McBain's Mechas there are many discs in the A or even A*
anised Infantry, Marching through Georgia, the
bracket.
Slow Troop Raglan and on the programme
Of course there are sub-divisions of these
music, Bugler in Vienna, Charpentier's Trumpet
classes and much crossing of interests, and
Prelude and Creswick's arrangement of wellI have tried to suggest a basic group of reknown London tunes London Airs, amongst
cordings which provides across-section of good
others. Nice recording, but noisy patches bematerial for the beginning of acollection which
tween tracks.
could be expanded under any of the categories
Try also Aces High (
Columbia TWO X1010).
Imention. No reference is made to 78s. In
The Central Band of the RAF directed by Wing
general, surfaces on the LPs I mention are
Commander H. E. C. Davies, for something
satisfactory to excellent, but several exhibit
completely different—from Sullivan to the
noisy recordings, noise between bands, poor
Beatles via Glazunov, RossiniRespighi and
balance and a tendency to boominess and forincluding that well-known Ring Cycle masquerward placing of the percussion.
ading as the Niebelungen March by Wagner.
A basic set of cavalry trumpet calls was availHere is adisc with verve, style, brilliant playing
able in 1971. Trumpet Calls, Marches & Fanand attack. All the overworked superlatives
litres played by the Trumpet Majors and Band
apply. Buy it.
of the Junior Leaders Regiment Royal ArtilComing back to the Army there are two
lery. Many of the calls are exclusive to the RA,
excellent discs by Corps Staff Bands (amongst
but many are well-known to all cavalrymen.
many). The first is simply The Staff Band of
The sleevenotes are excellent and this record
the RAOC directed by Captain Duncan Beat
is the only thing of its kind. A regimental re(Sydney Thompson Records DIX 51). The
cording, it was available from the Junior Leaders
recording quality is variable in this and my
Regiment RA Gamecock Barracks, Nuneaton,
copy suffers from puffed rice noises but here
Warwickshire.
is a chance to listen to a little recorded band
For lovers of British marches the BBC
under a very able young Director (Captain
record Music on Command by the Band of the
Beat now directs the Band of the Scots Guards).
Welsh Guards directed by the late Captain
Side one presents a nice selection of marches
Desmond Walker (BBC REC1215) offers six—
from various European countries including Lt.yes, six—marches by Alford on one side. Side
Col. Rodney Bashford's clever By the Left—
2 also offers Lilliburlero and The Prince of
theme and variations on the Retreat call and
Wales March by Haydn. Several of the arrangesoldiers' songs. Ex- Royal Engineers will love
ments by Des Walker show us what we have
it. Side 2 offers a variety of pieces ranging
lost by the untimely passing of this fine musician
from the music from The Big Country through
acouple of years ago at the age of 51.
Latin America with the delightful Cha-Cha for
Since no march collector should omit works
Children and the theme from Love Story. Also
by J. P. Sousa, extravagantly styled 'The March
a chance to hear the 1970's version of the
King', there are two records which might be
famous Blue Rockets of war-time dance band
considered. Sousa Plays Sousa (
Golden Guinea
fame.
GGL 0431) is from wax cylinders of Sousa's
The second Corps Band record is of the
own band; the quality is not at the top of the
Staff Band of the Royal Corps of Signals
tree (!) and the pieces are well-known. We
directed by Major Keith Boulding—Spirit of
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tion of all-English concert music, magnificently
played with taste and confidence. The mixture
na
by the Band of the Scots Guards under Major
contains the Moorside March by Hoist, WalJ. H. Howe MBE are excellent recordings of
ton's Spitfire Prelude and Fugue and his Corosome of the lesser known Sousa marches—
nation march Orb and Sceptre. Seasoned with
Atlantic City Pageant, Loyal Legion, Royal
the brilliant Children's Overture by Roger
Welsh Fusiliers are amongst the pieces in this
Quilter, we have amixture to be savoured over
interesting collection superbly played and reand over again.
corded.
If this disc puts you in the mood for abit of
Still with the bands of the Household Divi'culture' try 1812 (
Fontana LPS 1624) again
sion, a good 'oldie' ( Eclipse ECS 2036) is
the Scots Guards with Jimmy Howe. This is a
Marching with the Coldstream Guards. The
showpiece recording in every way—excellent
Band of the Coldstream Guards, under Lt.-Col.
recording technique and superb performance.
Douglas Pope, present afine collection of wellApart from 1812, which has been done to
known and widely popular marches written by
death, we get Una voce poco fa from Rossini's
masters of the genre. Bidgood, Grafulls, Alford,
Barber, here played as a cornet solo (so it
Zehle, all have marches featured here in agood
sounds better when Callas does it) and Friederecording with lots of swing. At bargain price,
mann's 2nd Slavonic Rhapsody. Whether hackone can overlook the slightly obtrusive percusneyed or not this is still a record to enjoy
sion (at least it is good percussion).
either as a hi-fi enthusiast, a band lover,
As acomplete contrast, and still staying with
or as a music lover.
marches, a must for all collectors is The Light
For those with more adventurous tastes, we
Division Sounds Retreat (
RCA LFL 5041). The
have Here come the Gurkhas. The Bands, Pipes,
Bands and Bugles of the Light Division directed
Drums and Bugles of the Brigade of Gurkhas
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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under Captain E. C. Bentley (Columbia TWO
342). Excellent performance by all. For sheer
excitement, listen to the Paris- Belford march
for band and bugles. If your tastes run to bagpipes, there is some fine playing here with the
chanters well set in and good fingering. You
can also hear a selection of Gurkha songs
which are quite delightful. The record also
features a number of British rifle regiment
marches—not surprising as all Gurkha Infantry
regiments are rifle regiments.
A most enjoyable and unusual record is The
Standard of St George (
One-Up OU 2063) featuring the Band and Corps of Drums of the
Honourable Artillery Company directed by
Lt.-Col. Victor Hays. Here is a band of what
used to be the Territorial Army playing music
especially associated with this Ancient and
Honourable Corps. Well played with lots of
'good tunes' including the clever Royal Birthday march which incorporates that classical
piece Happy Birthday, The Antelope based on
music of the Royal Artillery, San Lorenzo
featuring band, fifes and drums in one great
happy noise and, if you like that sort of thing,
the sound of guns firing a birthday salute in
Hyde Park. The recording quality is excellent
and stereo fans will like the duet arrangement
of the Post Horn Gallop. Great fun to listen
to.
As far as Iknow, Out of the Box by the Band
of the Royal Artillery ( Mounted) directed by
Captain Terry Kenny is a first-time recording
and I hope it will not be an only recording.
Here is a military band which, with the skilful
use of tuned percussion and imaginative arranging, has actually broken the sound barrier of
military bands and sounds very like a concert
band playing theme music from TV shows—
Alias Smith and Jones, Black Beauty, The Big
Match, the delightful send-up of a French
village band in the Clochemerle theme and the
ear assaulting Avengers and Mission Impossible
are among the splendidly presented items here.
In addition, the kids can Womble and Captain
Kenny's arrangement of Trumpet Prelude by
Charpentier re-appears, presumably because of
its use as a theme tune for Eurovision.
Crossing the channel, we can start with a
pair of discs in presentation sleeve, including
an informative illustrated booklet. These are
Armeemarshe played by the wind and percussion of the Berlin Philharmonic conducted by
von Karajan. This incredible tour de force by
symphonic players provides a cross-section of
Prussian and Austrian marches played with a
brilliance of attack and precision which, to misquote Sousa, ' would make a one- legged man
get up and march'. The 30 marches featured
are all well-known German marches, but this
collection is more than worth having. Perhaps
the only criticism might be that it is too perfect
in every way. On DG 2721 077, it is worth
comparing with an earlier offering from the
same stable—Marsche (
DG 2538212)—a collection of fine music in the military vein written
by the great classical composers.
Still within Germany, a most interesting and
tuneful recording is available on Ariola 70589 IU
(Stereo). This disc presents asurvey of German
marches from the 16th Century under the title
Militarmusick aus vier Jahrhunderten. Included
are fifes and drums, trumpets and kettledrums,
hautbois and drums, and a wide selection of
well-known marches played in the arrangements and styles of different periods. Of partic-
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ular interest are the Zapfenstreiche of the
various states. Der Alte Dessauer appears with
arather stately set of Drei Postan magnificently
sounded and completely different from those
in the more modern arrangements.
Equally exciting but on a much larger scale
and played in modern instrumentation, arrangements and tempi is the Philips set Deutsche
Armeesmarshe (
PO 8608L, 6131, 617L and
620L). Here we have a vast array of German,
Prussian, Saxon, Bavarian, etc marches played
by the Stabsmusikkorps of the Bundeswehr
directed by Oberst W. Stephan. Approximately
50 marches here, historical and modern. Compare Der Alte Dessauer here, with the unbelievable triple tonguing of the three trumpet
calls. This set is remarkable and no effort
should be spared to obtain acopy, boxed with
its valuable potted history of German military
music.
For sheer pleasurable, foot-tapping listening,
try Regimentsgrus (
Telefunken NT I30)—played
by the Bundeswehr No 6 Band from Hamburg
and sung by a choir from the Infantry Officer
School. The songs are mostly of student origin,
folksongs and later adopted by the army. All
the old favourites are here: Schwartzbrun ist
die Haselnus, Des Forsters Tochterlain, Westerwald, believed to have been popular with the
King's German legion during the Napoleonic
wars, Drei Linen, Lin Schiffiein sah ich lithren
and many others. Those who know British
regimental marches will recognise Hoch Heidecksburg as The Watchtower, regimental march
of the Royal Corps of Military Police. For
nostalgia we also get Lili Marlene, but not,
sadly, sung by Lalle Anderson.
A wide range of French military material is
available on French Decca records, but as
good, basic material, try Decca 100.016. Here,

Coldstroam Guards
(as seen on the cover)
The history of the Coldstream Guards band
goes back to around 1742 when a band of
eight musicians were hired to lead them
from Horse Guards Parade to St. James's
Palace and to play at the changing of the
Guard. There was already a Corps of
Drums. The Regiment increasingly felt the
need for its own permanent band and, with
the permission of the Colonel of the
Regiment, the Duke of York, it was
formed in 1785 with the first conductor
Music Major C. F. Eley, who wrote the
famous march Duke of York now used by
the Grenadier Guards. At first the Music
Masters were generally civilians, but in 1825
the first army bandmaster was appointed—
Charles Godfrey. This was some 35 years
before these appointments became general
practice in the Army. Godfrey continued
in this post until his death in 1863 when he
was succeeded by his son Fred Godfrey.
The bands long history continued until 1944
when the Guards Chapel at Wellington
Barracks was hit by a flying bomb, killing
the Director of Music and several musicians.
The band was reformed by It. Col. Douglas
A. Pope who retired in 1974. The new
Director of Music is Captain R. A. Ridings
who has previously held appointments with
the Kings Shropshire Light Infantry, the
Lowland Brigade and the Royal Engineers.
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the BatterieFanfare of the Republican Guard
of Paris play some good oldies and some good
modern marches. Paris- Montreal, Kopierre,
Les Grenadiers du Caucase and March Europééne are all there on a record which serves as
a good introduction to the distinctive sound
of French music in this style.
For those with adventure in their souls, there
is a set of recordings by bands and drums of
the French Foreign Legion. Of interest is
Legion No 3 ( Decca 115204). This contains
Legion songs and marches. Several of the
songs, although sung in French and in a most
unusual style, are obviously of German origin
and include the Song of the Condor Legion, as
well as many others. Amongst the marches
are the inevitable Boudin both played and sung
and a delightful march Gai Legionnaire. It
should be remembered that singing their songs
is part of the training of the members of this
corps.
If one likes a good ' military noise' then try
a new recording—a double disc ( Polydor 2664
121), the Fanfare du 30 Groupe de Chasseurs
directed by Jean Baptiste Prat. Re-established
as recently as 1968, this fanfare is one of the
youngest in France and is composed almost
entirely of men doing their National Service.
It includes some rather unremarkable singing,
but the playing is exciting and illustrates well
the very unusual sound of the French Chasseur
bands, very brassy with rather ` wailly' woodwind. This particular band uses not only their
cors de chasse, but also clairons and cavalry
trumpets. The marches are all well-known
chasseur pieces— Roncevaux, Les Allebroges,
La Victoire ou la Mort, La Rochette, the famous
L'Hartsmannwillenkopf and La Sidi-Brahim.
The sleeve notes are excellent and the photographs both inside and outside are good.
Finally we move to Austria, and although
there is a big selection from which to choose,
I mention only two. Austrian bands have a
very distinctive sound, more brass band than
military band, but with just enough woodwind
to make them military. For those who want a
quart in a pint pot, there is Militarmusik aus
Osterreich (
Amadeo AVRS 9249), which gives
us a well played selection of famous Austrian
marches by a number of different bands from
the HQs of the military districts of the country.
All of these are tuneful and played with the
style only achieved by native bands—Schonfeld,
Prinz Eugen, Deutschmeister and many others.
Rather different, but beautifully performed,
is Historiche Marsche aus Osterreich (
Philips
6387052) by the Band of the Vienna Transport
Department under Gustav Fischer. Nearly all
of the marches played here are slightly less
well-known in Britain and each is accompanied
by a short historical detail on the sleeve, including the regiment with which each is associated. Included are Lehar's Vater Radetzky Ruft
and Triumph Marsch, and also the little-known
Deutschmeister Reserve Regiment March.
ti9

SILENCE
in this case
IS NOT GOLDEN
Three new MASTERWORKS albums from CBS
76476

RECITAL-FREDERICA VON STADE/JUDITH BLEGEN
Pieces by Schumann; Chausson; Schubert; Scarlatti;
Mozart; Saint-Saëns and Brahms.
A delightful recital of arias and duets almost all
unavailable elsewhere, and featuring Gervase de Peyer
and other soloists.

76419

FRANCK: SONATA IN AMAJOR FOR VIOLIN & PIANO
STRAUSS: SONATA IN E-FLAT MAJOR
FOR VIOLIN & PIANO

'MAR Me«. en•P R

,

e.m.

,

SOSATAS

JASCHA HEIFETZ, Violin. Brooks Smith, Piano
Recorded 1972, the legendary Jascha Heifetz returns with
these stunning performances.

76473

MOZART: 3MARCHES, K.408; 6GERMAN DANCES, K.509;
6MINUETS, K.599; MINUET, K.409; MARCH OF THE PRIESTS
from "THE MAGIC FLUTE:' K.620
ERICH LEINSDORF London Symphony Orchestra
A sparkling collection of marches and dances played with
inimitable esprit by Maestro Leinsdorf.

These three new Masterworks join the nine tremendously successful Masterworks issued before Christmas.
76418
76453
76420
76242

Stravinsky-Firebird/Boulez/NYP
Prokofiev -Cinderella; Britten- Young Person's
Guide Andrew Davis/LSO
Recita11972-Jascha Heifetz
Beethoven-Bagatelles/Glenn Gould

76407
76404
76423
76422
76425

Verismo Recital-Renata Scotto
Beethoven- Choral Music/Michael Tilson Thomas/LSO
Elgar-Miniatures/Daniel Barenboim/ECO
Chopin-Preludes/Murray Perahia
Ravel- Daphnis & Chloe/Boulez/NYP

All available on tape
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RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
Performance
A
Very Good
Good
2
Moderate
3
Poor
4
D
Historical
H(
or 1, 2, 3, 4
H
(pre- LP)
as appropriate)
Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: e.g. B: 1*, A*: 2 or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*. © HiFi News & Record Review.
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC and
STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by '‘t ( monophonic), rt: ( stereo transcription), or C) ( quadraphonic: stereo compatible).
The symbol FI refers to a U.K. re ssue.
PRICES: We do our best to ensurethatprices given
with reviews are correct. However, i
ncreases are so
frequent that we cannot always guarantee accuracy.

CLASSICAL
J. S. BACH: Keyboard transcriptions from violin solos • Sonata in G (
completed Leonhardt),
BWV 1005a (
includes 968) / Prelude and Fugue in
d, BWV s3r / Sonata in d, BWV 964
Gustav Leonhardt (repro. Duicken 1745 hpd I *org
Waalse Kerk, Amsterdam 1733)
Telefunken ' Das alte Werk' AS6.41111 (£2.99)

Leonhardt's programme is unusual but attractive in prospect, although we must remember
that all of these transcriptions are only loosely
to be associated with Bach himself. The performances were initially recorded in 1968, and
the close quality of the harpsichord sound
does little to help these readings, which I
found disappointingly pretentious and weighty
in manner, particularly in the slow movements.
The organ is better recorded, but there is
lumpy phrasing in one of Bach's most peaceful preludes, and the ' Fiddle' fugue is made
to sound considerably more awkward than it
does in the hands of competent violinists.
One of the most attractive aspects of the
programme is a preponderance of quasiextempore ' preluding' movements, yet Leonhardt, whose harpsichord playing Iassociate
particularly with rhythmic finesse and flexibility, here doesn't rise to the occasion with
his customary mastery. Janos Sebestyen's
recital on Hungaroton LPX 11613, which contains the opening Adagio and the concluding
Sonata of Leonhardt's programme, has the
best harpsichord playing Ihave heard from
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RECORDS OF TIM MONTH
Chopin and Schubert with poise and lucidity

93

Rooley's most attractive Gibbons

97

Herrmann's Psychomusical suite

99

Exceptional Messiaen organised by Thiry

103

Engel: four Mozart piano concertos

105

Superb Mozart Lucoo Silla by Hager

107

Orff's Die Kluge ... a tour- de-force

109

Peter and the Animals: Böhm

109

Haitink's Tehaikovsky 5th

113

Eastern Europe: it is not outstanding in timbre
or breadth of sound, but it contains the only
currently available versions of the two fine
Reinken-Bach Sonatas, together with an additional Allegro— better value overall, since the
two organ movements are so disappointing
here, and there are surer accounts of them
from Rog g and Chapuis. To fill gaps in
libraries, Sebestyen and Rogg are cheap, and,
if unexciting sonically, full of musical life and
grace. Those who admi-e the best of Leonhardt, as Ido, should already be luxuriating
in his superlative rendering of the Franzoischer Overture BWV 831 on BAC 3095—probably the most outstanding Bach record of the
last year [
8: 2/3].
Stephen Daw
BACH ORGAN WORKS. VOL. 9
J. S. BACH: Clavier-Ubung Ill, BWV 552, 669E89, 802-805
Michel Chapuis (org of Paulus-Kirche, Hamm, West
falen)
Telefunken 6.35084 ( 2records) (£5.98)

The penultimate volume of the Valois/Telefunken series reaches the U.K. five years after
France, where it was first issued, but with the
benefit of good scores and interesting notes
not previously available. This last aspect is
of some importance with regard to the third
part of the published Clavier-Ubung, since
Georg von Dadelsen's notes are the most
sound and scholarly that Ihave encountered
in association with any concert or record.
Very interesting, and completely sane. It
would be nice to be able to report similarly
regarding Chapuis' playing: nice because one
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feels that he has considerable sympathy with
the music, that his registrations are chosen
with sensitivity, that he has mastered problems of touch and clarity of presentation that
many organists stumble at. Often the playing
is very good indeed: clear in the none-toosimple Fuguettas, lively in the richer cantusfirmus movements, quite eloquent in those
profound but puzzling duets. At other times,
however, Chapuis stumbles as either his concentration or his technique— Iam still wondering which it is after hearing 18 sides of this
series—betrays him in rushed or uncontrolled
rapid work. These slips, which would pass
uncensured in recital, could well become tiresome on repetition: the beautiful trio on Allein
Gott, for example, one of the early highspots
of the collection, loses much of its sense of
proportioned progress in a reading that
sounds not merely too hasty for the player, but
even too hasty for the music. The glorious
concluding fugue sounds beautifully controlled until the final section, where the rapid
passagework really begins to strain resources,
after which, once again, the majesty is lost.
There are many fine movements, which
partly, if not wholly compensate, in asituation
where rivals are old and unhelpfully recorded.
The Valois engineers have had problems with
the resonant strength of the Beckerath organ's
tone, particuarly in the Plenum, but this is not
an uncontrollable situation, and the lighter
movements have been most attractively recorded. The one to buy at present: but there
is probably a Hurford ( Argo?) recording due
in a year or so. [
A: 1*/2]
Stephen Daw
91/E

BARTOK: Out of Doors BERG: Piano Sonata,
O. 1 / SCHOENBERG: Piano Pieces, Op. 33a,
33b / STRAVINSKY: Three Movements from
'Petrushka'
Adam Fellegi (pno)
Hungaroton LPX 11529 (
E1 .99)

Adam Fellegi is a 34- year- old Hungarian
pianist who has already made a record of
modern Hungarian piano music. This disc
of ' modern classics' shows his many varied
qualities; in the Bartok, an attractive suite
which is not often heard, he adopts a steely
manner which is in keeping with the music
and is not unlike Bartok's own style of piano
playing, while in the Schoenberg he is expressive and varies the tone colour a good deal.
His performance of these two pieces can well
stand up to those of Maurizio Pollini and Paul
Jacobs, reviewed here in June and July respectively; Pollini plays more delicately and
Jacobs is more staccato, but Fellegi plays
them with admirable sensitivity and atmosphere, and the recording is more forward
here. The same applies to his performance
of the early Berg sonata, of which this appears
to be the only available version at present;
he does not over- romanticise the music, but
brings out its contrasts well. In the Stravinsky
(transcribed by the composer himself) he is
brilliant and tender by turns, and treats the
difficult Chez Petrouchka scene with great
intelligence. In the final Fair Scene he has
had the good idea of inserting his own transcription of the passage where the bear
crosses the stage led by a peasant. The
recording is of a high standard throughout;
a very useful record for all admirers of piano
music from the first thirty years of this century. [ A: 1]
Humphrey Searle
BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto in D, Op. 61
Herman Krebbers ( On) IConcertgebouw Orchestra I
Haitink
Philips 6580 115 (£1 .85)

Last year we had almost simultaneous Philips
recordings of the Brahms concerto with the
Concertgebouw Orchestra/Haitink: Szeryng's
at full price, Krebbers' on Universo. Now a
parallel situation occurs in Beethoven, although differently timed, and with athird Concertgebouw version intervening:the Grumiaux
remake, with Colin Davis.
In the case of the Brahms Ipreferthe cheaper
disc by the orchestra's leader; a performance
to rank with the best. But in the Beethoven,
although this is technically a fine account, I
believe that Szeryng or Grumiaux are worth
the extra cost. Krebbers sounds weighted
down with the responsibility of his task, and
his playing is tense and over- emphatic: I
prefer something that flows with less suggestion of effort, something with fluid cantilena.
Recording quality is good, but the solo
balance is forward and fingering noises are
occasionally obtrusive. And the volume setting must be kept at a modest level: raised
and the reverberance makes for an unexpectedly aggressive sound ( quite unlike, say, the
new Tchaikovsky 5 which gains in realism
with an increase in level). [ A/B: 2]
Christopher Breunig
BERLIOZ : Harold in Italy
LSO lDavis lImai ( viola)
Philips 9500 026 (£3.10)

EMI's 1963 Philharmonia/Davis/Menuhin recording of Harold has remained one of my
favourites, partly because it evoked the essential Byronic melancholy so well, but mainly
because Davis' acute timing never let him
down when negotiating Berlioz's sharp transitions in this essentially rhythmic work. Although there are some changes of emphasis
in the new version—a more darkly coloured
opening and greater fieriness at the end of
92

the first movement and during the Brigands'
Orgy—the old Berliozian surety is still there.
The performance is also supported by an
arguably more competent violist, Nobuko
Imai, who plays with beauty and perfection.
This Japanese girl exhibits such relaxed control of her instrument that the solo part flows
into and out of the music with a smooth
naturalness to be wondered at. Even the
notorious arpeggio harmonics blend into the
texture without the usual sense of agitation.
Davis retains the same gentle pace as before
in the Pilgrims' March, but exposes an intriguing and agitated ground- bass played by
the cellos as the viola weaves its adagio into
the Serenade movement. This is audible on
other versions if you listen for it, but here it
seems to present itself as a new insight into
the music. The LSO plays well, but is not
always quite its old athletically accurate self,
as when the timpanist's last blow arrives a
fraction late in the staccato tutti chords which
precede the pianissimo string passage before
the Orgy's final fling.
Recording favours the lower strings, almost
losing the repeated high violin figures as the
orchestra takes up the viola's theme in the
first movement; but a touch of treble lift is
helpful, and dynamic range is wider ( and viola
balance more natural)than in the recent Decca/
Mehta version. Despite slight reservations, a
very good all-rounder. [ A: 1]
John Crabbe
BERWALD: Trio 1in E =; Trio 3 in d
Berwald Trio: Astrid Berwald (pno), Lotti Andreason
(vin), Carin de Frumerie ( vIc)
Telestar TRS 11 038 (£3.25)

This recording appears to have been made
as long ago as 1962, and it has to be said that
it sounds elderly: rather thin and lacking in
bass and richness, and the first side is also
at a very low level. Turning up the volume
helps, but also and inevitably brings up surface- noises too; the second side, for some
reason, is rather better. There is rumble about,
possibly from extraneous sources.
The sleeve- note is in Swedish only; but it
would seem that Astrid Berwald is adescendant of the composer—at least, that is what
Itake kompositórens sondotter to mean.
Franz Adolf Berwald died in Stockholm in
1868, leaving behind him a quantity of music
ranging from symphonies and an opera to
quartets and other chamber music. He is
little heard today, and there are those who
feel that he has not received his deserts.
Certainly there is music here which deserves
to be heard more often than it is. The first
trio seems to me inadequately worked- out
and left me with a sense of incompleteness;
the second on the record ( his third) is a more
mature work; both are worthy of study. On
this disc they are well performed, and it is a
pity they are not more attractively recorded.
Nevertheless, those wishing to enlarge the
scope of their knowledge of the medium
should not pass it by. [ B/C: 2] Peter Turner
BINKERD: Violin sonata / COPLAND: Violin
sonata / IVES: Violin sonata 4, ' Children's Day
At The Camp Meeting'
Jaime Laredo ( On) IAnn Schein (pno)
Peerless PRCM210 (£1.25)

The appearance of a recording of Copland's
Violin Sonata (1943) has been long delayed.
Written in memory of afriend who was killed
in the Pacific, the work has all the hall- marks
of a serious Copland composition of the
period. Perhaps the use of the word ' serious'
may lead to misunderstanding, but this was,
after all, the period of Rodeo and Billy the Kid.
Hints of these are naturally in evidence, but
the sinewy legacy of the Piano Variations is
stronger and the expansive humanity of the
Third Symphony and of the soon to follow

Appalachian Spring are observable too, woven
together into a texture that admirably suits
the two instruments. This is Copland's only
sonata for violin, and is an important stage in
his development.
The Ives sonata, subtitled ' Children's Day
at the Camp Meeting', has already been recorded and is typical of his more restrained
gallimaufries of hymn tunes and homespun
philosophisings. It is an attractive and easy
piece to listen to.
Binkerd's Sonata, in the standard three
movements like the rest, is an impressive
piece. This, Ithink, is the first recording here
of any of Gordon Binkerd's music. He is a
Nebraskan of considerable reputation as a
composer, and this sonata suggests aserious
mind and agiftfor handling ideas of symphonic
scale. Not that the work is long, but it is
worked out with great skill. The performances
do justice to all the music, but are thwarted
throughout by the recording which separates
the participants in a most artificial manner
and which has each overbearingly forward and
shrill- sounding. With a good treble cut and
a mono setting Iachieved some success, but
am sorry to say that Icannot really recommend this issue. [ C: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
BIZET: ' Carmen'
De Los Angeles IGedda IMichaeu IBlanc IMonteil I
Depras IChorus and Orchestra Radiodiffusion Francaise IBeecham
HMV SLS5021 (3records) (£7.80) (s 1960
It is a delight to welcome back into the catalogue Beecham's famous recorded performance of Carmen, for no admirer of this opera
should be without it. Despite individual weaknesses, it remains aclassic performance and
undoubtedly the most suitable of all available
recordings for home listening. Beecham's
meticulous direction is superb, and is obviously reflected in the spell- binding orchestral
performances (11. The choral contributions
too are generally of a high standard. All the
male soloists are good; it is the leading
women who tend to let the side down. Janine
Micheau as Micaela is unhappy in her higher
reaches, at times thin and shrill. Not so Victoria De Los Angeles, the Carmen, who
throughout sings beautifully but out of character. She is not bitchy enough—an interpretation often compensated by Beecham's conducting.
The sound from the present transfers has
been markedly improved, and can now be
generously upgraded. The review pressings
were faultless.
An attractive illustrated
libretto is supplied. [ A/13: 1*/2]
Leon Thompson
BOHAC: Fragment , BORKOVEC: II Syntphonietta / DVORACEK : Ex Post EBEN: Vox
Clamantis*
Czech PO INeumann I Koster
Panton 11 0300 (£1.99)

All the music on this record might reasonably
be called ' middle-aged modern'. Borkovec,
already represented on Supraphon by his
first piano concerto, is the oldest at 81, but
the other three, of whom Petr Eben is the best
known, were born in 1928 or 1929. Eben's Vox
Clamantis (
1969), for three trumpets and
orchestra, is prompted by the same philosophical enquiry that motivated his oratorio,
also recorded, Apologia Sokratus. The trumpets only occasionally assume apredominant
role; mostly they intersperse the orchestral
textures with dramatic comment. In all respects this is the most consistently rewarding piece on the record, and is thoughtfully
performed under Vaclav Neumann. The rest
of the programme is conducted by Zdenek
Kosler. Borkovec's Sinfonietta (
1963-68) reinforces the impression given by his piano
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concerto that he is a gifted orchestrator with
attractive ideas. The remaining two works
are no less attractive.
Dvoracek's Ex Post
(1963) has an important piano obbligato played
by Peter Toperczer. The sleeve note suggests an autobiographical source in some
personal misfortune; certainly the music is
anguished and tortuous, less clearly textured
or argued than the rest, but undeniably interesting. Bohac's Fragment (
1969), is scored
for a large orchestra which is handled with
confidence and an appreciation of colour. In
all the pieces the orchestral playing seems
authoritative—at least, it conveys conviction—
and the recording is generally good though
without the clarity that Dvoracek and Bohac
really demand. Nevertheless an interesting
addition to the growing catalogue of current
Czech music. [
B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
BURKHARD: Serenade, Op. 71: 3 / CARULLI:
Serenade in C / GIULIANI: Grosse Sonate in e,
op. 25
IBERT: Entr'acte / RAVEL: Pavane
pour une infante defunte / Piece en forme de
Habanera
Peter- Lukas Graf(flute) / Konrad Ragossnig (gir)
Claves LP-30-406 (
53.29)

Readers kind enough to have read my comments on previous occasions will know that
I regard Konrad Ragossnig as certainly
amonst the finest guitarists performing today. On this record, though never less than
his best, he retreats into the role of accompanist to a very fine flautist indeed— PeterLukas Graf, whose tone and phrasing are
superb. The result is very high entertainment. In this recital, Ifound the Burkhard
Serenade the most interesting work: it is
highly original and striking. The Carulli is
enjoyable in a rather undistinguished way;
the Giuliani has some very jolly variations.
So far as my lamentable German enables me
to discover from the sleeve- notes, Ravel himself authorised the transcriptions by Ragossnig of his two familiar pieces, and they both
come off very well in that form.
The recording is excellent: the flute realistic
and present, but without breathing- blowingor fingering- noises. The guitar is ashade too
reticent for me. The surfaces are immaculate. Combined with the fine performances,
the result is a very enjoyable record indeed.
[A: 1]
Peter Turner
BUSONI: Sonata 2 for violin and piano in e,
Op. 36a , PA DEREWSKI: Sonata for violin and
piano in a, Op. 13
Endre Granat ( yin) Harold Gray (pno)
Desmar DS M1004 (
53.25)

Paderewski was agreat pianist, whom Iheard
more than once in my boyhood and of whom
Iretain clear memories. He was not a great
composer; but he lived at a time when great
performers were supposed also to be great
teachers and composers, which by no means
follows. This work has aconsiderable charm,
but that, so far as Iam concerned, is about
all. . . .
Busoni is a different matter: his sonata is
a highly original work, which includes some
ingenious and absorbingly interesting contrapuntal variations. It was awork he later virtually repudiated; but he was wrong to do so,
as it repays hearing and study. That Busoni
later moved on to other things does not affect
the value of what he did before—at least, it
need not for us.
Endre Granat and Harold Gray have been
collaborating for sometime, and have reached
afine degree of mutual understanding. As a
recording, this disc does well enough for the
violin without being outstanding, but the
piano is rather veiled and tubby in tone. On
my copy there are sundry noises throughout,
with some marked thumps on the second side.
[B/C: 2]
Peter Turner
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CHOPIN: Etudes, Op. 10 and Op. 25
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXL6710 (
53.25)

About midway through my Chopin marathon
Ireviewed the reissue of Ashkenazy's 1961
Saga recording of the Studies. At that time
for its price it was a tremendous bargain;
today it would be unthinkable. However, dismissing price from my mind—difficult at £2.99
—what do Ifind different?
The 1961 recording Iclassed with Rubenstein. The new version is even better in
nearly every one of the 24; the changes are
almost imperceptible at first hearing, but the
details taken together add up to atruly magnificent whole. The earlier recording showed
Ashkenazy's remarkable technique, his great
artistic vitality and, what appealed to me, his
use of the sustaining pedal: the present recording still has the vitality; what has been
added is depth, perhaps a still greater understanding which appears in the treatment of
the lyrical passages, in a greater feeling for
the musical construction of the studies, in a
heightening of the ' Sturm und drang'. Where
the earlier version disappointed was in the
recorded piano tone. In this recording there
is the complement of quite splendid sound.
[A: 1]
Isla Tait
CHOPIN: Complete Preludes
Murray Perahia (pno)
CBS 76422 (£2.99)

There are those who would place the 24 Preludes above the Etudes in sheer musical value,
accounting the Studies as concentrating too
much on preparation for the difficulties to
come in the larger works. Well, the Ashkenazy record of the Studies has put a stop
to that.
The Preludes are supposed to be more
lyrical, more dramatic—' while they charm you
they break your heart' to quote George Sand.
Certainly they illustrate awide range of human
emotions and this has led some artists into
exaggeration. Still, they demand for full
expression a masterly technique, a poise,
controlled spontaneity. These demands are
fully met in the playing of Murray Perahia, the
winner of the 1972 Leeds Festival.
The 24 are played strictly in numerical order
with the addition of the ce Op. 45 and the Ab
Prelude which came to light only in 1918.
There is some discussion as to whether the
whole 24 should be listened to at one sitting:
in this case Iwas perfectly content to do so.
The playing throughout is poetic, imaginative, alert to the ever-changing moods. The
recording is of astandard which matches the
excellence of the playing. Sleeve notes, in
three langugages, are both adult and informative. [
A: 1]
Isla Tait
CHOPIN: Sonata 3 in b SCHUBERT-LISZT:
Das Wandern
Der Müller und der Bach
Liebeebotschaft
Hark, Hark,the Lark LISZT:
Gnomenreigen
Etude in a after Paganini
Emanuel Az (pno)
RCA ARL 1-1030 (
52.99)

Emanuel Ax won first prize in the Artur
Rubinstein competition last year. This is his
first record, and it is outstanding. Ax is
already afront- rank interpreter. His technique
is spellbinding— listen to Gnomenreigen, here,
or the Etude in a. Yet virtuosity is subordinated throughout to musical ends. His playing conveys a strong sense of discipline and
purpose.
Ax's interpretation of Chopin's third Sonata
is on a par with Lipatti's—which is saying
something. The nobility and tender lyricism
in the first and third movements are compelling. Chopinesque rubato is conveyed to perfection in the Scherzo. Some may desire a
greater scintillation in the finale, but actually
restraint pays dividends in Ax's account of
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it. It is easy for the movement to seem anticlimactic, a mere barn- storming exercise, but
here the yearning, the melancholy and rhetorical power of the early movements are maintained. Ax takes us through all Chopin's
more tortuous modulations in the first movement, too, with fine poise and lucidity.
The second side of the record contains
those rarities, transcriptions by Liszt of
Schubert's songs. They are both commentaries upon the original songs, of course, as
well as pianistic realisations, and welcome
too. The sound quality on the disc is consistently good. [
A:
Me/non Bowen
CHOPIN: Seven Polish songs / LISZT: Eight
songs
Robert Tear ( ten) lPhilip Ledger (pno)
Argo ZRG814 (
53.25)

This record, described as ' Soirée with Robert
Tear and Philip Ledger', is welcome, as it
contains a number of songs which are not
available elsewhere: only two of the Liszt
songs are duplicated on Margaret Price's
CFP song recital, and the Chopin songs are
only represented elsewhere by piano transcriptions of four of them. Robert Tear sings
with great intelligence and sensitivity: his
voice is not big and he does not attempt
heroics, but he can sing with passion where
needed, and his performance of the dramatic
song Die Vâtergruft—quaintly translated in
the Kahnt edition as ' The Last of His Clan'—
can well stand up to that of Fischer-Dieskau
on a now deleted DG disc of Liszt songs.
Most of the Liszt works are lyrical, and here
Robert Tear is in his element: Philip Ledger's
performances on the piano are equally sensitive. Liszt's songs are unduly neglected, and
so are those of Chopin, who shows his elegiac
and patriotic side in A Melody, Hymn from the
Tomb and There is no need, as well as his
lighter side in My Sweetheart and Spring. The
disc ends with a boisterous drinking song.
All the songs are sung in the original languages, and Robert Tear's Polish accent in
the Chopin sounds authentic to me as a layman. The recording is forward and clear. A
very worthwhile record. [
A: 1]
Humphrey Searle
CONCERTOS FOR GUITAR AND LUTE:
ARNOLD : Guitar Concerto, Op. 67 ( 1) / RICHARD
RODNEY BENNETT: Concerto for Guitar and
Chamber Ensemble, 1970 (
2) / BRITTEN:Courtly
Dances from * Gloriana' (
3) / GIULIANI: Concerto for Guitar and Strings in A major, Op. 30
(4) / RODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjuez (
5) /
VILLA- LOBOS : ConcertoforGuitarand Orchestra (
6) / VIVALDI: Concerto in D for Lute and
Strings (
7)
Julian Bream (gtr: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and Ile: 3, 7) / Julian
Bream Consort (
3, 7) l LSO (
6) / Melos Ensemble
(1, 2, 4, 5) / Bream (
3, 7)/ David Atherton (
2) / Arnold
(1) / Davis (
4. 5) / Previn (
6)
RCA ARL3 0097 (3records) (55.97)

This splendid set provides the innumerable
admirers of Julian Bream with a fiesta—and,
by present standards, at a moderate price.
The works presented are also admirably
chosen, as they show the versatility of the
artist, ranging from the unruffled classical
calm of Vivaldi and Giuliani to the very contemporary concerto by Richard Rodney
Bennett. In many ways this is the most ininteresting item: it has the mandatory percussive noises and appears to be at least in
part serially based. It is a serious work, and
shows how superbly this kind of music can
be handled by the guitar. As is common with
such music, there are some ravishing sonorities; and the long, slow section of the onemovement form is quite enchanting.
Moving to the Rodrigo, now so very well
represented in different versions, we have a
brilliant recording and an all-out display by
Colin Davis, who presents the work as ashow93
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service, which is prompt, professional and polite.
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CLASSICAL
piece, in which he is backed to the hilt by the
superb verve of the Melos Ensemble. If this is
how you like your Concierto, seek no further.
Ihave to admit to a strong preference for the
more tensioned restraint of the other recent
RCA issue where Bream is partnered by the
Monteverdi Orchestra under John Eliot
Gardiner.
The Villa-Lobos is an introverted, serious
work of great beauty, in one movement. V- L
was, of course, one of the greatest composers for this instrument, and Ifind this
amongst his finest achievements.
Iam not, Imust admit, greatly drawn to the
work of Malcolm Arnold; but this concerto is
certainly a winner in every way. Rather
atypically, the greater part of it is a slow
movement which Ifound intensely moving;
and Arnold's obvious feeling for, and understanding of, the guitar make this a notable
contribution to the repertory. Finally, the
dances from Britten's Gloriana are arranged
for lute by Bream and are a minor masterpiece—catching the spirit of Tudor music
while expressing it in music of our time.
The recordings naturally vary in acoustic
and standard. None is less than good, and
the Rodrigo is excellent. There is trafficnoise of rather oppressive intensity behind
the Giuliani, which is also higher in tape- hiss
than one would wish. Traffic recurs less
thunderously behind the Vivaldi. In both the
Giuliani and the Arnold the bass tends to be
excessive and thumpy. Overall, however, the
discs can be recommended on the recording
side. Of Bream one need say no more than
that he is fully himself. This set can only add
to his reputation. If you care for the guitar,
you will need the set; if you do not, buy it and
prepare to be converted: there is something
for everybody here, and not to have it is a
futile denial of a great musical experience.
[A/B: 1/11
Peter Turner
'CONCERTOS IN CONTRAST'
HAYDN: Trumpet concerto / WEBER: Clarinet
concertino / VIVALDI: Piccolo concerto /
WIENIAWSKI: Polonaise and Scherzotaran telle
Los Angeles PO I Stevens (tpt) I Zukovsky
I
Zentner (pic) IDicterow ( On) IMehta
Decca SXL6737 (£3.25)

This is a record that will appeal in the first
place to admirers of the Los Angeles Philharmonic—the four concertos are played by
soloists from the orchestra, and a splendid
bunch they are. The Haydn is already generously represented in the catalogue, but there
is certainly room for another performance as
brilliant yet as tenderly phrased as this. It is
paired on side 1 with the Vivaldi ( Pincherle
no. 83). Despite the virtuosity of the performance, Idid find something faintly ridiculous
in the idea and in the sound of a modern
piccolo playing the solo part that was presumably intended ( long before the birth of the
orchestral piccolo) for the baroque flauto
piccolo, or sopranino recorder.
The ( short) second side presents the
beautiful Weber clarinet concertino in awarm,
appreciative performance, and two fine fireworks for violin and orchestra by Wieniawski,
tossed off with the panache they require but
by no means always receive. The recordings
have great presence and are admirably free of
surface noise or clinical dryness. The tonal
bloom of the fine orchestra is much to be admired, and though the Vivaldi left me with
serious reservations, I don't hesitate to
recommend the issue overall ( it deserves a
less fulsome and more informative sleevenote). [ A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
DEBUSSY: Images I / RAVEL: Gaspard de la
Nuit / REZAC: The Sunday of Sisyfos
Boris Kra/ny (pno)
Panton 110 0227 (£1.99)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

All three works here are given creditable performances. The Debussy comes off best
and has aremarkably natural rubato style that
is entirely apposite. It is the kind of playing that must stem partly from an awareness
of Debussy's admiration for Chopin. Krajny
seems in little doubt as to the right places of
contrasts of ' soft' and ' hard' attack. He maintains a steady pulse in the music without it
becoming mechanical in effect. His soft,
distanced tones at a very slow pace ( e.g. at
the end of Reflets dans l'eau) are a characteristic ingredient in his stylish execution of
Debussy.
Gaspard defies Krajny's pianistic skills, but
then it appears to be outside the orbit of most
keyboard players. Maybe when somebody
builds the right piano for Michelangeli we
shall have a perfectly recorded performance.
Krajny's interpretation comes too much in
fits and starts. It sounds to me too inhibited
to generate the expressive sweep the music
demands. The recording quality is also restrictive during the grandest, most expansive
episodes in the work.
The composition by Ivan Rezac ( born 1924)
is a short, continuous ballade—a freely unfolding work with, all the same, an epigrammatic character. It struck me as lucid and
competently made, though somewhat pale
and innocuous in the company of Debussy
and Ravel. The sleeve- note is in Czech and
English and contains the following sentence:
'In the opening part Ondine one cane sing
the illustration of water movement, and also
aking of dialogue but above all the sound and
colourful poetry of this elegical composition
will attrack us.' Sure. [ B: 2] Meirion Bowen
DEVIENNE: Concerto 2in D / IBERT: Concerto
for flute and orchestra
Peter- Lukas Graf (flute) IECO IMarriner
Claves Cla P 501 (£3.29)

The Devienne concerto is an agreeable, tuneful work, distinctly Haydnesque in character
but yet with an individuality which emerges
from the model: a piece of undemanding
music, somewhat in the divertimento style.
The dissonance of the opening of the Ibert
work at once reveals that we have come forward from the 18th century into our own. This
is an altogether more strenuous piece in every
way, with some virtuoso writing for flute,
especially in the two cadenzas, and an exquisite andante of quite haunting beauty. The
contrasting nature of the two works here, as
well as the duets with guitar reviewed in this
issue, reveal Graf as a musician of great
versatility, technical mastery and musical
understanding: here is high pleasure indeed.
The recording is an interesting contrast
with the other disc of duets: here the flute is
so closely miked as to reveal noises from
breathing, blowing and fingering; yet the
impression of reality is no greater, and one
would not hear those noises from an auditorium large enough to accommodate the
orchestra—a small one with harpsichord
continuo (
very well recorded) for the Devienne,
and larger forces, including percussion, for
the Ibert. I noticed a certain stridency of
string-tone, too; but the surfaces are excellent
and the overall impression very good. One
would expect, and receives, fine work from
Marriner and the English Chamber Orchestra:
delicate and precise, always musicianly and
well- phrased. This is a highly commendable
issue. [ B: 1]
Peter Turner
DIVISIONS ON A GROUND
FINGER: Divisions on a Ground / HANDEL:
Sonata in F, Op. 1: 11 / LOEILLET: Sonata in g,
Op. 3: 3 / MATTHYSZ: Variations from Der
Gooden Fluyt Hemel' / VAN EYCK: Variations
on Amarilli mia bella / VIVALDI: Concerto in C,
Op. 44: 11

FEBRUARY 1976

Richard Harvey (recs)
Huggett ( On) IElanor
Catherine Finnis (v/c)
Transatlantic TRA

IAndrew Parrott (hpd) IMonica
Sloan (yin) ITrevor Jones ( via) I
IAdam Skeaping ( viol)
292 (£2.99)

As an introduction to the recorder and its
music this record is, of course, aquarter of a
century too late. The title ' Divisions on a
Ground' could also be misleading since only
one short item (the Godfrey Finger) falls into
this classification. Nevertheless, the disc
represents a worthwhile attempt to portray
the varying modes and techniques of recorder
playing during the transitionary period from
the late renaissance to the high baroque.
The exceedingly difficult Vivaldi concerto
(here played on the treble recorder but actually written for the flautino or sopranino recorder) exhibits some very pleasing ensemble
playing with abeautifully ornamented largo by
Richard Harvey. The allegro movements,
however, tend to be slightly hurried and as a
result they lack the remarkable clarity that
forms so integral apart of the remaining items
on the disc.
Finger's Divisions offer a challenge and
provide the artist with a medium through
which to demonstrate his technique. Richard
Harvey ( of Gryphon fame) gives a brilliant
account of the piece.
Loeillet's sonata receives a lively reading
with some interesting ornamentation added
to appropriate passages. By way of contrast,
however, the tempo of the Handel sonata
seems slightly retarded; a wider range of
embellishment might well have benefited the
opening larghetto which sounds just a trifle
thin in places. Richard Harvey's tone is, notwithstanding, quite exceptional both here an
in other items on the disc.
All the instruments used in the recording
are original period pieces or reproductions.
The harpsichords are most realistic and
accompanist Andrew Parrott is extremely
adept at suiting his continuo realisation to
the ever contrasting styles and tonal timbres
of the recorders.
The recording is acoustically excellent,
pleasingly balanced and outstandingly clear.
Sleeve notes are informative and well documented. Iaward this disc full marks for presentation alone. [A: 1]
Victor McAloon
DONALD HUNT CONDUCTS LEEDS PARISH
CHURCH CHOIR AND THE YORKSHIRE
SINFONIA
Anthony Langford ( org)
Abbey LPB 754 (£1.99)

This month Abbey continues its Années de
Pèlerinage during which it has recorded
choirs and choral societies throughout the
length and breadth of the country, Lichfield,
Halifax, Northampton, Salisbury and the like,
with afurther triangular pilgrimage to Leeds,
Worcester and Canterbury. Whether on purpose or not, Abbey has contrived links
between the three places.
The first record is of the Leeds Parish
Church Choir and the Yorkshire Sinfonia,
conducted by Donald Hunt. The first side is
recorded in Leeds Town Hall with its rebuilt
organ in whose design Donald Hunt acted as
consultant, the second, where the voices seem
much more at home, in the Parish Church.
The works of the first side are all well
known and possibly appropriate for a Town
Hall. The Albinoni Adagio surprised me;
taken at the rate of this recording it was more
of an Andante and lost some of the dignity I
associate with it.
The second side has two short motets by
Heinz Werner Zimmermann ( is he the present
organist of Cologne Cathedral? The b. 1930
seems to fit), quite delightful with a firm
rhythmic beat given by apizzicato accompaniment on the double basses and another motet
by Pablo Casals which I had never heard
95
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CLASSICAL
Attractive authoritative Gibbons from Rooley
GIBBONS: Madrigals and Motets, 1612
The Consort of Musicke IRooley
L'Oiseau-Lyre DSL0512 (f.3.25)

The year 1612 was good for madrigals. It was the year in which Orlando Gibbons
published his one and only secular vocal work: ' The first set of madrigals and motets
of 5 parts: apt for viols and voices.' The title suggests that Gibbons had intended
writing at least one further set of madrigals, but somehow he never got around to it, and
as a result, all his known secular vocal works appear in this one volume. The recording
is therefore immensely valuable, as it contains the complete madrigals of Gibbons.
If that were all, the record would be worth buying anyway purely for reference. But
it's not all. This is certainly the best collection of readings of the madrigals that Ihave
heard. As far as Iam concerned, the Consort of Musicke can do very little wrong, and
this recording once again demonstrates their outstanding musicianship. In all, there
are twenty madrigals, and the vocal and instrumental arrangements have wisely been
varied, not only to add variety and contrast, but to interpret Gibbons' work in the most
sympathetic manner. Some of the songs have been treated as solos with viol accompaniment— The Silver Swan and What is our Life? are both given this treatment, and
both sung by Emma Kirkby, whose beautifully clear voice is admirably suited to the
finely- wrought musical lines.
In these performances, there seems to be atremendous affinity with the music, and
it would be invidious to mention the many gems that this record contains. The recording
quality is excellent, and Ican safely say that this the most attractive and authoritative
recording of the madrigals available at any price. [ A*: 11
Colin Evans

before. The five Negro spirituals arranged by
Michael Tippett are sung unaccompanied.
The choir is well balanced except in the
Tippett where mike placing is questionable;
its singing, particularly unaccompanied and
in the difficult Victoria, is enjoyable. It is perhaps unkind to mention that the orchestra
was at times a little untidy in its entries—the
organ is notoriously a difficult instrument to
accompany. On the whole an imaginative
programme. [ B: 2]
Isla Tait
DVORAK: Cello concerto in b, op. 104
Lynn Harrell (v/c) ILSO ILevine
RCA ARL1 1155 (£1•99, until May 1st)

Lynn Harrell's is a competent performance
but as recorded has little power. This is abig
concerto and makes heavy demands on the
expressive range of the soloist, and Lynn
Harrell, though well equipped to handle the
sentiment of the slow movement, is too restricted to make the most of the stronger and
more dramatic moments in the first movement or to impress upon the performance as
a whole evidence of a strong personality.
The orchestral playing is sound, but again
Iget little feeling from the way the music is
being handled that any powerful conviction
is present. There seems to be something
unusual about the layout of the orchestral
strings; it sounds to me as if the violins are
opposite each other with the cellos on the
left and violas on the right facing the orchestra. But Iconfess to having found the sound
confused and difficult to analyse, and repeated
listening to certain slow passages has left
me with a strong impression of wow. Ihave
checked the running of my turntable but that
seems to be all right. All in all therefore, Ifeel
unable to give this avery enthusiastic welcome
even at its temporary low price—it reverts to
£2.99 on May 1st. In this price range one
might consider two other versions: Fournier
with Szell on Privilege and Starker with
Susskind on Classics for Pleasure, all
of which have individuality and good to
excellent sound. But the classic performance
remains that of Rostropovitch with Boult on
Decca. [ C: 3]
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: String quartet in E., Op. 51
String
quartet in A., Op. 105
Gabriel, Quartet
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds SDD479 ( 51.99)
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

This is the first appearance of this record,
and, as far as Ican tell, of this particular
coupling. It was recorded just over a year
ago in All Saints Church, Petersham, which,
if this is anything to go by, is an excellent
venue for the recording of chamber music.
Some months back QM failed to share my
enthusiasm for DG's recording of Dvorak's
Op. 106 reviewed in our April issue. Ifancy
they might enjoy this more. The tone is less
incisive, altogether suaver, but to compensate
for its lack of bite the sound in general is
smoother, and for some ears will be more
life- like. Though that always depends where
you sit at concerts, and one need not press
the point. The balance is very good, and
there are, happily, no extraneous noises to
distract, for the playing is such as to demand
one's undivided attention. It possibly misses
the ultimate in vitality that the best Czech
quartets seem to be able to bring to Dvorak's
sprightlier rhythms, but in all other respects
it is exemplary. In view of the fact that we
have not had really good versions of either
quartet for a considerable time—there is currently no other version of the E flat Quartet
listed—this is a godsend. Iimagine the old
Vlach Quartet recording of op. 51 on Supraphon is still to be had, but by now its age
would make it uncompetitive; while in my
opinion the Guarnieri version of Op. 105 on a
now deleted Victrola issue, the best alternative version, is also superseded by this excellent, reasonably priced British version.
[A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
FROBENIUS AT STOKE D'ABERNON
Music by Bach, Buxtehude, Kauffmann, Oley, Telemann
James Dalton (org)
FAS 16 (£1.80+25p postage). From: Immediate
Sound Services Limited, 6Orsman Road, London N1

St. Mary's Stoke D'Abernon has just acquired
this new 16- stop organ by the Danish builder
Frobenius. Though small, it is quite versatile,
and is delightfully voiced, with quite remarkable power available when played full. It has
two manuals, the second being a Brustpositive with pedal- operated shutters. The programme is a section of sixteen chorale preludes, half by Bach, and the remainder contemporary or nearly so, some being rarely
heard. Such items are ideally suited to this
type of instrument, of course.
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James Dalton is organist of Queen's
College, Oxford, where he is very much at
home with a somewhat larger Frobenius. He
is equally assured on this example, which he
demonstrates admirably.
The recording was made by the BBC, and
has the clean definition, realistic impact and
excellent balance and imaging that one
associates with their better productions. The
slight hiss and distortion on loud passages
were probably acquired during mastering, and
are not too serious. All profits from this disc
will be devoted to St. Mary's organ fund, and
those who are concerned to ensure the continuity of real organ sound in these difficult
times have an additional incentive to buy it.
[B: 1]
Trevor Attewell
GIBBONS: Keyboard Music
Cristopher Hogwood (organ, hpd, spinet)
Oiseau-Lyre DSL0515 (£3.25)
This is another record in the excellent ' Flori-

legium' series from Oiseau -Lyre, which like
its predecessors contains a wealth of background information and a number of attractive photographs. The instruments used for
the recording are particularly interesting.
The cabinet organ dates from 1708, and the
Italian spinet, known as ' Queen Elizabeth's
Virginals' dates from the late sixteenth century. It is a beautifully decorated instrument,
with agentle silvery tone quality. The harpsichord, signed and dated Jan Ruckers, Antwerp 1634, was evidently made in England at a
later date, and presumbly an attempt to fake
an original Ruckers model.
There are over twenty separate instrumental
numbers on the record, and although space
does not permit a listing of titles, the record
could equally be entitled ' Orlando Gibbons'
Greatest Hits'. All the old favourites are
there, and thus this record could provide a
most useful introduction to Gibbons' keyboard music—an ideal buy for schools and
libraries. The Queen's Command, from the
Parthenia, is performed on the spinet, and a
harpsichord version of the same piece makes
for an interesting comparison. The famous
Fantasia of four parts sounds much more
successful as an organ piece than on the
more usual harpsichord, and the contrast of
the three instruments is helpful in avoiding the
tedium that sometimes sets in after long
periods of undiluted harpsichord music.
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Prizes worth more than £ 1,000
to be won by amateur recordists
Last year, secretary Mrs Jean Clamp of
Atherstone won an original wildlife watercolour
with her recording of arookery at daybreak in
3M's annual wildlife recording contest. Could you
do better with your recorder?
Prizes in the 1976 contest include aSennheiser
gun microphone and accessories worth £275.
A Wollensak 4766E hi-fi cassette deck worth £288;
apair of Monitor Audio MA5 series II speakers
worth £ 135; Grampian parabolic reflector and
microphone, and Rotel headphones.
* Many other valuable prizes—including six
original wildlife watercolours specially commissioned to depict the subjects of the winning
recordings, and lots of Scotch recording tape.
* Categories for novices and experienced
recordists.
* Special award for most original entry, best
cassette recording and best stereo entry.
* Classes for birds, mammals and insects, and
'atmosphere' recordings.
* All entrants invited to the London prizegiving.
* No entry fee.
Entry forms and rules from: W. R. Bowles,
3M United Kingdom Limited,
380 Harrow Road, London W9 2HU.
Closing date: March 31, 1976.
3M 2315 3M, Scotch and Wollensak are trademarks
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CLASSICAL
Bernard Herrmann 1911-1975... ' Psycho' film music
HERRMANN: ' Psycho'—complete music for the film
National PO ' Herrmann
Unicorn RHS 336 (£2.75)

Iam bound to question whether it is really a good idea to perform a complete film
score away from the film it was intended to serve. This is no disparagement of the
music; on the contrary, the more successful such a score is in the cinema, the smaller
the chance that it will make satisfactory listening on its own. There is much to suggest
that Bernard Herrmann contributed outstandingly to Psycho, not least the fact that the
music is felt to be accompanimental and to lack the ' melodic' focus provided by the film.
In the circumstances there is inevitably a certain monotony; how can it be otherwise
when the pacing and duration of the music are determined by something outside, and
something is missing? One can only admire the economy and clarity of the writing— it
is for strings alone—the imaginative use of an almost Bartokian idiom, and the strong
sense of a single, compelling identity. There are very full and informative sleeve- notes
of the kind needed here; but these are very trying to the eyes because good sense has
been sacrificed to packaging: the quite small print is set against a background of pink dots!
The playing is excellent, and the very good recording has a slightly dry bloom— if that
is not contradictory—a quality of sound well suited to the music. [
A: 1*]
Hugh Ottaway
We regret to hear of the death of Mr. Herrmann, in late December 1975— RR Ed.

Christopher Hogwood's reading of these
pieces leaves little to be desired, although I
must confess to finding some of the numbers
a bit plodding at first. Some of Gibbons'
pieces have contemporary fingering indications, and these, together with other sources,
have been the basis for the fingering techniques for this recording.
The recording quality is excellent, and
avoids the clumping sounds often associated
with harpsichord recordings. The instruments are recorded cleanly, and in fairly
close perspective, and in the spinet recordings
particularly, the disc should not be replayed
at too high a level. [A: 1]
Colin Evans
HANDEL: The Choice of Hercules'
James Bowman IHeather Harper IHelen Watts lRobert
Tear I Academy of St. Martin- in- the-Fields I King's
College Choir, Cambridge ILedger
HMV ASD31413 (£3.20)

In composing The Choice of Hercules (
not to
be confused with the oratorio Hercules) Handel
drew extensively upon the music of Alceste,
utilizing no fewer than seven arias, four
choruses and two symphonies from the
earlier composition. Written between 28th
June and 5th July 1750, The Choice of Hercules
received its first performance on St. David's
Day, 1st March 1751 at the Theatre Royal,
Covent Garden. Handel called it ' A Musical
Interlude' and its performance was first
advertised in the General Advertiser of
February 28th 1751 as ' An additional new act
to Alexander's Feast'.
The star-studded cast of the present recording looks enormously inviting and indeed
the choral contribution of the King's College
Choir is superb. The solo singing, however,
tends to sound just atrifle reserved. The part
of Virtue ( Helen Watts) may demand prim
treatment but certainly this approach does
not do for Hercules and the rest of the cast.
Although the performance is fairly stylish I
felt that the soloists might have experimented
a little more with ornamentation. Tempi do
not always sound convincing: somehow the
work seems never quite to get under way.
The recording is somewhat over reverberant and not at all well focused. The
balance between instrumentalists and singers
seems poor and from an acoustic viewpoint
one receives the impression of a vast emptiness approaching that found in a cathedral.
This setting is not entirely appropriate for a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

composition of this kind. It is, however, useful
to have this splendid music recorded for
posterity and Iam sure Handel enthusiasts
will be delighted to be able to add this disc to
their collections. [B: 2]
Victor McAloon

HANDEL: ' Messiah'
Felicity Palmer ( sop) I Helen Watts (alt) I Ryland
Davies ( ten) I John Shirley- Quirk ( bass) I ECO and
Choir / Leppard
RCA Erate STU70921/3 (
3 records) (£8.97)

In the absence, of any satisfactory performance of Messiah in which period instruments are featured, Ihave selected as my personal measuring standards, firstly the version
featuring Charles Mackerras with the ECO
and secondly Colin Davis with the LSO ( EMI
and Philips labels respectively).
Since the English Chamber Orchestra is
featured in the present performance it might
at this stage be useful to compare it firstly
with their earlier reading mentioned above.
Mackerras uses the Basil Lam edition, based
on Handel's own performances; soloists include Robert Tear, Janet Baker and the
remarkable counter- tenor Paul Esswood who
sings ' But who may abide', ' Thou art gone
up on high', the duet version of ' How beautiful
are the feet' and ' 0 Death, where is thy sting?'
As scholarly as Raymond Leppard's interpretation may be ( it is conducted from the harpsichord just as Handel would have done it) I
feel it does not compare altogether favourably
with either of the versions previously referred
to.
While Leppard offers some excellent singing from a superb cast led by the incomparable Felicity Palmer who gives breathtaking
accounts of all her arias, Icannot help feeling
that the tempi of many of the choruses are
too slow and not well chosen. This tends to
offset all the efforts of the soloists in the
worst possible manner. The magnificent
'Hallelujah' does not quite reach the lofty
heights of grandeur that one associates with
the Mackerras or Davis interpretations and
the ' Amen' sounds more akin to one of the
passion choruses in the first half of act II than
the pompous finale that Handel obviously
envisaged. The actual choral singing is, however, commendable enough. Soloists offer
some pleasing ornaments with a few novel
effects such as Ryland Davies' word- painting
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in ' He that dwelleth in Heaven'. The solo
quartetTutti arrangement of ' But thanks be
to God' is also most unusual. Ipersonally
prefer the Mackerras and Davis versions because they are more dynamic and alive, yet
Iam sure that Leppard's reading will find a
market since it contains nothing to which one
could possibly take exception on purely
musicological grounds. It is just a combination of little things such as the use of a
counter- tenor, the alert and electrifying conducting of Mackerras and the more daring
approach tc ornamentation that makes me
opt for the ECO's earlier recording. Insofar as
clarity of recording is concerned there is very
little to choose between the three. Ithink,
however, the EMI and Philips versions seem
just to have the edge. [
A: 1] Victor McAloon

HAYDN: Viclin concerto in C ( Hob. VIla/1)
Sinfonia concertante in 13, ( Hob. 1105)
Collegium Auzeum IFranziosef Maier
BASF Harmonia Munch 20 21799-2 (£2.99)

Much as Ihave enjoyed and admired anumber
of Collegium Aureum recordings Ifeel bound
to say right at the start that they diminish the
impact of the present issue in two ways that
could have been easily remedied: there is no
keyboard continuo in the violin concerto; and
in this work in particular ( but also in the Concertante) they should have curbed the desire
for self- display of their otherwise estimable
leader and solo violinist. It is certainly a virtuoso concerto ( Haydn wrote it in his earliest
years at Eisenstadt for Luigi Tomasini), but
in place of the brief flourishes that would be
stylistically right, Herr Maier presents two
grandiose cadenzas that seriously damage
the work's structure and coherence. This is a
pity, for the mellow yet clear sound of the old
instruments is refreshing and attractive. The
Concertante is well represented in the catalogue ( at least six other versions presently
listed), and Idon't rate this new German performance among the very best. The Andante
is a shade slow, and the soloists skate over
one or two patches of thin ice. Yet there is
good teamwork and warm, affectionate playing even if a fulltime conductor might have
avoided ore or two slight uncertainties. The
sound quality is excellent, with just balance
and an agreeably warm, nicely focused tone.
[A: 2]
Peter Branscom be
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The Help label is dedicated to albums
that normally wouldn't be made available
in this country either because they are,
considered too avant-garde or the music
is too unfamiliar to appeal to many record
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These albums combine the unfamiliar
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ALL ALBUMS R.R.P. £ 1.99

Produced by Jerry Masucci
& Larry Harlow
HELP 21

CLASSICAL
THE HRADETZKY ORGAN AT THE ROYAL
NORTHERN COLLEGE OF MUSIC,
MANCHESTER
Music by David, Demessieux, Karg-Elert, McCabe
Graham Barber ( org)
Vista VPS 1025 (m())

Quite a collection of firsts' are associated
with this disc, which claims to be the world
premier recording of all four works, and the
first record to be issued of the organ, itself
the first to be built in England by the Austrian
firm of Hradetzky. As far as Ican ascertain,
it also marks Graham Barber's recording
debut. The works were all written between
1928 and 1965, and were chosen for their
compatibility with the tonal characteristics
of the instrument as well as for their musical
significance. Karg-Elert's Music for Organ'
was the composer's penultimate major opus,
marking his conversion to the neo-classical
organ, while David's Toccata and Fugue in f
is an early work, also of some significance,
in which he emerges as an inheritor, one
might say, of Roger.
Barber's exposition is clear and powerful,
keeping the individual forms nicely in focus,
and wanting nothing more than a little extra
polish in some matters of detail to be outstandingly good. He is given an excellent
quality recording, obtained, as are all Vista
productions, with simple but good equipment,
and without subsequent dubbing. The result
is natural, with good perspective, and the
deep bass is well preserved. Altogether, a
welcome addition to the repertoire. [
A: 1]
Trevor Attewell

IBERT: Ouverture de Fête Escales Tropismes
pour des Amours imaginaires
French National Radio Orchestra , Martinon
HMV ASD3147 (£3.20)

Those who dismiss Jacques Ibert as a very
petit maître should stop reading now. Others,
like the reviewer, should take note that the
present issue spans his creative career and
consists of three works. Two of them have
never before been recorded, and the third and
best known of them is not otherwise available
in Britain. This is Escales, dating from the
early 1920s, a Prix de Rome submission,
which made lbert's international reputation.
It wears well, and if the old reproach of its
picture postcard nature is not totally unfounded in the Tunis and Valencia sections,
the opening Rome- Palermo movement shows
an individual imagination as well as that
deftness which seems always to have been
native to Ibert.
Ouverture de Fête (
premiered by Munch and
the Conservatoire Orchestra in 1942) is quite
different, an impressive, neo-Bachian exercise, substantial and of sustained impetus,
grandiose but not pompier. Its enthusiastic
recommendation by Honegger, mentioned in
the sleeve note, is easily understood: it is
exactly the sort of thing Honegger would
have approved of.
Tropismes pour des
Amours imaginaires is something else again.
Written in 1957 and lbert's last completed
composition, it only came to light in 1974, and
was immediately published and recorded
before achieving a public performance. An
elaborate divertissement, or alternatively a
show- biz concerto for orchestra, it is asort of
retrospective, inspired by the dance and
foreign parts. The outcome is a series of
cleverly stitched together ' décors sonors',
eclectic and effective, which incorporate
Italian vivacity, jazz, German lieder, and what
sound like reminiscences of Ravel's Bolero
and, more surprisingly, Sir Edward Elgar.
Sooner or later, somebody will use it as a
ballet score. [
B: 2]
Christopher Grier
Hl FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

JOSQUIN DES PRES: Chansons and Motets
Musica Reservata IParrott
Argo ZRG793 (£3.25)

In many ways, this is a most attractive record.
Not only are there a few works which appear
to be new to the catalogue, but the old
favourites are given striking performances.
The little popular or humorous songs like
El grillo and Scaramella are sung with tremendous verve, and they are given a nice
touch of voice characterisation which is
particularly
effective.
The
diction
and
intonation are faultless, and even in the fast
numbers the
ensemble
holds
together
extremely well.
Among the most successful performances
on the record are the chanson Mille Regretz
and the remarkably beautiful lament, the
Deploration on the death of Johannes Ockeghem. In the latter, the solo voice is supported
by viols, and this has a most moving effect.
Mille Regretz, sung by voices alone, is interesting in that on this recording it is followed
by a version composed many years later by
Tielman Susato. It would seem that the
compilation of the record has been given a
great deal of thought, not only in the way
contrast has been provided between the
separate numbers, but also in the way
instrumental versions have been included.
This is a record that can be enjoyed at a
single sitting, and the fine performances as
well as the clean recorded sound should
make it a welcome addition to anyone's
collection. Sensibly, full texts and translations appear on the insert. [
A: 1*]
Colin Evans

performance of the first concerto seems
efficient rather than inspired, but the second
concerto comes off much better, especially
in the lyrical passages, on which both
soloist and conductor dwell lovingly—too
lovingly, perhaps? But there is also excitement in the Allegro sections, and good
orchestral playing, especially from the brass.
The acoustic of the recording is rather
resonant, and the piano tends to be favoured
at the expense of the orchestra, with the
result that some of the orchestral detail, for
instance the important triangle part in the
third and fourth movements of the first
concerto, does not stand out as it should. I
also found the recording a bit bass- heavy
and had to turn up the treble control. But on
the whole this new recording is well worth
considering as an alternative to the older
A/B: 1]
Humphrey Searle
versions. [

Arrau's fine
Liszt

SYLVIA KERSENBAUM, PIANO
MENDELSSOHN: Andante and Rondo Capriccioso, Op. 14 ' SCRIABIN: Prelude and Nocturne for the left hand, Op. 9, No. 1 iBRAH MS :
Intermezzo in b,, Op. 117, No. 2 , SCHUBERT:
Impromptu in A ,, D 899, No. 4 ' LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 12 ' GLINKA arr. BALAKIREV : The Lark SCHUMANN : Soaring, No. 2
of Fantasiestücke, Op. 12
GRANADOS: The
Maiden and the Nightingale, No.4 of Goyescas'
Sylvia Kersenbaum ( pno)
HMV HQS 1354 (£2.25)

Sylvia Kersenbaum has many good qualities—
an excellent technique, warmth and sensitivity, and power when needed— but I find
that she tends to pull the tempo about far too
much, putting in extra ritardandi and rubati,
so that there is a constant flux and little real
rhythmic progress. This does not matter so
much in the Liszt Rhapsody, which is marked
to be played with a good deal of rubato
anyway, or in Balakirev's brilliant Lisztian
transcription of Glinka's The Lark, but in
the more classical works of Mendelssohn,
Schumann, Schubert and Brahms Ido find it
rather irritating. However, the Mendelssohn
and Glinka pieces do not seem to be available
elsewhere on record, and many people may
like to have an up-to-date recording of these
popular pieces, though there are rival versions
of all the others. The recording is excellent—
full, round and forward. [
A: 2]
Humphrey Searle
LISZT: Piano concerto 1 in
Concerto 2 in A
Garrick Ohlsson ' NPO IAtzmon
HMV ASD 3159 ® (£3.20)

E,

Piano

There are of course innumerable recordings
of the two Liszt concertos, and it is hard to
find a new version which can stand up to
those made by Brendel and Richter, but this
new one, which has the advantage of quadraphonic sound ( stereo compatible), is a good
contender in many ways. Ohlsson has both
power and sensitivity, and also an excellent
technique, though perhaps not the mature
mastery of some of the older pianists; the
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LISZT: Five Hungarian Rhapsodies
Claudio Arrau ( pno)
Desmar DSM1003
(£3.25) ( distributed by Rediffusion)

This record is sponsored by International
Piano Archives, who specialise in ' rare
performances by some of the all-time great
artists of the keyboard'—to quote their
publicity. This recording was in fact made
by Arrau in 1951-2, but has never been
released till now: though the recording is
mono, the tone is not at all bad, even by
modern standards.
The disc has been
'remastered', but artificial stereo has not
been added. The performances are firstclass. Arrau studied with Liszt's pupil Martin
Krause, who taught him the genuine Liszt
tradition.
Arrau's playing
is
effortless,
brilliant, powerful where it needs to be, but
also sensitive: he makes some tempo changes
which are not marked in the score, but these
are in keeping with the rhapsodical character
of these works. None of the Rhapsodies
recorded here is well known, except perhaps
for No. 9, the ' Carnival of Pest', and Ican
recommend this disc to all lovers of Liszt's
music and of superb piano playing. [
H:
Humphrey Searle
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value than
ever! And the moment you join the Library, Britain's most
comprehensive collection of records and cassettes is all yours.
Beethoven, Bowie and everything in between. It's the sort of selection
every collector dreams of ... but only pop stars can afford.
How does it work?
You can join the Record Library or the Cassette Library, or both. On
payment of the annual subscription (£2.40 for records, £2.75 for
cassettes), you'll be sent the Library Catalogues. You choose the
recordings you want; we send them to you in a specially designed
protective pack. You pay the hire charges on returning the
recordings.
When you stop to think just how much stereo and quadraphonic discs
cost these days (not to mention stereo cassettes), you can appreciate
why thousands of new members are joining the Wilson Stereo Library!
Finest condition
Every record and cassette we send out, is in superb condition. Our
advanced testing equipment instantly rejects any recording with the
slightest flaw.
W.S.L. Stereo Unplayed Service
If you want ultimate perfection, join the Unplayed Service. Then you
can hire brand new, never-played copies
of the latest releases - for at fraction of
what they would cost to buy.

You like it? Then buy it!
You want to keep a recording ? Fine ? Because you can buy it at a
big discount price. The exact amount depends on the number of
previous hirings - one reduces the price by 40p, followed by reductions
in 20p steps.
New - the W.S.L. Catalogue
First, we select what we consider to be the best stereo and quad
records on the market. Next, we carry out polls to check that our
opinion tallies with other people's. Then we publish our Catalogue - it
contains all the best recordings available today. A quick glance will
convince you that this new Catalogue is invaluable. But copies are
limited, so order yours now, to avoid disappointment.
Records-at-cost Service
Membership entitles you to buy any factory-fresh record at Cost Price,
plus asmall handling charge. On astandard classical or popular De luxe
LP, it means a saving of 86p. In addition, members receive monthly
lists of new and nearly new record and tape bargains - some at a
quarter of the recommended retail price!
The speed at which W.S.L. has attracted thousands of new members, is
your proof of the value we offer. Send off the coupon for details today and next week you could be into a whole new world of low-cost
listening.
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To: The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd.,
104-106 Norwood High Street, London SE27
Please send me:
E
booklet ' The Wilson Stereo Library' which gives
L-1 full details of all W.S.L. services. Ienclose 64p postage.
▪ W.S.L. Catalogue,-stereo
L-1 80p* inc. postage.
▪
•

record

section.

I enclose

W.S.L. Catalogue. stereo cassette section.
50p* inc. postage.

I enclose

Tick 1,.:.ms roçaired..
*Iunderstand that this will be credited to me in full, should I
decide to become a member of any section of The W.S.L.
Name
Address

Total sum enclosed £2
limmi mu mil
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CLASSICAL
catered!) would object that this is a piece of
chamber music and ought to be played by
solo strings rather than an orchestra as here.
In principle they are right, but spirit helps a
lot though it must equally be said that here
the performance does occasionally seem to
have a bit of lead in its boots. This has
always been a criticism that can be levelled
at this orchestra, but it is less in evidence in
the symphony which on the whole receives a
yeoman performance. The recording of the
divertimento is very lively and resonant while
that of the symphony is rather better balanced.
Neil Black is the oboe soloist in the divertimento, which is in itself a recommendation.
[A/B: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

'MASTERS OF THE HARPSICHORD': Music
by Rameau, Chambonnières, Louis Couperin,
Dumont and D'Anglebert
Kenneth Gilbert ( hPd)
Harmonia Mundi HMU 334 (£.3.99)
One side of his attractive record ( side A,
not side B as the sleeve twice proclaims) is
devoted to Rameau's fine Suite in E minor
(published in 1724) and the strikingly experimental L'Enharmonique of four years later.
The suite comprises dances and rural
characteristic pieces; they are put across
with remarkable control and spirit.
The
playing is brilliant yet quite unforced, and the
sense of direction within individual dances
and within the suite as a whole struck me as
quite exceptional. The cover shows a detail
from what Itake to be an 18th century harpsichord though Iwould guess that the actual
instrument here used is a skilful modern
reconstruction ( we ought to be told on sleeve
and/or record label). The other side presents pieces by four 17th century French
masters.
Chambonnières, teacher of the
Couperins,
D'Anglebert and
others, is
represented
by
a somewhat
rhapsodic
Chaconne and a Rondeau; Louis Couperin
by a hectic Piemontoise, and Dumont by a
fine Pavane.
D'Anglebert, to whom Mr.
Gilbert has devoted a complete recital, is
here represented by a Tombeau for his
master,
Chambonnières,
and
a noble
Chaconne. This is a fine record, and as the
sound quality is also admirably clear and
sympathetic Irecommend it warmly. [ A: 1]
Peter Branscom be
MENDELSSOHN: Spring Song
Songs with and without words
Keith Swallow (pno) IBBC Northern Singers IStephen
Wilkinson
Abbey LPB735 (£ 1.99)
Each LP side here provides a complete concert, alternating selected Songs without words
and short pieces for unaccompanied choir,
ending in a ' pop' item—Bee's Wedding and
Spring Song.
The twenty-four voice BBC Northern
Singers perform with delightful precision and
buoyancy, and in spite of the clear attractions
of the music, none of it is otherwise recorded.
My one reservation concerns the editing of
this record to provide contrasts between
chorus and piano: the beautifully clear
'BBC balances' employed for the former do
not seem to match the piano acoustic perfectly.
Possibly the tone of the chosen
instrument was not ideal but the same sense
of control and clarity of focus is not sustained
from band to band. In any case, Iprefer the
tidier layout of all chorus backed by all piano.
However, that is a personal comment, and
finally Imust underline that this production
presents a small body of singers with exemplary use of stereo techniques. [ A: 1]
Christopher Breunig

Exceptional
Messiaen
MESSIAEN: Messe de la Pentecôte
Apparition de l'Eglise Eternelle
Verset Pour la Fête
de la Dédicace
Louis Thiry ( org)
Calliope CAL 1927
This, the third in the series of six records of
Messiaen organ works, combines Messe
(1950) and Verset (
1960), two relatively austere
works which lie closer stylistically, with the
monolithic Apparition of 1932 which uses
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MOZART: Serenade in D, K203
K237
Dresden State Oichestra Ide Waart
Philips 6500 965 (£3.10)

thick layers of modal harmony characteristic
of the composer at that time in a gently but
inexorably moving eight minute movement.
The concentration on the simple, alternating
idea and the approach to a massive climax
and subsequent calm are Lnusual, hut the
work is among his most immediate and
approachable. Thiry treats the pulse flexibly,
more so than others, and chooses registration to emphasise
harmonic conflict
rather than congruence.
In comparison, performance of Messe de
la Pentecôte is strict, as well it should be
with the composer's complex rhythmic
experimentation. Although often overlooked
beside the simpler earlier cycles, its five
movements maintain an overall consistency
of expression. Additionally, many of the
devices worked out previously appear alongside: in addition to the rhythmic formalisation
are birdsong, symbolic and modal structures.
With the resources of such an organ ( see
previous reviews), performance and effect
can be astonishing—contrast the delineation
of colours in the s'ngle line and polyphonic
sections with the remarkable tone blending
and deep, clustered writing in Offertoire.
Verset pour la Fête de la Dédicace was the only
organ work written between Livre (
1951) and
the great Méditations of 1969. A characteristic enough piece, however, it returns much
to earlier styles rather than the asceticism of
Livre, which is only partly adopted, or the
culmination of the other. Recording and
overall performance feeling are as exceptional as before. [ A*: 11
Michael Thorne
MOZART: Divertimento 11 in D, K251
phony 36 in C, K425 ' Linz'
London Mozart Players IBlech
Abbey ABY 732 (£2.79)

Sym-

The first reccrd in the series of anniversary
'concert' recordings by the London Mozart
Players under their distinguished founderconductor, Harry Blech, reveals most of the
characteristics that have made the orchestra
so popular over the past twenty-five years.
Chief among their virtues is their consistency
and the evident pleasure they have always
shown in the music of Mozart, Haydn, early
Beethoven and the best of their contemporaries. Over the years they have opened
the ears of many an audience to unfamiliar
music as well as to the favourite works of
their particular repertoire, and lovers of 18th
century music owe Harry Blech and his players
a very great debt.
Something of their
enthusiasm comes out in the performance of
the Divertimento, though the purist ( for whom
the London Mozart Players never overtly

FEBRUARY 1976

March in D,

Isee by the sleeve that Edo de Waart has
already recorded four of Mozart's orchestral
serenades with the Dresden orchestra,
including K204 which no-one has yet done
otherwise. Not only that, but their Haffner
has yet to be released. The first, the Post horn,
appeared last May and Ihad some reservations about the conductor's tendency to
inject a dubious expressiveness into parts
of the work. That criticism would be less
easy to make about this new issue, and
throughout I found myself reacting very
favourably to both playing and direction, to
say nothing of the high quality of the recording.
This serenade is prefaced with its March
which is given alively but genuinely maestoso
performance, and sets the scene admirably
for the striking introduction to the opening
movement.
The interpolated concerto for violin is
handled by the orchestra leader, Uto Ughi,
who plays it with a fine sense of its style that
is enhanced by the cadenzas Erik Smith has
written for it. The tremulous accompaniment
figures in the sixth movement are kept neatly
under control, and the two orchestral minuet
movements are nicely contrasted while the
finale is taken at a strong and lively pace.
This is a charming work which, like most of
its companions repays careful and scrupulous
attention to its deeper implications. Happily
De Waart has not failed to recognise these
and has consequently given us aperformance
which satisfies as well as delights. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenade 11 in E, K375
Serenade
12 in c, K388
New London Wind Ensemble
Classics for Pleasure CFP40211 (£ 1.25)
The New London Wind Ensemble, to distinguish it presumably from the London Wind
Soloists directed by Jack Brymer, makes its
debut, as far as Iam concerned at least, with
two challenging masterpieces that put the
ensemble in competition with some of the
world's finest. They come out of the contest
with distinction and are served well by a
recording which places the players in realistic
relationship with one another and produces
ablend of sound that brings out the endlessly
fascinating timbres of Mozart's scores.
In view of the remarkably low price there is
not much gain in listing the alternatives. The
London Wind Soloists, the Netherlands Wind
Ensemble and the Collegium Aureum each
offer the same two works, the last being
interesting in being played, and very well
played, on old instruments. All of these are,
of course, very much dearer and in almost all
respects cannot be said to be all that much
preferable to this new version. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
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Akai AA.810 £ 104.05
AA. 1020 £ 13 41•00
AA.I030 £ 145-85
Amstrad 5000 .. £ 5-60
Armstrong 625 ..
P.O.A.
626 ..
P.O.A.
B & 0
F.R.A.
Fisher ..
F.R.A.
Goodman, Mod. 90 £ 129-05
One Ten .. £146-35
£146/5
150
£213•75
J.V.C. VR.5505 ..
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VR.5525 ..
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£264•60
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£79.60
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Rotel RX.IO2
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£79.40
RX.202
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£208-75
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£120/6
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£175•75
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P.O.A.
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P.O.A.
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F.R.A.
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P.O.A.
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Glendale .. £ 135•95
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(All at Holborn)
Alpha FR.3000 .. £74•95
FR.4000 .. £ 19•00
J.V.C. VR.5525 £ 195•00
Rotel RX.600A £ 11915
Sansui 350A .. £ 125.00
1000X
E145.00
Scan Dyna 2400 .. £ 155•95
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Akai AA.5210 £92 95
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AA.5510 £ 122.15
AA.5810 £ 52.75
Amstrad IC.2000
Mk. Ill .. £43.35
IC.4000 Mk. Il
£35.25
IC.8000 Mk. Ill £27•55
Armstrong 621 ..
P.O.A.
B & 0
F.R.A.
Cambridge Classic
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P.60
P.O.A.
Fisher ..
F.R.A.
Goodman, 40-40
/
Jess
Galactron Mk 10/
16/100 ..
P.O.A.
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SA.6300
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SA.7300
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SA.8500 [ 197.85
SA.9500 . £265.40
SA.9900 .. £393•80
Quad 33 Cont. Unit P.O.A.
303 ..
P.O.A.
405
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbrook P.O.A
Panthers A75..
P.O.A.
Rotel RA.2I I . • £49.415
RA.2I2• •
£
50.45
RA.312• • £ 60-20
RA.4I2• •
netts
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RA.8I2• • £ 13110
RA.I212 •. £ 165-30
RA.I412 • • £2741.95
Sansui-F.R.A. • •
P.O.A.
Sinclair 4000 • • £ 505
Sony-F.R.A. . . .
Tandberg TA.300M P.O.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A.
Trio-F.R.A.
P.O.A.
SPECIAL OFFERS
(All fronn Holborn)
Alpha FA.212 £ 22 50
Rogers R./bourne £84 SO
Sansui AU.555 £94 95
AU.666 £ 119 00
Sinclair 2000 . £34 95

SUPER SAVE SYSTEM

Rogers Ravensbourne
Pioneer PL I2D
Shure M75ED
2 Rank Domus 450

SPEAKERS
(C & IE3•50-Console)
(C & 1E2•50- Bookshelf)
A.R.-F.R.A.
P.O.A.
Akai SA.800 ..
C85 95
SA.1000 £ 137 45
SA.1200 .. £ 180 85
Amstrad Acousta
1500.. ..
L31 35
2500
E36 80
F R A.
B & 0
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and goods despatched quickly
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manufacturers cartons.
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1109-38
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£21-40
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L409-99

Inc. VAT You Save £ 160•00
Our Special Price £249.99 inc. VAT (
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Armstrong 623 ..
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B & 0
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P.O.A.
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Amstrad 3000 Mk 1 £ 4.95
J.V.C. STV.310 £ 500
VT.700 £95•95
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(From Holborn except
where stated)
A.R. MST
£ 127-90
2AX
E148.75
B & W DM2A £ 166-00
DM4
[ 118 00
DM5
£72 00
DM70 Imp. .. £460 35
Mordaunt-Short239£129 95
Carnival .. £52.00
Festival .. £63.00
Rank Domus 250 (All
branches) .. £48.50
450 ( All Branches) £99.95
Scan Dyna A30 .. £86.95
A45
£ 148-50
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TUNERS

2060 .. £ 146.75
TURNTABLES
2075
E371•45
Marsden Hall XLIO £47•95
(C & 1 £2.00)
XLI5
£55-80
XL20
[613.85
Akai AP.003 £95.70
XL30
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Amstrad TPI2D £42.70
3522 ..
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B & 0
F.R.A.
4522 ..
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Kit ..
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RL.800..
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£32.85
CASSETTE & TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
Our Pentonville Road branch specializes in Cassette
Tape Recorders and in addition to the comprehensive range listed, carries a wide selection of
specialist and popular models at very low cash
prices. Call. write or phone for our best quotations.
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F.R.A.
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RECORDERS
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E191•05
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7000 ( D) .. £69.30
B & 0
F.R.A.
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(D) ..
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J.V.C. F.R.A.
P.O.A.
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P.O.A.
P.O.A.
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(D) ..
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CT.414IA ( D)
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Cambridge R40..
P.O.A.
R50
P.O.A.
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P.O.A.
Fisher ..
F.R.A.
Goodmans Achromat
100 (T)
07-15
400 (T)
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Dimension 8 (T) £ 147 00
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Havant SL (T).. £61 55
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CT.515I ( D) .. £ 42.25
CTF.616I ( D) .. £ 150•95
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Sansui-F.R.A.
P.O.A.
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Sony-F.R.A.
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Teac
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SPECIAL OFFERS
(From Holborn except
where stated)
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1667 .. £ 135 00
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Sanyo ..
Sony-F.R.A.

E52•35
F.R.A.
P.O.A.
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RECORDERS
IC & 1 £ 2SO)
Akai GX.265D .. C27610
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4000DB ( D) .. £ 170-85
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Pioneer RT. 101 IL E299-15
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B & 0
F.R.A.
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F.R.A.
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Sony-F.R.A.
P.O.A.

OVERSEAS VISITORS AND
DIRECT EXPORT SCHEME
Overseas visitors can take
immediate " Over the Counter"
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CLASSICAL
MOZART: 3Marches, K408
6German Dances
K509
6Minuets, K599
Minuet K409
March
of the Priests
LSO Leinsdorf
CBS 76473 (£2.99)

MOZART: Piano concerto 11 in F, K413
Piano
concerto 12 inA, K414
Rudolf Serkin ( pno)
Marlboro Festival Orchestra I
Schneider
CBS 73084 (£2.99)

This is Rudolf Serkin's first Mozart piano
concerto record for years. The last, with the
same orchestra and conductor, came out
about ten years ago and was hailed with wild
enthusiasm in some circles. Iwas less enthusiastic, largely because of the extraordinary
catalogue of grunts, apparent foot tapping,
raw string sound and miscellaneous nonMozart contributions, to say nothing of performances by both soloist and orchestra that
lacked the refinements one associated with
players whose public performances aroused
the highest praise.
Happily most of these criticisms cannot be
applied to this new ( 1973) recording. Having
no sleeve or notes Iam uncertain whether it
was made at a public concert, but there is a
level of extraneous noise, admittedly low,
which sounds like somebody humming or
shuffling. Low it may be, but in K 414 it begins
to intrude in atroubling way with an insistence
that starts to make one listen for it. K 413 is
less cleanly recorded with some of the rough
string tone that marred the previous recording. In general, though, the orchestra and
conductor, who was much more successful
in his recent set of concertos with the ECO
and Serkin's son Peter, live more up to their
reputation.
Rudolf Serkin himself is still an astonishinly flexible pianist and his performances
MOZART: Thamos, King of Egypt, incidental
inevitably command respect as befits one of
music including Symphony in E, K184/K345
the greatest virtuosos of our time. His Mozart
Karen Eickstaedt ( sop) IGisela Pohl (con) IEberhard
Buchner ( ten) / Theo Adam ( bass) IHermann Polster
playing follows the older style of Casadesus
(bass) lRundfunk Solistenvereinignung, IBerlin I and Rubinstein and is perhaps best heard in
Staatskapelle Berlin Klee
his recordings with Szell which have been
Philips 6500 840 (£3.10)
reissued recently. Nobody else offers this
particular combination and this may recomIn 1956, Mozart's bicentenary year, Philips put
mend the record to all admirers of Rudolf
us all in their debt by launching an ambitious
Serkin. [
B: 2]
Kenneth Dommett
series of records of his music. The results
were uneven, but now with all the advantages
of modern recording the same company is
quietly putting us all in their debt once more
with a series of Mozart recordings that are
exploring the out-of-the-way aspects of his
genius.
The incidental music to Gebler's play
Thamos, King of Egypt, is not new to record—
it has had at least two recordings, by Paumgartner in that initial series, and later by Maag
who recorded excerpts on a Decca issue
about ten years ago. This present release
can claim to be the most complete so far since
MOZART: Piano concerto 14 in E, K449
in addition to the three choral numbers and
Piano concerto 25 in C, K503
five orchestral entr'actes written for Gebler
Karl Engel ( pno) IMozarteum Orchestra Salzburg I
and in 1779 for the Böhm troupe's Salzburg
Hager
production of Plumicke's play Lanassa, there
Telefunken 6.41925 (£2.99)
is the Symphony in E flat K 184 which it is
This is one of the most exciting records of
said Mozart permitted to be used as an overMozart piano concertos to come my way for
ture. The music of the symphony is certainly
a long time. The choice of works is interin keeping with a pre- Masonic and preesting in itself combining as it does the first
Zauberfleite score, but its general tone is less
and what is incontestably the last of the great
dramatic than that of the incidental music
Vienna series so that we can judge for ourwhich has much that will alert the newcomer
selves the extent of Mozart's development in
to it with premonitions of the opera. The
this form even at so late astage in his career.
opening chorus in particular is very powerful,
A further point to consider is the fact that
and it is easy to see why Mozart was pleased
Telefunken manage to get the whole of K503,
with it. Ifancy he would have been pleased
a big concerto, on to one side without any
with this performance too, for Klee handles
loss of quality, though to be fair they are not
the score with easy confidence, carrying the
alone in this, for Stephen Bishop- K' sexcellent
drama along unflaggingly.
Philips version for one manages to get in
The recording is not as clear as one might
K467 as well. However, on balance Irespond
hope, nor is its impact as strong as in Philips'
more positively to Engels crisp, positive yet
recent Mass recordings though some volume
delicate style.
boost helps to bring it to greater life. The
Karl Engel has so far concentrated on the
soloists are very strong on the whole though
Romantic repertory, in particular on SchuEichstaedt is wobbly at times. The women
mann, and he brings a little of that style to
are placed on the opposite side to their comhis Mozart, though the gorgeous sound of
panions in the chorus, as are the male soloists.
the Bitisendorfer piano, so beloved of Austrian
This is a bit disturbing at first, but one soon
pianists, saves the performance from ever
gets used to it. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

This collection of Mozart marches and dances
has the virtue of not being over- exposed.
They are all, of course, done in Decca's set
under Boskovsky, and the Minuet K409 is
sometimes encountered in performances of
the Symphony in C K338, but on the whole
this is a welcome selection of Mozart in
unbuttoned mood. Iam not quite sure that
the March of the Priests really belongs, but
it offers a serious note on which to end the
record and it is very well played. So for that
matter is the rest of the programme with
Leinsdorf giving the music a very forceful
hand. Sometimes, as in the livelier dances,
it is arguably too forceful and might easily
have scared the daylights out of the dancers.
Be that as it may the results are very stimulating.
The recording, sharply focused, enhances
the impression of immediacy which suits the
marches well enough but is less acceptable
in the dances to which it gives a brittle effect.
Enjoyable as this record is Ifind it a trifle
brash compared with the Vienna Mozart
Ensemble's more idiomatic 18th century
dimension. [
A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

Engelic Mozart
concertos
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sounding languid. The pace though is generally deliberate. Anyone expecting fireworks
will be disappointed; in fact the very absence
of any showmanship, even to attempting to
decorate the score outside the obligatory
fermate, may strike some listeners as being
too self-effacing. Ihave found the sureness
of touch, the clean line and the truly excellent
recording of both piano and orchestra, matched by absolutely silent surfaces, exciting beyond all my expectation.
The orchestral playing is something of an
eye-opener too, small in scale but with plenty
of body and well disciplined, qualities which
enhance measurably the attractions of K449,
one of my most favourite Mozart concertos,
yet one which is still comparatively infrequently met with. Istill cherish an antique
nostalgia for the old Serkin/Busch recording
of pre-war days, beloved for its alertness and
its controlled buoyancy. This new version
has much of that quality and it gave me just
the same frisson, a sense of discovery that
is very very rare nowadays. Ihope it will give
everyone else similar joy. [
A*: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Piano concerto 18 in B, K456
Piano concerto 24 in e, K491
Karl Engel ( pno) fMozarteum orchestra Salzburg I
Hager
Telefunken 6.41926 (£2•99)
This is the second of two excellent recordings
by Karl Engel and the Salzburg Mozarteum
to reach me this month. Like the first this
combines one very familiar concerto with one
that is still comparatively under- recorded.
Again Ifound myself responding very positively to both performance and sound, to
Engels exact registration, clarity of line and
unfussy confidence, and again to Hager's
sympathetic support and the clear orchestral
textures that are above all one of the great
joys of these two records.
Whereas in the first record Iwas completely
won over, in this instance there was anagging
thought that perhaps the little and enchanted
B flat concerto was being treated a shade too
matter of factly. The high level and clarity of
the recording brings the music forward when
it might benefit from being pushed back a
little, and though the dynamic range is well
controlled it is just that touch too loud at
every level, and in the Andante this can be a
miscalculation, for this is one of those magical
variation movements, much of it in G minor,
that are among the gems of Mozart piano
concerto literature.
And is the finale quite as four-square? It
is very much anagging doubt, for the standard
is very very high, and in the C minor concerto
we are back quite firmly in the first division,
more in the line of Rubinstein and Casadesus
than in Brendel possibly, but many people
found Brendel and Marriner too light for their
taste. This version will assuredly please
them, for it is undoubtedly dramatic, forceful
and wonderfully well handled, and here Engel's
style seems ideally suited to the music, and
that lovely silvery Bbsendorfer tone has to
be heard and revelled in. A lovely record
indeed. [
A/A*: 1/11
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Clarinet quintet in A, K581*
Oboe
quartet in F, 1(370
George Peterson ( cit) lPierre Pier/of ( ob) IArthur
Grumiaux, Koji Toyoda" ( vins) IMax Lesueur ( via) I
Janos Scholz ( vic)
Philips 6500 924 (£3.10)
As far as the coupling goes this record
comes into direct competition with Puddy/
Wilson/Gabrieli on Classics for Pleasure
(reissued 1970) and the 1966 Philharmonic
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We have SO year'
experience in HUI
But hi-fi hasn't been going that long!
We know. But when you add up all the years
that Mr Chew and Mr Osborne and their staff
have spent in the business it tots up to 98.
In other words, whoever you talk to at C &
will be giving you the benefit of this
experience.
Whilst we have the finest selection
of hi-fl equipment in Essex and our prices
are very competitive, we appreciate the
difficulties of matching your budget to
your requirements. What better than talk to
aman who knows his stuff, who will be
pleased to discuss your problems however
little you may know about the technicalities.
And, of course, if you are technically minded
you will find yourself equally at home.
Either way, you will find our advice, though
highly expert, both friendly and unbiased.
We only sell good quality equipment.
But with the best of intentions, things do
sometimes go wrong. And then what happens?
Well, at C & Owe have aservice department
that is our pride and joy. Our engineers are
not only highly experienced (yes, with a
few exceptions we carry out all work on
the premises), but we ensure they have the
finest test equipment available.
Why not come along and have achat?
You will be under no obligation or pressure
to buy. Our know-how is considerable, our
service impeccable and, as we have already
said, our prices surprisingly competitive
(and if you have any doubts about that, give
us aring).
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Acoustic Research, Akai, Armstrong, BASF, Bang Oh' fsen,
Bose, Bowers & Wilkins, Cambridge, Celestion, Harmon -Kara)! 1,
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CLASSICAL
Superb Lucio Silla eclipses competition
MOZART: Lucio Silla, K135
Arleen Auger ( sop) Helen Donath (sop) 1Edith Mathis ( sop) ; Julia Varady ( sop) ' Peter Schreier ( ten) I
Werner Krenn ( ten) ; Salzburg Radio and Mozarteum Choir ISalzburg Mozarteum Orchestra 1Hager
BASF 78 22472-4 (
4records) (£ 11.75)
Lucio Silla is the eighth of Mozart's stage works and arguably the first great opera he
wrote. He composed it for the Milan season in 1772 where it was a great success, and
it proved that he had learned a great deal from the most famous opera seria composers
of his time, Gluck and Hasse. It has, however, received a bad press from Mozart
scholars most of whom have no acquaintance with it beyond the printed page. One
cannot help feeling that had they been privileged to hear this recording they would have
altered their opinions radically. The recording, one of a series that BASF are making
of the early Mozart operas, preceded a concert performance of the opera in Salzburg
in the Spring of last year, and it is a triumph of its kind. It is superlatively sung, played
and produced and quite eclipses the only other recording, by Harmonia Mundi, which
came out many years ago.
Much of the credit for the success of the performance must go to the committed
conducting of Leopold Hager and to the excellent playing of the Salzburg Mozarteum
orchestra which have this month contributed magnificently under the same baton to
Telefunken's fine Mozart piano concerto recordings with Karl Engel. Every note of the
score is committed to record, though this may not bring unequivocal delight to those
listeners who do not appreciate the dramatic importance of recitative and would not
mind if it were cut drastically or even omitted altogether. However, here it is
intelligently delivered though it is not easy to make them sound as convincing in these
stereotyped plots ( this is the inevitable story of banishment, treachery, plotting, frustrated
love, discovery and magnanimous pardon) as it is in comedy. The characterisation too
is a problem, but here Mozart's genius gets its chance to reveal itself, for in Lucio Silla
it got its first real opportunity to get to grips with a dramatic situation that it could turn
into a truly human conflict, and which achieved its finest results in ldomeneo and
La Clemenza di Tito. Happily the singers grab their opportunity with both hands and
the level of performance throughout is consistently high. So high and so equal in fact
that to make comparisons would be invidious, but as the cast list will show, the singers
are all of a very high calibre and are well cast. The decision to give the castrato roles
to the female voice must now be the obvious compromise and here it works out well.
The technical presentation is also exemplary, and it would give me the greatest
pleasure to have the three great Italian comedies of Mozart recorded with such loving
care and attention to detail, and with such spacious yet intimate sound. None of the
British or American recordings equal it in my view, and the best of the German rivals
lacks the sheer clarity and eloquence of this. May we hope that Figaro, Don Giovanni
and Cosi will be added in due time, and that BASF's peregrination through the unknown
stage Mozart will bring their team into contact with Die Schuldigkeit des ersten Gebotes,
with Apollo et Hyacinthus and even with La Betulia liberata? [
A*: 11
Kenneth Dommett

Ensemble(DG). Iretain myadmiration for both
Keith Puddy and Ian Wilson on CEP, for there
is an attractive directness about their playing,
as there is of the strings, that is very satisfying.
It must be admitted, however, that the recording itself—though good— is not up to
Philips' best standards. The present soloists
lean very much towards expressiveness, and
in the case of Pierlot this makes his playing
sound both reedy and gusty, especially in the
first movement. Pieterson is more successful
in controlling his tone and produces asmooth,
elegant line which while beautiful borders
occasionally on the effete. As far as this goes
Deplus on Telefunken, Brymer also on Philips,
and Thea King on Saga are preferable. The
string playing in both works, on the other
hand, leaves little to be desired, and on this
count just as, except for the caveats Ihave
already mentioned, the wind playing, will be
found acceptable: the issue as awhole earns
arecommendation. [
A : 1/2] Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Complete String Quintets
Grumiaux Trio: Arpad Gerecz ( yln), Max Lesueur ( Oa) I
Philips 6500 619 (
3records) (£9.30)
Considering their pre-eminence in a genre
not noticeably overburdened with masterpieces, the six Mozart string quintets cannot
be said to have been over- recorded, though
there have generally been one or two versions
of all of them in the catalogues at any one
time. The most recent new recording was
that of the Danish Quartet with an added viola
which came out first in a very competitively
priced package from Oryx in February 1973
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

only to reappear in April 1974 on Telefunken,
much less competively.
Since then, DG
have packaged the various Amadeus plus
Aronowitz recordings and reissued them at
a reduced price presumably. The aura which
surrounds these particular artists will undoubtedly annul any rivals in the opinion of
many people, but to those who are less
enamoured of the often mannered, oversmooth performances of this quartet the
choice falls squarely upon Grumiaux or the
Danes.
It is not an easy choice to make, for me at
least. Iwas a great admirer of the Danish
Quartet performances, and still am. Occasionally they failed to get totally beneath the
skin of the music— need it be said that the
expectations aroused by the G minor quintet
are seldom entirely satisfied. Yet, for the
most part they did an excellent job. So does
Grumiaux. It is asmoother interpretation and
does not exploit the emotionalism inherent in
the music, much less does it attempt to invest
it with a Romantic tragedy that the very mention of G minor in the context of Mozart
invokes in the minds of some commentators.
Restraint and melancholy suit the music
better, and Grumiaux holds on to this concept
throughout, building up just enough Angst
in the first movement, and sufficient tension
in the minor section of the finale to make the
change in to the 6/8 major coda particularly
effective. Irate this a good performance of a
very tendentious work.
Equally good is the controlled nobility of
the companion quintet in C. This is no romp
as the carefully modulated opening cello
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theme and its answer in the first violin immediately proclaims. The long expanse of this
movement and the following slow movement
(like that of the Jupiter, in Fmajor, and just as
majestic) are beautifully sustained by playing
of great clarity and sweetness of tone. The
Minuet is played after the Andante: in some
editions it appears as the second movement.
The early B flat quintet (the works are recorded in chronological order) gets a bubbling performance, yet is not without its
touches of something deeper, while the C
minor receives a reading of measured solemnity that is often tragic, and which supports
some opinions that the string version is to
be preferred to its wind original. I do not
share this view; the peculiar sonorities of the
wind instruments are especially apt for this
music. The last two, particularly the E flat
Quintet, are inexplicably fought shy of by
performers. The D major yields nothing to
the Heavenly Twins ( K515, 516) in its quality,
and its unique brand of warm, almost Schubertian line, cooled alittle here in comparison
with the Amadeus, is nevertheless wonderfully caught in this new recording. So is the
quasi- Masonic joviality of K614. It tries less
hard than its predecessors, but it catches a
true greatness and its Lândler style Minuet
is unusual.
The recording throughout is exemplary,
good clean sound and well balanced. It connplementstheplaying magnificently. Onbalance
Inow marginally prefer this set to the Telefunken, but there you get the Clarinet and
Horn Quintets as well. [
A: 1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett
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Before you buy any piece of hi-fi stereo
equipment, what are the two paramount
considerations?
We can hear you all the way from
London, N.7:
Performance and price.
With only the briefest pause, you might
then add facilities, appearance, after-sales
service and— if you feel that aman is known by
the company he keeps— reputation.
Not surprisingly, it was these very
considerations that Armstrong had in mind at
the outset of designing Series 600.
Now (just before you tear out) it's up to
you to consider the results:

The 626

In one handsome, slimline package, the
Armstrong 626 Receiver combines the 621
stereo amplifier and the 623 AM- FM tuner.
It is, if you like, the showpiece of
Series 600.
We'll consider it in its separate functions:

of power provides for an unmistakable,
effortless beauty of sound only obtainable from
afew of the world's top designs.
Facilities include two treble filters ( with
aslope control providing achoice of four
characteristics), two choices of disc sensitivity
and adjustable tape recording outputs.
Headphones and two pairs of speakers can be
used simultaneously or enjoyed independently.

FM section
The design concept of the FM tuner was
to achieve aspecification very close to the
theoretical performance limits of the FM
broadcasting system. And Armstrong have
achieved just that:

Expert opinion
"A great deal of design effort has
undoubtedly been injected into the Series 600.
How encouraging to see that British hi-fi is
taking the lead once again.. 7
Gordon J. King —fi- Fi News
"The 626 has asuperb performance on
radio which could not be faulted and was
moreover quite up to that specified...
There is no doubt either about the
excellent performance of the amplifier
section
go out and buy the 626:

Bandpass filtering, dual gate EE.T.'s,
varicap diode tuning, ceramic I.F. filters,
integrated circuits and aphase locked loop
stereo decoder all combine to give ultra high
sensitivity and selectivity— and almost
unmeasurable distortion.

Amplifier section
Five years in the developing ( with ahost
of additions and improvements since the
launch of Series 600 in 1973), this amplifier
delivers up to 100 watts of continuous sine
wave power with negligible distortion and a
wide frequency range. This tremendous reserve

Finishing touch
On the 626 you can pre-set three AM and
three more FM stations. On the 624 FM-only
tuner, you can pre-set six stations and likewise
on the 625 FM receiver ( the same as the 626 but
without the extra cost of the AM section).

F.C. Judd — Audio

AM section
This is hardly less impressive: you'll
find none of the usual chaotic distortion here.
It has been overcome by using the latest
communication receiver techniques— and the
result is avery high performance and relative
freedom from unwanted interference.

621 Stereo Amplifier:
623 AM- FM Stereo Tuner:
624 FM Stereo Tuner:
625 FM Stereo Receiver:
626 AM- FM Stereo Receiver:

£92.58
£98.42
£73.74
£136.62
£.163.94

Prices are RRP. exclude VAT and are correct'
ut time of going to press.

Tear out and buy an Armstrong_
Please send me the Armstrong 12-page colour brochure, press
review booklet and list of franchised dealers.

Name

Address

2.HFN.76

Post to. Armstrong Audio Ltd Warlters Road. London N7

Armstrong
Armstrong Audio Limited, Warlters Road, London N7 ORZ. Telephone: 01-607 3213
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CLASSICAL
MOZART: Secular and Sacred Canons and
Songs
Various singers and instrumentalists IDietrich Knothe
Philips 6500 917 (£3.10)

Imustsaythatforthe most part the pieces here
are likely to be of interest mainly to the specialist Mozart collector, for they are little pieces,
occasionally only of 8 or 15 bars, that Mozart
wrote for his own domestic entertainment,
usually for his wife, himself (tenor) and Gottfried von Jacquin to sing around the piano
or even unaccompanied.
Several of them have earthy lyrics which
Hártel circumspectly replaced when the pieces
were published for the first time, but others
are nonsense songs written by Mozart himself. The most ambitious of them, and one
of the longest is the terzet Das Bandel (
K441)
which is cast in the form of aminiature dramatic cantata. Also included is the last aria
attributed to Mozart, Nun, liebes Weibchen
(K625) which is making its first appearance
on record here though with only piano accompaniment. It is possible that Mozart only
orchestrated the original which was a duet
in Wranitsky's and Schikanader's Die Zauberinsel. There are some short sacred texts
including an attractive Kyrie in canon for five
equal voices ( K89), also new, and three
instrumental items, the most considerable of
which is the Canonic Adagio K410, though
the other two K228 and K262a are both new
to collectors.
All in all this is an interesting exploratory
venture for the committed Mozart lover unaware of the many facets of this unendingly
fascinating genius. The less committed may
justifiably feel that they can defer making its
acquaintance though Iam sure they would
enjoy both the quality of the singing and the
excellent recording. [
A: 1] Kenneth Dommett

Really
memorable Orff
ORFF: ' Die Kluge'
Gerhard Lenssen
Claves LP 13506 (£3.29) ( distributed by CRD)

This is avery remarkable record: not so much
aperformance of Die Kluge, more an account
of it by one man sitting at a piano. If you are
responsive to good theatre, the German language and true virtuosity, you can hardly fail
to be spellbound, for all three come across
with an extraordinary power. Die Kluge (
19412), an operatic fairy-tale derived from the
brothers Grimm, has nine solo parts; Gerhard
Lenssen, aided only by some effective stereo
positioning, contrives as many vocal identities—and, intermittently, engages in nimble
and incisive piano- playing. There is more
than a touch of Brecht- Weill about the spirit
of it all. Make no mistake, this is a really
memorable tour de force, carried off with
gusto, naturalness and perfect timing. Perhaps the most fascinating aspect is the sheer
range of vocal colouring and inflection. And
what a marvellous language for dramatic
delivery German is! No text is provided, and
the sleeve- note is in German only: an irritant,
maybe, not an objection. The recording likewise merits a star, for the vivid presence
essential to the impact could hardly have
been bettered. Every detail of expression
seems to be faithfully reproduced—and that
goes for the sound of the piano too. [
A*: 1*]
Hugh Ottaway
PHILIP
JONES
BRASS
ENSEMBLE
SWITZERLAND
Claves DPf 600 (£3.29) ( distributed by CRD)

THE NEW HEIFETZ RECITAL, Vol. 2: FRANCK
Sonata in A major for Violin and Piano /
STRAUSS: Sonata in E flat major for Violin
and Piano, Op. 18
Jascha Heifetz ( yin) IBrooks Smith (pno)
CBS 76419 (£2.99)

This recording was made at a public recital
in Los Angeles, and therefore presents an
actual performance, as distinct from the usual
spliced- up series of ' takes'. There is much
to be said for the method, despite the fact
that it reveals a number of errors and infelicities, mainly, let it be said, on the part of the
pianist. The audience is very good and quiet,
though there are some coughs and shuffles
which might become intolerable once one
learns where to expect them; and we are given
ample samples of the thunderous acclamation rightly accorded to so famous an
artist.
It is astonishing that Heifetz at 71 could still
attain such dedicated passion as he shows
in these two romantic works. The famous
tone and characteristic rapid vibrato are there,
and in many passages time seems not to have
affected him. He could have been bettered
partnered. The Franck sonata is too wellknown to need comment; the Strauss work
is one of his youthful essays in chambermusic, and better than some others: at least
it is chamber music and not a sketch for a
possible orchestral work.
The recording is very much of the sound
one would hear in an auditorium, and is quite
satisfactory: what it lacks in the immediacy
of a studio acoustic is compensated for by
the more natural concert- hall sound. The
record is of great value as part of the history
of Heifetz' instrumental development. [B: 2]
Peter Turner
I-II-H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

IN

We learn from Philip Jones' sleeve- notes that
this record is intended as ' a light-hearted
appreciation of many pleasant hours spent
(in Switzerland)', where the ensemble found
'enthusiastic audiences, good concert halls
and comfortable hotels'. These qualities are
celebrated in what in another context might
be described as a'jam-session'. Augmented
by atambour, and a piccolo played by PeterLukas Graf, no less, the ensemble has itself
aball. Most of the items are traditional Swiss
tunes, arranged by Elgar Howarth, one of the
trumpeters, and most of them are jolly, knockabout stuff, though there is the adagio-theme
from Horovitz' Music- Hall Suite and a charming traditional one called ' The Old Chalet'
which enter a graver mood. The just- mentioned Music-Hall Suite struck me as the most
interesting part of the concert: it is brilliantly
evocative and satirical, almost Façade.
Of the superb brass- playing of this ensemble
Ihave said enough on other occasions: that
here they are having fun in no way causes
them to lower the exacting standards which
make them so great. Anyone with an ear for
brass playing will find enjoyment here.
Happily, the recording by the Angus
McKenzie Studio rises to the occasion: the
brass is brassy but never rough, with
each instrument defined and differentiated.
Coupled with the faultless surfaces which
seem to characterise this label ( would it were
so with all others!), there is joy abounding
on this disc. [
A/A*: 1]
Peter Turner
PROKOFIEV: Violin Concertos 1and 2
Pierre Amoyal ( vin) IStrasbourg PO ILombard
Erato STU 70866 (£2.99) (marketed by RCA)

Strangely, this is listed in the June edition of
the Gramophone Classical Catalogue but has
only now appeared for review. These are
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outstandingly beautiful performances, unhurried, wholly free from slickness, musical
through and through: particularly pleasing is
the sober, yet rapturous, interpretative
approach; everything sings and dances,
without obligation to the composer's misleading reputation as an enfant terrible. The
young French violinist Pierre Amoyal, whom
I had not heard before, is a delight; his
playing has a rare refinement, there is not a
trace of showiness or superficiality, and the
total effect is endearingly natural and relaxed.
(On present form, I should love to hear
Amoyal play the Walton concerto.) There is
also some deeply satisfying orchestral
playing, especially from the woodwind.
The recording presents one small dilemma.
The basic level is fairly low, but in increasing
the volume, which is desirable, one also
increases the otherwise acceptable surface
rumble: at least, that is my finding with atest
pressing. And there are passages, notably in
the second and third movements of the
Concerto No. 1, where the level rises. However, this must be kept in proportion, for the
overall quality of the sound is very good. The
orchestra is set fairly well back, the tonal
character is soft and smooth, with a warm
bloom, but is not lacking in brightness, and the
presence is gentle: there is something
slightly artificial, and yet Ifound the quality
very pleasing. Both these concertos have
competitive lists of recordings, but on
musical grounds the present disc should be
reckoned one of the best available. [
A/B:11
Hugh Ottaway

Peter and the
Carnival
PROKOFIEV: Peter and the Wolf / SAINTSAENS: Carnival of the Animals
Hermione Gingold ( narrator) I Allons and Aloys
Kontarsky (pnos) IVienna Philharmonic IBeihm
DG 2530 588 (£3.25)

Firstly, the things that are easy to commend
about this new challenger in the well- covered
area of Peter and the Wolf and the immortal
Carnival. These are the relaxed yet meaningful playing of the Vienna Philharmonic under
Eltihm, the expertise of the Kontarskys and
the general high standard of the recording
which has the usual realistic DG concert- hall
atmosphere about it.
The first difficult thing is Hermione Gingold— simply because such things as voices
that you have to live with are very much a
matter of personal taste. Being a Gingold
devotee, Ifind her mannerisms and constant
sense of surprise absolutely charming. Others
may find it contrived and Ican understand a
need for amore straightforward rendition, but
Ithink children will like her way with Peter
and the Wolf. The second difficult thing is
the Ogden Nash verses used in conjunction
with the Carnival of the Animals. Again it is a
difficult decision. Personally I prefer the
music without these distractions which are
not lastingly funny; but Imuch admire the way
Hermione Gingold makes the most of the pure
nonsense with which she is provided. Anyway Ithink this must be acompletely personal
choice. Böhm and his musical forces are
great; Gingold is certainly great for me. If I
have any criticism it is that the pacing is
sometimes rather deliberate both vocally and
musically. My own enjoyment would lead me
to cast a few stars around; the reservations
are from experience of public reaction to such
matters. [
A: 1/11
Peter Gammond
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Obscure Records
Produced by Brian Eno with a desire to present new and
experimental music of possibly little commercial
significance to an audience not content with the safe,
the predictable, and the familiar.
Most industries, says Eno, possess Research & Development
departments which occupy themselves with the future
with directions which may or may not be profitably
pursued at a later date.
The music industry is, he feels, deficient in this aspect.
All sorts of fascinating departures remain buried from the
public's eye, when exposure would help them flourish
and possibly listeners and musicians alike.
Obscure Records has been founded to provide an outlet
for composers and musicians who, for one reason or
another, cannot be absorbed into the mainstream of the
recording industry.
The label will issue approximately adozen records a year,
at a retail price £ 1.99
which perhaps allows prospective
purchasers to take agamble. The records will be sold
primarily through mail order, although they can be
ordered from record shops. Some shops may even carry
them in stock.
The first four albums suggest the widely varying nature of
the music which will appear on the label. Obscure No. 1
contains two ensemble pieces by the noted avant-garde
composer Gavin Bryars: " The Sinking Of The Titanic" and
"Jesus' Blood Never Failed Me Yet". Obscure No. 2 has
more ensemble pieces by Christopher Hobbs, John Adams,
and Bryars again. Obscure No. 3 is devoted to Eno
himself: synthesiser pieces under the title " Discreet
Music", and variations on Pachelbel's Canon in D Major his first recorded work for small string orchestra.
Obscure No. 4 is titled " New And Rediscovered Musical
Instruments", and consists of Max Eastley and David Toop
playing exactly that ( titles include '' Elastic
Aerophone" and " Do The Bathosphere").

This offer obtainable from
Island Records Ltd., Horton Road,West Drayton, Middlesex
at £ 1.99 plus 40p p&p per album
Send crossed cheque postal order made payable to
Island Records Ltd.
Please state which album(s) required.
Allow 10 days for delivery.
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AND FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
CASSETTE DECKS
Carriage £ 1.50 per unit
Akai CS3OD
Akai CS34D
Akai GXC39D
Akai GXC39
Akai GXC75D
Akai GXC310D
Akai GXC710D
Pioneer CTF2121
Pioneer CT4141A
Pioneer CT5151A
Sansui SC636
Sansui SC737
CARTRIDGE DECKS
Carriage 0-50 per unit
Akai CR8 I
D
Akai GXR82D
REEL TAPE DECKS
Carriage LI -50 per unit
Akai 4000DS Mk 11 ..
Akai 4000DB
AMPLIFIERS
Carriage 0.50 per unit
Pioneer SA5300 ..
Sansui AU2200
Sansui AU4400
Leak 2200 ..
Audio Fidelity AF60
Nippon SA8200
Rotel RA4I2
Rotel RA6I2
F.A.L. Phase 44
F.A.L. Phase 25

Rec.
Price
£105.95
£145.50
£94.50
£222.50
£74.50
£235.50
£6450
£18122
£19269
£21889
£69.54
£196.45

RSC
Price
£69-95
£99-95
£36.95
£144.95
£187.95
£159.95
£79.95

£120-95

£2615
£3615
£130•95
£51.95

£I13-00 £ 9.95
£7250 1116.95
£17250 £ 126.95
£245.50 £ 162.95
£85-58 £ 55.95
£35.56 £63.95
£120.11 £96-95
£173.33 £ 129-95
£69.45 £53•95
..Special Price £ 49.95
.. £ 107.50 £71-95
.. £ 45.50 £ 02-95
.. £5503
f42 95
£68.31 £ 54 95

ALL RSC PRICES INC. VAT

LOUDSPEAKERS
Rec.
RSC
Carriage £-00 per pair
Price
Price
Wharfedale Chevin XP ( pr) £41.50 £3195
Wharfedale Denton 2XP ( pr)
£41-95
Wharfedale Linton 3XP ( pr) £83•65
f.5895
Wharfedale Dovedale SP ( pr) £ 192.79 £ 152.95
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP ( pr) £ 09.07 £ 9.95
Fane Ambassador 35 ( pr) £ 103.00 £79-95
Fane Marquess 30 W ( pr) £86.75 £57-50
Fane Lyndon ( pr)
£59.45 £43.95
Leak 2030 ( pr)
£ 122.38 £ 15.95
Leak 2060 ( pr)
£ 19830 £ 149-90
Celestion Ditton 15 (pr) £ 16.12 £ 79 95
Celestion Ditton 25 ( pr) £245.50 £ 179.95
Celestion Ditton 33 ( pr) £ 171-87 £ 29.95
Celestion Ditton 44 ( pr) £208.50 £ 159.95
Celestion Ditton 66 ( pr) £ 34.87 £259-95
Sansui ES30 ( pr)
£75-I4 £5995
Sansui ES50 ( pr)
£ 08.82
LOUDSPEAKER KITS
Carriage El -00 per pair
Fane Mode One Kit ( pr) £29.90 £21 95
Audio Fidelity FR IKit ( pr)
L27-28 £ 18 50
Wharfedale Linton 11 Kit ( pr) £33.45 £ 24 95
Wharfedale Glendale Ill Kit ( pr) £ 5.57 £42 95
LOUDSPEAKER CHASSIS
Audio Fidelity Model 80
10 watt
SPECIAL PRICE £9-25 (pr)
Audio Fidelity Model 83
15 watt
SPECIAL PRICE £ 12•50 ( pr)
TUNERS
Carriage M.50 per unit
Rotel RT224
£77.50 £419.95
Rotel RT324
£ 9.90
Sansui TU4400 .. £ 121.135 £97.95
Pioneer TX5300
£95.73 £641-95

Branches open all day Saturdays
Bradford 10 North Parade ( Closed Wed.)
Birmingham 30-31 Gt. Western Arcade (Closed Wed.)
Bolton 23 Deansgate ( Closed Wed.)
Carlisle 8 English Street (Closed Thurs.)
17 Shelton Sq., The Precinct ( Closed Thurs.)
Darlington 19 Northgate (Closed Wed.)
Derby 97 St. Peter's Street (Closed Wed.)
Dewsbury 9/11 Kingsway (Opening Soon)
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Rec.
RSC
Price
Price
Leak 2300 ..
£3860 £87 50
TURNTABLES
on Plinth with Cover
Carriage El 00 per unit ..
Pioneer PL I2D
£75.70
£50.95
Sansui SR212P
£59.36
Pioneer PLISR
£13937
£5995
Leak 2001
£67.83 £101•50
Akai AP003 with Cartridge
£13750
£99.95
Rotel RP 3000 (
with arm) .. 049-90
£99.95
Following fitted Magnetic Cartridge
Carriage MOO per unit
G
d SP25 IV .... Special Price E29.95
BSR MP 60
.... Special Price £ L4•95
PLINTHS WITH COVERS
Simulated Teak finish, Tinted Transparent Plastic
Covers. Cut for B.S.R. MP60 or G
d 5P25
Turntables. SPECIAL PRICE £3.95, carr. 60p.
RECEIVERS Carriage EI•50 per unit
Rotel RXI52
£129.90 £89 95
Rotel RX202
Rotel RX402
.. £ 177.50 £ 123 95
Rotel RX602
.. £23250 £ 162 95
Pioneer SX434
£109 95
Pioneer SX535
.. £230.97 £ 146 95
.. L264-33 £ 172 95
Pioneer SX636
Wharfedale Denton
.. Special Price £89 95
Wharfedale Linton ..
Special Price £ 109 95
Wharfedale Glendale
Special Price El 39 95
Sansui 441
.. £ 13058 £ 104 95
Sansui 551
L163.19 £130 95
Sansui 661
.. £ 0918 £ 169 95
Leak 2000
.. L223-96 £ 169.95
Leak 1800
.. L189-95

arm

CREDIT TERMS
AVAILABLE
Minimum Deposit over
8 months 15%.
Over 9 months 331%.
Please send SAE
with enquiries

Bay ¡
Irish Atom

ACCESS & BARCLAY
CARD ACCEPTED
Orders by phone.
Tel.: 09735-77631
quoting card number

£168.93

••
•.
••
••

Doncaster3Queensgate,WaterdaleCentre(ClosedThurs.)
Edinburgh 101 Lothian Road (Closed Wed.)
Glasgow 326 Argyle Street (Closed Tues.)
Hull 7 Whitefriargate (Closed Thurs.)
Leeds 5-7 County ( Mecca) Arcade, Briggate (Closed Wed.)
Leicester 32 High Street (Closed Thurs.)
Liverpool 73 Dale Street ( Closed Wed.)
London 238 Edgware Road, W2 (Closed Thurs.)
Manch
60A Oldham Street ( Closed Wed.)

£
13450

Correspondence and orders
to: Head Office & Mail Order
Dept. HFN. AUDIO HOUSE,
Henconner Lane, Leeds 13.
Mail orders must not be sent
to shops.
Prices shown correct 5.1.76
All items offered subject to
availability.

Middlesbrough 106 Newport Road ( both Closed Wed.)
103 Linthorpe Road
Newcastle 24 Newgate Shopping Centre (Closed Wed.)
Nottingham I9/19a Market Street ( Closed Thurs.)
Preston 41 Friargate Walk (Closed Thurs.)
Sheffield 13 Exchange Street ( Closed Thurs.)
Stockport 8 Little Underbank ( Closed Thurs.)
Sunderland 5 Market Square ( Closed Wed.)
York 5 Church Street ( Closed Wed.)

CLASSICAL
RACHMANINOV : Piano concerto 2in c, Op. 18
Rhapsody on atheme of Paganini, Op. 43
Werner Haas (pno) I Frankfurt Radio Symphony
Orchestra IInbal
Philips 6500 920 (£3.10)
An enjoyable issue, but one suffering
from less than distinguished
recording
quality— Iwould have said more suitable for
the Universo label.
Haas is a pianist with afine technique, but
so far he has not shown strong distinctions
between the composers he interprets. He
seems more sympathetic to the Rachmaninov
of the incisive Rhapsody, with its tensions and
brilliance, than to the Rachmaninov of the
Concerto, overtly romantic and melancholic.
In each work his playing is clean and rhythmically beyond reproach—to some extent the
effect is refreshing— but he does not project
the character of the music strikingly, or suggest any strong identity. Iprefer the admittedly wilful, almost capricious manner of
liana Vered in this coupling; Anievas too
characterises strongly, but his performances
lack maturity. Graffman ( CBS) is brilliant in
the Rhapsody, but his recording is coarsely
balanced and produced.
This Frankfurt disc sets the soloist too far
forward ( and with a bias to the right), with
veiled orchestral balances. The woodwinds,
for example, are hardly defined at all, especially when contrasted with the HMV coupling.
Vered's is a Phase- Four disc, where more
detail can be grasped, but essentially at the
producer's discretion.
I would
suggest
Katchen/SDD for the Rhapsody; Ashkenazy,
Rubinstein, or Richter for the Concerto.
[B/C: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig

RACHMANINOV : Piano concerto 3in d, Op. 30
Alicia de Larrocha ( pno) iLSO IPrevin
Decca SX16747 (£3.25)
If Isay that much of this seems like the better
sort of concert recording, Ihope all concerned
will take it as a compliment. Both piano and
orchestra are set fairly well back and their
relationship is a natural one, but in the first
two movements there is a tendency—also
characteristic of concert recordings—for the
orchestral sound to become somewhat
generalized in a warm, resonant acoustic.
(The venue was in fact the Kingsway Hall.)
The finale seems to have a rather different
presence, cleaner, more sharply focused and
with a slightly higher level. Ienjoyed the performance very much, though I should add
that some might think it too relaxed, at times
too easy-going.
The interpretation is far removed from that
of the classic Horowitz recording ( VH 004—
mono), which is brilliant, mercurial and full
of temperament. But this more spacious, less
intense approach seems to me legitimate
and reveals the work in a softer light. Alicia
de Larrocha communicates a sense of enjoyment in a way that makes the sleeve photograph particularly apt. Here and there I
noticed a little rhythmic slackness in the
orchestra, but my overall impression is of a
very musical performance free from extravagance. In quality of sound, as in interpretation, this version has advantages over Orozco/
RPO/de Waart ( 6500 540), which is, Ithink, the
most recent previous recording. [
A/B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway

RAVEL: Trois poèmes de Stéphane Mallarmé
Chansons Madécasses
Histoires Naturelles
Cinq Mélodies Popularies Grecques
Felicity Palmer (sop) IJohn Constable ( pno) IThe
Nash Ensemble IRattle
Argo ZRG834 (£3.25)
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Felicity Palmer again displays avoice of lovely
quality used with skill and she phrases most
musically, but her diction is poor and this is
unfortunate in these works by Ravel. Some
of the great interpreters of the past like Jane
Bathori, Madeleine Grey and Claire Croiza
made one appreciate to the full the beauty of
the French language by their superb enunciation. If Miss Palmer would pay more attention to the initial and final consonants it would
greatly add to the pleasure which her singing
already gives. The recording is good and
John Constable and the Nash Ensemble provide first-rate accompaniments.
A booklet giving texts and translations of
the poems is included. Unfortunately it gives
every indication of being hastily prepared.
For example the last section of ' Nahandov' is
omitted, from ' Le plaisir passe' to the end of
the song, but of course Miss Palmer sings it.
The translations are too literal, and tend to
make nonsense English. [
A: 2]
John Freestone
SAINT-SAENS: Violin concerto 2in C, Op. 58
Caprice for violin and orchestra, Op. 52: 6
Violin concerto 4in G, Op. 62, ' Unfinished'
Gillis ( On) , Monte-Carlo Opera Orch van Remoortel
Philips ' Universo' 6581 011 (£1.85)
It iS his 3rd Violin Concerto and the Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso to which SaintSaëns enthusiasts pay most attention. The
music on this recording, originally recorded
in 1968, is more fringey. The C major concerto, Op. 58, is listed as No. 2, but actually it
was the first one in that series, before the
composer had come into vitalising contact
with Sarasate. It is a perfectly competent and
pleasing work, with a Bach- type Andante
espressivo, and with an agreeable fluency in
the outer movements. The Caprice for violin
and orchestra in D dates from about twenty
years later, and started life as an Etude for
piano, subsequently arranged and orchestrated by Ysaye. The so-called 4th Concerto
was left as a torso, a first movement, and is
also described as aMorceau de concert (
1880).
Only a zealot would claim that any of these
works represent long felt wants, but on the
other hand they are not to be found in the
current catalogue. Certainly the C major concerto confirms the extraordinary precocity
shown by the composer when still very young,
something made manifest by the symphonies
which Jean Martinon has exhumed and recorded, dating from his apprentice days. The
performances and reproduction are extremely
adequate without achieving premier rank.
[B:2]
Christopher Grier
SCHUBERT: ' Rosamunde von Cypern'—incidental music, 0797
'
Die Zauberharfe'—overture,
0644
Rohangiz Yachmi (con) IVienna State Opera Chorus
(CM: Norbert Balatsch) IVienna Philharmonic Orchestra MUnchinger
Decca SXL6748 (£3.25)
The play Rosamunde, die . . . Furstin von
Cypren by Helmina von Chézy needing some
incidental music for its production at the
Theater an der Wien in 1823, Schubert was
persuaded by one Josef Kupelwieser to write
it. It remains a mystery why Schubert for this
romantic piece of nonsense by acontemporary
Mrs. Hemans was inspired to write such lovely
and imperishable music. The play lasted two
days and is forgotten. We begin, on this disc,
with the overture to Die Zauberharfe written in
1820 which, by constant usage, has come to
be regarded as the overture to Rosamunde
although, in fact, it was the overture to another
Schubert opera Alfonso und Estrella which
was actually used for the two performances.
The incidental music is then in nine movements; the most substantial being the
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Entr'acte following Act 1 which, it has been
suggested, could be the missing movement
of the Unfinished symphony— it has been recorded as such. What we generally hear in
the Rosamunde excerpts that frequently
appear on record are the Entr'actes and
Ballets. In the fuller versions—and this issue
is rivalled by excellent performances from
Haiti nk ( SAL3534) and Maag ( TV34330S)—we
get the vocal sections; a Romance for alto, a
male chorus of spirits, shepherd's melody and
chorus and achorus of huntsmen. This is all
superb music in Schubert's most outgoing
vein.
In this new performance Iget the impression that Münchinger has purposefully taken
a cool approach, probably with the best intention of letting the fine music speak for itself
with the aid of the Vienna Philharmonic's
natural Viennese qualities. He leads it all as
if it was music of the Bach/Handel ilk; whereas
Ifeel that alittle more obvious pleasure in the
music and an underlining of its charms à- laBeecham never comes amiss. What we know
of the play and the period suggests that a
degree of coy pastorality would have been
prevalent. On the other hand, Münchinger's
approach gives the music greater status, of
the missing symphonic movement ilk, and it
is certainly a very clear and careful performance. Igive it top marks but with the reservation that if you want something slightly more
unbending, either Haitink or Maag might
prove more friendly. [
A: 1] Peter Gammond

SCHUBERT: Octet in F, Op. 166, D803
Cleveland Quartet IBarry Tuck well ( hn) IJack Brymer
(cil) ' Martin Gall ( bsn) IThpmos Martin (d-bass)
RCA ARL1-1047 (£2.99)
There are seven versions of this ingratiating
work already available and most of them are
good, including some cheaper recordings.
So a recommendation has to be given carefully. This particular recording followed a
concert performance by these same artists in
the 1974 London South Bank Music Festival.
Its first good point is that it sounds like a
concert performance still. There is a good
deal of spontaneity and flexibility. It is always
an advantage for musicians to have performed a piece under concert conditions
before recording it; this way they know what
an audience reaction is likely to be; where
there are stretches of lesser impact that need
to be lifted, where there are heaven-sent
moments which can be highlighted. The cold
silence of a recording studio is not the place
to come up against such problems. This
then is a most spontaneous and endearing
performance in which the individuals are all
worth following; each has something to add, a
viewpoint on the piece, yet they also meld into
a unanimous whole. The recording is right
for the work; warm- toned and mellow, the
instruments well- separated but not overseparated. More polish could only have been
achieved at the expense of liveliness. Without going into detailed comparisons, Ican
recommend this for its own sake, as a very
satisfying performance of one of Schubert's
most genial works. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond

SPIRITUS DOMINI
Canterbury Cathedral Choir I Allan Wicks I Philip
Moore (org)
Abbey LPB 739 (£ 1.99)
This record is of the Cathedral choir and the
Cathedral organ. Again there are delightful
new or old but seldom heard works; included
is the Lamentation by Bairstow—of Leeds.
There is a bonus, not mentioned on the
sleeve, in the form of an organ solo by Philip
111

SPECIAL FEBRUARY
OFFER

READY—NOW

THE PENGUIN

If you join the Library during the month you can deduct the cost of your own
catalogue(s) from Subscription. Send 85p for LP catalogue; 25p for Quad list; 75p for
Cassette catalogue ( along with details of the Library). You can still . . . BORROW
9 RECORDS OR TAPES FOR THE PRICE OF 6 ( or 12 for the price of 8). For the
really keen collector a Library service is indispensable. To combat inflation we are
offering you achance to have records or tapes on loan all the time and reduce your
postal costs by a third. If you borrow six records or tapes at a time, we send an
extra three ( if eight, an extra four) for you to keep at home while you are
changing the others. You pay no hiring fee on the extra items.
SEND

FOR

DETAILS

NOW

OF

THIS

GENEROUS

NEW

LIBRARY

OFFER

HERE ARE THE FIVE MAIN LIBRARY SERVICES...

• The Professional (SQ) Quadraphonic
LP Library is the new LPRL Service
(Catalogue 25p post free) ( Mainly Classical)
SQ Quadraphonic records are in every way compatible. You don't need a new
pick-up only a decoder, second amplifier and the two additional speakers which
need not be large or expensive— the extra system can cost less than £ 100. And
so now we have started a Professional Quad LP loan service for those wanting
to try these new CBS & EMI Quad discs.

• The Professional Stereo Record Library
(for those with top quality hi-fi equipment) ( Membership includes Quad records.)
Annual subscription: £ 2-20 incl. VAT ( includes damage insurance).
Cost: 2.1p or 3p per day for each guaranteed mint LP borrowed.

Plus VAT.

(N.B.): In order to qualify for membership you must have genuine high fidelity
equipment, with a playing deck physically separated from the loudspeakers, a
transcription motor and acartridge arm of comparable standard.

STEREO RECORD GUIDE
by Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton and Ivan March
HARDBACK
1100 pages)

The Professional Musicassette Library

packing (approx.

'A golden treasury, a modern Palgrave of the record world'
'An indispensable work of reference'
'Ideal browsing material'

Gramophone

Hi Fi News

Records & Recordings

For those interested in a complete survey of the earlier stereo scene
(including many now deleted records):—
EARLIER VOLUMES OF THE STEREO RECORD GUIDE COLLECTIVELY
PROVIDE
AN
INVALUABLE
SURVEY
OF
ALL
THE
IMPORTANT STEREO LPs OF PERMANENT MUSIC ISSUED IN THE
U.K. FROM 1957 TO 1968.
Volume 11 ( important early issues)— E1.70
Volumes V ( A- M)-61.70 and VI ( M- Z) ( up to 1968)-62.40.

For those specifically interested in bargain records:—

THE PENGUIN GUIDES
TO BARGAIN RECORDS
by Edward
Stevens

Greenfield,

Ivan

1st Penguin Guide (
early issues).

Ill The Once-a- year Subscription
Inclusive annual membership covering hiring, postage and insurance.
Cost: from approx. 5p per week for each LP ( according to number borrowed).

March

and

Denis

Hardback: £1.25. post free.

2nd Penguin Guide
PRINT.

(1966-1970

issues).

NOW OUT OF

3rd Penguin
PRINT.

(1970-1972

issues).

NOW OUT OF

Guide

(Between them, these three books review all bargain LPs issued in the last decade.)
"Full of plums to sweeten the general inflation."— The Guardian.

For those with a sense of gramophone history:—

• The Standard Library Service
Annual subscription: ( 61.50-1-12p VAT) ( includes insurance against
damage). Cost: 1{3 or 2p per day for each LP borrowed. Plus VAT.

'THE GREAT RECORDS'

accidental

of the 50's and 60's
85p
post free

This unique catalogue is marvellous value. Its 169 pages list
virtually every recommended recording ( available at the time of
going to press) over the widest range of permanent music from
Bartok and Beethoven to Gilbert & Sullivan, but including also
"fringe" music on the edge of the classical repertoire. It also offers
the only available complete list of Musicals by title. Where possible
a"best buy" is indicated.

THE PROFESSIONAL MUSICASSETTE
CATALOGUE ( Brand new edition)

and

N.B.—This book does not include Collections ( i.e. Concerts, Vocal and Instrumental
recitals). These are dealt with separately in the indispensable STEREO RECORD
GUIDE TREASURY available also at £2.75, plus 48p post and packing.

Annual subscription: 62-20; incl. VAT. Cost 3p per day for single cassettes, 4p per day
for double cassettes plus VAT. Special catalogue of available repertoire 75p post
free.

THE LPRL (SELECTIVE) CLASSICAL
CATALOGUE AND HANDBOOK

post

The most important book on records
published since the advent of the stereo L.P.

Musicassettes are virtually indestructible ( you simply can't wipe the recording off
by mistake). They do not wear out or deteriorate in continued use; moreover
the new Dolbyised cassettes are virtually completely tree from background noise.
Think what it means to listen to recorded music completely and always free from
pops and clicks, swishes and other noises off. A stereo musicassette player need
not be expensive and can simply be added to your existing audio equipment by
plugging it into the tape input.

Membership: Open to all music lovers with a modern reproducer who know about
keeping their stylus in good shape and about care of precious LPs ( for both services).
Catalogue includes every current recommended Stereo LP of classical music.
'Musicals' as detailed in THE LPRL ( CLASSICAL) CATALOGUE AND
HANDBOOK (
85p post free).

£3.95+48p

A brand new book offering the most comprehensive coverage of the recorded
repertoire in stereo ever attempted within the pages of a single volume. It
encompasses, within some 1100 pages, the cream of currently available records of
the classical repertoire in stereo and is indispensable to any serious record collection.

The records in the Library are in an immaculate condition and members
(who can borrow new issues too) can expect to receive a good proportion
of brand new records among these new issues.

•

EDITION

aselective discography chosen by MICHAEL COX, CHARLES FOX,
JOHN FREESTONE, EDWARD GREENFIELD, PHILIP HOPEWALLACE, ROBERT LAYTON, WILLIAM MANN, IVAN MARCH
and ALEC ROBERTSON. Edited by Ivan March. £2•25 post free.

75p
post free

This indispensable cassette catalogue is similar in scope ro our LP
catalogue. Besides offering a list of all the best musicassettes
(indicating if they are Dolbyised) of classical and fringe music and
Musicals, it includes also the pick of quality light music cassettes
(Last; Kaempfert; Chacksfield etc.).

"The nine collaborators have developed a most admirable
aptitude for judging, interpretation and technical reproduction simultaneously. It is not primarily the composition
that counts, nor one particular human voice, nor one
particular conductor's contribution, but the interplay
between art and technique in the cases where all details
have succeeded and where the best qualities of the music
have emerged and can be eternally preserved on the matrix.
An excellent book and something of agoldmine...."
Ella Arntsen in
SCANDINAVIAN PUBLIC LIBRARY JOURNAL

Send 2x 61-p stamps ( no envelope) for details of all L.P.R.L. services to:

THE LONG PLAYING REC

RD LIBRARY LTD

SQUIRES GATE STATION APPROACH, BLACKPOOL, FY82 SPU
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Moore which ends the second side. The work
was well known to me but Icouldn't put a
name to it; a diligent search through much of
my music led nowhere until Idiscovered the
title, aVoluntary in D major by Boyce— on the
label of the record.
Harry Mudd, who is responsible for the
three Abbey choir recordings of this month,
is at home with the acoustics of Canterbury
Cathedral. Here the recording of the powerful
and dramatic organ opening of Alan Ridout's
Spiritus Domini and its accompaniment of the
voices is kept in perfect balance. The same
can be said of the Tippett negro spirituals; I
used to prefer much of the singing of A Child
of Our Time to be unaccompanied; listening
to the vivid organ writing for these two pieces
1am not so sure.
Here again the selection of the works is
imaginative and with something quite new to
me, the Pater Noster of Stravinsky. The
balance and matching of the voices whether
it be of five only or of the full choir, the
enunciation, the control particularly noticeable in the diminuendos is quite excellent. It
is matched by a splendid recording which
catches completely the atmosphere of the
great Cathedral. [
A: 1]
Isla Tait
STRAVINSKY : Concerto for piano and wind
Ebony Concerto
Symphonies of wind instruments
Octet
Theo Bruins (pno) INetherlands Wind Ensemble Ide
Waart
Philips 6500 841 (£3.10)
This is a collection of Stravinsky works for
larger ensemble than the Boston Symphony
Chamber Players' DG record of Stravinsky
chamber music which was reviewed here in
December, though both records include the
Octet. In this work there is little to choose
between the excellent playing of both ensembles, though the DG recording is rather
brighter. The Concerto and the Symphonies
are for much bigger wind orchestras; both
written in the 1920s, they show Stravinsky at
his most neo-classical, though not necessarily at his most austere—there are many
brilliant passages in the Concerto, and Theo
Bruins as the nimble soloist makes the most
of them. There are passages in the slow
movement of the Concerto and in the Symphonies which are perhaps a bit on the dull
side, but those who prefer a cool to a hectic
kind of music will enjoy these works. The
Ebony Concerto dates from 1946, when
Stravinsky was living in America, and was
written for Woody Herman's band; in it
Stravinsky revived his interest in jazz, which
he had shown in Ragtime and The Soldier's
Tale twenty-five years earlier, and there
are hints of these works in the Concerto, even
if the style is different on the whole. The
playing in all four works is admirable, apart
from some slightly dubious intonation in the
introduction to the Concerto, and the recording is full and round; the stereo separation is
best in the works for smaller ensembles, the
Octet and the Ebony Concerto. [
A: 1]
Humphrey Searle

First-class
Fifth
TCHAIKOVSKY : Symphony 5in e, Op. 64
Concertgebouw IHaitink
Philips 6500 922 (£3.10)
This issue has given me great pleasure, and
Irecommend it strongly. At first the reading
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seems rather too measured and unspontaneous, taking alittle time to warm up'—and
in the finale there is one ritard that strikes a
similar vein. But Haitink's ' blandness' ( as
one reviewer recently put it) can equally be
seen as restraint of a noble kind, and further
hearings confirm that his deliberate handling
of the introduction gives the movement symphonic weight, where other more indulgent
conductors make an episodic statement.
The firmness in a way is paralleled by
Maazel ( Decca), although the Dutch performance has greater warmth. In short, this is a
superbly played version, with a blend of
passion and control that makes for richly
rewarding gramophone listening. Predictably
Haitink realises fresh details— such as a
thread of clarinet tone of marvellous eloquence, coming at 116 in the slow movement
(just after the big climax followed by pizzicati
string chords)— with a satisfying ' rightness'.
The recording is comparably pleasing, with
the orchestra set fairly well back, spread fully
across the stereo staging, with only the brass
forwardness— something that happens in
halls such as the RFH, and afamiliar Concertgebouw feature in any case—that could sound
strident on some systems. Incidentally the
cassette ( 7300 365) shows a remarkable correlation with disc quality; it includes a fine
transfer of Marche Slave which could well
have been duplicated on the disc. [
A*: 11
Christopher Breunig

Paul Crossley's Stravinsky/Tchaikovsky
review mentioned in our Gramophile'
section will appear in our March issue.

VERDI: ' Falstaff'
Gobbi Schwarzkopf JBarbieri IMerriman IPanerai 1
Moffo I Alva IPhilharmonia Orchestra and Chorus I
Karajan
HMV SLS5037 ( 3records) (£ 6.60) R
Verdi's great masterpiece of his old age has
not fared all that well on the gramophone in
recent years. The versions currently available
are Toscanini's which lacks humanity and
decent sound quality; Solti's which is enjoyable but eccentric; and Bernstein's which has
much in its favour but suffers from the disadvantage of Fischer-Dieskau's Ritter Hans.
Whether Herbert von Karajan would conduct
a sympathetic Falstaff at this Olympian
stage of his career is debatable, but his
Columbia recording made in the mid- fifties
and now re- issued on HMV is, to my mind, by
far the finest on record. In those days his
feeling for Verdi was immediate and instinctive, and he was already a superb conductor
for singers. His reading of the score combines an almost Italianate warmth with
Viennese lightness and precision.
Karajan's cast, too, is the strongest there is.
They are singers most of whom are now
coming to the end of their careers; all are
certainly well past their peak. Twenty years
ago, they were all on top form. Anna Moffo
and Luigi Alva sings with freshness and charm
as Nanetta and Fenton, Rolando Panerai is
formidable in Ford's ' Jealousy' aria, Fedora
Barbieri the ripest of Quicklys, and the artistry
of both Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Nan
Merriman makes them an ideal pair of merry
wives. And as Falstaff, there is the incomparable Tito Gobbi, his individual timbre
splendidly adapted to the role, his characterization ripe yet subtle. He makes Sir John a
more self- aware, ironic old schemer than, for
instance, Geraint Evans, his nearest rival in
the role, and he relishes Boito's Italian as
1976

much as Verdi's vocal line. A great, indeed
definitive performance. Excellent recording,
the voices forward so that the text can be
clearly heard through the orchestra. An
accompanying booklet includes an ItalianEnglish libretto. [13: 1]
Charles Osborne

THE ART OF FELIX WEINGARTNER
BEETHOVEN: Eroica Symphony**
Overtures
—Ruins of Athens, Leonora 2* / BRAHMS:
Symphony 2 in D••• / HANDEL: Alcina—
excerpt
LISZT: Les Preludes 3*
Mephisto
Waltz* / J. STRAUSS II: Voices of Spring••••
Wine, Women, and Song / WAGNER:
'Rienzi'—overture. ' Tristan' Act 3— Prelude
'Tannhâuser' Act 3— Prelude
Paris Conservatoire Orch. I * LSO I " VP() ••• LPO
"British SO JWeingartner ( rec. 1931-40)
'HMV
RLS717 (three records) (£5.50)
Weingartner's recording career spanned
from 1910-1940, two years before his death at
Winterthur. The first records were of his
own music, with a soprano singer whom he
later married. In 1923 he signed a contract
with Columbia, and recorded mostly in
London, until in 1931 there was a merger
with HMV (the London orchestral recordings
here were all done at Kingsway Hall). Until
now, the only album available on LP has
been a coupling of Beethoven 8/9, released
in 1958 and long since deleted.
Thus the average collector probably knows
little about this conductor, apart from an
awareness of his treatise on performing
Beethoven's symphonies, that he arranged
the Hammerklavier Sonata and Grosse Fuge
for orchestra and, perhaps, that he had a
long tenure with the Vienna Philharmonic.
This set of LP transfers comes with an invaluable essay by Christopher Dyment,
complete with full discography—from which
1 hope further reissues will be made. The
notes on the music are most sensibly written
in relationship to Weingartner's interpretations ( a principal adopted all too infrequently with historic reissues).
The first disc confirms at once what a
supreme Beethoven conductor he was.
This vital and compelling Eroica has the
straightforwardness of Toscanini or Kleiber,
plus a warmth and flexibility which gives
them added humanity and richness. The
scherzo repeat was cut, incidentally ( short
78rpm sides), and in the finale Weingartner
plays the strings arco in bars 20-28, after
some experimentation, convinced that this
was Beethoven's intention. In the funeral
march, outstanding in the counterpoint
section after the maggiore, the tempo seems
too fast from 160: just as the recent Stokowski reading did. And the fast speed for the
opening bars of Athens is a controversial
one. Like other great Beethoven conductors,
Weingartner was a master of Wagner ( he
wrote a polemic on the wrong-headed
Bayreuth style, as he saw it), and even with a
Paris Orchestra these excerpts are powerful
and emotional. His clear-headed directness
in Brahms in a way can be likened to Haitink,
among
modern
conductors.
It is the
modernity of the readings which most
surprises here: the Eroica is flexible, but not
distorted like Furtwângler's Beethoven; the
perfection of detail has one thinking of
Karajan, but there is something more immediate about these Weingartner recordings,
even if sonically they are fogged by age.
He said ' At rehearsals we decorate the
Christmas tree, and at the concert 1light the
candles'.
Assuming these reissues are
typical, Weingartner's gift for incandescence
in the studios was exceptionally strong. A
set offering major revelations— Iurge readers
to buy a copy. [H: 1/11
Christopher Breunig
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We are offering " Event Evenings" when customers can come with their wives
and etcs. to live with us from 6p.m. to 10p.m. or longer. During this time they could
listen to, fiddle with and dance to any Hi Fi System, and buy if they feel inclined to.
AMCRON:
FREE INSTALLATION— LONDON
DC 300A: POWER at Clip Point. 190
Watts RMS into 8 Ohms both Channels
driven.
I.M. DISTORTION less than 0.01% at
150 Watts RMS.
RELIABILITY— Better than 99.9%.
SOUND— Studio clean.
PRICE— Expensive— Even with free installation.
COMMENT—The best powerful Amplifier in the world!
DI50: POWER—Typically 100 Watts
RMS
into
8 Ohms—This
is
Amcron
"typically".
T.H.D.—Might
be
expected
to
be
0.0005% ( at 75 Watts RMS) which neither
Amcron
nor
we
could
legitimately
measure—AUDIO JAN. 72.
RELIABILITY— Not measurable.
IC150: Pre- amp, for above units—
AMCRON SPEAKERS AVAILABLE.
DEAR TOPEND AUDIOPHILE,
We run credit facilities with little tears! !!
DEAR STUDIOS,
We do contract Hire, Leasing, and normal
Hire Purchase! ! !
SO BUY YOUR AMCRON FROM
NICK
Speaker Recommendation—JBL's from
L100 up.
ACCUPHASE:
This super class range of Hi -Fi Units come
HAND MADE. The sound coming out
from an ACCUPHASE amplifier is really
clean and free from distortion. In Unit
Form Accuphase is expensive; but Ithink
that the E202 is NOT unduly expensive
as we are able to buy and sell them in big
enough quantities to give some reduction
for CASH CUSTOMERS. An E202 feels
naked without the 7101/FM Tuner. They
like to talk to you through the AR LST
or the In's. Even with a reduction for
CASH/CHEQUE, we will install Accuphase
FREE in the London area.
REVOX:
These recorders have continued to enjoy
the reputation of " THE MACHINE FOR
SERIOUS RECORDING", in the top
domestic and
light
studio
quarters.
Whilst they might be a bit pricey new,
they constantly fetch over two-thirds of
what you paid, whenever you decide to
part with them.
We have in stock the major Revoit Units,
from the A77 1102, through the Tuners
to the FANTASTIC A700 Super class
Recorder. We also have back-up accessories from NAB spools— up and also
down!
We'll do what we can to limit the amount
of overdraft you may run into— you can
always tell the Bank Manager that you
even had " something off"— the list price,
Imean! !!
BUY YOUR REVOX FROM US—
WE ARE A NICE LOT!
FREE DELIVERY— LONDON AREA
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH SPEAKERS:
Even the smallest AR Speakers— the AR7
—handles 100 Watts RMS very comfortably. These ' ENGLISH YANKS— AR have
a factory in England— produce sounds
with utmost clarity.
AR Speakers are the best value-for- money
speakers we do!
The AR range starts from the tiny AR7 up
to the superior AR3A improved, and then
on to the Studio LST. Most AR Speakers
are on permanent demonstration in our
shop. We have a most comprehensive
stock— but they go very quickly! ! !
YAMAHA:
A range of first rate equipment at moderate cost. Yamaha's are one of the most
reliable and clean-looking/sounding equipment we handle.
The CA400 is an incredible little amplifier.
The CR600 is supreme in its class.

The CA 100 is out of this world and .
The CT7000 is a good dream!
OUR
YAMAHA
PRICES
ARE
QUITE COMFORTING, WE HAVE
YAMAHA
ON
CONTINUOUS
DEMONSTRATION.
YAMAHA LIST:
CA400 amplifier 25 x 25 W RMS THD
0.08%.
CR400 AM/FM sensitivity 2-5 µV 16 x 16
W RMS THD 0.02%.
CA600 amplifier 40 x 40 Watts RMS THD
0.02%.
CR600 AM/FM sensitivity 2.0 µV 35x35
Watts RMS.
CA800 45 x 45 Watts RMS THD 0.02%.
CR800 55 x 55 Watts RMS THD
CAI000 70 Watts RMS+Class A THD
0.016% Class B not measurable in class A.
CR1000 FM sensitivity 1.7 eiV THD 0.04%
70 x 70 Watts RMS.
CT600 sensitivity 2.0 µV.
CT800 sensitivity IHE 1.7 µV.
CT7000 FM sensitivity 1.0
VHF distortion less than 0-2%.
YAMAHA
MAKE
NICE
MUSIC
CENTRES, SPEAKERS AND CASSETTE DECKS.
ROTEL:
This range is bread and butter for us—
since they are— very realistically priced!
Rotel products are all more reliable than
some of the upper market products
which we have decided not to handle.
The RX602, 802 and 402 are outstanding
in their price range. 1412 now in stock.
We also have the new Rotel Direct Drive,
WE ARE VERY CHEAP ON ROTEL,
REVOX SPECIAL OFFER:
A77 1104 Mk 3 Dolby. All brand new,
boxed at prices very close to trade cost—
we are the only ones who can do this, and
other similar things.
TRIO EQUIPMENT:
We have just taken on this Franchise and
our confidence in the entire range has
grown enormously. We have all the top
and bottom ranges in stock and would be
most delighted to give you ahearty demo.
CELESTION SPEAKERS:
By popular demand we now have an
extensive range of these speakers at
down to earth prices and have all models
in stock.
MARANTZ:
Others might over- rate their products but
Marantz always under- rate every single
product that they make. Take the 1060
Amplifier, for instance— it produces a lot
more than 30 Watts RMS.
The Marantz 4270 is one of the good
things that has happened to the audio
world. It is on demonstration in our shop.
We stock an extensive range of Marantz
and we are prepared to meet you some
way away from the list prices.
COME
AND
LISTEN
TO
THE
MARANTZ IMPERIAL SPEAKERS,
HARMAN-KARDON:
A range of superior quality equipment
producing the utmost in sound clarity and
representing the highest quality engineering.
We are very keen on Harman Kardon
equipment and have the Citations on
permanent demonstration.
The HK range starts from the 330E
Receiver with 23 W rms, then comes the
630, 930. 75+, 800+, 900+ and the
Citations.
WE OFFER CASH SETTLEMENT
DISCOUNTS AND CARRY EXTENSIVE STOCKS,
DORKORDERS:
Professional recorders and very realistic
prices.
We have them all in stock.
Models 7140, 8140 and the Cassette Deck.
WE HAVE 8140 MULTI- SYNC ON
PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION.
AIWA:
We now have in stock the fantastic AIWA
range.

N.A.D.:
A range of very high quality amplifiers and
receivers from Acoustic Research.
The N.A.D. 60 Amplifier is agreat " value
for money" quality amplifier.
The N.A.D. 140 and 160 Receivers are
remarkable beauties of outstanding craftsmanship. N.A.D. equipment is very much
in demand.
PLEASE
COME
AND
THRILL
YOURSELF TO THE SOUND OF
THESE
UNITS
THROUGH
AR
SPEAKERS.
LUX SPECIAL OFFER:
This month we are selling Lux equipment
at prices considerably below normal.
Please phone us.
COME
TO
US,
HEAR
THEM,
TOUCH THEM, BUY THEM.
NAKAMICHI:
We have all models in stock from the
fabulous 550 at L275.00+ VAT, less cash
settlement discount, through the 700 to
the magnificent 1000 Professional Deck.
WE WILL INSTALL THE 1000 FREE
IN THE LONDON AREA EVEN AT
CASH DISCOUNT PRICES.
NIKKO SPECIAL OFFER:
This month we are offering Nikko equipment at really low prices— lower than
anyone else.
AR RECEIVERS:
We have our last few of these super class
Receivers on offer to the public at a considerable discount. The amplifier delivers
60 x 60 Watts RMS into 8 Ohms both
channels driven. The tuner is of the
highest quality.
PHONE US FOR MORE DETAILS.
BIC: programmed turntables.
Model 980 and 960— Rumble better than
65 dB, wow and flutter less than 0-05,
tracking force range 0-4 grams.
Cartridge recommendation Shure V15.
Comment: THEY ARE INCREDIBLE
PERFORMERS.
BOTH
MODELS
ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION.
We offer cash
Settlement Discount
MONITOR AUDIO:
You would expect a man from Cambridge
to speak good English, so would you
expect a pair of speakers from Cambridge
to sound good too. The monitor Audio
speakers have become kings amongst
monitor speakers. They combine good
efficiency with exceptional smoothness
and clarity of sound like the British would
want it.
We carry a really comprehensive stock of MA's and have every
model on demonstration.
JVC:
A range of superbly finished and highly
engineered Hi- fidelity products that we
have now found to be very pleasurable to
listen to. The JVC quadraphonic receivers
offer everything at moderate cost.
FONS:
This turntable range represents remarkable value with negligible rumble ( 80 dB)
and almost no wow and flutter ( 0.04) it is
made in Scotland. Thus breeding ruggedness and reliability even from the air.
QLRP the list price is £75 plus VAT
without arm, but we offer cash settlement
discount.
LEAK:
This is a particularly nice hi-fi system for
those with the latest designs in mind. We
have found the 2001 transcription turntable very delightful to use, and the 2000
receiver to be moderately priced for all
the facilities it offers. The 2030 speakers
are a very worthy compliment to the
system. We have the Leak system on
demonstration and are at present holding
good stocks. We are always prepared to
offer cash settlement discount.

TEAC:
We stock all models and have the SIMULSYNC RECORDER on demonstration.
QUAD:
303/33/405—A reference amplifier for the
discriminating.
Electrostatic speakers—
units reproducing the most authentic
sound there can be—summary the best
British there can be. bordering on the
best in the world at the price, we match
our enthusiasm for quad with massive
stocks and cash settlement discounts.
U HER:
CG360—A computer controlled cassette
deck/receiver of outstanding versatility
and supreme quality.
With plug in
amplifiers and a do- it- all control box. On
demo in our shop. 4200 4400 IC and 4000
these are the best portable moderately
priced open reel recorder decks in the
world. We also carry a comprehensive
stock of UHER equipment including
sound synchronisers.
We offer cash
settlement discounts.
JBL SPEAKERS/JBL COMPONENTS
We are London's JBL super centre, we
will play it loud if you like it loud. We
will play it clean if you like to listen. We
will sell alot of it if you will buy. We will
deduct from the list price acash settlement
discount. We will lease them to you if
you own astudio. We will do all that you
want us to do, if we can do it.
TANNOY:
We are pleased to announce our appointment as Tannoy main dealers. Like always,
we now have alot in stock and on demonstration there is the economical Cheviot.
Tannoy speakers can be bought from us—
kit form for home or export use.
SUGDEN:
One of che highest quality amplifiers and
control units available today is the Sugden
C51/P51 series. With the Sugden, power
output can be doubled by adding just
another power unit and with the Q51
matrix decoder quality is attained. We
have the 51 series in stock and on demonstration.
Please phone us for further
details.
RADFORD MONITORS:
Another clean and crisp addition to our
loudspeaker range. Please phone us for
a talk or a demo.
PHASE LINEAR:
For the very fortunate few who can afford
this masterpiece in Hi -Fi technology, we
have put our hands on the system. In our
new shop Phase Linear will be on permanent demonstration.
Please phone us
for more details.
OTHER THINGS WE DO:
WE take photographic equipment in partexchange.
WE accept existing decent Hi -Fi from
customers wishing to go up higher still.
WE buy top grade Hi -Fi for cash.
WE particularly like to know our customers and to give the best service we
possibly can.
WE will obtain any equipment for you
and to this end we are always adding to
our range of products.
WE are very nice people to deal with!
Our sales personnel are keen and enthusiastic.
WE offer H.P.—Instant Credit for items
of £ 210 and under; Contract Hire and
Leasing to studios.
WE also take ACCESS and
although ....

WE HAVE BEEN KNOWN TO SETTLE
FOR CASH! !!

We are introducing to London, a new Hi -Fi House— we will welcome customers, suggestions for an IDEAL Hi -Fi Shop.
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A reissue roundup conducted by
Richard Anthony, Gary Bellamy, Christopher Breunig,
Ray Carter, John Crabbe, Peter Gammond,
Geoff panes and Leon Thompson
ORCHESTRAL/
SYMPHONIC
EW reissues have been so
F persistently urged as the
F
Serkin / Laredo / Parnas / Marl-

boro Beethoven Triple concerto,
directed by Schneider ( but surely
dominated by the quick wit of
the pianist). CBS have at last
reinstated this wonderful and
unique account (61663; £1.99).
Cellist's tone a bit buzzy, and
some end- of- side roughness,
but this displaces all rivals save
the contrasting suave Karajan conducted HMV.
Note, incidentally, how this disc throws
into relief a certain dynamic
monotony in the Casals' Beethoven 7, reviewed last month.
[B: 1*]
The latest Decca reissue
from the Beethoven Ashkenazy/
CSO/Solti Concerto box set
series, is Piano concerto 1/
Sonata No. 8 Pathétique (
SXL
6651, £3.25). Published in 19731975, the recordings have an
impressively rich, full and extremely enjoyable sound. Recommended. [ A: 1]
DG
Privilege
provide the
Demus / Vienna / Leitner Beethoven Choral Fantasia on 2535
151 (£1.98), along with Klee's
BPO Ruins of Athens that was
last seen coupled with his
Creatures of Prometheus (
2545
002, 1970). An admirable middledistance sound with nice balance
and clarity, excellent unison
vocals and transparent texture.
[A:1]
Prompt release of Beethoven
piano concertos 2 and 4—
Bishop—Kovacevich/BBC/Davis
—from Sept. ' 75 album, makes
best current version of popular
coupling ( Philips
6500
975;
£3.10). Soloist combines poetry
with somewhat cool brilliance.
Pressings
fully
satisfactory.
[A/13:1].
Borodin/Rimsky recoupling
of LSO/Dorati Mercury recordings: Suite Le Coq d'Or, Prince
Igor Overture and Polovtsian
Dances (
chorus very remotely
balanced): former import SRI
75016, now Philips 6582 012
(£1.85), serves as reminder that
Mercury stereo techniques were
ahead of their time. The Suite is
pre-1957, yet still capable of
shattering impact. Dorati's conducting tough, unyielding; LSO
woodwinds alert and musical.
Interesting reissue, apart from
routine Dances. [
BIC: 1/3].
Another DG Privilege (2535
140, £1.98) gives us a 1962
Brahms Double concerto from
Schneiderhan / Starker / Berlin
RSO/Fricsay and a 1959 Tragic
Overture. The concerto is rich,
warmly ambient and is preferred
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

to the recent ( same coupling)
Oistrakh/Fournier SXLP for its
openness and clarity.
Tragic
rather more dated—abit thin and
dimmish but not bad. Favourite
budget version overall. [ B/C:1]
Some while ago QM downgraded Elgar's Symphony 2 on
CBS for muddiness and imbalance, especially at climaxes.
This reappears together with
Sym 1 on CBS 78289 (2 recs,
£5.49), both LPO/Barenboim,
and things are a lot cleaner.
Now a nicely- balanced, fairly
crisp, rich sound with good
spread and presence. Extravert
and enjoyable performances.
Overall [ A/13:1/11.
Recommended.
This latest HMV 4 record set
(SLS5030) of orchestral works by
Elgar, includes the two Symphonies, Enigma Variations, Falstaff, Cockaigne Overture, Introduction «I Allegro, and Pomp &
Circumstance Marches 1-5. Barbirolli conducts the Philharmonia, Hallé and New Philharmonia
Orchestras in recordings dating
from 1963 to 1966. The general
sound quality throughout is
good with a bright, clear presentation.
Recommended
at
£7.80, with a general rating of
[A:1].
The 1965 performances of
Haydn's 3 Organ concerti by
Power Biggs and the Columbia
SO can now be heard on CBS
61675 (£1.99). The environment
is extremely reverberant, though
it does not swamp the players,
the balance is good and the
transfer is clean except for a
suggestion of coarseness in the
upper strings. [ B:1]
Advantage to the DG Privilege
Liszt Faust Symphony over the
recent Beecham reissue, apart
from being £1.98 ( as against
£3.50 for 2 recs), is the omission
of that version's lightweight
Lalo Symphony in g. On one
disc,
2535 149
gives
us
Ferencsik's 1962 Budapest Chor/
Orch version and a very good
buy it is.
Competent, lively
performance, agreeable richness and spread of sound.
Clarity and precision. Nice one.
[6:1/2]
Klemperer/Philharmonia Mendelssohn Midsummer Night's
Dream Incidental Music ( 1960),
with Harper, Baker, and Chorus
is reissued on HMV SXLP30196
(£1.99). Complete except the
Melodramas as done by NPO/
Frühbeck for Decca and ( we
think) Janet Baker's EMI debut.
Beautiful recording quality, vintage Philharmonia playing. Recommended, with proviso that
reading is echt-Klemperer. [ A:
1].
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Don't miss CFP40093 (£1.25),
Ravel's Tombeau/ Valses nobles!
Barque. Recorded in the early
1960s, it sounds as well as
anything produced today. The
reproduction in
Tombeau is
exceptionally fine, catching the
full weight and sheen of the
Conservatoire Orch, the tonal
allure of
its
soloists,
and
an unusual amount of detail.
Cluytens'
approach
is fullblooded, vivid, sometimes harddriven, and notable for its compulsive rhythmic drive, at once
buoyant and sharply articulated.
The Valses are marginally less
arresting, though again admirably played. [ A:1]
Two of the most characterful
performances of Schubert symphonies
re-appear with the
reissue of Sir Thomas Beecham's 1960 recordings of Nos.
3 and 5 ( HMV SXLP30204,
£1.99). Although we may have
found Böhm a safer recommendation, there is no doubt
that these are classic performances, one of the perpetual
legacies of the gramophone, and
among the best things that
Beecham did; with good recording to add to the enjoyment—it
even seems clearer on this
reissue. Charm, affection, understanding, good- humour; all very
slow and sedate. [ A: 11
HMV SXLP30197 (£1.99) provides clean new transfers of
some Beecham/RPO Sibelius,
Pelleas
et
Melisande,
The
Oceanides, 1955 stereo taping of
Tapiola (
this last, approved by
Lady Beecham, is not new, but
from
ASD518/WRC
ST744).
Rest from ASD468 [ B/C:1].
Touching
Melisande
portrait
best demonstrates Beecham's
magic in Sibelius. Now let's
have his zestful 1960 Beethoven
7!
Philips ( Universo) 6585 025
(£1.85) is entitled Great Classical Film Themes. These are
not from film tracks but are
performances by established
orchestras and personnel. It is
frankly a showcase displaying
six popular extracts of favourite
music. Beethoven's 9th ( mov.
2), The Blue Danube,
Pno.
Cons. by Mozart ( K 467) mov. 2,
(Elvira!) and Rachmaninov's No.
2 ( 1st mov.) etc. All very attractive within its intentions. [ 6:2]
•Greensleeves (don't confuse
with Barenboim's DG of same
name) on CBS 30062 (£1.29),
ultra- slushy
collection
from
Philadelphia/Ormandy, provides
mostly inflated recordings/performances of such arrangements as Schubert's Serenade,
Londonderry Air, Rach. Vocalise,
Thais Meditation, Cay. Inter-

mezzo, Grieg's Elegiac Melodies,
Ugh! [ C/D: 4]
Surprisingly,
Herbert
von
Karajan conducted the Philharmonia Orchestra for a group
of EMI recordings issued as
long ago as 1958-61. A splendid
collection of these is grouped
as
Karajan
conducts the
Popular Classics Vol. 2 ( SLS
5019) which, at £8.95 for the
5- disc box, deserves to become
the non- symphonic part of any
beginner's classical collection.
Bizet L'Arlésienne suites, Moussorgsky
Pictures,
Borodin
Polovtsian Dances, Offenbach
Gaîté Parisienne, Respighi Pines
of Rome, two Rossini overtures,
several pieces each by Berlioz,
Sibelius and Liszt, and items by
Weber,
Ponchielli,
Chabrier,
Puccini, Verdi, Schmidt, Leoncavallo, Mascagni, Granados
and Weinberger. Riches indeed,
with Karajan's fine performances
and Walter Legge's legendary
production supported by very
good recordings. Several items
are sonically outstanding despite ( or because of?) their age.
Microphone and mixing techniques tended to be simpler
then, yet the sound here is often
as good as anything produced
today. Strongly recommended.
[A/A*:1]
Very similar to the recently
reissued
Nonesuch
LP
A
Bouquet
of
Old
Vienna
Dances ( H-71141), Dances of
Old Vienna ( Saga 5411, 95p) is
by the
same forces,
Paul
Angerer and the Vienna State
Opera Orchestra, and covers
similar but different works by
similar composers.
Made at
the same time, and only issued
abroad, it includes works by
Beethoven,
Haydn,
Lanner,
Mozart, Schubert and Johann
Strauss I.
Played in fine style
and a clear but not modernsounding recording [ 13:1].
INSTRUMENTAL/
CHAMBER

K

EMPFF gives a recital of
music by Chopin on Decca
ECS768 (£1.50). Performances
by such an artist as Kempff may
vary from superlative to very
good. These are very good.
The recording is good if sometimes rather hard sounding.
The programme includes the
3rd Ballade, the op. 61 Polonaise,
the Fantasia in fand the Andante
Spianato 41 Grande Polonaise.
[6:1]
On Decca ECS769 ( 1.50)
there is a further Chopin recital
including the 4 Impromptus,
Berceuse, Barcarolle, the 3rd
Turn to Page 117
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CASSE1TES
Peter Gammond

BACH TO CHOPIN
I get a distinct impression that
I cassettes are getting better all
the time—or is it because I
started with such a good one
this month? The St. Martin- inthe- Fields recording of Bach
concertos for 3violins; flute; and
violin and oboe ( Argo KZRC820,
£3.50) leapt from the speakers so
vividly and with such compelling
playing that I once more resolved to scrap all my scratchy
old records. Well, perhaps I
won't go that far. A fine performance of these transcribed
concertos from BWV1056/60 and
64. The marvellous violin and
oboe concerto is superb [
A*:
1/11. A collection of the Bach
Violin
Concertos played
by
Josef Suk and Ladislav Jásek
with the Prague Symphony conducted by Smetacek ( Supraphon
04.50672, £2.02) had not the same
sparkle but a quite adequate recording and more conventional,
not so clearly inspired performances. Just a little inclined to
plod to my ears, certainly by
comparison with merry Marriner
[B: 2]. Colin Davis's reading of
Beethoven'sPastoratsymphony
(Philips 7300 361, £3.25) dates
back to 1962. A nice enough
performance, coupled with the
Prometheus overture, but the
sound is low level and inclined
to be a bit subdued, even at
times confused.
There are
better alternatives available [B/C
1]. The superb series of Beethoven Piano Concerto recordings by Ashkenazy and Solti
continue to be extracted from the
complete set. This month we
have No. 2 coupled with the
Waldstein sonata ( Decca KSXC
6652). Presumably they will all
appear on cassette in good time
and you couldn't do better than
pursue the series.
Masterly
playing and agood clear, slightly
sharpish
recording
[
A : 1].
Beethoven's late Choral Music
(CBS 40-76404, £3.19) conducted
by Michael Tilson Thomas—
King Stephen, etc— makes an
interesting collection of rarely
recorded works. They seem to
be well- controlled performances,
The sound on cassette has a
slight fogginess about it compared to the disc [
B:1]. Andrew
Davis conducts the LSO in
Prokofiev'sCinderella(excerpts)
and Britten's Young Person's
Guide (
CBS 40-76453, £3.19) and
produces
sensitive
perform116

ances of virtuoso works. The
recorded sound is good, with
clarity and warmth and clear
separation, particularly useful in
the Britten. A remarkable absence of tape hiss too [
A: 1].
Murray Perahia plays the Chopin
Preludes with great sensitivity
and insight ( CBS 40-76422, £3.19)
It is good to find a pianist with
something of the old-fashioned
warmth and indulgence. Ididn't
like the piano tone at all; whether
it was a strange instrument or
the recording characteristic is
hard to tell, but it is rather unnatural and alittle wavery. [
C:1]
DVORAK TO LEHAR
There are no two finer works in
their own medium than Dvorak's
String and Wind Serenades.
The latter stands comparison
with anything written for strings;
and that means some very fine
works. The Czech performances
under Vlach and Turnovsky
(Supraphon
04.50760, £2.02)
are full of national feeling and
can be recommended on all
counts.
Recorded sound is
adequate.
On my copy the
works were in reverse order to
that indicated on the insert [
A/B:
1]. A sensitive and affectionate
performance of Elgar's Enigma
variations from Jochum with the
LSO ( DG 3300 586, £3.50), slowish but nicely detailed. Brahms'
Haydn variations are treated in
Furtwângler vein. Modest level
of recording but giving a nice
overall concert hall sound and
very clear [
A : 1]. Over- romantic
Mantovani-ish
performances
make up much of Elgar ' Miniatures' ( CBS 40-76423, £3.19) with
Barenboim conducting the English Chamber Orchestra. The
sound is congested, boosted up
from the rather thin level found
on disc, in spite of which an interesting performance of the
Serenade emerges [
C : 2]. A
pleasing collection of Handel
overtures from the same orchestra under Leppard has a good
open, clear sound and lively
playing ( Philips 7317 113, £2.15).
A lot of otherwise uncharted
ground is covered—Lotario; Admeto; Orlando; Poro; Partenope;
Ottone plus Esther and Alcina—
which
makes the collection
doubly attractive
[
A : 1/1*].
Janacek's Glagolitic Mass is a
strange and powerful work, full
of fascinating music. Kempe's
new Decca recording is probably
the one to have on disc, but
Ancerl's reading is a very exciting one ( Supraphon 04.50519,
£2.02) and this cassette version
will not disappoint [
A : 1]. Iprefer Khachaturian's tuneful and
semi- classical Masquerade to the
vulgarly Armenian Gayaneh, but
that is not the popular assessment. The only available version of Masquerade cc -ducted
by Belohlavék ( Supraphon 40.
01226, f..2.02) is coupled with
Gayaneh in swinging readings
and afairish recording that tends
to sound a bit congested at

louder moments [B: 1]. A firstrate collection of the songs of
Franz Lehar from Werner Krenn
and Renate Holm ( Decca KSXC
6711, £3.50) should not be
missed by the operetta collector.
The voices come through crystal
clear and, with the Vienna Volksoper Orchestra, sounded eminently theatrical [
A: 1].
MAHLER TO SIBELIUS
It seems an oddity of domestic
rivalry for Decca to issue a new
Mahler 2 by Mehta when the
tremendously exciting Solti version is still available. It also has
its exciting moments but the
cohesiveness of the Solti is
missing, and the warmth of
Klemperer. Nor does the sound
(Decca KSXC27037, £5.75) which
is rather waspish, outrival the
Solti which is also available as a
cassette ( Decca KCET27002). I
would certainly choose the
earlier issue [
A/B : 1/2]. The
first cassette version of the
Mozart Clarinet Quintet and
Oboe Quartet, with George
Pieterson and Pierre Pierlot as
soloists ( Philips 7300 414, £3.25)
is highly recommendable: nice
relaxed performances and very
clear sound with plenty of top
that can be cut and still leave a
wide-ranging
sound
[
A:1].
There are already five versions of
Ores Carmina Burana to choose
from.
Smetacek's
version
(Supraphon 04.50409, £2.02) runs
into stiff competition and I
wouldn't rate it above Previn's
(HMV TC-ASD3117) or some of
the others. It is an exciting
enough performance but the
sound on cassette is not very
pleasant and lacks clarity [
C:
1/2].
Boulez's
recording
of
Ravel's complete Daphnis et
Chloe (
CBS 40-76425, £3.19) is
spacious,
well-balanced
and
music entirely suited to the
conductor's
cool,
analytical
approach. He let's the score
create its own excitement by
keeping
the
threads
clear
[A : 1].
Abbado's Rossini
Overtures
are
high-powered
affairs and they garner great
strength. Possibly too serious
but very impressive.
Good
orchestral sound with the LSO
strings sounding superb ( DG
3300 497, £3.50). There are many
rival sets but this is mainly
rivalled by the Karajan also on
DG [
A: 1]. Szell's accounts of
the Schumann
symphonies
have always been held in high
regard.
He plays them with
Beethovenesque authority.
A
slightly noisy tape for Nos. 1 & 3
but a good rounded sound on
the whole ( CBS 40-61595, £2.19)
[B : 1]. Shostakovich Piano
Concertos 1& 2played by Previn
with Bernstein conducting ( CBS
40-73400, £3.19) get wonderfully
active, sensitive and shapely
performances, but the sound is
curiously old fashioned—wavery
piano tone and hard orchestra
[C: 1]. Symphonies 5 and 7 of
Sibelius conducted by Colin

Davis apparently start a new
cycle with the Boston Symphony
(Philips 7300 415, £3.25). They
are, as we might expect, sensitive performances, but rather
loosely held together and Maazel
on Decca is more impressive
in both performance and recording [B: 2].
SMETANA TO WAGNER
You could hardly do better for
Smetana's Ma Vlast than to get
Ancerl and the Czech Philharmonic to perform it with a
natural sense of the idiom and
the programme. A nicely balanced and clear- sounding recording ( Supraphon 04.50521,
£2.02) and you need look no
further [
A: 1]. And to show the
more lively and folky side of
Smetana, another splendid cassette ( Supraphon 04.01225, £2.02)
of orchestrated versions of his
Polkas and
Czech
Dances,
played in ideal folky style by the
Brno State Philharmonic and
Jllek. This is tremendously enjoyable and Ican't imagine anybody not getting some pleasure
from it. The sound is a little
boomy in the louder passages
but otherwise warm and pleasant
[B: 1]. A fine Johann Strauss
collection from Bonynge ( Decca
KSXC6701, £3.50) has the Die
Fledermaus overture and ballet
and Le Beau Danube. A British
orchestra manages to sound remarkably Viennese, than which
there is no greater tribute in this
music. First-rate recording [
A:
1]. For Richard Strauss—Zarathustra; Till and Don Juan this
month's protagonist is Sir Georg
Solti ( Decca KSXC6749, £3.50)
and atremendously exciting cassette is the result.
As you
might expect, it is all very fullblooded but the Decca engineers
just cope with high level demands. Beautiful performances,
full of feeling [
A : 1/11. Stravinsky's Rite of Spring conducted by Colin Davis ( Philips
7317 119, £2.15) has strong rivals
in Ozawa, Mehata, Boulez and
others, but offers a good sound
performance at a reasonable
price
in the ' Sonic' series.
Recorded in 1965, the sound is
clear but the tape is noisy by
present-day standards [
B : 1].
One of the best cassettes Ihave
heard for some time—both in
matters of sound and performance is Verdi Opera Choruses
conducted by Abbado. Terrifically vital performances that
will have you on the edge of your
seat and the sound matches
them most adequately ( DG 3300
495, £3.50). Some interesting
music to discover as well [
A:
1*].
Haitink's
recording
of
Wagner Preludes ( Philips 7300
391, £3.50) was described by our
record reviewer as ' bland' but
perhaps he was suffering from
a surfeit of such recordings.
They are good stirring performances, without ever being distinguished, and the recording is
a good full-bodied one [
A : 1].
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EUTSCHE
Grammophon
D
continue to build up their
catalogue of Dolby- processed
tapes, drawing upon recordings
of varying vintages for both the
full- priced 3300 series (£3.50)
and the 3318 Privilege (£225).
The musical and technical qualities of arecent batch have proved
inconsistent—one should always
check the reviews before buying
a cassette—and it is disappointing to find Karl Bühm's VP0
coupling of Haydn symphonies 88 and 89 so dim- sounding.
The performances are marvellously warm and noble, and the
playing of the Philharmoniker is
affectionate. There are the benefits of quiet background and
clean stereo separation here,
but the sound is as though percolated through a wodge of
handkerchiefs (3300 325) [
C/D:
11. Karajan's 1964 version of
Beethoven's
second
symphony is coupled with more
recent Prometheus and Ruins of
Athens overtures (3300456) [
C:1].

The transfer level is high, but the
treble is dim, and the right channel in particular is boomy. Again,
good stereo detail: the older recording is backwardly balanced.
What a superb allegro con brio
in Op. 361 Jochum's Boston
coupling of Mozart's Jupiter
and
Schubert's
Unfinished
symphonies (3300 318) [
6:11 is
basically a good tape; the climaxes in No. 41 are well represented, and there is an agreeable forward balance. The string
tone and hall reverberations are
slightly discoloured in the Schubert.
Fricsay's Jupiter and Mozart
40 ( Vienna Symphony) come in
an ugly transfer at a high level
which makes the playing seem
even more laboured.
Not recommended (3318 036) [C : 3].
A re- issue of Grieg's Peer Gynt
Suites 1 and 2 ( Bamberg SO/
Richard Kraus) with short fillers
by the Nordmark-Sinfonie Orchestra, now Dolbyed (3318 041)
[B/C : 2], offers idiomatic per-

Nocturne ( op. 9/3) and Scherzo
3.
Excellently performed by
Wilhelm Kempff with an outstandingly beautifully conceived
Barcarolle, it is well recorded if
a little dense at times. [
B: 1]
Kempfi gives superb performances of the two famous
Chopin Sonatas Nos. 2and 3on
Decca ECS770 (£1.50). These
performances are among the
finest in the catalogue—they
certainly head the list of available bargain issues. The recording too is the best of the
three recent re- issues I have
heard. Rewarding music, highly
recommended. [
A/B: 1*]
Tamàs Vásáry plays Debussy
on DG Privilege 2535 158. First
published in 1970, the beautifully
recorded piano has transferred
extremely well. Vásáry plays
this comprehensive selection
(includes Clair de Lune) with
masterful sensitivity and emotion.
Recommended. £1.99.
[A:1]
Handel's
complete
Water
Music on DG Privilege 2535 137
(£1.99)
performed
by
BP0/
Kubelik is one of those good but
not outstanding issues that
could with advantage perhaps
be allowed to rest. The performance is less alive than many
of its competitors including the
old 1955 Boyd Neel now on
Decca ECS. The DG recording
is good but with moments of
congestion. The usual excellent
DG pressings. [B: 2]
Concert Favourites: Vladimir Horowitz Collection, Vol.
13 (
RCA
Victrola
VH013m,
£1.49) brings recordings by the
master dating from 1944 to 1956
and includes works by Clementi,
Czerny, Mendelssohn, Mozart,
Scarlatti and Schumann. In the
earliest, Variations on ' La Alcordanza' by Czerny, the piano tone
is a little wavery but it is still
eminently pianistic and good to

listen to and the wonderfully
accurate yet totally personal and
involved
playing
immediately
claims attention. Some of it is
miraculous. The latest recording, Mendelssohn's Variations
serieuses shows total Horowitz
mastery. [
H:1*]
The series has further additions (all mono, . 49): Schubert's B-flat sonata D.960/Schumann's Kinderszenen (
VH016);
a Chopin
miscellany—mixed
studio/live 1949-57 ( VH018);
Encores
1942-51 ( VH020);
Tchaikovsky's first piano concerto, with NBC/Toscanini, Apr.
'43 ( VH015). The playing in
this War Bond concert taping is
more fallible than in the 1941
collaboration ( RCA AT113), and
the earlier, cheaper reissue is
less harshly distorted. [
H:1].
Tape- hiss is heavy in VH016;
the Schumann is excellent although the rubato is fairly
extreme—Horowitz is at best
when simplest, e.g. schneller
sections of Fürchtenmachen, or
Der Dichter spricht. Schubert
unfortunately almost incoherent:
different tempi for each idea,
sentimentalised.
So [D:1/3].
Encores quite stunning things:
Carmen Variations, Moszkowski
studies, Stars and Stripes transcription,
Prokofiev
Toccata,
Danse Macabre by Saint-Saëns/
Liszt/Horowitz. [
H:11. Also
on Chopin pressing side 1 had
several ' blip' defects.
Horowitz's
aggressive
dynamic
changes and mannered delayed
beats make for unconvincing
Chopin.
Brilliant,
hard, the
playing puts composer secondary to executant [
C/D: 2]. The
Rubinstein/RCA
records will
give more pleasure than this.
In spite of the tragedy behind
it there was still acommunicated
sense of gaiety and aliveness
in the three- handed piano work
of Cyril Smith and Phyllis Sellick.
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formances, but the climaxes are
thick in tone—Fjelstadt and the
LSO on Decca are preferable.
Finally, two Privilege cassettes
one can recommend: Markevich's compelling Lamoureux
version of Berlioz's Fantastic
Symphony
(
3318 034)
[
A/B:
1(*)], and a Leipzig Radio Orchestra taping of Orff's Carmina Burana (
3318 051) [
A/A*:
1/2]. Ihave not heard the latter
before: the reading lacks the
ultimate in exuberance, and the
soprano, although good, is a
little heavy. The falsetto aria is
well done, and the choral work
is excellent. A musical reading
under Herbert Kegel. The quiet
sections and percussion transients merit our star rating; the
hiss level is acceptable, and only
in the most stressful passages
would one suspect a cassette.
Music with such adynamic range
is a challenge to the medium
well met here by DG. No texts
are provided. The Berlioz has a
silly break in the slow movement.

C4SSE1TES
Christopher Breunig

Master-tape hiss is noticeable,
but the treble range is good:
better perhaps than the recent
Davis/Philips at full price. Some
distortion
might have
been
avoided at a less high transfer
level.
Incidentally the Grieg
cassette is printed with analytical notes relating to Handel's
Water Music!

.1.111,10
Some of their best lollipops
have been gathered together
under the title of Saint-Saens:
Carnival of the Animals and
Favourite Encores ( HMV SXLP
30181, E1.99)—and what delights: Poulenc, Bach, Schubert,
Arensky, Grainger and Benjamin, all played in a totally
infectious way and beautifully
recorded. [
A: 1/1*]

VOCAL/CHORAL

G

OUNOD'S very attractive
and tuneful Messe So/ene//e
'Sainte Cécile' has something of
the same spirit as Rossini's
Petite Messe So/ene//e, something of Faust, the Victorianism
of Sullivan, the elevation of
Berlioz. In other words, a good
rousing piece that would go
well in the Albert Hall.
A
French performance under JeanClaude
Hartemann,
full
of
warmth and joyfulness, first
released in 1963, is reissued
(HMV SXLP30206, £1.65) and
still sounds pretty good, with
clear, warm sound. [
A:1]
The
LSO/Boulez
Mahler
Klagende Lied comes complete
with its original Waldmárchen
movt 1 and Sym 10 Adagio as
filler. Now on CBS 77233 (2
records, £3.49), it comes from
72773 ( movts 2, 3) and 72865
(movt 1,
10
Adagio),
now
sensibly recoupled over sides
1-3 with Adagio on 4. Top
recommendation for the normal
2- part Klagende Lied is Haitink's
on Philips 6500 587 (£3.10), but

for the complete version there's
no question: Boulez. [
A:1/11
Mozart's Coronation Mass
(Markevitch),
and
Exsultate
Jubilate, Et Incarnatus est from
the Great Mass K 427 (
both
Fricsay), are on DG Privilege
2535 148 (£1.99). Sadly, a mixed
bag.
A delightful Incarnatus
with Maria Stader [
A:1], an
acceptable Exsultate marred this
time by the strain exhibited by
Stader in her higher register
[A:2] and an uninvolved and at
times brash and congested
Coronation with pleasing soloists
but averaging [
C:2].
Unlike the Threepenny Opera,
popular with a public largely
wallowing in the romanticism
and indulgence that was satisfied, Mahagonny has waited for
exposure— but dramatically it is
certainly the equal of the other.
While Weill's Mahagonny is
issued for the third time round
(CBS 77341 3 records, £5.49),
it is unfortunately processed for
'electronically
re- channelled
stereo', making sound rather
more harsh and taking the edge
off the mono original.
On
cheaper systems, speakers are
phase- inaccurate so as to spread
a mono image anyway; on
truer ones the room will mask
mono but this processing then
becomes a drawback.
The
absence of a libretto/translation
is unhelpful, the synopsis and
note only useful as broad outline. Despite the price, this is
not so attractive an issue as the
original French import. [
C/D:
1*].
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For supreme value
everything points
to AEL
AEL 1001 SPEAKER
Power handling: 50 watts RMS.
Drivers: 2x220mm Bextrene tone long
through voice coil bass unit. 1x100m
resistively loaded 1x25mm
polycarbonate dome tweeter.
Crossover frequency: 500Hz/400011z.
Cabinet: IB in solidly 18mm double
veneer high density chipboard, heavily
damped cabinet.
Size: 27" x16" x15".
Price: £98.00 plus VAT.

AEL
ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

91 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AJ
Telephone: 01 399 0966/7/8

AEL 2002 SPEAKER
Power handling: 30 watts RMS.
Drivers: I — 220mm Bextrene cone bass. I
— 25mm dome tweeter. I — 18mm super
tweeter.
Crossover frequency: 3000Hz/ 10,00011z.
Cabinet: bass reflex solidly construc ted
cabinet.
Size: 23" x12" x1I".
Price: £58.00 plus VAT.

\

AEL DD22 TURNTABLE
Motor Direct drive. 20 poles rotor. 15
poles stator. Pick up time less than 3
seconds.
Platter Full balanced aluminium cast
with strobe markings.
Speed: 33 ,
A+ 45 rpm. Individual fine
speed controls for each speed + 3%.
Wow Sc Flutter 0.07% W.R.M.S.
Rumble: 52dB weighted.
Dimensions: Width 17 14". Depth 11".
Height: 6%".
Price: El 10.00 plus VAT. Arm extra.

AEL 3003 SPEAKER
Power handling: 25 watts RMS.
Drivers: 1 — 61
/
2"in Bextrene cone bass. I
— 25mm polycarbonate dome tweeter.
Crossover frequency: 3.000Hz.
Cabinet: bass reflex.
Size: 17"x II" x10".
Price: £40.00 plus VAT.

Carlos Santana
by Peter Neame

OR some considerable time
now, those wonderful folk
F
who brought you Yamaha, JVC,

Sansui, Sony and hara-kiri have
been filling our import record
shops with a series of superbly
packaged but highly expensive
recordings—featuring artists like
Donovan, The Jackson Five, The
Temptations, Joan Baez, The
Carpenters and Leon Russell—
made at Japanese concerts.
One such item was Santana's
Lotus, a 3-album set, which
originally
retailed
here
for
around £22.00. Now British CBS
have released a slightly less resplendent version of the set
(CBS 66325), which they're selling at only £9.95. And my advice
is to grab yourself a copy while
you can, because I've heard this
is to be a limited edition affair
and when all existing supplies
are gone, it'll be back to the
Japanese copies and resultant
bank overdraft once more. So
much for the financial report—
now onto the music, which,
incidentally, was recorded at
Osaka Koseinenkin Hall during
two concerts held in July ' 73 by
much the same band as that
heard on Santana's Welcome
album—the line-up that had Leon
Thomas on vocals. Not that you
can get to the music immediately . . . for the first thing you
hear—or don't hear— is a blank
track designed to provide you
with time to meditate before the
band open up with Going home,
from Dvorak's Greatest Hits.
From then on it's all in bashful
bride tradition with something
old (
Samba pa ti, Black magic
woman, Gypsy Queen), something new (
Free Angela, Kyoto,
A-1 funk), something borrowed
(Airto's Xibaba, Tito Puente's Oye
como va, plus some of those
items already mentioned) and
quite a few things which prove
to be latinised blue, the tour- deforce coming on a version of
Incident at Neshabur, which fills
one whole side of record three
and allows Carlos Santana full
flight on a particularly explosive
kamikaze guitar mission. HowHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ever, though there's plenty of
fine music to be heard throughout the set, tmust admit to only
playing extracts at various points
in time because such a massive
helping of congas, timbales and
maracas is not really my cup of
saki. Nevertheless, as Isaid at
the very onset, Lotus is well worth
having and the inserts alone—
which include the seating arrangements at the hall plus the
band's full itinerary for the tour
—should provide the purchaser
with many happy hours. At
which point I'll say sayonara to
Santana with a [ B: 1] and pass
on to discuss the next album
which happens to be Heaven
And Hell ( RCA RS1025, £2.90)
the long awaited solo offering
from ex-Aphrodites Child keyboard star Vangelis. Nowadays
he has little to do with rock
music—indeed, next to him,
Mike Oldfield appears to rock
like Chuck Berry. So Heaven
and Hell sounds like pure
religioso soundtrack—take your
bearing from Prokofiev, move a
little south of Alexander Nevsky
and you're almost there. Add a
dash of Yes— provided here by
a Jon Anderson vocal—and
you've got the whole idea. But
will you like it? The answer is
yes, if you're into music as a
whole and don't bother too much
about pigeon holes. The recorded sound, by the way, is
quite magnificent [A*: 1/21. You
don't have to buy David Crosby
and Graham Nash's Wind On
The Water (
Polydor 2310 428,
£2.95) unless you really want to.
Imean, it's all right and has a
fair number of pleasant songs
aboard, as well as the requisite
number of guest stars— Ben
Keith, Levon Helm, James Taylor
David Lindley, Danny Kottch,
Carole King etc.— but most of
the time the duo seem to be
merely cruising nowadays, content with adding fillers instead
of making one hundred per cent
albums. So while Homeward
through the haze and Bittersweet,
both soft- centred Crosby delights, and the jointly- penned
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Naked in the rain make the grade,
perhaps the whole situation is
best summed up by one equally
successful, but more aggressive,
Nash composition, Take the
money and run [
A: 2]. More to
my taste is the first album from
The Movies (Firefly AMLH
33002, £2.99), aband responsible
for some of the best British
sounds to arrive on my turntable
since Ace moved out of the pub
circuit. The Movies have a certain affinity to Ace in that they
are equally laid-back and share
the same aptitude for dropping
everything neatly into place. In
short, they're decidedly funky
without forcing the pace or
wasting too many notes. Dag
Small, the band's keyboardman,
would appear to employ his Arp
with the precision of a chess
master, instead of using it for
space exploration as many more
lauded, but less talented, musicians might well do. And guitarist Greg Knowles also displays
a remarkable use of subtlety, an
art often neglected in this age of
axe- heroes. While Jon Cole's
high and dry lead vocals are
hardly likely to win him any pop
polls in the forseeable future,
they sound just fine in the setting
provided by this band. ' If Itook
you to the movies, would you pay
for your own seat?', they ask in
one of their songs. Imost certainly would, fellas, Imost certainly would [
A : 1]. Another
British band is Snafu, whose
third album All Funked Up
(Capitol E- ST 11473, £2.99),
proves to be their most cohesive
to date. At last Bobby Harrison
and his men are headed in one
direction—towards
blue-eyed
souldom—and while I don't
think the band will ever break
that big in this country, Funked
Up should considerably enhance
their reputation in the States,
where the wonder of alien purveyers of black music seems to
persist. One point of interest is
a re- working of Lock and key, a
Mickey Moody slide blues feature on the band's last album,
which turns up here in pure
Philly-funk guise [
A : 2]. Next
in line for a plaudit is Tower of
Power. There have been times
in the past when I've criticised
this Bay Area band for their use
of clichéd horn riffs, ripped
straight out of B.S. & T.'s 1968
guide to instant stardom. But
Power sound a much improved
band on In The Slot (
Warner
K56155, £2.99) where Hubert
Tubb's sinuous vocals are enhanced by some Greg Adams
arrangements that are not only
snug fitting but often quite enlightened, taking the band out
of the ' for dancing only' syndrome, with which they've been
totally associated in the past
[A : 1]. Although Mahogany
(Tamla
Motown
STML12004,
£2.99) gives the appearance of
being a Diana Ross album— her
name is emblazoned in large
letters across the record sleeve

OPPOPA
MONO?
egeOPPO
nnAPP
Fred Dellar
—it is, in actual fact, the soundtrack music from the film of that
name and features Tamla's ruling queen on just one soporific
track. The rest of the score,
mainly written by one Mike
Masser,
varies from
discooriented fare to portions of lightweight jazz—including a tribute
to trumpet veteran Harry Edison
that's really little more than a
thinly disguised version of Neal
Hefti's celebrated Lil Darling
[B: 2/3]. Certainly much better
value for money is provided by
Cut Me While I'm Hot (DJM
DJSLM 2019, £1.99) a somewhat
mysterious ( nobody knows when
it was recorded— not even Charlie Gillett, whose been playing it
on his Radio London show) Dr.
John
release.
Though
it's
thought to pre- date Gris-gris,
Rebennack's historic Atlantic
release, Cut me sounds in no
way dated and Imuch prefer it to
some of the good doctor's more
recent output [B: 1]. Another
surprisingly good issue is Isaac
Haye's Use me (
Stax STX 1043,
£2.75) on which that one-time
inveterate rapper skips all the
usual verbiage and moves on to
perform immaculately orchestrated versions of Feel like makin'
love, Use me and Ten commandments of love, the Moonglow's
1958 hit IA: 1].
QUICK TRIPS
Rolled Gold (
Decca ROST 1/2,
£4.99 double- album) is, quite
simply, the finest Rolling Stones
compilation
ever
issued
in
Britain. / wanna be your man,
Not fade away, Jumpin' Jack
Flash, Honky tonk women, The
last time, they're all there—plus
23 others. Buy this one and you
need never purchase another
Stones LP! [
13/C: 1*]. Worth
hearing is The Sensational Alex
Harvey's Live! (
Vertigo 6360 122,
£2.99), recorded at the band's
Hammersmith gig last May and
featuring the hard-hitting Glaswegian's send-up of Delilah,
plus such other Harveyfavourites
as Framed and Vambo [B: 2].
No Regrets ( GTO GTLP 007,
£2.99) is a strange one. Ostensibly a Walker Brothers reunion, it proves to be mainly a
vehicle for the solo talents of
Scott Engel and John Maus with
hardly a collective effort to be
heard.
Good
performances
though [
A: 2].
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Harman/Kardon,
need we say more?

HK 1000— Dolby cassette deck with wow and flutter
specification of 0.13% or less, plus switching for
Standard, Low Noise Er Cr0 2 tapes.

HK 930— the first AM/FM stereo FM solid state receiver
with two totally separate power supplies. 45 watts per
channel into an 8ohm load.

HK 430— an AM/FM stereo tuner/amplifier with twin
power packs giving aminimum of 25 watts RMS per
channel into 8ohms with both channels driven.

A 401— an integrated amplifier giving 20 watts RMS
per channel, both channels driven into 8 ohms, from
20 I4z to 20 kHz with less than 0.5% THD.

Citation 16 — aprofessional standard stereo power amplifier with total output of 300 watts RMS minimum,
plus twin power and extremely wide bandwidth.

Five superb items that live up to their looks from the comprehensive range of superlative
HarmanIKardon hi-fi equipment. Ring or write for details.

harman/kardon
Highgate Acoustics 38 Jamestown Road London NVV1 7EJ Tel: 01-267 4936

I CONCLUDED my last article
I ( November 1975) .with a review of The Flowing Tide, an
album of concertina pieces by
Chris Droney from County Clare.
Hard on his heels come Bob
Cann, melodeon player from
Devon, and John MacDonald
from Morayshire, Scotland, a
melodeon playertoo. Bob Cann:
West Country Melodeon is a
collection of bright, bouncy jigs,
hornpipes and other dance tunes
with the flavour of the country
fair in them. Bob Cann plays a
streamlined, crackle-glaze Hohner instrument which seems
oddly flashy for his simple,
earthy tunes. He comes from
South Tawton, near Okehampton, where something of the old
Devonian culture still survives.
When he was young he lived on
a farm on the Moor, where the
two dozen members of his total
family of relatives all played instruments. Their legacy exists
in his repertoire: Uncle George's
Jig, Uncle George's Hornpipe,
Uncle Jim's Barn Dance, Uncle
Jim's Waltz, Family Jig, and so
on. The family likeness extends
to the tunes, and with Bob
Cann's jolly, but on-the- beat
phrasing, they begin to merge
into one, at least in the memory.
His is essentially music for dancing, either the step dancing competitions on the wagon tops of
the Moorland communities of the
'thirties, or the barn dances for
which he still plays today. Topic
12TS275 is the kind of record
that makes you want to point
a toe,
but is
a bit
unrelieved for living-room listening
[A: 2].
John MacDonald has bagged
nearly a quarter of a million
moudiewarks in his time, which
can't leave much time for playing
the Melodeon. Moudiewarks?—
moles to the unitiated Sassanach!
A professional
molecatcher who lives in a Morayshire caravan, John MacDonald,
now seventy, has recently retired with his collection of a
thousand legends and stories,
and untold songs. He sings, unaccompanied, many of the ballads and traditional songs on this
album The Singing
Molecatcher of Morayshire (
Topic
12TS263). Some are rather fragmentary, like The Wandering
Shepherd Caddie, and
some
haven't the bawdy forthrightness
of their original form: the most
disappointing in this respect is
the chaste version of The Ball of
Kirriemeer(Kirriemuir). But there
are some fine songs nevertheless, like the Dewey Dens of
Yarrow or The Haughs of Cromdale, which dates from the
Jacobite rout of 1690. There are
not many melodeon pieces on
the record: A Burns Waltz, The
Cairngorm Barn Dance and an
accompaniment or two.
His
playing is more thoughtful than
Bob Cann's, appropriate perhaps
for asinger. His voice is firm and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

very clear, surprisingly youthfulsounding for a man of his years.
As his songs are rich in parochialisms, the clarity is welcome and makes the ' bothy boys'
song The Mains of Fogieloan a
little more comprehensible, even
if it hasn't the drumming of the
lads ' big tackety boots' on the
fodder box for the rhythm.
MacDonald's breath control is
obviously still good; he diddles
his way through the mouth
music version of My Auntie Jean
in fine style. A very pleasant
record of Scots Ballads and
Bothy Songs, though the dust
and smells of the bothy are
missing [
A:2].
There's a score of items on
the John MacDonald record ( mislabelled on my copy)—too many,
for only a few have room to
develop. Lizzie Higgins: Up
and Avva' Wi' the Laverock
has only eleven, and this means
that her songs are generally performed in full versions. Lizzie
Higgins is the daugher of the
late Jeannie Robertson, the
famous travelling woman of a
tinker family whose singing was
known and admired by the folk
and the folklorist alike. Lizzie
has learned much from her
mother, and it would be absurd
to denythis indebtedness; nevertheless, her singing stands in
its own right as quite exceptional
and this record is one of the
most beautiful to have come my
way for along time. It is difficult
to describe Lizzie's voice and
style: her singing is extremely
ornamented, with long, sustained
notes and many fluctuations and
inflections in her syllables. This
may give the impression of a
baroque approach, but on the
contrary there is an underlying
simplicity in her delivery which
prevents this decorated vocal
line from ever becoming florid or
unnecessary. The wedding of
style, expression and content is
so complete that it is continually
fascinating and yet inseparable.
This is nowhere more evident
than on her extremely long version of The Twa Brothers (
Child
49), on which her attack is consistent throughout but which is
varied from verse to verse by the
subtlest of modellings.
Unlike The Princess of the
Thistle (
Topic 12T185), Lizzie
Higgin's first album, this is less
dependent on Jeannie Robertson's repertoire and gives a
better idea of Lizzie's own
chosen songs. Often this is
quite unusual: her version of
The Lassie Gathering Nuts is very
different
from
how
I had
imagined it when reading The
Merry Muses of Celdonia. It is
the ballad singing that Ifind most
impressive. Having just returned
from the Western Highlands and
the region about Glencoe Ifound
her MacDonald of Glencoe very
moving. Though the text is
rather literary and betrays the
broadsheet publisher's cornFEBRUARY 1976

mercial success, she sings it in
thefreshest manner which makes
the language thoroughly convincing. But one hardly need hear
the words: her melancholy voice,
her musical gifts are never more
evident and are redolent of that
wild and lonely, yet hauntingly
beautiful region. One is tempted
to write pages on Lizzie' Higgins'
singing, and fortunately Peter
Hall has been permitted to do so.
The album is handsomely packaged in adouble folder that permits a few thousand words on
the singing and songs of the fish
filleter from Aberdeen. Now in
her mid- forties, Lizzie Higgins
has many years of singing before
her. From time to time Ihope she
will be induced to record again,
for
hers
is
a wonderful
talent that must be shared,
but one prays, never exploited
[A:1].
Paddy Tunney: The Mountain Streams Where the Moorcocks Crow is the title of acollection of unaccompanied Irish
songs from Armagh. It appears
in Peter Kennedy's Folksongs of
Britain and Ireland (
No 136),
though it's Dennis Cassley's
version that is printed in full
there. Son of Brigid Tunney,
who was recorded by Peter
Kennedy in the fifties, Paddy
Tunney has a warm, slightly
rough-textured voice with an
attractive vibrato which he uses
to fine effect on the transportation ballad, The Boys of Mullaghbawn. A good country singer,
he has atechnique which makes
Lizzie Higgins sound pure, if not
sweet. His songs, as Cathal
O'Baoill is at pains to emphasise
in the notes, are in gapped
hexatonic or pentatonic scales,
only two being in the conventional major mode, Donall Og
and mis Dhun Ramha. The former of these is presumed to
refer to the Prince of Donegal
who was living in the second
half of the thirteenth century;
undoubtedly the tune is extremely ancient but the thought
that this song has been circulating for seven centuries is
rather incredible. It is splendidly
and evocatively sung by Paddy
Tunney in a decorated but not
unduly embellished fashion: the
theme reminds me of certain
cowboy and frontier songs, perhaps because of the use of the
doh mode.
Included in the selection are
songs of some variety, including
amock inebriated song, Drinking
Strong Whiskey, perhaps the
composition of a ' hedge schoolmaster', and avery grim and disagreeable song of mayhem, The
Old Oak Tree. The record concludes with The Green Fields of
Canada which Cathal O'Baoill
speculates, Ithink rightly, is of
transatlantic
origin
though
Paddy's singing reincorporates
it into the Irish tradition. This
collection is on Topic 12TS264,
and though it is uncompromising
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in its directness, it is arewarding
album [
A: 2].
Also from Ireland are the
songs of Robert Cinnamond:
You Rambling Boys of Pleasure (
Topic 12T269 Mono)—
though you may be forgiven for
assuming otherwise; the cover
photograph,for some unaccountable reason is one of a famous
set by P. H. Emerson of shooting
in the Fenland areas of East
Anglia. These recordings were
made in the late ' fifties, and
'sixties, though the precise dates
are not specified. In some the
recording quality is under par,
but together they constitute an
important
documentation
of
Ulster songs. Robert Cinnamond, an old-time fiddler, died in
1968 at the age of 84, so his
songs go way back. I'm a
Rambling Youth and Van Diemans
Land are songs about transportation, and the sad, tragic story
is conveyed in the bitter words
and dolorous tones of the
songs.
Robert Cinnamond's
songs were more topical, or at
least more related to Irish history, than those sung by Paddy
Tunney.
Among
them
are
several themes which indicate
the sources of Ireland's troubled
history and no less anguished
present. Curiously, they represent both sides of the sectarian
disputes: You Ribbonmen of
Ireland and The Aghalee Heroes,
an Orange song, typifying opposing positions. High pitched and
a little strained, Robert Cinnamond's singing has a taut
quality about it that seems
understandable enough when
one realises that he was at one
time afiddle player. He was also
aweaver, but his trade is acknowledged only by one small fragment. Generally, his record is a
hard listen, more appropriate
perhaps for the student and
scholarthan theordinary listener.
But it is rewarding none-the- less,
and is an important testament
of a singer who rates many
mentions in Peter Kennedy's
work [
H: 2].
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That's about how much you'll have to pay
for the Grundig HiFi 1040Q. Which is amodest
sum for ahi-fi system that looks like amillion
dollars and sounds better than abillion yen.
Comprising the RTV 1040, one of the
world's most powerful domestic tuner/amplifiers,
four Grundig Audiorama 4000 globe speakers
and aGarrard Zero 100SB transcription deck, the
HiFi 1040Q is the system you can't beat.
It's waiting for you now, along with other Grundig
hi-fi systems (from £295 to £698.30) at your
local Grundig dealer.
Isn't it time you heard the hi-fi sound
of Europe?

RU11DIG)

The hi-fi sound of Europe
Technical data: With apower output of 160W (music power) or 100W (continuous rating), the RTV 1040 combines aradio tuner providing VHF:SW (19-55m),
MW and LW four completely separate audio amplifiers and amatrix decoder. This allows quadraphonic playback of discrete (CD-4with optional decoder)
or matrix (SQ) sound sources. The RTV 1040 covers the full frequency spectrum from 20 to 20,000 Hz at adistortion factor of less than 0.1% at a
continuous output power of-90W (4x22.5W). The Grundig Audiorama 4000 loudspeaker globes each contain two bass/mid-range and two treble units and
are superbly matched to the RTV 1040 and Garrard Zero 100SB transcription deck. All prices are recommended retail prices inc. VAT as at 24th July, 1975.
Grundig, London SE26 5NQ. Tel: 01-659 2468.

EQUIPA1ENT
REVIEW'
No part of any
HFN/RR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
permission

Amstrad 3000 Alk
FM/AM Tuner
Gordon J. King
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Tuning range: FM: 88-108 MHz; AM: 525-1600 kHz ( MW) and 150-270 kHz (LW). Sensitivity:
2uV for 30 dB S/N FM; 300 tiV/in (ferrite rod aerial) AM. Sift: 63 dB FM; 50 dB AM. Alternate
channel selectivity: 50 dB FM. Capture ratio: 1.5 dB. Stereo separation: 44 dB. Image
rejection : 54 dB FM; 50 dB AM. IF rejection: 72 dB FM; 50 dB AM. Spurious response: 72 dB
FM. Aerial input: 75 CI. Output: 0-1 V RMS, variable per channel by two rear presets. Output Z:
33 kn. 19 kHz rejection: 54 dB. 38 kHz rejection: 70 dB. Size: 365 x155 x95 rum. Weight: 3kg.
Price: moo RRP, Including VAT. Manufacturer: AMS Trading ( Amstrad) Ltd., 89 Ridley
Road, Dalston, London E87.18H.

THIS attractively presented tuner not only
1 covers the whole of the FM band, but it
incorporates LW and MW bands as well,
selectable by arow of moulded press switches
below the tuning scales, to the left of the
fascia. FM aerial input is engineered for
75 SI unbalanced coaxial feeder by way of a
'standard' rear socket, which is but one
feature of this down-to-earth British design.
An internal ferrite rod aerial caters for LW and
MW transmissions, though there is no provision for connecting an external AM aerial.
This is of minor consequence, however, since
the ferrite rod gathers as much signal as
required for this lofi medium, and since the
tuner as a whole is small and light it is not
difficult to orientate to improve the reception
of weak AM signals.
Taking account of 25% VAT, it is not
particularly easy these days to locate a decent
FM tuner with LW and MW bands for much
less than £ 100. Seeing the price of MO, therefore, Ifirst concluded that this was ex-VAT.
Not so; the MO includes VAT, which is
remarkable. Indeed, from discount sources a
£10 gain even on this price can sometimes be
achieved!
Obviously, atuner in this price range cannot
be expected to possess all the sophistication of
counterparts costing two or three times as
much. Nevertheless, the 3000 Mk II is good
looking, trim and nicely finished externally.
The fascia consists of a well-made, darkcoloured moulding carrying a dark-tinted
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

'window' through which evenly-illuminated
scales and an illuminated cursor appear when
the tuner is under power. A small metes at the
left-hand side of the scales reads in proportion
to the tuned signal strength relative to aquasi-

AMSTRAD 3000 mkr TUNER

logarithmic law (see FM graph). Although the
meter fails to indicate the optimum tuning
point when fully deflected, it yields areasonable
indication that the tuned carrier is towards the
centre of the passband. Any tuning error is
automatically minimised by depressing a
button labelled AFC (automatic frequency
correction) after the signal has been meter
tuned.
The fascia neatly hides the rough edges
of an expertly-veneered enclosure, while the
printed-circuit-board electronics are contained
within a simple metal frame which forms the
bottom and back of the tuner. The back
accommodates the 75 û FM aerial socket, a
conventionally-wired DIN socket for audio
output and two hole-exposed presets for
separate adjustment of the levels of the signals
in the left and right channels—from virtually
zero to a maximum of 1-5 V RMS for 100%
modulation on FM. The design appears to
satisfy BS 415 in that the mains cable is
three-conductor, thereby allowing the exposed
metal parts to be earthed to the mains earth
circuit.
There are six press-switches in the group,
and the two which have not yet been mentioned

FM PERFORMANCE CURVES
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I. R CROSS 1TD
18 Gloucester Road. Full of sound ideas.
The specialist Hi-fi Centre-offering a wide choice of sound equipment from Scandinavia. The range includes Bang & Olufsen,
Sonab and Tandberg.
Within our showrooms you can listen in comfort to the system of
your choice with expert advice provided by our staff.
We believe that where possible asystem should be demonstrated in
surroundings in which it will be used. To facilitate this we will
arrange a home demonstration of any system in stock within a
reasonable distance of Bristol.

Also stockists for:-Sonab, Quad, Kef, Tandberg, MordauntShort, Transcriptors, Radford, BN Radford, etc.

R

PHOTOGRAPHIC OR AUDIO EQUIPMENT
WELCOME IN PART EXCHANGE.

THE PART EXCHANGE
SPECIALISTS

CROSS

18 GLOUCESTER ROAD,
BRISTOL BS7 8AE
Tel: 0272 40440
Late night opening until 8p.m. Friday.

H.P. TERMS AVAILABLE

•
RADIO/CASSETTES
Sony
CF 3101
•VHF/
MW/LW
•AFC control
•Built-in microphone
•Built-in mains adaptor
•Auto shut-off £62 .95
SONY 320 £64.95
SONY 420L £76.95
SONY 550A £ 111.95
HITACH 11220 £49.95
HITACHI 1255 £59.95
HITACHI 1100 £ 50.00
HITACH11225 £39.95
SANYO 2420 £ 39 .
95
SANYO 2424 £45.95
SANYO 4400 £82.00
ITT RC500 £46.00
ITT RC1001 £65.00
TELETON TCR 245
(new Model)
£39.95
ULTRA
6278
£49.50
FERGUSON
3270
£47.95

BAT/MAINS
CASSETTE
Sony
TC 67A
Built-in mains
dciaptor Sliding
volume tone controls
Electret condenser
microphone Ample
power output of 1watt
Hidden handle for extra
portability
£27.95
SONY TC65 £29.95
SONY TC146A £65.95
HITACHI 295 £36.95
HITACHI 233 £74.50
HITACHI 235 £24.95
HITACHI 236 £ 26.95
HITACHI 31 £44.95
ITT SL54 £27.95
ITT CX75 £34.00
PHILIPSN2218 £ 29.95
PHILIPS N2321 £26.95
PHILIPS N2222 £35.95
SANYO 2250 £34.00
SANYO 4000 £63.00

Pioneer
212

TRANSISTOR RADIOS
ROBERTS
Rambler
R.505
R.606
R606MB
R.707
RM 40
ITT
Junior 21
Flirt

£ 17.25
£30.50
£39.50
£42.95
£47.25
£47.25
£7.95
£ 7.50

Tiny 100 £ 17.95
Europa 100 £22.95
Euromarine £32.50

POINEER
SX300
SX434
SX535
SX636
SX737
HITACHI
SR302
SR502

SONY
CRF5090
f126.70
ICF111L £34.95
TF M480 £ 23.95
TFM6100 £9.95
TFM 5450 £ 34.95
TFM 660 £34.95
TFM 770 £36.95
C480 £23.95
TFM 580E £ 27.99

ALSO IN STOCK
HACKER, GRUNDIG,
B&O Plus many others

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
SONY
£93.95
STR 7015 £ 112.95
£ 121.50
STR 7025 £ 128.95
£ 166.50
STR 7035
£145.50
£ 193.95
STR7055A
£186.95
£240.50
STR7065A £233.50
ARMSTRONG
£97.95
625
£ 143.95
£ 111.95
626
£ 172.95

AMPLIFIERS
HITACHI 300 £67.95 IPIONEER 5300 £61.95
.
....--iiSONY 1066 £ 72.50 PIONEER 6300 £82.50
SONY 1055 £83.95 PIONEER 7300 £ 118.00

qAgents for Sumlock Anita Office Equipment

IN LANDAU RADIO LTD
Ng PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
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DEPT( HF

2 / Add £2.50 P&P

CASSETTE DECKS

Built in Dolby, front
access for cassette, fully
auto stop, long life permalloy-solid Red/playback head ect. f130.50
SONY
TC117 £64.95
TC135 £92.95
TC153 £ 145.95
TC138SD £ 161.95
TC136 £ 116.95

RECORD DECKS
PIONEER 12D £49.95
PIONEER 15R £64.50
JVC JLA1 £58.50
HITACHI12 £69.95
SONY 1350 £64.50
SONY 2350 £72.95
SONY 4750 £ 111.95
SONY 6750 £ 149.50

Pioneer

Advanced Dolby. Full
Auto stop, Memory
rewind button, Tape
selection switch,Indepen
ciant Record/play level
controls etc. £157 .95

TUNERS
HI
TACH I300 £64.95
SONY 5066 £72.50
SONY 5055L £83.95
PIONEER 5300 £72.50
PIONEER 7500f137.95

CARTRIDGES
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE
SHURE

M3D
M44
M55E
M75
M756
M75EJ
M75ED

£4.50
£5.65
£6.75
£3.45
£6.50
£ 11.00
£ 12.80

PHILIPS VIDEO MACHINES
STOCKED & VCR TAPESPHONE FOR QUOTATION
Prices correct at time of going to press and
subject to alteration E & OE

Barclaycard Access welcome. Telephone

195-199 HIGH STREET. SUTTON, SURREY - orders,01-643 6503 Et 01-643 6873 After 5p.m.
Alsoat 209 HIGH STREET. SUTTON. SURREY
w7.
1 Er Weekends,24 hour Ansaphone 01 643 5494

operate inter-station muting (sample threshold
set to 4i.t.V PD) and mains on/off. The
various functions are indicated in clear white
print on the dark-tinted ' window'.
The FM IF channel incorporates a single
ceramic 10-7 MHz filter, aCA3089E integrated
circuit for gain and detection and aCA3090AQ
IC for stereo decoding. Each channel is lowpass filtered into asingle stage of AF amplification, thence to the DIN socket via the appropriate preset. The power supply is derived
from a bridge rectifier and simple series-type
transistor regulator, with zener diode reference.
The FM front-end is a type FBIIIU unit,
which employs mechanical capacitors as
distinct from varicaps (capacitor diodes). The
good alignment and ' lumped selectivity' of
this are revealed by the acceptable selectivity
FOM (figure of merit) of 56 dB—which is
difficult to obtain from just two variable-tuned
circuits between aerial and mixer when varicaps
are employed.
The AM section is separate and utilises four
bipolar transistors and detector/AGC diodes.
Detailed results of the numerous measurements to which the tuner was subjected are
given in the performance listing, with appropriate comment, in the output (limiting),
CCIR-weighted noise and signal meter deflection curves, in the FM frequency response and
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stereo separation curves and by the sweep
oscillogram. Referred to the price level, most
of the parameters are very acceptable. It
should be noted that the IHF usable sensitivity is the worst at any Band II frequency
which, incidentally, corresponded to my
'standard' 95 MHz test frequency. In normal
and moderate signal strength areas, the sensitivity, front-end intermodulation and front-end
selectivity should prove adequate. In areas of
particularly strong signal field a small degree
of aerial signal attenuation may be desirable—
though such was not found necessary at the
test site.
Iwould, however, query the manufacturer's
stated 50 dB alternate channel selectivity.

From detector: Sweep 500kHz, 50kHz;div.

•11,
OUTPUT HIGHI
REF. 500
PRE•EMPRASIS

UM

Iv

ev

...

.....

However measured, Iwas unable to raise such
ahigh ratio, and Iwould have thought that it
would require two ceramic filters to secure
50 dB, measured in the manner prescribed by
IHF. The best obtained was 42 dB at one
side only of the response characteristic. The
other side exhibited asymmetry and a lesser
ratio. I would venture to suggest that the
asymmetry could be reduced by improved
coupling-matching from the FM front-end to
the ceramic filter; but, alas, we are now going
into design detail which would cost extra
money! It is always very easy to criticise an
engineer's design, but an entirely different
matter to improve upon it within an established price framework,
continued over page

AMSTRAD 3000 Mk II FM AM TUNER
Test conditions. Output measured across high impedance load. Input signal PD across 75 0. Modulation 100% at 1kHz unless otherwise stated. Weighting
CCIR.
PERFORMANCE
COMMENT
IHF usable sensitivity
4 /IV
Worst over band.
50 dB S N
10 gV (
m) and 100 g‘l (s)
Adequate for most purposes. See graph.
Ultimate S N ..
65 dB ( m) and 61.5 dB (s)
Acceptable for price of tuner (1mV required for
76 dB

Front-end intermodulation
Capture ratio .
Repeat spot suppression
Front-end selectivity ( FOM)

<2 dB
80 dB
58 dB

IHF selectivity ..
AM rejection ..
Stereo separation
100 Hz
1 kHz ..
10 kHz ..
Distortion mono
30% mod.: 100 Hz
100% mod.: 100 Hz
Distortion stereo
30% mod.: 100 Hz
100% mod.: 100 Hz

42 dB
51 dB
40 dB
42 dB
26 dB
= 0-4%; 1 kHz = 0.2%; 4 kHz .412%
= 1.0%; 1 kHz = 01%; 4 kHz .4)-5%
= 0.8%; 1kHz =O'5%; 4kHz - 012%
- 1-2%; 1kHz = 0.0%; 4kHz - 044%

Audio output

..

•

•

20Hz -8 dB; 15 kHz - 4dB; 19 kHz - 44 dB

Response..

4gV

Muting threshold

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

1500 mV RMS
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this stereo S/N — see graph for mono).
At 96 MHz when f, = 94 MHz and f, - 95 MHz.
2f,-f, 88 dB approx. Excellent for price of tuner.
Very good for price of tuner.
Good.
Good for two variable-tuned circuits from aerial to
mixer. Mechanical gang used as distinct from
varicaps.
Alternate channel. Adjacent channel 7dB. Symmetry of response apparent. See sweep.
Very good. 1mV input.

These measurements at 25% modulation. See
frequency response and separation graph ref.
50 gs pre-emphasis on modulation signal.
Note: FM tuner distortion figures are meaningless
unless defined. Measurements made with wave
analyser with the receiver tuned on signal for
least 2nd harmonic distortion. 2f, 3f and all
other significant harmonics taken into account.
Performance acceptable for price range.
Maximum at 100% modulation. Rear level preset
for each channel for level normalisation to suit
amplifier.
All ref. 50 gs pre-emphasis. See graph for more
details.
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Pickups &
Cartridges

STATE OF THE ART
AUDIO ENGINEERS
Dedicated to Perfection
STATE OF THE ART LIST u, 15/12/75

Tel.: 01-366 5015

Prices include postage and VAT at 25',:
(British Isles only)

ADC

LOUDSPEAKERS

Cartridge

(in cl.
Stylus) Stylus

Deram
Deram Elliptical ..
London ..
G820
G820E
G820SE

INFINITY MONITOR 3
DAHLQUIST DQ 10
B & \N DM 6

£12.50 ( RVL)
£15.00 ( RXL)
£20.00 ( RZL)
£5.75 (
RQ30)
£8.25 (
R032)
£9 50 (
RQ36)

£22.50
£28.00
£39.00
£7.75
£10.50
£13.50

VLM II ..
XLM II ..
Super XLM
030
032
036

TURNTABLES
LINNSONDEK LP 12

DECCA

TECHNIC SLII0
DEN NON

£4.75 £ 1.75
£6.00 £2.75
£27.25 -

GOLDRING

..

£8.00 £3.75 (D130)
£11.25 £8.00 (D130E)
£16.00 £ 12.75 (
D130SE)

Styli for G800 Series
D110 ( Gf300)
D110E ( G800E)
D110/78

£2.75
£6.50
£3.50

F15E
M15E Super
SL15E/II

£8.00 £660 ( FTR/S)
£11.90 £8.65 ( FTE/S)
£15 50 £10 75 ( F3E/S)
£25 50 £16 75 ( F2/S)

SME 3009, Series II

STANTON 681 EEE

( N15E)
.. £ 36.25 £ 23 00 (D15E Sup)
..
£37.00

SHURE

Shure 78 r.p.m. Styli
£14 50
VN78E ( for V15/III) • •
£5 75
N44-3 ( for M44/55 Serles)
£5.75
N75-3 (
for M75 Series) ..
£6.50 ( E. & 0.E.)
N95-3 (
for M95 Series) ..
NB.- All items are genuine branded products
in manufacturers packing.

To Pickups & Cartridges
Box 30 Enfield Middlesex
Please send the following items by return post
(Recorded Delivery).
Make

Type

CLASS II

CLASS I
CLASS ll

CLASS

I

CLASS II
CLASS I
CLASS ll

PRE- AMPS
CLASS I
NIAM NAC 12 Hi- Gain Type

ORTOFON
.. £14 25 £9.75

M3D
£ 490
£390 (
N3D)
M447
£5.90 £4.75 (
N447)
M44E
£6.25 £5.15 (
N44E)
M55E
£700 £5.90 (
N55E)
M75-6S
£ 6.50
£5.15 (
N75-6)
M756/11 .. £9.90 £& 55 (N75G/II)
M7513111 £9.30 £ 5.70 ( N758/11)
M75EJ/II • • £10.75 £6.85 ( N75EJ/II)
M75E13/11 .. £12 25 £9.00 (
N75ED/II)
M91ED
£12.25 £11.00 (
N91ED)
M95EJ
£11.50 £7.85 (
N95EJ)
M95ED
£16.00 £12.25 ( N95ED)
V15 Ill
£37.00 £15.00 ( VN35E)

Qty.

PICKUP ARMS
GRACE G707

PICKUPS
SUPEX SD 900E

GRADO
FTR
FÍE
F3E..
F2 ..

CLASS I

DAYTON WRIGHT XG8 MK 3

LECSON AC1
AMCRON IC150
TUNERS
YAMAHA CT 7000

CLASS II

CLASS I

POWER AMPS There will be areshuffle of classes for Power Amps. in
the next issue.
CLASS I
PHASE LINEAR 700 BX
NIAM AUDIO NAP 250
PHASE LINEAR 400 BX
AMCRON 300 A
(X marks modified by Exposure)
Over the last 2years this State of
the Art list has been compiled
with the help of many hi-fi manufacturers and users. Over the
next two years this list will
radically alter.
John R. Farlowe
Sole UK Agents for DAYTON WRIGHT

Cost

STATE-OF-THE-ART AUDIO
Ienclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable to Pickups & Cartridges for £

ENGINEERS
Richardson Road, Hove,

Name

Sussex

Address

Telephone: 0273-777912
(N2)
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The overall sweep oscillogram (50 kHz/div)
shows a spurious response build-up at the
low-frequency side, and this can be detected when measuring the selectivity while
changing the frequency by very small increments. However, the response also reveals
excellent linearity over a full 150 kHz at the
middle of the sweep, which in part undoubtedly
accounts for the good 30% modulation
distortion and the high stereo separation
ratio.
Excluding the mild bass roll-off and the fall
into a 19 kHz pilot tone notch, the frequency
response over the important part of the
spectrum is perfectly acceptable, and corresponds closely to the British 501.ts preemphasis requirement. The separation at the
lower end of the spectrum is truly remarkable.
This (as harmonic distortion) was measured
with a wave analyser to avoid error due to
noise. The separation and distortion measurements were made with the tuning adjusted
on the test carrier for the least second-harmonic
component, which is the best way of standardising these parameters. Measurements of
both separation and distortion without
reference to the tuning have little comparative
merit.
Incidentally, the output and noise curves
indicate real S/N ratio (not S + N/N ratio) since
the noise was removed from the audio signal
by a very narrow bandpass filter; it should
also be noted that the noise curves are referred
to 100% modulation and that the signal input
corresponds to PD across a matched 75
source-not to source EMF as indicated by
some FM generators.
It would not need aclever engineer to damn
some of the measured parameters relative to
those that can be obtained for a lot more
money; but this is not my way of handling
equipment reviews. As Isee it, the price of the
equipment should figure unambiguously in the
overall assessment equation. For MO including
VAT the 3000 Mk H offers some very acceptable parameters; in fact, such things as
stereo separation, capture ratio, front-end
selectivity FOM and 30% modulation harmonic distortion would certainly not put a
tuner costing twice as much to shame.
If Amstrad are thinking of producing a
more expensive Mk III version, then they
could improve upon IF selectivity and response
symmetry and look into the feasibility of
introducing low-pass filtering somewhere to
reduce the possibility of ' birdies' interference
under abnormal reception conditions. On
some of the weak stereo signals which can be
raised at my vantage site, close to more
powerful signals, ' burbles' were sometimes
evoked; though I feel pretty sure that even
these would have been ' cleaner' had the IF
selectivity of the sample been better.
Apart from this, the tuner provided true
hi-fi source signals on transmissions destined
for my SW reception area, with noise and
interference below the level of discernibility.
The AM section was not measured; but an
FM tuner with relatively lofi AM capability
is often sought by some enthusiasts.
In summary, do not expect a £60 miracle;
you will not get this from the 3000 Mk II.
What you will get, however, is a really good
value-for-money tuner bearing the British
banner.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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E6tUIPA1ENT
REVIEW
No part of any
HFN/RR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
permission

Trevor Attewell

Richard Allan
RA82L Loudspeaker
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
High power, wide dispersion, labyrinth loudspeaker system. Drive units: HP 8B 200 mm bextrene
cone unit with 38 mm extra long coil, DT 20 20 mm dome HF unit. Crossover frequency : 3.5 kHz.
Frequency response: 40 Hz-20 kHz ± 3dB ( steady state sine-wave). Impedance: range 5-20 0.
Efficiency: 45 W pink noise input for 96 dB SPL at 1m with mid control in nominally flat position.
Power handling capacity: 70 W programme, 45 W RMS (tweeter 6W RMS). Dimensions:
724 mm high x 345 mm wide x 292 mm deep, volume 721 litres. Weight: 16.3 kg. Finish: Teak
or Walnut. Price: £115.50 per pair, plus VAT. Manufacturer: Richard Allan Radio Ltd.,
Bradford Road, Gomersal, Yorks. BD19 4AZ.

name of Richard Allan has been wellTHEknown
and respected in the audio world
for nearly thirty years. The firm makes loudspeaker units for their own enclosures, as well
as supplying units to numerous other manufacturers. Other things being equal, the man
who designs both units and enclosures has a
distinct advantage, because all the factors
affecting response are under his own control,
and he can tailor the complete system to better
effect. Neither will he be caught out by a
design change which an external supplier
might introduce at any time, perhaps as an
improvement, but which proves to have the
opposite effect on some of his customers'
enclosures.
The RA82L is an inexpensive loudspeaker
by present standards, and is also available in
kit form at a further reduction, making it
extremely attractive to the home handyman.
It is constructed of the usual 18 mm highdensity chipboard, with a detachable front
fret. The finish is in veneer on the front panel
(normally hidden), top and sides, and abrownand-white sealant on the rear face. The
detachable fret is of ply, with an open weave
black fabric covering, and it snaps into place
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

on the panel with six magnetic catches. The
speaker is floor-standing on anarrow, integral,
black- painted wooden plinth, which has three
sides, being open at the front.
The front panel carries the two units on its
vertical centre line, the main driver being
nearly in the middle of the panel. Below the
units is arecessed six-position switch to allow
some adjustment of the mid-frequency response.
On the back is a sub-flush connection panel
which accepts either 4mm banana plugs or a
standard 2 pin DIN cable-mounted socket.
The overall appearance of the loudspeakers
is very pleasant, and would blend easily with
most furnishings.
The amount of space
occupied is minimal for the performance
offered, and the relatively low height helps to
make them unobtrusive. Naturally, they must
be placed so that the units are not obstructed
by items of furniture.
The low frequency loading system used is
described in the maker's literature by various
terms, including labyrinth type transmission
line absorber. An idea of the actual construction can be gained from fig. 1, which shows a
cross-section through the cabinet. It can be
seen that, like many other successful designs
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described by similar ' in' words, it owes at
least a part of its ancestry to Voigt's quarterwave pipe. Thus the bass unit is placed about
a third of the way from the closed end to
discourage pipe resonances, and with the open
end constricted, so increasing the end correction of the pipe, and hence also its effective
length. The actual pipe outlet is from the open
front end of the plinth, the space enclosed
between floor and plinth itself forming an
extension to the pipe. However, the main
constriction lies in the slot in the underside of
the cabinet that couples it to the plinth space.
Inside the cabinet, the pipe is formed by a
vertical partition joining the two sides, and
there is also some bracing (not shown in the
figure) between the partition and the back.
The structure is rigid, and produces only small
amounts of coloration when excited by tapping.
The main crossover components are firmly
attached to a board which is screwed to the
partition behind the main unit, while the resistors associated with the mid-frequency control
are mounted directly on the switch. The pipe
is damped with BAF (or similar) material,
distributed in a controlled manner, but in
sufficient quantity to need no special support.
The whole cabinet is adhesive bonded
throughout, and cannot be dismantled, access
being by the removal of the units, the midrange switch and the connection panel. The
general standard of construction is very good,
both inside and out, excepting only that the
unit connecting wires seemed unduly long and
loose, and amore rigid mounting for the midrange resistors would be preferable, though no
trouble was experienced with the present
arrangement.
The usual listening tests were carried out
over aconsiderable period on awide range of
known material, the speakers being placed
about ametre from the end walls of the listening room, and leaving about m between the
side walls and the nearest part of the cabinet.
The immediate impression was of a pleasant,
smooth, wide-range sound with no very
obvious vices.
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SAVE MONEY AT fiflu2
STOCKISTS OF
Akai - Alpha - A.R.- Armstrong - B & W- Dual - E.S.S.- Connoisseur- Garrard Goldring - Harman Kardon - Howland West-JVC - K.E.F.- Koss - Leak-MarantzNikko - Marsden Hall - Mordaunt Short - Rotel - Pickering - Quad - Celestion Revox - Rogers - Sansui - Pioneer - Scan-Dyna - Shure - Sonab - Tandberg Thorens - Trio - Toshiba - Wharfedale - Etc. Most makes can be obtained.

Harman Kardon Model HK 930

NOW AGENTS FOR SANSUI DEFINITION RANGE

Quality HiFi at cut prices!
Low
Harman Kardon Model HK1000

e Comparative Demonstrations
e Up to 2Years Guarantee
e Expert Advice Given
e Easy Credit
e Part Exchange Considered
e Up to 40% off List Prices
e Very Large Record and Tape Departments
e V.A.T. Free Personal Export

Harman Kardon Prices

Model HK 930
Model HK 1000
Model HK 2000

£240 inc. VAT
£185 inc. VAT
£243 inc. VAT

Other Models Price on Application
plus our own
3 year

iee,ft c()

guarantee.

Harman Kardon Model HK 2000

EST 1945

PHONE WOKING 4667

CHOBHAM Fki. WOKING, SURREY

PERSONAL
LOANS

HIGH

ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6 6EG
BASF
Battery-Mains
CC930 I CC9 110 -I-Chrome. CC9202 + Chrome.

Mains powered decks
TCI38, TC136, TC177, TC204, TC209 all with Dolby
Battery/Mains
Including I46A dual-purpose mono portable/stereo
deck.
B/M models with radio including CF550A, Stereo
FM/AM CF320M/FM. Battery portable
(Mono), TC85.

NATIONAL PANASONIC
Battery-Mains Radio
Models and deck including RS845US Quadra replay.

e

PHILIPS
Mains powered
N1500 Video Recorder.
2400, 2405, 2408 with amplifier and speakers.
Decks with DNL-2507, 2509, 2520.
Battery/Mains
2222, 2225, 2220(M), 2221(M), 2223.
With radio
RR644, RR332, RR365, RR622, RR333. RR644.
Battery portable (Mono)
N2203, E13302.

e

TANDBERG
TCD310D Mains deck.

e

e
e

UHER
Battery-Mains
Auto- rev. CR.I24, CR.210.

REEL MODELS
e

ALPHA
Mains powered decks 1000; 3000-I- Dolby.

e
eSONY

PHILIPS
4415 complete recorder. 4511 mains deck.
Decks including TC755 4 tr. 3 sp. 3 motors, 101"
spool.

e

TANDBERG
3400 4 tr. 4 hd. 3sp.; 9100X 2/4 tr. 3 sp. 3 hd.
3 motor etc.

eAKAI 4000DS
eTELEFUNKEN

AKAI
Mains powered decks
Including GXC750 Auto rev.-I- Dolby and 8- Track
GXR BID, GXD 82D.

205 4 tr. 3 sp. decks.

HITACHI
Battery-mains with radio
TRQ333, TRQ31, TRKI255, TRKI500, TRK1220.
Decks
DI250+ DNL: D2360 Dol by.

MUSIC CENTRES by Philips, Sony, Hitachi and
Radionette in many combinations.

e

eTELEFUNKEN

Partysound 201 ( Battery/ mains), range etc.

e

GRUNDIG
Battery-Mains models
C230. C420, C2001, C420. C403, C4I 1, C430, C440,
C410, CN730 Deck -1-DNL and Dolby.
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e

CASSETTE MODELS
eSONY

==

50 YARDS FROM MULTI -STORY CAR PARK

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
169-173 STREATHAM

Atik

Buy it with Acme

e

OTHERS
Brenell, Revox, 110 2/4 tr. 2 sp.; Grundig, Uher
etc.

MICROPHONES, HEADPHONES. MIXERS
Audio Leads of all types, accessories.
MUSICASSETTES—Thousands of titles to
suit all tastes. Also 8-track pre-recorded
cartridges.
We are one of the very few APPOINTED PHILIPS
STOCKISTS for their NEW TROPHY RANGE of
de- luxe hi-fi equipment.

FOR A FAIR DEAL AT A FAIR PRICE
TELEPHONE 01-769 0192/0466
CREDIT FACILITIES
OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT

CASSETTE AND TAPE OFFERS
Prices include V.A.T. Add 35p. for postage and packing.
CASSETTES
C.60
C.90
C.I20
Ampex 2020 Studio .. ..
80p £ I•10
El -40
50p
70p
B.A.S.F. Chrome .. .. £ I-15
LIAO
El - 95
B.A.S.F. Super LH/SM I ..
88p £ I-15 £ I-60
E.M.I. X-1000 UD .. ..
80p £ I-10 —
Hitachi LN ( inc. head cleaner)
60p
90p £ 1-10
Hitachi UD .. .. ..
98p
El - 20
El -45
Memorex ..
C.30 45p
69p
95p
tI•30
Memorex Chrome .. .. EI•34
El - 94
—
Philips Super Quality .. ..
70p
90p £ 1.20
Philips Low Noise .. ..
50p
70p
95p
Philips Crome
..
£ I-15
EI-40 —
Pyral Low Noise
50p
70p
95p
Pyral Maxima ..
80p
El - 20
—
Scotch .. ..
44p
66p
88p
Scotch Classic ..
C.45 LI-25 EI•50 £2•00 —
Sony K .. .
50p
70p
95p
Sony Chrome ..
El •40
0-05 —
Sony HF
......
96p
El - 38
El - 56
TDK Dynamic ..
45 50
60p
90p £ I•10
TDK SD
98p £ 145 £ I.85
TD ED .. .. .. .. El -45 £ 1•85 —
Head Cleaning Cassettes by Philips and BIB.
Philips Video: VC.30 f11-88; VC.45 E15-66; VC.60 £ 18.36.
TAPES ( P—Polyester) Separately boxed.
AMPEX
ST
LP
DP
TP
7" Pro ( P) 1800' Series 2020 — £2.25 — —
7" ( P) Series 341, 1800' .. — £ I.65 — —
7" ( P) Series 351 2400' .. — — £2-45 —
7" ( P) Series 361 3600' .. — — —
£2•95
SHAMROCK
7" 1200' ( P) .. .. £ 1.00 —
T 1800' ( P) .. .. — £ 1.25
7" 2400' ( P) .. .. — —
El -SO —
• • • • • •
75 P
—
—
—
5" 1200' ( P)
BASF in individual round transparent packs
5¡" 900'; 1200'; 1800'; 2400' £ I•10
El.35 £2.05 £2-50
N OUR HI- Fl DEPARTMENT
Amplifiers, Tuners, Speakers, Motors,
Pickups, Accessories etc., etc., by leading
makers, and at attractive prices.

Closed all
day Weds.
Open all
day Sat.

Subsequent detailed analysis source-bysource did show up some small departures
from the strict truth, as one would reasonably
expect. Both male and female voices (a
critical test) were slightly thin, especially in
the cases of bass and baritone singers and
speakers, and voices generally had a faintly
hollow ring. In large orchestras, strings and
trumpets were marginally hardened, and there
seemed to be a slight loss of upper bass,
affecting mainly cellos and some of the lower
brass. Similar results were noted with jazz and
brass bands. With organs—surely the best
single wide-range source—there was some
loss in 8ft stops around the lower half of the
keyboard, and in the upper pedal 16 ft region,
though the middle 16 ft notes were quite well
produced.
The extreme pedal 16 ft was
present to a useful—and quite surprising—.
degree, though not quite at realistic levels,
naturally. Similar results were found in the
8ft range of the harpsichord. Musical bells
were faithfully handled, without hangover,
and many individual instruments such as the
guitar and the clarinet sounded most lifelike.
From all this, it may be deduced that the
frequencies at which the response seemed
slightly low lay in the region of 100 Hz or so,
and this characteristic, though often much
more pronounced, is afeature of anumber of
loudspeakers. It must be stressed, though, that
at no time were these effects obtrusive, nor
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

was there any listening fatigue—asure sign of
agood loudspeaker. As amatter of personal,
preference, a small top cut and bass boost
(less than 3dB at either end of the scale) was
found to balance the response rather better,
giving very satisfying listening.
Distortion was not detectable at normal
levels, and was minimal at very high levels, far
louder than would be wanted in most homes.
The stereo image obtained with the speakers
directed slightly inwards was stable, but there
FIG. 2

RICHARD ALLAN RA82L

was a tendency for the sound field to concentrate near the cabinets, though there was also
sound between them. Adopting a much
steeper inward angle improved things considerably, giving a usable stereo region of
adequate width and depth. Even with the
loudspeakers parallel to the wall and pointing
at each other the results were still satisfactory,
indeed, this configuration seemed to improve
the smoothness of the response. Such results
can arise from a combination of loudspeaker
and room characteristics, and one should
never be afraid of unconventional placement
if the results justify it.
These speakers are claimed to be widedispersion—ugh! that word again!
How
desirable this may be in ahorizontal plane is a
matter of opinion, but it is certainly useful
in the vertical plane, and in this case the
vertical distribution was uniform enough to
allow any listening position from lying on the
floor to standing up.
Since the plinth forms part of the acoustic
structure, the response was checked with the
speakers tipped slightly forward, unsealing
the rear of the underspace, as might happen if
the plinth rested on a hard but uneven floor.
No convincing difference was noted, and there
need be no worry on this score.
The mid-frequency response control was
found to have adecidedly subjective effect, and
considerable time had to be spent in comparisons in order to select the best compromise. The best position eventually found
was that corresponding to a nominal 1dB
boost, and this is so close to nominally flat
that the compensation may equally well be
correcting the loudspeakers or the room.
Such a control may be useful in some situations, provided that it is set up with care.
Following the listening tests, the frequency
response was measured in the open air, using a
microphone at 1m on the tweeter axis. The
results are given in fig. 2, which shows an
excellent response, within the specified + 3dB
from 40 Hz to 15 kHz. The drop at 20 kHz is
not significant, since it depends critically on
the exact microphone position. The small
dips above 100 and 200 Hz go a long way to
explain the drop in level of certain sounds in
the listening tests. It will be seen that the mean
of the curve exhibits avery gentle slope down
from top to bottom, confirming the slight
improvement in balance obtained by the
minor adjustment of the tone controls. The
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Your

Dealer

Your

DERBYSHIRE

CHESHIRE ( continued)

CROYDON'S

Charlesworths

TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRE
All leading makes in stock,
cabinets, etc.

HI— F1 CENTRES

equipment,
112 FOREGATE STREET • CHESTER • TEL. 25075

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,

AND 14 HIGHTOWN • CREWE • TEL. 56344

352354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON. CRO TAF

* Demonstration facilities * After sales service

Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

* Easy parking

For all your Hi-Fi requirements

MICRON AUDIO
LIMITED

Besides providing the world's finest equipment.
we also demonstrate, install and service the equipment and give a two year guarantee or a cash
discount.

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

DEVONSHIRE

APPOINTED MAIN AGENTS
BANG & OLUFSEN — SONY —
DYNATRON — KEF—TRIO—ETC.
LARGE RECORD & CASSETTE DEPT.

IN PLYMOUTH

BEOVISION
BEOCORD
BEOLAB
BEOGRAM
BEOMASTER
BEOVOX
BEOCENTER
BEOLIT
BEOM IC

850-9548

230-232 ELTHAM HIGH ST., S.E.9.
AND AT

64 HIGH ST., ORPINGTON

re

I315

66-33101

Rex Radio
Bang 8( Olufsen
Main Dealer
301 Kilburn Lane, London
Telephone 01-9691770
BEDFORDSHIRE

BEDFORD AUDIO
76 BEDFORD RD., KEMPSTON,
BEDS. MK42 8BB

VVorrinc ton Electric
57 Bridge Street Warrington
Telephone ( 0925) 30444

those who require:—
PERSONAL ATTENTION
LEADING MAKES
COMPETITIVE PRICES
DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
SERVICING OF ALL HI- Fl MAKES

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.
84 CORNWALL ST.

Tel: 63319

Offer more than a selection—A SERVICE

HON
IiLJ
0

184 Sldwell Street, Exeter 75048
aer Mope. Bros.& Rau
CONCERNED EXCLUSIVELY WITH STEREO HIGH FIDEUTY
EQUIPMENT FOR

DISCRIMINATING

MUSIC

LOVERS

THE SOUTH WEST

Tom Molland Ltd.

Telephone: Bedford ( 0234) 854133
Closed Mondays
Open until 8 p.m. Fridays
For
*
*
*
*
*

Tel: 34923

Derbyshire's Leading Hi.Fi Centre

135 Sheffield Road. ( A61) Chesterfield

_LONDON S.E.9& KENT_

HERMLYN HI Fi

Dealer

>)).

SWIFT
OF
WILMSLOW

Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of HiFi and Tape
Equipment at
110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
HI-FI AND UNIT AUDIO

FOR ALL YOUR
REQUIREMENTS
;tIIW

Tandberg, Dual, Goodmans, Wharfedale, Trio, Pioneer,
Kef, B & W. Richard Allan, Akai.
5Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire

Wilmslow 26213

Quality
equipment,
comparator
demonstrations, deliveries, guarantees, service
AND discounts. Credit too if required, of
course, at the largest hi-fi showrooms in
the South-West.

ffollggFolle AUDIO
1 & 2 PEAS HILL
CAMBRIDGE

HALE, CHESHIRE

SONY
CHESHIRE

STOCKISTS FOR A LLEADING MAKES OF
QUALITY HI-FI EQUIPMENT

e Comparator Demonstrations
• Part Exchange

the hi -fi centre
Greenlane, Wilmslow, CHESHIRE.
Telephone: Wilmslow 24766.

•

e

Wednesday
Car parking
For personal
attention phone Wilmslow 22112 and ask for Mr. Bird.
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Tel: 69511 (
over Brook St. Bureau)

B(S'

EXTENSIVE CLASSICAL RECORD SECTION

Home Dems. and Installation Service \
After Hours Dems. and Consultancy
Studio One where only the best is available. Choose
from Bang & Olufsen, Sony, Technics,
Marantz,
Quad,K . E.F., A.R., Sonab, Armstrong, Lux, Harman
Kardon, Cambridge, Revox, Fisher, Scott, Bose, E.S.S.

e Closed

PETER RUSSELL'S HI -FI ATTIC
58 New George Street, Plymouth

Tel: 54237

Also at SOUTHAMPTON

IN PLYMOUTH
and serving the south-west

NA

,

,

SANG a CILLIFSEN

Sic ht SacTrri''
162- 64 ASHLEY ROAD
HALE VILLAGE. CHESHIRE

TEL: 061.9214766S

DORSET

QUALITY HI-FI
OF POOLE

The Specialist HiFi Equipment Shop
Personal Attention - Demonstrations
Hi Fi Servicing - Part Exchanges
Leading Makes Stocked
SS NORTH ROAD, POOLE
Tel.: Parkstone 742706
Open Noon to 8 p.m.

Closed Wed.

10-5 Sat.

45° off-axis curve follows the axial one closely,
and is even slightly smoother, which could
explain the apparent improvement when the
speakers were angled inwards.
However, the fallacy of taking sine-wave
response curves too literally was clearly
demonstrated in this particular case with the
aid of a pair of Klark-Teknic third-octave
graphic equalisers Type 27s which chanced to
be available on loan. They were inserted into
the chain and set as nearly as possible to the
inverse of the measured response.
Sure
enough, this did improve the sound, but it was
found possible to obtain a further improvement by more adjustments, after which the
equaliser setting differed significantly from the

e- FIG. 3

RICHARD ALLAN RA132L

when operating at these levels—true of most
modern systems—and a Yamaha CA1000
amplifier was used for this test.
Figure 3shows the results of an impedance
modulus measurement, which easily meets the
specification, with the obvious exception of the
reasonably well-damped bass resonance just
below 50 Hz. Irregularities due to the crossover are small, and the minimum modulus of
5.75 ohms occurs at 2.4 kHz. These speakers
should, therefore, be easy to drive from any
normal amplifier.
Summing up the tests and impressions, the
RA82L offers really good, honest value-formoney. It is well made, of pleasant appearance,
occupies a modest space, and is not too fussy

IMPEDANCE CURVE
NOTE: THIS CURVE DOES ROT REPRESENT THE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF Tif LOUDSPEAKER
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'theoretical' curve. This merely confirms the
well-known fact that sine-wave response is
far from being the whole story. Perhaps it
should again be emphasised that the differences
concerned here were very slight, so much so
that each change in conditions required a
great deal of listening before the benefit, or
otherwise, could be estimated.
A resonance search test at fairly high level
gave rise to a rattle at 125 Hz in one of the
loudspeakers. Suspicion first fell on the long,
loose leads, but these were eliminated; the
rattle appearing to come from the main unit
frame when this was tightened into place,
possibly the result of some uneveness in the
wood rebate. This is most unlikely to be a
general fault.
Measurements on the mid-frequency control
showed that it had a maximum range of
—0.5 to + 4.5 dB at 300 Hz, reducing to
virtually nil at 100 Hz and at 4kHz. At all
frequencies in this range, the size of the steps
between switch positions increased in aclockwise direction (boost), the intervals at 300 Hz
being approx. 0.5, 0.5, 1, 1, and 2dB respectively. For the test of fig. 2this switch was in
position 2, i.e. nominally flat.
The efficiency of the speakers is moderate,
an average input of about 30 W per channel
being needed to obtain realistic concert hall
levels in a fairly well-damped listening room
of about 84 cubic metres. A good power
reserve is necessary to avoid peak clipping
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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about exact positioning. It gives easy, untiring
listening of aquality that may not be flawless,
but is certainly smooth, and likely to be
widely acceptable. Adequate sound levels can
be produced for domestic purposes, which
can be recommended for most normal listening
requirements. For best results, an amplifier
rating of up to the suggested 70 W per channel
should be used, but this applies to listening
levels approaching the realistic.
Average
domestic levels are well below this, and would
need correspondingly less power.
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WILMSLOW
AUDIO
THE firm
for
speakers!
Baker Group 25, 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Baker Group 35, 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Baker Deluxe, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Baker Major, 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Baker Regent, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Baker Superb, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Celestino MH1000 horn, 8 or 15 ohm
EMI 8" roll surround bass ..
EMI 14" x9", Bass 8 ohm ..
EMI 8'x 5', 10 watt, clic roll/s 8 ohm
Else 59RM109 15 ohm, 59RMI14 8ohm
Elac 64' d/cone, roll/s 8 ohm ..
Flac TW4 4' tweeter ..
Fane Pop 15 watt 12' ..
Fane Pop 50 watt 12' ..
Fane Pop 55, 60 watt 12' ..
Fane Pop 60 watt 15'
Fane Pop 70 watt
Fane Pop 100 watt, 18'
Fane Crescendo 12A or 13, 8 or 15 ohm
Fane Crescendo 15, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Fane Crescendo 18, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Fane 807T W', d/c roll/s, 8 or 15 ohm
Fane 801T 8' dic. roll/s, 8 ohm
Goodmans 8P, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Goodmans 10P, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Goodmans 12P, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Goodmans 12P-D, 8 or 15 ohm
Goodmans 12P-G, 8 or 15 ohm
Goodmans Audiom 200, 15 ohm
Goodmans Axent 100, 8 ohm ..
Goodmans Axiom 402, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Goodmans Twinaxiom 8", 8 or 15 ohna
Goodmans Twinaxiom 10', 8 or 15 ohm
Kef T27
Kef T15
Kef B110 ..
Kef B200..
Kef B139
Kef DNS
Kef DNI2 • • • • • •
Kef DNI3
Richard Allan CG8T, 8', d/c, roll/s
STC4001G super tweeter ..
Baker Major Module ..
••
each
•.
pair
Goodmans Mezzo Twinkit
••
each
Goodmans DIN 20, 4 or 80
••
pair
Helme XLK 30 ..
••
pair
Helme XLK'35
..
pair
Helme XLK 40 ..
Helme XLK 50 ..
.•
pair
pair
Kef kit 1
each
Kef kit 3 ..
• • each
Richard Allan Twinkit
• • each
Richard Allan Triple 8 ..
each
Richard Allan Triple ..
••
each
Richard Allan Super Triple
pair
Richard Allan RAS kit ..
pair
Richard Allan RA82 kit
pair
Wharfedale Linton 2, kit ..
pa ir
Wharfedale Glendale 3, kit ..
pair
Wharfedale Dovedale 3, kit ..
Decca London and x-over
Decca DK30 and x-over
Jordan Watts Module 4, 8or 15 ohm ..
Tannoy 12" HPD
Tannoy 15' HPD
Complete Radford range in stock
Prices correct at 30/12/75

£8.64
£10•25
£13•75
£11•87
£1090
£1812
£13•50
£6•37
£13-25
£3•95
£3•44
£4.06
£1•75
£5.25
£1290
£13.95
£17•25
£18-75
£25.95
£34.50
£47•50
£62.95
£5.75
£9.95
£5•50
£5•80
£13•95
£16.95
£15.95
£13.90
£8.44
£20.00
£10•14
£10.75
£6.06
£6.94
£8.37
£9.50
£16.95
£2.31
£5.99
£4•50
£8.50
£6.56
£13.44
£47.19
£114.75
£19.00
net»
£3590
£56.00
£53.00
£48-00
£10•95
£16.50
£23.95
£28.75
£42.00
£63.00
£23.12
£40.62
£63•12
£39•50
£2496
£1796
£72•50
£9295

Including VAT 25% on HiFi, 8% on PRO & PA
Cabinets for PA and HiFi, wadding, vynair etc.
Send stamp for free booklet ' Choosing A Speaker'.
FREE with orders over £7—'HiFi Loudspeaker
Enclosures' book. All units guaranteed new and
perfect. Prompt despatch.
Carriage: Speakers 50p each; 12' and up, 75p each;
tweeters and crossosera 30p each, kits 80p each
(Pair £ 1.60).

WILMSLOW AUDIO
DEPT. HFN
SWAN WORKS, BANK SQUARE,
WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE, SK9 1HF
Tel. Wilmslow 29599

(1)i,coont Ili Ii l'A and Radio at lu i;,,arl Street,
ihnslaw.)
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Your IiiI, Dealer

Yam.

ESSEX

Telephone: 01-508 2715

RECEIVERS?
Armstrong

For the sound advice of
a Musician and professional

Quad

Engineer consult the

Sonab

BOLTON

D. E. HADAWAY
- 8.— SOS LIMITED
95 & 97 WAILING ST GILLINGHAM
MEDWAY 50058
JOHN HADAWAY. T. ENG (CEO, FSERT. MAES

(Chew& Osborne

OICESEUCEICI

LEICESTERSHIRE

AUDIO CORNER
117 Portland Street, Southport,
Merseyside PR8 6AZ.
Telephone: 0704-37332.

f
1, tape equipment, records, tapes

WISEST RANGE IN STOCK.
PERSONAL GUARANTEE & MAINTENANCE SERVICE
VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES
Bang ft Olufsen main dealer

EPPING 1486 156 High Street Epping ( 0378) 74242
FFIION WALDEN 26 King St Saffron Walden (0799) 2327>

Stockist for: Armstrong, B & W, Spender, Quad,
N.E.A.L., Sugden, Radford, Gale, Ornal, Soundcraftsman, Tandberg, Trio, Harrison S200, Maranta,
Monitor Audio, Richard Allan, B & N Radford
Monitors, S.M.C., Toshiba, Ferrograph, Revea,
Bose, Fons CQ30, Fisher. Leak, Teleton, Transcriptors. Barclaycards, Access, H.P., etc. Late
night: Friday to 7.30. Parking available at all times.

HAMPSHIRE

NO

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

For Quality Hi -Fi in PRESTON.

ELECTRA CENTRE

011ezglluelle AUDIO
12

BARGATE

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

203 St. George's Road
Phone 23093
BOLTON

LANCASHIRE

ill

(
continued)

Tand berg

AFTER SALES SERVICE

for quality

Dealer

Sony

Specialists:

BROOKLYN PARADE,
309 HIGH ROAD,
LOU GHTON , ESSEX

Your
LANCASHIRE

KENT (continued)

SOUND SUPPLIES
(Lou ghton) CO. LTD.
HI-FI
SHOWROOM

Dthaler

STREET

SOUTHAMPTON

Tel:

(Members High Fidelity Dealers Association)

Comparator Demonstrations of most
leading makes B. & O., Sony, Trio,
Quad, etc.
8 Victoria Buildings, Fishergate
Preston. Tel: 55603 and 58 Lancaster
Rd. Preston. Tel: 58488

28547

Also at CAMBRIDGE

PETERBOROUGH

Tel: 5644

CAMPKINS
All modern hi-fi equipment in stock

18 HERE WARD CENTRE
LARGEST LOCAL STOCKISTS

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

FORRESTER'S

NATIONAL RADIO

esà.1

SUPPLIES LTD.
70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS
Largest

and radio component

store in the south

Tel: 25232

• Comparator demonstrations
• Open Thursday until 8 pm
• Approved agents: Aiwa, AR, Armstrong, B & W,
Celestion UL, Harman Kardon, IMF, JMR, KEF,
LInn-Sondek, Marantz, NAD, Pioneer, QED,
Quad, S.M.C., Spendor, Sonab, Sony, Stanton,
J. E. Sugden, Teac, Technics, Trio, Yamaha and
others.

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 A 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel: 2827 or 5232

SONY

by

o

hal
Catedr
the

SONY

SONY

i.

FOR

Quality
HIFI
Aucso SYSTEMS

S0 N.
Y.

CASSETTE . TAPE
RECORDERS
COLOUR TV

R.E.CRANFIELD

DINE
EICX./NO
DEPT.

o 19, SUN ST CANTERBURY — 66316
SONY
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,

SONY

SONY

Vii1341,

57 Bridge Street

ed.

Warrington

SONY

Mansfield

SYD. BOOTH,

Tel: 26315

QUEEN ST.

Comparator Demonstrations of all
Leading Makes
Home Demonstrations - Day or
Evenings by Appointment
H.F.D.A. members

Service Always

OXFORDSHIRE

HENLEY-ON-THAMES

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST
190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.

Tel. 4163

Appointed Agent for

Bang & Olufsen, Revox,Tand berg, Sony,Teac.
Garrard, K.E.F., Leak, Lowther, Quad, Shure, Spender,
Thorens, Wharfedale etc.
Closed Ip.m. Saturdays.

SONY

CANTERBURY

LEADING DEALER

(Retail

Telephone ( 0925) 30444

KENT
SONY

BEOVISION
1.\ BEOCORD
;BEOLAB
BEOGRAM
BEOMASTER
BEOVOX
BEOCENTER
BEOLIT
BEOMIC

SONY

o

QUAD —

HARMAN KARDON

For all your Hi Fi Requirements
consult

8
2

REALSOUND
SALES & SERVICE
156 BRADSHAWGATE,
Tel. BOLTON 26639

BOLTON

LINN SONDEK — IBL — LNB

WITNEY AUDIO
29 Corn Street, Witney, Oxon OX8 7DB
Tel. ( 0993) 2414

SONY el
o
e
w
nri; t
P
r
acTi.):p ri c s
SONY • d
• expert servicing
SONY • credit cards or hp
SONY • part exchange
e
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Toshiba SB 514
4- Channel Amplifier

Gordon J. King

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Main Amplifier. Output: 4 35 W; 2x 70W at 1kHz one channel driven. Distortion factor:
0.2' . Frequency response: 10 Hz-70 kHz, * 1dB. Power bandwidth: 15 Hz-40 kHz ( IHF).
Input: 0.55 V 47 k. Residual noise: 1mV (80). Damping factor: 100 ( 8to). Load Z: 8-16 0 ( BTL)
Preamplifier Section. Inputs: phono 1 : 20 mV/70 k; phonos 2 & 3 ( mag) 2 mV/47 k; tuner and
aux T & 2 150 mV 47 k; mic 4 mV/50 k. Tape output: 150 mV. Frequency response: 10 Hz-55 kHz
(1-1 dB, - 3 dB). THD: 0.03% at rated output. Tone controls: bass 100 Hz; treble 10 kHz ( both
,E1 0 dB). Loudness: 10 dB 100 Hz and 4 dB 10 kHz at 20% volume control. Filters: high 7kHz;
low 70 Hz ( both 6dB,octave). RIAA: k02 dB. S/N: 65 dB (
2 mV) phono ( wag); 75 dB ( 150 mV)
aux. Dimensions: 450 x376 x126 mm. Weight: 11.5 kg. RRP : £278.00, plus VAT. Distributor:
Toshiba ( UK) Ltd., Toshiba House, Great South West Road, Feltham, Middlesex.

THIS would represent a useful amplifier for
the enthusiast contemplating the launching
into four-loudspeaker reproduction. It can be
operated either in the 4-channel mode with
isolated channels from the source inputs to the
loudspeaker outputs, or in the 2-channel mode
where the four power amplifiers are bridged to
yield two pairs for stereo reproduction.
It is equipped with a decoding matrix
switchable to SQ or RM (
regular matrix) and
with four illuminated output meters, one for
each channel. There is also provision for two
quadruples of loudspeakers, either set selectable
by two push-buttons. Both sets can be switched
off if required for headphone listening, for
which two jack sockets are available, one
delivering signals corresponding to the front
two channels and the other signals corresponding to the back two channels, thereby permitting
the use of 4-channel headphones.
In the 2-channel bridged mode the power
delivered by each of the two channels is
significantly above that from each channel in
the 4-channel mode. The power capacity
was measured in both modes.
At middle frequencies a little more power
than specified was available in the 4-channel
mode with all channels operating together, but
the actual power depends considerably on
whether the drive is up to or just into peak
clipping. A little difficulty was experienced
during the measurements in obtaining the
point at which to read the power, and the
benefit of any doubt has been given in favour of
the manufacturer. Nevertheless, the specified

14IFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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power at 1kHz is certainly well met and in the
bridged mode, also at 1kHz, the power was
exactly as specified. As shown by the test
results, the power tended to fall relative to the
1kHz power at the spectrum extremes, more at
the HF end than at LF.
TOSHIBA SB-514 4- CHANNEL AMPLIFIER
20

Based on one-channel drive in the 4-channel
mode the fall-off in HF power was less significant, and ref. 30 W into 8û to clipping threshold the bandwidth was 10Hz to just over
27 kHz, which is quite acceptable.
Distortion factor was also measured in the
4-channel mode with one channel only driven,
and at all frequencies over the 20 Hz-20 kHz
spectrum the distortion was commendably low,
the residual oscillogram showing relative
freedom from crossover artifacts.
The small-signal frequency response is
dominated by an HF roll-off whose — 3dB
point occurs at a frequency below that of
slewing-rate limiting. This is a good design
aspect, particularly so far as transient inter-

TONE CONTROL, FILTER AND LOUDNESS RESPONSES
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Your iiiFi Dealer

Your Ili /4 Dealer

Your

Dealer

SOMERSET

SURREY

WARWICKSHIRE

Yeovil Audio

FARNHAM
SURREY
• Stockists of all good Hi Fi apparatus.
• Comparative demonstrations.
* We offer a real after sales service.
• Easiest of terms. • No parking problems.

W. J. TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham B44 8QA. 021-373 2645

Hi-fi specialists

AKAI
KEF

AR ARMSTRONG
B & W
DUAL IMF
KOSS MARANTZ MORDAUNT-SHORT
PIONEER QUAD ROTEL SONY
TANDBERG TEAC TRIO

8Wyndham Street Yeovil Somerset BA20 111
Yeovil 25430

Lloyd 8c Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone: Farnham 5534
Camberley Camera & Hi -Fi Centre,
36 THE HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY,
SURREY
Telephone: 24835
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS

MILLWARDS
Telephone: 23980
SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
FOR SOUND ADVICE
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AND HI- Fl
WE STOCK: ARMSTRONG, SONAD, B & 0,
SONY, QUAD,MARANTZ,TANDBERG,LEAK,
etc.

HI-FI

FOR
Aiwa, J.V.C., Monitor Audio, Nikko,
Sansui,
Yamaha, Videotone,
Maxell,
BASF, TDK.
Comparator Demonstration
Excellent repair service
SPEEDLINE A.M.R. LTD.
19613 WALSALL WOOD ROAD,
ALDRIDGE, STAFFS.

Aldridge 52589.

Telephone:

STUDIO

BIRMINGHAM'S BANG & OLUFSEN
MAIN DEALER
Also demonstrating Quad, A.R., Toshiba, Hitachi,
Sanyo, Jordan Watts, J.B.L. Quadraphonic by Toshiba
and National Technics.

HIGH

MEMBERS OF
FIDELITY DEALERS

ASSOC.

SUSSEX

STAFFORDSHIRE

SPEEDLINE

HI-FI

For the
finest
naines
in

Hi Fi
-

BOWERS&
WILKINS

WORTHING

DISCOVER
HOCKEN SOUND
Clearly the finest Hi -Fi

(BOWERS (
F,0 WILKINS
LIttlehampton Road

- TetWorthing 64141

Acos, Accuphase, Aiwa, Ariston, Cambridge, Cele!,
Connoisseur, Dahlquist, Dual, Denon, E.P.I., Fisher,
Gale, Grace, Hacker, J.B.L.. Linn-Sondek, Marantz,
Micro,
Monitor
Audio,
N.A.D.,
Neal.
Nikko,
Nakamichi, Omar, Omal, Photax, Pioneer, Phase
Linear, Quasar, Radford, Revox, S.M.C., Scott,
Soundcraftsman, J. E. Sugden, Supex, Teleton, Videotone, Yamaha, Naim, Infinity. Cerwinvega, E.S.S.,
Rogers, Mordant-Short, Dokorder, B.I.C.
We offer 3 Years Guarantee or Discounts
available on certain makes.
Comparitor demonstrations and home trial
Late night demonstrations Wed. 6-9 p.m.
JEFFRIES HI-FI 4 ALBERT PARADE,
GREEN STREET, EASTBOURNE (
0323) 31336

Showrooms in the Midlands
Bring in your Hi Fi Equipment and
have it SPEK CHECKED by the
Professionals.
Now available free of charge to
callers only. All main agencies in
stock.

HOCKEN SOUND
1195 PERSHORE ROAD ( OPPOSITE
CINE BOWL) STIRCHLEY, BIRMINGHAM
30. TEL. 021-459 4242
fbuTlaycard . Access Credit Facilities

Available

CO. DURHAM

Birmingham's

HiFi in the North East

LINTONE AUDIO LTD.

Hi Fi Centre

FOR
A.R., Teac, Cambridge, Audio, Revox,
Bose, Harman Kardon, Akai, Toshiba,
Castle Acoustics, etc.
9-11, Park Lane, Gateshead, Tyne and
Wear. 774167-772766.
aun, SlItkET IAST filreeTEAL, sjswx, F.Jer 4111MITEAD 11117

THE NORTHS ORIGINAL HI-FI
SPECIALISTS
STEREO SOUND STUDI
AND
RED RADIO SHOP
11 OLIVE ST. off PARK LANE,

About Iin every 4 new units we receive is below
standard, although only an experienced listener may
realise it. We check all equipment before offering it for
sale.
Good cash discounts without loss or service.
Because different room acoustics affect all loudspeakers they're sold on 7 days home trial. If they
disappoint we exchange.
Demonstrations on two floors. Late callers by
appointment. Complete after- sales service. Guarantees
up to 5years, parts and labour.
Access, Barclaycard. Credit facilities to personal
callers.
Main stockists of: Acoustic Research, Armstrong,
B & W, Celestion, Dual, ERA, Fons, Harman Kardon,
Jordan Watts, KEF, KLH, Linn Sondek, Maranta,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short, NAD, NEAL. Quad,
Revox, Sony, Rogers, Tandberg, Tannoy, TEAC, Trio,
Yamaha, etc.

Ken Whittle Limited
788 Stratford Road, Springfield,
Birmingham. 021-777 5964.

SUNDERLAND 72087.

Complete Audio Systems Ltd

Appointed main agents for—
Spendor,
Revox,

Bose,

Sonab,

J.B.L.

Denon,

Harman

Kardon,

Trio, Teac, A.R. Hitachi Gold Seal,
Ornai,

Nikko,

Sugden,

etc.,

etc.

We are the leading specialists for Hi. Fi in
the South East offering expert service and
personal attention, something which is
generally lacking these days. All leading
makes are on comparitor demonstration in
our large, friendly showroom, while hire
purchase and exchange facilities are
always available.
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(the

high

fidelity

people)

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
and Quadraphonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.

Stereo

Demonstrations with pleasure
Superb after sales service

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD

32 Grove Rd EASTBOURNE. Tel ( 0323)27362
36 High St ROTTINGDEAN. Tel ( 0273)31082

94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

021-643
021-692

4339
1339

TOSHIBA SB-514 4- CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

DEPARTURE FROM RIAA AND RESPONSES IN SO AND
RM MODES

DEPARTURE
FROM RIAA
il•Mma

5

dB

SO

RM

1mMI".

20

11111111111111111111111111Z111
111311111111111111311111111111111
111111111.111111111111.11111111
1111111M11111111//0111
Will1111111111111M1
1111111111111111111111111111ffl

1.
2.
3.
4.

Dist. factor: 10w, 80, 1kHz = 0-02%
1kHz/811, sweep 200gs/div.
40Hz/80, sweep 5ms/cliv.
Rise-time at 20kHz, 80, sweep 5psigiv=
11gs.
S. Settling-time at 10 kHz, 80/2e, sweep
10gs/div= 20,s.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

50

100

200

500
FREQUENCY IN Hz

modulation distortion is concerned. The smallsignal impulse characteristic is revealed by the
20 kHz square-wave across 8¡
I, whose sweep is
calibrated (5µs/div) to show the rise-time. The
settling-time across 8û in parallel with 2µF is
shown by the 10 kHz waveform of 10 µs/div.
sweep calibration. Note the minimal overshoot
which is partly responsible for the desirably
small settling-time of 20 µs. The 40 Hz squarewave indicates low-bass roll-off and the 1kHz
displays good mid-band phase response. All
these were taken with the tone controls at
their centre settings.
The design includes low and high filters, but
only of 6dB/octave roll-off rate which can be
almost simulated by applying bass and treble
cut at the tone controls. There is also the
inevitable '
loudness' button whose response is
plotted at — 30 dB setting of the volume
control. This can be cancelled, of course.
The departure from RIAA graph indicates
acceptable tailoring of the pickup equalisation,
and plots at the pickup input are also given in
the SQ and RM modes—there being barely any
difference between them.
The fascia is conveniently set out with the
meters at the top left-hand side and the tone
and separate gain controls for each channel
below, the meters relating to the gain controls
being marked by lines on the fascia. A main
volume control placed at the right-hand side of
the meters, whose control knob is larger than
those of the gain controls, regulates the levels
of all channels together. Thus, in practice, the
plan is to balance the channels initially by the
small gain control knobs and then adjust the
overall level by the main volume control. There
is no separate or panning-type balance control.
The sensitivity of the meters is switchable by
a push-button to allow usable indications at
relatively low signal levels. Calibration is in
dB, with 0dB corresponding to the rated power
at the low sensitivity position.
Push-buttons are also used for changing
between the 4-channel and 2-channel bridged
modes. Three rows of buttons, of six buttons
per row, at the right-hand side of the fascia
provide source selection, tape monitoring,
filter and loudness selection, muting (measured
at 21.5 dB) and mono, stereo, 4-channel, RM,
SQ and 'discrete' source selection.
The
amplifier is also equipped with a microphone
preamplifier (high Z input), with alevel control
and jack socket below the main volume control.
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1000

2K

5K

10K

20K

There are three source selecting buttons for
pickups (two for magnetic pickups and the
other for use with the Toshiba electret capacitor cartridge), two for auxiliary sources and one
for radio tuner. RCA 'phono' type sockets are
used for all source inputs at the rear, and
'quick connect' spring loaded terminals handle
the loudspeaker connections.
The amplifier also caters for two tape
machines for both recording and replay, and
the press-button switching allows dubbing
from one machine to the other (circuit 1 to
circuit 2). There are also two rear mains
outlets (American two-pin variety) and circuit
breaker re-set buttons for the power supply and
each power amplifier channel. If required, the
preamplifier and power amplifier sections can
be operated independently by extracting four
U-links.
Most of the sources cater for 4-channel
circuits. The pickup inputs, of course, are
2-channel because the matrix information is in
terms of LT (
left-total) and RT (
right-total).
In the matrix modes such inputs yield LF (
leftfront), LB (
left-back), RF (
right-front) and RB
(right-back) signals from the decoder, and these
outputs are then communicated to the appropriate channels in the amplifier circuitry. The
ordinary stereo L and R signals will produce
4-loudspeaker reproduction, which manifests
as reasonable 'surround-sound' in the RM
mode.
The amplifier does not include CD-4 or
UD-4 demodulating facilities, but there would
be no difficulty in connecting the Lp, LB ,RI.
and RB signals from an external demodulator
to, say, one of the auxiliary sets of inputs.
Indeed, during the trials the amplifier was
successfully operated with the Denon UDA-100
CD-4/UD-4/matrix add-on unit.
The amplifier is soundly constructed and
nicely presented.
The fascia is brushed
aluminium type finish and an attractive wooden
sleeve gives the delicate final touch.
The amplifier showed no signs of stress
during the protracted measurements, and
inadvertent overloading was immediately
checked by operation of the cutouts.
Following the laboratory tests the amplifier
has been operating in adomestic 4-loudspeaker
system with excellent results. Certainly a
worthy contender in the 4-channel stakes.
Performance table on p.137
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WARWICKSHIRE

Dealer
( continued)

BIRMINGHAM

FIVE WAYS HIGH
FIDELITY
A.R., Armstrong Cambridge, Dual, KEF, LNB,
Marantz, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Spendor, Sansui,
Tandberg, Thorens, Trio etc. always on comparator
demonstration. Keen prices and good after sales
service.
Finance available.
Open: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.00.
12 ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM IS.
BIRMINGHAM 021-455 0667

Your IliFi Dealer
YORKSHIRE ( continued)
of Bradford
Open 6days (Thurs. 7.30)
Telephone: Bradford 31648
QUALITY HI-FI
...Photo HIFi a.
RECORDERS - VIDEOS
eDemonstration Room
eFree Installations
eFree Credit OCash Discounts (" HP

Erricks

Always 60 Speakers on demonstration.
Sony, B & 0, Revox. Uher, Quad, JBL, KEF, Bose.
R. Allen, Linn, Fans, Dual, Omal, Tandberg, Radford,
Cambridge, Zerostat and accessories. Philips. JVC
colour videos—Exchanges.
Northgate, Bradford. (
Good parking.
Barclaycard and Access.

lour

Dealer

SCOTLAND

eTalisrnal

COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
2years Parts labour Guarantee
Aiwa .

AR •

Armstrong •

PETER SIMMONS
For TANDBERG HI- Fl
Installations and service over a wide area
TANDBERG SERIES II and Sound- Sync
West.

PETER SIMMONS CAMERAS LTD.
45 HIGH STREET, MELKSHAM, TEL. 702700

YORKSHIRE

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE
Guaranteed never undersold
Mail order customers welcomed
Main agents for: Accuphase, Fisher, Spendor, Teac, A.R., J.B.L., Marantz, Sony, Armstrong, K.L.H., Dokorder, Quad, Cambridge,
Uher, Tannoy, Pioneer, N.A.D., Wytech,
Rogers, Revox, Tandberg, Trio, Videotone,
J.V.C., B a 0, Neal, Nikko, Lux, Mordaunt
Short, H.K., Scandyna, Ariston, I.MF., B.I.C.,
Leak, Ferrograph, Aiwa, Sonab, Raiford,
Amcron, Hitachi, Sugden, etc.
Appointed Technics Centre
Philips Audio and Video Equipment
Demonstrations, Terms & Part Exchanges.
101a & 107 ECCLESALL ROAD,
SHEFFIELD S11 8HY.

KEF • Kensonic • Leak • Marantz

17 CHAPEL HILL, HUDDERSFIELD.
Tel.: 20774,
personal attention, home demonstrations, competitive
prices, 2 demonstration studios, headphone bar.
We stock: Armstrong. AR, B & W, Bose,
Cambridge, Connoisseur, E.R.A., Goodmans,
KEF, Koss, LNB, Monitor Audio, N.E.A.L.,
Pioneer,
Quad,
Revox,
Richard
Allan,
Sennheiser,
Sansui,
Sony,
Scan-Dyna,
Stanton, Strathearn, Shure, A. R. Sugden,
J. E. Sugden,
Tandberg,
Toshiba,
Trio,
KMAL Record Cleaning Service.

National Panasonic • Neal • Quad

MRS.
BEAN
SOUND SYSTEMS
real hi-fi

TRIO • DUAL • AR • TEAC • SCAN DYNA
MORDAUNT-SHORT • JBL • SUGDEN • SHURE
etc.

THE BRIGHOUSE HI- Fl CENTRE
24 Commercial Street, BRIG H 0 USE
Personal attention, home demonstrations, competitive
prices.
We stock: Armstrong, AR, B & W, Bose,
Cambridge Connoisseur, ERA., Goodmans,
KEF, Koss, LNB, Marantz, Monitor Audio,
N.E.A.L., Pioneer, Quad, Revox, Richard
Allan, Sennheiser, Sansui, Sony, Scan-Dyna,
Sonab, Stanton, Shure, Strathearn A. R.
Sugden, J. E. Sugden, Tandberg, Toshiba, Trio,
KMAL Record Cleaning Service.

J. S. RAMSBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.
Large Stockists of all leading makes
VISIT OUR DEMONSTRATION
THEATRE EQUIPPED WITH
COMPARATOR
Regular lectures by leading makers

CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY

Tel: 5444-8
Est. over 45 years

Large Car Park

(
-----MICRON AUDIO
LIMITED

Tel: 360295
South Yorkshire's Leading H, F, Centre
172 Baslow Rd., ( A62I) Totley, Sheffield
Besides providing the world's finest equipment,
we also demonstrate, install and service the equipment and give a two-year guarantee or a cash
discount.

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

real service

DEMONSTRATIONS.
FREE
HOME
TRIAL,
DELIVERY,
INSTALLATION
INCLUDING
PLUGS AND LEADS.
TWO YEARS FULL GUARANTEE

*

real value
UNBEATABLE SOUNDS AT LOWEST PRICES

station lane precinct

FEATHERSTONE

tel: pontefract 76178

WHERE CHOOSING
IS A PLEASURE

Monitor Audio • Pioneer • Sony

scandyna •

Stanton •

Trio

Technics • Transcriptors

GLASGOW: III Stockwell Street 041.552 1043
FALKIRK: 44 cow Weed
DUNDEE: 32 Victoria Road DOI 251-

29011
26276

1111.1311.111•11.1

Telephone: 0742-23365.

*

Audio
B&W

THE HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI CENTRE

Telephone: Brighouse 79606

*

Ariston
B&O •

Celef • Gale • Harman Kardon

WILTSHIRE

System Stockist for the South

(
continued)

SCOTLAND
Audio Engineers,
Fi Specialists,
Hi Gramophone
Records,
Tapes, Cassettes

JAMES
«MIMI
& CO LTD

98-110 WOODLANDS RD., GLASGOW, G3 6H 8
041-332 0988
Glasgow's leading specialists in High Fidelity Audio
Equipment and Classical Records.
Our policy is to be selective rather than comprehensive, yet we have permanently on demonstration the
finest range of audio equipment in Scotland.

DEALER
PANEL

ADVERTISEMENT

SPACE

costs as little as
El 1.50 per month
for aseries of 12,
or £12.50 per month
for 6 insertions.
For further details
of full display
advertising rates
contact:
Douglas Shuard
The Advertisement Manager
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RECORD REVIEW
Link House,
Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA
tel : 01-686 2599

TOSHIBA SB-514 4- CHANNEL AMPLIFIER
Measured into 8 !. 2loads with exactly 240 V 50 Hz mains input voltage.
PERFORMANCE
Power capacity to clipping threshold; all channels driven
20Hz 4x27.5 W; 2x64.4 W
2x 70W
1kHz 4x30 W;
20 kHz 4x14.6 W; 2x35 W

Slevving rate ..

343 V/m8

Rise- time ..
Power bandwidth

11 AS
10 Hz-27 kHz
30.7

Damping factor
Distortion factor
W

20 Hz%*

15
30

0.07

10
1

0.05
0.045
0.04

1 kHz%
0.023
0.02
0.02
0.03**

20 kHz%

Inputs ( sens Z ( S ,N)) ***
Phono 1: ( see text) .. • •
Phonos 2 and 3: ( mag PU) ..
Tuner and Aux.
Mic.
Tapes .. .. • •
Residual hum and noise
Inter- channel separation
Muting .. • •
Meters

VHF Signal Strength
Dear Sir, My query is basically to ask whether
the purchase of a bigger aerial would produce
any improvement in signal/noise ratio? Ihave
aTrio KT7000 tuner, fed by aJ-beam 4-element
aerial with about 40ft. of low-loss cable to the
tuner. The aerial is on the roof, about 25ft.
above ground, with location on highest ground
within 10 miles, and aimed at Wrotham. This
gives best signal from about 40 miles.
Ihave measured the S/N ratio on the BBC
test transmissions taking measurements after
the 19 kHz filter on aVidesonic PD4, using an
audio millivoltmeter and no weightings:
stereo: 62 dB; mono: 64 dB (pilot tone
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

only driven. Very good figures indeed. See
oscillogram for nature of distortion. Minimal
crossover artifacts.

10 Hz-25-7 kHz

Ref. — 3dB and 2W. Tone controls '
centre' and
input to tuner. 19 Hz-14-1 kHz (- 1dB).

.. 19 mV/70 k/78 dB
.. 1.7 mV/47 k/74 dB
135 mV/47 k/87 dB
.. 3.2 mV/50 k/89 dB
..
135 mV/138 dB
0.4 mV/8
42 dB
21.5 dB
6dB for rated power

All measured ref. 30 W 4-channel ' discrete' mode.
Useful values. Microphone has separate gain
(level) control with on/off switch.
"A-weighted.

.

Frequency response • . • •

Hum Cure

Measured in 4- channel mode with one channel

0.1
0.06
0.06
0.07

•Includes ripple components
•• Mostly noise

Dear Sir, My hi-fi system is working well,
except for alarge amount of hum, which seems
almost to disappear when the pickup arm or the
amplifier is touched. This hum is also subdued
when arecord is played. Unfortunately, in my
house Ihave not got an earth pin in the mains
socket, which I feel might lessen this noise
problem, Can you advise?
D. R. S., Weymouth
The hum is undoubtedly due to lack of earthing,
which must be remedied immediately, both to
obviate this nuisance, and on grounds of safety.
If the cable from the amplifier is 3-core, the
yellow/green striped wire should be connected to
an external earth rod or aconvenient rising cold
water main. It may be necessary to extend the
lead for this purpose. but keep it as short as
possible. If the cable from the amp is 2-core
only, connect a lead from the amplifier earth
point as described above. The turntable should
be earthed in accordance with the maker's
instructions; the earth lead, whether from the
mains cable or elsewhere, being connected to the
amplifier earth point. Everything should be
earthed, ONCE ONLY and to the same point.

COMMENT
Manufacturer's spec, met with one channel only
driven. At 20 kHz the power capacity would
appear to be limited when all channels are
driven simultaneously by a reduction in the DC
power supply. The bulbs dim under full allchannel drive.
One channel drive into 80. Reasonable for risetime.
See oscillogram. Reasonable for slewing rate.
Ref. 30 W 80 to clipping threshold. 4-channel
mode, one channel only driven.
Measured at 80, 40 Hz and 2W.

Readers
Problems

Very good. Corresponds to 2x10 -'W.
At 1kHz ref. full power.
Spec. 20 dB.
10 dB sensitivity switch at front.

For details of how to write
to ' Crossover' please refer to
Editorial page

examined by Crossover

transmitted, but tuner switched to mono);
muting on: 72 dB (aerial disconnected).
When listening at afairly high level, which I
usually do, the noise, when in the stereo mode,
is much more annoying than these figures
suggest. Switching to mono drops the noise to
alevel where one is not aware of it. Shall Ibuy
a9-element aerial at once?
M. E. P., Letchworth, Herts.
You are operating on the fringe of the Wrotham
transmission area at 40 miles away. In these
conditions background hiss on FM stereo
transmissions is often a problem, but mono
reception is not affected, because the signal
strength is much higher, relative to background.
This leads one to suppose that a better aerial
might well bring some improvement, but how
much it is impossible to say without a trial.
Equally it is impossible to say how much of this
background noise may be due to the tuner. We
think you should get the signal strength measured
by a local engineer or aerial erector, and then
write to Jaybeam and/or Antiference telling them
what you have, and seeking their advice. You
might also usefully discuss the matter with an
experienced local radio engineer, who will be
able to tell you what his experience, and that of
his other hi-fi customers, is in this matter. We
would avoid the use of an aerial amplifier, which
inevitably introduces noise of its own, reducing
any relative improvement which might be
obtained. If finance were no object, we would
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say go ahead and install a9-element or whatever
aerial manufacturers may advise, but we think
some checking up, and comparison of views
(and prices), is desirable.

PU Lateral Balance
Dear Sir, I have an Acos Lustre arm and a
VLM cartridge. On setting up Iwas unable to
obtain proper lateral balance. At whatever
point Iplaced the arm on its traverse, it has a
tendency to move back to rest. No setting of
the lateral balance weight could stop it. The
pickup arm was levelled, with bias compensation
set at zero.
Do you think this might be afault in the bias
compensator and could it detract from the
performance of the system? I must mention
that Ihave had a little tracking trouble with
this cartridge, and perhaps the ' unbalance'
effect might function as additional bias
compensation ? The force was even throughout.
S. L. C., Bude, Cornwall
This situation is not uncommon, and does not
apply only to the Acos Lustre arm. It does affect
the optimum bias setting, but is otherwise
insignificant. The use of the 'HiFi Sound' test
disc HFS.75 readily enables the correct setting
to be determined. The `swing' back to rest is
usually due to the fact that the arm base is not
truly vertical, and in this case it may be overcome
by alittle packing underneath ¡he base.
137

Chanic Parker - Robert Schumann • Fats Wallet • Wagner • BiLie Holliday • Duke Elliagron • Buddy Hay •Jdly Roll Morton • Mozart

If they were alive today,
Judging by the people who use AR speakers today,
it's not unreasonable to assume that some of the great
musicians of the past would have also used them.
The list is long, but afew of today's owners of AR
speakers include Herbert Von Karaj an, Miles Davis,
Judy Collins, Sir Charles Groves, Arthur Fiedler, Karl
Böhm, Carly Simon and Woody Herman.
The fact that there are so many musicians on our
list may not be accidental.
It has always been our philosophy to design
speakers that reproduce the music on recordings or
broadcasts accurately and it is to that end that our
engineers strive.

There are few people as qualified to judge the
reproduction of the sound of an orchestra as Herbert
Von Karajan — or of atrumpet than Miles Davis.
The latest speaker from Acoustic Research is the
AR11 and it is the most accurate speaker AR have
ever made, incorporating anew r high range and a
new cross-over network. It is almost indentical to the
AR10 TT which also has AR's exclusive environmental
control that enables you to vary the amount of bass
energy to suit the speaker's placement in your room.

Handel -Glean Miller • Beethoven • Django Reinhardt • Bach • Kid Ory • Felix Mend elsshon Sir Edward Egar • Bi xBeiderhecke

would they own AR speakers?
SG.SR. Ate

F

rPlease send me:

D Full details of the new AR11.
D The special AR record (cheque enclosed for £2.20)
Name

I

Address

AR's special
demonstration
record," The Sound of
Musical Instruments",
widely used throughout
the industry, is now
available at aspecial
price of £2.20 incl.
VAT and p & p.

N2

Acoustic Research International,
High Street, Houghton Regis,
Dunstable, Beds., LC5 5Q,J.
Tel: Dunstable (0582) 603151.
Telex: ARUKINT 825467.
A PILEDYNE COM.ANY

Add LUSTRE to every
Performance
Lustre Pick-up arms have variable Magnetic anti-skating, stylus overhand adjustment, lateral balance and height adjustment plus an oil damped arm lifter
and two plug-in headshells all to add Lustre to your HiFi performance.
The Lustre Pick-up Arm is beautifully finished in satin chrome and
black to complement the precision engineering employed in its
manufacture and yet it is (approximately) half the recommended price of those few other arms which rival its performance.

SPECIFICATION
* Bias Compensation: Patented Direct
Magnetic Dialling System
* Two Headshells provided with Gold
Plated Contacts
* Offset angle: 21 °
* Tracking error angle: Less than 1.5 °
* Weight range of suitable cartridge: 5-30g
* Connecting Leads: Low Capacity —
Phono Plug
* Stylus pressure is by micro adjustment
graduated from 0-3g
* Height Adjustment is from 45-60mm
* Overall length: 330mm
* Effective length: 237mm
* Overhand: 15mm

Ha'ado
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HAKUTO INTERNATIONAL (U.K.) LTD.,
Hakuto House, 557/563 Rayleigh Road,
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. SS9 SHO
Telephone (0702) 52662

the

oLAVETTC range,
inside and out
big ideas. At only 21 watts the TK20
will fill your room with sound, and
the TK60 will do the same on five.
Which means that when it comes to
making the most of your amplifier,
these super Solavox speakers
make very sound sense indeed.
In fact, at Comet's super discount
prices they're the bargains of a
listening lifetime.

With their teak-veneered cabinets,
black grilles and aluminium trim, the
Solavox TK speakers look
superb. But the inside story is even
better. From the small 20-watt TK20
right up to the large 60-watt TK60,
their sleekly-styled cabinets house
speaker engineering of the highest
order. Their sound is pure, crisp and
clean, and thanks to Solavox
technology they give small amplifiers

TK60

per pair

TK45

TK30

per pair

per pair

TK20

per pair

COMET PRICE £ 108.50

COMET PRICE £81.50

COMET PRICE £ 4.50

COMET PRICE £ 2.50

REC. RET. PRICE £ 160-28

REC. RET. PRICE £ 120-82

REC. RET. PRICE £65.60

REC. RET. PRICE £48-08

<*e.
IMPEDANCE: 6-8 OHMS.
MAX. PEAK POWER INPUT:
120 WATTS.
MAX. CONTINUOUS POWER
INPUT: 65 WATTS.
FREQUENCY RANGE:
30-20,000 Hz.
INPUT FOR 96dB AT
1METRE: 6WATTS.
BASS DRIVER: 300mm.
MID. RANGE DRIVER IN
TRANSMISSION LINE
ENCLOSURE: 100mm.
TWEETER: 20mm DOME
UNIT.
Suitable for amplifiers of up to
65 watts RMS per channel.

IMPEDANCE: 6-8 OHMS.
MAX. PEAK POWER INPUT:
80 WATTS.
MAX. CONTINUOUS POWER
INPUT: 50 WATTS.
FREQUENCY RANGE:
35-20,000 Hz.
INPUT FOR 96dB AT
1METRE: 6WATTS.
BASS DRIVER: 250mon.
MID. RANGE DRIVER IN
TRANSMISSION LINE
ENCLOSURE: 100mm.
TWEETER: 25mrti.

'

IMPEDANCE: 6-8 OHMS.
MAX. PEAK POWER INPUT:
40 WATTS.
MAX. CONTINUOUS POWER
INPUT: 30 WATTS.
FREQUENCY RANGE:
50-20,000 Hz.
INPUT FOR 96dB AT 1
METRE. 4.7 WATTS.
BASS DRIVER: 200mm.
TWEETER: 50mm.

IMPEDANCE 6-8 OHMS.
MAX. PEAK POWER INPUT:
30 WATTS.
MAX. CONTINUOUS POWER
INPUT: 20 WATTS.
FREQUENCY RANGE:
W-20,000 Hz.
INPUT FOR 96dB at IMETRE:
2.4 WATTS.
BASS DRIVER: 160mm.
TWEETER: 60mm.

Suitable for amplifiers of up to
30 watts RMS per channel.

Suitable for amplifiers of up to
20 watts RMS per channel.

Suitable for amplifiers of up to
50 watts RMS per channel.
Made in England

LAVare

All prices include V.A.T.

Available from COMM. at discount prices
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Rec.
Retail Comet
Price Price
inc.
inc.
VAT
VAT

Stereo Amplifiers
AKAI
AA 5210
.. 133.50
90.99
AA 5210D8 .. 175-50 118.99
AA 5510
.. 175-50
118-99
AA 5810
.. 219.50
149.99
ALBA
UA 700 .. .. 69-95
48-99
UA 900 .. .. I19-95
83-99
AMSTRAD
8000 Mk 3 ..
39-58
27-99
Integra 4000 Mk 2 .. 50.62
35-99
IC 2000 Mk 3 ..
60.00
42-99
GOODMANS
Model 40-40 ..
112-66
69-99
Galactron Mk 10 .. 461-81
337-99
Galactron Mk 16 Preamp. ..
613-43 450-25
Galactron Mk 100 Powamp. ..
302-08 221-00
LEAK
2200 .. .. 173.33
112-99
PIONEER
SA 5300.. .. 85-58
54-99
SA 6300.. .. 114-15
72-99
SA 7300.. .. 163-84 104-99
SA 7500.. .. 239-94 154-99
SA 8500.. .. 304-35
195-99
SA 9500.. .. 408.22 264.99
SA 9900.. .. 605-88 389.99
ROTEL
RA2I2
.. 72-50
49 99
RA3I2
.. 86-50
59-99
RA412 .. .. 107-50
73-99
RA6I2
.. 145-50
99-99
RA8I2
.. 188-50
129-99
RAI412 .. 395-00 269 99
SANSUI
AU 2200
.. 85-56
62.99
AU 4400
.. 120.11
92-99
AU 5500
.. 193.40 154.00
AU 7700
.. 240.98
191.99
AU 6500
.. 214-54
139-99
AU 7500
.. 250-11
164-99
AU 9500
.. 389.32 259.00
SOLAVOX
20, 10 watts, RMS per
30- 50
channel ..
50.59
30, 15 watts, RMS per
channel ..
59-40
34-50

Tuners
ALBA
UA 800 AM/FM/MPX ..
AMSTRAD
3000 Mk II AM/FM/MPX
LEAK
2300 AM/FM/MPX
PIONEER
TX5300 AM/FM/MPX
TX7500 AM/FM/MPX
TX9500 AM/FM/MPX
ROTEL
RT224 AM/FM/MPX ..
RT324 AM/FM/MPX ..
RT624 AM/FM/MPX ..
RT824 AM/FM/MPX
SANSUI
TU4400 AM/FM/MPX
TU5500 AM/FM/MPX
TU7500 AM/FM/MPX
TU7700 AM/FM/MPX
TU9500 AM/FM/MPX

69-95

49-99

60-00

42-99

138.60

89-99

100-51
191-24
264-47

63-99
122-99
167-99

77-50
99-90
143.50
179-90

5249
67-99
98.99
123-99

121-85
158-21
204-80
198.97
262-85

96-99
125-99
139-99
158-99
209-00

Tuner/Amplifiers
11.31111811.111.1111B
AMSTRAD
5000 AM/FM/MPX
108-59
77-99
AKAI
AA 810 AM/FM/MPX .. 149-50 102-99
AA 1020 AM/FM/MPX
192-50 131-99
AA 1030 AM/FM/MPX
209-50
143-99
AA 1050 AM/FM/MPX
284.50 209-99
BUSH
Arena T3500 FM/MPX
10 watts per channel.
push button FM tuning 95-00
49-99
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Rec.
Retail Comet
Price Price
[ inc. E inc.
VAT
VAT

TU NER/AMPS
Cont.
BUSH
Arena T2700 FM/MPX
15 watts per channel
output manual and
preset FM tuning and
AFC ..
115-45
69-99
GOODMANS
Module 90 AM/FM/MPX
Teak ..
180.46 122-99
Module 110 FM/MW/LW/
SW/MPX
204-71
133.99
Module 120 FM/MW/LW/
SW/MPX
204-71
149.99
Module 150 FM/MW/LW/
MPX
299-00 215.99
NIPPON SOUND
5R770 AM/FM/MPX .. 195-00
99-99
LEAK
1800 AM/FM/MPX
189.95
138-99
2000 AM/FM/MPX
223-96
158-50
PIONEER
SX 1010 AM/FM/MPX
584.02 369-99
SX 939 AM/FM/MPX .. 472-12 299-99
SX 838 AM/FM/MPX .. 407-07 259.99
SX 737 AM/FM/MPX
333.47 212-99
SX 636 AM/FM/MPX .. 269.33
169.99
SX 535 AM/FM/MPX
230-97
147-99
SX 434 AM/FM/MPX .. 168.51
106-99
SX 300 AM/FM/MPX
129.52
84-99
ROTEL
RX 102 AM/FM/MPX
105.50
74-99
RX 152 AM/FM/MPX .. 116.50
79-99
RX 202 AM/FM/MPX
129.90
89-99
RX 402 AM/FM/MPX .. 177-50 121.99
RX 602 AM/FM/MPX
232.50
158-99
RX 802 AM/FM/MPX
299-90 206.99
RX 7707 AM/FM/MPX
252.50 174-99
SANSUI
210 AM/FM/MPX
112-05
79-99
441 AM/FM/MPX
130-$7
94-99
551 AM/FM/MPX .. 163-18 119-99
661 AM/FM/MPX
209-17
156.99
771 AM/FM/MPX
259-57
194.99
335.81 267.99
881 AM/FM/MPX

Hi -Fi Compacts
AMSTRAD
MC20 Music Centre including two 2500 loudspeakers ..
299-21
GOLDRING
Module 8000 Compact
Teak
281.25
GOODMANS
Module 80 Compact
Teak ..
233-76
Module 90 Compact
318-20
Module 110 Compact
340-92

214-99
193-99
169-99
229-99
249-99

Quadraphonic Tuner/Amps
AKAI
AS1080DB AM/FM/MPX/
QS/CD4 Dolby B .. 630-00
PIONEER
QX 646 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4
419.66
QX 747 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4
547-82
QX 949 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4
729-58
ROTEL
RX 254 AM/FM/MPX/
SQ/QS/CD4
299-90
SANSUI
QRX 3000 AM/FM/MPX/
SQ/QS
331-83
QRX 7001 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/CD4
571-50

464-99
284-99
372-99
49419
210-00
264-99
456-99

Turntables
AMSTRAD
TP I2D inc. b and c
CONNOISSEUR
BD Ikit
BD2 P/C/SAU2
GARRARD
SP25 Mk IV Chassis ..

Rec.
Retad Comet
Price Price
inc.
inc.
VAT
VAT

TURNTABLES
Cont.
GARRARD
86SB Chassis ..
53-12
Zero 1005B Chassis .. 74.37
401 Chassis
86.25
401 inc. base and cover
and SME 3009 arm .. 5p. Price
GOLDR1NG
GI
02/PC
52.50
GL65 auto lift belt drive 105-00
GL75PC inc. Cover .. 74-24
GL78P/Cover with auto
99.37
GL85P/Cover with auto
stop
131-25
LEAK
2001 with b and t
167.82
McDONALD
MP60 Chassis ..
23-98
PIONEER
PL I2D with b and c
75-70
PLI5R with band cauto
return
89.37
PL55X with band cdirect
drive auto return .. 227-25
PL7I with band cdirect
drive ..
252-58
ROTEL
RPI000 with b and c .. 94-50
RP 1500 with band cand
arm ..
87-50
RP2500 inc. band cauto
return
105-50
RP3000 less arm with b
and cdirect drive .. 122.50
RP3000 with arm with b
and cdirect drive .. 149-90
SANSUI
SR2I2P inc. band cauto
return
78-50
SR525 inc. band cdirect
drive ..
170-34
SR717 inc. band cdirect
drive ..
227-95
TH 0 RE NS
TDI25 Mk II Chassis .. 121-25
TDI25AB Mk II .. 187-50
TD I
45C auto arm return 131-25
TDI65/C inc. b and c
89-15
TDI66/C inc. b and c
90-00
TDI60/C inc. b and c
103-13
TD160BC inc. b and c
less arm ..
84.68

29-99
45-99
59-99
129-99
34-50
69.99
44.99
49-99
74-99
109-99
14-99
47-99
58-99
158-99
174-99
59-99
59.99
72-99
83-99
94-99
57-99
129-99
179-99
87-99
139.99
96-99
62.99
67-99
74.50
6219

THE FOLLOWING TURNTABLES ARE
COMPLETE WITH BASE, PLINTH,
COVER AND CARTRIDGE.
FULLY
WIRED AND READY FOR. USE.
AKAI
AP 003 with Audio Technica AT I1, magnetic
cartridge, auto return 137-50
94-99
McDONALD
MP60 TPD with ADC K8 44-04
27-99
BDS 80 TPD Belt Drive
with ADC K7E
56-38
34-99
BDS 90 TPD Belt Drive
with ADC K5E .. 65.06
41-99
GOLDRING
IO2/PC with G800 .. 61.87
38-99
PHILIPS
GA2I2 with GP400 mug.
cartridge .. .. 107-00
69-99
SANSUI
SR3I3 with Sansui Mug.
Cartridge ..
157-18 109-99
GARRARD MODULES
63SP with Shure 1175
ECS less cover .. Sp. Price
Cover for 63SP . . Sp. Price
SP25 Mk IV with Shure
M75/6/SM
53-13
12558 with Shure M75/6/
SM
69-94
86513 11k 11 with Shure
M75/6/SM
92-44
Zero 100SB with Shure
M93E
103-44

29-99
3-99
3349

41-99

18-63
57-75

14-25
42-99

30-62

21-50

52.90

41.99

84-88
78-75
127-82
270-05
188-88
229-35
368-36

49-99
56.99
92-25
195-00
136-50
165-50
266-00

72.64
89-66
132.82
167-24
112.46
165-16
217-52
21-62

48.99
58-99
88-99
114-99
74-99
109.99
139-99
15-00

122.38
198-30
502-00

93-75
151-99
378-25

152-62
228-46
600-46

114-99
169.99
448.99

61-94

33-99

89.50
109-50
162.50
199.50

64-99
79-99
119-99
146.99

148.74

79-99

192-24
48-08
TK30
65-60
120.82
160.28
Speaker stands ( pair) ..
18-88
WHARFEDALE
Chevin
41.50
Denton 2XP
58.56
Linton 3XP .. • • 83.65
Glendale 3XP .. • • 109-07
Dovedale SP .. • • 192-79
Airdale SP
300.30
Kingsdale Ill
200.32
ZENITH
Allegro 3000
131-24

105.99
32.50
44.50
81-50
108-50
12-50
29-97
42.99
58-99
80.99
143-50
223-50
114-99
73-98

Speaker Kits
GOODMANS
DIN 20 NT kit ( pair) ..
Mezzo twin kit ( pair) ..
WHARFEDALE
Linton kit ( pair) ..
Glendale 3XP kit ( pair)
Dovedale kit ( pair) ..

41-96
73-57

28-99
50-99

33-45
75-57
95-49

24-99
56-22
70-99

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
PRICED AS SINGLE UNITS
GOODMANS
Audiom I2P
22-83
Audiom I2PG .. 24-74
Audiom I2PD
26-07
Axent 100 ..
11-00
Crossover network XO/
950
9-71
Hi Fax 750P
24-25

14-99
16-25
16-99
7-25
6-75
16-99

44-99
5919

Cartridges

59-99

Speakers
61-36

SPEAKERS
Cont.
AMSTRAD
Acousta 2500 ..
CELEST1 0 N
County ..
Ditton 11
Ditton 15
Ditton 25
Ditton 33 .. • .
Ditton 44 .. • •
Ditton 66 .. • •
GOODMANS
Minister SL TK• .
Havant SL .. • .
Mezzo SL .. • .
Magnum SL
Achromat 100 Monitor
Achromat 250 Monitor
Achromat 400 Monitor
Stand for 400 ( pair)
LEAK
2030 ..
2060 ..
2075 ..
PIONEER
CSF 51 ..
CST 61 ..
CST 8 ..
RANK
Domus 175
ROTEL
RL200
RL400
RL600
RL800
SOLAVOX
TK4OS 3 speakers 45
watts RMS
TK5OD 3speakers 60
watts Dome Tweeter

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price Price
Cinc. E inc.
VAT
VAT
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ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AKAI
SA800
123-50
79-99
SAI000
197-50 129-99
SAI200
259-50 164-99

ALL AUDIO TECHNICA cartridges
listed are fitted with aShibata Stylus and
are suitable for CD4 and normal Stereo
Records.
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATI2S
25-98
16-99
AT14S
32-48
20-99
AT I
55
46-50
29-99
AT205151-96
34-99

We promise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods- without charge. After the initial free 12 month period
you can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.
4
44"' e;
Chairman

CARTRIDGES
Cont.
ADC
Super XLM for CD4
XLM
VLM
Q36
..
Q32 .. ..
..
GOLDRING
G800 Boxed ..
G800E Boxed ..
G800 Super E Boxed ..
G900
EMPIRE
I
000ZE/X
ORTOFON
•SL I5Q ( Quadraphonic)
••
MISE Super ..
VMS20E ..
SHURE
M55E
..
M75E.1 ..
M7SED
..
M9SEJ
M9SED
VIS Mk III
SONOTONE
9TAHC Diam./Saph.
*Transformer for use
with Ortofon SLISQ
and SL I
5E Ortofon
STM72 Transformer

60-78
42-98
34-89
20-50
15.85
I1.61

39-99
27.99
22.99
13.50
10-25
7-50

9.37
14-24
21-74
45.00

7.25
10.99
32.00

66.89

39-99

75.00
52.50
52.50
30-00

49-99
34-99
34-99
19-99

11.25
18.38
21.38
19-13
27.75
55.88

6.75
10.99
12-50
11-25
16-50
38-99

4.06

1.99

20-00

13-50

4.75

Styli
ADC
RZL for Super XLM
RXL for XLM
RVL for VLM
RK5E for K5E
RK7E for K7E
RK8 for K8 ..
GOLDRING
D110 Stylus (0800) ..
DI 10E Stylus (0800E)
DI IOSE Stylus ( 0800
Super E) ..
SHURE
N7SEJ Stylus ..
N7SED Stylus ..
VN3SE Stylus ( VIS Ill)

26-46
17.44
14-99
10-56
8-41
6-13

17-25
11.50
9.99
6-99
5.75
4-25

4-68
10-50

2-60
5-75

16.13

8-99

10.50
14-25
21-00

6-70
8-99
14-75

BASES AND COVERS
AKAI
DC 44 for 4000 DS ..
CONNOISSEUR
Cover
GARRARD
BI5 Base and Cover SP25
B20 Base and Cover 86513,
100SB
GOLDRING
Cover for 75P De Luxe
THORENS
TX25 Cover for TD125AB
Mk 11
Base for TDI25 Mk II ..
Cover for TDI25 Mk II

8.12

S-99

5-88

4-25

18.12

12.75

21.87

15.50

7-88

5-30

1219
13.13
7.38

9-25
9.25
5-75

HI-FI Tape Recorders
AKAI
I722L • .
4000 DS Mk 11 stereo
deck
4000 DB Dolby stereo
deck ..
GX265D stereo reverse
deck ..
GX630DB Dolby stereo
deck ..
GX630DSS 4 channel
deck
GX I
820D stereo tape
deck ..
GXR 82D 8- track deck
BSR
TD8S Eight track deck
WOLLENSAK
8075 8-track Dolby deck

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price Price
Einc. E inc.
VAT
VAT

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price Price
Linc. E inc.
VAT
VAT

189.90

139-99

172.50

117-99

245-50

167-99

397.50

273-99

549-50

377-99

675-00

461.99

312.42
172.50

199-99
118.99

30.63

18-99

228.59

184-99

Blank Tapes
SCOTCH DYNARANGE CASS.
C60
0-98
0-59
C90
1-36
0.69
C120 .. . .
1.90
0-99
SCOTCH HIGH ENERGY
C60
1.25
0-65
C90 .. ..
1.68
0.89
SCOTCH Chrome Dioxide Cr02
C45
1-19
0-75
C60
1-51
0-99
C90
1-94
1-20
C120 .. ..
2.59
1-60
SCOTCH CLASSIC CASSETTES
C45 . .
1-30
1-10
C60
1-62
1-35
C90
2.16
1.80
SCOTCH Low Noise 8-Track Blank
Cartridges
45 mins
1.83
1.10
90 mins
2.17
1-35
SCOTCH CLASSIC CARTRIDGES
45 mins
2-05
1.75
90 mins
2.48
2.10
SOLAVOX
7 in. metal spool .. Sp. Price
1-99
SCOTCH HI-FI DYNARANGE
SPOOLED TAPES
.51" LP 1200 ..
3.65
2.40
7" LP 1800 ..
4-80
3-15
SCOTCH HI- F1 DYNARANGE
DOUBLE PLAY
51" DP 1800 ..
4-80
3-15
7" DP 2400 .. ..
6-05
3.99
SCOTCH CLASSIC REEL
7" 1200 ft
4-34
3-70
r 1800 ft
5-40
4-60
7" 2400 ft
7-32
6-20
lor 2400 ft
..
10-40
8-80
10-60
lOr 3600 ft
12-50
14-00
104" 4800 ft
..
16 45
SCOTCH VIDEOCASSETTES
VC 30 ..
11-88
9-80
VC 60 ..
18.36
14-95

Microphones
AKAI
ADM20
AKG
D90 HL Dual impedance
(Hi- Low) ..
SH URE
515 SA High impedance
515 SB Low impedance

10-00

7-99

20-00

13-50

22.50
22-50

15-99
15-99

HI-FI Cassette Tape Recorders
AKAI
CS34D Dolby stereo
GXC39D Dolby stereo

145-50

194.50
GXC39 Dolby stereo recorder including amplifiers ..
222.50
GXC310D Dolby stereo
deck two capstans .. 235-50
GXC325D Dolby stereo
deck two capstans,
three heads ..
304-50
GXC75D Dolby stereo
auto- reverse deck .. 274.50
GXC710D Dolby stereo
deck front loading .. 264-50
GXC740D Dolby stereo
front loading, three
heads, dual capstan
359.50
GXC760D Dolby stereo
front loading, three
heads, dual capstan,
three motors, servo
control
449-50
AMSTRAD
6000 stereo deck .. 76-65
7000 Dolby stereo deck 99-58
DECCA
DCI100 stereo deck .. 82-50
DC2000 Dolby stereo
deck ..
119.90

99-99
129-99
149-99
149-99
209-99
194-99
188-99
259.99

329-99
53-99
69.99
6319
91-99

CASS. TAPE RECS.
Cont.
GOODMANS
SCD100 Dolby stereo
PHILIPS
2520 Dolby and DNL
stereo deck ..
PIONEER
CT 414IA Dolby stereo
deck
..
CT 5151 Dolby stereo
deck
CTF 2121 Dolby stereo
front loading ..
CTF 6161 Dolby stereo
deck ..
CTF 7171 Dolby stereo
deck ..
CTF 9191 Dolby stereo
front loading ..
ROTEL
RD20 Dolby stereo
deck ..
SANSUI
SC636 Dolby stereo
deck ..
SC737 Dolby stereo
deck
SC3000 Dolby stereo
deck ..
WHARFEDALE
XP Dolby stereo deck
WOLLENSAK
4766 Dolby stereo deck

195-70

141-99

214-13

137-99

192-69

122-99

218-89

137-99

181-23

122-99

232-21

149-99

261-46

164.99

364-28

235-99

197-50

144-99

169.54

119-99

196-45

138.50

204-26

163-00

165-00

92.00

288-20

225.99

AKAI
15-94
ASE 11 • •
19-69
ASE 20 •.
22-19
ASE 22 • •
AKG
KI40 • •
20-00
100
12-37
KOSS
Easy Listener .. • •
32.38
HVIA
•• 33-13
HV ILC .. • •
37-44
ESP-9 Electrostatic • • 125-00
ESP-6 Electrostatic . • 73.75
Phase 2 TM .. • • 52.50
PRO 5 L/C . • 43-13
PRO-4AA .. • •
39-38
KO-7278 .. • • 22-50
747 .. • • 29.38
KRD 711 .. • •
15-62
-----17-44
K6/LC ( with volume
control) ..
19-94
K7
12-50
SOLAVOX
340 Volume controls
with Mono switch ..
9-31
400
-----10-25
WHARFEDALE
20-95
lsodynamic
31.11

9-50
12-99
14-99
12-50
6-75
19.50
27-75
29-50
98.99
60-00
42.75
35.25
32-50
18.00
23- 75
12-50
14-25
16.25
9-99
6-25
6-99
15-50
22-75

Pick-up Arms & Heads
36-82

23-99

27.96
76-29

17-99
48.99

20.00

15.25

57-26
4.80

39-99
350

Polaroid Cameras and Films
Super Swinger 13/VV
Colour Swinger ..
Super Colour Swinger
SX-70 Automatic Model
Type 87 B/W Film ..
Type 88 Colour Film ..
Type SX-70 Colour Film
SX-70 Flash Array ..

Calculators
ADVANCE 88
%, Two memories .. Sp. Price
IMPERIAL
99T Scientific ---53-95
LLOYTRON
30, %,, K .. ..
14-39
55, Y., sq. root, I/X, X',
memory .. .. 21-77
340 mini, °A, K, sq. root 14-32
Mains adaptor .... Sp. Price
ROCKWELL
2OR °A, memory ..
15-95
TEXAS
T1 1200, °A, .. ..
10-95
T1 1250, % memory ..
I3.95

34-99
23-99
8-75
13-99
7-99
1-99
11-99
8-99
11.50

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL WATCH

Headphones

ACOS
Lustre pickup arm ..
AUDIO
Technica AT 1005 Mk II
Technica AT 1009
CONNOISSEUR
SAU2
SME
3009 Ser 11 Fixed Head
Shell ..
S2 Head Shell ..

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price Price
inc. E inc.
VAT
VAT

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price Price
Linc. E inc.
VAT
VAT

7-91
16-79
22-58

4.99
II- 99
14-99

90-34
1.20
2-08
3-59
1-27

62-99
0.99
1-70
2-90
1.00

SOLAVOX
205 " Super- slim" 5function digital watch ..

50.14

39-99

MUSIC CENTRES
BUSH
3015 with radio and decoder and C435 stereo
cassette deck .. 212-87
DECCA
Compact 2 model DS5216
with Bush C435 stereo
cassette deck .. 223-92
Compact 10, Model DS
5329 with Bush C435
stereo cassette deck 270.20
EKCO/PYE
ZU440 with stereo
cassette ..
375.00
FERGUSON
Studio 6 ( 3463) stereo
cassette with radio
decoder ..
224.15
HMV
2459 System with Decca
DC1100 stereo cassette
deck ..
232-12
ITT
KA2030 with stereo
cassette ..
275-00
LLOYTRON
638 with 8 track player 192.07
902 with 8 track recorder
253-13
PYE
5024 with stereo cassette 24903

145-80

169-99
189-90
275-90

145-95

161-99
195-90
109-90
169-99
158-90

HiFi Stereo Systems Complete
BUSH
3015 with radio and decoder
DECCA
Compact 2 with radio
and decoder DS5216
and stand ..
Compact 10 with radio
decoder ..
HMV
2046 ..
ITT
KAI026 inc. two LSI5
speakers ..
KA2000 with radio decoder
MARCONI
4049 ..
MURPHY
906 MW/LW/VHF radio
and stereo decoder..
ULTRA
6048 ..
6341 radiogram, with
radio, decoder and
stereo playback cassette ..
6457 with radio and decoder
6459 with radio and decoder
6461 with radio and decoder
HMV
2419 Radiogram with
stereo decoder ..

. • •

130-74

89-99

141-79

124-99

188-07

136 51:1

95-35

67-90

84-50

62-90

137-75

99-90

58-35

49.99

161-46

95-99

67-05

49-90

240.07

191-99

126-60

82-90

129-40

89-99

104-85

69-99

146-45

119-90

143
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SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £ 100
Rec.Ret.
Price
Inc. VAT

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 150 Cont.
Comet
Price
Inc VAT

AMSTRAD 8000 Mk 3amplifier 10 watts
RMS per channel plus McDonald MP60
turntable deluxe base and cover, fitted
with ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers.
£125.12 £85.95
SOLAVOX 30 amplifier IS watts per
channel plus McDonald MP60 turntable
Deluxe base and cover, fitted with ADC
K8 magnetic cartridge plus two Solavox
TK20 loudspeakers£151-52 £94.99
SOLAVOX 20 amplifier 10 watts RMS
per channel plus McDonald MP60 turntable deluxe base and cover, fitted with
ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus two
Solavox TK20 loudspeakers
£142.71 £90.99
AMSTRAD Integra 4000 Mk 2 2x 10
watts RMS plus McDonald MP60 TPDI
deluxe plinth and cover with ADC K8
magnetic cartridge plus two Solavox
TK20 loudspeakers £ 142-74
£ 6.48

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £ 150
BUSH Arena 13500 FM/MPX/AFC tuner
amplifier 2x 10 watts, with McDonald
MP60 TPDI deluxe turntable with
plinth and cover, fitted ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus two Solavox TK20
loudspeakers .. £ 187-12 £110.48
AMSTRAD 1C2000 Mk 2 amplifier 2X20
watts RMS plus McDonald MP60 turntable TPDI deluxe plinth cover and
ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus two
Solavox TK30 loudspeakers
£169.64 £115.48
ALBA UA700 amplifier 15 watts per
channel with McDonald MP60 TPDI
turntable deluxe base and cover, ADC
KB magnetic cartridge plus two Solavox
TK30 loudspeakers £ 179-59 £121
ROTEL RA312 amplifier 2x 18 watts
RMS plus McDonald BDS80 belt drive
turntable, base, cover and ADC K7E
cartridge plus two Solavox TK20 loudspeakers .. £ 190-96 £127-48
PIONEER SA5300 amplifier 2X 12 watts
RMS plus McDonald MP60 TPD Ideluxe
base and cover with ADC K8 magnetic
cartridge plus two Solavox TK30 loudspeakers .. £ 195.22 £127.48
ROTEL RX 152 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2X 12 watts RMS plus McDonald MP60 turntable TPDI plinth
and ADC K8 magnetic cartridge, with
two Solavox TK20 loudspeakers
£208.62 £ 140.48
SANSUI AU2200 amplifier, 2x 15 watts
plus McDonald BDS 80 TPD belt drive
turntable complete with base, cover and
ADC K7E magnetic cartridge, plus two
Solavox TK30 loudspeakers
£207.54 £ 142-48
BUSH Arena 12700 FM/MPX/AFC tuner
amplifier plus McDonald MP60 turntable, TPDI deluxe plinth and ADC K8
magnetic cartridge, with two Solavox
TK30 loudspeakers £225.09 £142.48

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 150
SANSUI 210 AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier plus McDonald MP60 turntable
TPDI deluxe plinth, and ADC K8 magnetic cartridge, with two Goodmans
Minister loudspeakers £228-73 £156.97
AMSTRAD 5000 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX 2x25 watts RMS with Garrard
SP25 Mk 4turntable with Garrard plinth
hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic
cartridge plus two Solavox TK30 loudspeakers ..
L227.32 £ 56.48
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Rec.Ret.
Price
Inc. VAT

COMPLETELY WIRED
AND READY FOR USE

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 150 Cont.
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

PIONEER SX300 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with Goldring G102 turntable
base, cover and Goldring G800 magnetic cartridge, plus two Solavox TK20
loudspeakers .. £239.47 £156.48
ROTEL
RX202 AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier 2x 16 watts RMS plus McDonald BDS 80 TPD belt drive turntable deluxe base and cover, ADC K7E
magnetic cartridge with two Goodmans
Minister loudspeakers £258.92 £173-97
ROTEL RA312 amplifier 2X 18 watts
RMS plus Rotel RP 1500 with arm, belt
drive turntable featuring electronic
speed control, base, cover and Shure
M7SED cartridge plus two Solavox
TK30 loudspeakers £260.98 £176-98
PIONEER SA6300 amplifier, 2x22 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PL I
2D turntable with
base, cover and Shure M7SED magnetic
cartridge plus two Solavox TK30 loudspeakers .. £276.83 £177.98
ROTEL RA4I2 amplifier 2X25 watts
RMS plus Rotel RP 1500 with arm, belt
drive turntable, base, cover and Shure
M7SED cartridge plus two Solavox TK30
loudspeakers .. £281.98 £190-98
GOODMANS Model 40-40 amplifier
2x 30 watts RMS plus the new Garrard
125SB turntable fitted plinth, cover and
Shure M75/6/5M magnetic cartridge plus
two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers
£315.42 £203.97
SANSUI 441 AM/FM/MPX tuner/amplifier, 2x 16 watts with Sansui SR2I2P
turntable with base, hinged cover and
Shure M7SED magnetic cartridge with
2 Solavox TK30 loudspeakers
£296-05 £209.98
ALBA UA900 amplifier 2x 33 watts
RMS with the new Garrard 125SB turntable, belt drive, ' S' type arm, fitted base,
cover and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic
cartridge plus two Solavox TK45 loudspeakers .. £ 310.71
£210.48
ROTEL
RX402 AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier 2x 24 watts RMS output plus
Garrard 12558 turntable, belt drive, ' S'
type arm, fitted base, hinged lid and
Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus
two Solavox TK30 loudspeakers
£313.04 £211.48
SANSUI AU4400 amplifier 2x 26 W plus
McDonald BDS80 TPD belt drive turntable with ADC K7E magnetic cartridge
plus two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers .. £309-31
£216.97
PIONEER 5)(434 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with PL I
2D belt drive turn-

Rec.Ret.
Price
Inc. VAT

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 150 Cont.
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

table inc plinth, hinged cover and Shure
M7SED magnetic cartridge plus two
Goodmans Havant SL loudspeakers
£355.25 £226-47
AKAI AAI020 AM/FM/MPX stereo
tuner amplifier 2x 20 watts RMS plus
Goldring GL78 PC turntable, base,
cover and Goldring G800E cartridge
plus two Solavox TK30 loudspeakers
£371.71
£233.73
SANSUI AU4400 amplifier 2x26 watts
RMS plus Sansui SR212P with plinth,
hinged lid and Shure M7SED magnetic
cartridge plus two Solavox TK45 loudspeakers .. £340-81
£244.98
PIONEER SA7300 amplifier 2x40 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PL I2D turntable and
Shure M7SED magnetic cartridge, with
two Solavox TK45 loudspeakers
£381.74 £246.98
ROTEL RA612 amplifier 2X 35 watts
RMS plus Rotel RPI500 with arm, belt
drive turntable, base, cover and Shure
M75ED cartridge plus two Solavox TK45
three way loudspeakers
£375.20 £253.98
GOODMANS Module 90 AM/FM/MPX
tuner amplifier 2x 30 watts RMS plus
the new Garrard 125SB turntable, belt
drive ' S' type arm, fitted plinth, cover
and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge
with two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers .. £383.22 £256-97
SANSUI 551 AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier 2x 20 watts with Sansui SR2I2P
turntable and Shure M7SED magnetic
cartridge plus two Celestion Ditton 15
loudspeakers .. £390.88 £282.73
LEAK 2000 tuner amplifier, 2x 30 watts
with Goldring GL78 turntable, base,
cover and Goldring G800E magnetic
cartridge plus two Solavox TK45 loudspeakers .. £458.40 £297.24
GOODMANS Module 110 tuner amplifier featuring MW/LW/SW/FM/MPX
2X 50 watts RMS with Goldring GL78PC
turntable with Goldring G800E magnetic cartridge, plus two Solavox TK60
loudspeakers .. £478.61
£299.73
SANSUI AU5500 amplifier 2x 35 watts
RMS with Goldring GL78 turntable,
base, cover and Goldring G800E magnetic cartridge plus two Goodmans
Mezzo SL loudspeakers
£439-84 £300-23
ROTEL RX 602 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2X 40 watts RMS plus Rotel
RPI500 turntable and Shure M7SED
magnetic cartridge, with two Solavox
TK45 loudspeakers £462.20 £312.98

QUADRAPHONIC SYSTEMS
Rec. Ret,
Price
Inc. VAT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Rec. Ret. Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

ROTEL RX254 AM/FM/MPX four channel tuner amplifier featuring built-in QS,
SQ and CD4 decoders, plus Rotel RP
1500 turntable inc. plinth, cover, Audio
Technica AT125 CD4 magnetic cartridge plus four Solavox TK20 loudspeakers .. £509.54 £351.98

plinth, hinged cover and Audio Technica
ATI4S, CD4 cartridge plus four Solavox
TK30 loudspeakers £78710 £532.97

PIONEER OX 646 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring builtin QS, SQ and CD4 decoders plus
Pioneer PL I
2D turntable inc. plinth,
cover and Audio Technica ATI25 CD4
magnetic cartridge plus four Solavox
TK20 loudspeakers £617.50 £416.97
PIONEER QX747 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner/amplifier featuring builtin QS, SQ and CD4 decoders, plus
Pioneer PL I2D turntable including

Rec.Ret.
Price
nc. VAT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

SANSUI 661 AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier 2x27 watts with Sansui SR212 turntable and Shure M7SED cartridge, plus
two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers
£441.87 £319•73
AKAI AA 1030 AM/FM/MPX stereo tuner
amplifier 2x 30 watts RMS plus Akai
AP003 belt drive turntable, base, cover
and fitted Audio Technica ATII cartridge
plus two Solavox TK45 three way loudspeakers .. £467.82 £320-48
PIONEER SX636 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x 25 watts plus Pioneer
PL I
2D turntable and Shure M7SED
magnetic cartridge, with two Goodmans
Achromat 250 Monitor loudspeakers
£531-57 £340.47
PIONEER SA8500 amplifier 2x 65 watts
RMS with aGoldring GL78PC turntable
with Plinth and cover, and Goldring
G800E magnetic cartridge, plus two
Solavox TK60 loudspeakers
£578.24 £361.73
ROTEL
RX802 AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier 2x 55 watts RMS plus Rotel
RP 1500 turntable and Shure M7SED
magnetic cartridge with two Solavox
TK60 loudspeakers £569.15 £ 87.98
ROTEL RAB 12 amplifier 2x45 watts RMS
plus G
d 401 turntable fitted with
SME 3009 arm, Shure VI5 Mk III cartridge, base and hinged lid plus two
Solavox TK60 three way loudspeakers
Sp. Price £407.47
LEAK 2200 amplifier 2x 50 watts RMS
with Leak 2001 turntable featuring the
very latest spherodynamic antishock
system, plus Shure VI5/111 magnetic
cartridge, and two Leak 2060 loudspeakers .. £595.33 £431.96
PIONEER SX838 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x 50 watts with a Thorens
TDI 60/C turntable and Shure M7SED
magnetic cartridge plus two Solavox
TK60 loudspeakers £691.86 £455-49
LEAK 2000 tuner amplifier AM/FM/MPX
with the Leak 2001 turntable featuring
the very latest spherodynamic antishock
system, plus Shure VI 5/III magnetic
cartridge, and two Leak 2060 loud
speakers .. £645.96 £459.47
ROTEL RA1412 amplifier 2X 110 watts
RMS plus Rotel RP3000 ( with arm)
direct drive turntable, base, cover and
Shure VIS Mk Ill cartridge plus two
Solavox TK60 three way loudspeakers
£761.06 £512.47
GOODMANS Model 150 AM/FM/MPX
tuner amplifier 2X70 watts RMS plus
Thorens TDI25 ABS Mk 11 fitted with a
Shure VIS Ill magnetic cartridge, with
two Goodmans 400 monitor loudspeakers .. £759.90 £534.96
PIONEER SA9500 amplifier 2x85 watts
plus Pioneer PL55X direct drive turntable featuring auto arm return complete with base, cover and Shure V15 III
magnetic cartridge with two Goodmans
Achromat 400 monitor loudspeakers
£908437 £602•96

AKAI AS1080DB four channel tuner
amplifier
AM/FM/MPX/QS/CD4
and
Dolby ' B' plus the Rotel RP3000 direct
drive turntable with an Audio Technica
AT145 magnetic cartridge, and four
Rotel RL600 loudspeakers
£1,137.38 £820-95

PIONEER SX1010 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x 100 watts RMS plus Pioneer PL7 I turntable fitted base, cover
and Shure VIS III magnetic cartridge
with two Pioneer CST8 monitor loudspeakers, featuring Carbon fibre bass
cone, with variable tweeter and midrange controls £ 1,492.94 £ 1,03196

PIONEER QX949 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring QS, SQ
and CD4 decoders plus Pioneer PL55X
direct drive, turntable featuring auto
arm return, plinth. cover and Audio
Technica AT15S CD4 magnetic cartridge with four Solavox TK45 loudspeakers £ 1,244-97 £146.97

PIONEER SA9900 amplifier 2x 120 watts
RMS, plus Pioneer TX 9500 AM/FM/
MPX 5gang front end tuner, PL7 Iturntable, base, cover and Shure V15 Ill magnetic cartridge with two Pioneer CST8
loudspeakers, featuring carbon fibre
bass cone and variable tweeter and midrange controls £ 1,779.27 £ 1,220.95
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Personal atCallers
Warehouses

Personal callers and telephone orders are welcome at all our
branches. For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest branch
and pay the driver on delivery. To order by mail or on Credit Terms
please see below.

BARNSLEY .
BIRMINGHAM:
BIRMINGHAM:

Peel Street. Barnsley .. .
Tel: 0228 83351
Healey Road. SeIly Oak, Blrmingh•rn. B29 6EY
Tel: 021.472 6181
. Tivoli Shopping Centre, 1570.1572 Coventry Road,
Yardley, Birmingham, 826 IBJ Tel: 021-706 0684
BLACKBURN:
49/51 Doreen Skeet, Blackburn
Tel: 0254 57813/4
BOLTON:
63-79 Blackburn Road, Bolton
Tel: 0204 387153/5
BOURNEMOUTH:
210 Old Christchurch Road. Bournemouth
Tel: 0202 293334/5
BRIDLINGTON:
65 The Promenade. BridlingIon
Tel: 0262 2050
BRIGHTON:
15 SlatIon Street, Brighton
Tel: 0273 892421/6
BRISTOL:
Barton Hill Trading Estate, Bristol
Tel: 0272 559841
DONCASTER:
17 Market Place, Doncaster
Tel: 0302 89520
DRIFFIELD:
30/30A Market Place, DrWield
Tel: 0377 43277
DUNDEE:
Wee Hendersons Wynd, Dundee
Tel: 0382 738111
EDINBURGH:
1 Newhaven Road. Edinburgh, EH6 502
Tel: 031-554 4454
(9 lines)
GLASGOW:.
Blythswood Trading Estate, Argyle Avenue,
Renfrew, Glasgow, RA4 9EL Tel: 041-886 5731
GLOUCESTER: . Morroway House, Station Road, Gloucester
Tel: 045-25 2233/2234
GOOLE:
62/64 Pasture Road. Goole
Tel: 0405 3449
GRIMSBY:
389 Victoria Street, Grimsby. ON31 IER
Tel: 0472 59623
HANLEY:
52 Town Road, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, STI 2JP
Tel: 0782 264495
HORSFORTH:
101 New Road Side, Horsforth Leeds LS18 400
Tel: 0532 588879
HULL:
96.104 George Street, Hull
Tel: 0482 20681
HULL:
Reservoir Road, Clough Road, Hull, HU6 700
Tel: 0482 48441
(6 lines)
JARROW: .
LEEDS:
LEICESTER:..

56/64 Ellison Street, Jarrow, 8E32 3MT
78 Annley Road, Leeds, L512 2EF .
Syston Street, Leicester

Tel: 0632 892211
Tel: 0532 40551
Tel: 0533 52238

NEW BRANCHES: IPSWICH: ST. MARGARET'S GREEN. IPSWICH Tel: 0473 215596/7/8,'9

LIVERPOOL:
LIVERPOOL'

52 Bold Skeet, Liverpool, LI 4EA
Sefton Works, Field Lane, Litherland, Liverpool

Tel: 051.708 7170
Tel: 051-928 6688

LONDON. Hackbridge
(Nr. Croydon):

190 London Road, Hackbridge, Wallington, Surrey

Tel: 01-669 4321

Silverdale Road, Pump Lane, Hayes
Flainharn Road South, Dagenham, RIAU 851
SlatIon Close, Darken Lane, Potters Bar
3851389 Elswick Road, Newcastle
Maesglas Industrial Estate. Newport, NPT 20E
Roundtree Way, Norwich. NR7 13S0
121 Town Street, SandIsere, Nottingham, NGIO 50W
Ferry Hinksey Road, Olney Mead, ° sled, Oxfordshire
GIHyper,. Pontefract
61 Liverpool Road, Penwortham, Preston
Monarch House. 75-81 C ..... ham Road, Reading, ROI 8AP

Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:

LONDON, Hayes
(Middlesex),
LONDON, Dagenham:
LONDON, Potters Bar:
NEWCASTLE:
NEWPORT:
NORWICH:
NOTTINGHAM:
OXFORD:
PONTEFRACT:
PRESTON:
READING .
ROCHDALE:
ROCHESTER'
SHEFFIELD:
SOUTHAMPTON:
STOCKPORT .
STOCKTON:
SUNDERLAND:
WAKEFIELD:
WIGAN:
WILLENHALL:
YEADON:
YORK'

Corner of Well I' th' Lane, and Oueensway Rochdale ....
Maidstone Road, Rochester .
The Mill, 1 Loxley Road. Malin Bridge, Sheffield, SS ITN .. .
Chickenhall Lane, Eastleigh, Southampton, SOS 510
Lower Hiligate, Stockport
Teesway, Portrack Lane, Stockton, Clevelend
4-7 St, Thomas Streel, Sunderland, SRI 1HR
14-16 Marygate, Wakefield
Whorl Mill, Princess Street, Wigan, WN3 4EZ
Walsall Road, Willenhall, Staffordshire
43 High Street, Yeadon
55 Piccadilly, York, TOI 1PL

Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:

01-573 1841
01-595 5111
0707 43491
0632 32431
0633 50431
0603 411831
0602 396118
0885 48232
0977 4249
0772 44144
0734 599911
0706 50808
0634 49171
0742 341721/6
042-126 4722
061-477 2000
0642 612311
0783 59993
0924 71499
0942 34741
0902 60411
0532 502564
0904 21654/5

PORTSMOUTH: 84-90 PALMERSTON ROAD, SOUTHSEA PORTSMOUTH Tel: 0705 24666/7/8

ALL BRANCHES ARE OPEN DAILY TO THE PUBLIC
Open Daily 9 am — 8 pm ... Saturday until 5-30 pm.
Dundee, Edinburgh Et Glasgow OPEN Sunday 10a.m.-5•30 p.m.

Ordering by Mail

Send your requirements to the nearest of the 3Comet Warehouses listed
below, including the appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal
order, made payable to "COMET". If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
include your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD".

Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 30p: Bases
and Covers 75p: Headphones 75p; Pick-up Arms 75p:
Headshells 30p; Chassis Speakers 75p.
Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity:
Spool tapes 50p: Cassettes 30p; 8- track cartridges 30p.

Securicor Delivery: All in stock items will be delivered by
Securicor within 72 hours from receipt of order ( AddE3.50 for
Securicor delivery). All goods are fully insured against loss
or damage whilst in transit.

MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THE NEAREST OF THE THREE ADDRESSES:

LEEDS
78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF
EDINBURGH 1 Newhaven Road, EH6 5QX
HACKBRIDGE 190 London Road, Hackbridge
(London)
Wallington, Surrey

Buy it with Access

All prices quoted in Comet's advertisements are correct at time of going to press.

Credit Facilities at Comet Discount Prices
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)
Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £50
can now be purchased on Credit at Comet's discounted prices
over 9, 20 and 24 months. Send your requirements to the Mail
Order Department ( address at right ) marked " Credit Mail
Order" and we will send you by return of post an application
form and details of our repayment terms — all entirely without
obligation.

COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all
branches: no deposit credit terms over 9 months, goods
delivered on first months payment in advance.

REMEMBER, ALL GOODS ARE FULLY BACKED BY 12 MONTHS FREE SERVICE INCLUDING PARTS AND LABOUR
I4s

INTRODUCING
PICKERING'S
GYROPOISE®
UNI POISE®
TURNTABLE

Including
aPickering
State- of-the-Art
Cartridge

• PICKERING
:
lor

These important features make the difference!
Pickering turntables have Gyropoisee, the patented frictionless magnetic suspension bearing — thus the platter
makes no vertical contact with the body of the structure.
This isolation eliminates vertical rumble.
Pickering turntables have Unipoisee, the patented single

those who con hear the differance

point tone arm suspension. The arm is supported by asingle
pivot for both lateral and vertical movement.
Pickering turntables come equipped with astate-of-the-art
Pickering cartridge, either the XV -15/1200E matched to the
tone arm for stereo playback or the magnificent XUV/4500-Q
for the best in stereo and discrete.

Look at these quality features, many of them exclusively ours!
D Die cast aluminum T- Bar for sturdy structure.
D 2- Speed changer for 33 rpm and 45 rpm playback.
24-pole synchronous high torque motor.
D Belt drive for noiseless operation.
D 12" die cast machined high polish aluminum platter.
D Anti- skate control adaptable to all types of styli.
D Magnetic hold bar for tone arm convenience.
0 Registered in the U.S. Patent Office

El Stylus force slide (range 0-4 grams).
0 Viscous damped cueing control for featherlight
lowering of stylus.
El Handsome walnut veneer base (complete with dust cover).
D Comes equipped with low capacitance cables.
Ill Wow and Flutter — < 0.07% din 45507 weighted.
D Rumble — < — 60 dB din 45539 weighted.
PRECISION MADE IN THE U.S.A.

PICKERING & CO., INC.,P.O. Box 82, 1096 Cully, Switzerland
United Kingdom Highgate Acoustics, 38 Jamestown Road — London NW17EJ — Tel. 01-267 4938
Austria Boyd E Haas — Rupertusplatz 3 — 1170 Wien — Tel 46 27 015
Selglum-Luxembrourg Ets. Blomhol S.A. — 172e Rue Brogniez — 1070 Bruxelles — Tel. 522 18 13
Denmark Audiosean — Ryesgade 106e — 2100 Copenhagen
— Tel. 76 80 00
Finland Oy Sound Electronles Inc. — Museokatu 8 — Helsinki 10 — Tel. 44 03 01
France Mageco Electronic — 119. Rue du Dessous des Berges — 75013 Pans — Tel 583 65 19
Greece B & C Panayotidis S.A. — 3. Paparrigopoulou St,. — Athens — Tel 234 529
Iceland Einar Farestvert a. Co. H.F. — Bergstadastrett 10 — Reykjavik — Tel. 21 565
Italy Audio s.n c. — Strade di Caselle 63 — 10040 Len,/Torino — Tel. ( 11) 99 88 841
Norway Skandinavisk Electrorukk A/S — Ostre Aker Vei 99 — Oslo 5 — Tel. 15 00 90
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Portugal Centelet Lda. — 47, Av. Fontes Pereira de Melo — Lisboa — Tel. 56 12 II
Spain Llorach Audio S.A. — La Granada 34 — Barcelona 6 — Tel. 217 15 54
Sweden NASAB — Chalmersgatan 27e — 41135 Goteoorg — Tel. 31 18 86
Switzerland Dynavox Electronics — 91. Rue de Lausanne — 1700 Fribourg — Tel. ( 037) 22.46-74
The Netherlands lnelco Nederland by — H, Fi Dept. — J. Muyskenweg 22 — 1006 Amsterdam —
Tel. 93 48 24
United Kingdom Highgate Acoustics — 38, Jamestown Rd. — London NW1 7EJ — Tel. 267 4936
West Germany Imperial Electronics Import GmbH — Otto-Hahn-Str. 12 — 6079 Sprendlingen —
Tel. ( 6103) 64000

Pà
BEOLIT
505
£49.90
707 .. £59.90
BEOMASTER
901 (T) .. £ 159.50
901 ( R)
£ 161.50
1100 (T) .. £ 149.50
1100 ( R)/(W) £ 151.50
1700 (T) .. £89.50
1700 ( R)
£91.50
2000 ( T) £269.50
2000 ( R/WI £271.50
3000 (T) £ 198.50
3000 ( R or W) £ 199.50
.. £325.50
3400 ( 11
3400 ( R
£327-50
4000 ( T
£298.50
4000 ( R) £300.50
6000 ( R) ( W) £558.50
Telescopic FM aerial for
Beomasters
(8902010) £6.25
BEO LAB
1700 ( T)
1700 ( R)

£99.50
£ 100.50

BEOGRAM
1203 ( T)
£89-90
1203 ( R)/(W) £90-90
2000 (T) £ 115-90
2000 ( R)/(W) £ 116.90
3400 (T)
£ 139.50
3400 ( R) £ 140.50
4002 (T)
£
298-50
4002 ( R) £299.90
6000 ( R)/(W) £ 389.50
BEOCENTER
1600 (T) .. £259.50
1600 ( R) £260-50
1800 (T) £259.50
1800 ( R) £260 50
3500 (T) £359-50
3500 ( R)/(W) £360.50
BEOCORD
1100 (T)
£ 137-50
1100 ( R) £ 138.50
2200 Cass. (T) £ 199-50
2200 Cass. ( R) £200.50
5000 (T)
£335.50
5000 ( R)
£
336.50

What% so
different
about
Boni at
Oilmen at
Telesonic?
For sheer sophistication and
superb sound reproduction, Bang
& Olufsen hi-fi systems are among
the best in the world. And the
beauty is more than skin deep
Lift the covers of any B & 0 unit,
and you'll find that the
sophistication extends to every
component layout, however
compact. And some are very
compact indeed!

All prices include VAT
Prices subject to alteration without prior
notice.

High Definition Stereo Amplifier

a

l
ait

eie

MAI
011

•
for
sound
standard
reproduction in the---A new
home!

We believe that no other amplifier in

the world

can match the overall

Agents for Ariston, B & 0, Harrison,
Lux, Nikko, Quad, Sony, Sonab ana

specification of the

H D250.
Rated power output: SO watts ay. continuous per channel into any
impedance from 4 to 8 ohms, both channels driven.
Maximum power output: 90 watts ay. per channel into 5ohms.
Distortion, preamplifier: Virtually zero ( cannot be identified or
measured as it is below ini erent circuit noise).
Distortion, power amplifier: Typically . 006% at 25 watts, less than
0.02% at rated output. ( Typically 0.01% at 1kHz.)
Hum and noise: Disc, - 83 dBV measured flat with noise band width
23 kHz ( ref. S mV); - 88 dBV " A" weighted ( ref. 5 mV).
Line- 85 dBV measured flat ( ref. 100v).
-88 dBV " A" weighted ( ref 100v).

Hear the H D250 at

SWIFT OF WILMSLOW
Dept H F N, 5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
(Tel.: 26213)
Mail Order and Personal Export enquiries: -Wilmslow Audio, Swan Works,
Bank Square. Wilmslow ( Tel.: 29599).
In stock: All Radford speaker drive units and crossovers, ZD22
preamp, Low Distortion oscillator LD03 and Distortion Measuring
set DMS3.

We are the different hi-fi shop in
Tottenham Court Road. The one
that stands out from the crowd.

•
When it comes,to home
BEOVOX (
priced in pr)
installations, we prefer to do it
S30 ( R) (W) £ 104 50
ourselves.
Because the kind of
545 (T) .. £ 149 50
545 ( R) ( W) £ 157 50
systems we sell, deserve the extra
560 (T) .. £203.50
attention we give them You can
S60 ( R) ( W) £215.50
M70 (T)
£295•50
do it your way if you wish. But if
M70 ( R) ( W) £307.50
anything does go wrong, we'll still
P30 (T) .. £ 111.50
P30 ( R) (W) £ 116.50
be around to put it right. After all,
P45 ( R) ( W) £ 159.50
we have been in Tottenham Court
Pick-up Cartridges
SPIO ( 8905424) Universal
mounting ..
£18-90 Road for more than 20 years!
SPIOA ( 8905425) for B &
TELESONIC - THAT
0 arm .. £ 18.90
SPI2 (8905426) Universal
DIFFERENT HI-FI STORE IN
mounting .. £22.90
SP I
2A ( 8905427) for B &
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
0 arm .. £22.90
SPI4 ( 8905431) Universal
mounting .. £ 13.90
SP I4A ( 8905432) for B &
0 arm .. £ 13-90
MMC6000 £43.90
M MC4000 .. £26-90
M MC3000 .. £ 19.90
M MC5000 .. £35.90
(T) Teak: ( R) Rosewood;
(W) White. E. & 0.E.

RADFORD HD250

tv gstereo
DON'T LET your TV set or stereo
speakers dominate and dictate your room
setting. Instead, put them out of the way on
Pivotelli brackets. They ore designed to hold
video or audio equipment in absolute safety.
All TV brackets ore able to support colour
television.

Double Pivotelli 24 -,A0.0
Re. Elbow action with 12" i, 4-(300mm x

1
4

100mm) swivel base, which allows
D. you
to tuck' the television away

.\
e

when not in use, Engineered in high
' grade solid steel capable of sup' porting up to 250Ibs.

£26.54 each

make crentive use OrLiVirl Q space.

National Panasonic.

LJ

Standard Pivotelli
Ref..ed turntable with,
L. 24" (600,n ,n( arm with 12s 4-(300mm o
100mml
swivel base
£11.69 each
S. 18 - (
450mm) arm with 02 -oe (
300nun s100mml
swivel base
£10.65 each
M. 12" 1300inm) arm with 8a 4" 1200mm x100mml
swivel base
£10.24 each

,g1ORIIE

92, Tottenham Court Road, London, W 1.
Tel . 01-636 8177 Open 9 am- 6 pm

(Thursday 9 am-7 pm) Saturdays 9 am- 1 pm

Ref

p.

Stereo brackets

Choice of
owl length
will depend
on depth
of set.

(
pairs)

The some design as the ' standard' e ( 1
sommi
„rm, with 6"x 3- ( 150mm o75mml swivel base:: ere. In pairs only.
£ 4.51 per pair

La
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Please send rne Model( s) Ref
Choice of Black Of White , Free colour brochure. Ienclose cheque/p.o. value
durable nylon.
Name

BLACK/WHITE

II

Address _
Use your Access or Barclay
card. Just telephone your
order, together with credit
card number. Tel, Guernsey
(0181) 46733.

efel I
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COSTS
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YAMAHA SONY® SONY:

LEAK
Aon,eone who know,

LEAK
2100
2200
2300
1800
2003

Amp
Amp
Tuner
Tun /Amp
Tun./Amp

114.00
132.00
112.50
149.00
172.50

2001 Record Deck
2030 Speakers (Pr.)
2060 Speakers (pr)

129.00
89.00
159.00

1:7/
WHARFEDALE
Sr Tuner Amp
179.95
Denton 2XP Speakers (pr I
41.95
Linton 3XP Speakers ( pr I
59.95
Glendale 3XP Speakers (pr.) 79.95
Dovedale SP Speakers (pr) 149.95

YAMAHA
CA 400 Amp
CA 600 Amp
CA 800 Amp
CA 1000 Amp
CT 400 Tuner
CT 600 Tuner
CT 800 Tuner
CT 7000 Tuner
CR 200 Tun./Amp
CFI 400 Tun./Amp
CR450 Tun./Amp
CR 600 Tun./Amp
CR 800 Tun./Amp
CR 1000 Tun./Amp
VP 450 Record Deck
VP 701 Record Deck
YP 800 Record Deck
NS 625 Speakers
NS 645 Speakers
NS 670 Speakers
TC 800G Cass. Deck

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P . 0.A .
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P . 0.A .
P.O.A.
P . 0.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O. A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

VIDEOTONE
VI DEOT ONE
Minimax II Speakers (pr.)
44.95
Hi Fi Encyclopeadia Speakers
(pr.)
49.95
Saphir ISpeakers (pr.)
53.95
Midimax Speakers (pr.)

89.95

TRIO
KA 1200 Amp
57.50
KA 1600 Amp
87.50
KT 1300 Tuner
88.50
KP 1022 Belt Drive Rec. Deck
c/w Cart.
49.50
KR 7400 Tun / Amp
225.00

SONY
TA 70 Amp
TA 88 Amp
TA 1066 Amp
TA 1055 Amp
TA 1150 Amp
TA 5650 Amp
TA 8650 Amp
ST70 Tuner
ST88 Tuner
ST 5066 Tuner
ST 5055L Tuner
ST 5150 Tuner
ST4950 Tuner
STR 7015 Tun./Amp
STR 7025 Tun./Amp
STR 7035 Tun / Amp
STR 7055A Tun./Amp
STR 7065A Tun./Amp
HST 139 Tun./Amp/Cass

47.96
58.36
71.96
83.29
118.47
183.96
479.96
47.96
58.36
71.96
83.29
118.47
135.96
111.96
127.96
143.96
185.14
231.43
124.95

PS 5011 Record Deck
PS 1350 Record Deck
PS 2350 Record Deck
PS 4750 Record Deck
PS 6750 Record Deck
SS 70 Speakers , pr.)
SS 5088 Speakers (pr.)
SS 5177 Speakers ( Pr.)
SS 5300A Speakers (pr )
SS 3050 Speakers (Pr.)
SS 5050 Speakers (pr

49.95
63.96
71.96
111.06
147.96
19.20
44.72
55.46
87.92
127.92
199.92

SONY

TC 377 Open Reel Tape Deck 143.96
TC 280 Open Reel Tape Deck 106.43
TC 645 Open Reel Tape Deck 212.92
KV 134OUB Colour TV
KV 1810 II Colour TV.
KV 200OUB Colour T.V.
TV 110 Port. B/W T.V.

191.96
259.21
311.96
75.96

-ww w
SONY
ST 4956
135.96

TFM C480 Digital Clock/Radio
TFM C580 Digital Clock/Radio
TFM C660 Digital Clock/Radio
TFM C770 Digital Clock/Radio
CF 170L Cassette Radio

23.96
27.96
36.99
38.84
55.96

CF 310L Cassette Radio
62.36
CF 320 Cassette Radio
63.96
CF 420L Cassette Radio ..
75.96
CF 550A Stereo Cass/Rad,o 110.36
CF 620 Stereo Cass/Radio
161.99
TC 55 Portable
Cass/Recorder
64.77
TC 65 Portable
Cass/Recorder
30.36
TC 67A Portable
Cass/Recorder ..
27.96
TC 92 Portable
Cass/Recorder
55.51
TC 95A Portable
Cass/Recorder
50.88
TC 133CS Stereo
Cass/Recorder
TC 117 Stereo Cass/Deck
TC 129 Stereo Cass/Deck
TC 135SD Dolby
Ster./Cass./Deck
TC 138SD Dolby
Ster./Cass./Deck
TC 138S0 Dolby
Ster./Cass./Deck
TC 146A

95.96
63.96
69.95
91.96
115.96
159.96

Ster./Port./Rec./Deck
66.36
TC 153SD Dolby
Port./Rec./Deck
143.47
TC 177SD Dolby Star/Cass /

1
.Ng

lop,

SONY
TA 5650
183.96

SONY
IC 209s 0
199 .96 1.
PART EXCHANGE
AND CREDIT TERMS.
AVAILABLE TO
PERSONAL CALLERS.

TFM 6500L Radio
14.95
TFM 7210L Radio
27.73
ICF 5450L Radio
35.96
ICF 111L All Weather Radio
36.99
ICF 5500M Radio (Captain 55) 34.95
ICF 8900L Multiwave Radio
51.96
CRF 5090 Global Radio
134.21
TFM 6100W Pocket Radio
10.36
TFM 7040 Radio
14.36

SON

.
1 4

Deck (3 Heads)
TC 204SD Dolby SteriCass./
Deck (Front Load)
TC 209SD Dolby Ster./Cass /
Deck (Front Load)
HMK 20 Mus./Sys.
c/w Speakers .
HMK 30 Mus./Sys.
c/w Speakers ...
HMP40 Mus./Sys.
c/w Speakers
HMK 40 Mus./Sys
c/w Speakers
HMP 70 Mus./Sys.
c/w Speakers
HMK 70 Mus./Sys.
c/w Speakers

311.96
127.96
199.96
159.96
175.95
161.99
199.95
231.96
319.96

Guarantee

MONEY REFUNDED ON GOODS
RETURNED WITHIN 10 DAYS
(SUBJECT TO EXAMINATION)

lece. &ad 11.Claycard
1
.
e. te r
onue (
or wnte2h :o
n tu
,:ud
dequatched weewill
muumum

AIWA
AIWA
AX 7500 Tun / Amp
AF 3060 Dolby Cass/Tun/Amp
AF 5060 Music System
c/w Speakers
AP 2060 Belt Drive
Rec./Deck/Cartridge
AD 1300 Dolby Cass. Deck
AD 1600 Dolby Cass. Deck
AD 1800 Dolby DNL
Cass./Deck
AD 6500 Dolby
Cass./Deck (Front Load)
TPR 900 Ster/Port/Cass./
Radio
CT 1050E Car Cass./Stereo
c/w Speakers
CTR 2020E Car Cass./Radio
Um, Speakers

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P . 0.A.
P.O.A.
P . 0.A .
POSA.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P . 0.A.
P . 0.A.
P.O.A.

CAMBRIDGE
CAMBRIDGE
P60 Amp.
Classic One Amp.
T55 Tuner
R40 Monitor Spk's ( pr.)
R50 Monitor Spk's (pr.)

141.00
191.00
113.95
181.50
264.50

Dual

AR 6 Speakers
AR 2 2AX Speakers
AR 3A Imp Speakers
AR 11 Speakers

P.0*.
P.O.A.
P . 0. A .
P.O.A.

DUAL
CS 601 Record/Deck
c/w Shure VI5 Ill
CS 701 Dir./Drive Record/
Deck Shure VI5 Ill
C 901 Cass./Deck Autc./Rev
with Dolby

P.0*.
P.O.A.
P.
0.A .

TOSHIBA

„Is

N75EJ Styli
N75ED Styli
N95ED Styli
VN35E Styli

QUAD
33 Control Unit
303 Power Amp
405 Current Dumping Power
Amp
FH3 Tuner

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

M95ED Cartridge
V15 IIICartridge
N55E Styli
N7513 Styli

QUAD

TEAC

ATRON
KA 2015 Amp
KT 1t300 Tuner
KR 215 Tun /Amp
KR 220 Tun / Amp

TEAC
A170 Dolby Cas./Deck
A403 Dolby Cass./Deck
(Front Load)
A360 Dolby Cass / Deck
A450 Dolby Cass./Deck

59.50
63.50
89.95
109.95

SHARP'
SHARP
OF 2000 Port. Radio Cassette
OF 3000 Port. Radio Cassette
OF 4000 Port. Radio Cassette
ATR 933 Car Radio
c/w Spk's & Fittings
AR 947 Car Radio
c/w Spk's & Fittings
AR 946 Car Radio
c/w Spk's & Fittings
AR 942 Car Radio
c/w Spk's & Fittings .
AR 961 Star/Car Radio/
Spk's & Fittings
RO 2010 Ster./Cass./Radio
Spk's & Fittings
RO 2500 Ster/Cass./Radio

P.O.*.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

HEADPHONES

59.95
79.95
89.95
15.95
23.95
34.95
37.95
43.95
59.95
71.95

Spk's & Fittings

ALL PRICES INC. V.A.T.

In Touch with Tomorrow

7.95
10.95
12.95
14.95
19.95
44 .
95

5. 9 5
5.95
6 .
95

9.95
14.95
16.95

TOSHIBA
SM 3000 Msc. Sys.
c/ w .Speakers

P.O.A.

SM 3200 Msc.Sys.
c/w Speakers
SM 3500 Msc. Sys.
c/w Speakers ...
SM 2200 Msc. Sys.
c/w Speakers
SM 5200 Msc. Sys.
c/w Speakers
SR 355 Direct Drive Rec. Deck

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CLEARANCE LINES
Trio KA8004 Amp.
175.00
Tr o KT8005 Tuner
165 00
Trio KR6340 Quad/Tun/Amp 185 00
Trio KCD2 CD4 Decoder
(for 6340)
29.95
National RE7880B
Complete Quad System 199 95
Galdring ST8000 Mus./
System (Less Spk's)
135.00
Teshiba SR510 Rec./Deck
Condenser Cart. .
174.95
Toshiba SA304 Quad/
Quad/Tun /Amp .
139.00

N

OTIFICATION.

RING NOW FOR QUOTATION
021 236 7312

MOST ITEMS
AVAILABLE ON MAIL ORDER
POST THIS COUPON TO- DAY
Please supplyIenclose:

GRATISPOOL
10 MARTINEAU WAY
BIRMINGHAM B2 4UN.

HEADPHONES
Koss K7
Koss K711

10.00
12.50

Koss
'<oss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss

K6
K6LC
K7278
K747
PRO 4AA
PRO 5LC
Phase 2

13.95
15.95
18.00
23.50
31.00
34.50
42.00

Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss

HV1A
HV1LC
Easy Listner
K6LC Ouadraphone

26.50
29.95
25 90
29.00

Sony DR9
Sony DR15
Wharfedale ISO Dynamics
Trio KH32
Trio KH52
Seamheiser HD414
\... Yamaha HP1

CLEARANCE
OFFERS

ALL GOODS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY AND PRICE CHANGE WITHOUT PR IOR

021
te 236 1024

P . 0. A .

P.O. A.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AR 7 Speakers
AR 4 4XA Speakers

SHURE
M55E Cartridge
M758 Cartridge
M75EJ Cartridge
M75ED IICartridge

GRATISPOOL

SPEAKERS
B a W SPEAKERS
D5 Speakers
DM4 Speakers
DM2 Speakers
DM6 Speakers
KEF SPEAKERS
Coda Speakers
Cantor Speakers
Chorale Speakers
Cadenza Speakers
Concerto Speakers
Ref 103 Speakers
Ref 104 Speakers

P.O.A.
P . 0.A .
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P . 0.A.

MAIL*
ORDER

full cash price (inc carr/pkg/ine

Iwish to pay by Access/Barclaycard No.

NAME
ADDRESS

Or

CARR. PKG. & INS.

8.95
11.95
21.95
12.00
16.95
17.50
31.00)

Portable Cass./Radio/H'phones
Amps/Tuners/Cass, Decks
Music Systems & Speeeers

1 50
2 00
3 00

Full frontal
JVC

The JVC CD-1950U
Stereo Cassette Deck with ANRS
Introducing the JVC CD- 1950U Front
Loading Cassette Deck. You probably know
JVC make acomplete range of superb quality
cassette decks already, so why introduce a
front loader?
Because, in addition to JVC technology,
you get the convenience of easy cassette
insertion — and stackability.
Speaking of technology, the CD- 1950U
comes with the exclusive JVC ANRS
(Automatic Noise Reduction System) and a
host of features that put most cassette decks
in the shade, like:1. A frequency response of 20-18 kHz with
chrome tape.
2. A wow and flutter of 0.1% (WRMS).
3. A signal-to-noise ratio of 62dB at 5kHz
with ANRS.

150

4. Channel separation of 35dB at 1kHz.
5. Cronios heads for extra-long life.
6. Full automatic stop with optical sensor
to stop the machine in any mode.
7. Large, accurate V.U. meters.
8. Selectable bias and equaliser circuits for
chrome or normal tape.
9. Headphone amplifier and stereo
microphone inputs.
10. Plugs into any HiFi system with ph ono
or DIN leads.
JVC (U.K.) Ltd.,
Eldonwall Trading Estate,
Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way,
London NW2 7AF.
Tel: 01-450 2621.

Another step
closer to reality

am.

1li

MUSIC CENTRE MC20

JUST LOOK AT THE
MC20 VARIATIONS

11C+741

RADIO
to
SPEAKERS

A full hi- fidelity stereo complex for the sound
connoisseur.

RADIO
to TAPE
to
SPEAKERS

Provides acomplete cassette replay and stereo recorder complete
with stereo microphones using Cr 02 Chromium Dioxide or normal
ferrous types. Recording can either be taken through the microphones, direct from the record disc or from its built-in radio.

TAPE

,—
[ 1

71
71

CASSETTE PLAYER

MW/LW/SW/FM STEREO RADIO

t
S
o
PEAKERS

MW,,LW, SVV/ ( AM) Radio reception with built-in Ferrite Aerial
(Extra shortwave aerial supplied) Tuning meter for accurate radio
tuning . Stereo beacon for stereo FM Reception. AFC/Beat
control.

RECORD
DISC

2500 SPEAKERS

Io
SPEA

KERS

DISC to
TAPE to
SPEAKERS
MICROPHONES
to TAPE
to SPEAKERS

Truly high fidelity speakers each consisting of a bass unit and a
treble/mid range unit with specially designed 4- element crossover
unit ensuring minimum distortion and superb clarity of reproduction.
Available at, COMET All branches nationwide.
LASKYS London, Home
Counties.
BARTLETT RADIO Holloway. N.7.
CAMBRIDGE
TRANSISTOR SERVICES King Street, Cambridge. CAVENDISH
SALES Whitechapel, E.I.
ELENA MAE Scotland.
HADLEIGH
Harrogate.
HENRY'S—LI NDAIR London, Home Counties.
HI-FI STEREO
CENTRE 35 Donegal: Street, Belfast.
LINAVALE RADIO Waltharnstow.
E . 17 .
MAJOR AUDIO Ilford, Croydon.
Nu- SOUND Holborn,
Lewisham.
R & B SYSTEMS London, Bournemouth, Bexleyheath. Newport.
RUSH AUDIO Bamford, Chelmsford.
SEXTONS Grays Inn Road, VV.C.I.,
Bedford Place. Southampton.
STUDIO 3 Kings Cross, N.I.
KOHL! & CO.
Bradford VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow. ELECTROSURE Exeter, Plymouth.

TURNTABLE

This is the Garrard SP25 Mk. IV fitted with the
outstanding Goldring G800 cartridge. Features
include 3- speeds, cueing device, bias compensator
and interchangeable cartridge slide.
The low- line teak effect cabinet has afriction hinged
lid and the cabinet has a fitted cassette storage
space. The control consol is in matt black finish.
A pair of stereo microphones are also supplied and
all necessary leads.
Size: Music centre 647mm x 393mm x 197mm
Speakers 488mm x253mm x241mm
Rec. Retail price:

£299.21

inc.

VAT

A.M.S. TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD.
89 RIDLEY ROAD • DALSTON • LONDON E8
Tel: 01-249 5237-8-9
Telex: 264869

U
P/ease send me illustrated literature on the
AMSTRAD MC20 and address of my
nearest stockist.
Name
Address

HFN2

RrrlefrIAO F

IC 2000 Mk III
STEREO AMPLIFIER

new range
new designs

100 WATTS • 25 WATTS R.M.S. PER CHANNEL INTO 8OHMS
The IC2000 Mk Ill, completely new in both looks
and performance — an increased power handling
and output with awider frequency response and
alower distortion factor with slide potentiometers
for all controls. The Mk Ill has new style
fingertip switches for Stereo/Mono, Loudness,
Rumble and Scratch filters, and interlocking of all
other facilities is carried out by push-button
selectors. The amplifier is designed specifically
for stereo use on two loudspeakers but the
additional facility of Quadrosound has been
added if four speaker reproduction is required.
These advanced technical refinements have been
enclosed in a teak effect cabinet, with black
fascia and black function buttons.
The IC2000 Mk Ill performs with apowerful 25

8000 Mk III

watts per channel into 8 ohm boar's with both
channels fully driven — Stereo mode. Frequency
response is 15Hz to 30kHz + 3dB: 20Hz to
20kHz + 2dB. Distortion less than 0.25% at
1kHz at full rated output — Stereo mode.
Provides more amplification than can be safely
handled by some amplifiers costing many times
the price. All components are mounted on
printed circuit boards. Employed in the IC2000
Mk Ill is a regulated power supply to ensure
ma:ximum performance in output and minimum
distortion at high 1.stening levels.
Rec. Retail Price

£60.00 inc. VAT

BRITISH MADE
Size: 44m X 16EiniM X 92mm.

•
RTri teéi

STEREO AMPLIFIER
Amstrad 8000 Mk. Ill the stereo Amplifier built for
qualitative sound reproduction, and long term
reliability. The comprehensive and attractively
furnished consol is designed for instantaneous
adjustment. The manifold characteristics include:
Slider Bass and Treble controls, individual Volume
Controls; aunique loudness switch for widespread
listening; rumble and scratch Filter switches; frontal
jack socket for stereo headphones; ceramic,
magnetic, tape and radio inputs, and output for tape,
four rearset outputs for normal stereo or quadrosound
listening. All this and much more besides in a
beautiful teak finished unit.
Size: 330mm wide x 197mm deep X 78mm high
Rec. retail £

39.58

i
nt VAT

BRITISH MADE

40 vvdtts: 10 VVdttS C.M.S.

per channel into 8ohms.

INTEGRA 4000 Mk II
60 WATTS • 15 WATTS H.M.S. PER CHANNEL INTO 8OHMS

STYLJNG
Teak cabinet, affixed to
anodised brushed extruded
fascia trimmed with black, silver
slider knobs and push- buttons. Size:
343mm x 229mm x 70mm.
BRITISH
Rec. Retail Price
inc.VAT MADE -

£50.62

The Integra 4000 Mk II has much more in the
way of advanced electronic circuitry providing
improved circuit performance plus the added
facility of Quadrosound. Fined with anew type
transformer specially developed and tested to
reduce hum and noise. In addition, zenar diodes
are employed throughout the pre- amplifier and
tone stages, presenting a greater voltage
stability. The construction is based on printed
circuit layout on the one board principle,
utilising integrated circuits by a world famous
maker and specially graded and marked for
Amstrad, complemented by two integrated
circuits for pre-amplifier and driver application.
The main amplifier section provides 15 watts
RMS per channel into 8 ohms ( 60 watts total

music power). Distortion factor is less than
0.5% at IKc full output. Frequency response
20Hz-25kHz. The tone control circuit employs
the latest SLIDING CONTROLS for accurate
manipulation of the frequency spectrum. The
controls are Bass, Treble, with an additional
refinement of Middle' control for mid- range
frequencies, together with two separate volume
controls for left and right channels for true
stereo balance.
FEATUR ES: Magnetic Cartridge input, Ceramic
Cartridge input, Radio Tuner input, Tape in and
out, Scratch Filter, Rumble Filter, Loudness
Control, Mono/Stereo control, Headphone
output, and Power On/Off switch with matching
neon indicator.

ACOUSTRA
SPEAKERS

• UNIQUE IN
DESIGN

ACOUSTRA 2500
Power handling — 25 watts RMS. Frequency response — 35.
17,000Hz, 8" Long throw bass unit, cone made of a rigid
paper with arubber roll surround. 3l" mid- range treble unit.
Speakers are front mounted to reduce tunnelling effects. Also
employed is a crossover unit consisting of highly accurate
wound coils and electrolytic capacitors. Dimensions
488mm x 253mm x 241mm deep.
Rec. Retail Price £ 52.90 per pair inc. VAT
au..

• SUPERB IN
PERFORMANCE

•

P....A..1n

/5WIS
101112.
405

Ideal for horizontal
or vertical Floor or
Shelf mounting

F..:

cre•a•

Beautifully finished
teak effect enclosures
with metal trim and
exclusive flat black
fron: panel

hwy..%

ACOUSTRA 1500
Power Handling — 15 watts RMS. Frequency response — 45.
17,000Hz. Enclosure Type — Acoustic Suspension. Impedance — 8ohms. 6.1." Long throw bass unit, cone made of a
rigid paper with arubber roll surround. 3j" mid- range treble
unit. Speakers are front mounted to reduce tunnelling effects.
Also employed is a crossover unit consisting of highly
accurate wound coils and electrolytic capacitors. Dimensions
14;r" x 101" x eg" deep.
Rec. Retail Price

£45.00

per pair inc. VAT

3000 Mk II
TUNER
LW/MW/FM
WITH INBUILT AUTOMATIC
STEREO MPX DECODER
2uV FM SENSITIVITY— MUTING CONTROL— AFC CONTROL
The 3000 Mk II is aquality Tuner in the Amstrad tradition, incorporating not only

Available at: COMET All branches nationwide.
LASKYS London, Home Counties. BARTLETT
RADIO Ho ,lowriy, N.7. CAMBRIDGE
TRANSISTOR SERVICES King Street, Cambridge.
CAVENDISH SALES Whitechopel, EJ. ELENA
MAE Scc.tland, HADLEIGH Horro ore, HENRY'S-LINDAIR Landon. Home Counties. HI-FI STEREO
CENTRE 3$ Donegal, Street, Belfast. LINAVALE
RADIO Walzhamstow, E.I 7. MAJOR AUDIO Ilford,
Croydon.
NU-SOUND Holborn, Lewisham.
R & B
SYSTEMS London, Bournemouth, Bexieyheath. Newport.
RUSH AUDIO Romford, Chelmsford. SEXTONS
Grays / nr ,Road. W.C.I., Bedford Place. Southampton.
STUDIO 3 Kings Cross, N.I. VICTOR MORRIS
Glasgow. ELECTROSURE Exeter, Plymouth.
KOHL' & Co.. Bradford.

A.M . S. TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD.
89 RIDLEY ROAD () ALSTON LONDON E8
Tel : 01-249 5237-8-9
Telex: 264869

an excellent Very High Frequency F.M. receiver section complete with its phase
locked loop decoder, but also inciuding an AM radio section which provides
reception on long and medium waves. The built-in ferrite rod aerial operates on
medium and .long waves, giving strong powerful reception over the wide
waveband spectrum — AFC being provided to positively lock on and hold the
frequency from drift. The FM section is linked to a stereo beacon which is automatically activated when stereo broadcasts are being transmitted. The 3000 Mk II
is compatible with any amplifier, Tape Deck and Recorder, and will perform with
any stereo system. The cabinet is teak effect finish with contrasting black consol
and amber illuminated pointer, lime green tuning scale, and blue illuminated
tuning meter.
Rec. Retail Price

£60.00

BRITISH MADE
inc. VAT Size : 365mm

155mm X 95mm.

Mall•

Please send illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist

E Amstrad IC2000 Mk III

D

Amstrad 4000 Mk II

LI Acoustra 2500
D Acoustra 1500

Name

El

Address

Amstrad 3000 Mk II
Amstrad 8000 Mk III

Tick box for items(s) of
interest.

HFN2

5000 STEREO

TUNER/AMPLIFIER

100 WATTS: 25 WATTS PER CHANNEL R.M.S. INTO 8OHMS 2pV FM SENSITIVITY

3 WAVE BANDS MW/AM/FM
TUNER SECTION The AM section has an R.F. stage
with delayed Automatic Gain Control utilising aceramic
Band Pass Filter while the FM area employs aDual Gate
F.E.T. ( field effect transistor) circuitry on a fibreglass
printed circuit base combined with a special antimicrophonic tuning gang
1. Inbuilt Multiplex Stereo Decoder with L.E.D. Stereo
Radio readout 2. Muting and A.F.C. ( Automatic Frequency control) coupled with tuning meter 3. Three
integrated circuits equivalent to over 150 transistors
4. Legible tri colour light readout for tuning scale
6. Full coverage of Medium, Long and VHF wavebands
6. External se adjustable Medium and Long wave aerial
for all round reception plus 75ohm aerial input for VHF

AM PLIE IER SECTION The 5000 is anew concept in
Tuner Amplifier design, combining decor styling with
powerful performance by providing 100 watt output with
an exceptionally wide frequency response coupled with
a low distortion factor and incorporating many unique
electronic circuitry design features affording the utmost
reliability.
1. 0.1% distortion at full output - 20-20000Hz±ldB
frequency 2. Silicon semi- conductors throughout
employing integrated circuits and discreet transistors
3. Input sockets for Magnetic and Ceramic cartridges
and Headphone output 4. Loudness control and
Mono/ Stereo switch
Rec. Retail Price

4,*1,(e.•
11:7
-

l
eer,

"etite4AP

5. Independent Rumble and Scratch Filters
6. Bass, Middle and Treble and separate
volume controls
Size: 592mm x87 mmx 218mm.

£108.59

inc VAT

The 7000 Stereo Cassette machine has been
designed to provide all the necessary features to line
up with your high fidelity set-up. From the large
illuminated record level meters, to the slider controls
that adjust the record levels, this machine combines
compact styling with excellent performance. It also
has the facility for CHROMIUM DIOXIDE ( Cr 02)
tape as well as normal ferrous types. Additional
attributes include:
*Pause control and Autostop *Variable output*
0-750 mv * Variable Record Level *Twin VU Meters
*Tape Digit Counter * Din or Phono Connections
*Chromium Dioxide and Normal Tape Switch * Compatible
with most Amp/Tuner and Hi -Fi Systems **Two mike inputs
*Dolby Noise Reduction System
Size : 314mm wide x231mm deep x111mm high

<fo+

Rec. Retail price

0
£99 •50

inc
VAT

The 6000 Stereo Cassette Tape Deck —
AUTO STOP
*Trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

has the same specification, but without Dolby Noise Reduction
facility.

BIAS
COMPENSATOR

-- ADJUSTABLE

TRACKING WEIGHT
COUNTER BALANCE

PRECISION
BEARING

S—SHAPE
ARM

DAMPED
VISCOUS
CUEING
DEVICE

DETACHABLE
LIGHTWEIGHT
HEAD SHELL

ARM REST/LOCK

TP12D•BELT

DRIVE • SO LI DODI E CFA
L
STTr
PLATTER
ER o 1 ./ .
vilW & U

The TPI 2D Turntable has taken a decade to
develop, and although contemporary in looks,
its design is principally functional and of prime
importance. The tri lateral peripherally weighted
platter produces an equiponderate tangential
counterbalancing force: the platter being solid
die-cast, combines to permit it to revolve at
more constant speed, thereby limiting wow and
flutter to a minimum. The drive is by a 16- pole
synchronous motor with belt drive minimising
rumble. The tone arm is of ' S' shape and specifically designed for minimum tracking error,

and employs a lightweight detachable headshell thus reducing wear on the sides of the
record groove. The arm is counterbalanced by
an adjustable weight and has alow friction precision bearing and bias compensator and damped
Cue control. The TPI2D is mounted on ateak
finished solid mount with low profile Perspex
cover, complete with power cord and 5- pin
DIN audiolead ready to connect and play.
Size: 445mm x 356mm x 140mm.

£

a

Rec. Retail
inc.
Price .1—U i• QM" VAT
BRITISH MADE

FINGER LIFT

Available at: COMET All branches nationwide. LASKYS London, Home Counties. BARTLETT
RADIO .
Hollaway, N.7. CAMBRIDGE TRANSISTOR SERVICES King Street, Cambridge.
CAVENDISH SALES Whitechapel, E.I. ELENA MAE Scotland.
HADLEIGH Harrogate.
HENRY'S-LINDAIR London, Home Counties. HI-FI STEREO CENTRE 35 Donegal, Street,
Belfast. LINAVALE RADIO Walthamstow,E.17. MAJOR AUDIO Ilford, Croydon. NU-SOUND
Holborn, Lewisham,
R & B SYSTEMS London, Bournemouth, Bexleyheath, Newport.
RUSH AUDIO
Romford, Chelmsford. SEXTONS Grays Inn Road, W.C.I., Bedford Place, Southampton.
STUDIO 3 Kings Cross, N.. VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow. ELECTROSURE Exeter, Plymouth.
KOHL, 8. CO., Bradford.
Mal

A.M.S. TRADING (AMSTRAD) LTD.
89 RIDLEY ROAD DALS1ON • LONDON E8
Tel: 01-249 5237-8-9 Telex: 264869

Please send illustrated literature and add res s o fneares tst
oc ki st
I
I

I

D
E
E
D

Amstrad 5000
Amstrad 6000
Amstrad 7000
Amstrad TP120

Tick box for item( s) of
interest

Name
Address
HFN2

SYSTEM 1
Sony TA 70 Amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk IV
2xSony SS 70 Speakers

£105• 00

TELETAPE PRICE

SYSTEM 2
Sony HMK 20 Stereo Music System
Rec Price £ 185.00

TELETAPE PRICE

cafflagen.95

£I48.00

carriage £3 95

l

I

B & 0 Beomaster 901
National RS 260 Cassette Deck
. 2xSony SS 5177 Speakers
Rec Price £ 291.50

SYSTEM 3
Sony TA 1066 Amplifier
Technics SL 20 Record Player
2xAR7 Speakers •
Rec Price £ 233.00

TELETAPE PRICE £

245.00

carnage (4.50

SYSTEM 6
SYSTEM 5
Technics SA 5200A Tuner Amplifier
& O Beogram 2000 Record Player
2xCelestion Ditton 15 Speakers
Rec Price £ 346.97

TELETAPE PRICE

£284.00

carriage

4 50

Sony STR 7055A
Sony PS 4750 with Stanton
500EEE
2xCelestion Ditton 44 Speakers
Rec Price £ 601.00

TELETAPE PRICE

£475.00

AGENTS FOR: Aiwa. AR Ampex. Bang & Olufsen. BASF. Celestion. Dual. Garrard. Mirsch. Hi- Fi Aids. Koss.
JVC. Marsden Hall. Mordaunt Short. Marantz. National. Nivico. Quad. Revox. Roberts. Sony. Scan Dyna.
Sonab. Shure. Spendor. TDK. Teac. Technics. Thorens. Trio. Uher. VVollensak.
ALL EQUIPMENT IS
BRAND NEW, FULLY
GUARANTEED AND
OFFERED WITH FULL
AFTER SALES SERVICE.
PERSONAL EXPORT
OUR SPECIALITY.
ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
WELCOME.
CREDIT TERMS FOR
PER
SHOPPERS

TELETAPE

33 Edgware Roa d.W2 .
TeI:01 - 723 1942/2924

84/88 Shaftesbury Ave., Wl.
-437
1651
y
4Open 9a.m. 5.30p.m.
T
Mondayme
0
1:
Saturday.

7
,dig ma um «re--

PROMPT EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
Goods despatched within 24 hours of receipt
c
,
45. gel ESBURY el`« P,
order. ( Subject to availability of stock).
e),'
ea
4'
Cheerful Refund. If within 7days of purchase
any item is found to be faulty, we will
gladly refund the full purchase price or Bayswater Rd. • OXFORD STREET
Carriage prices Mainland only Prices correct at time of goIng to
replace the faulty item.
press but subject to change without notice.

of
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KU MAR
CAMERAS

SEE OUR

& HI-FI

SONY

CENTRE

1.1
110•••••

AT 56 THE MALL, EALING, LONDON W.5.

•

•

'

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT @ 25%
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(P. & P. [200)
Akai AA-810 .. £ 10500
Akai AA- I020 £ 135-00
Akai AA- I030 £ 14800
Armstrong 625/626
P.O.A.
Goodmans Mod. 90 £ 121-80
Goodmans Mod- 110 £ 137-50
Goodmans Mod- 120 £ 137-50
Harman-Kardon
P.O.A.
Hitachi SR3400 £ 100-00
Hitachi SR- 1100 ..
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico
4MM1000 .. £ 127-50
KLH 55
£ 137-50
Leak 2000/1800
P.O.A.
Lux All Models ..
P.O.A.
Major RS-2020L £913-50
Major RS-4020 .. wet»
Major RS-8020 .. £215-00
Marantz All Models
P.O.A.
Nikko STA5010 .. £ 13000
Nikko STA7070 £ 172-00
Nikko STA8080
moo)
Pioneer SX-434 £ 105-00
Pioneer SX-535 £ 144-00
Pioneer SX-636 £ 170-00
Pioneer SX-737 £212-50
Rotel RX- I
52 .. £82.00
Rotel RX-202 .. £92.00
Rotel RX-402 £ 125.00
Rotel RX-602 £ 164-00
Rotel RX-802 £210-00
Sansui 441/551 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui 661/771 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui QRX/500/3500 P.O.A.
Sherwood S-7050 ..
moo
Sherwood S-7200 .. £ 17500
Sony-Visit our Sony showroom at 56 The Mall.
Sound SR-660 .. £95.00
Sound SR-770 .. £ 112-00
Toshiba All Models
P.O.A.
Trio All Models ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR400 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR600 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR800
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR-I000
P.O.A.
AMPLIFIERS
(P. & P. [2430)
Akai AA-5210 .. £94-00
Akai AA-5210DB £ 12300
Akai AA-5510 .. £ 12340
Akai AA-5810 .. £ 154-00
Armstrong 621 ..
P.O.A.
Bose .
P.O.A.
Cambridge .
P60/110
P.O.A.
Cambridge P100 .. £ 110.00
Denon 350/500
P.O.A.
EMI 1515
£42-00
Goodman, 40/40 .. £75.00
Harman-Kardon
P.O.A.
WC Nivco
P.O.A.
Leak 2200 ..
P.O.A.
Lux All Models ..
P.O.A.
Major AS-2000 .. £57.00
Major A5-4000 .. £ 104-00
Major AS-8000 .. £ 142-00
Marantz All Models
P.O.A.
Metrosound 5120/II £35-00
Nikko TRM2I0/230
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM500/600
P0 A
Pioneer SA5300 £57-00
Pioneer SA6300 £7600
Pioneer SA7300 £ 108.50
Pioneer SA8500 £202.00
Pioneer 5A9900 £399.00
Quad 33/303
Available
Radford
Revox
Rogers ..
Rote RA-2I2 .. £52.00
Rote RA-3I 2 .. £62.00
Rote RA-412 .. £76-00
Rote RA-6I2 £ 102-00
Rote RA-8I2 £ 135-00
Rote RA- I212 £ 168-00
Sansui AU-2200/440C P.O.A.

Sansui AU-5500/7700 P.O.A.
Sherwood S-9400 .. £ 145-00
Sony-See all models at our
Sony show room
Sound SA-520 .. £45-00
Sound SA-620
£53-00
Sound SA-8200 .. £90-00
Sugden A-21/11I £ 10200
Sugden A-48 £ 127-50
Sugden P-51/C-5I £ 168-00
Teat AS- 100 .. £ 168.00
Toshiba SB-300 ..
P.O.A.
Trio All Models ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CA-400 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CA-600 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CA-800 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CA- I000
P.O.A.
TUNERS
(P. & P. [200)
Akai AT-550 ..
new
Akai AT-580 .. £ 130.00
Armstrong 623/624
P.O.A.
Cambridge T-55 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2300 ..
P.O.A.
Lux All Models ..
P.O.A.
Marantz All Models
P.O.A.
Major 15-1818 £92-80
Nikko FAM220/500
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX5300 .. £68.00
Pioneer TX7500 .. £ 128.00
Pioneer TX-9500 .. £ 176.00
Quad FM3 ..
Available
Revox A76/720
P.O.A.
Rogers ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RT-224 £35-00
Rotel RT-324 £70.00
Rotel RT-622 £95-00
Rotel RT-624 . £ 102.00
Rotel RT-824 £ 127.00
Sansui TU4400/5500 P.O.A.
Sansui TU7500/9500 P.O.A.
Sherwood S-2400 .. £ 122-00
Sony-Visit our Sony showroom at 56 The Mall
Sugden R-2I
£84.00
Sugden R-5I
£92.110
Toshiba ..
P.O.A.
Trio All Models ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT-400 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT-600 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT-800 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT-7000 ..
P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
(P. & P. CM)
Aiwa AP-2050 .. £70-00
Akai AP-003 .. £97410
Denon DP-3500/3700 P.O.A.
Garrard 401 Chassis
ism
G
d 125SB+Cart. £47-00
G
d SP25/1V Mod. £31-00
Garrard 5P24/IV Mod.
/Cart. .. • . £35.00
G
d86SB12
Chassis and Cart.
£6100
G
d86513 Mod.
biaeo
G
d 8658 Mod./
Cart. ..
£52-00
G
d Zero 100SB
Ch.
£50.00
G
d Zero
o 100§à
Mod. ..
£62.00
G
d Zero 100513
Mod. Cart. ..
£6a-so
Goldring G IO2/PC
£.15-00
Goldring GL-75
nest,
Goldring GL-75P
ao.00
Goldring GL-713/PC
£66.50
Goldring GL-85/PG
£87-50
Goldring lid 75DL
es•so
Hitachi PS- I2
£65-00
Leak 2001
P.O.A.
Micro All Models ..
P.O.A.
Philips GA-2I2
£75-00
Pioneer PL1213/11
£49.50
Pioneer PLIS/R
£59 00
Pioneer PLA45D
£110-00
Sansui SR-2I2P
P.O.A.
Sansui SR313/525
P.O.A.

Sansui SR-7I7
P.O.A.
Sony-All models at our 56
The Mall Sony showroom
Thorens TD-I65C £60.00
Thorens TD-I66C £65.00
Thorens TD-I45C
neoo
Thorens TD-160BC £62.50
Thorens TD- 160C.. £7500
Thorens T0125/II £89.00
ThorensTD125/11-AB £ 137-00
Thorens TD I25/11 AB/
Ortofon
c168.00
Thorens TDI60C/
Ortofon £ 10700
Toshiba SR-300
P.O.A.
Toshiba SR-870 ..
P.O.A.
Transcriptors Ref £ 112-50
Transcriptors Ref./
Trw
ioith arm
.. £ 127-50
Yamaha YP-400
P.O.A.
Yamaha YP-700
P.O.A.
Yamaha YP-800
P.O.A.
ADC,
Goldring,
Shure
cartridges stocked.
SPEAKERS
(All prices per pair)
(Min. P. & P. [2.00)
Advent small .. £ 112.50
Advent large .. £ 18200
AR All Models ..
P.O.A.
B & W
P.O.A.
Bose 301/501/901
P.O.A.
Cambridge R-40/R-50 P.O.A.
Celestion All Models P.O.A.
Design Acoustics ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans Minister SL £57.00
Goodmans Havant SL £62.00
Goodmans Mezzo SL £93-00
Goodman, Magnum
SL
£ 117-50
Goodmans
Goodwood .. £ 117.50
Goodmans Dimension
a
£ 130-00
Goodman, Achromat £ 140.00
JBL All Models ..
P.O.A.
KEF All Models ..
P.O.A.
KLH All Models ..
P.O.A.
Leak All Models ..
P.O.A.
Marantz All Models
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio
MA-7 &
MA-4 & 1
} Available
MA-3 ..
Pioneer ..
P.O.A.
Quad E.S.
Available
Sansui
P.O.A.
Sony-Visit 56 The Mall for
all Sony models
Studiocraf 110/220
P.O.A.
Studiocraf 330/440
P.O.A.
W'dale Denton 2XP £42.00
W'dale Linton 3XP £5800
W'dale Glendale 3XP £76-50
W'dale Dovedale SP £ 140-00
W'dale Airedale SP £210-00
CASSETTE DECKS/
RECORDERS ( P.& P. [ 1.50)
Advent 201
. • £220.00
Aiwa AD 1600 • •
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD- I800 • •
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD-6500 • •
P.O.A.
Akai GXC-36D • . £88.00
Akai GXC-39D . • £ 137-00
Akai GXC-39 £ 156-00
Akai GXC-310D £ 165.00
Akai GXC-510D £ 180-00
Akai GXC-710D £ 185410
Akai GXC-75D £ 195-00
Akai GXC-325D £215-00
Akai GXC-740D £252-00
BASF 8100/8200 ..
P.O.A.
Dokorder
P.O.A.
Goodmans SCD-100 £ 145-00
J.V.C. 1667.. .. £ 130-00
J.V.C. 1669.. .. £220-00

P.O.A.
H. Kardon HK- I000
Nakamichi
P.O.A.
N.E.A.L. 102 .. £215-00
Pioneer CT4I41 .. £ 128-00
Pioneer CT5151 .. £ 14500
Rotel RD-20 .. £ 140-00
Sansui 5C-737
P.O.A.
Sansui SC- 3000 ..
P.O.A.
Sony-All new models
available
at
our
Sony
showroom
Tand berg TCD-310D P.O.A.
Teac All Models ..
P.O.A.
Toshiba ..
P.O.A.
Trio
Uher CR21.0/320
P.O.A.
Uher CG-360 ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC-800 Ch. £ 188.00
TAPE DECKS/
RECORDERS ( P. & P. [2-00)
Akai I722- L .. £ 135.00
Akai 4000-DS .. £ 122-00
Akai 4000-DB .. £ 172-50
Akai GXC400D £550-00
Akai GX265D £280-00
Akai GX-630-DB £385-00
Dokorder
P.O.A.
Revox A-77
Revox A-700 ..
P.O.A.
Sony-See full range in our
Sony showroom
at 56
The Mall
Teac A-4300 .. £350-00
Toshiba PT-862 ..
P.O.A.
Uher All Models ..
P.O.A.
MUSIC SYSTEMS
(P. & P. £2-50)
Aiwa AF-5080 5
P.O.A.
Goodmans Com. 90* £215-00
National RE-7720 .. £ 105.00
National RE-8420 .. £ 19o•oo
Sanyo G-2615-N £93.75
Sanyo G-26I I-KL £ 170.00
Sony-See all models at our
Sony showroom
Toshiba SMI02
net»
Yamaha ..
P.O.A.
•Without Speakers.
PICK-UP ARMS etc.
(P. & P. [ 1.00)
Acos Lustre GST-1 £27-00
Audio Technica £20-00
Goldring L75 .. £ 15-00
Micro MA- 10I £36-00
SME 3009/11 .. £44-00
SME 3009/S.2 .. £4600
SME Head shell 5.2 £4-50
SME Spacer P.I £2-50
Thorens TP-60 shell £4.00
HEADPHONES
(P. & P. 75p)
AKG K-100
AKG K- I
40
AKG K- I60
..
Koss ESP-9
Koss ESP-6
Koss Pro/5LC
Koss Pro/4AA

o•oo
£15.00
nest)
£105.00
£60.00
£35.00
£32-00

We stock all
the best from
the world of
sound.
Koss Phase 2 • •
Koss KO-747 • •
Koss KO-727 • •
Koss K-6 .. • .
Koss HV I-LC • •
Micro MX- I• •
Sansui
Sennheiser HD-414
Sennheiser HD-424
W'dale DD I ..
W'dale Isodynamic

£45-00
£24-00
£ 18-75
[ leso
£30-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£ 16-50
£25.00
£ 14-50
[22-00

TELEVISIONS
(P. & P. [300)
Grundig ( Colour)
£247-50
male
£308-00
2e ( remote) .. £390410
26
£357-00
(Stands extra)
Korting 22' ( colour) £26500
Sony-See all models at our
Sony showroom
Sanyo B/W 12' .. £62.50
Toshiba B/W 10' £52.50
22" ( remote) ..

PRICES INCLUDE
VAT @ 25%

Open Mon.-Sat. 9.306pm. ( early clos. Wed.).
*All goods brand new and
fully guaranteed.
*After sales service.
*Access and Barclaycard
welcome.
All parts and labour free
for 1year
All prices subject to
goods being in stock.
Mail
order
welcome.

enquiries

All prices are correct on
15th Nov. 75 and are
subject to change without prior notice.
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KUMAR
Cameras Et Hi- Fi

61 The Mall, Ealing,
London W5 3TA
Telephone: 01-567 6031
Two minutes from Ealing Broadway Station

157

PART-ERCHANCE CENTRES
-anything hi- e or audio
One of the !atest services from Henry's Lindair, anda' first' too
Now you can visit any of our Supercentr and ask for apart
t
exchange valuation on anything hi-fi or audio. There's no

k

obligation of course, but we think you'll quickly recognise this ."
Henry's Lindair service as asure-fire vvay of off-loading that old
equipment. For full information call 01-580 7383 and ask
for the Part Exchange Department.

REMONSTRATION Studios galore
At every Henry's Lindair Home Entertainment Supercentre, you'll
find at least one well- qu ipped demonstration studio. And in our
largest Supercentre — eLindair House in Tottenha m Court Road —
there's awhole series of them! Including one where the systems
start at £ 500 — that's why we call it the 500 - Studio.

With our competitive prices, the
new Part- Exchange Centres, and
the extra discounts available to
members of our new Hi Fi Club,
(for example) there's every
opportunity of saving money at
Henry's Lindair— on tape and
hi-fi systems separates and
accessories.

Extra value, Extra benefits
from Henry's Lindair
158

Signs
f
the
times!

Don't forget the
Henry's Lindair
Hi Fi Club!
Spend £ 100 or more at
any one time, and youl
are eligible to join the
exclusive Henry's
Lindair Hi -Fi Club.
From then on in,
you're entitled to
extra discounts on
everything you buy during the
next 12 months - for yourself,
your friends and your
relations!

superscope
From the makers of Marantz

... ALL THE ACTION, FROM
HEARTBEAT TO DRUMBEAT
Every item in the wide Superscope range is an example of quality
engineering. Built by the people who make Marantz hi-fi, Superscope
equipment is extremely reliable. And at Henry's Lindair
prices, represents excellent value for money.

CD- 301 Stereo
Cassette Deck

ffneys'
twin
NIFI CENTRES

LONDON
Tottenham Court Road W1
Lindair House
227 Tottenham Ct. Rd.
01-580 7383
230 Tottenham Ct. Rd.
01-580 1785
231 Tottenham Ct. Rd.
01-636 6682
241, 2Tottenham Ct. Rd. 01-580 2255
245 Tottenham Ct. Rd.
01-323 4949
Edgware Road W2
354 Edgware Rd.
01-402 5854
372 Edgware Rd.
01-402 8140
376 8 Edgware Rd.
01-723 0818
299 301 Edgware Rd.
01-262 2251
Notting Hill Gate
120 Notting Hill Gate

01-727 5607

Shaftesbury Avenue W1
120 Shaftesbury Av.

Walnut base, stylish design, peak limiter
for distortion- free recording. STD/Cr0 2
tape switch.

A-260 Integrated
Stereo Amplifier

01-437 9692

Charing Cross Road
137 Charing Cross Rd.

01-437 8718

HARROW, MIDDLESEX
1904 Station Road

01-863 7788

EDGWARE
144 Burnt Oak Broadway

01-952 7402

BRISTOL 7
55 Gloucester Road

( 0272) 45791

Superbly styled, wide variety of

OXFORD
256 Banbury Road

•;ophisticated controis and features.
45 watts music power ( IHF).

NOTTINGHAM
94/6 Upper Parliament St. ( 0602) 40403

( 0865) 53072

READING
130;131 Friar Street ( 0734) 583230

R-350 AM FM
Stereo Receiver

* SPECIALISED B & 0 CENTRES

Top quality broadcasts from
its own tuner, and superb sound from
external signal sources such as reco•ds and
cassettes. 60 watts music power ( I
HF).

PART EXCHANGE

Available at all centres except 245, 372
and Reading. For general enquiries, tele
01-580 7383 ask for Part Exchange Dept
LATE NIGHT SHOPPING

CRS-152 AM FM Stereo
Cassette Radio Recorder
Jnique AC/battery portable system.

Complete with two detachable speakers,
built-in condenser mic, etc.

Lindair House- Europe's
largest Hi Fi Centre
On the Ground Floor you'll see separate areas for
Accessories, In- Car Entertainment, Headphone
Bar, Sony equipment, National Panasonic
products, Compacts, etc.
Downstairs there's awhole range of specialised
studios devoted to hi-fi equipment by separate
manufacturers; and aspecial 500-I- Studio,
where every system starts at £ 500.
Upstairs on the First Floor, you'll find asuperb
Leisure Centre for Motor Accessories and Sports
Equipment, plus well- stocked Calculator, Optical
and Photographic Departments.

ALL CENTRES IN TOTTENHAM CT. RD.
ARE OPEN TILL 7PM EVERY THURSDAY.
ALL CENTRES IN EDGWARE RD. ARE
OPEN TILL 7PM EVERY FRIDAY
-411•0k
4O .1 «

FREE PRICE
LIST IN ALL
CENTRES NOW!

LtSr

Full range of calculators
auailable at most centres
*FULL GUARANTEES
-X- INSTANT CREDIT FACILITIES
FOR CALLERS * OPEN 9AM
-6PM -X- DELIVERY SERVICE
-X- MAIL ORDER DEPT.
PHONE 01-637 1607
-X- DEMONSTRATIONS
* AFTER SALES SERVICE
ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT
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THE

TANNOY

HIGH PERFORMANCE DUAL

Compression
type
HighFrequency
Unit

Direct
Radiator
LowFrequency
Unit

Integrated
Full- range
System

The Monitor H.P.D. represents afurther outstanding
improvement of aloudspeaker system which has
become regarded as aquality standard over the last
25 years by Recording Studios throughout the world.
There is avery good chance that your favourite
records and tapes were monitored on Tannoy Dual
Concentric loudspeakers, and to select these
superbly engineered, individually hand- assembled
speakers for your music system assures you of the

The Girdacoustle Cone
improves frequency and transient
response, gives much increased
power handling capacity and
greater mechanical stability.'

The High Temperature Voice Coil
assures absolute climatic stability
and great mechanical strength
together with much improved
power handling capacity.

The Tanoplas Surround
gives low bass resonance with
cocotent mechanical stability and
freed > re from c-dge reflections.

Patented Magnetic Shunt
combined with specially treated
and selected steel gives maximum
magnetic flux in the unique
Tammy twin gap system. Improves

Unique High Frequency Unit
with separate diaphragm and
voice coil coupled to the horn by a
19 element phase- matching
system.

High Power Crossover Unit
with solid dielectr ccondensers
throughout, combined with treble
and roll- off controls.

same professional performance.
260 mm
10'
Power Handling Capacity'
Frequency Response

310 mm
12

410 mm
15'

50W

60W

85W

27-20,000 HZ

-25-20,000 HZ

23-20,000 HZ

Intermodulation Products

less than 2%

less than 2%

less than 2%

Impedance via
Crossover network

8ohms
(5 ohms min.)

8ohms
(5 ohms min.)

8 ohms
(5 ohms min.)

INTEGRATED PROGRAMME MATERIAL

NORWOOD RD. WEST NORWOOD SE27 9AB Tel: 01-670 1131 Telex: 949755
I

SONY

THE NAME THAT
MEANS QUALITY

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LEAFLETS AND PRICES
MUSIC CENTRES
HMK
HMK
HMK
HMK

20
40
70
30

..
..
..
..

TUNERS
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AUDIO SYSTEMS
HMP 40 ..
HMP 70 ..

PS 4750
PS 5011
PS1350
PS2350

COLOUR TVs

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

KV 181OUB Mk II
KV 1340
PORTABLE TVs
TV 110UK

70 ..
88 ..
1055 ..
1066 ..
1130 ..
1150 ..
3140F

P.O.A.

HST 139 ..

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

STR
STR
STR
STR
STR

7015..
7025..
7035..
7055A
7065A

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

LOUDSPEAKERS
70 ..
P.O.A.
5088 ..
P.O.A.
5177 ..
P.O.A.
5300A
P.O.A.
SS 7200 ..
P.O.A.
SS 7300A
P.O.A.

.•
••
••
•.
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECKS
TC135SD
P.O.A.
TC136SD• • P.O.A.
TC 129 ... • P.O.A.
TC 138 ..• • P.O.A.
TC 146 A•
• P.O.A.
TC 153 SD
P.O.A.
TC 177 SD.
• P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECK/TUNER

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLE
..
..
..
..

70 ..
88 ..
5055L
5066 ..
5130 ..
5150 ..

SS
SS
SS
SS

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

REEL-TO-REEL
280 ..
••
377 .
••
458 ..
••
645 .
••
755 ..
••
756-2 ..
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS-ADD £1.50 PER ITEM P & P.

AKAI
CASSETTE DECKS
CS34D . • P.O.A.
GXC39D.. • • P.O.A.
GXC310D•. P.O.A.
GXC510D• • P.O.A.
GXC710D•. P.O.A.
GXC65D . • P.O.A.
GXC325D. • P.O.A.
GXC740D• • P.O.A.
GXC760D. • P.O.A.
REEL-TO-REEL
4000DS Mk II
P.O.A.
4000DB
P.O.A.
GX265D
P.O.A.
GX630DB
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
GX630DSS
1722L
P.O.A.

AA
AA
AA
AA
AA

AMPLIFIERS
5210..
P.O.A.
5210DB
P.O.A.
5510
P.O.A.
5800 .. .. P.O. A .
5810..
P.O.A.

AT550
AT580
AA810

TUNERS

NATIONAL
PANASONIC
MUSIC CENTRES
SG1020L
P.O.A.
SG1070L
P.O.A.
SG205OLD
P.O.A.
SG2070L
P.O.A.
RADIO CASSETTE
R 5210B ..
P.O.A.
RQ 432 ..
P.O.A.
RQ 443 ..
P.O.A.
RQ 444S ..
P.O.A.
RO 445S..
P.O.A.
COLOUR TV
TC86G
P.O.A.
TC261G
P.O.A.

ROTEL
AMPLIFIERS
RA211
P.O.A.
RA212
P.O.A.

RA312
RA412
RA612
RA812

RT224
RT324
RT624
RT824

..
..
..
..

P 0.A.
PIO.A.
P.O.A.
P 0.A.

TUNERS

•.
••
•.
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

PIONEER
TURNTABLES
PL12D
P.O.A.
PL12S
P.O.A.
PL15D
P.O.A.
PL51 A ..
P.O.A.
PL71
P.O.A.
PLA45D
P.O.A.
AMPLIFIERS
SA 5300 ..
P.O.A.
SA 6200 ..
P.O.A.
SA 6300 ..
P.O.A.

SANYO
MUSIC CENTRES
G2611K
P.O.A.
GXT2511
P.O.A.
G2615N
P.O.A.
RADIO RECORDERS
M2419LG
P.O.A.
M2424FG
P.O.A.
M2424W
P.O. 4.
M244OLG .. P.0.4.
M2468LG
P.O.A.
M4505
P 0.A.
CASSETTE DECKS
RD4250G..
P.O.A.
RD4300 ..
P.O.A.
RD4600G..
P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
PT600S A .. P.O A.
TP700SA .. P.0 A.
LOUDSPEAKERS
RW15S
P.O A.
RW3OS
P.O.A.
RW4OS
P.O.A.

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR OUR BARGAIN PRICES
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

All products carry 12 months labour and parts guarantee.
We reserve the right to amend prices without prior notice. E. & O. E.
All prices include V.A.T.
Our Showroom is open: 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wed. to 1 p.m.

BERNARD

HITACHI
MUSIC CENTRES
SDT 2370
P.O.A.
SDT 2480
P.O.A.
SDT 3430E .. P.O.A.
SDT 2680
P.O.A.
COLOUR TVs
CNP 192..
P.O.A.
CTP 200..
P.O.A.
CAP 16OR
P.O.A.
PORTABLE B/W TV
P 20 ..
P.O.A.
P 32 ..
P.O.A.
F54 ..
P.O.A.
TU 75 ..
P.O.A.

MARSDEN
HALL
XL 10
XL 15
XL 20
XL 30
3522
4522

SPEAKERS
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

LEIGH ( ELECTRICAL)

13 HIGH STREET, YIEWSLEY, MIDDLESEX

Tel: West Drayton 46237 8‘. 49420

We are opposite West Drayton Railway Station
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Good, better, best...
All things are amatter of compromise and superlatives must take
account of it. Few will dispute the slogan under which our
precision pick-up arms are sold. In this context ' best' is not only
areference to quality in design and manufacture, but extends to
service which we believe is unequalled.
Every week we send out hundreds of letters providing detailed
advice and answering customers' queries in a way that only
specialisation permits.
Spares are despatched promptly to all parts of the world, usually
the same day, and arecently introduced exchange service provides new arms for old on very attractive terms.
Because of these things demand sometimes exceeds supply but
delivery is yet another matter in which we should be able to help
if you write to
SME Limited • Steyning • Sussex • England

The best pick-up arm in the world

LTD,'SM
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SPEAKER SELECTION LTD
(THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS)
Dept. N

FAST RELIABLE MAIL ORDERS- A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ALL HI- F1 EQUIPMENT AT:

611 FOREST ROAD, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E1 74PP
ALL CALLERS WELCOME FOR SALES COLLECTIONS, OR JUST A CHAT
DEMONSTRATIONS AT ALL TIMES
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
All priced per pair. Carriage charges:a, £ 250; b, £ 3; c, £ 4; d, £ 5; e, £ 5.50.
Advent smaller
£104.00 c
Cambridge R40 and R50 ..
P.O.A.
Castle Acoustics Richmond ..
P.O.A.
Castle Acoustics Kendal
Celef Mini ..
P.O.A.
Celef Monitor
P.O.A.
Celef Micro .. .. • •
P.O.A.
Celef Mini Professional
P.O.A.
Celestion Hadleigh .. • •
£50.00 b
Celestion County .. • .
£65-75 b
Celestion Ditton 10 I1 . •
£55.00 b
Celestion Ditton II. •
£59-00 c
Celestion Ditton 120..
£65-75 b
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
£80.00 c
Celestion Ditton 33 .. £ 135.00 d
Celestion Ditton 44 .. £161.00 d
Celestion Ditton 25 .. £ 185.00 d
Celestion Ditton 66 .. £260.00 e
Goodmans
P.O.A.
IMF Compact 11
P.O.A.
IMF Super Compact
P.O.A.
IMF ALS40 11
P.O.A.
IMF TLS50 11 and TLS80
P.O.A.
Jordan Watts Juno ..
£70.00 c
Jordan Watts Jumbo
£53.00 b
JBL L16
£132.00 c
JBL L36 Decade
£258.00 d
JBL L100 Century
£401.00 d
Keesonic KRF
P.O.A.
Leak 2030 ..
£80.00 c
Leak 2060
..
[ 150-00 d
LNB Para Lab Super ..
£77.00 c
LNB Para Lab 20
£122.00 d
LNB Para Lab 40
.. £150-00 d
Lowther ..
P.O.A.
Marantz Imperials
P.O.A.
Marsden Hall
P.O.A.
Richard Allan RA8 ..
£54.00 b
Richard Allan RA82
£87-00 c
Richard Allan RA82L .. £107.00 d
Richard Allan RA828LP .
£166.00 d
Richard Allan Flamenco II
£57.00 b
Richard Allan Pavane 11
£82.00 c
Rogers Wafers
£57.00 c
Rogers Compacts ..
£71.00 c
Rogers LS3/5A Bookshelf
P.O.A.
Rogers Export Monitors
P.O.A.
Tandberg ......
P.O.A.
Tannoy Eaton
P.O.A.
Tannoy Devon
P.O.A.
Tannoy Cheviot ..
P.O.A.
Videotone Mini Max 11 ..
£44.00 b
Videotone Saphir 1and 11 ..
£53.00 b
Videotone Encyclopaedia ..
£45.00 b
Speaker Stands available from
£15.00 per pair
Quad now available to Callers Only
SPEAKER KITS
All priced per pair. Carriage charges:a, [ 2; b, £ 250; c. £ 3; d, £ 3.50.
Goodmans Din 20 ..
£25.00 b
Goodmans Mezzo Twin
£47.00 b
Helme XLK20
£15.00 a
Helme XLK30
£20-00 b
Helme XLK35
£25 - 00 b
Helme XLK40
£30.00 b
Helme XLK50
£57-00 b
Helme XLK60
£69.00 c
KEF KKI
£52.00 b
KEF KK3
£90.00 e
Lowther PM6
£67.00 b
Lowther PM6 I
£73-00 b
Peerless 20-2
£37.00 b
Peerless 20-3
..
£54.00 c
Peerless 30-2
..
£52.00 c
Peerless 50-4
.. £ 84-00 c
Peerless 1060..
.. £ 58.00 c
Peerless 1070..
.. £ 102.00 c
Peerless 1120.. ..
£116.00 c
Richard Allan Twin Assembly £20.50 b
Richard Allan Triple 8 ..
£31.00 b
Richard Allan Triple 12 ..
£45.00 c

Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard

Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan

Super Triple..
RAB
RA82 ..
RA82L ..

atoo

c
£38-00 b
£57.00 c
£66.00 c

SPEAKER CHASSIS
All priced singly. Carriage charges:Bass, El each. X0, 50p each. Tweeters
75p each.
Baker
P.O.A.
Castle 8- RS/0D
£10.00
Celestion HF 1300 .. £8.50
Celestion HF2000
P.O.A.
Goodmans Audiom I2P-G
£18.25
Goodmans Audiom I2P-D . •
£19.50
Goodmans Audiomax I5AX
£48.50
Goodmans Axent 100 ..
£8.25
Goodmans Audiom 100/200
£14.25
Goodmans Hi- Fax 750
£18.00
Goodmans Twin Axiom 8 .. £ 10•25
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10
£10-50
Goodmans Axiom 401/402 ..
£21.00
Goodmans Audiom 8p ..
£6.75
Goodmans Audiom 10p ..
£7.00
Goodmans Audiom 12p
£17.00
Goodmans Audiom 15p ..
£25.00
Goodmans Audiom 18p ..
£42-25
Jordan Watts Modules ..
£16.25
Jordan Watts Hi-freq. units..
£7.50
KEF T27
£6.50
KEF B110
£7.50
KEF 13200
£8.75
KEF BI39
£17-25
KEF DN8
£2.00
KEF DNI2
£5.50
KEF DNI3/SP1015
£4.00
KEF DNI3/SP1017 £ 3.50
Lowther PM6
£33.50
Lowther PI16 1
£36.00
Lowther PM7
£60.00
Peerless DTIO HFC
£8.50
Peerless K010 DT
£8.00
Peerless K040 MRF
£12.00
Peerless MT2(2) 5 HFC
£3.50
Richard Allan CG8
£7.10
Richard Allan CG8T
£7.45
Richard Allan CG 10
£10.75
Richard Allan CGIOT
£11.00
Richard Allan CGI2
£12.40
Richard Allan CG12T
£12.60
Richard Allan CGI5
£26-45
STC 4001G and K
£6.50
Tannoy 10" Monitor HPD
£74.00
Tannoy 12" Monitor HPD
£80.00
Tannoy IS Monitor HPD
£95.00
Wharfedale WMT2
85p
Wharfedale 400 and 3000 X0
£1.75
RECEIVERS
Carriage L2.50
Armstrong 625 and 626
Eagle AA28
Eagle AA30
Goodmans Module 90
Goodmans Module 1-10 • .
Goodmans Module 1-20 ..
Goodmans 1-10 Compact . •
Goodmans 90 Compact • •
Howland West 9.100
Leak 2000 ..
Lux R600, R800, R1500 • .
Marantz 2015, 2220, 2230 ..
Nikko STA5050, STA7070
Onkyo Y3A
.
•
Rogers Blackbird ..
Teleton
Tandberg TRI .000, Tk1010

AMPLIFIERS
Carriage L2.50.
Armstrong 621 ..
Cambridge P60. PI 10, Classic 1
Eagle A2004
Eagle A2006
Goodmans 40-40 ..
Lux SQ707, SQ700X, SQ505k

P.O.A.
£106.00
£123.00
£125.00
£148.00
£156.00
£248.00
£233.00
£110.00
£176-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£115.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£56 00
£73 00
£80.00
P.O.A.

Please check prices and availability before ordering/calling as prices are
subject to alteration without notice. All prices are inclusive of VAT 25%,
tapes at 8%. Advice and leaflets always sent on request, please send stamped
addressed envelope with enquiries.

Leak 2200 .. . •
Marantz 1030. 1040, 1060 .
Nikko TRM230, 500, 600 ..
Rogers Ravensbourne
Rogers Panthera A75
Rogers Cadet
Revox A78 and A722
Sugden A21, A48, P51, CSI
Tandberg TA300
Teleton GA203 .. •.
Quad available to callers.
TUNERS
Carriage £ 2.50
Armstrong 623 and 624 ..
Celestion Telefi ( TV tuner)
Cambridge T55
Eagle T2008
Leak 2300 ..
Lux WL7I7, WL550, WLI500
Marantz 10513, 112, 125
Nikko FAM220, FAM500
Rogers Ravensbourne 11
Rogers Panthera
Revox A76 and A720
Sugden 9.21 and 9.51
Tandberg TP4I radio
Teleton GT203
Quad now available to callers.

£136.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£92.00
£97-00
£46.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£55.00

P.O.A.
£25.00
P.O.A.
£65.00
£109.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£75.00

cues

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£51.00

TURNTABLES
Carriage: chassis, L2.50; with Plinth and
cover £ 3.
Ariston RD Il
P.O.A.
Connoisseur BD Ikit
£14.00
Connoisseur BD2 chassis
£32.50
Connoisseur BD2 P & C
£41.00
Connoisseur BD3 P & C
£80.00
Eagle D2005 and D2006
P.O.A.
Garrard SP25 IV chassis .. £21.00
Garrard SP25 IV Mod. & M756
£36-50
Garrard 125SB Mod. & M756
£47.00
Garrard 86SB 11 chassis .
£42.00
Garrard 86513 II Mod. & 11756
£63.00
Garrard Z1OOSB chassis ..
£52-50
Garrard ZIOOSB Mod. & M93
£71.00
Garrard 401 chassis ..
£61.00
Goldri
Ho
ng West
..

•P & C only £20.00

Leak 2001 ..
£135.00
Linn Sondek LPI2
P.O.A.
Micro MRI II, 119.311. MR7I I
P.O.A.
McDonald ..
P.O.A.
Philips GA2I2 P&C and GP400
£72.00
Ratel 3000 less arm ..
£79.00
Ratel 3000 with arm97.00 . • £
Thorens TD165C . •
£69.00
Thorens TDI60C
£81.00
Thorens TDI60 less arm • .
£67.00
Thorens TDI4SC
£105.00
1horens TD 125 chassis ..
£95.00
Thorens TD125AB & TX25
£160-00
Thorens 125 P & C only .. • • •
Transcriptors Ref. with arm
£123-00
Transcriptors Ref. less arm
£102-00
Accessories: Bib, Colton, Pixall, Transcriptors, Zerostat.
ARMS
Postage: 75p each.
Acos Lustre ...
Connoisseur SAU2 .
Colton Tone MC 101
Grace G707
Micro MAI01
SME 3009 Fixed head
SME 3009 detachable head ..
Transcriptors fluid

£29-50
£14-50
£20.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£43.00
£47.00
£26-00

CARTRIDGES
Postage 25p each
ADC Q30 ..
ADC Q32 ..
ADC Q36 ..

Stylus
only
£6.00
£8.00
£10.00

Cartridge
..
£8.50
.. £ 11.50
.. £ 15.50

TELEPHONE: 01-531 3117
HOURS OF BUSINESS:
10 A.M.-6 P.M. TUES. TO SAT.

ADC VLM 11
ADC XLM II ..
Decca London
Empire 999RE/X
Empire 999QE/X
Empire 999XE/X
Empire 999VE/X
Empire 2000 El Il
Grace
Grado
Goldring G850
Goldring G820 ..
Goldring G820E ..
Goldring G820SE
Micro VF3200/E ..
Ortofon M15E Super
Shure M3D
Shure M55E
Shure 11756
Shure M758 ..
Shure M75E1
Shure M75ED II
Shure M9SED
Shure M95E1
Shure V15 III
Supex
Stanton 500A..
Stanton 600EE
Stanton 681EE
Stanton 68IEEE

£25.00 £ 12.00
£30.50 £ 15-00
£26.50 £3.75 £6.00 £9.00
£28.25
£13.75
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£4.75 £4.
- 00
£7.50 £ 3.75
£11.30 £ 7.25
£15-00 £ 12.75
£12.50 £8.00
£36.25
£5.75 £4.25
£6.75 £6.50
£6.00 £4.75
£9.00 £ 5•50
£ 10-50
£6.50
£ 12.00
£8.75
£16-00 £ 13.00
£ 11.00
£7.75
£36.00 £ 14.50
P.O.A.
£ 14-00
£
8- 25
£22-00 £ 14.00
£37.25 £ 18.75
£46.75 £ 21.00

HEADPHONES
Postage: LI each
Clarke 75 ..
Clarke 250 ..
Howland West
Micro MXI
Nikko
PWB Moving Coil ..
PWB Dynax
PWB Electrostatic & Box
Stax SR5, SRX3
Sennheisser SD414
Sennheisser HD414

£10-00
£20.25
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£18.00
£30.00
£45.00
P.O.A.
£16.25
£23.00

TAPE DECKS
Carriage £ 2.50 each.
AIWA AD 1300. 1600, 1800..
Goodmans SCD100
Matsi ( Teleton) CD 100
Neal 102 11 and 103 ..
Revox A77 and A700
Tandberg TCD3I0
Tandberg 3400, 3500, 3600 ..
Tandberg 9100, 1000

BLANK CASSETTES
Postage 75p per order.
C45
C60
BASF Super LH
75p
EMI Hi- dynamic
50p
EMI X100
70p
TDK DC
66p
73p
TDK SD
77p
85p
TDK ED £ 1.05 £ 1.16
TDK SAC
£1.25
TDK KR
£ 1.27

P O.A.
£145-00
£79.00
In stock
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

C90
£1.10
60p
£1.00
£1.05
£1.16
£1.65
£1-75
£1.82

BLANK REELS TAPE
Postage: 75p per order.
AGFA PE36
BASF 7" LH ..
EMI 7" Professional
EMI 10" Professional
TDK 7" Audua
TDK 104."

CI20
90 p
El - 40
CI- 65

£5.75
£2.75
£2.00
£5.00
£3.00
£8.90

CALCULATORS
CBM-range now available.

Personal callers- Access and Barclaycard now welcome. Cheques with
adequate identification only.
Personal export scheme for re-claiming
VAT available.
We are situated on the A503 close to Walthamstow Town Hall.
Trains-Walthamstow Central, Buses- I23, 275, 276, 262, 69, W2I, 251, 718.
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GRUNDI
6000 Well built portable

OUR PRICE et,

7195

'" £2215
PRICE

BATTERY MAINS
BATTERY MAINS
WITH RADIO
*BASF 9110
27.95
47.95 Aiwa 203
POA
•BASF 9202
33,95 * BASF 9302
63.95
Grundig 403
34 95 GEC 9000
32.95
Grundig 411
Sanyo 2250
25.95 Hitachi 1220
POA
Sony IC 67
pop Sharp 2000
41.95
I/Plus 3FREE Musicassettes or Philips C90 tapes

SUE 0

SUPER

@Man

I

Superb
stereo Dolby deck
with CRO2 switch: twin
VU meters. push button controls

Portable battery mains "
from famous makerkGreat ono cassette recorde 4Band radio cassette
ecorder CrOaswitch &
aloe battfmaim recorder Auto record level and
built-in mike.
uilt in condenser mic.
Superb! band radio
with VHF. L.

ir tape memory stop
Well built and reliable

"R£16.95
PRICE

£

.
""er
,
Mit;p

52 95

SAVE 55.88
Advanced Dolby cassette
deck. Tape selection
switch, memory ir Auto
stop

360
0

C120

95p

80.

95p

95p

ate' 2FlErl
IMUSZUSCried

.
1=14 e•

145p

125p

2̀•-

'

CRiffflf.

£159.95

=, [ 102.95

hilips 2520 126.95 Sony TC1380
STEREO DECKS
DOLBY DECKS
POA Rotel R020
99.95 Sanyo 4055
National 260
JO
POA Aiwa
JVC 1667
POA Sharp 2500
POA Pioneer 9191 184.95 Sony TC135
Philips 2507
51.95 Pioneer 2121
92.95 Sony TC136
POA Sanyo 4260
96.95 Tandberg TC310 POA Sony 177S0
Amstrad 6000 41.95 Pioneer 4141
109.95
Akai
GXC740
112.95
Akai GX34D
Ferguson 3272 53.95 Pioneer 5151
FREE DOLBY STEREO TEST TAPE
Hitachi 2150
POA Pioneer 6161 115.95
129.95
worth
£
3.95
with
each
Dolby deck
Sony TC129
POA Pioneer 7171
Philips BASF Agfa Sony MaXeli MemOres i3sANI F TDKD
40p
50p
85p
65p
75p
60p
C 60
50p
50p
60p
70p
110p
90p
95p
ggp
C 90
70p
70p

REE HEAD CLEANER WITH6 FREE TtpEWMI9
PF ApasEA9 CLEANER FREE WITN12

t'

iliCKSINUIG UtN I
fit
eta SANYO 2611

AMSTRAD askeeri
myes e-i!zb
e__ ya /,.
7000
4P•
-,1

0-05
M ae

Iía iIRIt

125p

105p

POA
II
NTRES
61.95 GEC 2817
136.95
76.95 Ferguson 3463 125.95
72.95 National 1070
POA
POA Sony HMK20
POA
76.95 Hitachi 2680
POA
Philips 943
172.95
National 2070
S
e y
55p
gri p

POA

LBY

Complete home
entertainment unit.
2speed record deck.
3band radio with VH
Superb Dolby
'cassette recorder

.A so wit out lo ry

f132.95
Toshiba 3000
POA
Aiwa 5080
POA
Hitachi 2370 123.95
National 1020
POA
Philips 953
199.95
Sanyo 2411
Sony HMK40
Sharp 309

109.95
POA
131.95

E
6
m
0i
p
x1000
VAT included.
75p

For pb p. please

110p _

add 30p

LIPS (9)
MIII;;;¡-1_t_..l

FERGUSON 3274
Latest Dolby stereo
cassette dock to team
with your amplifier.

OUR
Pince

enn
Super •VE Stereo cassette recorer.
. A
EER CT 7171
16.25
stereo Dolby dec
Dolby
stereo
deck
GX
head
Advanced Dolby cassette comolete music centre with
2x1.5watt amplifier:piano
with CRO2 switch: 2VU
k
ey contro l
s,b
ui
lt i
n mike rewind memory:input limiter deck. Tape selection switc stereo record player. 4band .3463
meters, push button cont mono amp on batteries
circuit, push button andslid memo ry ¡r
radio &cassette recorder
PRice

£54.95

OUR PRICE

£46.99

r Auto
CASSETTE
CENTRE

controls

CAVENDISH SALES

stop

£29.95 usr £139-95 o'd
r239,37

"

Complete music centre witi
auto record player, cueing
Er anti skate device. 4band
radio; cassette res with
CRO2switch. 3(ArJ output

£123.95 VAT20

£141.95

279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD • LONDON El • Tel: 01-247 3453
?""i;'irWHVEFI'm4g7?/ANi'jejei:g"

at\ ee" VATadd 25%

Amessage for dealers
in exclusive high quality
audio equipment everywhere.
It is now proposed to expand the distribution of
RADFORD products by supplying from the
factory in BRISTOL direct to franchised dealers
outside the United Kingdom.

ZD22
Stereo Pre- amplifier Control Unit
A stereo pre- amplifier of virtually zero distortion.
Inputs for disc, tuner, and two tape machines.
Size 17" x4l" x 10" deep.

If you have a discriminating clientele looking
for the finest audio equipment and loudspeaker

H D250 Stereo Integrated amplifier
Incorporates ZD22 pre- amplifier with low distortion
power amplifier of 50 watts per channel into 4-8 ohms
load. Headphone output. Illustrated above.
Size 17" x41-" x 11".
£ 195.00

components available, you could profit from a
direct RADFORD franchise.
Write today for details and leaflets.
Radford Audio Ltd
Ashton Vale Road
Bristol BS3 2HZ England

I
.
164

RADFORD

£145.00

ZD100 Power amplifier
Power output 120 watts in 4 ohms and 75 watts into
8 ohms. Distortion less than 0.004% up to clip level.
Size 17" x
x 13".
£ 195.00

4a"

ZD200 Power amplifier
Power output 250 watts into 4 ohms and 150 watts into
8 ohms. Distortion less than 0.004% up to clip level.
Size 17" x 7" x 13".
£ 295.00

IW
NEAL Tandberg Pioneer KEF
Quality
equipment
at
competitive
prices.
TR 1010MPX receiver, TCD 310 dual capstan
Dolby cassette deck, 3321/41 X crossfield open
reel deck and 3621/41 XD Dolby open reel deck.
New 3521/4IX crossfield open reel deck.

Superb professional NEAL
102 Mk 2 cassette recorder £ 243-75. NEAL 101
Resolver £ 19.95 for surround sound effects. NEAL
103 Professional at £ 30 1.25.
Few 102 Mk Iavailable at
£205.00.

For the perfectionist. PL I2D belt drive
turntable £ 48 with special offer— Shure
M7SED £ 11.90. Dolby B cassette decks
CT414IA £ 122-00.
CT5151 £ 138-50.
Front loading.
CTF2I21 £ 115.50.
CTF7 171 £ 165.00.
CTF6I61 £146.50.
CTF9191 £ 231-00.

Full range available
at SPECIAL OFFER
old
prices while
stocks last.
Chorale Cadenza,
Concerto,
Coda,
Cantor, Reference
104.
New model
Reference 103.

Spendor

HITACHI SDT 2690
Complete Music Centre

The Spendor BC I Monitor loudspeaker
with the BBC pede;ree from £ 217.50 per
parr.
Available in Teak. Walnut or
Rosewood. Stands available, at old prices
while stocks last.

With DOLBY Cassette

Quad

The best of British engineering.
33/303 amplifier FM3
tuner
Electrostatic
loudspeaker. Phone or call for
quotes.
New 405
Power
Amplifier available soon.

Akai

LW/MW/SW 6- station FM pre-set tuner. Dolby cassette
deck with Cr0 2/normal tape bias selection and digital tape
counter with pause and auto stop. Two VU meters. Power
output 25 watts RMS per channel. Single automatic record
player with magnetic cartridge. Pair of 3- way speakers
featuring 8" bass, 3j" mid- range and n" tweeter.

Big, new range of Dolby cassette decks
featuring Dolby noise reduction system,
closed loop dual capstan, peak level
indicators, 3 heads, memory rewind,
glass and ferrite heads, and amplifier
style front loading models.

Recommended Retail Price £ 349
OUR
PRICE L

DCW

Unbeatable value and performance. DM2A, DM4, D5 available in various finishes. Contact us for latest prices. Available on special offer this month.
New DM6 available soon.

Rem(

Real professional quality. Latest
Mk 4 Series A77, A76 tuner,
A78 amplifier and the superlative A700 Series in stock with
substantial
discounts.
Small
stock available ar old prices.

Samui

Quality receivers 551
L117-50; 661
£150-00. Cassette decks SC636 £ 12400;
SC737 £ I43.00.
Amplifiers AU2200
£61.00; AU4400 £ 93.00. Tuner TU4400
£87.50. Auto return turntable package
SR2I 2P SPECIAL OFFER at £ 56.00.

Hitachi

Most comprehensive range of quality music centres
being introduced by Hitachi, which we consider
to be the best and outstanding value. Model SDT
2370 £160; SDT 2480 LI97.50; SDT2 660 L236; SDT
2690 with Dolby £ 295.

Leak

New 2000 series at most competitive prices. 2000
receiver L150. 2030 speakers £85-00 per pair. Big
value bargain on Delta turntable complete package
at £ 58. New 1800 tuner amplifier £ 129.50. New
WHARFEDALE range of loudspeakers in stock.

ot I

Exciting new range of
amps, tuners, receivers
cassette deck and turnIable packages.

RA3I2
RA4I2
RA8I2
RT224
RT324 . .

L54 00
E66 00
C128 50
E47.50
C59.90

RT624
RD20
RX402
RX102
RX602 ..

£97 75
£134 50
EI1100
£63 50
.. £ 149 50

GXC39D with memory rewind and 3- way bias and
equalisation L119-50.
GXC310D with closed loop dual capstan and
memory rewind £ 139.75.
GXC710D with memory rewind and front loading
£179.75.
GXC325D with closed loop dual capstan, 3 heads
£207.50.
GXC470D with 3 heads and front loading £ 230-00.
GXC760D top model of the range with 3 heads,
closed loop dual capstan with pitch control mixing
facility and front loading Boeca.
Two new receivers. Brushed aluminium latest
square- styled front panel.
AAI020 20 watts per channel £ 119.50.
AAI030 30 watts per shannel £ I41.00.
Latest version of the famous 4000DS in the new
Mk 2 form L111-00.
New
Akai
AP- 003
semi- automatic turntable
package featuring belt drive, automatic return
fitted with Audio Technica ATI Icartridge £ 88.00.

All prices include VAT at 25%
EXPORT • QUOTATIONS

TECHNI....AL ADVICE FOR PERSONAL CALLERS.

131 The Parade, High St., Watford WDI INA

Tel: Watford 34644
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BARCLAY CARD

e HEADPHONES
Koss K072713 . £ 18
Koss PRO4AA .
£32
Koss Red Devils £ 12
Koss ESP9 £ 100
Koss ESP6
£59
Koss K6LC .. £ 16
Koss 747
£24
Pioneer SESOS
£ 32

• PICK-UP

00
00
50
00
00
00
35
00

• TAPE

• TURNTABLES
BSR MP6OP/C
wired
£27.00
Connoisseur
BD1 Kit . £ 14 95
BD2 Chassis .. £36 75
BD2 P & C
£43 00
Dual 1226 & 1229 P.O.R.
ERA Mk 6Stockists
Fons CQ30
P.O.R.
.
.
•
.

£54.00
£42 00
£105 00
£65 00

Garrard
5 P25 Mod M75/6

£37 50

• CLEARANCE
Marantz WC IO.. £ 19.00
Pioneer TX500A
(New) .. £70 00
JVC
.
£ 80 00
Dual 1229 ( P & CI
(SIS)
EII9 00
TDK 1200ft. 7in.
El 30
TDK 600ft. Sin.
£099
Teac A160 ( S/S) £ 119 00
Teac A260 ( S/S) £ 165 00
Teac A360 ( SIS) £ 190 00
Trio KR7070(5/1-1 )[ 160 00

P.O.R.
£6800

mec,
£14.80
£22 00

P 50p)

SME 3009/S2
Det/S
SME 3009/ND .. £4500
Transcriptors 9"

RECORDERS

AIWA ..
P.O.R.
Akai GXC46D £ 127.50
Akai GXC38D
mal»
Akai GXC36D
use°
BSR TD85 Track £21.95
Decca ..
P.O.R.
Dual C901 .. P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
HK 1000 .. P.O.R.
JVC Stockists
pioneer CT4141A£1194/0
pioneer CT5I51 ma«,
pioneer CT6 161 macla
pioncer CTF7171 £16100

Goldring
GL72 P & C
G102 P & C
GL85P& C
GL75 P & C

(P &

o TUNERS/TUNER

P 50p)

Sansui 552. 10, 20
Stax SR5
Sennheiser
HD414
Wharfedale DD1
Wharfedale
Isodynamics

ARMS

Acos Lustre .. £29.50
A/Technica 1005 £20.75
Colton MC101 .. £23.50
Connoisseur
SAU2 .. £ 16 00

&

(P

•ON DEMONSTRATION

£28.50

(P &
Armstrong .. P.O.R.
Celestion TV .. £30.75
Goodmans 90 .. £ 127.50
Goodmans 1/10 £ 14400
Goodmans 1/20 £ 14400
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
Nikko FAM 220/500
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX300 .. £85 00
Pioneer SX434.. £ 109 00
Pioneer 5)4535.. £ 150 00
Pioneer SX636.. £ 175 00
Pioneer SX737.. £217 00
Pioneer SX838.. £265 00

(P &

P £ 1.00)

AP86 Module .. £55-50
G
d 86513/2 ( No cart)
£59•60
G
d 125SB ( No cart)
£44.50
401 .. £60.00
Zero 100SB Mod. £72.00
Philips GA212 .. £72.50
Pioneer PLI 2D .. £49.95
Pioneer PL15R.. £59.95
Thorens TDI60C £82.50
Thorens TD125 £97.00
Thorens TDI65C £66 00
Thorens TD I
45 £ 105-00
Thorens TD160BC £67.75
Transcriptors
Ref./Arm .. £ 12100

Revox A76 .. P.O.R.
Rogers
R'brook cased .. £5200
R'brook T/A cad £ 10700
P.O.R.
Sabra Stockists
Sansui 210 .. ale°
Sugden R21 .. aseo
Tandberg 1010.. P.O.R.
Tandberg TR200 P.O.R.
Tandberg 1055 .. P.O.R.
Trio KR 2400 .. El 19.00
Yamaha CR200.. P.O.R.
Yamaha CR400.. P.O.R.

I •

CARTRIDGES

A/Technica AT66
A/Technica AT2 I
5
A/Technica AT2 I
X
A/Technica AT55
ADC XLM
ADC VLM
ADC Q32 ..
ADC Q30 ..
Decca ..
Empire 999EX
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring G8C1OH
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800SE
Grado FTR
Ortofon MISE Super
Pickering V15/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M3D
Shure M44/G
Shure M44C/7
Shure M55E
Shure M44E
Shure M75/6/2
Shure M75G
Shure M75/ED
Shure M75E1/2 ..
Shure V15 Mk 3
Stanton 681/EEE

(P &

P 25p) STYLI
£450
£10.50
£15•75
£444
£2805
£23.80
£11.25

aes

£3.25
£626
£ 13419
£ 16.28
£ 13-04
£8.77
£6-26
P.O.R.

P.O.R.
£142.5
£8.10 £3.75
£8•60 £ 15
£5.26 £2.74
£1440 £8.75
£21-30 £ 13.02

£44

£4200 £24 00
£17-95 £ 17 47
£10-67 £7.51
£6434 £652
£6.00 £420
£7-50 £540
£7.50 £540
neo
£690
£8.10 £600
£12-60 £600
£13.50£80
£13-75 £ 11.40
£12.93 £8.40
£39-00 £ 1600
£3900

BARGAINS
Tandberg TCD3 IO
(SIS) . • .. £ 17300
Technics RS276 S/S £ 1750
AR Tuner (New) £89.00
H. Kardon HKI000
(SIS)
00
Tandberg TRI055
(SIS)
E229 00
Revox A76 ( NEW)
£229 00
Revox A78 ( NEW)
£189 00

TANDBERG TCD3 IO CASSETTE-P.O.R.

PLEASE INCLUDE POST & PACKING (TAPES 25p ea.
and S.A.E. for brochures and enquiries).
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 25% and are subject to
alteration due to Manufacturers' increases.
PLEASE NOTE: Closed all day Monday.
Stockists for: Marantz, AR, Denon, Dual, Hitachi,
Harman Kardon, JVC, National, Radford, Scan-dyna,
Sony, Technics, Trio, Toshiba, Yamaha, Wollensak.

HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

P E2.75)

Dynatron Systems
Aiwa 5060 ..
Aiwa 2080 ..
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo G26I I
K
Sanyo G2615
Goodmans Compact 110
National SG207OLD/2500L
Yamaha MS 28/625 ..

• SPEAKERS
Acoustic R

• AMPLIFIERS

(P

Armstrong 621.. P.O.R.
Cambridge P60/ 110
P.O.R.
JVC Stockists
Lux ..
P.O.R.
Nikko TRM 210
aseo
Nikko TRM 230 £7700
Onkyo
P.O.R.
Quad 33/303 .. P.O.R.
Radford HD250
P.O.R.
Revox A78 .. P.O.R.

• TAPES
TDK 7 in.
TDK 7 in.
TDK 7 in.
TDK 5in.
Maxell

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.I9
93 Bus route. Open 10.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Prices ccccccc at cime of going to press and subject to
variation.

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£168.00
£9510
£228.00
£242.50
P.O.R.

& KITS ( P & P £ 1.25 ea.)

h
P.O.R.

Cambridge
Audio R40/R50.. P.O.R.
Celestion
Dicton 33 .. £ 137.00
Dicton 44 .. £ 165.00
County ..
663.00
Dicton 15 .. £ 19.95
Dicton 25 .. £ 19400
Dicton 120 .. £63410
Dynaco A25 ( pair) P.O.R.
Goodmans
Mezzo SL
£45.00
Magnum SL
£57.00
IMF Models .. P.O.R.
Jordan Watts
Juno& Juliet ( pr) £6100
Jumbo ( pair) .. £4700
Module .. £ 16.70
KEF
Cadenza/Chorale POR.
Kit I
£27.00
Kit 3 (Concerto) £48-00
Monitor Audio Stockists
Peerless
20-2 ( pair) .. £38410
20-3 ( pair) .. £5700
Richard Allan
Chaconne Il
P.O.R.

TRANSCRIPTORS REFERENCE TURNTABLE £123-00

A11.11'111t11.Z1
1
166

P £ 1.75)

( P & P EI•75)

Revox 11104 .. P.O.R.
Revox
P.O.R.
Tandberg 9100.. aneo
Tandberg
TCD3 IO
P.O.R.
Tandberg 3441 .. P.O.R.
Tandberg 3541 .. P.O.R.
Tandberg 3641 .. P.O.R.
Teac Stockists
Trio KX7 I
0 .. £ 45.00
Videosonic PD2
P.O.R.
Wollensak 4766 £220-00
Yamaha TC800GL P.O.R.

UNIT

AMPLIFIERS

(P &

Pavane Il
Minette Il
Flamenco II ( pair)

P.O.R.
P.O.R.

Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8
(Flamenco) .. P.O.R.
Twin ( Chaconne) P.O.R.
Triple ( Pavane).. P.O.R.
5/Triple Assembly
20 W
Rogers
BBC Monitor ..
Tannoy
Cheviot
Devon ..
Arden ..
10" HPD
12" HPD
15 HPD

P.O.R.

.. £ 11000
.. £ 10400
.. £ 16000
.. £7200
.. £7900
.. £94 00

Wharfedale
Denton 2 ( pair)
i
Linton 3XP ( pair) £4581
Melton 2 .. £40
Dovedale Ill .. £52
Kits
Linton 2 ( pair) .. £22
Glendale 3 ( pair) £41
Dovedale 3 ( pair) £ 64

&

00
00
75
75
50

P £ 1.75 each)

Rogers R'brook
Mk Ill cased .. £6150
Rogers Panthera
Chassis .. met)
Rosewood .. £9700
Sansui
P.O.R.
Sinclair ..
P.O.R.
Sugden A21 Ser Ill £ 8.77
Sugden A48 .. £ 123.50
Tandberg TA300M
£11500
Trio KA1600G
£95.00

P 25p)

1800 ft. Audua
LIN 1800 ft.
Standard 1200 ft.
Standard 600 ft. ..

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£1.30
99p
P.O.R.

DUAL TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

01 !"46
id

00
0

11.114 «,

NEWPOR'r

We have converted our Newport
shop into acomplete Home of Hi•Fi,
with seven listening rooms,
each featuring one brand
leader: B&O, Sony, Akai,
Rotel, A.R.Teac, HarmonKardon,Lux, Nikko, MicroSeiki and many others.

oTne largest Hi Fi
showrooms outside
London
•7 listening rooms,
•Generous cash
discounts.
•2yr. parts & labour
(most equipment)
•9.30am to 8.30pm
weekdays, all day
Saturday.

HI-FI
CENTRE

•Travelling discount
if you live over 30
miles away
for every
10 miles up to 100
• Favourable credit
• Access, Barclaycard,
• Easy parking

52 CAMBRIAN RD.
NEWPORT
GWENT
TEL:NEWPORT
62790
167

LAN
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HI-FI CENTRE
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We guarantee to provide parts and
labour absolutely free of cha rge for 12 mont hs on any
item purchased from Planet an d
faulty. We only sell goods th a t

re turne d to us as

we cons

reliable and backed by reputabl e

manu

id er

to

be

facturers.

All

prices quoted are for cash or che ques bac ke d by
cheque card. We will be pleased to acce pt ACCESS
BARCLAYCARD.

or

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621 ..
Cambridge P60
. . £ 126-00
Cambridge Classic ..
Leal. 2200
£126.75
Lux L30, L80, L507,
L308. L309
Prices on applica ti
on
Nikko TRM230
Nikko TRM500 Prices on application
Nikko TRM600
Pioneer SA5300
[54-50
Pioneer SA6300
£72.50
Pioneer SA7300
[104-50
Pioneer SA7500
[154.50
Pioneer SA8500
£195•50
Pioneer SA9500
E262-00
Pioneer SA9900
£389-00
Quad 33/303/405 Price on application
Rotel RA3I2.. ..
£54.50
Rotel RA4I 2..
..
£66.75
Rotel RA6I2.. ..
£93.00
Rotel RA812.. .. £129.00
Rotel RAI412 .. £270.00
Sansui AU2200 ..
£62.95
Sansui AU4400 ..
£93.00
Sansui AU5500 .. £154.00
Sansui AU7700 .. £198.00
£311-00
Sansui AU9500
Tandberg TA300 Price on appli cat i
on

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
AIWA 5080 Music
Pri
ce
Centre Dolby .. on applicati on
} Prices on application
Armstrong 626
Goodmans Module 90 .. £122.75
Goodmans Mod. 90 Compact £209.00
Goodmans One- Ten Z Compact
£225.00
Goodmans One-Twenty .. £139.00
Goodmans One- Fifty .. £209.00
Leak 2000 ..
E159.00
Lux R800 ..
Price on appli cat i
on
Pioneer SX434
£105.00
Pioneer SX535
£144.00
Pioneer SX636
[169.50
Pioneer SX737
£210.00
Pioneer SX838
£259.00
Pioneer SX939
£299.00
Pioneer SX1010
£369.00
Rotel RX152
£75.00
Rotel RX202
£84.00
Rotel RX402
£116.00
Rotel RX602
£152.00
Rotel RX802
£196.00
Sansui 210 ..
£89.00
Sansui 441
£103-50
Sansui 551
[129-50
Sansui 661
£167-00
Sansui 771
£207-00
Sansui 881 ..
£268.00
Tandberg TR220
Tandberg TRI010
Prices on
Tandberg TRIO4OP
application
Tandberg TRI055

TUNERS
Armstrong 624
Armstrong
623 } Prices on application

Cambridge T55 VHF
Price
Lux T33. 1-813, T110,
Prices
Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX9500
Quad FM3 ..
Price
Rotel RT324
Rotel RT624
Sansui TU4400
Sansui TU5S00
Sansui TU7700
Sansui TU9500

on application
T300
on application
£63.50
£121.00
£167.00
on application
. £ 68-50
. £98.00
. . £97.00
. . £ 126-00
. . £ 159-00
. . £ 210-00

TURNTABLES

ERA Mk 6 with SME
.. £107-50
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 Module
with Shure M75-6 wired..
£34-00
Garrard 125SB Module with
Shure M75-6 wired ..
£46.00
Garrard 86SB Mk 11 Module
with Shure M75-6 wired
[60.50
Garrard Zero 1005B Module
Shure M93E wired ..
£72.50
Pioneer PL I2D
£49.75
Pioneer PL I5R
£58.75
Thorens TD160BC ( less Arm)
£6100
Thorens TDI60C
£74-50
Thorens TD145 ( Auto Lift)..
£97.00
Thorens TD125 Mk 11 ..
£88.00
Thorens TDI25AB+TX25 .. £149-50

88 HIGH STREET • EDGWARE
MIDDLESEX HA8 7HE
TELEPHONE: 01-952 3238
CLOSE TO M1 MOTORWAY

Tandberg TR2075

CARTRIDGES
M44-7
M55E
M75/8
M75/E.12
M75/ED2
M95ED
VI5/3

£7.25
£8-75
£12.00
£14-00
£14-60
£18-95
£38-25

STYLI
Goldring DI20 ( G850)
Goldring D110 ( G800)
Goldring Dl 10E ( G800E)
Shure N44/7
Shure N55E
Shure N75/6
Shure N75/B
Shure N75EI2
Shure N7SED2
Shure N93E
Shure N9SED
Shure VN35E

£3-40
£3.75
£8.75
£5-75
£7-50
£6.50
£7.75
£9.00
£11.00
£10.00
£16.25
£17-50

SPEAKERS Complete

Cambridge R40/R50
Celestion UL6
Celestion UL8
Celestion ULIO

A41

OPEN: 9.30 TO 6MON. TO SAT.
9.30TO 12.30 THURS.
EASY

AS

OHIGHST.

PARKING

Celestion Dicton I1 ( pair) ..
£55.75
Celestion Dicton 15 ( pair) ..
£80.00
Celestion Dicton 25 ( pair) .. £165.00
Celestion Ditton 33 ( pair) .. £120.00
Celestion Dicton 44 ( pair) .. £144.00
Celestion Dicton 66 ( pair) .. £232.00
Goodmans Minister SL ( pair)
£48.00
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( pair)
£87.50
Goodmans Magnum SL ( pair) ¿ 110 -00
Goodmans Achromat 100 ( pr) £74.00
Goodmans Achromat 400 ( pr) £145.00
IMF all models
Prices on application
Jordan- Watts Jumbo ( pair)
Jordan- Watts Janet ( pair) ..
£50-00
Jordan- Watts Juliet ( pair) ..
£68-25
Jordan- Watts Juno ( pair) ..
£66.00
Jordan- Watts CT ( pair) ..
£84-00
Jordan- Watts Jodrell ( pair)
£115 - 75
Jordan- Watts Jupiter 2 ( pair) £152.75
Jordan- Watts TLS ( pair) .. £184.00
KEF Coda
KEF Cantor
KEF Chorale
All normally
KEF Cadenza
in stock.
KEF Concerto
Prices on
KEF Model 103
application
KEF Model 104
KEF104F stands J
Tannoy Eaton ( pr)
£188.00
Tannoy Devon ( pr)
notkoo
Tannoy Cheviot ( pr) .. £220-00
Tannoy Berkeley ( pr)
£280-00
Tannoy Arden ( pr)
£320-00
Wharfedale Denton 2XP ( pr)
[41-75
Wharfedale Linton 3XP ( pr)
£59.00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP ( pr) £79-75
Wharfedale Dovedale 3SP ( pr) P.O.A.

Armstrong 625

Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

MI
'EDGWARE

SPEAKERS Kits & Units
Jordan- Watts Module
Jordan- Watts HF Unit
KEF KKI Kit ( pair) ..
KEF KK3 Kit ( pair) ..
KEF T27 ..
KEF 8110 -KEF 13200 ..
KEF 8139
.
KEF DN 12(T27/B110/ 8139)
KEF DNI3/5 ( T27/13200) .
KEF DN 13/7 ( T27/8110) .
Tannoy 10" HPD ( pair) .
Tannoy 12 HPD ( pair) .
Tannoy 15" HPD ( pair) .

£16.00
£7.00
£50.00
£89-00
£5-75
£7-50
£3.75
£17.00
£6.00
£4.50
£4.00
£144.00
£158.00
£188.00

TAPE DECKS 8(
RECORDERS
Aiwa AD 1300 (
Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD 1600 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD 1800 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD 6500 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Akai 4000DS Mk Il Deck ( Reel)EI 12-00
Akai 4000DB Deck ( Reel
Dolby)
£165.ceo
Aka, CS34D Deck Cass./Dolby £92-00

Akai GXC39D Deck Cass./
Dolby .. •
£122.00
Akai GXC39 Rec. Dolby .. £150-00
Akai GXC310D Deck Cass./
Dolby .. •
£14400
Akai GXC510D Deck Cass./
Dolby ..
£164-00
Akai GXC710D Deck Cass./
Dolby ..
£181.00
Akai GXC75D Deck Cass./
Rev. Dolby
£175.00
Akai GXC325D Deck Cass./
Dolby ..
£207.50
Akai GXC740D Deck Cass./
Dolby ..
£246-00
Akai GXC760D Deck Cass./
Dolby ..
£305-00
Akai I722L Rec. Reel .. £130-00
Goodmans SCD 100 ( Cass.
Dolby) ..
£140.00
Pioneer 212 ( Cass. Dolby). . [ 117.50
Pioneer 414 ( Cass. Dolby). . £124.50
Pioneer 515 ( Cass. Dolby). . [138.50
Pioneer 616 ( Cass. Dolby). . £150.00
Pioneer 717 ( Cass. Dolby)
£165-00
Pioneer 919 ( Cass. Dolby).. £231-00
Revox 1102 Mk 4
P.O.A.
Revox 1104 Mk 4
P.O.A.
Rotel RD20 ( Cass/Dolby) .. £135-00
Sansui SC636 Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) ..
£129.00
Sansui SC737 Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) ..
£149-00
£162.50
Sansui SC3000
Tandberg 3441X Recorder..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3541X Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 364IX Dolby Deck
P.O.A.
Tandberg 914IX Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg IOXD Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD3I0 Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) ..
P.O.A.

HEADPHONES
Koss ESP9
Koss ESP6
Koss PRO5LC
Koss PRO4AA
Koss HVIA
Koss HVILC..
Koss K0747
Koss K6 ..
Koss K0727
Koss K6LC
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer 5E300
Pioneer 5E500
Pioneer 5E700
Sennheiser 1-1D414
Sennheiser HD424

£96-50
[63-50
£34.00
£30-75
£26.60
£29.50
£23-40
£13-90
£17-60
£15.40
£9.75
£15-25
£16.25
£22-75
£38.00
£15-95
£22.95

PICK-UP ARMS
SME 3009 Improved
SME 3009 Improved
Formdla 4 ..

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 25% VAT
Please add Q-50 per item towards carriage and insurance. ( Cartridges and styli post 75p.).

£37.50
£45.50

E. & O. E.

DEMONSTRATIONS,EXPERT GUIDANCE AND AFTER-SALES SERVICE
I68

DAHLQUIST
Mt 10

gig

If you are really looking for and can hear the truth in replay of the original then the DQ 10 may be the one loudspeaker to hear. We have selected asmall number of specialist HiFi dealers who know what they are listening
to and will be delighted to share apure uncoloured listening experience. Minimum power requirements 50 watts:
5years' parts and labour guarantee.
The DQ-10 can be heard at*:_._
Guildford Hi -Fi
270, High Street, Surrey. Tel.: Guildford 71534
The Music Shop
High Street, Uckfield, Sussex. Tel.: Uckfield 2316
C.B. Consultancy
Newton Abbott, Devon. Tel.: Kingskerswell 3728
Wanstall Hi -Fi
25, The Parade, Plymouth. Tel.: Plymouth 20750
Studio 99
81, Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage, London, N.W.6
Tel.: 01-624 8855

e
•
e
•
e

and U.K. Importer
Jeffries Hi -Fi

• 4 Albert

Parade, Greenstreet, Eastbourne, Sussex.
Tel.: Eastbourne (0323) 31336

*Further Dealerships being negotiated for

When you have finished wading through
the pages and pages of lists of Hi Fi
available at varying prices—Stop and think.
What happens when it arrives?
Wouldn't it be better to have it installed? AT NO
CHARGE anywhere in the UK also parts of EUROPE.
FLYING VIDEO SERVICE are extending their delivery of VIDEO
equipment by air to include Hi Fi and TV from their subsidiary Company
—SOUND MAINTENANCE.
So here is the suggestion:1. Select the equipment your require.
2. Telephone 01-697 0079 or 01-698 4519.
Then you will see who offers the best service in the business.

SOUND MAINTENANCE

FLYING VIDEO

DENON
JVC

AIWA

MARANTZ

NATIONAL
PANASONIC

TEAC

PHILIPS

TEMPEST

TANDBERG

(FLYING VIDEO SERVICE LTD.)

AKAI

177-179 Torridon Road, London SE6 1RG.

STAX

SPENDOR

KLH
QUAD
SME
MICRO
ACOUSTICS

Tel: 01-697 0079 or 01-698 4519
169

IOC 11'•
Open: 9.15-1, 2-5.30 M on .to Sat . Sh ut:
IWed. PAYBONDS ACCEPTED SUBJECT TO QUOTATION.
Ch eques
with £30 cheque card s on l
y accepte d f
or
counter sales, with only one cheque per
transaction. Special Offers su bj ec t to
quotation
for
BARCLAYCARD,
ACCESS CARD.
P.O.A.-price on applicati on .
Sp. off-special offer.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 25%.
All prices are subject to var i
a ti on
without notice.
MAIL ORDER SERVICE
TAPE RECORDERS ( Pi(' L2.30)
(B=Dolby B)
Akai 1722
..
£ 125.00
Akai 4000DB
B £ 167.00
Akai 4000D5 Mk 1 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 101.50
Akai 4000DS Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 111.00
Akai GX265D
..
£271.00
Akai GX400D ( Sp. off.) .. £490.00
Akai GX630DB
B £375.00
Akai GX630DSS 4CH
£460.00
Dokorder 1120 2 track ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 354IX, 364IXD, 914IX
P.O.A.
Toshiba PT862
P.O.A.
Uher 4000IC Report ..
nu«
Uher 42001C Report .. £332.00
Uher 4400IC Report .. £336.00
Revox 1102/4, 1122/4, 1222/4, Mk 4 an d
Dolby B models from stock w i
thsu b
stant i
al
discounts. Revox A70C1/1372/4 on application
CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P £ 1.10)
Akai CS3OD ( Sp. off.) .. £72-50
Akai CS34D ( Sp. off.) ..
B £88.50
Akai GXC310D ( Sp. off.) ..
B £ 139•75
Akai GXC325D
B £207.50
Akai GXC36D ( Sp. off.) ..
£92.50
Akai GXC39
£151-50
Akai GXC39D ( Sp. off.) ..
£119-50
Akai GXCSIOD ( Sp. off.) ..
£155.00
Akai GXC710D
£179.75
Akai GXC740D
£245.00
Akai GXC75D ( Sp. off.) ..
£165-00
Akai GXC760D
£306.00
Bush Arena C435 (Sp. off.)
. £63.65
Bush Arena C445 ( Sp. off.)
.. £69.95
Goodmans SCD100 ( Sp. off.)
B £ 139•75
Hitachi 02150
B £79-00
Hitachi D2310
£51.00
Hitachi 02330
.. £70-00
Hitachi D2360 ..
B £88.00
Hitachi D2750
.. £ 140.00
Hitachi D3500
.. £ 180.00
Hitachi TRQ2040D ( Sp. off.)
B £ 103-00
Hitachi TRQ262D (Sp. off.)
£55.00
Hitachi TRQ2030D ( S:). off.)
£75.00
Neal 102 Mk 2, 102V ..
B
P.O.A.
Neal 103 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer CT414IA
£122.00
Pioneer CT5I51
£138.5C
Pioneer CTF2I21
£115.00
Pioneer CTF6161
£146.50
Pioneer CTF7I71
£165-00
Pioneer CTF9191
£231.00
Pye 9145 ( Sp. off.) ..
£64.75
Pye 9148A ( Sp. off.)
£105.00
Rotel RD20
B £ 134.50
Sansui SC3000
.. £ 147.00
Sansui SC636 ( Sp. off.) ..
B £ 124.00
Sansui SC737 (Sp. off.) ..
B £ 143.00
Tandberg TCD3I0
B
P.O.A.
Toshiba PT470
Toshiba PT490 Reversible
B
P.O.A.
Uher CR2I0
.. £329.00
Wharfedale WHD2Ob :
B £99.00
Wharfedale XP
£89-75
Wollensak 4766E .
B £239•00
8-TRACK UNITS (
PT £ 110)
Akai CR8ID ( Sp. off.) .. £75-00
Akai GXR82D
£ 112.00
BSR TD8-3V
£25•00
BSR TD8S ( Sp. off.)
£ 19-50
Metrosound SS30 (Sp. off.) .. £62.50
Wollensak 8075
£ 189.00
• MICS., ACCESSORIES
(P/P on application)
Akai ADM20
Beyer M8I8LM
£46.00
Beyer M8ILM
E20-00
Neal 101
.
:£ 19.95
Sennheiser MD722LM and MZAI2 £ 12.00
• KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
UNITS ( P/P on application)
Celestion HFI300 8and 15 ohm .. £8.00
Celestion HF2000
£ 10.15
Coles 3000
..
[7.25
Coles SIC 4001G : .
E7-00
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter .. £24.30
Falcon Daline No. 13 Crossover .. £8.80
Falcon R50 Type Crossover .. £8-00
Goldring CK2
£25.00
Goodmans Mezzo Twin Kit pair .. £52.50
KEF B110 SPI003
£7.50
KFF B139 SP1044
[ 16.90
KEF B200 SPI014
£8-70
KEF DN12 SPI004
£ 5.95
KEF DNI3 SPI015
£4.40
KEF DNI3 SPI017
£3.95

e

•

e

KEF DN8 NO6305 ..
£2-40
KEF KKI Kit pair ( Sp. off.)
£49.75
KEF KK3 Kit pair (Sp. off.) £89.00
KEF TI5 NO636 .. .. £6.90
KEF T27 SPI032 .. .. £ 5.80
Peerless DTIOHFC
£8.60
Peerless KOIODT .. .. £7.20
Poly Planar P40 pair .. .. £ 12.00
Sinclair Project 805 .. .. £34.75
Tannoy HPD295A I2in. unit pr. .. £ 150.00
Tannoy HPD3I5A I2in. unit pr. .. £ 164.00
Tannoy HPD385A I5in. unit pr. .. £ 196.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 Kit pair
(Sp. off.) .. .. .. .. £67.00
Wharfedale Glendale XP Kit pair £52•00
Wharfedale Linton 2 Kit pair (Sp.
off.) .. .. .. ..
£23.50
TUNERS ( P/P £ 1.10)
Armstrong 623, 624 Teak or Rosewood .. .. • •
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio T5S . • • £ 103.50
Ferrograph SFM I .. ..• . [ 114-00
Leak 2300 ( Sp. off.)£ 85.00
Pioneer TX5300 .. • .
• • £63.50
Pioneer TX7500 ... • £ 121-00
Pioneer TX9500 ..• . £ 167.00
Quad FM3 .. ....
P.O.A.
Revox A76
..
..
£280•00
Rotel RT224 ( Sp. off.)
47-50
£
Rotel RT324 ( Sp. off.)
£5990
Rotel RT624
.
..
£97.75
Rotel RT824 .. .. £ 122.50
Sansui TU4400 .. .. £87-50
.. ..
Sinclair 4000
. . £38.20
Teleton GT202 .. .. .. £49.00
Teleton GT203 ( Sp. off.) . . £51-75
STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P [1.10)
Akai AA5210 .. .. ..
[91.00
Aka, AA5210DB .. .. .. £ 120.00
Akai AA5510 .. .. .. £ 120.00
Akai AA5810 : : .. .. £ 149.50
Armstrong 621 Teak or Rosewood
P.O.A.
Bush Arena A220 ( Sp. off.) .. £26.00
Cambridge Audio Classic .. ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio PI 10 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 142.00
Cambridge Audio P60 .. £ 121.50
Ferrograph F208 .. .. £94.00
Ferrograph F307 ( Sp. off.)
60.00
£
Ferrograph F608 .. .. £ 162.00
Goodmans 40-40
..
£75•50
Leak 2200 ( Sp. off.)
£ 105 ,00
Metrosound ST20 Mk 2
£32.00
Pioneer SA5300
..£ 54.00
Pioneer SA6300
..
£ 72.00
Pioneer SA7300 .. £ 103.50
Pioneer SA7500 .. £ 157.00
Quad 303/33
..
P0.4.
Quad 405
..
..
£ 143-75
Revox A78
..
£240.00
Rote RA2I I ( Sp. off.
.)
£45.00
Rote
£49-50
Rote RA3I2
..
£54.00
Rote RA4I2
..
£ 66-00
Rote RA6I 1(
Sp. off.)
£95.00
Rote RA6I2
..
£95•00
Rote RA8I2
..
£ 128.50
Sansui AU2200
..
£61.00
Sansui AU4400 .. .. £93-00
Sinclair 2000 Mk 2 (Sp. off.) .. £32.00
Sinclair 4000 .. .. . • £48.50
Teleton GA202 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £45.00
Teleton GA203 .. .. .. £58.00
Teleton SAQ307D .. .. .. £36.00
Teleton SA04013 • • - ..

•

e

•

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £ 1.301
Akai AA 1020 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 119-50
Akai AA1030 • .. .. £ 141•00
Armstrong 625, 626 Teak or Rosewood .. .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Bush Arena BH4000 (Sp. off.) .. £95.00
Bush Arena TA2700 ( Sp. off.) .. £82.50
Bush Arena TA3500 (Sp. off.) .. £71.00
Goodmans Module 150 .. .. £218.00
Goodmans Module 1-10 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 150•00
Goodmans Module 1-20 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 150-00
Goodmans Module 90 .. .. £ 125.00
Hitachi 5R3400 ( Sp. off.) .. ..
E80-00
Leak 1800 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 129.50
Leak 2000 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 150.00
Nikko STA5010 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 115-00
Pioneer 1010
..
£374.00
Pioneer SX434
..
[ 105.00
Pioneer SX535
..
£ 146-00
Pioneer SX636
£ 169.50
Pioneer SX737
£210.00
Pioneer SX838
£259.00
Pioneer 5)(939 .. £299.00
Rote RX102 ( Sp. pff.) .. £63.50
Rote RXI52 ( Sp. off.) • . £7I - SO
Rote RX202 ( Sp. off.)
£79.75
Rote RX400A ( Sp. off.) • . £ 105.00
Rote RX402 ( Sp. off.)
£ 111.00
Rote RX602 .. .. £ 149.50
Roce RX7707
_
£ 172.00
Rote RX802
£ 193.00
Sansui 441
..
£94.00
Sansui 551 ....
Sansui 661
..
..
£ 117•50
£150-00
Sansui 771 .. .. .. £ 199.00
Tandberg TRI010, TR200
P.O.A.

Teleton TA3000
£57.00
Teleton TFS60
£90.00
Teleton TFS70
£ 124.00
Wharfedale Glendale Receiver .. £ 125.00
Wharfedale Linton Mk 1Receiver
(Sp. off.)
£82.50

•

STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
Bush Arena System 20 .. £ 150.00
Bush Arena System 35 ( Sp. off.) . • £ 160.00
Bush Arena System 40 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 145.00
Bush Arena BS3032
£229.00
Decca 403 (Sp. off.)
£50 00
Ekco ZU3 (Sp. off.)
.. £90.00
.. £276.00
Ekco ZUSF ( Sp. off.) .. £ 141.00
Ekco ZU5G ( Sp. off.) .. £ 157.00
Ekco ZU5J ( Sp. off.) .. £ 191.00
Ekco ZU7 (Sp. off.)
£ 191.00
Goodmans 1-10 Compact .. .. £222.00
Goodmans Module 80 Compact ( Sp.
off.) • • .. £ 160110
Goodmans Module 90 Compact .. £207.00
Hacker GAR550 and pair LSI100 £ 191.00
Hacker GAR550 and pair L5550 .. £ 175.00
Hacker GAR550
£ 120.00
Hacker GAR600, MC600 ..
P.O.A.
Hitachi MC3402
£ 145.00
Hitachi 502510 ( Sp. off.) .. £89•95
Hitachi SDT2370
£ 160-00
Hitachi SDT2480
£ 197.50
Hitachi 5D12660
£236.00
Hitachi SDT2680
£240.00
Hitachi SDT2690
£295.00
Hitachi SDT3430E
£207.00
Hitachi ST2650
£ 158.00
Marconi 4455 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 165.00
Murphy MA940 ( Sp. off.) .. £60.00
Pye 1022 Black Box (Sp. off.) .. £75-00
Toshiba SM3000
P.O.A.
Toshiba SM3500
P.O.A.
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair
P/P on application)
B & N 800 ( Sp. off.) .. £35.00
B & W D5, DM2A, DM4, DM6, DM70 P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio R40
£ 164.00
Cambridge Audio R50 ( Sp. off.) .. £236.00
Celestion County ..
P.O.A.
Celestion Dicton II
P.O.A.
Celestion Dicton 15
Celestion Dittos 25
Celestion Dittos 33
Celestion Dicton 44
Celestion Ditton 66
Ferrograph SI
£228.00
Goodmans Achromat 100 .. £76.50
Goodmans Achromat 400 .. £ 147.00
Goodmans Goodwood .. £ 105.00
Goodmans Havant SL
ESS 25
Goodmans Magnum SL
£ 103.80
Goodmans Mezzo SL
£89-90
Goodmans Minister SL
[45.75
Hacker LSI100
..
£70.00
Hacker 1.5250 . .. £44-00
Hacker LS550
..
£55.00
KEF Chorale
KEF Cadenza
KEF Concerto All on Special Offer this
KEF Coda
month
KEF Cantor
KEF Reference 103
P.O.A.
KEF Reference 104
P.O.A.
KEF Cresta SSI (Sp. off.) ..
£37.50
Leak 2020 ( Sp. off.)
£S6-00
Leak 2030 ( Sp. off.)
.":85.00
Leak 2060 ( Sp. off.)£ 137.00
Leak 2075 ( Sp. off.)
£250-00
Leak Sandwich 200 SS ( Sp. off.) .. £39.90
Leak Sandwich 300 SS ( Sp. off.) .. £S2-00
Mordaunt Short Carnival ( Sp. off.) £42.00
Mordaunt Short MS235 ( Sp. off.) . £ 112.00
Mordaunt Short M5079, 235, 4001
Festival, Pageant
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic
P.O.A.
Rank Domus 150 ( Sp off.)
Rank Domus 175 (Sp. off.) .
. £
35-00
£4500
Sinclair Q16..
..
. £.
16-00
Spender BCI
.
.. £217.50
Tannoy Arden .. .. £ 314.00
Tannoy Berkeley ..
.. £276-00
Tannoy Cheviot .. £215.00
Tannoy Devon
..
£204-00
Tannoy Eton
£ 184•00
Wharfedale Airedale SP .. £ 190-00
Wharfedale Aston White ( Sp. off.) £35•00
Wharfedale Chevin XP
£29.50
Wharfedale Denton 1 White ( Sp.
off.)
•
.
£28.00
Wharfedale Denton 2 Rosewood
(Sp. off.)
:
.
£39.00
VVharfeale Denton 2XP
£41•50
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ( Sp. off.) .. £99.95
Wharfedale Dovedale SP .. £ 126-00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP .. £79.50
Wharfedale Kingsdale 3 (Sp. off.) .. £ 170.00
Wharfedale Linton 2 (Sp. off.) .. £49.50
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
£58-90
Wharfedale Melton 2 Walnut SS
(Sp. off.) .. .. £59.95
Wharfedale Super Linton ( Sp. off.) £38.00

e

e

F

STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P 50p)
Akai ASE II ( Sp. off.)
£7.00
Akai ASE20 ( Sp. off.)
£9.30
Akai ASE22 ( Sp. off.)
El 1.75
AKG KI40
£16-00
Alpha SDH7DV ( Sp. off.) .
£4-50
Beyer DT900-7
£14.00
Eagle SES ( Sp. off.) ..
£4.50
Hacker HPI
£9.00
Koss Easylistener
£17.50
Koss EPS6A Electrostatic ..
£55.25
Koss ESP9 Electrostatic ..
£96.00
Koss HV I
A .. . .
£24.80
Koss HV I
LC
£28.00
Koss K2+2 Qudaraphone
£45.70
Koss K6
£12-95
Koss K6LC
[14.95
Koss K6LCQ Quadraphone
£27.15
Koss K7 ..
£9.70
Koss K7I IBlack ..
£11.75
Koss K0727B
£16•95
Koss K0747
£22-00
Koss K0747Q Quadraphone
£39.35
Koss KRD7Il
£10.90
Koss Phase 2 ( Sp. off.) ..
£38.20
Koss Phase 2+2 ..
£82.00
Koss PRO4AA
E29-50
Koss PROSLC
£32.35
Koss PROSQ Quadraphone
[42-10
Koss Technician VFR
£39.95
Pioneer SE205
£8-95
Pioneer 5E300
£15.00
Pioneer 5E305
£13.95
Pioneer SE500
£21.00
Pioneer SE505
£29.25
Pioneer 5E700
£35.00
Pioneer 5E0404 Quadraphonic ..
£21.75
Rank YX9002
£10.50
Rank YX9003 _
£6.00
Rotel RH430 ( Sp. off.) ..
£5•25
Rotel RH630 ( Sp. off.) ..
£7.90
Rotel RH700 ( Sp. off.)
£12.40
Sennheiser H0414
£15.95
Teleton SH500 ( Sp. off.) ..
£5.60
Wharfedale DD I
£13.30
Wharfedale Isodynamic
£22.30

•

TURNTABLES ( P/P LIAO) AND
ARMS ( P/P 50p)
Acos Lustre (Sp. off.) .. .. £26-60
Audio Technica ATIOOS Mk 2 .. £ 19 SO
Audio Technica AT1009 .. ..
ES3-00
SME 3009 5/2 Oct. Head (Sp. off.) £43-30
SME 3009 Fixed Head (Sp. off.) .. £ 39-50
Sugden SAU2 .. • .. £ 15.00
Transcriptors Fluid Arm .: .. £24-50
BSR BDS80 .. .. ..
E23 25
BSR BDS90 : . .. .. £28.00
BSR MP60 ( Sp. off.) ..
E1S-95
Garrard 401 ( Sp. off.) ..
ES9-95
G
d 6300 Autochanger £ 17 00
Garrard 86SB .. .. £37.00
G
d SP5 Mk 4 ( Sp. off.) £20.90
Goldring GL75 .. .. £40-00
Howland West HWI Teak
P.O.A.
Sugden BDI Chassis Kit .. £ 14.50
Thorens TDI25 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) £89.50
Thorens TX25 .. .. £9.80

•

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
Akai AP001
£65-00
Akai AP003 and ATI1
£88.00
BSR BDS80 Module Ex Cart. .. £32 00
BSR BDS90 Module Ex Cart. .. £ 37 50
BSR MP60 Module Ex Cart. ( Sp. off.) £24 75
Bush Arena R925 SP25/4 P & C G800
(Sp. off.)
..
.
£25 00
G
d Zero 100SB Module and CI £68 50
G
d 125SB Module and M75-6 £45.50
Garrard 865B Mk 2 Module and
M75-65M ( Sp. off.) .. £59•95
Garrard 8658 Module and M75-65M £ 55-00
G
d SP25 Mk 4 Module and
M75-65 ( Sp. off.)
£34 SO
Goldring 705 Plinth and Cover .. £ 19.40
Goldring G102 P & C
£37 40
Goldring GL72 P ex. C
£42.50
Goldring GL75P P & C ( Sp. off.) .. £5100
Goldring GL78 P & C
E69 50
Goldring GL85 P & C
£93 00
Goldring L65 P & C
£75 00
Goodmans 10100
E68 30
Japan Phono T601 P & C and 999REX
£46.00
Leak 2001 (Sp. off.)
£99.00
Leak Delta and Cartridge ( Sp. off.)
£58.00
Philips GA207 and GP2I3 ( Sp. off.)
£23•95
Philips GA2I2 ( Sp. off.) ..
£72.75
Pioneer PLI2D Mk 2 ..
£48.00
Pioneer PL I
5R
£56.00
Pioneer PL55X Direct Drive
£144-00
Pioneer PL7I Direct Drive
£159.50
Rank Domus BD2000 ( Sp. off.)
£42.50
Rotel RP10000
£64.50
Rotel RPI500 excl. Arm ..
£52-90
Rotel RPI500 with Arm ..
£59.50
Rotel RP2500
£71.75

166 St.1Mans Road,Watford,W024ALTeMatford 34644
Sound technical
advice by
qualified staff

BARCLAYCARD

ACCESS CARD

You may telephone
your order quoting
Access or
Barclaycard No.

AL
I&
Buy it with Access

HITACHI SDT 2690
Complete music centre with DOLBY
cassette

AKAI
AAI020 SYSTEM
Comprises Akai AAI 020 receiver, Rotel RPI500 module
with Shure M75ED cartridge
and two KEF Chorale spkrs.
OUR
PRICE

LW/MW/SW 6-station FM pre-set
tuner. Dolby cassette deck with CrO.,/
normal tape bias selection and digital
tape counter with pause and auto stop.
Two VU meters. Power output 25
watts RMS per channel. Single automatic record player with magnetic
cartridge.
Pair of 3-way speakers
featuring 8" bass, 3-,1" mid- range and
3-,1" tweeter.

£255

O
PR
UI
R
CE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 25%

Rotel RP3000 excl. Arm ( Sp. off.) . £ 78.00
Rotel RP3000 with Arm ..
05-00
Sansui SR2I2 inc. cartridge £ 59-72
Sansui SR212P
E56.00
Sansui SR525 Direct Drive
E122.50
Sansui SR7I7 Direct Drive £ 170-00
Sugden BD2 P & C and SAU2 ( Sp. off.) £40.00
Sugden BD3..
E82.00
Thorens TD I
25/2AB ( Sp. off.) .. £ 149.50
Thorens TD145 ( Sp. off.) ..
E98.00
Thorens TD160BC ( Sp. off.) .. £ 60.75
Thorens TDI60C ( Sp. off.) .. £ 4.90
Thorens TD165 ( Sp. off.)
E59.95
Thorens TD 166C
E67.75
Transcriptor Reference with Arm £ 156.00
Transcriptor Reference excl. Arm £ 129-00
Wharfedale Linton White ( Sp. off.) £ 30.00
Wharfedale W30 P & C and M44-7
(Sp. off.) .. .. £ 30.00

•

CARTRIDGES (P/P 20p)
ADC XLM Mk 2 ( Sp. off.)
Decca Deram Con. L Blue
Decca Deram Ellip. L Gold
Decca London Mk 5
Empire 999REX ( Sp. off.) ..
Empire 2000
Empire 2000/1
Empire 2000E
Empire 2000E/1
Empire 2000E/2
Empire 2000E/3
Goldring CS90
Goldring CS9IE
Goldring G850 ..
Ortofon MISE Super
Shure M44E ( Sp. off.) ..
Shure M55E ( Sp. off.) ..
Shure M75-65 ( Sp. off.) .
Shure M758 Type 2 ( Sp. off)
Shure M7SED Type 2 ( Sp. off.)
Shure M75E1 Type 2 ( Sp. off.)
Shure M95ED ( Sp. off.) ..
Shure M95E1 ( Sp. off.) ..
Shure M95G
Shure V IS Type 3 ..

£29.50
£5-40
ES- 60
£27-00
E7-90
£6-80
£10-70
L8-10
£10-70
£12-80
£13-70
£4-50
E7-00
£4-25
£36-00
E6-80
£7-80
£6-80
£9-40
£12-80
£11-60
L16-50
Ell- 75
£14-85
E39-95

£295

ROTEL

ROTEL

RX102 SYSTEM

RAI 52 SYSTEM

Comprises Rotel RX102 receiver, BSR MP60 module with
Empire 999 REX cartridge and
two excellent speakers.

OUR
PRICE £ 1 10

Comprises Rotel RX I
52 receiver, Garrard SP25 Mk 4
module with cartridge and two
excellent speakers.

OUR
PRICE

I
25

ROTEL
RX202 SYSTEM
Comprises Rotel RX202 receiver, Garrard SP25 Mk 4
module with cartridge and
two Linton 3XP speakers.

OUR
PRICE £ 170

EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE

•PORTABLE

RADIOS (
P/P 60p)
Hacker RP38A Hunter ..
C53 00
Hacker RP72 Sovereign ..
E60 00
Hacker RP72MB Sovereign 3 .
£46 00
Hacker RP74MB Black Knight .
£79 50
Hacker RP75MB Super Sovereign
f54.50
Hacker RP76MB Silver Knight
£48 00
ITT Golf Electronic
P.O.A.
Roberts R505
P.O.A.
Roberts R606
P.O.A.
Roberts R606MB
P.O.A.
Roberts R707
P.O.A.
Roberts Rambler
P.O.A.
Roberts RM40

•

CALCULATORS (inc. VAT at 8%)
(P/P 30p)
£10.50
Sinclair Cambridge ( Sp. off.)
Sinclair Cambridge Memory ( Sp
El 4-95
off.)
E10-95
Sinclair Oxford 100 ( Sp. off.)
E18-00
Sinclair Oxford 200
E27-00
Sinclair Oxford 300
£11-95
Sinclair Scientific ( Sp. off.)

ROTEL

ROTEL

PIONEER

RA4 I
2 SYSTEM

RX402 SYSTEM

SX434 SYSTEM

Comprises Rotel RA4I 2amplifier, Pioneer PL I
2D- I1 with
Shure M75ED cartridge and
two KEF Chorale speakers.

Comprises Rotel RX402 receiver, Rotel RPI500 module
with Shure M75ED cartridge
and two KEF Chora'e speakers

Comprises Pioneer SX434 receiver, Pioneer PL I
2D-11 with
Shure M75ED cartridge and
two Ditton 15 speakers.

OUR
PRICE

I
85

rli
tIRCE

£240

(Or £288 with Cadenzas.)

RCE
PRICE

£230

Shown above during a dayt:me session at WCWP are:
Mozer . . . Nancy Toran . . . William Epperhart . . . Joel
Boritz
Phi, Lebowitz . Michael A. Phillips.

. . Alan

William

J.

A. Feltman

A Prime Training Ground For
Broadcast Engineers of the Future
Finds aStanton Cartridge in Every Head
Not many college radio stations are as fortunate
as WCWP of the School of the Arts at the C. W.
Post Center, Brookville, L.I., in possessing such a
magnificent building and studios. But, college radio
stations all over the nation, in common with WCWP,
prefer Stanton cartridges for all their turntables.
WCWP has become a well known source for
radio stations in search of Broadcast Engineers,
for here the young trainees learn what they must
know in order to qualify for that position in a regular commercial station.
William J. Mozer, Director of WCWP, and an Engineer at WABC ( shown directly above standing in
the studio) says:
"We have never usea anything but Stanton Cartridges on all of our turntables. Currently, we are

outfitted with the 681 EE which meets our needs
both in terms of reliability and excellent sound
quality in on-the- air playback as well as in our production of transfers. We are looking forward to a
future step-up to the new Stanton 681 Triple- E".
Stanton is the choice of a great number of college radio stations, just as it is for the great majority of commercial broadcasters. That is because
Stanton cartridges are the Professional Standard
and possess outstanding ability to withstand rugged handling without sacrifice of audio quality.
Their excellence and reliability assure the highest
quality sound with minimum maintenance.
Whether your usage involves Broadcasting or
Home entertainment, enjoy professional audio
quality with Stanton products.

s
-raNTon

United Kingdom — Wilmex, Ltd. — Compton House — New Malden, Surrey KT34DE — Tel. 01-949 2545
Belgium- Luxemburg - ETN. De Greet
Steenweg OP Alsernmerg 367 —
I180 Brussel — Tel. 02/345.39.18
Denmark — Hagen Cresen — N. Y. SPErldvei 28 — 3050 Humlebaelr — Tel. ( 03) 19 14 47
France — Delta Magnetics — 37. rue de l'arree gantier — 78 Orgeval — Tel. 975.86.85
Germany ( West) — Bales GmbH
8345 Iseen.ng b. Munclser — Oskar-Messter-Strasse 15 —
Tel ( 089) 96991
Holland — Audiosaript By — Nieuw — LooscPechtsedijs 107 — Loosdtecht — Tel ( 021581 37 G6
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Italy — Societe Italiana Talecomunicazioni Siemens s.p.a. — 20149 Milani, p. le
Zavattati 12 — Tel. 43 88
Norway — J. M. Felting A/S — Nils Hansens vei 7 — Oslo 6 — Tel. (02) 68 63 60
Spain — Mabel SDAD. LTDA. — Ripon«. 84 — Barcelona — Tel. 236 4000
Sweden — ELFA — Radio d Television AB — S-17 117 So'na, Sweden — Tel. 08/730 0700
Switzerland — REVOX AG. — 8105 Flegensdorf. Ela SA 1025 St-Sulpice — 161.021/34 48 15

Ibrue
PMINIT

... ahigh-fideFity system will reproduce sound
only as accurately as is permitted by the 'weakest link in the
chain'. Of any installation the loudspeakers constitute probably
the most important and certainly the most subjective element.
Whatever your associated equipment, your taste in music,
your programme sources, your preferred sound levels or the
characteristics of your listening- room, specialist loudspeakers
will appreciably enhance your investment.

(AllniVAL

The products of Mordaunt-Short Ltd. are manufactured to the
traditional standards of British craftsmanship, have been selected for
the Design Council Index and enjoy an enviable reputation throughout the
wor Id. Affording exceptional power-hánctling, high efficiency and exemplary
'musicality', the MS CARNIVAL, MS FESTIVAL and MS PAGEANT are
high performance instruments to be used to advantage either with ' music centres'.
or with 'separates' of virtually any power rating. And they represent
outstanding value for money.
Have them demonstrated to you by any authoritative Dealer. You'll find
we're speaking truthfully.
MS CARNIVAL

MS FESTIVAL

MS PAGEANT

Type of Enclosure

Infinite Baffle

Drive Units

165mm paper cone bass unit
68mm paper cone tweeter

Resistively loaded reflex
208mm MS DSB 208 bass/mid unit
38mm fabric dome tweçter

Frequency response

60-18,000 Hz
75-16,000 Hz L 4dB
8ohms nominal
18V r.m.s. (40 watts)

Infinite Baffle
208mm MS DSB 208 bass/mid unit
68mm paper cone tweeter
50-18,000 Hz
60-16,000 Hz t 4dI3

Impedance
Continuous Programme Rating
Amplifier Power Compatibility

10-80 watts per channel

8ohms nominal
19V r.m.s. (45 watts)
10-90 watts per channel

Sensitivity for 96 dB at 1metre
Maximum Sound Pressure Level
Total Harmonic Distortion
(rel. to 96 dB nominal S.P.L.)

8V r.m.s. (8watts)
107 dB
below 1% 500-18,000 Hz.
below 5% 100- 500 Hz

6.9V r.m.s. ( 6watts)

Dividing Frequency

2500 Hz
400mm x241mm x145mne
(153Sin x91Sin x5Km)
£52.00 perpair (excl. VAT)

2,500 Hz
454mm x279mm x 185mm
(17ttin x 11in x7%m)

Dimensions
(Height xWidth xDepth)
Recommended Retail Price (U.K.)

109 dB
below 1% 300-18;000 Hz
below 3% 90-300 Hz

£63.00 per pair (excL VAT)

40-20,000 Hz
55-18,000 Hz 113 dig
8ohms nominal
20V r.m.s. (50 watts)
15-100 watts per channel
6.5V r.m.s. ( 5.3 watts)
110dB
below 1% 200-20,000 Hz
below 2% 80-200 Hz
3,500 Hz
533mm x330mm x230mm
(21in x13M xgin)
£110.00 per pair((excl. VAT)

To receue mmedatetyluO..dorrraton and the name and address ot the
Shaclusts reams, to you. obease complete tilts coupon and return rt to us Oxeo?

Mordaunt-Short Ltd

I Name

High- Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems

I Address

Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hants. GU31 588.
Telephone: Rogate ( S.T.D. 073 080) 721-2

L

I
I
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JUIDIOTRONIC
ONLY FROM

LAprifif;

The ACD 770D Stereo Cassette
Deck. Plus Dolby, minus £80!
“We have no hesitation whatsoever in thoroughly
recommending the Audiotronic ACD 7700" ... Cassettes and
Cartridges Magazine, December 1975. What more can we say?
At Last. ACassette Deck incorporating the world-famous Dolby
Noise Reduction System at arealistic price. Only Audiotronic
(a brand exclusive to Laskys)could offer such incredible value
for money. The ACD 770D ( like the highly- successful ACD 660)
features normal and Cr0 2 tape capability with excellent
frequency response (40-12,000 Hz with normal and 40-16,000
Hz with Cr0 2)wow and flutter only 0.2%, distortion 3% and
with Dolby, in asignal to noise ratio of 57 db ! Other featu res
include twin Vu meters, headphone jack, DIN and phono input
and output sockets, microphone sockets, finished in black,
brushed aluminium, and teak.
pip& Ins
£1.65

ACD 660 CASSETTE DECK The success of this cassette deck even surprised
us ! Here are just some of the features which make the 660 agreat unit;
frequency response 40-12,000 Hz with normal tape and 40-16,000 Hz with Cr0 2
tape; signal to noise ratio -45 db and aswitchable noise limiter which cuts
noise by - 6db at 10 kHz ; wow flutter 0.2% distortion 3%; twin Vu meters,
program counter, headphone socket.
p/p & Ins £ 1.65

LENCO L60 BELT- DRIVE TURNTABLE Swiss precision engineering plus
Audiotronic built-in value make this brand-new belt- drive turntable abeautiful
buy ! Features include: Two speeds - 3n and 45 r.p.m. Drift ± 1%. Wow and
flutter according to DIN 45507, 0.08%. Rumble accordingto DIN 45539 -60 dB.
Stylus pressure: 0.5-5 GR with counterweight. Tracking error: max. at radius
6cm+0.580 Diameter:12" (300 mm). Weight: 1.2 kg. Anti-skatin
bias compensation Range: Spherical 0-3 GR Elliptical, 0-5 GR.
p/p & Ins f1.65

174

£49.95

LA4000X AMPLIFIER
Here's the big one from
Audiotronic: 40+ 40 watts
rms into 8ohms, at 0.4%
harmonic distortion, and a
frequency response of
5-70,000 Hz ± 1db.
Outputs for 2pairs of speakers
and tape, high and low filters
microphone input and
level control, 20 db
attentuation switch on
the volume control, and slider
balance control for quick
visualization.

LT1700X TUNER
Incorporating FET's and IC's for extra
sensitivity, the 1700X has inter- station muting,
better than 30 db stereo separation at 100 Hz, a
frequency response of 20- 15,000 Hz ,t 1.5 db and an oh) & ins £ 1.65
FM band of 88 - 108 MHz (2.5 uV) and an AM band of •
536-1,600 kHz (25 uV).

HEADPHONES
LSH 20 - light, comfortable, with
individual volume controls and
mono/stereo switch,
freq 40 - 19,000 Hz,
8ohms.
LSH 30 - more great value with
tone and volume controls,
mono/stereo switch, f
req
30 - 20,000 Hz, 8ohms.

LA1700X AMPLIFIER
Fine value- for- money specifications
from Audiotronic - output power a
big 17+ 17 watts rms into 8ohms
and afrequency response of 20 50,000 Hz ± db with 0.8% harmonic
distortion at rated output. Plusall
the inputs, outputs and features outputs for 2pairs
of speakers you'll
ever need.

411 • • •

Lasky: price £10.50

LSH 40 - atwo-way speaker
system for each ear reproduces
freq 20 - 20,000 Hz, in finedetail,
8ohms.
Lasky' price £12.95

LSH 80- high- quality
stereophones, featuring
individual volume controls,
freq 20 - 20,000 Hz, 8ohms.
Laskys price £14.50

LSH 100 - open-air type.
Freq 20 - 22,000 Hz. 8ohms.
Laskys price £14.95
Ph) & ins on all models £ 1.10

LR1200X RECEIVER
Tuner and amplifier in onesmart, convenient
unit : output power 12+ 12 watts rms into
8ohms and at less than 0.8% harmonic
distortion, with afrequency response of
20 - 40,000 Hz
1.5 db. The tuner section
gives an FM band of 88 - 108 MHZ (2.5 uV)
and AM band of 535 - 1,605 kHz (25 uV).
Slider controls for volume, balance, treble
and bass, make the LR1200X
one of the most convenient units
ever built.
pip & Ins £ 1.65

111

cîk
•
11111L.U: :
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LR2500X RECEIVER
Less than 0.5% harmonic distortion at rated
output in this superb unit, with 22.5 watts
rms per channel into 8ohms, afrequency
response of 20 - 40,000 Hz ± Idb. The tuner
Dusan FM band of 88-108 MHz ( 1.8 uV)
and an AM band of 535-1,605 kHz (20 uV).
11 • ule I> • •
Slider controls for volume, balance, treble,
and bass, outputs for 2pairs of speakers and
tape, all this adds up to the best
asY'
for the money f
rom
£9996
Audiotronic.
Ammiummumok
p & ins £1.65

LONDON 481 Oxford Street, Wl. 01-4938641
10 Tottenham Court Road, WI. 01-637 2232
33 Tottenham Court Road, Wl. 01-6362605
42 Tottenham Court Road, Wl. 01-6360845
257 Tottenham Court Road, Wl. 01-5800670
3Lisle Street, WC2. 01-437 8204
118 Edgware Road, W2. 01-723 9789
193 Edgvdare Road,W2. 01-723 6211
311 Edgware Road, W2. 01-2620387
346 Edgware Road, W2. 01-7234453
382 Edgware Road, W2. 01-7234194
109 Fleet Street, EC4. 01-3535812
152 Fleet Street, EC4. 01-3532833
BIRMINGHAM 116 Corporation St. 2363503
BRISTOL 16-18-20 Penetreet. 20421
CHATHAM The Pentagon Centre. 407104
CROYDON 1046 Whitgift Centre. 6813027
DARTFORD The Arndale Centre. 32 73481
KINGSTON 38,40 Eden Street. 5461271
LEICESTER 45 Market Place. 537678
LEWISHAM 29 Riverdale, TheCentre. 3182297

NORTHAMPTON 78 Abington St. 353753
NOTTINGHAM 5-7 Lower Parliament St. 48987
OXFORD 16 Westgate Centre. 722870
READING 6Friars Walk, Friar St. 595459
RICHMOND 32 Hill Street. 9481441
ROMFORD 86 South Street. 20218
SOUTHEND 205/206Churchill West. 612241
SLOUGH 65 Queensmere Centre. 7524401
SWINDON 12 Brunel Plaza.
TUNBRIDGE WELLS 5357 Camden Rd. 23242
WOLVERHAMPTON 30 Wulf rum Way. 23384
All branches open 6full days aweek.

Check branches for late shopping times.

Welcome

BARCLAYCARD

Access & Barclaycard welcome

pip & ins 35p

AMC 50E:
Stereo Magnetic
Cartridge - Made for
Audiotronic by SHURE of
USA, so you know it's the
best quality - frequency
response 20 - 20,000 Hz
output voltage 6,6 mv,
compliance 15 x
10- 6corn/dyne,
tracking weight %
to 2grammes.
Stylus is an elliptical diamond
0.0007" x0.002".

AMC 70ED Stereo Magnetic Cartridge- asuperb new
Audiotronic cartridge made for us by SHURE, the
AMC 70ED tracks at % - 1
/ grammes for afrequency
2
1
response of 20- 20,000 Hz with 25 db separation at 1
kHz, output 5mV, with a0.0007" x0.0002" elliptical
diamond stylus- trackability at 1gramme:
400 Hz 22 cm/sec, 1kHz 33 cm/sec, 5kHz
28cm/sec, 10 kHz 19cm/sec.
All prices
Laskys price £ 12.20
M

p/p & ins 35p

include VAT.

MIR WM MI Mal MU MM

Laskys services make sense in so F MI MI MI
many ways. Friendly advice without •
m To: Laskys Customer Service
obligation in our stores, by post orThe Division, Audiotronic House,
.11
by phone. Full guarantees and a
6 I Hyde, Hendon, London NW9
year's free servicing ( except styli°.
Overseas export service.
I
Barclaycard and Access. All this
I
and terrific value! Telephone:
I
01-200 1321. Mail orders to: Laskys I
Customer Service Division,
Audiotronic House, The Hyde,
Hendon, London NW9 6JJ.
All puces correct at time of going to press E & 0E.

FRE
E!
Send for our complete catalogue absolutely FREE!
Name .
Address
HFN 2
MI MI MI MI Mal UM MI MI
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SEXTON
;reef/9eFEBRUARY

RI N

LOTS OF
NEW YEAR BARGAINS

MINIMUM
DISCOUNT

25%,

ON ALL EQUIPMENT IN STOCK
INCLUDING DOMESTIC ITEMS:- IRONS • TOASTERS
PHILIPS

KENWOOD

HOOVER

SUNBEAM

KETTLES
RONSON

With more than a decade of hi-fi
experience. Sextons can cater for your
requirements. All items are guaranteed
for twelve months— Parts and Labour!
Service is excellent; fully qualified
engineers maintain equipment on the
premises, thereby giving customers a
speedy turn- a- round.
Come to Sextons Super Sale now —
you'll like the prices and the service
that goes with it.

J. E. SEXTONS LTD.

SONY

JVC

HITACHI

GRUNDIG

SANYO

WHARFEDALE

GARRARD

KEF

PHILIPS

NATIONAL

HACKER

GOODMANS

AKAI

TRIO

TELETON

FIDELITY

PIONEER

SHURE

QUAD

BUSH

LEAK

ITT/KB

TECHNICS

AMSTRAD

SANSUI

CROWN

CELESTION SHARP ETC.

160/164 GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.1. TELEPHONE: 01-837 0227
BRANCHES ALSO AT
23 YORK ROAD, WATERLOO, LONDON, S.E.1. TELEPHONE: 01-928 6842

Hours

9am - 6pm Mon- Fri

WAREHOUSE ONLY Sat 9am - 1pm
Hours

37 BEDFORD PLACE, SOUTHAMPTON, HAMPSHIRE. TELEPHONE: ( 0703) 28434
176

9 30 am - 6pm Mon- Fri
Hours

9am - 6pm Mon- Sat

Bib Best for record and tape care
Record Care
GROOV-KLEEN
automatic record cleaners
ALL GROOV-KLEENS remove and collect dust
whilst records are played. Improve reproduction
and reduce record and stylus wear. Models 2000,
42, 50 and 60 have arm- rests and counterweights
to ensure lightweight tracking and operate silently.
Quick and simple to fit.

Model 2000

This latest Bib advance in automatic record cleaning has it all- efficiency, beautiful
styling and chrome finish. A separate roller and
stylus cleaning brush is provided, plus spare velvet
roller, self adhesive base pad and tracking brush.
Des. Reg. App. No. 967842
£2.94

Model 2000L

This model has all the features of
the Model 2000 but the over-all size of the base is
reduced to suit low turntables.
£2.94

Model 42 Finished in chrome, bright anodised
aluminium and shiny black.
£1.99
Model 50
Finished in white and matt black.

£1.17

Model 60

£1.86

All chrome finish.

Model 45
AUTO- CHANGER GROOV-KLEEN
Finished in chrome- fits most units with flat top
cartridge housings. Adaptor available forZero 100.
Velvet and stylus cleaning brush included.
Pat. No.13617321.06
Reg. Des. No. 958457

Model 60

Golden Record Care Kit
Complete maintenance outfit for record
lovers and clean- sound fanatics.
Attractive presentation pack makes
ideal gift. Includes latest de luxe
Model 2000 GROOV-KLEEN plus
roller cleaning brush and spares,
calibrated Stylus Balance, Record Dust- Off
with cover, Record Handler, Stylus Inspection
Mirror and Stylus Cleaner fluid
and brush in container. REF 79 £6.63

Record
Dust- Off with cover
Velvet pad gently collects and removes
dust from delicate grooves. Reduces
record and stylus wear. Can be used dry
or moist.

Cassette
Care G``

Ideal gift. Contains Head Cleaner,
Salvage Cassette Re- Record Kit,
Editing and Joining Kit.

Very simple and easy to use. The BIB
cassette fast winder enables you to
wind tape in one cassette whilst you
are listening to another cassette. If
you have abattery recorder, always
use the Fast Winder to save the high
batterycortsumpticin when fast
winding. It winds aC.90 cassette in
60 seconds- faster than most
recorders. Patent Pending.

REF 51

REF 78

Care Kit

£4.00

Other items include
Ref
Cassette Tape Recorder
Care Kit
Salvage Cassette
Cassette Case ( holds 12)
Luxury Cassette Carrying
Case ( holds 30)
Cassette Wallet ( holds 6)
Cassette Tray ( holds 10)
Cassette Re- Record Kit
Cassette Containers ( 2)

Price

26A £2.98
29A
48p
34 £1.99
37 £3.89
39 £1.10
52A
58p
54
86p
55
32p

71p

Hi Fi
Stereo
Test Cassette
How to get the best Stereo and
Mono reproductior and recording.
Devised by BIB, recorded by Decca.
Plays for 50 minutes.

Cassette Fast Hand Winder

Cassette

REF 71

REF 53

Enables cassette
tapes to be edited
and joined quickly
and easily. Kit
includes 1
2 " ( 3.2mm) Splicer,
/
Precision Cutters, Tape Piercer,
Cassette and Cootainer Labels,
Splicing Tape, Tape Winders and
Instruction Leaflet.

£1.06

Cassette Index Cards ( 10) 61
Cassette Head Cleaner
(liquid)
62
De luxe Cassette Storage
Rack ( holds 30)
65
Cassette Rota Rack
(holds 40)
73
Cassette Title & Container
Labels ( 20 & 10)
83
Cassette Album ( holds 12) 85
Cassette Cabinet
(holds 30)
86

28p
60p

£4.26
39p
£3.02
£7.13

Prices shown are recommended retail including VAT. Prices correct at time of going to
press. Available from all good Audio shops or send direct. Add 25p p&p on orders up to
£3.00. £ 3.00 to £ 5.00 send 40p p&p. Over£5.00 send 60p p&p. Write for fully illustrated
colour catalogue.

Bib Hi Fi Accessories Limited,

HFN 2176

ten
-- Ma

£5.18
'911

Other items include

Ref

Stylus Balance
Turntable Levelling Kit
Stylus and Turntable
Cleaning Kit
I
ndexa Record

32A £ 1.60
49 £3.00
70
71 p

REF 24 £1.99

75

Price

£1.62

Cassette
Head Cleaner
For all cassette machines. Removes
oxide and dirt from heads in one quick
operation. Packed in
plastic ' library' case. REF 31 75p

IA" Tape Care

£2.60

Cassette
Editing Kit

£

Tape Head
Cleaning Kit
Non-Flam cleaner, 4 head
tools. 5 sticks and cloth in ,
wallet. Recommended by Ferrograph,
Revox and Tandberg. REF J
90p
Other items include
i" Tape Splicer
Tape Editing Kit
Splicing Tape on plastic
dispenser

Hi Fi Maintenance
Hi -Fi Stereo Hints & Tips
3rd enlarged edition, completely revised. " How
to make the most of your equipment" by John
Borwick,B.S.C.,Technical Editorof"Gramophone
56 pagesof information, 57 invaluablereference
chartsand illustrationsfor Hi Fi enthusiasts.
VAT exempt.
REF 56
48p

Ref Price
20 £145
23 £194
33

41p

Other items include

Ref
Hi Fi Cable and Flex
1:1.2
Tidies ( 5)
Wire Stripper and
Cutter
9
Hi Fi Solder Dispenser 27
Anti- Static Liquid
69

Price
37p
£.1.08
43p
26p

PO Box No. 78, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 4RH Tel: 6129 .

Choose from the Best
Sugden A48 Amp. ...
Fons CQ30 -I- SME and
Stanton 681 EEE
Kef 104:

£126.25
£183.01
£206.26

System Price

£515.52

Yamaha CA 1000 Amp ...

£337.43

Transcriptors Reference -ISME, Pickering XV15 1200E
Gale 401A Speakers ....

£236.89
£287.50

System Price £861.82

Revox A722/A720

£1068.75

Technics SL 110 inc.
Pickering 4500 Q

£324.21

Monitor Audio MA3
inc. stands ...

£365.90

System Price

Harman Kardon Citation
11 & 12 ....
13 Tuner JBL L200 ...
Linn Sondek LP 12
Supex F9E
System Price

Franchise

agents

for:

TRIO,

GALE,

HARMAN-KARDON,

SCAN-DYNA,

LINN

SONDEK,

SME,

KEF,

£1758.86

£895.00
£1237.50
£238.12
£2370.62

JBL,

TRANSCRIPTORS, KLM, YAMAHA, NAKAMICHI, OMAL, AIWA, HARRISON, MONITOR AUDIO, SUGDEN,
REVOX, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, LUXOR, CELESTION, STANTON, GRACE, ZEROSTAT, PICKERING, KOSS, SAE,
ARMSTRONG, NEAL and many others.
CHOOSE FROM

VICKERSHI•Fl

24 Gillygate,
York.
Tel: 0904 29659

VICKERSHFR
43 Princegate,
Waterdale Centre,
Doncaster.
Tel: 0302 63806

YORKSHIRE'S REVOX CENTRES
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THE AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Specialists for AMCRON • B.G.W. • DENON • DUAL • KEF • LECSON • MONITOR AUDIO • NAKAMICHI
NEAL • PHASE LINEAR • QUAD • REVOX • SME • SPENDOR • SUGDEN • TECHNICS • AND MANY OTHERS

Audio Tin store demonstrations of tending British manufoclurers
The first part of February to be held solely for the
Quad 405 Amplifier and the later part of the month
for the Sugden PSI Mono/Stereo Power Amplifier and
the C5I Control Unit. These demonstrations will be
by appointment only, but do not put you under any
obligation to buy. The demonstrations will be carried
out and conducted to your own requirements, why
not bring along your own programme material to
judge the qualities of the equipment on demonstration
against your own existing units. Hurry as we cannot
guarantee to fit everybody into the periods during
which the demonstrations will take place.

QUAD 405
AMPLIFIER

SUGOO.

t CO

is a two channel power amplifier primarily intended for use in
high quality sound reproducing systems. The amplifier is usually
used with the Quad 33 control unit though other signal sources
can be readily accommodated. The 405 carries no controls and
may be mounted out of sight in acabinet or any other convenient
location and measures only 13-6" wide x 7.8" deep x4.6" high.
The amplifier uses a current dumping output circuit, a Quad
invention which eliminates many of the problems associated with
transistor amplifiers.

LID

OACIMEATON

Full specification details will be made available during times of
demonstration unless previously requested.

SUGDEN P51

AMPLIFIER

•

A mono or stereo power amplifier with 21 transistors and
20 diodes. Input 500 mV 300 K. Output 50 W RMS into 8 or
4ohms, or with mono connection 100 W into 8ohms. Mono/
Stereo Switch. This neat compact unit measuring only 11.5"x
5-5"x 9.8" is finished in embossed PVC with matt PVC facing on
aluminium panel. Full details can be obtained at tine of demonstration.
Send now for Monthly Bargain Clearance list of a full range of Hi Fi
equipment by enclosing Stamped Addressed Envelope.
Audio T for the personal devotion on your specific Hi -Fi
queries and backed
service facilities.

by

comprehensive

after

sales

and

SUGDEN C51
CONTROL UNIT
Transistorised stero control unit designed for use with the P51
power amplifier. Inputs:— Radio, tape and aux. Controls: bass,
treble, volume, balance for 180 rotation fade out at full rotation.
Rumble filter, treble filter, treble 'liter slope
Pushbutton
selection of inputs and operating mode. Power obtained from
P51 amplifier. Size 11"x 3.5"x 7" and finished in astyle to match
the P51 amplifier.
See our advert in the next issue for details on the next in store
demonstrations to be run during March.

190 WEST END LANE, LONDON NW6 1SO
TEL. 01-794 7848
OPEN:TUES.

FRI. 11.00

7.00. SAT. 10.00

5.00

• DIRECT AND PERSONAL EXPORT • COMPREHENSIVE AFTER SALES SERVICE • DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
• FULL TESTING AND SERVICE FACILITIES • ACCESS — BARCLAYCARD • CREDIT SALE FACILITIES N.B. CALLERS ONLY
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C011iblril audio products

Electroduster

is essential for your records because:

it completely removes and
deposits any dust or dirt
right away from the record
A pad of soft but firm fibres
traverses the record, lifting
dust and dirt right out of
the record groove where it
is picked up by an endless,
statically charged belt,
driven by the turntable. It
is then deposited onto a
separate felt pad.
Airborne dust settling on a
record while it is playing is
instantly picked up and
removed before it can get
into the record groove and
cause those nasty ' clicks'
and ' pops' that so often spoil
the enjoyment of your records
and damage your styli.

The Electroduster is hinged and lifts
up to facilitate record replacement.
See the the Electroduster now at all good Hi Fi and Record
stores or send S.A.E. for catalogue of full range of accessories.

EM- 1l__J

1=1 I
-

1I

=

Musonic Limited, Head Office: 34-38, Verulam Road,
St. Albans, Herts. AL3 4DF.
Telephone: St. Albans 50611-2 Telex 28675
Factory: Whitewalls Industrial Estate, Edward St.
Nelson, Lancs. 8E39 8TD.
Telephone: Nelson 692299 Telex 635256

5rruns from
.eflOXFORD
%;.7- CIRCUS

• • • to sell Top Quality Cassettes at Lowest ekes!
We're going to town by selling brand name cassettes at prices never before encountered in the West End. If you are unable to call our special mail order service is available.

maxell,
Super Ferro
Low Noise
Dyn. ( SFD)
C.60 £0.39
C.60 £0.56
CAO £0.54
C.90 £0.72
C.120 £0.79
C.120 £1.00
Chromium Dioxide
C.60 £0.71
C.90 £0.94
C.120 £1.33

BASF
LH
C.60 £0.49
C.90 £0.65
C.120 £0.89
CrO, ( Chrom
C.60
C.90
C.120

Super Low Noise, Ultra
Dynamic and NEW UD XL
PRICES ON APPLICATION

MRX2
C.60 £066
C.90 £085
C.120 £119

Cr0
C.60 £0.84
C.90 £1.18

ACCESSORIES
Sony Cassette Bulk Eraser
A tremendous time saving
accessory. Erase your cassettes in
seconds- merely pass the complete cassette through the eraser
to wipe clean for re- use. Only
11" W X 4 L x 4,,‘" D. Requires no power to operate. A
unique product-we know of no
other equivalent product on the
market today.
ONLY £ 12.95

PHILIPS
Low Noise
Hi- Ferro
Ferro Low
Super
Noise
C.60 £0.55
C.60 £0.42
C.90 £0.69
C.90 £0.58
C.120 £0.93
C.120 £0.79

)111
4
/

TDK
Hi -Fi Quality 100% British
Low Noise
C.60 £0.40
C.90 £0.55
C.120 £0.75
Maxima Cobalt Active
C.60 £0.59
C.90 £0.89

Ampex Head CI
Demagnetizer
Cleans and demagnetises heads
and guides simultaneously. Fully
automatic-no power required.
Fits into your machine just like a
cassette.
Low Noise
List Price £2.95. OUR PRICE
C.60K £0.41
£1.99
COOK £0.57
BASF Cassette Rack
C.120K £0.74
Interlocks horizontally and verti- Chromium
cally; can be wall mounted or
free standing. Each module holds Dioxide
C.60CR £0.89
4cassettes.
C.90CR £1.21
ONLY 25p each

SONY
HF High
Fregue icy
C.60HF £/. 60
C.90HF £0.79
C.120HF £0.93
Ferro Chrom.
C.60FEFR
£1.00

Super SM
C.60 £0.69
COO £0.89
C.120 £1.20
um Dioxide)
£0.99
CrO. ( Chrome)
£1.25
C.60 £0.89
CAO £1.14
£1.65
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. POSTAGE 30p. PRICES AVAILABLE UNTIL FEB. 29th. AFTER THIS DATE PLEASE ENWIRE.

Dynamic
C.60 £0.52
C.90 £0.75
C.120 £0.99
Super Dynamic
C.60 £0.68
C.90 £0.93
C.120 £1.31
Extra Dynamic
C.60 £0.93
C.90 £1.31
CrO, ( Chrome)
C.60 £1.01
C.90 £1.43
Super Avilyn
SAC.60 £1.13
SAC.90 P.O.A.

TOP TAPE ( DEPTC:3) 48 WIGMORE STREET, LONDON,W.1 ( Entrance Welbeck St.)
Telephone: 01 - 486 8262

T

FULL INFORMATION
ON ADVERTISING IN

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW
Telephone

Hours: 9.30-5.30 Mon- Sat

CAUTION In view of the
light weight
and extreme comfort
of Howland-West
'Wafer lite'
headphones you
may forget that you
are wearing them please check from
time to time.
hodation to their wearabbty you Iprobably uç
theysound better thcn ony eurip1.!eyouve
ever head Around £18 plusVAT
Howland -West Ltd.,

01-686 2599

3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ
Tel: 01-609 02931415.

and ask to speak to
DOUGLAS SHUARD
Advertisement Manager
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Southern
Audio -t- al1-411 PRD
Services
43, High Street, Kingston- on-Thames,
Surrey.Te1:01-549 3194(3Iines)

MAIN
AGENTS
FOR LONDON & SURREY
CONTINUOUS
4 CHANNEL
Demonstrations
AT BOTH
SHOPS
PLUS
JVC 4VR
COMPLETE JVC
5456 Cleanest 4- channel
STUDIO AT
receiver on the market!
HI- Fl PRO
JVC JM-S1000
Stereo Power
Amplifier

22-24 Buckingham Palace Road,
London SW1W OQP.
Tel:01-834 938 2 /
3

FANTASTIC SALE
Powerhouse equipment at amazing reductions

SOME EVEN BELOW
TRADE PRICES
BOSE
DYNACO
B & 0
AKAI
TEAC
LUX
MAJOR
SANSUI
BRAUN

WE ARE THE ONLY
SHOPS WHERE YOU
CAN OBTAIN THESE
MODELS FROM STOCK

JVC JP- V1000
4- Channel
Preamplifier
JVC 310 SYSTEM

Comprising the
JL-A1 Turntable,
the JA- S310
Integrated Stereo
Amplifier and the
JT-V310 FM AM
Stereo Tuner.

• 'ILYSIltiat
New from--.- '
JVC-Model CD- 1635.
A Professional Cassette Portable with
AN RS .All JVC Prices on Appin
e?

Visit our bargain
corner NOW

MAIN AGENTS FOR

ADC • Armstrong •
Akai • Aiwa •
Accuphase•AEL•
Acos • B&O* • Braun•
B&W. Cambridge
Audio•Celest ion UL
Celestion Ditton •
ESS•IMF.McIntosh•
KEF•Marantz• Stax •
ER A. Sta ntorr
Tannor Sherwood.
Dokorder Fuji Tapes.
*From Ht-Fi Pro only
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ESS
ROTEL
SUPERSCOPE
SHERWOOD

Scan-Dyna• Dual
Trio•Sansui•
Mordaunt-Short •
Omal•WAR• SME •
Tec hnic s•National.
Sony. Denon • LuxFerrograph • Revox
Harman Ka rdon•
IBL• JVC • Major
Leak. Goodmans.
Toshiba • Onkyo
Koss •

For Personal Export, contact
Ling: 01-549 3960.

Mrs.

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

DINERS CLUB` %s

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 9p per word ( private), minimum
£1•35. Box Nos. 30p extra. Trade rates 12p per word, minimum LIBO. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in MARCH 1976 issue must reach these offices by 28th January addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.

Badger Sound
Services Limited

Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record
Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the
outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.
New
MC1741SCG
IC's-£ l.60
each- 20p
p.p.
T. Harris, 34B Stag Hill Court, University of Surrey,
Guildford, Surrey.

FOR SALE- private
Why buy used equipment? Our new prices are often as
low. All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported world-wide at unbelievable savings. The Sound
Affair, 364 Mission Court, St. Louis, MP 63130, U.S.A.
Sony stereo cassette recorder TC 129, mint, boxed, £ 70.
Monro, 46 Davenham Road, Formby, Liverpool.
Tel.: 72738 (07048).
Amcron IC 150/0150 power pre-amp. Three months
old. Perfect condition.
Makers boxes. £450 o.n.o.
Apply-KuIke, 66 St. Paul's Avenue, Barry, S. Glamorgan. Tel.: Barry 740654.
Armstrong 625, 10 months old, approx. £ 120.
quadro. Tel.: Went Valley 259.

Going

Pair Celestion Ditton 15 speakers. Teak. £ 55 o.n.o.
Will deliver within reasonable distance. Tel.: 051-6772880.
Revox 1102 Mk III N.A.B. 10!,, in. reels-£295.
Q.E.D. tape switching unit-£ 10. Tel.: Rhyl 570708.
HK1000 cassette unit for sale, new and unused, £ 180.
New Thorens TPI6 arm with Shure M75ED2, £25.
Tel.: 051-728-8321.
AR3a speakers-£ 150 pair. Latest Teak Cabinets. Any
trial, perfect. Garrard 301 motor-£ 15. Tel.: 01-467 5302.
Hi-fi News January 1966 to December 1975
October 1971. Offers. Tel.: Guildford 61521.

Enthusiast's no expense spared system for sale owing to
posting overseas: Bose 901(11) speaker system complete
with pedestal stands £ 360. Kensonic Accuphase E202
integrated amplifier £ 300. Technics RS676US front
loading cassette deck £ 170. SME 2000 teak plinth
complete with Garrard 401 SME 3009 5/2 arm and
ADC XLM cartridge £ 150. All above purchased new
and ( with exception of turntable system) less than nine
months use. Telephone 01-346 8993.
2 Tannoy 3LZ II speakers. As new £67. Gladly
demonstrate. David Osborn. Tel.: Chislehurst 01-857
3925 evenings.
Pair of I.M.F. Domestic Monitors.
Immaculate
condition.
Will demonstrate. £200.
Wilkinson, 13
Wilbraham Road, Weaverham, Northwich, Cheshire.
Tel.: Weaverham 3222.
Revox A77 1104 Mk Il plus 40,000 ft of tape, £260.
Technics RS 676 cassette tape deck, £225. Sony 5000F
FM stereo tuner, £ 150. Ortofon MISE Super in ultra-light
headshell, £20. ADC XLM in ultra-light headshell, £ 15.
KEF CODA loudspeakers, £45 per pair. All prices o.n.o.
Please phone (0799) 27985 (evenings and weekends).

less

Ferrograph F307 Mark Iamplifier-£40 o.n.o. Ferrograph 724P 1- track tape recorder-£220 o.n.o. P. Ellis,
8 Moorfield Drive, Oakworth. Keighley, BD22 7EX.
Stanton 681EEE cartridge.
Tel.: Woodbridge 3118.

12 books by G. A. Briggs. 26 BBC Engineering Monographs. IBBC Engineering 1922-1972 and other books.
I 13200. I HE 1300 Mk 2 1.511-all new. Studio Sound
June 1970 to August 1974, offers please, Box no. 2485.

Brand new. Unused. £24.

Connoisseur BD1, SME improved and V15 Ill on
baseboard with plastic cover. Immaculate. £60. Tel.:
Maidenhead 34192.
KEF Ref 104 speakers, walnut, mint and boxed. Partexchange, similar MA7's or £ 150. Wilson, 271 Clifton
Drive, St. Annes. Tel.: St. Annes 723757.
Thorens TD 150 (armless) in solid home-made plinth
with perspex hinged lid. Arm mounting board cut for
S.M.E. £25. Could deliver London area. Tel.: 089226807 ( Kent).
Keith Monks Mk III transcription arm. Bargain, £ 18.
ADC XLM Superb-£ 14. Ring Prestbury (Cheshire)
49229.
Neal 102 cassette deck, dust cover. One year oldsounds superb! Comes with 60 assorted blank cassettes,
some never used.
TDK's; Maxell; BASF chrome;
(tape alone worth £90). Sell whole lot £ 175 o.n.o.
Box no. 2484.
Wollensak 4766E stereo cassette deck for sale. Wolverhampton area. Tel.: Sedgley 5515.
Matched pair Bowers and Wilkins DM2 speakers.
Condition as new. £ 110. Tel.: Bourne End 22260.
For sale: Revox A77 Mk. 3 deck, half-track, with 12
reels 10!," low noise tape, remote control. £ 360. One pair
AR3a speakers, £ 160. AR tuner and amplifier. £85 each.
All items in mint condition. Tel.: Preston ( Lancs.)
725388.
Revox F.36 (valved) stereo 4-track tape recorder, recent
new heads and capstan, takes
reels, £ 55. C-core
output transformers for Mullard 20 watt valve amplifier,
4 section sec, u/I and pentode taps, £ 10 each or £ 17 pair.
Smaller 10 watt p/p OPT., two EL84 to 15 ohm lis,
pentode connection, £3 each or £ 5 pair. B. M. Sandall,
Amber Croft, Higham, Derby, DES 6EH.

9!,-

Quad Electrostatic speakers, 22 amps, control unit,
Goldring, 88 Turntable. SME arm, in cabinet. Price£230. Tel.: Haywards Heath 54387.
Quad 22/II £ 30; AM tuner £ 15; Thorens TDI50A £20:
Sansui QS100 £40; Executive Hiballs £25. Tel.: Kirkburton 4239.
Accuphase E202 integrated amplifier. Boxed as new,
perfect. £ 375. Tel.: Newton Abbot 61626-evenings
6-7.30 p.m.

FOR SALE-trade
All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported worldwide. Very competitive prices. Specific
enquiries, write please. The Sound Affair, 364 Mission
Court, St. Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.
A.D. HiFi Cabinets are individually made so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch with your phone
number, or visit our works. We will quote if we are able
to help. A. Davies & Co., 57 Wellesley Road, London
NW5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.
Microphones: AKG D202EI, £45; AKG D190C or
'E', £20; AKG D224, £60. Sennheiser MD211N, £45.
All brand new and boxed. Please add 25% for VAT.
All other AKG and Sennheiser mikes, s.a.e. for quote.
J. J. Francis ( Wood Green) Limited, Manwood House,
Matching Green, Harlow, Essex. Tel.: Matching 476.
Overseas customers supplied with Records and Musical
Instruments free of British tax. Cheaper for quantities.
Orders over £ 10, post free. All British orders, post free.
Ron's Music Shop ( Export) Ltd, 25 Ilford Lane, Ilford,
Essex, England.
Manufacturer's surplus 600 plinths, drilled to take
standard BSR deck. Teak finish. £ 1.50 each. Tel.:
Watford 35273.
Super quality record covers. In transparent polythene.
LP 12I" x 13" heavy gauge: 50, £2.20; 100, £3.80; 250,
£8-50; 500, £ 16.00; light gauge: 50, £ 1.50; 100, £2.50;
250, £ 5.40; 500, £9.90. Singles 71" x 7r heavy guage:
MO. £ 1.90; 250, £4.25; 500, £8.00. Mail order only, P & P
included. N.E.B. Supplies, Dept ( N.38), 95 Grappenhall
Road, Stockton Heath, Warrington, Cheshire WA4 2AR.
Best way to choose loudspeakers. Home Demonstrations
by Graham Nalty, Derby 674929 (6-7 p.m.). Videotone
Minimax 2, Midimax, Monitor Audio MA7, Castle
Richmond, WAR 2020. New Cash'n'Carry discount
scheme (Connoisseur BD2 £43). Stereo amplifier 20 W
RMS £ 36-25.
NEAL Cassette Recorders. Opportunity to own a
famous machine at fabulous saving. Demonstration,
display and review units-all models.
Thoroughly
rechecked to full specification by Manufacturer and
reboxed. Full guarantee. Example: Model 102 Mk Iat
only £ 120 plus VAT (£ 150). Post enquiries only please,
dB Associates, 75 Marlow Road, London, SE20 or
phone 08926 3150.

A comprehensive service for the speaker builder
DRIVE UNITS
Celestion HFI300 (8 or 15 ohm)
Celestion HF2000 .. • •
Coles (formerly ITT/STC) 4001G
KEF B110 ..
KEF B200 .. • •
KEF 8139 .. • •
KEF T27
.
•
KEF TI5
Peerless DTIOHFC
Peerless KOIODT
Peerless K040MRF
Richard Allan CG8T
Richard Allan DT20
Richard Allan LP813
Richard Allan HP8B
CROSSOVERS:
KEF DNI2 .
KEF DNI3 ( SF 1017)
KEF DNI3 (SP 1015) ..
Falcon 8139/B110/T27/4001G
Falcon B200/Peerless DTIOHFC .
Falcon KIT for B300/HF1300/400IG per pr.
Falcon KIT for 8139/B110/T15/4001G per pr
HFN " Daline" 3-way KIT (
state tweeter)
per pair
HFN " Daline" 2-way KIT (.
T27) per pair ..
HFN " Daline" 2-way KIT (
KO IODT) per pr

£7 70
£10 15
£6 95
£8-30
£9 50
£16 95
£6 00
£6-95
£8 95
£7-95
£10 50
£7 35
£6 15
£8 80
£12-95

£675
£435
£475
£810
£399
£783
£1427
£9 15
£4 25
£6 60

SOFTWARE:
BAF wadding 24"x I", per yard ..
Long fibre wool to Or Bailey's specification

60p
El 20

Grille cloth-S.A.E. please for samples.
BADGER SPECIAL! !! Beautifully made teak.
finished enclosures complete with grille cloth on
frame intended for the now discontinued Marsden
Hall Annexe XL20 speaker. About 1cu. ft. with
baffle cut out for 8200 but needs cutting of detached plate to suit the tweeter or tweeters of
your choice. Cabinet cut-out for recessed input
panel. Packed and sold only in pairs. £24 per pair.
(Recessed input panels to suit £1per pair.)
Catalogue containing reprint of Hi Fi Answers
Monitor design, 20p post free. (Overseas 50p or a
dollar bill.) Exports welcome.
All prices include VAT. Post and packing: bass
speakers, 60p; midrange and tweeters, 35p;
crossovers, 35p ( 50p for 2); crossover kits, 25p
pair; wadding, 10p per yard; wool, 10p per pound;
cabinets, £1.75 per pair.
Callers welcome: 9-6 Tues. to Sat. Closed all day
Monday. Do it yourself speakers on demonstration
including the better magazine designs.
ACCESS orders taken by phone.

Buy it with Aixews

BADGER SOUND SERVICES LTD.
38A St Andrews Road South,
Lytham St Annes, Lancs. FY8 IPS.
Telephone: St Annes 729247.
STD CODE 0253
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SALE TR AI)E-Cont.

SALE TRADE-Cont.

Stereo decoder modules for Quad tuners, easy to fit,
SAE for details, I. G. Bowman, 59 Fowey Avenue,
Torquay, S. Devon.

H.
ELME

Cerwin Vega superb loudspeakers now available from
Super Sound Systems, Ealing. The super efficient range
covers all requirements from 30-300 watts pure power.
Demonstrations available anytime including weekends.
Prices from £62. Tel.: 01-567 4282 (daytime); 01-579 7562
(evenings).

DO-IT-YOURSELF
HI-FI STEREO
SPEAKER KITS

HELME AUDIO
PRODUCTS LTD

Dept H N.
SUMMERBRIDGE
HARROGATE YORKS

Linsley-Hood 75 watt amplifier spares by return. SAE
for list. Interference suppression kit £ 1-35. Headphone
socket kit £ 1.45. P & P 10p. I. G. Bowman, 59 Fowey
Avenue, Torquay, S. Devon.
Technics SE 9600 power amplifier and SE 9600 control
unit. Mint. £480. Pair Ornai TL6 speakers S/S £260.
Delivery could be arranged. Audio Corner, 117 Portland
Street, Southport, Merseyside, PR8 6QZ. Tel.: 0704
37332.
Speaker Units-13139/2, £ 15.85; B200, £9.35; B110, £8;
HP8B, £ 1505; I
2P, £ 15.25. Tweeters-T27, £6; HF1300,
£7.78; BBC/HF1300, £7.99; HF2000, £ 10; TI5, £6.35;
KOIODT, £7.55. Prices include VAT and carriage.
S.a.e. full lists.
Soundbox Productions, Haywards
Heath, Sussex.

LINSLEY

HOOD

HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIERS AND TEST EQUIPMENT

Tel Darley 279(Std Code 0423 -72)

Having problems connecting two or
three tape
recorders
to your
amplifier? Solve them with one of
our large range of Adaptor Units.
Please send stamp for free catalogue.
M.A.C. Ltd, Dept. G.I., 17 Bathley S ,
Nottingham NG2 2LJ. Tel.: (0602) 862 647.

CLARK Al
BAILEY TRANSMISSION LINE SPEAKERS

15 to 120 watts. Equal pathlength driver phasingfor three years now! Continuous development.
Wonderfully natural sound over the full frequency
range. For comprehensive information send 20p
stamps to CLARK SPEAKERS, 122 Hull Road, Anlaby,
N. Humberside. On demonstration in London,
Cleckheaton, Derby, Fife, Hull and Spennymoor.

World's Finest Acoustic Grille Cloth

CROSSOVERS. COMPONENTS. KITS

Fabulous designs exclusive to UPL
Send 10p for pattern card
UPL, Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. Tel. 01-942 9567

There's nothing better, they are the best available!
Direct prices: Al-21, 8100; AI-31L, E184;
E195: Al-35, £228 per pair. Response from 17 Hz,

Frisby, Hi Fi News, February 1974, May 1975.
Fris, Hi Fi News, May 1975
Rogers, Hi Fi, Ans., August, 1973
Colloms, Pop., Hi Fi, April 1973
Units by: STC (
Coles) KEF, PEERLESS
& CELESTION
LONG FIBRE WOOL
GRILLE FABRICS
INDUCTORS CAPACITORS
BAF WADDING 5 & 9 WATT RESISTORS
25 ohm POTENTIOMETERS
ACOUSTICALLY TRANSPARENT FOAMS
15 & Bohm L• PAD ATTENUATORS etc.
Large stamped addressed envelope for latest
price list PL8 and 4p stamps for samples.

FALCON ELECTRONICS

IT HELPS

Dept. HFN, 26 Station Road,
Bexhill- on- Sea, Sussex
ACCESS

TO MENTION
CASSETTE LABELS!!

HI-FI NEWS
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•Competitive discounts
on all equipment.
.2 years free parts
and labour guarantee.
•Systems tested and
assembled before purchase.
•Free leads and plugs.
Our
Price

AMPS-TUNERS
Armstrong 621 ..
623 ..
624 ..
Quad 33/303 ..
Pioneer SA 5300
SA 6300

R.R.P.
£115.73
£123.02
£92.18
£177.50
£85.59
£114.13

TUNER AMPS
Goodrnans Module 90
Rotel AX 102 ..
AX 202
RT 224
Sugden A2I
Leak 2000
Trio KR 2400 ..
Tandberg TR 200
TA 220

£1130•46 £139 00
coo•so £73 90
£124.23
£94 90
£72-50
£49 90
£119.00 £109 90
£223.96 £179 50
£150.00 £119 90
£156.25 £109 90
£162.50 £139 90

TURNTABLES
Dual C601
G
d 8688 c/w Cartridge ..
SP25IV Mod c/w Cartridge ..
Pioneer PL I2D
Thorens TO 160C

meso

£79.38
£69.94
£5.71
£103.13

P.O.A.
£59 50
£79 50

P.O.A.
£59 90
£ 54 50
£52 50
£ 79 90

CASSETTE & REEL TO REEL DECKS
Akai GXC 34D ..
C137-20
£99 50
GXC 390 ..
£186•50 £134.50
GXC 75D ..
uses() £ 197 50
4000 DS ..
£169.50 £ 124 50
Goodmans SCD 100
£195.70 £ 139 90
Pioneer CT4I41
£192.69 £132 90
CT 5151
£218.90 £149.90
Sony TC 138SD
£196-70
TC 377
£173.55
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3500X
£225.00
3641X
£282.50
TCD 310
£226-25 £ 198-50
LOUDSPEAKERS
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
Dicton 44 ..
Goodmans Minister SL
Havant SL
KEF Chorales ..
Cadenza ..
Wharfedale Denton 2X.
F;
Dovedale 3XP
Leak 2030
2060 ..

£116.13 £79.90
£208-50 £ 143-90
£72.64 £52.90
£39.66 £69•90
£93.76
P0 A
£150.00} • '
£57.29 £39.50
£182.71 £ 149.00
£109.37 £89.50
£193.29 C156-90

PERSONAL EXPORTS WELCOME

when
answering

LABELS

LIVERPOOL'S 111-F1
DISCOUNT STORE

give you the best of both
worlds- discount and service.

AUDIO ADAPTOR UNITS

Available from
TELERADIO HI-FI, 325 FORE STREET,
LONDON N9OPE.
Examples: 75 W Amplifier Kit, £ 12 (
made £15.95).
Pre-amp. Kit, £ 15 ( made [ 10). P.S.U., £9 ( made
Ell). Test instruments: Audio oscillator, £9•50.
£15•25. F.M. SigGen, £ 12. Distortion analyser, £e2s. P.S.U. 60v IA, £ 17•30.
Tax on: Amps. 25%; Instruments 8%. P/P extra.
Stockists of KEF L.S. Units. S.A.E. will bring lists
as required.
Closed Thursdays.

ACOUSTONE

•

,
The best value around
Send for details

One pair Omal TL6 speakers S/S £275. One pair
walnut KLH5 speakers £297.50. Scandyna 3000 receiver
S/S £80. Howland-West RI® receiver S/S £90.00. Pair
KLH 38 Speakers S/S £75.90. BARCLAYCARDS,
ACCESS. Audio Corner, 117 Portland Street, Southport,
Tel.: 0704 37332.

1
••'"'•I

CL•

Up to 60% discount off tapes and cartridges.
Prices correct at time of going to press. Prices
include VAT.

FITS DIRECTLY ON TO STANDARD CASSETTES

EASY TO WRITE ON - PEEL OFF

100 for
For larger quantities,
Own printing on label,
colours. etc. send SAE
for FREE leaflet.

£2.00 ('e.e.)

Send Cheques POs to:CASSETTE LABEL PRINTERS LTD
BCM -9503
London WC1V 6XX

Ace Audio,
66 Renshaw St. Liverpool 1.
Tel:051-709-9258.
Late night opening,
Thursday 8.00 p.m.

SALE TRADE—Cont.

CHECK WITH US
WE SPECIALISE ! ! !

FOR HIRE Revox A77 ( HS + standard
NAB

611 11 ;q41—à111.
111115 i

etc.).

478,

LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES

0

1
- CCIR van- pitch, van- speed

AKG BX20, Quad 303, Revox
Spendor speakers,

mic stands

LONDON'S LEADING STOCKISTS OF
HI- Fl ACCESSORIES
CARTRIDGES STYLI PLUGS
SOCKETS LEADS HEADPHONES
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS ETC.
If you don't find it with us we doubt if you
will find it elsewhere

etc.

FOR SALE ten different colours of

PYNAIR & MAN

14/0076 X2 braided mic cable, all Revox
equipment.
mic arm,

PATTERNS

45 in.

spring

tensioned

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Refunded

in. thread for stand adaptors

A FEW EXAMPLES FROM OUR RANGE

designed for D202 etc.
Radio Recordings

from 22p per sq ft

Tel: 01-586 0064.

ANY SIZE CUT

SERVICING

B.A.F.WADDING

R. Beaumont, specialist audio repairs and Philips VCR
service. 21 Southway, Ilkley, West Yorkshire. Tel.:
094-33 2026.

1" thick, Superior Quality
£1.00 per square yard ( 24" x54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width

B. Erwood (Audio Servicing). High fidelity equipment
Serviced, installed and maintained. Will travel. 232
Aragon Road, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: 01-337 9172.
Vortexion owners! Comprehensive recorder overhaul
repair service by Vortronics Limited, 238 Earlsfield Road,
SW18. Tel.: 01-870 5911/01-947 0616.

LONG-HAIRED PURE WOOL FIBRES

G
d 401. Eliminate rumble: have precision made
P.T.F.E bearings fitted. L6-50, inc. P & P. For details
telephone 01-868 4095 evenings.

£1.20 per lb. weight

TERYLENE

STUDIO FACILITIES

2" thick, Superior Quality
£1.40 p per sq. yd. ( 24" x 54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes. Tel.: Bracknell 54935. London Road, Binfield, Bracknell. Berkshire.
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters.
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
I Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel: 048361684.

•
1"ACOUSTICALLY-TRANSPARENT
BLACK FOAM PADDING
32 p per square foot

Warren Recordings ( members A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc
demo-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01-203
0306.

Fabric Samples and Fitting
Instructions for all materials,

J & B Recordings.
Disc cutting service.
Demospressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editing.
Stereo/mono. S.a.e. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-648 9952.

12 pstamps.

P. & P. EXTRA. PLEASE ENQUIRE RATES

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, YORKSHIRE
(Telephone 0757 85-206)

VINYLITE
PRESSINGS

DEMO DISCS
I

Sound Exchange pay top prices for all tape and hi-fi
equipment. 33 Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill. Tel.:
01-699 5577.

ELECTROPLATING

Wanted Akai 2000SD. Must be in good condition.
Tel.: Edenbridge 2134 after 7p.m.

Single discs, 1-20, Mono or Stereo, delivery 4 days,
from your tapes. Quanti y runs 25 to 1,000 records
PRESSED IN VINYLITE IN OUR OWN PLANT.
Delivery 3-4 weeks. Sleeves/Labels. Finest quality
NEUMANN STEREO/Mono Lathes. We cut for
many Studios UK/OVERSEAS. SAE list.
PO

Box 3,

DEROY RECORDS
Hawk Street, Carnforth,

Elstree Mobile Recording Studios. Multi-track facilities.
Fully mobile recording unit tape to cassette or to disc.
Copying—video mobile.
Video Recordings Service,
32 Deaconshill Road, Elstree, Herts.

WANTED

RECORDS MADE TO ORDER

LACQUER MASTERS
FOR THE TRADE

Sound News Productions. Britain's oldest full-time tape/
disc/cassette transfer service. Pressing for private and for
trade. Modern studio facilities (Steinway Grand). Ferrograph, Grundig, Philips, Revox equipment promptly serviced. 18 Blenheim Road, London W4. Tel.: 01-995 1661.

Wanted Amcron DI58 Stereo Amp in first class condition. Telephone 061-428 4963 or write to 81 Oak Road,
Cheadle, Cheshire.
Tuner Stereo, good quality selective A.M.
Warner, 110. Lindenthorpe Road, Broadstairs,
Tel.: Thanet 67559.

Lancs.

SM.E. lid and hinges. Will buy other items in order to
obtain. Greenhalgh. Tel.: Nuneaton 67271.

Tel.: 2273.

Hi- Fi Dealer

The March issue of

is published on
February the 28th

SECTION II
ACOS: GP91-2-3-4-5-6, GP25/29, GP39, GP59,
GP
G
p7
10
34
..GP65/67. GP7I/3, GP81/I, GP9ISC, GP79,
BSR: ST 3-4-5-6, ST 8-9-10, ST 12-14-15, ST 16-17,
ST 18-19, TC 8.
DUAL: DN2, DN24, DN3, DN43, DNS, 13N26.
640.
ELAC: KST-9. KST-I00, KST-102. KST-104, PE- I90
KST- 107, PE- I86, PE- I88.
GARRARD: GC2, GCS10/1, G03, GCE12, GCS23,
GKS25. GKS25T, KS40A, GCS25, GCS38, KS418,
KS4IC.
GOLDRING: 500, 580/600, MXI, MX2, SX10,
CM50, C580. MX4, CM60, CS90/5, C590/7.
PHILIPS: 3010, 3001, GP3I6, 3063, 3060, 3224.
3400, GP200, GP300, GP213, 3306.
RO NETTE: Collaro PX Transcription Studio 0,
DC400:8F40. TX-88, TA600, CMTI02.
SON OTO NE: 8T4/A, 9TA, 9TA H/C, 3509,2509,
3549 ( KS4IB), 3559 ( KS41C), DC284.
SANYO: G26I5N.
TELETON: CM5.

ALL STYLI IN SECTION II AT

I.20

ALL THE L.P. STYLI IN SECTION II ARE
DIAMOND TIPPED, TURNOVER TYPES
CAN
BE
SUPPLIED
FITTED
WITH
DOUBLE L P. ( DOUBLE DIAMOND) AT
£150.
SECTION III
DECCA DERAM: ( Blue) Stereo £225: Double
Pack, £425.
DECCA DERAM: (
Red) Mono, £ 225; Double
Pack, £4.25.
GOLDRING: CS9IE, £240.
Practically all other types of styli not listed
here are also available, regardless of make or
age.
If in doubt send your old stylus which will be
returned with quote by next post.
All prices inclusive of V.A.T. at 25°/. UK
orders add 40p post and packing. S.A.E. with
all enquiries please. To avoid delay please
print your name and address clearly on all
correspondence.
CASH, CHEQUES, POSTAL ORDERS, ETC.
MADE PAYABLE TO HI-FI CARE CO.
CALLERS WELCOME
Dept. No. N2.
Please supply Stylus No. ....
Add 10p Post.
Price

Severn

HI-FI NEWS

F.M.
Kent.

SECTION I
Top Quality Replacement Styli for:
GOLDRING: G800, £2-40; G800H, £2.40; G850.
£2 40; G820, E2.40; G800E, E4-95; G800i713. £2.70.
SHURE: N3D, £2.40; N44-5, £3.10; N44-7, £3.10;
N44C, £3.10; N44E, £190; N33-5, £3.10; N33-7,
(.310; N75-6, E3•15; N75E111, C8-50; N75E2, C8.70:
N75G, E3.10; N75-3/78, £ 3.10; N9IMG, £425;
N9.21ED. £8.30; N93-E, £8.30; N77, £4.25; N44-3.78
£4 5.
B &
SPI 2. £215; SP6/7 with can, £4-95.
PHILIPS: GP400, £450; GP407. E4.50; GP 370,
E2 75; GP40IE, C5•90; GP404/410, £3.85.
PICKERING: VISAC. V1SAT. VISAM—All at
£3.15.
AUDIO TECH.: AT6, £3.10; AT66. £4.95;
AT66E, £8.30.
ORBIT: NM 22, £4.95; NM 33. £3-75.
ACOS: M6. £ 3.75.
EMPIRE: 808, E5.90: 888, £.5-90; VE 999 ,£18-90 .
SONY: NDII4P ( HP239 and HP2I1), £315.

•

Sophisticated comparator
Soip.
demonstrations of all
e
4
leading brands of
, equipment at competitive
prices. Lux-SugdenO
Marantz-Teal-PioneerSpendor-Rogers.

o,

spew'

Lis T

souND sysTEms

CLAREMONT HILL SHREWSBURY .
TEL 57684

NAME
ADDRESS

Orders and Enquiries to'—

HI -FI CARE ( Retail) Ltd.
(Dept. N2)
Shop hours: 9-6; 7 on Thursdays.
Telephone: 01-637 8911 3.
Allow 7-14 days for delivery.
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•
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Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants. Rates: Trade 12p ( minimum £ 1.80); Private 9p per word

(minimum £ 1.35); Box Nos. 30p extra. To: Hi Fi News & Record Review, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House,
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under the heading
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PRESENTS THE NEW PE2217
THE AUDIO FREQUENCY EQUALIZER/
PREAMPLIFIER WITH THE MOST CONTROLS
THE MOST FLEXIBILITY
THE MOST FUNCTIONS
THE MOST USEABILITY
AUDIO ENGINEERS AGREE THAT THE ULTIMATE PREAMP MUST HAVE ALL
THE CONTROL FLEXIBILITY OF A PATCH PANEL; THE NEW PE2217
FAS PUSHBUTTON- PATCHING, PLUS 22 MORE MUST FEATURES —
ALL PUSHBUTTONS INTERLOCKED

ON DEMONSTRATION AND ONLY AVAILABLE THROUGH THE FOLLOWING DEALERS:

282 Glossop Road, Sheffield, Yorks.
Telephone 0742 737893
AUDIO CORNER, 117 Portland Street, Southport, Lancs
Telephone 0704 3723
AUDIO aTAPE RECORDER SERVICES, 134 Church Road, Manor Park, London El 7.
Telephone 01 553 4124
HI Fl CORNER, 1 Haddington Place, Edinburgh. Scotland.
Telephone 031 556 7901
JEFFRIES RADIOVISION, 7a Albert Parade, Eastbourne, Sussex.
Telephone 0323 31136
REW AUDIO VISUAL CO., Centre Point, London WC1.
Telephone 01 240 3066/7
RICHLOW ELECTRONICS, 20 Roundhill Road, Livermead. Torquay.
Telephone 0803 65028
UNMET PRODUCTS LTD, Compton House, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey.
Telephone 01 942 9567
J. MOORE, 58 Francis Street, Newtownards, Co. Down, N. Ireland.
Telephone 024 781 2417
AUDIO CENTRE,

tp prevent inadvertent program destruction
DISCRETE — OCTAVE EQUALIZATION CONTROL

of ten octaves on each channel. + 12db each octave
FULL — SPECTRUM LEVEL CONTROL

for each channel

AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS MONITORING

by Ight-emitting diodes for visual warning of overload in output circuits
VISUAL ZERO — GAIN EQUALIZATION BALANCING

on music, white noise or pink noise
SELECTION OF TEST LITES

on or off

TAPE DUBBING BETWEEN TWO MACHINES

with optional simultaneous equalizing and monitoring
DOUBLE — DUBBING

into two recorders simultaneously
SEPARATE SYSTEM — SELECTION

enables full use of all other functions during the tape dubbing operation
LINE OR TAPE

equalization selector
AUTOMATIC EQUALIZER — DEFEAT

when line or tape equalizer is not in use
FRONT PANEL TAPE

input-output jacks for easy 2nd and 3rd tape recorder hookup access

TAPE MONITORING

cf either tape at any time
TWO

stereo headphone jacks
MONO SELECTOR

for left, right or both channels to both outputs
REVERSE — STEREO

mode
TWO

low -level
FOUR

phono inputs

independent phono preamps
SIX

A/C outlets, 4switched, 2unswitched
ELECTRO — PLATED FERROUS CHASSIS —
(eight sections)— provides optimum shielding to minimize magnetic
field- coupling
SINGLE — POINT

system ground connector minimizes ground- loops
TWO REGULATED

power supplies.
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For further details send SAE to sole UK distributor
Gale Electronics 8/ Design Limited 23 Bruton Place London W1X 7AB

Our warranty records show that on
average only one Revox buyer in six has
never had atape recorder before.
The remaining five have all owned one
or more makes previously. Since our
warranty application invites comment,
we are frequently told how happy our
customers are with their Revox,
especially when they compare it with
their previous purchases.
But too often we hear the lament:

I
WISH I'D
BOUGHT IT
ER
Save yourself the cost of
experimentation in tape recording.
Select arecorder that will neither add
nor detract from the original.
Choose the A77 - and if your finances
don't quite run to anew machine, try to
find one second hand - in standard
condition it will out perform other makes
of new equipment at the same price.

R EVOX
Buy it first — it's built to last
I
Revox
C. E. Hammond Co. Ltd.
Lamb House
Church Street
Chiswick
London W4 2PB
England
Revox Corporation
3637 Cahuenga Boulevard West
Hollywood
California 90068

I

•Revox Corporation
155, Michael Drive
Syosset
N.Y. 11791
U.S.A.
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Revox International
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